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UnitedStatesDepartmentoftheInterior

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
IN REPLY REFER TO: 101 I E. TUDOR RD.

ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99503

PL/0213S

SEP 12 tY

Dear Reader:

Enclosed is the Final Comprehensive Conservation Plan, Environmental Impact
Statement, Wilderness Review, and Wild River Plans (Plan) for the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska. The Plan has been prepared pursuant to
Sections 304(g), 605, 1008, and 1317 of the Alaska National Interest Lands
Conservation Act of 1980 (the Alaska Lands Act), Section 3(d) of the
Wilderness Act of 1964, and Section 102(2)(C) of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969. When producing long-term management plans for the

nation's national wildlife refuges, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (the

Service) actively seeks comments from the general public on the development of

management alternatives and on the choice of a preferred management strategy.

The Plan includes seven alternative strategies for long-term management of the

Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.

Management of national wildlife refuges in Alaska must conform to the legal

and administrative requirements that are listed in the first section of this

document. Those that have a direct impact on the development of a long-range

plan and on the choice of the preferred management alternative are discussed

below.

According to the National Wildlife Refuge System Administration Act and

Section 304(b) of the Alaska Lands Act, no discretionary use of a national

wildlife refuge will be permitted by the Service unless it is first determined

to be compatible with the purposes for which the refuge was established. Uses

specifically mandated by Congress, or.for which separate legal standards are

legislatively established, are exempt from the compatibility requirement.

Section 304(g) of the Alaska Lands Act requires the preparation of a

comprehensive conservation plan for each unit of the National Wildlife Refuge

System established or enlarged by the Act. Such a plan designates areas

within a refuge according to their resources and values, outlines programs for

conserving fish and wildlife resource values, and specifies uses within each

area that may be compatible with the major purposes of the refuge.

Furthermore, such a plan discusses opportunities that will be made available

for fish and wildlife oriented recreation, ecological research, environmental

education and interpretation, and economic use of refuge lands.



In addition to presenting the Service's long range management strategies for
the Arctic Refuge, the Plan evaluates the effect of the-proposed management
alternatives on subsistence uses and needs, as required by Section 810 of the
Alaska Lands Act. The law requires the Service to evaluate the effects on
subsistence use and needs before implementing any part of a plan that would
withdraw, reserve, lease, or otherwise permit the use, occupancy or
disposition of public lands. The Service is required to give notice and hold
public hearings on any action that would "significantly restrict" subsistence
uses. Public hearings to be held in conjunction with the development of the
Plan, the Section 810 evaluation found as part of the text, and the
consideration of comments received on the Plan are designed to meet these
requirements.

The question of oil and gas development on the Arctic Refuge, particularly
development of the coastal plain, is of special Interest to many groups.
Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act specifically prohibits oil and gas
leasing, development, and production anywhere on the Arctic Refuge. Until
Congress takes action to change this provision, the Service will not permit
oil and gas leasing in the refuge under any of the alternatives in the Plan.
When Congress makes a management decision, that action will be incorporated
into the Plan and implemented.

The Plan covers all of the Arctic Refuge, including the "1002" coastal plain
area. However, actions that Congress might take in the "1002" area, including
permitting oil and gas development or designating the area as wilderness, are
not addressed In this document. Section 1002(h) of the Alaska Lands Act
directed the Department of the Interior to provide the Congress with a
separate report on the future management of the "1002' area. The 1002(h)
report and legislative environmental impact statement, submitted to Congress
on June 1, 1987, analyzes five alternatives and contains the Secretary of the
Interior's recommendation that the entire area be made available for leasing.
The Congress will determine the future management of the "1002" area. In the
interim, in all of the alternatives in the Plan the 1.5 million acres of
federally managed lands in the "1002" area are treated as a minimal management
area.

During the process of developing plans for Alaska refuges, the public has an
opportunity to suggest what additional lands, if any, should be placed in the
National Wilderness Preservation System. Section 1317 of the Alaska Lands Act
requires the Service to review all non-designated lands in the National
Wildlife Refuge System in Alaska to determine their suitability or
non-suitability as wilderness.

Although large tracts of land on Alaska refuges may be found to be suitable as
wilderness, not all land that is suitable will be proposed for wilderness
designation because of the management strategies that will be used to meet
refuge purposes. As a result, the range of wilderness alternatives is
evaluated subsequent to the Service's selection of its preferred management
alternative. A wilderness proposal is examined for each of the management
alternatives in the Plan.



Congress established more than 19 million acres of wilderness on Alaska
refuges with the passage of the Alaska Lands Act. Therefore, the criteria
used to determine what land the Service additionally proposed for wilderness
designation include (1) the need for wilderness unit boundary adjustment and
(2) the addition of selected areas with outstanding resource values that may
have been inadvertently overlooked during the original wilderness review and
subsequent designations undertaken by Congress. A summary of public comments
on the Service's recommended wilderness proposal is included in the final
Arctic Refuge Comprehensive Conservation Plan, which is part of the wilderness
package sent to Congress.

Comments provided on the draft Plan have been taken into account in
preparation of this Plan. A record of decision will be published no sooner
than 45 days following the publication of the document, and the Service will
begin implementing the management directions in the preferred alternative.

Requests for further information should be directed to the Regional Director,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1011 E. Tudor Road, Anchorage, Alaska 99503,
Attention: Bill Knauer, or contact Mr. Knauer at (907) 786-3399.

ly,

ional Director

Enclosure



NOTICE TO READER

Section 304(g) of the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (the
Alaska Lands Act) of 1980 directed the Secretary of the Interior to prepare a
comprehensive conservation plan for the 19-million-acre Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge in northeastern Alaska. This plan is being prepared to
fulfill that requirement.

Section 1002 of the Alaska Lands Act further directed the Secretary of the
Interior to:

0 conduct biological and geological studies of the 1.5-million-acre
coastal plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (the "1002"
area);

0 report the results of those studies to the Congress; and
0 recommend to the Congress whether the "1002" area should be made

available for oil and gas exploration and development.
The 1002(h) report and legislative environmental impact statement--which
analyzes five alternatives and contains the Secretary of the Interior's
recommendation--was submitted to the Congress on June 1, 1987. The five
alternatives in the report include:

0 Alternative A--which would make the entire "1002" area available for
oil and gas exploration and development;

0 Alternative B--which would limit the amount of the "1002" area
available for exploration and development by excluding the upper Jago
River area;

0 Alternative C--which would provide for further exploration before the
Congress enacts leasing authority;

0 Alternative D--which would allow the management of the "1002" area to
continue under existing legal authority guided by the Arctic Refuge
comprehensive conservation plan, requiring no additional
congressional action; and

0 Alternative E--which calls for designation of the "1002" area as
wilderness pursuant to the 1964 Wilderness Act and the Alaska Lands
Act.

In the report the Secretary of the Interior recommended that the Congress
enact legislation directing him to conduct an orderly oil and gas leasing
program for the entire "1002" area (Alternative A) at such a pace and in such
circumstances as he determines will avoid unnecessary adverse effect on the
environment. Thus, future management of the "1002" area is currently in the
hands of the Congress. This includes the potential for wilderness management
of these lands as directed by the Alaska Lands Act, Title 13, Section 1317.

The Fish and Wildlife Service (the Service) is presently managing the "1002"
area as it has done in the past, essentially as a minimal management area.
Until the Congress takes action on the future of the "1002" area the Service
will continue this practice. In all alternatives included in this
comprehensive conservation plan for the Arctic Refuge, the "1002" area is
treated as a minimal management area. Actions that the Congress may take in
the "1002" area--including making it available for oil and gas exploration and
development or designating it as wilderness--will not be addressed in this
plan. Any decision made by the Congress regarding the future management of
the "1002" area will be incorporated into this plan and implemented. Should
any additional studies or a wilderness review of the "1002" area be required,
they will be undertaken and completed at that time (see also the "Wilderness
Review of the 1002 Area" in the Introduction).



ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
FINAL COMPREHENSIVE CONSERVATION PLAN,

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTO
WILDERNESS REVIEW, AND

WILD RIVER PLANS

September, 1988

U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
REGION 7, 1011 E. TUDOR RD.

ANCHORAGE, AK 99503

The 19-miliion acre Arctic National Wildlife Refuge is located on the extreme
northeastern corner of Alaska. This draft comprehensive conservation plan and
environmental impact statement describes seven alternatives for managing the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, and evaluates the effects of implementing
each alternative. An alternative reflecting current management (no action),
is included. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's preferred alternative is
identified and the criteria used in its selection are described. The document
also includes a wilderness review, which evaluates the suitability of lands
for wilderness designation, and management directions for the Ivishak, upper
Sheenjek and Wind rivers, three units of the National Wild River System.

For further information contact William W. Knauer (907) 786-3399.



THE ALASKA LANDS ACT REQUIREMENTS

Section 304(g) of the Alaska Lands Act requires the preparation of a
comprehensive conservation plan (CCP) for each unit ot the National Wildlife
Refuge System established or enlarged by the Alaska Lands Act. These plans
are to designate areas within the refuge according to their respective
resources and values, specify the programs for conserving fish and wildlife
resource values, and specify the uses within each area that may be compatible
with the major purposes of the refuge. The plan also will set forth those
opportunities that will be provided within the refuge for fish and
wildlife-oriented recreation, ecological research, environmental education and
interpretation of refuge resources and values, and economic uses.

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE PLANNINC DOCUMENTS

The Fish and Wildlife Service planning process for each refuge involves a
number of stages progressing from the development of a broad comprehensive
conservation plan/environmentai impact statement/wilderness review, to the
formulation of detailed management plans for implementing specific components
of the comprehensive conservation plan.

The comprehensive conservation plan addresses topics of resource
management, visitor use, refuge operations, and development in
general terms. The wilderness review determines which lands are
suitable for inclusion in the National Wilderness Preservation
System. The goal of this plan is to establish a consensus
between the Service and interested agencies, groups, and
individuals about the types and levels of visitor use,
development and resource management that will occur. These
decisions are based on the purposes of the refuge, its
significant values, the activities occurring there now, and the
resolution of any major issues surrounding possible land use
conflicts within and adjacent to the refuge. Detailed
Panagement plans are prepared after completion of the CCP.

lRefuge management plans identify the actions that
will be taken to preserve and protect natural and
cultural resources. Examples include a fishery
management plan, a wildlife habitat management
plan, a fire management plan, a land protection

t
plan, and a public use management plan.

Annual work plans identify specific tasks or projects to be
completed in the current year to implement the detailed
management plans.

Public involvement and cooperative planning efforts are continued through the
completion of the detailed management plans.

-ii-
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INTRODUCTION

The Final Arctic Refuge Comprehensive Conservation Plan/Environmental Impact
Statement/Wilderness Review/Wild River Plan (the plan) describes seven
alternatives for managing the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, and identifies
the possible consequences of implementing the alternatives. Each alternative
provides broad policy guidance for managing the refuge. The plan also
includes an evaluation of the wilderness suitability of all the lands south of
the existing Arctic Refuge Wilderness and the "1002" area. Each management
alternative includes a wilderness proposal based in part on this review.
Finally, the plan includes management directions for the three designated wild
rivers within the refuge (the Ivishak, upper Sheenjek, and Wind rivers).

The Arctic Refuge encompasses about 19.5 million acres (7.9 million ha) in
northeastern Alaska, of which 19.2 million acres (7.7 million ha) are in
federal ownership--an area almost as large as all of New England. Fairbanks,
the largest city near the refuge, is about 180 air miles (290 km) south of the
refuge boundary. The Arctic Refuge is the most northerly unit, and the second
largest, in the National.Wildlife Refuge System. The refuge is the only area
in the United States where people may practicably travel on foot or by boat
and traverse a full range of boreal forest, mountain, and north slope
landscapes and habitats because of the close proximity of the arctic coast and
mountains. The four tallest peaks in the Brooks Range, and the largest number
of glaciers, occur here. The northern slope descends to the Beaufort Sea and
a series of barrier islands and lagoons on the coast. Valleys are dotted with
lakes, sloughs and wetlands. Groves of stunted black spruce grade into tall
dense spruce forests in the Porcupine River area in the southeastern portion
of the refuge. The refuge includes fish and wildlife species common to arctic
and subarctic Alaska. Major portions of the calving ground for the Porcupine
caribou herd, one of the largest in Alaska, and critical habitat for the
endangered peregrine falcon are found here. Polar bear den on refuge land.
Other wildlife species found in the refuge include snow goose, tundra swan,
golden eagle, snowy owl, gyrfalcon, muskox (reintroduced into the refuge),
Dall sheep, brown and black bear, wolf, wolverine, arctic fox, lynx, marten,
snowshoe hare, and moose. Arctic grayling, lake trout, arctic chary chum,
chinook, coho and pink salmon, whitefish, northern pike, burbot and arctic cod
are found in the area's waters. The waters offshore of the refuge harbor
summering bowhead whales, and the coastal lagoons provide year-round habitat
for polar bear and ringed and bearded seals.

The Arctic National Wildlife Range was established on December 9, 1960, when
Secretary of Interior Fred A. Seaton signed Public Land Order 2214. The order
set aside 8.9 million acres (3.6 million ha) in the range. In 1971, Congress
enacted the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA). Under the provisions
of this statute, the Secretary of Interior proposed 3.7 million acres
(1.5 million ha) be added to the existing Arctic National Wildlife Range.
(This proposal was ultimately incorporated into the Alaska National Interest
Lands Conservation Act.) Also under the Native Claims Act (and the Alaska
Lands Act), the Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation (KIC) has statutory entitlement
to ownership of about 92,000 surface acres (37,000 ha) along the coast; the
subsurface estate for this area was conveyed to the Arctic Slope Regional
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Corporation (ASR0 in 1983, 1984, and 1986 pursuant to a land exchange
agreement.

In December, 1980, Congress enacted the Alaska National Interest Lands
Conservation Act (the Alaska Lands Act). This act, among other things,
redesignatedthe original 8.9 million-acre (3.6-millionhectare (ha)) Arctic
National Wildlife Range as the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. All the
lands, waters, interests and whatever submerged lands, if any, that were
retained in federal ownership at the time of statehood were included in the
refuge. The Alaska Lands Act added to the original refuge about 9.1 million
acres 0.7 million ha) of adjoining public lands west to the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline and south to the Yukon Flats National Wildlife Refuge. The upper
Sheenjek, Wind and Ivishak rivers were designated as wild rivers. An area of
about 8 million acres (3 million ha), comprising most of the original refuge,
was designated as wilderness, while 1.5 million acres (607,000 ha) on the
arctic coastal plain was opened under Section 1002 to a limited exploration
program for oil and gas sufficient for a preparation of a report to Congress.
Leasing, development and production of oil and gas in the refuge were
prohibited by Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act, unless authorized by
further congressional action.

The Alaska Lands Act declared the purposes for which Arctic Refuge was
established and shall be managed include:

M to conserve fish and wildlife populations and habitats in their
natural diversity including, but not limited to, the Porcupine caribou
herd (including the participation in coordinated ecological studies and
management of this herd and the Western Arctic caribou herd), polar bears,
grizzly bears, muskox, Dall sheep, wolves, wolverines, snow geesep
peregrine falcons and other migratory birds and Arctic char and grayling;

(ii) to fulfill the internationaltreaty obligationsof the United States
with respect to fish and wildlife and their habitats;

(iii) to T-ovide, in a manner consistentwith purposes set forth in
subparagredhs M and 00, the opportunity for continued subsistence uses
by local residents; and

(iv) to ensure, to the maximum extent practicable and in a manner
consistent with the purposes set forth in subparagraph (i), water quality
and necessary water quantity within the refuge.

PLANNING PROCESS

The first step in developing a comprehensive conservation plan for the Arctic
Refuge was to collect information. Field inventories, remote sensing, and
literature searches produced information about refuge resources and uses.
Public meetings, workshops, and other means were used to learn what people
were concerned about, and what they felt should be done on the refuge. All
available information was then analyzed with the help of resource specialists
from several agencies and the private sector to identify special values,
problems and issues as required by the Alaska Lands Act.
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The Service identified a number of special values in Arctic Refuge, including:
wilderness qualities; ecological values; geological/paleontological resources;
and scenic/recreational values. Examples of areas with these special values
include: upper Sheenjek, Ivishak and Wind wild rivers; ramparts of the
Porcupine River; Atigun Canyon; Firth River-Mancha Creek Research Natural
Area; Okpilak River valley; Old John Lake; Peters and Schrader lakes;
Porcupine Lake; Sadierochit Mountains and Warm Springs area; Shublik Spring
and Canning Forest; upper Coleen River; Beaufort Lagoon-Icy Reef-Kongakut
River area; Ignek Mesa; Echooka River; Fire Creek; and Ignek Creek.

The Service identified ten concerns that may affect management of the Arctic
Refuge in the future: oil and gas development within the refuge; mining within
the refuge; development and use of adjacent lands; use and development of
private inholdings within the refuge boundary; illegal harvesting of wildlife;
impacts to fish and wildlife due to increasing public use; conflicts between
users; loss of wilderness vatues; subsistence, commercial and sport harvests
of fish; and the need for additional resource and user data.

The Service conducted an extensive public involvement program in developing
this plan. Issues and concerns raised by the public included: protection of
fish and wildlife resources; maintaining subsistence opportunities; protecting
wilderness qualities; providing for oil and gas activities; providing for
access and transportation; impacts of recreational use; impacts of
researchers; use and development of Native allotments and inhoidings; the
effect of proposed Land exchanges; providing for cabins; the Service's
management of the refuge; and the refuge planning process.

After reviewing the issues raised by the public, including refuge users, local
residents, and the State, and agency management concerns, the Service
identified eight significant issues for the comprehensive conservation plan:

0 What effect will the plan have on the refuge's fish and wildlife
populations and habitats, particularly the Porcupine caribou herd?

0 What effect will.the plan have on the designation of additional
wilderness in the refuge?

0 What effect will the plan have on the refuge's wilderness values?
0 What effect will the plan have on aircraft and other motorized access

into the refuge?
0 What effect will.the plan have on public use (guided and unguided

recreational use) levels in the refuge?
0 What effect will the plan have on oil and gas activities south of the

"1002" area?
0 What effect will the plan have on mining of active claims on refuge

lands?
0 What effect will the plan have on other economic uses, such as

commercial timber harvesting?

The Service identified 14 potential issues relating to designating additional
portions of the Arctic Refuge as wilderness, of which four were determined to

be significant:
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0 What effect would wilderness designation have on the refuge's
wilderness values?

0 What effect would wilderness designation have on oil and gas
activities south of the "1002" area?

0 What effect would wilderness designation have on mining of active
claims on refuge lands?

0 What effect would wilderness designation have on commercial timber
harvesting?

Public Comments on the Draft Plan

In response to comments on the draft plan by government agencies, Native
corporations, special interest groups, and the general public, the Service has
revised the document. The following major changes were made in the draft
document:

0 The Alternative D, E and F wilderness proposals were modified to address
concerns expressed by the International Porcupine Caribou Commission and
Arctic Village. Refuge lands around Old John Lake, on the Junjik River
from Timber Lake to its confluence with the East Fork of the Chandalar
River, along the East Fork of the Chandalar River north to Red Sheep
Creek, and on the lower Wind River have been deleted from the wilderness
proposals. In addition, the proposed wilderness boundary in the southeast
corner in Alternative E was drawn back to the Porcupine River.

NANACENENT OF THE "1002" COASTAL PLAIN AREA

All discussions of the resources, uses, and consequences of those uses in the
"1002" coastal plain area are addressed in the 1002(h) report (Clough, Patton
and Christiansen, 1987). The Service is presently managing the "1002" area as
it has done in the past, essentially as a minimal management area. Until the
Congress takes action on the future of the "1002" area the Service will
continue this practice. In all alternatives included in this comprehensive
conservation plan for the Arctic Refuge, the "1002" area is treated as a
minimal management area. Actions that the Congress may take in the "1002"
area--including making it available for oil and gas exploration and
development or designating it as wilderness--will not be addressed in this
plan. Any decision made by the Congress regarding the future management of
the "1002" area will be incorporated into this plan and implemented. Should
any additional studies or a wilderness review of the "1002" area be required,
they will be undertaken and completed at that time (see also the "Wilderness
Review of the 1002 Area" in the Introduction).

KANAGMENT OF NATIVE CONVEYED LANDS SUBJECT M SECTION 22(g)

The 92,000 acres (37,000 ha) of lands owned by Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation
(KIC) and Arctic Slope Regional Corporation (ASRC) are subject to the
provisions of Section 22(g) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
(ANCSA). The Service is concerned with protecting the important resource
values of these private lands, while also enabling the Native landowners to
derive economic benefits from their land. Oil and gas activities on the
Native corporation lands which are subject to the terms of the Chandler Lake
land exchange agreement will be subject to environmental standards established
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by Congress for the "1002" coastal plain area. For all other uses and
developments the Service will work cooperatively with the Native corporations
to ensure that Native and federal interests an 22(g) lands are protected.

COMMON MANACKKENT DIRECTIONS

Management of the refuge under any alternative is governed by federal laws,
Service policies, and principles of sound resource management--all of which
restrict the range of potential activities. Accordinglyp certain management
directions must be implemented in all of the management alternatives for
Arctic Refuge. These common management directions include:

0 maintaining the Firth River-Mancha Creek and Shublik research natural
areas in a natural condition, with no improvement or disturbance of
the habitats;

0 maintaining the Neruokpuk Lakes Public Use Natural Area essentially
unmodified for public use.

0 managing the Ivishak, upper Sheenjek, and Wind wild rivers to protect
their biological, physical, esthetic,historic, archeologic, and
scenic features, and to provide opportunities for research and
recreation;

0 coordinating management with other resource management agencies, and
cooperating with owners of refuge inholdings and adjacent lands;

0 working with the State to ensure that all Service actions taken under
this plan are consistent, to the maximum extent practicable, with the
State approved coastal zone management plan;

0 collecting data on fish and wildlife species, public use, and other
topics that are of high management concern;

0 ensuring that fish and wildlife populations and ecological
relationships necessary to conserve natural diversity are maintained;

0 working with the Alaska Department of Fish and Came (ADF&G) to
maintain or increase the refuge's arctic peregrine falcons caribou,
Dall sheep, muskox, moose, black and brown bear, wolf, and forbearer
populations;

0 ensuring that water quality and quantity and air quality are
protected in compliance with federal and state laws and regulations;

0 ensuring that all significant historic, archeological,
paleontological, and cultural resources an the refuge are protected
and managed in accordance with federal and state laws;

0 ensuring that subsistence opportunities are maintained by assessing
potential impacts of proposed uses or activities, conducting
research, enforcing regulations, and monitoring fish and wildlife
populations and uses;
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• maintainingopportunitiesfor hunting, fishing,trapping,and other
wildlife-orientedactivitieson the refuge;

• allowing reasonable access onto the refuge so visitors can
participatein fishand wildlife-orientedrecreationalactivities;

• permitting the use of snowmachines (during periods of adequate snow
cover), motorboats, airplanes, and non-motorized surface
transportationmethods for traditionalactivities on refuge lands and
for travel to and from villages and homesites, subject to reasonable
regulations;

• prohibiting productionof oil and gas leasing or other development
leading to productionof oil and gas, and construction of oil and gas
supportfacilities in the refuge, unless authorizedby Congress; and

• permittingguides and outfitters to use the refuge, subject to
stipulationsto reduce the potential for resource impacts.

ALTERNATIVES AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

The followingsection briefly describes the alternativesand the environmental
consequencesthat could result from their implementation. The alternatives
are general in nature and provide broad strategies for management of refuge
resources and users. Each of the alternativesdesignates areas within the
refuge using management categories described in Chapter V. To evalu te the
effects of each alternative the Service developed seven scenarios that
describe events likely to occur on the refuge. These scenarios, and the
definitionsof the magnitudes of the impacts, are described in Chapter VI.
All of the scenariosassume increasedpublic use of the refuge. Five of the
seven scenarios assume one placer mine would be developed at an existing
active claim. Two scenarios (AlternativesB and 0 assume small-scale
commercial timber harvesting would occur on the Porcupine River, and one
scenario (AlternativeB) assumes an oil development on the Porcupine Plateau
(with congressionalapproval).

ALTERNATIVE A (THE CURRENT SITUATION AND PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE)

AlternativeA is the Service'spreferred alternativefor managing the Arctic
Refuge. This alternative,the "no action" alternative,would maintain the
existing range and intensity of management and recreational and economic
uses. AlternativeA would protect and maintain the refuge's fish and wildlife
values and natural diversity. Disturbancesof fish and wildlife habitats and
populationswould be minimized. Opportunitiesfor trapping, hunting, fishing,
and other public uses would be maintained, as would scientific research and
wildlifeobservationopportunities. The existing Arctic Refuge Wilderness
would continue to be managed in accordance with the provisions of the
WildernessAct as amended by the Alaska Lands Act. No additional areas would
be proposed for wilderness designation.
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Kanagement Directions

AlternativeA would:

• maintain the refuge in an undeveloped state;
• emphasize the maintenance of the refuge's natural diversity and key fish

and wildlife populationsand habitats;
• maintain traditionalaccess opportunities;
• provide for continued subsistenceuse of refuge resources;
• maintain opportunitiesfor trapping, sport hunting and fishing, and

nonconsumptiverecreational activities;
• permit guides and outfittersto operate in the refuge;
• permit oil and gas studies where compatible with refuge purposes; and
• propose no additional areas for wilderness designation.

Environmental Consequences of'Alternative el

Vegetation
a No significantadverse effect on vegetation.

Fish and Wildlife
• Negligibleeffects an fish, waterfowl, shorebirds,raptors,marine

mammals, caribou, moose, Dail sheep, and furbearers.
• Minor adverse impacts to the refuge's raptors, black and brown bears.
• No effect on most of the refuge's threatened and endangered species; minor

to negligible adverse impacts to the threatened and endangered peregrine
falcon subspecies from recreational use.

Water Quality and Quantity
0 Minor adverse impact to water quality in localized areas from increased

public use
,0 No significant changes in water quantity.

Air Quality
0 No significantchanges in air quality.

Ecosystems
0 Negligible effect on the refuge's ecosystems.

Population and Economy
• Negligible change in the population of the local communities.
• Negligiblebenefits to the local economy, primarily from

recreation-relatedbusinesses.

Subsistence
0 No significantadverse effect on important resources or the harvest of

these resources.

a/The assessment of Alternative A assumes valid mining claims would
remain undeveloped.
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Recreation
0 Negligible overall effect on recreation within the refuge.
0 Minor adverse impact on recreation in localized areas (i.e.v Atigun Corge,

Hulahula River) due to increased public use.

Cultural Resources
0 Negligible overall effect on cultural resources.

Environmental Consequences of the Wilderness Proposal (No new areas proposed)

Wilderness Values
0 Wilderness values would be maintained in over 99% of the refuge.
0 In a few localized areas (e.g., Atigun Gorge, Kongakut River, Hulahula

River) increased public use could diminish wilderness values.

Oil and Gas Activities South of the "1002" Area
a No effect on potential oil and gas activities; only oil and gas studies

could be permitted, with restrictions in the Arctic Wilderness and the
wild river corridors.

0 Oil and gas leasing and development would continue to be prohibited unless
Congress amends the Alaska Lands Act.

Mining Development
a No effect; only 9 active claims exist on the refuge that could be

developed.

Commercial Timber Harvesting
0 No effect; this use would be precluded as all of the federal lands in the

refuge would be designated wilderness, minimal management, or wild river
management areas.

ALTERNATIVE B

This alternative was developed in response to comments from the Resource
Development Council for Alaska during the planning process. Under
Alternative B the Service would continue to protect key fish and wildlife
populations and habitats, while providing opportunities for commercial timber
harvesting on refuge lands south of the Brooks Range. This alternative also
would include a recommendation to Congress that all lands in intensive:and
moderate management be made available for oil and gas leasing. Extensive
stipulations and mitigation work would be required to minimize adverse impacts
from these economic uses. The use of habitat improvement techniques,
including mechanical manipulation, could be permitted in designated areas in
this alternative. The Service would manage public use in the refuge as it has
in the past, subject to restrictions which would be required with development
activity. The existing Arctic Wilderness would continue to be managed in
accordance with the Wilderness Act of 1964 as amended by the Alaska Lands
Act. The Service would recommend that no additional refuge lands be proposed
for wilderness designation under Alternative B.
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Alternative B shares the following management directions with Alternative A
(the Current Situation). Alternative B would:

0 maintain the refuge's natural diversity and key fiah and wildlife
populations and habitats;

0 maintain traditional access opportunities;
0 provide for continued subsistence use of refuge resources;
0 permit oil and gas studies where compatible with refuge purposes; and
0 propose no additional areas for wilderness designation.

The following management directions indicate the major differences in
Alternative B from Alternative A. Alternative B would:

0 provide opportunities for commercial timber harvesting in designated areas
in the refuge;

0 provide opportunities for oil and gas leasing on the Porcupine Plateau
pursuant to Section 1008 of the Alaska Lands Act if Congress repeals
Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act; and

0 provide opportunities for habitat improvements, including mechanical
manipulation, if necessary in the future.

Environmental Consequences of Alternative B

Vegetation
0 Overall, minor adverse impacts to the refuge's vegetation.
0 Major, long-term adverse impacts to vegetation in localized areas from

mining and oil development, and minor adverse impacts from timber
harvesting operations.

Fish and Wildlife
0 From a refuge-wide perspective, negligible impacts to waterfowl,

shorebirds, marine mammals, moose, Dall sheep, muskox, black and brown
bear, and furbearers; minor adverse impacts to fish, raptors, and caribou.

0 Moderate adverse impacts to caribou and raptors possible in localized
areas from oil development, and timber harvesting; moderate to major
adverse impacts to fish in localized areas from oil development and mining.

0 No effect on most of the refuge's threatened and endangered species;
potential for a moderate, long-term, adverse impact to the endangered
American peregrine falcon that occurs on the refuge.

Water Quality and Quantity
0 Negligible overall impact to water quality and water quantity.
0 Minor to major adverse impacts to water quality and quantity possible in

localized areas from public use, timber harvesting, mining and oil
development.

Air Quality
0 Negligible changes overall in air quality.
0 Minor adverse impacts to air quality possible in localized areas from oil

development.
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Ecosystems
0 Minor adverse impact overall on the refuge's ecosystems.
0 Mining and oil development would have a moderate adverse impact on

ecosystems on a site-specific basis.

Population and Economy
0 Negligible overall change in the population of the local communities, with

moderate short-term populations increases in Fort Yukon.
0 Moderate short-term benefits to the local economy, primarily in Fort Yukon

from oil development activities; some benefits to the local, state, and
federal governments from oil leasing.

0 Negligible benefits to the local economy from mining and commercial timber
harvest operations.

Subsistence
0 Overall, negligible effect on subsistence resources and harvests.
0 Timber harvesting on the Porcupine River has the potential to result in

temporary minor adverse impacts to trapping.
0 Oil development has the potential to significantlyrestrict the activities

of some Arctic Village and Venetie residents in localized areas in the
refuge.

Recreation
0 Minor effect overall an recreation within the refuge.
0 Minor adverse impact on recreation in localized areas (e.g., Atigun Gorge,

Hulahula and Kongakut drainages) due to increased public use.
0 Oil development could reduce or eliminate opportunities to recreate in

localized areas, and increase the level of recreational use.

Cultural Resources
0 Negligible effect on cultural resources with cultural resource inventories

and the application of mitigation measures.

Environmental Consequences of the Wilderness Proposal (No new areas proposed)

Wilderness Values
0 Wilderness values would be maintained in over 95% of the refuge.
0 In a few localized areas (e.g., Atigun Gorge, Kongakut River, Hulahula

River) increased puHic use could diminish wilderness values.
0 Oil development, commercial timber harvesting, and mining could adversely

affect refuge wilderness values in localized areas.

Oil and Gas Activities South of the "1002" Area
0 No effect on potential oil and gas activities; oil and gas studies could

be permitted, with restrictions in the Arctic Wilderness and wild river
corridors.

0 Oil and gas leasing and development could be permitted under Section 1008
of the Alaska Lands Act if Congress repeals Section 1003 thereof.

Mining Development
0 No effect; only 9 active claims exist on the refuge that could be

developed.
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Commercial Timber Harvesting
0 No effect; this use could be permitted in the intensive and moderate

management areas (up to 29% of the refuge) if compatible with refuge
purposes.

ALTERNATIVE C

Alternative C was developed in response to comments from the Resource
Development Council for Alaska during the planning process. In Alternative C
the Service would continue to protect key fish and wildlife populations and
habitats while providing opportunities for commercial timber harvesting on
refuge lands on the Porcupine Plateau, south of the Brooks Range. Alternative
C differs from Alternative B in that all lands in the moderate management
category would remain closed to oil and gas leasing. This alternative also
would keep open options for habitat improvements, including mechanical
manipulation, in designated areas. The Service would manage public use in the
refuge as it has in the past. The existing Arctic Wilderness would continue
to be managed in accordance with the Wilderness Act of 1964 as amended by the
Alaska Lands Act. The Service would recommend that no additional refuge lands
be proposed for wilderness designation under Alternative C.

Alternative C shares the following management directions with Alternative A
(the Current Situation). Alternative C would:

0 maintain the refuge's natural diversity and key fish and wildlife
populations and habitats;

0 maintain traditional access opportunities;
0 provide for continued subsistence use of refuge resources;
0 permit oi.1and gas studies where compatible with refuge purposes; and
0 propose ro additional areas for wilderness designation.

The major differences in management directions between Alternative C and
Alternative A are that Alternative C would:

0 provide opportunities for commercial timber harvesting in designated areas
in the refuge; and

0 provide opportunities for habitat improvements, including mechanical
manipulation, if necessary in the future.

Environmental Consequences of Alternative C

Vegetation
0 Overall, negligible impact to the refuge's vegetation.
0 Major long-term adverse impacts to vegetation in localized areas from

mining and minor adverse impacts from timber harvesting operations.

Fish and Wildlife
0 From a refuge-wide perspective, negligible impacts to waterfowl,

shorebirds, marine mammals, moose, Dall sheep, muskox, black and brown
bear, and furbearers; minor adverse impacts to fish, raptors, and caribou.
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0 Moderate adverse impacts to raptors possible in localized areas from
timber harvesting; major adverse impacts possible to fish in localized
areas from mining.

0 No effect on most of the refuge's threatened and endangered species; minor
to negligible adverse impacts to the threatened and endangered peregrine
falcon subspecies from recreational use.

Water Quality and Quantity
0 Negligible overall impact to water quality and water quantity.
0 Minor adverse impacts to water quality possible in localized areas from

increased public use and timber harvesting; major adverse impacts possible
to water quality and quantity in localized areas from mining.

Air Quality
0 Negligible changes in air quality.

Ecosystems
0 Minor adverse impact overall on the refuge's ecosystems.
0 Mining would have a moderate adverse impact on ecosystems on a

site-specificbasis.

Population and Economy
0 Negligible overall change in the population of the local communities.
0 Negligible benefits to the local economy from mining and commercial timber

harvest operations.

Subsistence
0 Minor localized adverse effect on subsistence resources and harvests; no

significant restrictions on subsistence uses in the refuge.
0 Commercial timber harvesting on the Porcupine River has the potential to

result in temporary minor adverse impacts to trapping.

Recreation
0 Negligible effect overall on recreation within the refuge.
0 Minor adverse impact on recreation in localized areas (i.e., Atigun Gorge,

Hulahula and Kongakut drainages) due to'increased public use.

Cultural Resources
0 Negligible effect on cultural resources with cultural resource inventories

and the application of mitigation measures.

Environmental Consequences of the Wilderness Proposal (No new areas proposed)

Wilderness Values
0 Wilderness values would be maintained in over 99% of the refuge.
0 In a few localized areas (eege, Atigun Gorge, Kongakut River, Hulahula

River) increased public use could diminish wilderness values.
0 Commercial timber harvesting and mining could adversely affect refuge

wilderness values in localized areas.
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Oil and Gas Activities South of the "1002" Area
0 No effect on potential oil and gas activities; only oil and gas studies

could be permitted, with restrictions in the Arctic Wilderness and wild
river corridors.

0 Oil and gas leasing and development would continue to be prohibited unless
Congress amends the Alaska Lands Act.

Mining Development
0 No effect; only 9 active claims exist on the refuge that could be

developed.

Commercial Timber Harvesting
0 No effect; this use could be permitted in the moderate management areas

(up to 29% of the refuge) if compatible with refuge purposes.

ALTERNATIVE D

Alternative D emphasizes protection of fish and wildlife populations and
habitats. Disturbances to fish and wildlife habitats and populations would be
minimized. Opportunities for hunting, fishing, trapping, and other public
uses would be maintained, as would scientific research and wildlife
observation opportunities. Guiding and outfitting would be the primary
permitted commercial use of the refuge south of and within the Brooks Range.
The Service would manage public use on the refuge as it has in the past. The
existing Arctic Wilderness would continue to be managed in accordance with the
Wilderness Act of 1964 as amended by the Alaska Lands Act. The Service also
would recommend 5.2 million acres (about 46% of the non-wilderness lands in
the refuge) be added to the Arctic Wilderness in this alternative.

Alternative D shares the following management directions with Alternative A
(the Current Situation). Alternative D would:

0 maintain the refuge in an undeveloped state;
0 emphasize the maintenance of the refuge's natural diversity and key fish

and wildlife populations and habitats;
0 maintain traditional access opportunities;
0 provide for continued subsistence use of refuge resources;
0 maintain opportunities for trapping, sport hunting and fishing, and

nonconsumptive recreational activities;
0 permit guides and outfitters to operate in the refuge; and
0 permit oil and gas studies where compatible with refuge purposes.

The major difference between Alternative D and Alternative A is that
Alternative D would:

0 propose most of the refuge lands in the Brooks Range west of the Canning
River and the East Fork of the Chandalar River, covering 5.2 million acres
(2.1 million ha), for wilderness designation.
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Environmental Consequences of Alternative D

Vegetation
• Overall, negligible impacts to the refuge's vegetation.
• Major, long-term adverse impacts to vegetation in localized areas from

mining.

Fish and Wildlife
• From a refuge-wide perspective, negligible impacts to waterfowl,

shorebirds, marine mammals, moose, Dall sheep, muskox, black and brown
bear, and turbearers; mitioradverse impacts to fish, and raptors.

• Major adverse impacts to fish possible in localized areas from mining.
• No effect on most of the refuge's threatened and endangered species; minor

to negligible adverse impacts to the threatened and endangered peregrine
falcon sunspecies from recreational use.

Water Quality and Quancity
• Neg

-
Ligibie impact overalL to water quality and water quantity.

• Minor aavexse impacrs Lo waLer quality possible in localized areas from
increasea puoLic use; major adverse impacts possible to water quality and
quality III1OLalized areas from mining.

Air Quality
0 Negligible cnanges in air quality.

Ecusysceins
* Hinur aavetse impact overall on the refuge's ecosystems.
* MiriitLgwuuia Five a moderate adverse impact on ecosystems on a

sice-specitic basis.

Populaciun ana Ecuuumy
• Negligible overall cnarLgein the population of the local communities.
• Negligible berietitsfur the local economy.

Subsistence
0 Negligible eitect on subsistence resources and harvests; no significant

rescriCL1011SUh subsistence uses in the refuge.

Recreation
• Negligible ettecc overall on recreation within the refuge.
• Minor adverse impact on recreation in localized areas (e.g., Atigun Gorge,

Hulanuia and Kongakut drainages) due to increased public use.

Cultural Resuutces
0 Negligivie eiteCL un cultural resources.

Environmental. Goxisautai@es of the Wilderness Proposal (46% of the
Aderness refuge lands proposed for wilderness designation)non-wi

Wilderness Values
0 Wilderness vatues would be maintained in over 99% of the refuge.
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0 The proposal would help maintain wilderness values in a 5.2 million acre
portion of the Brooks Range not already in the Arctic Wilderness.

0 In a few localized areas (eegov Atigun Gorge, Kongakut River, Hulahula
River) increased public use could diminish wilderness values.

Oil and Cas Activities South of the "1002" Area
0 No effect on potential oil and gas activities; only oil and gas studies

could be permitted, with restrictions in the Arctic Wilderness and wild
river corridors.

0 Oil and gas leasing and development would continue to be prohibited unless
Congress amends the Alaska Lands Act.

Mining Development
a No effect; only 9 active claims exist on the refuge (2 within the area

proposed for wilderness) that could be developed.

Commercial Timber Harvesting
0 No effect; this use would be precluded as all of the federal lands in the

refuge would be designated wilderness, minimal management, or wild river
management areas.

ALTERNATIVE E

Alternative E is identical to Alternative D except for the size of the
wilderness proposal. The alternative emphasizes protection of fish and
wildlife populations and habitats. Disturbances to fish and wildlife habitats
and populations would be minimized. Opportunities for hunting, fishing,
trapping, and other public uses would be maintained, as would scientific
research and wildlife observation opportunities. Guiding and outfitting would
be the primary permitted commercial use of the refuge south of the Brooks
Range. The Service would manage public use on the refuge as it has in the
past. The existing Arctic Wilderness would continue to be managed in
accordance with the Wilderness Act of 1964 as amended by the Alaska Lands
Act. The Service also would recommend 8.1 million acres (72% of the
non-wilderness refuge lands) be added to the existing Arctic Wilderness in
this alternative.

Alternative E shares the following management directions with Alternative A
(the Current Situation). Alternative E would:

0 maintain the refuge in an undeveloped state;
0 emphasize the maintenance of the refuge's natural diversity and key fish

and wildlife populations and habitats;
0 maintain traditional access opportunities;
0 provide for continued subsistence use of refuge resources;
0 maintain opportunities for trapping, sport hunting and fishing, and

nonconsumptive recreational activities;
0 permit guides and outfitters to operate in the refuge; and
0 permit oil and gas studies where compatible with refuge purposes.
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The major difference between Alternative K and Alternative A is that
Alternative E would'.

0 propose most refuge lands west of the Canning River and the East Fork of
the Chandalar River in the Brooks Range, and between the existing Arctic
Wilderness and the Porcupine River for wilderness designation, covering a
total of 8.1 million acres 0.4 million ha).

Environmental Consequences of Alternative 9

Vegetation
0 Overall, negligible impacts to the refuge's vegetation.
0 Major, long-term adverse impacts to vegetation in localized areas from

mining.

Fish and Wildlife
0 From a refuge-wide perspective, negligible impacts to waterfowl,

shorebirds, marine mammals, moose, Dall sheep, muskox, black and brown
bear, and furbearers; minor adverse impacts to fish and raptors.

0 Major adverse impacts to fish possible in localized areas from mining.
0 No effect on most of the refuge's threatened and endangered species; minor

to negligible adverse impacts to the threatened and Endangered peregrine
falcon subspecies from recreational use.

Water Quality and Quantity
0 Negligible overall impact to water quality and water quantity.
0 Minor adverse impacts to water quality possible in localized areas from

increased public use; major adverse impacts possible to water quality and
quantity in localized areas from mining.

Air Quality
a Negligible changes in air quality.

Ecosystems
0 Negligible impact overall on the refuge's ecosystems.
a Mining would have a moderate adverse impact on ecosystems on a

site-specific basis.

Population and Economy
0 Negligible overall change in the population of the local communities.
a Negligible benefits to the local economy.

Subsistence
0 Negligible effect on subsistence resources and harvests; no significant

restrictions on subsistence uses in the refuge.

Recreation
0 Negligible overall effect on recreation within the refuge.
0 Minor adverse impact on recreation in localized areas (i.e.9 Atigun Gorge,

Hulahula and Kongakut drainages) due to increased public use.
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Cultural Resources
0 Negligible effect on cultural resources.

Environmental Consequences of the Wilderness Proposal (72% of the
non-wilderness refuge lands proposed for wilderness designation)

Wilderness Values
0 Wilderness values would be maintained in over 99% of the refuge.
0 The proposal would help maintain wilderness values in a 8.1 million acre

area in the Brooks Range and Porcupine Plateau not already in the Arctic
Wilderness.

0 In a few localized areas (e.g., Atigun Gorge, Kongakut River, Hulahula
River) increased public use could diminish wilderness values.

Oil and Gas Activities South of the "1002" Area
0 No effect on potential oil and gas activities; only limited oil and gas

studies could be permitted.
0 Oil and gas leasing and development would continue to be prohibited unless

Congress amends the Alaska Lands Act.

Mining Development
0 No effect; only 9 active claims exist on the refuge (4 within the area

proposed for wilderness) that could be developed.

Commercial Timber Harvesting
0 This use would be prohibited on most of the Porcupine Plateau, precluding

the possibility of a commercial timber harvest in the Porcupine River
drainage; some potential economic benefits consequently would be foregone.

ALTERNATIVE F

Alternative F is identical to Alternatives D and E except for the increased
size of the wilderness proposal. Alternative F emphasizes protection of fish
and wildlife populations and habitats. Disturbances to fish and wildlife
habitats and populations would be minimized. Opportunities for hunting,
fishing, trapping, and other public uses would be maintained, as would
scientific research and wildlife observation opportunities. Guiding and
outfitting would be the primary permitted commercial use of the refuge south
of the Brooks Range. The existing Arctic Wilderness would continue to be
managed in accordance with the Wilderness Act of 1964 as amended by the Alaska
Lands Act. The Service would recommend 8.9 million acres (79% of the
non-wilderness refuge lands) be added to the existing Arctic Wilderness in
this alternative.

Alternative F shares the following management directions with Alternative A
(the Current Situation). Alternative F would:

0 maintain the refuge in an undeveloped state;
0 emphasize the maintenance of the refuge's natural diversity and key fish

and wildlife populations and habitats;
0 maintain traditional access opportunities;
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0 provide for continued subsistenceuse of refuge resources;
a maintain opportunitiesfor trapping, sport hunting and fishing, and

nonconsumptive recreational uses;
0 permit existingeconomicactivities (such as guides and outfitters)to

continue to operate in the refuge; and
0 permit limited oil and gas studies where compatible with refuge purposes.

The major differencebetween AlternativeF and AlternativeA is that
AlternativeF would:

0 propose most of the refuge lands south and west of the existing Arctic
Wilderness(8.9 million acres or 3.6 millionha) for wilderness
designation.

Environmental Consequences of Alternative F

Vegetation
0 Overall, negligible impacts to the refuge's vegetation.
0 Major adverse long-term impacts to vegetation in localized areas possible

from mining.

Fish and Wildlife
0 From a refuge-wideperspective, negligible impacts to waterfowl,

shorebirds, marine mammals, moose, Dall sheep, muskox, black and brown
bear, and furbearers; minor adverse impacts to fish and raptors.

0 Major adverse impacts to fish possible in localized areas from mining.
0 Minor to negligible adverse impacts to the threatened and endangered

peregrine falcon subspecies on the refuge from increased recreational use.

Water Quality and Quantity
0 Negligibleoverall impact to water quality and water quantity.
0 Minor adverse impacts to water quality possible in localized areas from

increased public use; major adverse impacts possible to water quality and
quantity in localized areas from mining.

Air Quality
0 Negligiblechanges in air quality.

Ecosystems
0 Negligible impact overall on the refuge's ecosystems.
0 Mining would have a moderate adverse impact on ecosystems on a

site-specificbasis.

Population and Economy
0 Negligibleoverall change in the populationof the local communities.
0 Negligible benefits to the local economy.

Subsistence
0 Negligibleeffect on subsistenceresources and harvests; no significant

restrictionson subsistenceuses in the refuge.
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Recreation
0 Negligible effect overall on recreation within the refuge.
0 Minor adverse impact on recreation in localized areas (i.e., Atigun Gorge,

Hulahula, Kongakut drainages) due to increased public use.

Cultural Resources
0 Negligible effect an cultural resources.

Environmental Consequences of the Wilderness Proposal (79% of the
non-wilderness refuge lands proposed for wilderness designation)

Wilderness Values
0 Wilderness values would be maintained in over 99% of the refuge.
0 The proposal would help maintain wilderness values in a 8.9-million acre

area in the Brooks Range and Porcupine Plateau not already in the Arctic
Wilderness.

0 In a few localized areas (e.g., Atigun Gorge, Kongakut River, Hulahula
River) increased public use could diminish wilderness values.

Oil and Gas Activities South of the "1002" Area
0 No effect on potential oil and gas activities; only limited oil and gas

studies could be permitted.
0 Oil and gas leasing and development would continue to be prohibited unless

Congress amends the Alaska Lands Act.

Mining Development
0 The wilderness proposal would have a negligible effect on mineral

development within the refuge; only 4 active claims exist within the area
proposed for wilderness that could be developed.

Commercial Timber Harvesting
0 This use would be prohibited on the Porcupine Plateau, precluding the

possibility of a commercial timber harvest in the Porcupine River
drainage; some potential economic benefits consequently would be foregone.

ALTERNATIVE C

This alternative was developed in response to an alternative proposed by the
Northern Alaska Environmental Center and other conservation groups during the
planning process. Alternative G is intended to maximize protection to the
refuge's wilderness qualities, maximize protection of the refuge's fish and
wildlife populations and habitats in their natural diversity, and maintain
high quality opportunities for hunting, fishing, trapping, and nonconsumptive
recreationalactivities. The alternative emphasizes visitor self-reliance,
independence, freedom and challenge, and minimizes government involvement in
the experience. Reasonable access would be provided, but limits would be
placed on mechanized access into the refuge. Development of facilities and
economic uses would be highly restricted.
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Under Alternative G the Service would propose all the refuge lands outside of
the existing Arctic Wilderness for wilderness designation, with the exception
of the "1002" area. The alternative would place an additional layer of
protection on refuge lands to address existing and potential threats that face
the refuge's wilderness qualities. Several of the provisions are not
consistent with the Alaska Lands Act--congressional action would be required
to fully implement this alternative. Consequently, all of the major actions
proposed in this alternative would be included in the wilderness proposal sent
to Congress.

Alternative G shares the following management directions with Alternative A
(the Current Situation). Alternative G would:

• maintain the refuge in an undeveloped state;
• emphasize the maintenance of the refuge's natural diversity and key fish

and wildlife populations and habitats;
• provide for continued subsistence use of refuge resources using

motorboats, snowmobiles, and other means of surface transportation
traditionally employed for such purposes by local residents;

The following management directions indicate the major differences in
Alternative G from Alternative A. Alternative G would:

• propose all of the non-wilderness federal lands south of the "1002"
coastal plain area for wilderness designation;

• prohibit the construction of any permanent administrative, research or
recreationalfacilities, and require the removal of several existing
structures within the refuge;

• limit mechanized activities and access by both administrative agencies and
the public in the refuge; aircraft landings would be restricted in the
Firth River-Mancha Creek Research Natural Area;

• make acquisition of inholdings from willing sellers in the refuge a high
priority,with a portion of the refuge's annual funding dedicated to this
purpose;

• prohibit oil and gas studies in the refuge (except for studies mandated
under Section 1010 of the Alaska Lands Act);

• prohibit development of new recreational facilities and other
"improvements" in the refuge;

• prohibit habitat improvements or manipulation of fish and wildlife
populations, including predator control and fishery management activities
and facilities;

• if.necessary limit the size and number of guided and unguided recreational
groups using popular areas in the refuge; and

• limit interpretativeactivities in the refuge.

Environmental Consequences of Alternative el

Vegetation
0 Overall, negligible impacts to the refuge's vegetation.

a/The assessment of Alternative G assumes valid mining claims would
remain undeveloped.
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Fish and Wildlife
0 From a refuge-wide perspective, negligible impacts to fish and wildlife;

minor adverse impact to raptors possible in localized areas with an
increase in public use.

0 Minor to negligible adverse impacts to the threatened and endangered
peregrine falcon subspecies on the refuge from increased recreational use.

Water Quality and Quantity
0 Negligible impact overall to water quality and water quantity.
0 Minor adverse impacts to water quality possible in localized areas if

public use increases.

Air Quality
0 Negligible changes in air quality.

Ecosystems
0 Negligible impact on the refuge's ecosystems*

Population and Economy
0 Negligible overall change in the population of the local communities.
0 Negligible benefits to the local economy.
Subsistence
0 Negligible effect on subsistence resources and harvests; no significant

restrictions on subsistence uses or the means of access in the refuge.

Recreation
0 Negligible effect overall on recreation within the refuge.
0 The level of recreational use in localized areas may be reduced, which

could both decrease the potential for perceived overcrowding and
recreational conflicts, and displace recreational users to other areas in
the refuge.

0 Aircraft access would be restricted in the Mancha Creek-Firth River area,
which would both limit the freedom of visitors to land aircraft in this
area and assure a high quality wilderness recreational experience.

Cultural Resources
0 Negligible effect on cultural resources.

Environmental Consequences of the Wilderness Proposal (86% of the
non-wilderness refuge lands proposed for wilderness designation)

Refuge Management
0 The special provisions of the wilderness proposal would have a minor

effect on refuge management; management flexibility of the agency could be
limited in certain areas in the future.

Wilderness Values
0 The proposal would help maintain wilderness values in a 9.7 million acre

area in the Brooks Range and Porcupine Plateau not already in the Arctic
Wilderness, as well as the rest of the refuge.
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Oil and Gas Activities South of the "1002" Area
0 Only surface geologic studies could be permitted; oil and gas studies

generally would be precluded.
0 Oil and gas leasing and development would continue to be prohibited unless

Congress amends the Alaska Lands Act.

Kining Development
0 The wilderness proposal would have a negligible effect on mineral

development within the refuge; only 9 active claims exist within the area
proposed for wilderness that could be developed.

Commercial Timber Harvesting
0 This use would be prohibited on the Porcupine Plateau, precluding the

possibility of a commercial timber harvest in the Porcupine River
drainage; some potential economic benefits consequently would be foregone.

SECTION 810(a) EVALUATION

The Service has determined in its Section 810(a) evaluation that
Alternative A, the preferred alternative,would not significantly restrict
subsistence uses in Arctic Refuge--opportunities for subsistence would be
maintained. Any impacts that occur to fish and wildlife resources in this
alternative would be localized, and would not significantly affect subsistence
activities. Increased numbers of sport hunters in this alternative would
harvest more game in the refuge than in 1987, but sufficient fish and wildl-ife
should be available for local residents to satisfy their needs. The Service
would work with the Native corporations, the Alaska Department of Fish and
Game, and the State Boards of Fisheries and Game to ensure that opportunities
for subsistence harvests are maintained in this alternative.

With the possible exception of Alternative B, none of the alternatives the
Service proposed for the Arctic Refuge would significantly affect the
availability of important subsistence fish and wildlife populations or
significantly restrict subsistence uses. The oil development in Alternative B
could significantly restrict subsistence activities of some Arctic Village and
Venetie residents.

SELECTION OF THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

The Service has selected Alternative A as its preferred alternative for
managing Arctic Refuge on the basis that it would both satisfy the purposes of
the refuge, and provide a balanced approach to meeting the needs and concerns
of the public. The alternative would maintain management options for the
non-wilderness portion of the refuge. The Service would carefully monitor and
regulate all uses and activities within the refuge to ensure that adverse
impacts to refuge resources and users are minimized.
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The Service will not begin to implement the management directions in the
preferred alternative until a 45-day waiting period following the publication
of the final refuge comprehensive conservation plan/environmental impact
statement has elapsed and a record of decision has been published.

IINPLEKMATION AND REVISION OF THE COMPREHENSIVE CONSERVATION PIAN

Implementation of the proposed actions in this plan will depend upon the
availability of funds and personnel, and upon the coordination of many
governmental activities. These factors will determine the extent of
development, management and maintenance the refuge receives in any given year.

The Arctic Refuge Comprehensive Conservation Plan/Environmental Impact
Statement provides broad policy guidance for managing Arctic Refuge over the
next 10 to 15 years. It should be viewed as a dynamic document that will need
to be reviewed and updated periodically. Every three to five years the
Service will review public comments, local and state government

recommendations, staff recommendations, and research studies, among other
sources, to determine if revisions to the plan are necessary. If major
changes are proposed, public meetings may be held, or new environmental
assessments/environmental impact statements may be necessary. Full review and
updating of the plan will occur every 10 to 15 years, more often if necessary.

If and when Congress takes action on the management of the "1002" area the
Service will revise the refuge comprehensive conservation plan to incorporate
congressional directives. Management of the "1002" area may have a
significant bearing on management of the rest of the refuge (e.g., on the need
for transportationand utility corridors, air and water quality, fish and
wildlife management). If necessary, major revisions outside the "1002" area
will be made in the plan following the National Environmental Policy Act
process.

Following adoption of the plan, the Service will, as necessary, undertake
detailed "management planning" to guide implementation of the plan and
operation of the refuge. In accordance with Service policy, detailed
management plans will be prepared to address specific resource and public use
management activities such as wilderness, fisheries, fire, habitat, and
recreation management.
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I. INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION

The purpose of this planning action is to develop a comprehensive conservation
plan (the plan) for the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska. This
congressionally mandated plan serves as a refuge "master" plan, providing
broad policy guidance and establishing the long-term goals and objectives for
Fish and Wildlife Service management of the refuge. It also is a means of
informing interested parties how the lands and resources in the refuge will be
managed over the next 10 to 15 years. The plan should be viewed as a dynamic
document that will need to be reviewed and updated periodically. Supplemental
management plans will be prepared in the future to specifically address the
management of rivers, fish and wildlife, and other topics.

This document incorporates a draft environmental impact statement (EIS). It
describes seven alternative plans for managing Arctic Refuge. The document
includes a description of the existing environment on the refuge and an
assessment of the effects of implementing these alternatives. Each
alternative provides differing choices for addressing internal management
concerns and for resolving public issues. After public review, the Service
will evaluate comments on this draft environmental impact statement, make
revisions as necessary, and publish a final environmental impact statement.

Federal statute requires preparation of a plan to guide management of Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge. Section 304(g) of the Alaska National Interest
Lands Conservation Act of 1980 (the Alaska Lands Act; PL 96-487) directs the
Secretary of the Interior to prepare, and from time to time, revise, a
comprehensive conservation plan ... for each refuge (in Alaska)...."

This document also serves as the wilderness review for the Arctic Refuge south
of the "1002" area and the existing Arctic Wilderness. Section 1317 of the
Alaska Lands Act directs the Secretary to review all non-wilderness lands in
the refuge as to their suitability for inclusion in the National Wilderness
Preservation System, and report his findings to the President. The document
identifies lands that would be suitable for wilderness designation. Each
alternative includes a wilderness recommendation based on this evaluation and
the management directions of the alternative.

In addition to the above requirements, a comprehensive conservation plan is
needed to:

• ensure that national policy direction is incorporated in the
management of the refuge;

• provide a systematic process for making and documenting refuge
decisions;

• establish broad management strategies for refuge management programs
and activities;

• provide continuity in the management of the refuge;
• provide a basis for budget requests; and
• provide a basis for evaluating accomplishments.



OVERVIEW OF THE REFUGE

Alaska's arctic region has generated interest and concerns for Americans since
the early 1900s. Robert Marshall, a nationally known Alaska explorer and
conservationist, first pleaded that much of northern Alaska should be set
aside and protected. The federal government was interested in the arctic in
part because of its oil potential. On January 22, 1943, the Department of
Interior issued Public Land Order (PLO) 82, which withdrew more than
98 million acres (40 million ha) in northern and southeasternAlaska. All of
the lands north of the crest of the Brooks Range between Cape Lisburne and
Canada were closed to all forms of appropriation under the public lands laws,
including the mining and mineral leasing laws. The order was issued to assist
the war effort, ensuring that federal oil and gas exploratory activities
undertaken in the state could proceed without complications.

In 1949, while the Navy was searching for oil and gas, the National Park
Service began a survey of Alaska's recreational potential. In 1954, after
surveying the eastern Brooks Range, George L. Collins and Lowell Sumner of the
National Park Service recommended that the northeast corner of Alaska be
preserved for its wildlife, wilderness, recreational, scientific and cultural
values. They further recommended that the area be an international park, to
include contiguous lands between the Alaska-Canada border and the MacKenzie
Delta. Nationally prominent conservationists, including A. Starker Leopold,
Olaus Murie, and Howard Zahniser, supported this idea and began to work to
establish an arctic wilderness reserve in northeastern Alaska.

During the ne@t seven years there ensued a political struggle over the future
of the area.a While there was considerable support for protecting the
area, there was strong opposition to the arctic wilderness proposal from those
concerned with future industrial development in the territory. The oil
industry and those branches of government responsible for energy development
already recognized the oil and gas potential of the area. Among
conservationists and federal representatives there was some disagreement over
which agency should manage the land. It was ultimately agreed that Fish and
Wildlife Service management should be sought.

On December 9, 1960, Secretary of the Interior Fred A. Seaton signed two
public land orders. Public Land Order 2214 set aside 8.9 million acres
(3.6 million ha) as the Arctic National Wildlife Range, and withdrew the area
from all forms of appropriation under the public land laws, including the
mining but not the mineral leasing laws. The second order, Public Land
Order 2215, revoked Public Land Order 82 of 1943. The Arctic National
Wildlife Range thus became a part of the National Wildlife Refuge System,
managed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The refuge system includes
over 430 units in 49 states, with 16 refuges in Alaska (Figure 1).

In 1971, Congress enacted the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA;
88 Stat. 688). Under the provisions of this statute, the Secretary of
Interior proposed 3.7 million acres (1.5 million ha) be added to the existing

a/For a detailed history of the establishment of the original refuge, see
Spencer, Naske and Carnahan, 1979, National wildlife refuges of Alaska. A
historical perspective. Part I.
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Arctic National Wildlife Range. The proposal included all navigable watersp
as well as a 3-mile wide (5-km) strip lying off the coastline of the existing
wildlife range. (This proposal was incorporated into the Section 204(c)
withdrawals noted below.) Under Section 14(a) of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act (and Section 1431(g) of the Alaska Lands Act), the Kaktovik
Inupiat Corporation was given entitlement to the surface estate of about
92,000 acres (37,000 ha) in the refuge. The subsurface estate for the area
was subsequently conveyed to the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation (ASRC) in
1983, 1984 and 1986 pursuant to a land exchange agreement.

On November 16, 1978, the Secretary of Interior invoked his emergency
withdrawal powers under Section 204(e) of the Federal Land Policy Management
Act (FLPMA; 90 Stat. 2743) and withdrew approximately 110 million acres
(45 million ha) throughout Alaska. These lands were withdrawn, subject to
valid existing rights, for three years from settlement, location, entry, and
selection under the public land laws. The intent of this withdrawal was to
protect Congress' options for national interest lands legislation.

Fifteen months later, in February 1980, the Secretary of Interior withdrew
approximately 37.6 million acres (15.2 million ha) throughout Alaska as
national wildlife refuges under Section 204(c) of the Federal Land Policy
Management Act. Approximately 9.5 million acres (3.8 million ha) of this
withdrawal was to be added to the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.

In December 1980, Congress enacted the Alaska National Interest Lands
Conservation Act (Alaska Lands Act; 94 Stat. 2371). This act, among other
things, redesignated the original 8.9 million-acre (3.6-million ha) Arctic
National Wildlife Range as the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. All the
lands, waters, interests and whatever submerged lands, if any, that were
retained in federal ownership at the time of statehood were included in the
refuge. The Alaska Lands Act added to the original refuge about 9.1 million
acres (3.7 million ha) of adjoining public lands west to the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline and south to the Yukon Flats National Wildlife Refuge. The Sheenjek,
Wind and Ivishak rivers were designated as wild rivers. An area of about
8 million acres (3 million ha), comprising most of the original refuge, was
designated as wilderness, while about 1.5 million acres (607,000 ha) on the
arctic coastal plain was opened under Section 1002 to a limited surface
exploration program for oil and gas. Leasing, development and production of
oil and gas in the refuge were prohibited under Section 1003--these activities
will require further congressional action before they can occur.

About 1.3 million acres (526,000 ha) selected by the State of Alaska in the
southeast corner of the refuge, surrounded on three sides by refuge lands, was
not included in the expansion under the Alaska Lands Act. On September 29,
1983, the State relinquished the area under Section 906(f)(2) of the Alaska
Lands Act. On October 20, 1983, the Secretary of Interior accepted the
State's relinquishment of 971,000 acres (393,000 ha) and proclaimed them part
of the Arctic Refuge pursuant to Section 1302(i) of the Alaska Lands Act. The
other 325,000 acres (132,000 ha) were determined by the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) to be an invalid selection and were not eligible for addition

to the refuge under this section.
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The Arctic Refuge encompasses about 19.6 million acres (7.9 million ha) of
land in northeastern Alaska--an area almost as large as all of New England.
The refuge is bordered on the west by the Trans-Alaska pipeline corridor, on
the south by Venetie-Arctic Village lands and Yukon Flats National Wildlife
Refuge, on the east by Canada, and on the north by the Beaufort Sea
(Figure 2). Fairbanks,the largest city near the refuge, is about 180 air
miles (290 km) south of the refuge boundary. Two villages, Kaktovik on Barter
Island and Arctic Village on the south slope of the Brooks Range, are located
immediately adjacent to the refuge.

The Arctic Refuge is the most northerly unit, and the second largest, in the
National Wildlife Refuge System. The refuge is the only area where people may
practicably travel on foot or by boat and traverse a full rang@!of boreal
forest, mountain, and north slope landscapes and habitats because of the close
proximity of the arctic coast and mountains. The four tallest peaks in the
Brooks Range, and the largest number of glaciers, occur here. The northern
slope descends to the Beaufort Sea and a series of barrier islands and lagoons
on the coast. The valley slopes are dotted with lakes, sloughs and wetlands.
Groves of stunted black spruce grade into tall dense spruce forests in the
Porcupine River area in the southeastern portion of the refuge.

The refuge includes fish and wildlife species common to arctic and subarctic
Alaska. Portions of the key calving ground for the Porcupine caribou herd,
one of the largest in Alaska, and critical habitat for the endangered
peregrine falcon are found here. Polar bear den on refuge land. Other
wildlife species found in the refuge include snow goose, tundra swan, golden
eagle, snowy owl, gyrfalcon, muskox (reintroduced into the refuge), Dall
sheep, brown and black bear, wolf, wolverine, arctic fox, lynx, marten,
snowshoe hare, and moose. Arctic grayling, lake trout, arctic char, chum,
chinook, coho and pink salmon, whitefish, northern pike, burbot and arctic cod
are found in the area's waters. The waters offshore of the refuge harbor
summering bowhead whales, and the coastal lagoons provide year-round habitat
for polar bear and ringed and bearded seals.

PURPOSES OF THE ARCTIC REFUGE

Section 303(2)(B) of the Alaska Lands Act sets forth the following major
purposes for which the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge was established and
shall be managed:

M to conserve fish and wildlife populations and habitats in their
na

'
tural diversity including, but not limited to, the Porcupine caribou

herd (including the participation in coordinated ecological studies and
management of this herd and the Western Arctic caribou herd), polar bears,
grizzly bears, muskox, Dall sheep, wolves, wolverines, snow geese,
peregrine falcons and other migratory birds and Arctic char and grayling;

(ii) to fulfill the internationaltreaty obligationsof the United States
with respect to fish and wildlife and their habitats;

(iii) to provide, in a manner consistent with purposes set forth in
subparagraphs M and (ii), the opportunity for continued subsistence uses
by local residents; and



Figure 2. Location of the Arctic Refuge.
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(iv) to ensure, to the maximum extent practicable and in a manner
consistent with the purposes set forth in subparagraph (i), water quality
and necessary water quantity within the refuge.

LIKCAL CONTEXT

The Service manages national wildlife refuges pursuant to various legal and
administrative requirements. The principal treaties and federal statutes that
affect planning for and management of Arctic Refuge are briefly discussed
below. Regulations that implement these laws are found in Title 50 of the
U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (50 CFR).

Treaties

Several international treaties affect how the Service manages Arctic Refuge.
Among these are treaties with Canada, Denmark, Mexico, Norway, Japan and the
USSR, and the Convention on Nature Protection and Wildlife Conservation in the
Western Hemisphere. These treaties are summarized in Appendix J. The
treaties differ in emphasis and species of primary concern but collectively
provide guidelines for identifying and protecting important habitats and
ecosystems, and protecting and managing individual species.

Treaties for migratory bird protection include management provisions such as:
(1) prohibiting disturbance of nesting colonies; (2) allowing the
establishment of seasons for the taking of birds and collection of their eggs
by "indigenous inhabitants" of Alaska for their own nutritional and other
essential needs; (3) directing each nation to undertake, to the maximum extent
possible, measures necessary to protect and enhance migratory bird
environments and prevent and abate pollution or detrimental alteration of
their habitats; (4) requiring each nation to provide immediate notification to
the others when pollution or destruction of habitats occurs or is expected;
(5) stipulating that each nation shall, to the extent possible, establish
preserves, refuges, protected areas, and facilities for migratory birds and
their habitats and manage them to preserve and restore natural ecosystems; and
(6) providing that protective measures under the treaty may be applied to
species and subspecies not listed in the specific convention, but which belong
to one of the families containing listed species. Of the migratory bird
species of concern in the treaties, those that use Arctic Refuge include
loons, swans, geese, ducks, hawks, eagles, harriers, ospreys, falcons, cranes,
plovers, sandpipers, jaegers, gulls, terns, owls, and passerines.

Free passage of salmon and other migratory fish species that spawn in Canadian
waters is provided for an the Porcupine River under the Treaty of Washington.

The polar bear treaty recognizes the responsibilities of the circumpolar
countriesfor coordination of actions to protect polar bear. The treaty
commits the nations to manage polar bear populations in accordance with sound
conservation practices; prohibits hunting, killing, and capturing polar bear
except for limited purposes and by limited methods; and commits all the
parties to protect the ecosystems of polar bear, especially denning and
feeding areas and migration corridors.

-7-



international Agreements

On July 17, 1987 an international agreement for management of the Porcupine
caribou herd was signed between the governments of the United States and
Canada. The State of Alaska, Canadian Territorial governments, and local
users also participated in the development of this agreement. The purpose of
the agreement is to facilitate U.S./Canadian cooperation and coordination of
programs and activities aimed at long-term conservation of the Porcupine
caribou herd. The agreement will ensure that the Porcupine herd, its habitat,
and interests of users of the herd are given effective consideration in
evaluating proposed activities within the range of the herd. All activities
having a potential impact on the conservation of the Porcupine caribou herd or
its habitat will be subject to impact assessment and review and may require
mitigation under the agreement.

The agreement establishes an eight-member international Porcupine Caribou
Board, made up of four members from each countryp to make recommendations and
provide advice on those aspects of conservation of the Porcupine caribou herd
that require international coordination. The Board will serve as a means of
exchanging information on and facilitating cooperative planning for the herd
through its range.

Federal Legislation

National Wildlife Refuge System Administration Act of 1966

This act provides general guidelines and directives for administering and
managing all areas in the National Wildlife Refuge system, and further
provides that the system be administered by the Secretary of Interior through
the Fish and Wildlife Service. It defines key terms, establishes criteria for
opening refuges to migratory bird hunting, and procedures for divestiture of
lands. The law also establishes the general standard of "compatibility,"
requiring that uses of refuge lands must be determined to be compatible with
the purposes for which individual refuges were established.

Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971 (Native Claims Act)

The purpose of this act was to provide for "a fair and just settlement of all
claims by Natives and Native groups of Alaska, based on aboriginal land
claims." The law provided for grants of land and money and the establishment
of Native corporations to maintain the economic affairs of Native
organizations. Under Section 14(a) the Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation was
conveyed the surface estate, with several stipulations, to about 69,000 acres
(28,000 ha) along the arctic coast. These lands lie north of and are
surrounded by the "1002" area. Under Section 22(g), however, refuge lands
conveyed to the village corporations remain subject to the laws and
regulations governing use and development of the refuge. Section 17(b) of the
Act provided for public easements across Native lands for access to federal

lands.
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Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act of 1980 (Alaska Lands Act)

In addition to amending the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act and the Alaska
Statehood Act, the Alaska Lands Act expanded the federal conservation system
throughout the state (including refuges, parks, forests, wilderness areas, and
wild and scenic rivers). With respect to national wildlife refuges, the
Alaska Lands Act sets forth the purposes of the refuges, defines objectives
and provisions for planning and management, and authorizes studies and
programs related to wildlife and wildland resources, commodity resources, and
recreational and economic uses (such as oil and gas exploration and
development, subsistence opportunities, access, and transportation and utility
systems). Section 1002 of the Act required an assessment of the resources of
the coastal plain of the Arctic Refuge. Specifically, Section 1002(c)
required a comprehensive baseline study of the fish, wildlife and habitat
resources of the coastal plain. Section 1002(d)-(g) required the development,
implementation and administration of an oil and gas exploration program.
Section 1002(h) required the Secretary of Interior to submit a report to
Congress on the oil and gas potential of the coastal plain, the impacts of
development, and recommendations on whether or not further exploration and
development should be authorized. This report was submitted to Congress on
June 1, 1987.

Wilderness Act of 1964

This act established the National Wilderness Preservation System and
prescribed policy for wilderness management. In 1980, Congress designated
about 42% of the Arctic Refuge (8 million acres or 3.2 million ha) as
wilderness in Section 7020) of the Alaska Lands Act.

Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968

This act established the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System, classifying
rivers as either wild, scenic or recreational. It authorized the Secretary of
Interior to study areas and submit proposals to the President and the Congress
for addition to the system. The statute states that the rivers shall be
administered in such a manner as to protect and enhance their values; water
resource projects are restricted. Under the Alaska Lands Act the minerals in
lands within one-half mile (0.8 km) of the designated river banks (subject to
valid existing rights), are withdrawn from any form of appropriation under the
mining laws and the mineral leasing laws. Section 602 of the Alaska Lands Act
designated the Ivishak, upper Sheenjek:,and Wind rivers as national wild
river

'

s. This document defines the river corridors and provides management
directions for lands within the corridors.

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA)

This act requires that federal agencies carefully analyze impacts prior to
taking major federal actions that may significantly affect the quality of the
human environment. A range of alternatives exists for managing the Arctic
Refuge, some of which would meet this criterion. This planning process,
therefore, is subject to the Act's requirements.
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Endangered Species Act of 1973, as Amended

This act provides for the conservation of threatened and endangered species of
fish, wildlife, and plants by federal action. The act,-among other
provisions, authorizes the determination and listing of endangered and
threatened species and the habitat critical to those species; prohibits
unauthorized taking, possession, sale, transport, etc., of endangered species;
and provides authority to acquire lands for the conservation of listed
species. Section 7 of the act requires federal agencies to ensure that any
action authorized, funded, or carried out by them does not jeopardize the
continued existence of listed species or modify their critical habitat.

Antiquities Act, Archeological Resources Protection Act, the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as Amended, and the American Indian
Religious Freedom Act

These laws make reference to cultural resources or govern management of
cultural resources on federal lands. The various historic preservation laws
generally do the following: (1) vest ownership of historic and prehistoric
properties and of materials collected from such sites with the state and
federal governments; (2) protect archeological and historic sites from
unauthorized disturbance and prescribe penalties for individuals who damage
(or collect from) such sites; (3) mandate the inventory and evaluation of all
sites on government owned and managed lands; (4) require that all projects
with state or federal involvement be conducted in such a way as to protect any
significant cultural resources that may be present (which includes but is not
limited, to conducting archeological surveys, site evaluations, and, if
necessary, mitigation of adverse impacts on such resources); and (5) protect
and preserve the rights of American Indians (including Eskimos and Aleuts) to
believe, express and practice their traditional religion.

THE ARCTIC REFUGE PLANNING PROCESS

Legal and Administrative Planning Requirements

Section 304(g) of the Alaska Lands Act sets forth standards to be achieved in
the development of comprehensive conservation plans for national wildlife
refuges in Alaska. Specifically, prior to developing a plan for any refuge,

the Secretary of the Interior is required to identify and describe:

(A) the populations and habitats of the fish and wildlife resources of

the refuge;

(B) the special values of the refuge, as well as any other archeological,
cultural,ecological, geological, historical, paleontological, scenic, or
wilderness value of the refuge;

(C) areas within the refuge that are suitable for use as administrative
sitesor visitor facilities,or for visitor services,as provided for in
sections 1305 and 1306 of this Act;

M present and potential requirements for access with respect to the
refuge, as provided for in Title XI; and

_10-



(E) significantproblemswhich may adverselyaffectthe populationsand
habitats of fish and wildlife identifiedand described under subparagraph
(A).

Additionally,each plan shall:

(A)...based upon the identificationsand the descriptionsrequired ...
(as noted above]-

M designateareas within the refuge accordingto their respective
resources and values;

(ii) specifythe programsfor conservingfish and wildlifeand the
programsrelating to maintaining the values referred to in paragraph
(2)(B), proposed to be implementedwith such areas; and

(iii) specify the uses within each such area which may be compatible
with the major purposes of the refuge; and

(B) set forth those opportunitieswhich will be providedwithin the refuge
for fish and wildlife-orientedrecreation,ecologicalresearch,
environmentaleducation and interpretationof refuge resources and values,
if such recreation,research,education,and interpretationis compatible
with the purposes of the refuge.

In preparing the plans the Secretary is required to ensure adequate
interagencycoordinationand public participation. Specifically,interested
and affected parties such as state agencies, Native corporations, and
residents of local villages and political subdivisionsmust be provided
opportunitiesto present theirviews. Further,prior to adopting a plan the
Secretaryis required to issuenotice of its availabilityin the Federal
Regist r, make copies availablein regional offices of the Fish and Wildlife
Service throughout the U.S., and provide opportunity for public review and
comment.

Finally, Section 1317 of the Alaska Lands Act requires the Secretary to
conduct a wilderness review, consistent with provisions of the Wilderness Act,
of all refuge lands in Alaska not already designated as wilderness. Based on
this review and public comment, the Secretary is to forward recommendations to
the President, who in turn makes recommendations to the Congress regarding any
lands considered suitable for addition to the National Wilderness Preservation
System.

The Planning Process

The planning process used to develop the comprehensive conservation plan for
Arctic Refuge was designed to fulfill the legal mandates cited above as well
as the administrativerequirementspertainingto all units of the National
Wildlife Refuge System. Each plan alternative was developed to represent a
long-range strategy and a broad framework for management and use of refuge
resources. The foundation upon which the alternatives were developed and
evaluated was provided by the refuge's resources and values, by the purposes
of the refuge set forth in the Alaska Lands Act, by other laws and regulations
governing administration and management of the refuge system, and by the
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missions of the Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Wildlife Refuge
System. The mission of the Service is to "provide the federal leadership to
conserve, protect and enhance fish and wildlife and their habitats for the
continuingbenefit of people." The mission of the refuge system is "to
provide, preserve, restore, and manage a national network of lands and waters
sufficientin size, diversityand locationto meet society'sneeds for areas
where the widest possible spectrum of benefits associated with wildlife and
wildlands is enhanced and made available." Figure 3 shows the major steps of
the process used in developing this plan.

Wilderness Review of the 1002 Area

As explained in the NOTICE TO THE READER, the 1110211area is not included in
the wilderness review analysis in this documental Management of this area
as wilderness can not be considered until Congress acts and selects one of the
five management alternativesanalyzed in the 1002(h) report and the
accompanying legislative environmental impact statement. In the event
Congressselects AlternativeD, the "no action" alternative in the 1002(h)
report, the area will be examined for wilderness suitabilityand the necessary
environmentaldocumentationwill be prepared. Under the other alternatives
future considerationof the "1002" area as wilderness is not a factor.

IMPLEMENTATION AND REVISION OF THE COMPREHENSIVE CONSERVATION PLAN

Implementationof the proposed actions in this plan will depend upon the
availabilityof funds and personnel, and upon the coordination of many
governmentalactivities. These factors will determine the extent of
development, management and maintenance the refuge receives in any given years

In implementingthe plan the Service periodicallywill need to prepare
site-specificevaluations to determine whether various proposed activities or
uses are compatible with refuge purposes (unless Congress exempts the use from
the compatibilityrequirement). All compatibilitydeterminationswill be
reviewedby the regional office to ensure that the findings are consistent
with the Service'sregional policies. A record of the compatibility
determinationswill be kept on file and will be used as precedents for future
decisions on refuge uses.

Followingadoption of the plan, the Service will, as necessary, undertake
detailed "management planning" to guide implementation of the plan and
operationof the refuge. In accordancewith Service policy, detailed
management plans will be prepared to address specific resource and public use
managementactivities such as wilderness, fisheries, habicat, and recreation
management.

If and when Congress takes action an the management of the "1002" area the
Service will revise the refuge comprehensive conservation plan to incorporate
congressional directives. Management of the "1002" area may have a

a/An analysis of the wilderness suitabilityof the "1002" area can be found
on pages 478-483 in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge coastal plain
resourceassessment. Final report. Baseline study of the fish, wildlife,
and their habitats. Vol. II (Garnerand Reynolds, 1986).
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Figure 3. The refuge comprehensive conservation planning process.

Step 1--PREPLANNING
o Identify laws, regulations,and policies affecting refuge management
o Develop analysis methods and capabilities
o Prepare public involvement plan
o Hold public scoping meetings
o Identify management issues and concerns

Step 2--INVENTORY AND ANALYSIS
o Identify and compile resource informationneeded for planning
o Describe the physical, biological,economic, and social environments
o Establishdata base
o Determine capability of resources to respond to issues and concerns

Step 3--FORMULATE MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES
o Develop management categories with specific management strategies anei

allowed uses
o Apply management categories to "homogeneous" areas of the refuge
o Develop refuge-wide management alternatives using various mixes of

management categories
o Determine management emphases of each alternative

Step 4--EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
o Evaluate the effects of implementingeach alternative on the

physical, biological, and human environments
o Evaluate the ability of each alternative to achieve refuge purposes

and resolve issues and concerns
o Identify changes from baseline resource information

Step 5-PIAN SELECTION
o Selecta preferredalternative
o Prepareand distributea draft plan describingthe alternativesand

their expected effects if implemented
o Provide opportunities for public review and comment

Step 6--SELECT COMPREHENSIVE CONSERVATION PLAN
o Review and evaluate public comments received on the draft plan
o Prepare and distribute a final plan that responds to public comments
o Publish a Record of Decision no sooner than 45 days following

publicationof the final plan

Step 7--PL&N IMPLEMENTATION
o With appropriate state and public involvement,prepare a detailed

management plan(s) Identifying specific actions necessary to implement
the comprehensive conservation plan and achieve its goals and
objectives

o Begin implementing the plan

Step 8--PERIODIC UPDATING OF THE COMPREHENSIVE CONSERVATION PLAN
o Every three to five years solicit public comments
o Review all local, state and federalrecommendations,scientificdata,

and other Information to update the plan as needed
o Make minor changes as an appendix to the plan after appropriate public

review and approval by the regional 4irector,with notificationto the
affected agencies and individuals

o r1akemajor changes by going through the refuge comprehensive
conservation planning process
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significant bearing on management of the rest of the refuge (e.g., on the need
for transportationand utility corridors,air and water quality, fish and
wildlife management). If necessary, major revisions outside the "1002" area
will be made in the plan following the National Environmental Policy Act
process (see below).

As knowledge of the refuge's resources and users improves, other changes in
the plan's management directions may be required. The refuge's fish and
wildlife populations, user groups, adjacent land uses and other management
considerations change with time--often in unforeseen ways. Problems also may
be encountered in trying to implement the plan.

Consequently, the Service will periodically review and revise portions of the
plan. Most of the resulting changes will "fine-tune" the plan. These chancesL7

will not require modification of this document--minor changes will be
addressed in the more detailed refuge management plans and annual work plan
advices. Only if a significant change is required in the management of the
refuge will it become necessary to change the plan. For example, a revision
of the plan would become necessary if a change is proposed in management that
would cause major biological or socioeconomic impacts, or that would result in
significant controversy (as evidenced by a substantial dispute regarding the
size, nature, or effect of a major federal action).

To enable refuge users, adjacent landowners, local, state and federal
agencies, and other interested parties to express their views on how the
refuge is being managed, the Service will periodically hold meetings, or use
other techniques such as comment cards and surveys, to solicit comments for
evaluation purposes. By encouraging continuing public input in the management
of the refuge the Service will be better able to serve the public, to
determine potential problems before they occur, and to take immediate action
to resolve existing problems.

Every three to five years the Service will review staff recommendations,
public comments, local and state government recommendations, and research
studies, among other sources, to determine if revisions to the plan are
necessary. Minor revisions to the plan will be attached as appendices to the
plan after appropriate public review and approval by the Service's regional
director, with any affected and/or interested parties notified of proposed
changes prior to their approval and implementation. If a major change is
proposed in the management of the refuge, such as changing management of an
area from minimal management to intensive management or modifying what uses
would be permitted or prohibited within a given management category, public
involvement will be sought and new environmental assessments/environmental
impact statements may be necessary. This process would be subject to the
requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act. Preparation of a new
environmental impact statement would include full public participation in
accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act and the Alaska Lands
Act. A full review and updating of the plan, subject to the requirements of
the National Environmental Policy Act and including full public involvement,
will occur every 10 to 15 years, more frequently if necessary.
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11. IDENTIFICATION OF ISSUES

Section 304(g)(4) of the Alaska Lands Act requires the Service to consult with
appropriate state agencies and Native corporations to ensure public interests
and concerns are addressed in the plan. It also requires hearings to assure
that residents affected by the administration of the refuge have an
opportunity to present their views. Therefore, one of the first steps in the
planning process was to develop a public participation and interagency
coordination program to assist in identifying the issues that need to be
addressed in the plan, the special values of the refuge, and the significant
problems associated with the refuge.

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

The Service has conducted an extensive public involvement program for the
Arctic Refuge Comprehensive Conservation Plan. During the winter of
1985-1986, the Service began seeking ideas from the public on what issues
should be addressed in the comprehensive conservation plan for the refuge.
Citizens throughout the country were notified that the planning process had
begun through newspaper advertisements, a notice in the Federal Register, and
letters; interested citizens were requested to send in their comments and
concerns for the Arctic Refuge plan. In addition, a refuge planning
consultation committee, consisting of a variety of interest groups, was formed
and their input solicited.

Beginning in February of 1986, refuge and planning staff met with residents of
Kaktovik (February 11, 1986), Arctic Village (March 18, 1986), and Fort Yukon
(March 20, 1986) to learn about local issues. Community leaders and other
interested residents expressed their major concerns for refuge planning.
Public meetings were also held in Anchorage (April 3, 1986) and Fairbanks
(April 9 and June 3, 1986).

In November of 1986, the planning team identified six management alternatives
for the refuge and presented them to the consultation committee in Fairbanks.
Following that meeting a workbook including all six alternatives was prepared
and mailed to everyone on the refuge mailing list in January of 1987. The
public was asked to comment on this range of alternatives and suggest other
possible strategies for managing the refuge. The 162 responses received from
the public are summarized in Table 1.

As a result of these public involvement efforts, the original range of
alternatives prepared in November of 1986 was augmented with two additional
alternatives using the moderate and intensive management categories.

The Service also held a series of workshops in Fairbanks (1/20/87), Anchorage
(1122/87),Arctic Village (2/10/87), Fort Yukon (2/11/87), and Kaktovik
(2/19/87) to solicit comments on the proposed alternatives, and give the
public an opportunity to express any concerns they might have about management
of the refuge. A total of 140 individuals participated in these workshops.



Table 1. Public response to the workbook management alternatives.
a/

Written Comments on Workbooks From:
Organizations Individuals Individuals

Workbook Alternatives: and Groups (Alaska) (Lower48) Total

A--The Current Situation - 12 - 12

B--Ail Wilderness - 12 2 14

C-49% Wilderness - 1 - 1

D--74% Wilderness - 1 I

E-90% Wilderness - 4 - 4

F--The Last Great Wilderness 7 49 53 109

No Preference Stated 6 11 4 21

Total 13 90 59 162

a/The alternatives in this table do not correspond to the alternatives
included in this plan. The'table summarizes the public response to a
preliminary set of alternatives developed early in the planning process.

With the exception of Arctic Village--where villagers strongly supported the
"last great wilderness aiternative"--most workshop participants raised many
points for discussion but did not endorse a particular alternative. A summary
of the information and opinions expressed at all five workshops and in the
public response to the workbook was prepared and mailed to all interested
parties in June of 1987. Copies of both the original and supplemental
workbooks, as well as the workshop/workbook summary, are on file in the
Service's regional office in Anchorage.

The planning team met with Alaska Department of Fish and Game personnel in
Fairbanks in January of 1987 to gather additional resource information and
discuss their concerns about the refuge plan. At the request of the Alaska
Senate Natural Resources Committee, the planning team gave a presentation on
the alternatives in Juneau on February of 1987. A presentation also was made
to the Anchorage Sierra Club's local chapter at their meeting in May of 1987.

PUBLIC CONCERNS

A summary of the information provided by those who participated in the public
involvement process follows. In evaluating the input received, an attempt was
made to summarize the concerns expressed by the public relative to management
of the refuge and to identify the important issues for the Arctic Refuge which
can be addressed in the comprehensive conservation plan.

Major issues and concerns identified were: fish and wildlife resources;
subsistence; wilderness; oil and gas activities; access and transportation;
recreation; research; Native allotments and inholdings; land exchanges;
cabins; refuge management; and the refuge planning process.

Fish and Wildlife Resources of National and International Concern

There seems to be a consensus that the fish, wildlife, and habitats of the
Arctic Refuge are extraordinary assets, the "crown jewels" of the refuge
system. State and local governments, conservation groups, hunters, anglers,
guides, backpackers, floaters, outfitters, Native corporations, the oil and
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gas industry, and people throughout the nation attested to the importance of
protecting these outstanding fish and wildlife resources. The degree of
protection necessary for refuge fish and wildlife, and their habitats, is
probably the most difficult issue the Service must address in the plan.

Local residents from all the communities commented more frequently on
protecting the Porcupine caribou herd, which provides one of the mainstays of
their subsistence lifestyle, than on any other refuge resource. They were
extremely concerned about the potential effects of nonlocal people and oil and
gas activities on the herd. Residents stated that the caribou are as much a
Canadian resource as a U.S. resource. The Service was urged to develop the
plan in cooperation with the Canadian government to ensure that the herd is
properly managed. A few individuals suggested that better coordination with
the Canadians was needed and that this plan should provide a logical framework
toward that effort.

The conservation groups desire a high degree of protection for the entire
Arctic Refuge. One group wishes to propose the entire refuge as an
international biosphere, because of the uniqueness of the Arctic Refuge's
ecosystems. Others pointed out that people all over the world expend great
efforts and amounts of money to travel to the refuge to study and experience
its natural resources.

The oil and gas industry expressed the fear that many resource users would
advocate levels of protection that would conflict with development interests,
particularly where the "1002" coastal plain area was concerned. The industry
representatives urged that all interests work closely with the Service through
the planning process so that petroleum resources of the coastal plain can be
developed without harm to refuge resources. They stressed the importance of
the oil and gas resources of the north slope to the national security and
state economy.

Subsistence

Local residents emphasized the importance of their being able to continue
hunting and fishing in their traditional use areas. Local people were
concerned that recreational and economic uses or activities by nonlocal people
would disturb wildlife and affect their hunting. Most people in the local
communities did not want to see increased sport hunting on the refuge. They
stressed repeatedly that subsistence activities were essential to their way of
life, providing their main sources of food. The importance local residents
attributed to subsistence influenced their comments on other issues-
attitudes toward access, recreation uses, hunting, fishing, oil and gas
development, land exchanges, and wilderness were often expressed in terms of
their effects on the opportunities for rural residents to continue their
subsistence activities. In Kaktovik, there was interest in allowing local
hunters to harvest some of the reestablished muskox population. In Arctic
Village, residents requested clarification on whether caribou fences were
considered traditional use. Fort Yukon residents questioned the Service's
ability to assure their subsistence priority over sport harvests by
outsiders. Trapping was a focal point of discussion in Fort Yukon. Concerns
were expressed regarding trespass by nonlocal people on lands with traditional
traplines, cataloging of traditional traplines, and depletion of furbearers.
In Fairbanks support for continued subsistence use was also expressed.
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Wilderness

Local residents were divided in their opinions about wilderness: Arctic
Village residents generally were fairly positive in their comments, so long as
wilderness didn't interfere with their subsistence activities, while Kaktovik
and Fort Yukon residents generally were negative. Some residents were
concerned that their activities and use of refuge resources might be
restricted by wilderness designation. Clarification was requested on whether
wilderness designation would restrict access to Native allotments. Questions
were also asked whether there were differences between a wilderness area and
other areas for animals--did wilderness areas support more animals? Some
local people did not like that "nonlocals" were able to decide and recommend
which areas could be wilderness. Some people voiced concern that they might
not be able to change the wilderness status in the future. Other residents
supported wilderness designation because it would preclude commercial
activities and development, thereby protecting the fish and wildlife necessary
for subsistence. In Fort Yukon, some people were interested in what effect
wilderness designation would have on their options for new or wider
caterpillar and trapping trails. Residents were also concerned that efforts
by conservation groups to designate additional wilderness would only draw more
attention to Arctic Refuge, which would advertise it

'
s recreational

opportunities- to the detriment of the local residents.

In both Anchorage and Fairbanks, all of the conservation groups and numerous
individuals supported designating additional portions or the entire refuge as
wilderness. They stated that Arctic Refuge presents a unique opportunity to
protect wildlife and the arctic environment through wilderness designation.
Some individuals were concerned about the effects of increased air traffic on
the refuge's wilderness values. Several people recommended the Service limit
group sizes and access points to protect wilderness resources. Opposition was
also voiced to the Service allowing construction of public use facilities,
such as campgrounds, trails, and bridges, because these facilities would
encourage additional recreational use and degrade the wilderness qualities of

the refuge.

The Alaska Oil and Gas Association noted its concern about proposals for
designating additional large areas of wilderness in refuges. They stated that
it is essential to the nation that the plan contain options for surface access
and transportation needs.

Oil and Gas Activities

Oil and gas activities and the Alaska Lands Act Section 1002 studies on the
coastal plain were the most discussed topics in the the meetings and in
written comments. Opinions on oil and gas development on the refuge varied
from total opposition to strong support. In the local communities there was a
mixed reaction to oil and gas activities--Kaktovik residents generally were
not opposed to oil and gas development, and believed there would be some
economic benefits, while Arctic Village residents were strongly opposed to any
economic development. The primary concern expressed in the local communities
was that oil and gas activities would adversely affect fish, wildlife, and
water quality. Village residents were concerned that an influx of oil and gas
workers would increase competition for resources and change their way of
life. There was special interest in the possible negative impacts on the
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Porcupine caribou herd. Several people asked questions relating to the
Service's (then) pending "Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska, coastal
plain resource assessment-report and recommendation to the Congress of the
United States and Final Legislative Environmental Impact Statement,"
(hereafter referred to as the Section 1002(h) report) and what it meant to the
refuge and the planning process. There were several requests for the
Section 1002(h) report and the results of the seismic studies on the coastal
plain.

opposition to oil and gas leasing was expressed at all of the meetings,
particularly at the Arctic Village and Fairbanks meetings. Conservation
groups were very concerned about the prospect of oil and gas leasing on the
coastal plain, and were opposed to leasing both within the "1002" area and
anywhere else in the refuge. They stated that oil and gas activities are
incompatible with the purposes of the refuge and, in view of current low oil
prices, not needed. The Service was urged not to "rubber-stamp" permits for
helicopter overflights associated with oil and gas activities because of their
negative impacts on wildlife.

Oil and gas industry representatives expressed strong support for opening the
coastal plain to leasing and urged the Service to consider the importance of
oil and gas resources to the nation's energy supplies and security and the
economy of Alaska. They pointed out that the "1002" area is a relatively
small portion of the refuge and that development there would have little
effect on the refuge as a whole. They cited the industry's past record of
developing oil and gas resources (offshore and at Prudhoe Bay) without harming
fish and wildlife. It was noted that because the coastal plain has been used
by humans for centuries, it cannot be considered pristine.

The State of Alaska recommended that the Service should maintain opportunities
for on-shore support facilities for offshore oil and gas, and maintain
opportunities for geological and geophysical exploration throughout the
non-1002 portions of the refuge. The State also urged that the plan
acknowledge new geophysical data which suggests that the subsurface of the
existing wilderness area east of the "1002" area has oil and gas potential.

(Additional comments on the question of oil and gas activities on the "1002"
coastal plain area can be found in the 1002(h) report (Clough, Patton and
Christiansen,1987).)

Access and Transportation

Local residents often spoke of the need for continued use of snowmachines,
motorboats, and three-wheelers for access to private lands and to their
traditional hunting and fishing areas. Some people wanted to be able to build
roads to and within their allotments, but also wanted to ensure that nonlocal
people would not be able to use them. Many local residents opposed aircraft
and helicopter use in the refuge, saying that planes made hunting too easy for
nonlocal sport hunters, and helicopters and low flying airplanes often
harassed wildlife, particularly caribou.
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Many people expressed opposition to additional road construction because roads
would destroy fish and wildlife habitats, bring in too many people, and lead
to litter and enforcement problems. In Fairbanks the Service was urged to
assess the impacts associated with the opening of the haul road to the public;
some thought that the increased traffic on the haul road was affecting
wildlife populations, particularlycaribou.

Also in Fairbanks it was pointed out that the Service should coordinate with
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), and give input for their ongoing utility
corridor land use plan. It was further suggested that the Service ask BLM to
delay their plan until the Yukon Flats and Arctic Refuge plans were completed.

Some of the conservation groups suggested that specific areas be zoned for
aircraft landing areas and flight corridors. There were individuals who
recommended that the Service begin to control numbers of aircraft and minimum
flight altitudes as well. At'all of the meetings the Service was urged to
closely control access into key fish and wildlife habitats, such as Atigun
Canyon. People suggested that some rivers and alpine lakes be closed to
motorboat use. Others stated that the entire refuge should be closed to
all-terrainvehicles.

The Resource Development Council of Alaska urged that the plan not preclude
any access opportunities to inholdings or adjacent lands. Oil and gas support
industry representatives asked the Service to make provisions for additional
access, primarily through utility and transportation corridors.

Recreation

Local residents interpreted recreation as use of the refuge by people who
lived outside the local area. Many comments focused on sport hunters and
anglers taking food that local people would otherwise use. There were also
complaints about "outsiders" causing litter and waste problems. Some local
residents had no problem with hikers and river floaters being in the vicinity
of their communities, but voiced concern that the numbers of recreational
users could increase to the point that they would interfere with subsistence

activities.

In Fairbanks several people stated that the number of recreational users in
the refuge is already too high. They advocated that the Service begin
gathering detailed data on refuge use, and begin limiting group size and
duration of stay.

Research

In the local communities people felt that Service wildlife studies,
particularly telemetry studies, were adversely impacting animals. Many people
felt that survey flights by refuge staff and tracking of caribou were causing
much disturbance to wildlife. Fort Yukon residents were especially concerned
about caribou calf mortality from darting and collaring. Several individuals
asserted that they had to travel farther to hunt caribou because of increased
aircraft traffic associated with refuge studies.
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People in Fort Yukon and Fairbanks urged that the plan allow for continued
access and educational research opportunities within the refuge, particularly
geological studies. The Alaska Geological Society also urged the Service to
keep Arctic Refuge open to surface geological studies.

Native Allotments and Inholdings

People in the villages were interested in how the refuge plan would affect
access to and use of their individual Native allotments. They wanted to be
able to use three-wheelers and other motorized vehicles to get to their land.
They also wanted to be able to build houses, roads, and make other uses of
their land. In Kaktavik residents requested that detailed land status maps be
made available. They were concerned about recreational hikers walking across
their lands and who would control user groups on refuge lands. Fort Yukon
residents were concerned that nonlocal people were flying in and trapping on
their allotments.

In Anchorage, a conservation group recommended that the Service identify and
and prioritize high value inholdings and seek to purchase them or negotiate
cooperative agreements with the owners.

Land Exchange

Residents in all of the local communities were curious about the progress of
the Arctic Refuge land exchange and wanted to know which corporations were
participating in the negotiations. They also questioned why the land exchange
only targeted coastal plain land, not interior land.

Cabins

Several local residents stressed the importance of cabins for shelter while
hunting and trapping, but there was also opposition to providing cabins for
recreational use. Most people at the meetings were opposed to the Service
providing facilities such as developed campgrounds for public use. Many local
residents were interested in building cabins on their allotments. Some people
in Fairbanks wanted the Service to remove old guide cabins from the refuge and
totally restore the sites, while others stated it was acceptable for the
cabins to be used by refuge staff for administrative purposes.

Refuge Kanagement

In addition to the above comments, several other comments were expressed at
the meetings on refuge management. Several oil and gas support industry
representatives recommended the Service manage the area for "multiple use."
Several were of the opinion that there was too much federal land "locked up."
People in Fort Yukon were concerned about the water quality on and off the
refuge, particularly waters which flowed past their lands. Questions were
raised in Fort Yukon regarding whether mining would be allowed in the refuge.
Several individuals pointed out the need to collect additional information on
refuge resources. In Fairbanks, a variety of questions were raised regarding
refuge management, including what types of access are allowed in the refuge;
management of fire; current restrictions or regulations on recreational use;
how much law enforcement is occurring along the pipeline corridor; and what
control the Service has over inholdings. It was noted that illegal hunting
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was occurring on the refuge, and that law enforcement efforts are generally
not adequate. The Service was also urged not to build any more administrative
facilities in the refuge.

The State of Alaska expressed several concerns about fish and wildlife
management during the planning process. The State recommended that the
Service should maintain provisions for fish and wildlife management techniques
and facilities, and maintain opportunities for subsistence, commercial, and
recreational use of fish and wildlife, including provisions for support
facilities, equipment, and access. The Citizen's Advisory Commission on
Federal Areas echoed the need for fish and wildlife management flexibility;
they suggested that minimal management would preserve wilderness values
without hindering the Service's ability to respond to changing conditions on
the refuge.

The Planning Process

In all of the communities, and particularly in Fairbanks, it was noted that
planning for the refuge was being rushed--people urged the Service to extend
the planning schedule. Many people who participated in the scoping meetings
expressed a desire to continue to be involved in planning and decisions
relating to Arctic Refuge. Several interest groups, including hunters,
fishermen, trappers, guides, conservation groups, the oil and gas industry,
and Native groups, asked to be included in planning efforts. Individuals,
particularly in local communities, expressed skepticism about whether they
could influence the decisionmakers. At each meeting the relationship of the
refuge comprehensive conservation plan to the 1002(h) report was questioned.
Several individuals were concerned that land use decisions in the refuge plan
be consistentwith decisions resulting from the 1002(h) report. Conservation
groups urged the Service to integrate the "1002" area into the refuge
comprehensive conservation planning process, and not ignore it.

STATE OF ALASKA POLICY POSITION PAPER

Early in 1984 the State Conservation System Unit Coordinator's Office provided
the Service with a policy position paper for Arctic Refuge and surrounding
area. While this paper covered a broad spectrum of issues of concern to all
state agencies, most recommendations were related to management of fish and
wildlife resources. The paper identified the State's current management
policies and objectives, notes management issues, and recommended solutions.
The issues addressed range from public access to management of refuge
resources.

A liberal approach to public access was advocated by the State. All refuge
roads, trails, waterways, and aircraft landing areas that are now open should
remain so. Access by the public, private landowners and the State should not
be restricted. Seventeen aircraft access sites, eight water access sites, and
five road and trail access sites were identified by the State as being
traditional access areas. Cabins on the refuge should remain available for
public use, and should be maintained.
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The Service was requested to not rule out potential power projects in the
refuge. Areas associated with power project development and transmission
corridors should be cooperatively planned by both federal and state agencies.
Coordination with the State was also requested for any action that would
affect water quality or quantity in the refuge.

The importance of protecting key wildlife areas, such as spawning areas, salt
licks, calving or nesting areas and stream confluences, was pointed out. Any
resource exploration or development activities or the development of refuge
facilities (such as campgrounds, trails, or roads) should be avoided in these
areas.

The State stressed its responsibilitiesfor maintaining fish and wildlife
populations and regulating use of fish and wildlife on the refuge--state
hunting, fishing, trapping, and access regulations all apply to Arctic
Refuge. It requested that the Service adopt management plans that are in
substantial agreement with State black bear, brown bear, wolf, caribou, Dall
sheep, moose, muskox, furbearers, small game, waterfowl, and unclassified game
management plans. Maintenance of healthy prey and predator populations was
noted to be an Alaska Department of Fish and Came responsibility. The State
also requested the Service to cooperate with the State in the development and
implementation of habitat management plans.

The State requested to maintain opportunities for implementing established
fisheries enhancement techniques, and conduct future investigations an the
refuge. Eighteen sites were listed as having potential for enhancement and
rehabilitation because of the fish species present. The agency's ability to
conduct aerial, ground, or boat surveys of fish and wildlife (including the
use of helicopters) should not be unduly restricted by cumbersome permit
requirements. It should be allowed to erect and maintain any facilities or
structures needed for fish and wildlife management. Clarification of
Section 304(d) of the Alaska Lands Act, regarding what constitutes a
significant expansion of commercial fishing activities, was also requested.

Commercial big game guiding should be allowed to continue on the refuge.
Changes in regulations that would affect the guiding industry should be
reviewed by the State Guide Board and members of the guiding industry before
being implemented.

Potential bear/human conflicts were noted to be a concern in the refuge. The
State recommended continued hunting, visitor education programs and control of
garbage and other attractants on inholdings to minimize these problems. The
impracticality of transplanting problem bears was also noted: the State will
not allow the transplant of problem bears to areas outside of the refuge
boundaries.

The Service was requested to cooperate with the State in the collection,
interpretation and dissemination of research data, statistical data, banding
and tagging records, population data, census information, harvest tabulations
and other use information for fish and wildlife in Arctic Refuge. The Service
was requested to maintain opportunities for the-State to conduct research
projects on the refuge. Eight specific management and research needs were
identified by the State.
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Regarding public information, the State stressed the Service should cooperate
with the State in preparing publications on refuge resources and their use.
These publications should explain to the public that consumptive use of fish
and wildlife are compatible with ecosystems management and will be allowed on
the refuge.

Throughout its recommendations, the State urged the Service to cooperate with
the Alaska Department of Fish and Came and other state agencies in managing
the refuge, its resources and users. The State is particularly concerned
about the management of the refuge because under State statute (AS 16.20.030)
the Arctic Refuge is included in the state's refuge system. The Service was
requested to cooperate with the State in conducting power project studies,
monitoring developments, ensuring access, managing water, historical, and fish
and wildlife resources, developing fire management plans, monitoring
subsistence use, conducting research, identifying areas where adjustments in
the refuge boundary should be'made, and preparing publications about the
refuge. Working together on these and other topics would be to the benefit of
both the state and the federal governments.

KANAGEMENT CONCERNS

In addition to public involvement in identifying issues, Section 304(g) of the
Alaska Lands Act requires the Service to identify and describe significant
problems that may adversely affect refuge fish and wildlife and their
habitats. Significant potential problems identified by the planning team,
including the refuge staff, for the Arctic Refuge are discussed below.
Because the intent of Congress in establishing the conservation system units
relate to areas other than just "fish and wildlife" (i.e., recreation,
wilderness values, water, subsistence, etc.), potential problems affecting
these aspects are also identified and described. The Service identified 10
potential management concerns for the Arctic Refuge.

Oil and Gas Exploration and Development on Refuge Lands

Surface geological and geophysical exploration on the Arctic Refuge coastal
plain (as regulated by 50 Code of Federal Regulations Part 37) were authorized
by Section 1002 of the Alaska Lands Act. Based on information obtained
through this exploration program and other sources, the Arctic Refuge's
coastal plain has been identified as having a high potential for significant
accumulations of oil (Clough, Patton, and Christiansen, 1987). However, the
questions of whether oil is actually present, in what quantities, and in which
areas, will remain largely unanswered without the drilling of exploratory
wells. At the present time Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act prohibits oil
and gas leasing, production, and any other development leading to the
production of oil and gas from the refuge. Assuming that Congress decides to
open the "1002" coastal plain area to further exploration and oil and gas
leasing occurs, problems for fish, wildlife and habitats could occur.

The possible impacts of oil and gas exploration and development on the "1002"
coastal plain area have been described in detail in Garner and Reynolds (1986)
and Clough, Patton and Christiansen (1987). In summary, the level of impacts
would depend upon the location and intensity of activities and degree of
development. Possible problems would result from disturbance or displacement
of wildlife from construction and operation of oil exploration and production
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facilities,loss of habitat due to construction of oil exploration or
production facilities, increased public use due to a higher human population
in the area and improved access via roads and airstrips, loss of or severe
restrictions on subsistence hunting opportunities in the local area, and loss
of wilderness character in certain areas. If a major producing oil field is
developed, a potential major impact would be the displacement of the Porcupine
caribou herd from a portion of its calving area. Oil and gas activities also
could have a major impact on muskox, resulting in substantial displacement
from currently used habitat and a slowing of the herd's growth rate.
Emissions from a production facility, including black smoke emissions,
particulates, ozone, sulfuric and nitric oxides, heavy metals, and carbon
monoxide, could adversely affect air and water quality. One of the most
important problems will be the need for use of large quantities of water from
the coastal plain area, which has a very limited water supply.

A related potential problem involves the possible use of refuge lands for
support of offshore oil and gas exploration and development (see the
discussion below of development and use of adjacent lands). There may be a
need to locate facilities such as support bases, pumping stations, processing
facilities, and pipelines on refuge lands to develop any offshore oil that may
be discovered. These facilities could result in a greater magnitude of
impacts than those identified for on-shore oil and gas exploration and
development. The effects of offshore oil and gas support facilities would be
part of the cumulative effects of oil and gas developments and other
developments in the region, as discussed in the 1002(h) report.

Mining Within the Refuge

Although there are currently no mining operations in production within the
refuge, there are nine active mining claims on refuge lands. The only mining
activity now occurring on the refuge is that needed to meet annual assessment
requirements, as prescribed in the Mining Law of 1872. If any of the claims
were developed, problems for refuge resources could occur. Potential problems
could include the need for access across refuge lands, wildlife disturbance in
the area of operation, water quality degradation, loss or reduction of fish
populations, and intrusions on the wilderness character of the affected
areas. Land access could result in long-term impacts on the wilderness
character of an area. If a permanent road was necessary into the developed
area it could result in increased human presence, which could reduce certain
fish and wildlife populations using these lands and waters.

Development and Use of Adjacent Lands

Lands adjacent to the Arctic Refuge are under the control of numerous
entities: Bureau of Land Management (adjacent lands in the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline System (TAPS) corridor, in the Central Arctic Management Area, and in
the east-central portion of the refuge), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Yukon
Flats Refuge), the Minerals Management Service (federal waters beyond the
three-mile limit), the State of Alaska (primarilynorthwest of the refuge
boundary), Native (regional and village) corporations, and other private
landowners. Many fish and wildlife species range between refuge lands and
adjoining lands. The use and development of adjacent lands, therefore, may
adversely affect fish and wildlife populations and habitats in the refuge.
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Potential activities on these lands include exploration for and development of
oil and gas resources, mineral development, and development of transportation
and utility corridors. Developments on adjacent lands could also lead to
development on the refuge. Use and development of lands adjacent to the
refuge could affect fish and wildlife species and habitats both on and off the
refuge. Impacts may include loss and/or alteration of terrestrial and aquatic
habitats, increased pollution and littering, introduction of non-native
species, and increased human use of available resources.

The State of Alaska owns the submerged tidal lands in the Beaufort Sea out to
a limit of three miles (5 km) from the northern refuge boundary. The State is
scheduled to hold two oil and gas lease sales in this area within the next two
years (State Lease Sales 50 and 55). The state and federal governments are
also involved in a legal dispute concerning ownership of submerged lands
within the coastal lagoons, which are currently considered to be part of the
refuge. Previous notices for the state lease sales included the lagoons
within the sale areas. However, latest indications are that the lagoons will
be excluded from the lease sale areas pending resolution of the ownership
question.

The Minerals Management Service has jurisdiction over oil and gas development
in federal waters beyond the three-mile limit. On August 22, 1984 the OCS
Daiper Field Sale 87 was held in a portion of this area. A total of 227
leases were issued, covering 1.2 million acres (486,000 ha). Another lease
sale, Beaufort Sea Field Sale 97, was held on March 16, 1988. As a result of
that sale 202 leases were issued, covering 1.1 million acres (445,000 ha).

The possible impacts from building facilities in the refuge to support
offshore oil and gas development were noted in the previous section. Even if
facilities associated with offshore oil development are not placed on the
refuge, the offshore activity could still affect the refuge environment. Oil
spills occurring offshore could affect coastal fish, wildlife and habitats if
the oil was blown or carried to the nearshore environment by wind or
currents. Oil and gas activities located nearshore could also disturb nesting
and staging waterfowl using the coastal areas, affect fish movement and use of
lagoon waters, and affect caribou use of coastal areas for insect relief.

Oil and gas exploration and development on state lands near the refuge would
probably have less effect on refuge resources than would offshore activities,
depending upon the intensity of activities and development. However, most
wildlife populations inhabiting the refuge do not limit their use to the area
within the refuge boundaries. Because many animals move in and out of the
refuge (especially caribou, bears and wolves), adverse impacts from activities
on adjacent areas may be observed for some refuge populations. For instance,
large-scale development on the state land between the Sagavanirktok and
Canning rivers could affect the Central Arctic caribou herd. Also, the
development of adjacent areas could adversely affect the wilderness, air, and
water quality of the refuge.

Development or management policies on adjacent lands may increase the
accessibility of refuge lands, thereby increasing the amount of public use and
creating possible problems for refuge resources. For example, opening the
Dalton Highway to general public use could affect the western portion of the
refuge. If this occurs, public use in the western portion of the refuge will
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increase. Possible management actions by the Bureau of Land Management or the
State of Alaska to encourage increased public use of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
System corridor could magnify this effect.

There are numerous mining claims and a long history of mining activity on
lands in the Chandalar Lake area adjacent to the refuge. This area comprises
a portion of the winter range that is frequently used by the Porcupine caribou
herd. Intensive mining in the Chandalar Lake area could disturb the caribou,
displacing the herd from this portion of its normal winter range.

Private Inholdings Within the Refuge Boundar

There are several areas of privately owned land, primarily'Native allotments
and Native corporation lands, within the boundaries of the Arctic Refuge. The
location and amount of lands in these private inholdings create significant
long-term concerns for refuge management. Approximately 177,000 acres
(71,600 ha) have been conveyed or otherwise transferred to private ownership.
Another 117,000 acres (47,300 ha) of refuge lands have been selected by Native
corporations, and eventually may be conveyed.

The Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation (KIO and Arctic Slope Regional Corporation
(ASRO jointly own a tract of land near Barter Island on the north slope of
the refuge. The village corporation own7 the surface estate and the regional
corporation owns the subsurface estate.a Three seasons of seismic
exploration were conducted and one exploratory well was drilled on these lands
under terms of an exchange agreement between the Arctic Slope Regional
Corporation and the United States of America. However, according to the
Chandler Lake land exchange agreement, whereby the regional corporation
received the mineral rights, oil and gas development and production cannot
occur on these lands unless Congress authorizes those activities for the
Native corporation lands. Potential impacts of oil and gas operations in this
area would be essentially the same as those described previously for refuge
lands.

Although oil and gas development is not currently allowed on the Native
corporation lands, gravel extraction is allowed. The regional corporation
began development of an approximately 100,000-cubic yard (77,000-m ) gravel
mine approximately one mile (1.6 km) south of Barter Island during the winter
of 1986-1987. The impacts of the gravel mine have been substantially
mitigated by selective placement of the site, reduction of the proposed
operation and plans for rehabilitation after the useful life of the mine.
Thus, impacts of the gravel mine on refuge resources are expected to be
minimal, relating mainly to loss of productive wetland migratory bird
habitat. Impacts on fisheries habitat are also possible. If, however, more
extensive mining operations occur in the future there could be greater impacts
to refuge resources, depending on the extent of the operations.

a/The The Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation-Arctic Slope Regional Corporation
holdings are private lands; however, in accordance with Section 22(g) of the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, these lands remain subject to the laws
and regulations governing development of the Arctic Refuge.
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Doyon Limited, the Interior Alaska regional Native corporation, has inholdings
in the refuge south of the Brooks Range. Although the corporation is known to
have been interested in oil and gas development on some of these lands at one
time, there are no currently known active plans for exploration or
development. In the future these lands could be developed for a variety of
uses, including mineral development, residential, or other commercial
activities. If development occurs, refuge resources could be affected through
pollution,habitat destruction, increased presence of people, etc. For
instance, the development of a commercial recreational lodge would likely
result in increased human use of the refuge, which in turn could affect refuge
fish and wildlife populations.

In addition to the Native corporation holdings, about 173 Native allotment
applications, totaling 15,000 acres (6,000 ha), have been filed on the
refuge. These applications were filed under the Native Allotment Act of 1906
and were approved under Sectio'n905 of the Alaska Lands Act, although the
Bureau of Land Management has not completed pro forma notices of legislative
approval on many of the applications. The allotments, which range up to 160
acres (65 ha) in size, are scattered throughout the refuge. Potential
problems resulting from the use and development of these lands would be
similar to those noted for surface development of the Doyon Limited
lands.a/ one problem identified by local residents is trespass of refuge
visitors on Native allotments. Other problems could result if land owners in
key public access routes or recreational use areas objected to public access
across or onto their lands.

Illegal Harvesting of Fish and Wildlife

There is a known history of illegal wolf and brown bear harvest on the
refuge. There are also suspicions of other assorted violations throughout the
refuge. The Arctic Refuge is very large; additional law enforcement staff are
needed to adequately monitor the refuge and deal with illegal activities. If
illegal hunting continues into the future it could interfere with the refuge
purpose of maintaining fish and wildlife populations in their natural
diversity.

Impacts Due to IncreasinR Public Use

Public use on the Arctic Refuge is not as intensive as on most refuges outside
of Alaska or on some of the more accessible Alaska refuges. Howevery in
arctic and subarctic environments problems may easily develop from a lower
level of human use than that which would cause problems in more temperate
regions. Fish and wildlife populations and habitats in arctic and subarctic
areas, compared to those of more temperate regions, are generally more
sensitive to human disturbance. Growing seasons are short and winters harsh
and long. Disruption of vegetation in an area can take decades or even
centuries to recover completely. Wildlife populations are subject to extreme
cycles of abundance and decline. These natural cycles can be easily affected
by human activities.

a/Potential impacts from subsurface development would not occur on the Native
allotments because the Native allotment owners would not own the subsurface
rights to the land.
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The refuge staff has observed an increase in public use during the late 1970s
and early 1980s. Both guided and unguided recreational use levels have
increased. Visitor use is likely to grow through the rest of this century.
The State of Alaska is actively promoting tourism in the state, which will
likely increase visitor use throughout Alaska. Another factor that will
likely contribute to increased visitor use is the heightened public awareness
of the refuge caused by the oil and gas controversy concerning the refuge's
coastal plain.

Increased public use in certain areas may result in a correspondingly reduced
use by certain animal species, particularly those that require remote
wilderness habitats, such as brown bear, wolf, wolverine, and tundra swan.
Habitat quality for other species also can be reduced by excessive human
visitation. This may be particularly true for localizedareas at critical
times in a specie's life cycle, such as during calving and insect harassment
periods for caribou. Conflicts between bears and humans will likely increase
with increasing public use. Also, increased public use can result in
reduction of esthetic and wilderness values of an area.

Another possible problem that may result from increased public use is the
destruction of archeological sites that exist throughout the refuge.
Increased enforcement and vigilance by refuge staff may be necessary to
curtail destructive excavation and vandalism of these sites.

Conflicts Between Users

There have been relatively few user conflicts in the Arctic Refuge.
Occasionally problems of overcrowding occur in localized areas during hunting
seasons and the short summer recreational season. As public use increases,
however, competition will increase in areas within user groups and between
different user groups for limited resources. Although the Arctic Refuge
covers a vast area, with seemingly unlimited areas to find solitude or
wilderness, certain areas are more popular than others because of easier
access or other attractions. These areas are where user conflicts will
develop.

Competition may be either direct (such as between two hunting parties hunting
the same spot) or indirect (such as between sport and subsistence hunters for
limited resources, such as moose). Although competition is now believed to be
at relatively low levels, the potentia.1exists for competition to intensify.
Competition for harvest of moose, caribou, muskox, and Dall sheep may occur
between local resident, state resident and nonresident hunters. Perceptions
of increased competition for resources can result in misunderstanding and
increased tension between user groups, particularly between subsistence and
sport hunters.

Local and nonlocal trappers are beginning to compete for choice trapping
areas. This is often a conflict between Native and non-Native trappers, and
centers around the concept of what constitutes a "traditional" trapping area.
For Native people a traditional trapping area may be an area that a family has
trapped for generations, although an individual may not have personally
trapped the area within the last 10 or 20 years. For non-Native trappers, who
may be relatively recent arrivals in an area, traditional may mean continuous
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use over the last few years. If an area hasn't been trapped within 4-5 years,
they may feel they have a right to trap in that area.

The use of cabins by local residents is allowed by the-Alaska Lands Act on the
Arctic Refuge for trapping, subsistence, and other traditional activities.
There have been a few instances of conflicts between users of cabins that are
located in close proximity to each other. This most often involves conflicts
over traplines rather than cabins, but the conflicts occur nonetheless. As
general public use of the refuge increases, requests for cabin use can be
expected to increase as well. There probably will be more of these conflicts
in the future.

Conflicts could occur in the future between consumptive and nonconsumptive
users. Many nonconsumptive users are philosophically opposed to hunting, and
almost all of them hold the wilderness quality of their experience to be one
of the most important aspects of their visit to the refuge. While wilderness
quality is also important to most hunters as well, studies have shown that it
is generally less so than for backpackers and river floaters. These differing
values could be a source of conflict in the future. As more people visit the
refuge the potential for conflicts will probably increase.

Another possible source of conflict between users regards motorized access.
Some recreational users, seeking a pristine wilderness experience, object to
the use of motorized vehicles and have urged restrictions on the use of
aircraft in part of the refuge. Other users, such as guides, air taxi
operators, private airplane owners, and local residents, want unrestricted
access.

Subsistence, Commercial and Sport Harvest of Fish

Salmon populations that spawn on the south side of the refuge are taken in
commercial, subsistence and sport harvests, although no commercial fishing
occurs on the refuge. The Alaska Department of Fish and Came regulates this
harvest to ensure that enough adults escape to spawn, thus maintaining the
fishery. However, an increase in harvest levels by any user group, on or off
the refuge, could make fewer fish available. Conflicts could arise between
the various user groups.

If escapement goals are not met and salmon populations decline as a result,
the refuge could be adversely affected. Reduced runs could affect:

0 the number of salmon that predators have available as food;

a the number of salmon carcasses available for scavengers and decomposers
that recycle nutrients and maintain the fertility of aquatic habitats;
and

0 the number of fry that various fish, birds, and mammals eat.

Commercial fishery management affects spawning and hatching success and fry
survival in freshwater nursery areas and the ocean. The significance of these
impacts has not been adequately assessed on a long-term basis on the refuge,
but their implications call for further study.
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Loss of Wilderness Values

This potential problem is reflected in most of the other problems described in
this section. The degradation or loss of wilderness values is of particular
concern on the Arctic Refuge because the preservation of wilderness is one of
the original purposes set out for the area in the public land order
establishing the Arctic National Wildlife Range in 1960.

There are several activities and developments both on lands within and
adjacent to the Arctic Refuge that could affect the refuge's wilderness
values. Development of oil and gas production and/or support facilities, use
of helicopters for geological and other scientific studies, placement of
navigation towers on the coastal plain (mainly in support of offshore oil and
gas exploration), mining, development of permanent refuge management
facilities, and other developments on refuge lands would likely impact the
refuge's wilderness values. Development of private inholdings within the
refuge, and adjacent areas in the future could result in the loss of
wilderness values in the refuge. Increasing public use could adversely affect
the refuge's wilderness values in popular areas. In these popular use areas
opportunitiesfor visitors to find solitude and primitive recreation will
decrease. Some visitors may perceive overcrowding, increased litter, noise
and water pollution, vegetative damage, and reductions in opportunities to
view sensitive wildlife populations. The use of aircraft over the refuge at
low levels for game spotting or sight seeing, and landing aircraft on
vegetated surfaces that are easily damaged also could adversely affect
wilderness values.

Need for Additional Resource and User Data

The Service has conducted intensive studies of various resources on the
refuge's coastal plain in preparing the assessment required by Section 1002 of
the Alaska Lands Act. However, for the rest of the refuge (about 17.5 million
acres or 7.1 million ha) the database is not as sound. Additional information
is needed about fish and wildlife populations, their habitat requirements, and
their sensitivity to disturbance south of the "1002" area for effective
management of the refuge in the future. Information on existing public,
subsistence and economic uses of the refuge, and resulting impacts is
particularly scarce. Adequate research and monitoring are required to record
baseline conditions, determine management needs, assess potential impacts, and
determine actions needed to minimize or avoid impacts.

IDENTIFICATION OF SIGNIFICANT PLANNING AND WILDERNESS ISSUES

This plan includes both alternatives for refuge management and alternatives
for wilderness designation, two separate federal actions. The public raised a
variety of issues in the planning process that relate to both of these
actions. In identifying significant planning and wilderness designation
issues for the Arctic Refuge plan, the planning team reviewed the concerns
raised by refuge users, the State, local residents, and others during the
planning process and the management concerns identified by the refuge staff.
Table 2 summarizes the issues and areas of concern that have been identified
through the scoping process for the Arctic Refuge Comprehensive Conservation
Plan/Environmental Impact Statement. While this table does not identify all
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Table 2. Major issues and concerns identified for the Arctic Refuge Plan.

Fish and Wildlife Populations and Habitats
0 maintaining fish and wildlife populations and habitats, particularly

the Porcupine Caribou herd
0 maintaining opportunities for habitat improvements

Subsistence
0 maintaining opportunities for subsistence activities

Wilderness
0 designation of additional wilderness in the refuge
0 maintaining wilderness values

Research
0 maintaining opportunities for research
0 impacts of research activities on fish and wildlife, recreation, and

subsistence activities

Access and Transportation
0 maintaining opportunities for aircraft and other traditional

motorized access
0 developing transportation and utility corridors
0 use of off-road vehicles (ORVs)

Public Use
0 impacts of increasing guided and unguided recreational use

Oil and Gas Activities
0 providing for oil and gas activities in the "1002" coastal plain area
0 integrating the "1002" area in the refuge plan
0 providing for oil and gas activities south of the "1002" area
0 providing for support facilities for off-shore oil and gas development

Other Economic Developments
0 mining of active claims on refuge lands
0 providing opportunities for other economic development (e.g.9

commercial timber harvesting)

Land Exchanges
0 land exchanges in the "1002" coastal plain area

Private Lands
0 access to inholdings within the refuge
0 development and use of inholdings within the refuge, particularly the

KIC/ASRC lands
0 impacts from developments on Native allotments and other adjacent

lands

Management of the Refuge
0 need for increased law enforcement
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the issues and concerns identified, it does attempt to focus attention on
those the Service considers to be most important. These issues and concerns
were then analyzed in more detail to determine which issues are significant
management and wilderness designation issues for the Arctic Refuge
Comprehensive Conservation Plan/Environmental Impact Statement.

The Service used criteria set forth in the Council of Environmental Quality's
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) regulations (40 Code of Federal
Regulations Part 1508.27) in determining what issues were significant. Issues
were identified as being significant because of the degree to which the action
will affect the future of wildlife in the refuge, the degree to which the
action will affect the quality of the human environment, and the degree to
which controversy is generated by either taking or not taking the action.
Significant issues are addressed both in the management alternative and
environmental consequences chapters. All other identified issues are
considered to be not significant on the basis of the explanations provided
below.

Issues for the Refuge Comprehensive Conservation Plan

0 What effect will the comprehensive conservation plan have on the
refuge's fish and wildlife populations and habitats, particularly the
Porcupine caribou herd?

This is a significant issue for the plan. One of the primary purposes of
Arctic Refuge is to conservefish and wildlife in its natural diversity. All
of the actions the Service proposes in this plan must be consistent with this
purpose. It is recognized both by the public and the Service that this plan
will affect the future of the Porcupine caribou herd and other fish and
wildlife in the refuge. The level of protection provided to the Porcupine
caribou herd is one of the most controversial issues the Service must address
in the plan. Many groups have urged the Service to provide a high degree of
protection (i.e., designate the refuge as wilderness) to protect the caribou
herd. Other groups have expressed concern that too much protection would
conflict with opportunities for economic development.

0 What effect will the comprehensive conservation plan have on
opportunities for habitat improvements?

This is not a significantissue. Section 303(2)(B)(i)of the Alaska Lands Act
requires the Service to conserve fish'and wildlife populations and habitats in
Arctic Refuge in their natural diversity. The legislative history of the
Alaska Lands Act emphasizes the maintenance of natural diversity and natural
processes in Alaska refuges. Thus, the Service generally will only permit
activities that are consistent with this intent. The Service has not
identified the need for habitat improvements to maintain natural diversity in
the foreseeable future on the Arctic Refuge. Although the Alaska Department
of Fish and Game has requested the Service to leave open the option for
habitat improvements in the refuge in the future, no specific needs for
habitat improvements were identified. In all the alternatives in the plan the
option exists for habitat improvements in the case of a management emergency.
The refuge plan also could be revised at a future time to permit a habitat
improvement proposal.
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o-What effect will the comprehensive conservation plan have on
opportunities for subsistence activities?

This is not a significant issue for the plan. While local residents have
expressed concerns about maintaining subsistence opportunities through the
planning process, the Service generally would not permit activities in the
plan that would significantly restrict subsistence activities. One of the
primary purposes of the Arctic Refuge, under Section 303 of the Alaska Lands
Act, is to provide for continued subsistence uses by local residents.
Title VIII of the Alaska Lands Act provides general guidance to the Service in
managing subsistence use. All the steps identified under Section 810 of the
Alaska Lands Act would be followed before the Service would take action that
might restrict subsistence use. The Service would only restrict subsistence
uses under special circumstances in which the long-term benefit(s) of the
proposed activity would far outweigh the potential impacts to the subsistence
activities - and then the Service would try to minimze as much as possible the
potential.impacts.

o What effect will the comprehensive conservation plan have on
building cabins for subsistence purposes?

This is not a significant issue for the plan. Local residents have expressed
concerns about whether they will be permitted to build new cabins in the
refuge for subsistence purposes. Under Section 1303 of the Alaska Lands Act
the Service may permit the construction of new cabins provided 11...that the
proposed use...is compatible with the purposes for which the unit or area was
established and that the use of the cabin is...necessary to provide for a
continuation of an ongoing activity or use otherwise allowed within the unit
or area where the permit applicant has no reasonable alternative site for
constructing a cabin." Thus, under all of the alternatives in this plan the
Service may grant a permit for a subsistence cabin on a case-by-case basis.

0 What effect will the comprehensive conservation plan have on the
designation of additional wilderness in the refuge?

This is a significant issue. Section 1317 of the Alaska Lands Act requires
the Service to study the non-wilderness portion of the Arctic Refuge to
determine its suitability for inclusion in the National.Wilderness
Preservation System. Upon completion of the refuge plan, the Service will
forward final recommendations for wilderness to the Secretary of Interior for
consideration. The question of how much wilderness should be recommended in
the Arctic Refuge is highly controversial. Conservation groups and other
interests have urged the Service to recommend all of the refuge for wilderness
designation; other groups opposed additional wilderness designation, noting
this action would preclude commercial activities and development. Whatever
action the Service recommends in the comprehensive conservation plan will
generate additional controversy.

0 What effect will the comprehensive conservation plan have on the
refuge's wilderness values?

This is a significant issue for the plan. One of the original purposes for
establishment of the Arctic Range was to protect its wilderness values. The
wilderness qualities of the refuge have been acknowledged by many individuals,
both in words and pictures. People across the world come to the Arctic Refuge
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to experience its wilderness qualities. This plar.sets forth various
management directions that could affect the refuge's wilderness qualities,
including naturalness, opportunities for solitude and opportunities for
primitive recreation. Many individuals and conservation groups are concerned
about potential uses that could affect the refuge's wilderness values, and
have recommended a management alternative to ensure that these values are
protected in the future. The degree to which this plan protects the refuge's
wilderness values will.generate controversy.

0 What effect will the comprehensive conservation plan have on research
opportunities?

This is not a significant issue. Although concerns were expressed during the
planning process that research opportunities might be limited in the plan, the
Service recognizes that research is a valid, traditional use of Arctic
Refuge. One of the original interests in establishing the refuge was to
provide opportunities for research in the arctic. All of the management
alternatives in the plan would permit legitimate, necessary research
(including geological studies), provided it was compatible with refuge
purposes.

0 What effect would the comprehensive conservation plan have on
"harassment" of fish and wildlife by researchers?

This is not a significant issue for the pian. Local residents expressed
concern several times during the planning process that the Service's wildlife
studies were adversely affecting animals. The Service does not believe it can
satisfy this type of concern in the comprehensive conservation plan. To
effectively manage the refuge's fish and wildlife, and meet the purposes for
which the reEuge was established, the Service must collect data an fish and
wildlife populations, their size, reproductive success, movements, etc. Some
of these studies must of necessity involve disturbance of animals, but the
effects on the animal populations are negligible. Although all of the
alternatives in the plan recognize the need for additional research management
studies, in all.cases the Service would attempt to minimize disturbance of the
animals. The Service would not permit research activities that would
adversely affect the refuge's fish and wildlife populations,and thus conflict
with refuge purposes.

0 What effect will the comprehensive conservation plan have on aircraft
and other motorized access into the refuge?

This is a significant issue for the plan. Section 1110(a) of the Alaska Lands
Act provides for traditional means of access, including the use of
snowmachines, airplanes and motorboats for traditional purposes on Arctic
Refuge, unless such use can be demonstrated to be detrimental to refuge
resources. During the planning process, some conservation groups urged the
Service to restricL all.aircraft access in portions of the refuge to protect
wilderness qualities. If the Service were to propose such an action (which
would require congressional.approval to implement), it would affect the
quality of life for people who use the refuge. The action also would be
highly controversial.--manyrefuge userb, the State of Alaska, and other groups
would oppose any action by the federal.government to limit access into the
refuge.
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0 What effect would the comprehensive conservation plan have on
developing transportation and utility corridors?

This is not a significant issue. No proposals have been made to build roadst
pipelines, utility lines, or other transportationcorridors through the refuge
(south of the "1002" area). Under Title XI of the Alaska Lands Act a
transportation corridor could be built through the refuge under all of the
alternatives.

0 What effect would the comprehensive conservation plan have on the use
of off-road vehicles in the refuge?

This is not a significant issue for the plan. Local residents have made
little use of three-wheelers for access to private inholdings in the southern
part of the refuge and to their traditional hunting and fishing areas.
Concerns were expressed during the planning process that this use continue to
be permitted. The Service would not restrict this use because local residents
do not have to cross refuge lands to reach the inholdings. Also, under
Section 811 of the Alaska Lands Act the use of three-wheelers would continue
to be permitted on refuge lands if traditionally used for subsistence
purposes, subject to reasonable regulations, under all alternatives. Off-road
vehicles, including air boats and three-wheelers, used for recreational
purposes will be restricted in accordance with Fish and Wildlife Service
regulations, as outlined in 43 Code of Federal Regulations Part 36.11.

0 What effect will the comprehensive conservation plan have on public
use (guided and unguided recreational use) levels in the refuge?

This is a significant issue for the plan. The Arctic Refuge has attracted
visitors from around the world for years. The Service has always permitted
hunting, fishing, trapping, and nonconsumptive recreational uses when such
uses do not conflict with the primary purposes of the refuge. These uses will
continue to be permitted under all of the management alternatives in this
plan. Section 1316 of the Alaska Lands Act also provides for guides and
outfitters, and associated facilities, on refuge lands:

On all public lands where the taking of fish and wildlife is
permitted in accordance with the provisions of this Act or other
applicable State and Federal law the Secretary shall permit, subject
to reasonable regulation to insure compatibility, the continuance of

existing uses....

Concerns were expressed during the planning process, however, that
recreational use is already high in portions of the refuge, and that
increasing use in the future would adversely affect the refuge's wilderness
qualities. A recommendation was made, as part of one management alternative
offered by conservation groups, to conduct carrying capacity studies and then
limit public use (starting with guided groups) if necessary to maintain a high
quality wilderness recreational experience. If the Service were to take such
an action it would affect the quality of life of refuge users and would
generate controversy among various refuge user groups.
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0 What effect will the refuge comprehensive conservation plan have on
oil and gas development in the "1002" coastal plain area?

This is not a significant issue for the comprehensive conservation plan.
During the scoping process, oil and gas activity in the "1002" area was one of
the most controversial topics discussed by the public. Although this issue is
controversial, it is not appropriate to include a discussion in the refuge
comprehensive conservation plan. Future management options and their
environmental consequences for the "1002" area are discussed in the 1002(h)
report. The Secretary of Interior's recommendation in this report (that the
entire area be made available for leasing) has been forwarded to Congress.
Thus, Congress will determine the future management of the "1002" area. When
Congress acts, its directives will be incorporated into the refuge
comprehensive conservation plan and the Service will manage the area
accordingly.

0 Should the "1002" area be integrated into the refuge comprehensive
conservation plan?

This is not a significant issue. All discussions of the resources and uses in
the "1002" coastal plain area are addressed in the 1002(h) report (Clough,
Patton and Christiansen, 1987), and are incorporated by reference into this
document. The Service is presently managing the "1002" area as it has done in
the past, essentially as a minimal management area. Until the Congress takes
action on the future of the "1002" area the Service will continue this
practice. In all alternatives included in this comprehensive conservation
plan for the Arctic Refuge, the "1002" area is treated as a minimal management
area. Actions that the Congress may take in the "1002" area--including making
it available for oil and gas exploration and development or designating it as
wilderness--will not be addressed in this plan. Any decision made by the
Congress regarding the future management of the "1002" area will be
incorporated into this plan and implemented. Should any additional studies or
a wilderness review of the "1002" area be required, they will be undertaken
and completed at that time (see the "Wilderness Review of the 1002 Area" in
the Introduction for a more detailed explanation).

0 What effect will the comprehensive conservation plan have on oil and
gas activities south of the "1002" area?

This is a significant issue for the plan. The Service is treating the
question of oil and gas development on Arctic Refuge differently than it has
in th# other refuge comprehensive conservation plans. The other plans
addressed the potential for oil and gas development under Section 1008 of the
Alaska Lands Act. The Arctic Refuge, however, is closed to oil and gas
development under Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act. Although only
Congress can open the refuge to oil and gas leasing, interest has been
expressed in conducting oil and gas studies and having other portions of the
refuge south of the "1002" area open to exploration and development. The
1002(h) report did not address the possibility of oil and gas development
occurring south of the "1002" area. To examine a full range of alternatives,
and thus fulfill requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),
the Service must examine the possibility of oil and gas development south of
the "1002" area in the refuge plan. Any recommendation the Service makes in
this regard would be highly controversial.
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0 What effect will the comprehensive conservation plan have on oil and
gas support facilities for offshore oil and gas development?

This is not a significant issue for the plan for two reasons. First, when
Congress acts on the future management of the "1002" area it could permit this
activity as part of the "1002" legislation. Second, if the support facilities
were part of a transportation system they could be permitted under the
provisions of Title XI of the Alaska Lands Act. The Service would have to
consider on a case-by-case basis any request for such facilities on Native
lands subject to the provisions of Section 22(g) of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act.

0 What effect will the comprehensive conservation plan have on mining
of active claims on refuge lands?

This is a significant issue for the plan. Section 304(c) of the Alaska Lands
Act withdrew all public lands in each national wildlife refuge in Alaska from
location, entry, and patent under the mining laws (hardrock minerals). This
withdrawal, however, is subject to valid existing rights. As of March, 1988,
there were nine active mining claims on Arctic Refuge. The Service cannot
prevent mining activity from occurring on valid claims or on lands with
private subsurface ownership. If mining were to occur within the Arctic
Refuge boundary, there is the potential for water quality impacts and other
impacts both to refuge resources and users. Depending on the nature of the
operation, mining could be controversial.

0 What effect will the comprehensive conservation plan have on other
economic uses, such as commercial timber harvesting?

This is a significant issue for the plan. During the planning process the
Service was urged to provide opportunities for economic uses on the south side
of the refuge, such as commercial timber harvesting. The Service could permit
commercial timber harvesting in the refuge, provided it is compatible with
refuge purposes. Although no specific proposals have been made to the
Service, to fulfill National Environmental Policy Act requirements an
alternative that provides for commercial timber harvesting was included in the
plan. Other alternatives would not permit this use. Any action the Service
takes could be controversial.

0 What effect will the comprehensive conservation plan have on land
exchanges in the "1002" coastal plain area?

This is not a significant issue for the plan. The question of land exchanges
in the "1002" area was brought up many times during the scoping process. The
Department of Interior's efforts related to a possible land exchange have been
independent of those aimed at preparing the refuge comprehensive conservation
plan. Although the Secretary of Interior is authorized under Section 1302 of
the Alaska Lands Act to exchange lands, the Department has indicated that it
will undertake no exchanges in the Arctic Refuge without the express approval
of Congress. Additionally, the Department has indicated that any exchanges
are contingent upon Congress opening the "1002" area to oil and gas
exploration, development, and production, and upon congressional approval of
any exchange agreement. Completion

'
of the refuge comprehensive conservation

plan will not have any bearing on whether these land exchanges occur.
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0 What effect will the comprehensive conservation plan have on access
to inholdings within the refuge?

This is not a significant issue for the plan. Under Section 1109 of the
Alaska Lands Act, valid existing rights of access are guaranteed.
Section 1110(a) allows the use of snowmachines, motorboats, airpLanes, and
nonmotorized surface transportation methods for traditional activities,,and for
travel to and from villages and homesites, subject to reasonable regulation.
Under Section 1110(b) the State and private interests with valid surface or
subsurface rights on or surrounded by Arctic Refuge are entitled Lo adequat.e.
and feasible access across the refuge. Such access may be subject Lo
reasonable regulations to protect the resource values of the land or t.o
protect public health and safety. This plan cannot by itself deiiyaccess.

0 What effect will the comprehensive conservation plan have on the
development and use of inholdings within the refuge, particularly the
Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation-Arctic Slope Regional Corporation Lands?

This is not a significant issue for the plan. Concerns were expressed during
the planning process about what uses and developments coutd occur on private
lands within the refuge boundary. The Kaktovik Inupiat Corporatioll-Arctic
Slope Regional Corporation lands are subject to Section 22(g) of the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act. Although the Native corporation lands are
privately owned and no Longer part of the refuge, under Section 22(g) the
Service retains residual.controls on the use and development of Lhe Lands
conveyed to Native corporations under the Native Claims Act. Congress wilL
determine whether oil and gas production occurs on refuge Lands in Lhe "1002"
coastal plain area, including some Native corporation lands that are within
the "1002" area. Oil and gas activities on the Native corporation lall-Is
adjacent to the "1002" area are subject to the stipulations-attached to Lhe
Chandler Lake land exchange agreement. Those stipulations allow exploration,
including drilling. The Chandler Lake stipulations will.be superseded by
environmental stipulations established by Congress for any oil and gai
activities authorized within the "1002" area. The Service is working with Lhe
Native corporations and the Alaska Federation of Natives to identify what
other uses and developments would be permitted on the 22(g) lands. To ensure
that mutual biological resource values are protected, the Service will
subsequently promulgate regulations through the public involvement projCeSS
that specify what uses and developments are in compliance with refuge rules
and regulations, and what stipulations or mitigation measures may be
necessary.

For other private lands within Lhe the Alaska Lands Act addiLions LO Lhe
refuge the refuge comprehensive conservation plan would have no effect--the
Service does not have authority to regulate the use of private inholdings or
use of lands where valid occupancy rights exist.

0 What impact will the comprehensive conservation plan have on impacts
from developments on adjacent lands?

This is not a significant issue for the plan. The plan cannot addeess this
question because the Service has no authority to regulate the use of lands
outside the refuge or the activities that occur on those lands. In all of the
alternatives, however, the Service will work with adjacent.landowners Lo
minimize the potential for impacts from their activities and devt!1opments. ff
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refuge resources are adversely affected by off-refuge development, the Service
would have the same remedies under state and federal law that any landowner
would have. The Service would cooperate with the appropriate agency(ies) to
resolve the problem. The Service will rely on the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, State of Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation,
and other appropriate local, state and federal agencies to enforce compliance
with environmental laws and pollution control standards.

0 What impact will the comprehensive conservation plan have on the
level of law enforcement?

This is not a significant issue. Law enforcement is a Service
responsibility. Service personnel have exercised law enforcement authority on
the refuge for many years, and will continue to do so. Regardless of the
plan, the Service will, to the best of its ability, enforce all laws and
regulations under its jurisdiction. Funding and staff limitations, and the
remoteness of the refuge are the primary factors affecting law enforcement.

Significant Issues for the Refuge Comprehensive Conservation Plan

In summary, the Service identified eight significant issues for the plan:

0 What effect will the plan have on the refuge's fish and wildlife
populations and habitats, particularly the Porcupine caribou herd?

0 What effect will the plan have on the designation of additional
wilderness in the refuge?

0 What effect will the plan have on the refuge's wilderness values?
0 What effect will the plan have on aircraft and other motorized access

into the refuge?
0 What effect will the plan have on public use (guided and unguided

recreational use) levels in the refuge?
0 What effect will the plan have on oil and gas activities south of the

"1002" area?
0 What effect will the plan have on mining of active claims on refuge

lands?
0 What effect will the plan have on other economic uses, such as

commercial timber harvesting?

Issues for Wilderness Designation

0 What effect would wilderness designation have on the level of the
refuge's fish and wildlife populations and habitats?

This is not a significant issue. One of the primary purposes of the Arctic
Refuge, under Section 303 of the Alaska Lands Act, is to conserve fish and
wildlife in their natural diversity. Section 4(a) of the Wilderness Act
states that he designation of wilderness within a national wildlife refuge
must supplement the purposes for which the refuge was established. Therefore,
wilderness designation would not prevent the Service from achieving the
purpose of conserving the refuge's fish and wildlife populations. Regardless
of whether or not additional wilderness is designated in the Arctic Refuge,
the Service will manage the refuge to conserve fish and wildlife populations
in their natural diversity, on a refuge-wide basis.
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Wilderness designation also would not affect how the Service cooperates with
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, the Alaska Boards of Fish and Game,
and Canada in managing the refuge's fish and wildlife.

The Porcupine caribou herd is widely recognized to be an important resource of
the Arctic Refuge. This document expressly addresses potential impacts to
caribou in the Arctic Refuge both under the biological effects of each
alternative and the effects on wilderness values in the "Environmental
Consequences" chapter.

0 What effect would wilderness designation have on opportunities for
habitat improvements?

This is not a significant issue. As noted earlier in this chapter, Congress
emphasized the maintenance of natural diversity and natural processes for
refuges in the Alaska Lands Act. In this regard the Service will manage both
wilderness and non-wilderness areas in the Arctic Refuge in the same way. The
Service has not identified the need for habitat improvements such as
mechanical manipulation or water diversions to maintain natural diversity in
the foreseeable future on the Arctic Refuge. Although the Alaska Department
of Fish and Came has requested the Service to leave open the option for
habitat improvements in the refuge in the future, no specific needs for
habitat improvements were identified. In all the alternatives in the plan the
option exists for prescribed burning and minor habitat improvements, subject
to the minimum tool concept, in wilderness. Wilderness designation would
preclude certain habitat improvement techniques, such as mechanical crushing
(although these habitat improvements could be permitted in the case of a
management emergency). The Service has no plans to undertake any habitat
improvements in the Arctic Refuge in the long term. The economic and physical
feasibility of undertaking such activities is not likely to change over the
near future.

o What effect would wilderness designation have on opportunities for
subsistence activities?

This is not a significant issue. One of the primary purposes of Arctic
Refuge, under Section 303 of the Alaska Lands Act, is to provide for continued
subsistence uses by local residents. Wilderness designation would not
restrict hunting, fishing, trapping, or other subsistence activities, nor does
it restrict access by snowmachines, motorboats, or other means of surface
transportation traditionally employed for such purposes by local
residents--the Service would manage the refuge to provide for subsistence use,
regardless of whether or not additional wilderness is designated on Arctic
Refuge.

0 What effect would wilderness designation have on the refuge's
wilderness values?

This is a significant issue. One of the original purposes for establishment
of the Arctic Range was to protect its wilderness values. Wilderness
designation would permanently protect the wilderness values of an
area--congressional action would be required to remove an area from the
National Wilderness System. On the other hand, wilderness designation would
preclude various economic uses and management directions that could adversely
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affect the refuge's wildetness qualities, including naturalness, opportunities
for solitude and opportunities for primitive recreation. During the planning

process some groups expressed concertithat wilderness designation WOUld

preclude opportunities for developments. The location and amount of proposed
wilderness will generaLe COTILroversy.

0 What effect.wou1c.wilderness designation have on research
opportunities?

This is nut a signifl'CaILLISSUe. The Service recognizes Lhat research is a
valid, traditional use-.of all.of Arctic Refuge. Designating additional
wilderness in the refuge %,ouldhave no effect un researc

.h upporLuniLies--all.

of the management ditt-111aliVeS in the platewouLd permit legitimate, necessary
research in wildernes!,anc,non--wildernes%areas, provided it was compatible
with refuge purposes. The Service's Refuge Manual (6 RM 8.9H) states that
scientific uses may be permitted when the "minimum tool" concept is adhered Lo
for all equipment.. (Minimum tool is defined as the minimum acLion or
instrument necessary t-oSLICcessfully,safely, and economically accomplish
wilderness management objucLives.)

0 What etfecL would wilderness designation have on aircraft and other
Motorized access into the refuge?

This is naL a significant issue. Section 1110(a) of the Alaska Lands Act
provides for the use of siiowmachines,airplanes and motorboats for traditional.
activities on all of Arct.icRefuge, including wilderness areas, unless such
use can be deMO1LsLratt:c-Lo,be detrimental to refuge resources. Designating
additional wilderness Would not, by itself, affect aircraft access into the

refuge.

0 What effect.woulitwilderness designation have un developing
transportation aiidut-iliLycorridors?

This is not.a signifi,:ant.isslie. Nu proposals have been made Lo build ruads,
pipelines, utility Lines, or oLhet transportation corridors in the refuge
(south of the "1002" area). Under Title XI of the Alaska Lands Act a
transportation corridor could be built through the wilderness area, with the
approval.of the President.and Congress.

0 What.effect wouLd wilderness designation have on public use (guided
and unguided recreational use) levels in the refuge?

This is noL a significant.issue. iiiail of the alLernativeb in the plan the

Service would permit.spor? hunting, iishing, and backpacking, river floating,

and other nonconsumptive -ecreational uses throughout the refuge, including
wilderness areas, proqide! such risesdu not conflict with the primary purposes

of the refuse. "Guide-,am uut.fiuers ilso would continue to be permitted in

wilderness areas, ds pruv,ded fur in Section 1316 of the Alaska Lands Act:.
The Service will manage ttielevel of public use in the refuge, including
wilderness areas, t.uensure that refuge resources are maintained and uset
conflicts are avoided----designaLingadditional wilderness areas, by Ltself,
would not affect the Service's management of publ.1cuse (i.e., the level of
guided and unguided uie permitted iii.the refuge). There is potential for

recreational use t,)incre,iseas a restillof wiLderness designation, ait.hough
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this increase is expected to be negligible. Recreational use would be
expected to increase above current levels whether or not additional wilderness
is designated in the refuge.

Wilderness designation would preclude the development of visitor facilities
(although improved facilities essential to protect refuge and wilderness
resources prevent or correct unsanitary conditions, disperse visitors, reduce
other hazards, or to control other uses may be permitted), the development of
new permanent facilities by guides or outfitters, and the use of motors.
These points were not raised as an issue, however, during the planning process.

0 What effect would wilderness designation have on the level of oil and
gas activities south of the "1002" area?

This is a significant issue. Wilderness designation at present would have
little effect because all of the refuge is now closed to oil and gas leasing
under Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act. Interest has been expressed,
however, in conducting oil and gas studies and possibly having other portions
of the refuge south of the."1002" area open to exploration and development.
If additional areas in the refuge were to be designated by Congress as
wilderness, surface geologic studies and geophysical studies (other than
seismic surveys) may continue to be permitted in the areas. Seismic surveys
and core sampling, involving mechanized surface transportation or motorized
equipment, would not be allowed (unless the studies are conducted by an
Interior Department agency or contractor under Section 1010 of the Alaska
Lands Act), nor would oil and gas leasing and development be permitted. If
commercial quantities of oil and gas are present, wilderness designation would
reduce the nation's available energy supply. The issue is controversial
because development interests would like to see additional areas made
available to oil and gas leasing, while conservation groups would like more
wilderness areas.

0 What effect would wilderness designation have on the level of mining
development on refuge lands?

This is a significant issue. Under Section 304(c) of the Alaska Lands Act
where valid claims exist mining activities must be allowed, subject to all
applicable state and federal laws and regulations. This would be true in both
wilderness and non-wilderness areas. If wilderness were designated, however,
the Service would probably conduct more monitoring than it might elsewhere.
Although adequate and feasible access to mining claims is guaranteed under
Section 1110(b) of the Alaska Lands Act, if wilderness were designated the
Service might promulgate more regulations to ensure that refuge resources are
protected than it would in a non-wilderness area. Designating additional
wilderness thus could be controversial, if it is perceived this designation
would limit what actions miners can take in conducting their operations.
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0 What effect would wilderness designation have an the level of
commercial timber harvesting?

This is a significant issue. During the planning process the Service was
urged to provide opportunities for commercial timber harvesting on the south
side of the refuge. Wilderness designation would preclude the possibility of
comercial timber harvesting. The issue is controversial because some groups
want to designate additional wilderness in the refuges while other groups want
to keep open options for future commercial timber harvesting (which wilderness
designation would preclude).

0 What effect would wilderness designation have on access to inholdings
within the refuge?

This is not a significant issue. Wilderness designation would have no effect
on access to inholdings within the refuge. Several provisions of the Alaska
Lands Act (i.e., Sections 1109, 1110(b)) ensure access to inholdings. These
provisions apply to designated wilderness as well as to other refuge lands.

0 What effect would wilderness designation have on the development and
use of inholdings within the refuge, particularly the Kaktovik
Inupiat Corporation-Arctic Slope Regional Corporation lands?

This is not a significant issue. The Service cannot propose inholdings within
the refuge for wilderness designation. Wilderness designation would have no
effect on actions taken on these lands--the Service does not have authority to
regulate the use of private inholdings or use of lands where valid occupancy
rights exist. In all of the alternatives, regardless of whether or not
additional wilderness is designated in the refuge, the Service would cooperate
with adjacent landowners to minimize impacts from the refuge.

Native corporation lands would not be included in a wilderness because these
lands are not under federal ownership. Wilderness designation would not
affect how the Service applies refuge rules and regulations to Native lands
subject to Section 22(g) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. Under
Title XI of the Alaska Lands Act the Native corporation would be assured of
access to its lands, regardless of whether the surrounding lands were
designated as wilderness. No selected lands have been included in wilderness
proposals in the plan.

0 What effect would wilderness designation have on impacts from
developments on adjacent lands?

This is not a significant issue. The Service has no authority to regulate the
use of lands outside the refuge or the activities that occur on those lands,
even if these activities are occurring adjacent to designated wilderness.
Regardless of whether additional wilderness is designated in Arctic Refuge,
the Service will work with adjacent landowners to minimize the potential for
impacts from their activities and developments. If refuge resources are
adversely affected by off-refuge development, the Service would take the same
action regardless of whether or not the resources are in a designated
wilderness area--the Service would have the same remedies under state and
federal law that any landowner would have. The Service would cooperate with
the appropriate agency(ies) to resolve the problem.
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Significant Issues for Wilderness Designation

In summary, the Service identified four significant issues for wilderness
designation:

• What effect would wilderness designation have on the refuge's
wilderness values?

• What effect would wilderness designation have on the level of oil and
gas activities south of the "1002" area?

• What effect would wilderness designation have on the level of mining
development on refuge lands?

• What effect would wilderness designation have on commercial timber
harvesting?

PUBLIC RM KW OF THE DRAFT PLAN

The draft Arctic Refuge plan was made available for public review and comment
in January, 1988. The 90-day public comment period closed on April 25, 1988.
The Service has received 961 written and 42 oral responses on the draft plan
from local, state, and federal agencies, industry, native corporations,
conservation groups, and other interested parties and individuals. A
representative sample of these letters, as well as the Service's responses to
selected comments made in these letters, may be found in Appendix Q of this
document.

Public meetings on the draft plan were held in Kaktovik, Fort Yukon, and
Arctic Village during March and April 1988. Formal public hearings were held
in Fairbanks on March 22, 1988, and in Anchorage on March 24, 1988. A total
of 116 people attended these meetings and hearings, with 42 persons offering
testimony. All village meetings were taped. Transcripts of the Fairbanks and
Anchorage public hearings are available at the Service's regional office in
Anchorage.

Table 3 provides an overview of public response to the seven alternatives
found in the draft plan. The table also provides an indication of the
organizations supporting each of these alternatives.

All comments received, both written and oral, were taken into consideration
during the preparation of this final p@an. It is important to note that the
selection of a preferred alternative is not based solely on how many people
support a particular alternative. Public comment is only one of several
criteria used in the selection of the Service's preferred alternative.
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Table 3. Analysis of public comments on the draft Arctic Refuge plan.

More No
b

Alternative A B C D E F G Wilderness Choice

Meeting Testimony 28 4 5

Written Responses
individuals 6 1 1 6 422 324 80

Form I-etteis 34 - - 42 7 2

Organizations 4 2 1 18 9 2

Total Commonts 15 3 7 510 344 89

Supp(irtlngAlf. A * State of Alaska
* Resource Development Council

Alaska Oil & Gas Association
Citizens Advisory Commission
Atlantic Richfield
Kaktovik Public Meeting

Supporting Alt. E . . . . . . . . . . . . * Alaska Wildlife Federation
* National Wildlife Federation

Supporting Alt. F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * International Porcupine
Caribou Commission

• Fort Yukon Public Meeting
• Arctic Village Public Mtg.

Support-ingAli. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * Northern Alaska
Environmental Center

* Alaska Wildlife
Alliance

* Alaska Sierra Club
* Trustees for Alaska
* Friends of the Earth
* Tanana Chiefs

Supporting More Wilderness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * Audubon Society
• Wilderness Society
• National Wildlife

Refuge Association
• Alaska Center for

the Environment

Support ing Al I A, B, or C' 50 Commenters or 5%

Supporting Airs. D, E, F, C, or More Wilderness . 864 Commenters or 86%

No Choice expr-e,;-;ed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89 Commenters or 9%

a Those commenting without indicating a preference for any alternative, but
supporting thp designation of additional wilderness in the refuge.

b Those commenting without indicating a preference for any alternative.

c The International Porcupine Caribou Commission and those attending the Fort
Yukon and Arctic Village meetings supported wilderness designation for the
entire refuge, with the exception of certain areas in the vicinity of Arctic
Village that are used extensively by villagers. Alternative F has been

modified to reflect their request.
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REVISIONS 70 THE DRAFT COMPREHENSIVE CONSERVATION PLAN

In response to comments on the draft Arctic Refuge Comprehensive Conservation
Plan/Environmental Impact Statement/Wilderness Review/Wild River Plan, several
changes were made in this final document. Tables and figures have been
corrected where necessary, and in some cases additional tables and figures
have been added to the text. In addition to editorial and factual changes
made throughout the text, tables and figures, the following substantive
changes were made in the draft plan:

0 Wilderness proposals: The Alternative D, E and F wilderness proposals were
modified to address concerns expressed by the International Porcupine
Caribou Commission and Arctic Village. Refuge lands around Old John Lake,
on the Junjik River from Timber Lake to its confluence with the East Fork
of the Chandalar River, along the East Fork of the Chandalar River north
to Red Sheep Creek, and on the lower Wind River have been deleted from the
wilderness proposals. In addition, the proposed wilderness boundary in
the southeast corner in Alternative E was drawn back to the Porcupine
River.

0 Revision of the plan: a new paragraph has been added to both the
'introduction" and "Environmental Consequences" chapters regarding
revisions to the plan following congressional action on the management of
the "1002" area.

0 Mechanical manipulation in minimal management areas: A new appendix,
Appendix P, has been added to the document, which describes the Service's
regional policy on this management action.

0 Common management direction on land exchanges and acquisitions: This
management direction in Chapter V has been revised to address other forms
of acquisition of inholdings from willing sellers.

0 Common management direction on public access and transportation: The
Service's regulations on the use of off-road vehicles (Title 43, Code of
Federal Regulations, Part 36.11) has been added to the text."

0 Common management direction on cabin management: This has been rewritten
to clarify the Service's management direction on the Arctic Refuge.

0 Common management direction on mining operations: References to
mitigation, plans of operation, and special use permits have been deleted.

0 Description of the Porcupine caribou herd: This section in Chapter IV has
been rewritten in the final plan.

0 Discussion of subsistence: A new composite figure showing general areas
where local residents harvest resources in and near the Arctic Refuge has
been added to the document.
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0 Resource harvest data: Updated Alaska Department of Fish and Came
preliminary harvest data have been added to the text. Also, all
subsistence harvest data have been moved from the fish and wildlife
descriptions to the discussion of subsistence uses in Chapter IV.

0 Wilderness review: Reference to active mining claims in the refuge has
been added to the text.

0 Assessment of impacts on threatened and endangered species: A new section
has been added to the "Environmental Consequences" chapter that discusses
the impacts of each alternative on the refuge's threatened and endangered
species.

0 Assessment of mining in Alternative E: A discussion of the effect of
wilderness designation on the mining development in the Alternative E
scenario has been added Co the text.

0 Effects of wilderness designation in Alternative F: A new section has been
added to the final plan assessing the impacts on wilderness values and
economic uses in areas not proposed for wilderness designation.

Ftrll= PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

No sooner than 45 days following publication of the final plan, the Service
will issue a record of decision that describes the alternative to be
implemented. Should the Service receive any comments during this time period
that require a change(s) in the preferred alternative or clarification of the
management directions in the final plan, the change(s) will be described in
the record of decision.

Both federal law and Service policy requires the Service to consider public
input in environmental decision-making. A public participation program
therefore will be a part of the development of plan updates as well as
appropriate management plans. Every three to five years following adoption of
the final plan the Service will review all public comments and official
suggestions to keep the plan current. The public will be advised of these
updates and urged to comment.
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III. SPECIAL VALUES OF ARCTIC REFUCE

Section 304(g) of the Alaska Lands Act requires the Service to identify and
describe:

the special values of the refuge, as well as any other archaeological
cultural, ecological, geological, historical, paleontological scenic, or
wilderness values of the refuge.

In response to this requirement, the Service identified four special values
for Arctic Refuge: wilderness; ecological; geological/paleontological; and
scenic/recreational values. Figure 4 shows the locations of some of the areas
within the refuge that demonstrate these special values. Most of these areas
have more than one special value.

Wilderness Values

The original public land order (2214) that established the Arctic National
Wildlife Range on December 6. 1960, specified that the refuge's purpose was to
preserve ll.souniquewildlife, wilderness and recreational values...." The
Arctic Refuge's wilderness qualities stand out among its many special values.
The need to preserve a portion of the Brooks Range and arctic Alaska's great
wilderness values formed the original basis for establishing the Arctic
Range. Unlike many other refuges in the national wildlife refuge system, the
Arctic Refuge was not established out of a singular need to conserve
wildlife. Instead, the refuge was established out of a concern for the
wilderness ecosystem of northern Alaska as a whole--it was the physical
features (tallest peaks in the Brooks Range, most glaciers, remoteness, and
habitat diversity) and not the wildlife resources alone that originally drew
focus to this area. Later field work reinforced the conviction that northeast
Alaska was the best place to preserve an arctic wilderness ecosystem.

The wilderness qualities of the Arctic Refuge have been acknowledged by many
individuals, both in words and pictures. Numerous popular articles have been
written about the refuge's wilderness qualities, including: Collins and Sumner
(1953), Anonymous (1953), (1956), (1957a), (1957b), Sumner (1956), Tall
(1959), Douglas (1960), Milton (1961), Murie (1962), Dean (1965), Brower
(1971), Laycock (1976), Chadwick (1979), Abbey (1984), and Kerasote (1984).
Olav Hjeljord, who has skied from Barter Island to Arctic Village and hiked
alone from Barter Island to Arctic Village, stated:

The feature which makes the Wildlife Range worth preserving is its vast
expanse of land free from human influences and tracks. The feeling this
gives the hiker of being the first man ever to roam its valleys and to
climb its mountains and while so doing, if he wishes, to live off the land
with fish tackle and gun in hand. On our increasingly crowded earth, this
is a quality which, if preserved, may make the Arctic Wildlife Range
unique on the globe. (Hjeljord, 1973)
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Figure 4. Selected areas with special values in the Arctic Refuge.
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LEGEND

1. The Beaufort Lagoon. Icy Reef, and Kongakut River area

2. The Sadlerochit Mountains

3. Ignek Creek

4. Ignek Mesa

5. Fire Creek

S. The Shublik Hot Springs and Canning Forest area

7. Peters and Schrader Lakes

S. The Okpilak River Valley

O. The Echooka River area

10. The high peaks area

II. The Upper Sheeniek River

12. The Ivishak River

13. Porcupine Lake

14. The FirthRiver-Mancha Creek RNA

15. Atigun Canyon

16. The Upper Colson River area

17. Old John Lake

IS. The Wind River

19. The Ramparts of the Porcupine River
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John P. Milton, also wrote of the refuge's wilderness qualities after hiking
300 miles (480 km) across it:

This is wilderness on a scale that the mountain men knew in our far west
during earlier days. To have the mood requires hundreds of miles of empty
lands and large expanses of unexplored territory. This Brooks Range

wilderness still has these elements in abundance, and imposes upon you a
need for self-reliance.

Here is an atmosphere of nature at its untamed, uncivilized best. The
wilderness stands on its own: free, not propped by access roadsp park
rangers, interpretive centers, and regulations on use ....Here there is no
prostitution of the freedom so essential to wilderness - and the quality
of the experience reflects this. (Milton, 1969)

Several congressional reports.,prepared during the the Alaska Lands Act
debates, also acknowledged the area:

The Arctic National Wildlife Range is spectacularly scenic. Unlike
elsewhere in the Alaska Arctic, the transition zone from mountains to
coast is compressed into a relatively compact area. Within 150 miles
there is a complete wilderness transect from the forested Brooks Range
South Slope to the Beaufort Sea. The wildlife populations are varied and
abundant. These values alone merit the highest level of protection.
(96th Congress, 1st Session, House Report No. 96-97, Part I)

The Arctic Wildlife Refuge is an arctic and subarctic wilderness of
incredible beauty. The rich and varied ecosystem of 18.7 million acres is
inhabited by thriving populations of plants and animals. This Wilderness
has come down through the ages, and it is a heritage that future
generations, living in an industrial world even more complex than ours,
will surely cherish. (96th Congress, lst Session, House Report No. 96-97,
Part II)

Ecological Values

The continuum of ecosystems in the Arctic Refuge is unique in the United
States. It is the only area where people may practicably travel on foot or by

boat and traverse a full range of arctic and subarctic landscapes and habitats

due to the close proximity of the coast and mountains--in a space of less than

150 miles (240 km) one can travel from the taiga forests of the Brooks Range

south slope to the lagoons of the Beaufort Sea.

The diversity of resources of the refuge, including landforms, habitats, fish

and wildlife, and subsistence and recreational uses is noteworthy in Alaska.
The refuge supports a full complement of arctic flora and fauna, including
arctic grayling, arctic char, whitefish, salmon, brown and black bear, Dall
sheep, bald and golden eagles, caribou, peregrine falcon, polar bear, muskox,
moose, wolf, wolverine, and other species of special interest to many
Americans. The refuge includes much of the calving area and the winter range
for the Porcupine caribou herd, one of the largest in North America. It also
is the site of the most successful mainland reintroduction of muskox.in
Alaska. Presently the refuge's coastal plain supports about 400 muskox.
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There are several sites within the refuge that have been identifiedto have
special ecologicalvalues:

0 The Firth River-Kancha Creek Research Natural Area encompasses several
biologicallyunique habitats within the refuge. The area apparently was
an arctic montane refugiumduring Pleistocene glaciation. The Firth River
is the only north-flowingriver in the region borderedby spruce forest to
within a few miles of the Arctic Ocean. The area includes a wide variety
of habitat types, provides nesting areas for numerous bird species, and is
used by most of the mammal species occurring an the refuge. The area is
important for caribou migration, moose, brown bear, wolf, and wolverine,
and supportsone of the farthestnorth populations recorded for both
beaver and muskrat in Alaska. The threatened arctic peregrine falcon is
believed to nest in the area. Another regionallyunique, important
feature is the presence of tall limestone spires that add scenic beauty to
the area. This area of the refuge is probably one of the most remote in
terms of the amount of human visitationand use that occurs there. Bliss
and Gustafson (1981) recommended the area as a national natural landmark,
while Viereck and Zasada (1972) recommended it as an ecological reserve.

0 Peters and Schrader Lakes, known collectively as the Neruokpuk Lakes, lie
on the north side of the Brooks Range. They are significantgeologically
and ecologically,and have "spectacular"scenic value. Peters Lake and
Schrader Lake are the two largest and most northerly arctic alpine lakes
in North America. The two large, deep, connected lakes are surrounded by
steep slopes rising to some of the highest peaks in the Brooks Range.
Significantgeologic features besides the lakes in the area include:
cirques,aretes,hangingglacialvalleys, cirque glaciers,and surficial
glacial deposits. The two lakes, situated between open tundra on the
north and the Brooks Range on the south, provide an area of great
ecological varietywithin a relativelysmall geographicarea. Large and
small mammals, including Dall sheep and caribou, as well as upland birds,
are abundant. Resident lake trout, arctic char and arctic grayling are
also present in the lakes. The lakes provide one of the few large
convenient landing surfaces for fixed-wingaircraft in the northern
mountainousportion of the refuge. Visitors to the area can view Dall
sheepq caribou, wolves, bears, a variety of small mammals, and many
species of birds. The lakes also provide fishingfor lake trout,arctic
char and arctic grayling. The area is also a subsistenceuse area. A
field researchstation, formerlypart of the Naval Arctic Research
Laboratory,is locatedon the eastern shore of Peters Lake. This facility
i
'
s,now administered by and intermittentlyused by the Service. Numerous
studies in limnology, mammalogyj botany, aquatic ecology, and geology have
been conducted in the area. Peters and Schrader lakes were originally
suggested as a national natural landmark by Dr. Frederick C. Dean of the
University of Alaska, and a site evaluation report was prepared in 1968.
Detterman identifiedit as a potential landmark in 1974. Bliss and
Gustafson (1981) identified the site as having a high degree of national
significance, and recommended it again as a national natural landmark.
Finally, Gordon and Shaine (1978) listed it as one of the state's
outstanding scenic complexes. In 1977, the Service designated the two
lakes and surrounding area as the Neruokpuk Lakes Public Use Natural Area.
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0 Porcupine Lake is one of the few large, high elevation lakes in the
eastern Brooks Range. The area is significant for its abundant wildlife,
including Dall sheep, moose, grizzly bear, wolf, fox, and caribous as well
as its limestone vegetation, and scenic beauty. Bliss and Gustafson
(1981) identified the site as having a high degree of national
significance, and recommended it as a national natural landmark.

0 The Sadlerochit Mountains and Warm Springs area is significant for its
population of Dall sheep, its lush vegetation, its geology, and its warm
water aquifer. The warm springs supports vegetation not generally found
in the arctic lowland. The mountains support Dall sheep, the furthest
north population in North America. Detterman (1974) noted the site was
probably nationally significant, and recommended it for landmark status in
1974; Bliss & Gustafson (1981) also identified the site as having a high
degree of national significance, and recommended it as a national natural

landmark.

0 The Shublik Hot Spring and Canning Forest are significant for the hot
springs, which supports lush vegetation (with several species extending
beyond their usual range) and abundant wildlife. Shublik Springs is one
of the largest continuously flowing springs on the north slope. The site
is of considerable botanical interest because of the presence of relict
flora of several types and disjunct populations of plant species not
normally found north of the Yukon River. The site contains some of the
best examples of tree growth on the north slope. Of particular note in
this regard is a large grove of poplar trees. Erigeron muirii (Muir's
fleabane), a candidate plant for threatened/endangered species listing, is
found in this area. The warm spring has important fish overwintering
values, supporting resident arctic char year-round. The spring and
vegetation provide habitat for birds well north of their usual rangesp
including the American robin, gray jay, yellow-shafted flicker, and
possibly the northern three-toed woodpecker. The area supports one of the
healthiest moose populations on the north slope of the refuge--moose
congregate during the fall, winter and spring. Brown bear, caribou,
wolverine and wolf are also common. Fossils are found in the rocks on
Shublik Island. The Shublik Hot Spring and Canning Forest area has been
recognized for its national significance in several studies, including:
Viereck and Zasada (1972) who recommended it as an ecological reserve;
Detterman (1974) who recommended it as a national natural landmark;
Koranda and Evans (1975) who nominated it as a national natural landmark;
and Bliss and Gustafson (1981) who noted it had high national significance
and recommended it as a national natural landmark. The Service designated

the Shublik Research Natural Area here in 1975.

0 The Upper Coleen River supports the northernmost stands of white spruce
found in the Brooks Range. Abundant wildlife are present, including brown
bear, moose, fox and wolverine. This site was first recommended as an
ecological reserve by Viereck and Zasada (1972). Bliss and Gustafson
(1981) subsequently noted that it appeared to have national significance,
and recommended the site as a national natural landmark.
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0 The Beaufort Lagoon-Icy Reef-Kongakut River area has several noteworthy
features. Detterman (1974) noted it as "an excellent offshore bar and
lagoonal system in the Arctic lowlandeo**An exceptionally good site to
study coastal depositional featuresooes" He stated the area was
"definitely eligible for entry into the Registry of Natural Landmarks."
Koranda and Evans (1975) noted the area "esecontains several unique
landscape and ecological features which are representative of the
northeastern section of the Arctic Lowland." Icy Reef encloses a large
lagoon that provides habitat for large populations of whitefish and arctic
char; marine invertebrate organisms are also abundant. The lagoon is a
feeding and resting area for waterfowl including black brantp surf
scoterp oldsquaw, arctic loon, and many shorebird species. Ringed and
bearded seals also use the lagoon. Other wildlife species found in the
area include snow goose, tundra swans Canada and white-fronted goose,
common and king eider, caribou, muskox, wolf, arctic fox, brown bear,
peregrine falcon and gyrfalcon. Gordon and Shaine (1978) recognized the
Beaufort Lagoon-Icy Reef site as one of the state's outstanding scenic
complexes. Koranda and Evans (1975) also included the lower part of the
Kongakut River as another area worthy of designation as a national natural
landmark.

0 Old John Lake is a large lake on the southern flanks of the Brooks Range.
It is significant for its abundance of wildlife. Large mammals, including
moose and caribous are abundant at certain times of the year. Large lake
trout attract subsistence and sport fishermen. The site also is important
historically with evidence of past Eskimo habitation. Bliss and Gustafson
(1981) noted the area appeared to be of national significance and
recommended it as a national natural landmark.

0 The Echooka River includes an aufeis field formed by springs. The area
around the springs contains a wide variety of plants and is the site of
some of the largest trees on the north slope. The lush vegetation also
attracts numerous birds and mammals. Detterman (1974) stated the site was
probably of national significance, and recommended it as a national
natural landmark. The abrupt mountain front in the Echooka-lvishak area
is among the most striking in the Brooks Range. The site was considered
as an ecological landmark and was suggested as an ecological reserve by
the Joint Federal-State Land Use Planning Commissiono Koranda and Evans
(1975) also recommended the site as a national natural landmark because
of its unique botanical nature, while Gordon and Shaine (1978) identified
it as one of the state's outstanding scenic complexes.

Ceological/Paleontological Values

The Arctic Refuge has many sites with special geological and paleontological
values. Peters and Schrader lakesq Sadlerochit Mountains and Warm Springs,
and the Beaufort Lagoon-Icy Reef-Kongakut River area have geological value, as
noted above. Other sites that have been identified to have special geological
and paleontological values in the refuge include the following:
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0 The ramparts of the Porcupine River is of both geologic and scenic
Interest. The main river and the lower ends of its tributarieshave
formed a series of narrow colorful gorges. The gorges contain numerous
caves and fossils. It also provides breedinghabitat for the endangered
American peregrine falcon subspecies, as well as golden eagles. Young and
Walters (1982) highly recommended it as a national natural landmark. The
area in also recognized as one of the state's outstanding scenic complexes
(Cordon and Shaine, 1978).

a Atigun Canyon is significant as a geologic and scenic feature. The chasm
is as much as 29000 feet (600 m) deep and eight miles (13 km) in length,
exposingmulti-layered, contortedrock strata. The canyon supports
abundant wildlife, including brown bear, caribou, Dall sheep, moose, and
wolf, and is a breeding ground for raptors and other tundra breeding
birds. Both Bliss and Gustafson (1981) and Detterman (1974) recommended
the site as a national natural landmark. The Joint Federal-StateLand Use
Planning Commission recommended it as an ecological reserves while Cordon
and Shaine (1978) identifiedit as one of the state's outstandingscenic
complexes.

0 The OkpilakRiver valle is significantfor its diverse glacial features
and scenic beauty: among the major valleys in the area, the Okpilak
contains the largest amount of glacial features including moraines, fans,
kames,.sand dunes, and outwashes. Exceptionally rugged glaciated
mountainsclosely fringe the river. This valley was identifiedas having
a high degree of national significance and was recommended as a national
natural landmark by Bliss and Gustafson (1981). Gordon and Shaine (1978)
also identifiedit as one of the state's outstandingscenic complexes.

0 The Ignek Mesa commands a "spectacular" view of multicolored strata in
Ignek Valley as well as the surrounding Shublik and Sadlerochit
mountains. It contains some of the richest fossil collectingareas in
northern Alaska with a complete record for the Upper Triassic, Jurassic,
and Lower Cretaceous--nearly100 million years of the earth's history can
be viewed in this one small site. An importantsheep lick is also on this
site. Detterman (1974)stated the site is of national significanceand
qualifies as a national natural landmark; Cordon and Shaine (1978) also
identifiedit as one of the state's outstanding scenic complexes.

0 Detterman (1974) noted that Fire Creek is "one of the most outstanding
sites" on the north slopes an-d-o-f-5-reatnational significance." The
creek has cut a narrow gorge through the rock, completely exposing some of
the most fossiliferousstrata found anywhere. A complete record of the
development of life from the middle Kississippian to the middle Jurassicp
an intervalof about 175 million years, are contained in these rocks. The
gorge is very scenic. Detterman further stated that information
concerning the abundant fossils at this site should not be given wide
distributionbecause indiscriminatecollectingcould ruin the site.
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a Ignek Creek contains a vertebrate fossil site in limestone of the Triassic
Shublik Formation. Fossiliferous strata of Mississippian to Jurassic age
are nearby. Ignek Valley is a main caribou migration route. Detterman
(1974) recommended the area be preserved for future scientific
investigation and be included in the Registry of Natural Landmarks. The
valley was also identified by Gordon and Shaine (1978) as one of the
state's outstanding scenic complexes.

Scenic/Recreational Values

The Arctic Refuge has often been singled out for its special scenic and
recreational values. The refuge encompasses part of the 600-mile (970-km)
long Brooks Range, the northernmost extension of the main continental mountain
system of North America. The four tallest peaks in the Brooks Rangev Mounts
Istop Chamberlin, Hubley, and Michelson, are located in the refuge. The
Arctic Refuge also contains the only extensive glaciation in the Brooks
Range. The dramatic scenic qualities and the remoteness of these mountains
attract backpackers, photographers and hunters from around the world.

The refuge has three national wild riversv the upper Sheenjek, Ivishak and
Wind rivers. These rivers were designated by Congress in Section 602 of the
Alaska Lands Act because of their high scenic, recreational, and wildlife
values. Other rivers with high recreational values in the refuge include the
Canning, Kongakut, Hulahulas and the East Fork of the Chandalar.

Most of the sites listed under other values in this chapter also have been
identified to have special scenic values, including:

0 Peters/Schrader Lakes
0 Porcupine Lake
0 Sadlerochit Mountains and Warm Spring
0 Beautfort Lagoon-Icy Reef-Kongakut River
0 Firth River/Mancha Creek Research Natural Area
0 Echooka River
0 Okpilak River valley
0 Ignek Creek
0 Ramparts of the Porcupine River
0 Atigun Canyon
0 Ignek Mesa
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IV. THR AFFECTIKD IKNVIROEUW

SrffING

The Arctic Refuge is situated in northeast Alaska. The eastern boundary is
the Canadian border; the northern boundary is the Beaufort Sea coast and the
seaward shore of the barrier island system. Total area @ithin the boundaries
of the refuge is about 19.5 million acres (7.9 million ha). From east to west
the refuge extends a maximum of about 210 miles (340 km) from the Canadian
border to the Atigun River at the extreme western end. In the north-south
direction the refuge extends a maximum of about 190 miles (310 km) between the
Beaufort Sea coast and the Keele Mountain Range south of the Porcupine River
(see Figure 2).

LAND STATUS

Table 4 summarizes the land status of the Arctic Refuge as of June 1986;
Figure 5 shows the status of lands within the refuge boundary. Of the
approximately 19.5 million acres (7.9 million ha) within the refuge boundary,
about 99% of the land (19 million acres) is presently under federal
jurisdiction. About 1% of the land has either been selected by Native
corporations, or has been filed for Native allotments.

Approximately 176,000 acres (71,000 ha) of refuge lands have been conveyed to
Native village and regional corporations under provisions of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act and the Alaska Lands Act; another 5,000 acres (2,000 ha)
have been selected by the Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation. Under the terms of
the Chandler Lake land exchange agreement, the Arctic Slope Regional
Corporation (ASR0 owns all subsurface rights to the Kaktovik Inupiat
Corporation lands. Doyon Ltd, a regional Native corporation, has selected
112,000 acres (45,000 ha) in the southern part of the refuge under Section 14
of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

Section 22(g) of the Native Claims Act applies to all lands conveyed to Native
corporations from within the original Arctic National Wildlife Range. This
section states that the refuge lands conveyed to the Native corporations
remain subject to the laws and regulations governing use and development of
the refuge.

About 173 applications have been filed for Native allotments in the Arctic
Refuge, totaling about 15,000 acres (6,100 ha). Of these, approximately 4
have been patented or approved; the remainder are still being reviewed. The
allotment applications are primarily along the coast and on stream drainages
near Arctic Village.

Approximately 1,000 acres (400 ha) within the refuge boundary are tinderother
private ownership, excluding Native allotments.

The United States and the State of Alaska dispute ownership of the submerged
lands beneath the coastal lagoons in the area between the mainland and the
offshore barrier islands from Brownlow Point to the mouth of the Aichilik
River (with the exception of lagoons north of the Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation
lands lands). Arguments over the ownership of these lands have been presented
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Table 4. Land statusof Arctic Refuge as of June 1986.@'

Ownership Acres Z of Refuge

Federal 19,196,000 99

Native Village Corporation
- Selections 5,000 < I
- Conveyancesb/ 85,000 < 1

Regional Corporations
- Selections 0 0
- Conveyances 91,000 < 1
- 14(h)(1)Selectionsc/(94) 106,000 < 1
- 14(h)(8)Selections(1) 6,000 < 1

Native Allotments (173) 15,000 < I

Private Partiesd/ 1,000 < I

Total Within Refuge Boundary 19,500,000 100

a/Acreages are approximate due to rounding, inaccuracies in information
available,and ongoing changes in the land status (e.g.,
relinquishments,invalidationsand conveyances of selected land).

b/Conveyances include interim conveyances and patented lands.

C/Section 14(h)(1)selectionsare historic/cemeterysites that have been
identifiedby the Doyon, Ltd. regional corporation

d/Private inholdings include homestead sites, mission sites, Native
townsites, and headquarter sites.

Source: Realty Division, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Anchorage, AK.
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Figure 5. Land status as of June, 1986.
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to a Special Master appointed by the United States Supreme Court. A final
decision has not been rendered. Until this decision is made, all activity on
these submerged lands requires concurrent federal and state approval.

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

Climate

The Arctic Refuge encompasses a range of climatic conditions that occur from
the coastal plain environment along the Beaufort Sea southward across the
Brooks Range and into the interior Yukon Flats basin.

The climate of Alaska north of the Brooks Range is classified as arctic.
Summers are short, cool and generally cloudy, with temperatures of the warmest
month (July) averaging about 41

a
F (5 C) and maximum temperatures rarely

exceeding 86OF (3000. Subfreezing temperatures and snow may occur at any
time during the year. Winters are very cold, with temperatures of the coldest
month (Februarg) averaging about -40F (-20'O. Extreme lows frequently
drop below -40 F (-400C). Because high surface winds are common
throughout the year, the combination of wind and temperature results in
equivalent chill temperatures well below the actual temperatures.

Within the arctic zone, there is a trend toward increasing continental and
diminishing marine influence with distance from the coast. The arctic coast
experiences more frequent cloudiness and fog, with higher winds, while inland,
clear skies are more common and winds are variable. Thus, temperature ranges
and extremes tend to be greater inland.

The arctic coastal plain receives little precipitation: the average annual
water equivalent precipitation is less than 10 inches (25 cm). This includes
12 to 47 inches (30 to 120 cm) of snowfall. Most precipitation is in the form
of summer rainfall. However, due to low evaporation rates, permafrost, and
generally level terrain, soils in summer are usually saturated. Thusp
available moisture is considerably greater than the low annual precipitation
would produce in a more temperate climate.

Relatively high surface winds prevail along the arctic coast throughout the
year. At Barter Island, a calm condition exists only 4% of the time. Average
wind speeds are generally 9 to 15 miles per hour (15 to 25 kph), with
occasional intense storms generating winds in excess of 70 miles per hour (115
kph). The winds are predominantly fr6m the northeast, although most of the
strongest winds are westerly.

The climate south of the Brooks Range can be characterized as continental
subarctic, characterized by great seasonal extremes of temperature. Fort
Yukon, the closest official weather recording station, situated about 60 miles
(100 km) south of the southern boundary of the refuge, holds the state record
high temperature of 100OF 0800 and comes close to the record low of
-75OF (-590C).
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Because the refuge is completely north of the Arctic Circlev all of the area
experiences days when the sun is continuously above or below the horizon.
This effect is accentuated in the more northerly portions of the area. At
Barter Island the sun is continuously above the horizon-between May 15 and
July 27. It is continuously below the horizon from November 24 to
January 17. During this time, twilight and moonlight are the only sources of
natural light. Twilight lasts for only 6-7 hours in late November and is
reduced to a minimum of about three hours by December 21, the winter solstice.

Air Quality

Data on air quality of the Arctic Refuge have not been collected. However,
because human activity is low, air quality in the refuge is expected to be
generally very good, with ambient concentrations for air pollutants nearly at
background levels. Current air pollutant concentrations are expected to
result from a combination of natural sources and the residue of arctic haze.
In recent years arctic haze has been reported over the north slope. This
haze, which probably extends to the refuge, may result from pollutants emitted
from the Soviet Union (Rahn and Lowenthal, 1984). Particulate matter can
occur at high concentrations even in remote areas and in the absence of human
activity due to windblown dust, soil, or other surface cover.

Air quality in the refuge is strongly dependent on local meterological
conditions and topography. Strong temperature inversions, particularly during
the winter, often begin near ground level and hinder vertical air circulation
and mixing. An inversion, if coupled with low, near-surface wind speeds, can
produce prolonged stagnant air conditions, especially in areas having
topographic obstructions such as hills and mountains.

noise

Ambient noise levels over most of the Arctic Refuge are low and result
predominantly from natural sources or processes. During the winter, the
principal sounds are those associated with the wind. Noise carries
considerable distances (but not upwind), especially during calm, cold (-40OF
or -4000 conditions because of the increased air density. Kan-made sounds
are confined to village activities and to some isolated activities, such as
hunting. Other man-made sources are aircraft, vehicle and equipment
operations.

Topography

There are three distinct physiographic units within the Arctic Refuge. The
extreme northern portion of the refuge is the arctic coastal plain, a region
of low to moderate relief that varies from a few to approximately 40 miles
(60 km) in width. The Brooks Range, topographically the continuation of the
North American Rocky Mountain System, occupies most of the refuge area. The
southeastern portion of the refuge lies across the Porcupine Plateau, a broad
upland of generally moderate relief.
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On the north slope the coastal plain rises gradually from the sea bedy across
very flat delta portions at the river mouths, then through scattered low hills
to an altitude of about 600 feet (180 m). Many braided rivers cross the
plain. Foothills above 600 feet are elongate east-west, revealing bedrock

structure.

The Brooks Range consists of a wide belt of mountain ridges that arc gently
east to west across the refuge. The long, central, northeast-trending crest
of the Philip Smith Mountains forms the continental drainage divide where the
range enters the refuge from the southwest. In the northcentral portion of
the refuge, where the ridge bends east and southeast, the highest peaks of the
Franklin, Romanzof, and British Mountains jut up abruptly at the north front
of the range. Farther east, the continental divide becomes progressively
lower, trending southeastward along the Davidson Mountains. In Canada the
divide joins topographically well-defined portions of the Rocky Mountains.

Topography throughout the Brooks Range is rugged, reflecting glaciation and
differential erosion of tilted, folded, and faulted rock layers. The ridges
strike parallel to the rock layers and to the mountain ranges. Intervening
valleys are wide, steep-sided and flat-floored, cut by glaciers and then
filled with alluvium. Mountain summits are generally from 4,000 to 6,000 feet
(1,200 to 1,800 m) in the Philip Smith Mountains, 7,000 to 8,000 feet (2,100
to 2,400 m) in the Franklin Mountains, and 8,000 to 9,000 feet (2,400 to
2,700 m) in the Romanzof Mountains. The four highest peaks in the Brooks
Range are within the Romanzof Mountains in the refuge, the highest being
9,050-foot (2,760 m) Mount Isto. Scattered ice caps and alpine glaciers
remain above 6,000 feet (1,800 m), most numerous and longest (about 8 miles or
13 km) in the Franklin Mountains-Romanzof Mountains sector.

The Porcupine Plateau is a rolling upland with rounded to flat summits mostly
1,500 to 2,500 feet (460 to 760 m) in elevation. Several domes and mountain
groups rise higher; for example, Helmet, Shoulder, and Spike mountains rise
3,300 to 3,700 feet (1,000 to 1,100 m). Drainage is irregular, with no
recognized pattern or preferred direction.

@@o e/

The Arctic Refuge is an approximately 30,000 square mile (78,000 km2) region

that cuts across the entire Brooks Range, encompassing various geologic
terranes and subterranes that are defined by distinctly different bedrock and
surficial deposit lithologies, stratigraphyand structure. Rocks in the
region have been multiply metamorphosed or deformed with an intensity that
varies throughout the refuge. These variations in lithology, stratigraphy,
structure, and degree of deformation result in complex geologic relationships.

a/Most of the information in this section, including the descriptions of
bedrock geology, surficial geology, soils, mineral potential and oil and gas
potential, was taken from an unpublished report on the refuge prepared by
the Alaska Department of Natural Resources, Division of Geological and
Geophysical Surveys, Fairbanks. This report includes a detailed description
of the refuge's bedrock geology and a preliminary geologic map. Copies of
the report are on file at the refuge's headquarters in Fairbanks and the

Service's regional office in Anchorage.
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Bedrock Ceology

Rocks of the Brooks Range and Porcupine Plateau within the refuge range in age
from Quaternary to Proterozoic. Metamorphic grade ranges from completely
unmetamorphosed rocks to gneiss and schist of the amphibolite facies that may
have been metamorphosed three times.

The Arctic Refuge is composed of fragmented continental crust overlain by
oceanic crust. The adjoining small continental crustal fragments are called
lithostratigraphicterranes; large subdivisions of terranes are called
subterranes. Terranes and subterranes delimit areas with distinctly different
geologic history and consequently different geological environments from
adjoining terranes. Most terranes and many subterranes are separated by major
faults, which accounts for the contrasting geologic histories.

The Cordilleran Orogenic Belt, which the Arctic Refuge transacts, is composed
of numerous lithostratigraphic terranes (Silberling and Jones, 1984). The
oceanic Angayucham, and continental Arctic Alaska and Porcupine
lithostratigraphic terranes occur in the refuge. These terranes are further
subdivided into eight subterranes. The structurally highest
lithostratigraphic terrane, the Angayucham terrane, is divided into three
subterranes. The Arctic Alaska terrane, which underlies about 80% of the
refuge, is structurally and stratigraphically complex: the terrane is divided
into four subterranes and three stratigraphic sequences with important
stratigraphicand lithologicdifferences respectively. Similar stratigraphic
sequences are described in the Porcupine terrane, which may be a continuation
of the North Slope subterrane of the Arctic Alaska terrane.

Because shallowly inclined thrust faults are the primary terrane and
subterrane bounding structures the structural style of the refuge can be
viewed simply as a stack of thrust fault-bounded, panel-shaped subterranes.
The oceanic Angayucham terrane lies on top and is composed of three
subterranes in descending order: a panel of ultramafic and mafic rocks derived
from oceanic lower crust and mantle; a panel of mafic volcanic rocks derived
from oceanic upper crust; and a panel of phyllite derived from supracrustal
slope-rise sediments. The underlying continental rocks of the Arctic Alaska
terrane are divided into four subterranes in sequence from top to bottom: the
Coldfoot, Hammond, Endicott, and North Slope subterranes. Northward-vergent,
south-dipping thrust faults separate these terranes and subterranes, so the
present sequence from top to bottom was, prior to thrusting, a sequence from
deepest and south-most to highest and north-most. The vertical stacking order
of subterranes remains relatively constant across arctic Alaska.

The Angayucham terrane is exposed in the south-central portion of the refuge
between Arctic Village and Vundik Lake where it was originally called the
Christian Complex (Brosge and Reiser, 1962). It is composed principally of
pillow basalt, tuff, gabbro, diabase, chert, graywacke, and phyllitep and
minor limestone with an overlying thrust sheet of serpentinized peridatite.
The Angayucham terrane underlies a large part of northern Alaska south of the
Brooks Range and is correlated with ophiolitic klippe in the northeastern
Brooks Range (Roederer and Mull, 1978) and the Innoko and Tozitna terranes and
Rampart Croup of the southern Yukon and Koyukuk basin (Roederer and
Mull, 1978; Jones et al., 1984).
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The Arctic Alaska terrane underlies the Brooks Range to the north of the
Porcupine River, where it is bounded by the Angayucham thrust. Within the
refuge, the Arctic Alaska terrane extends from the Angayucham thrust near
Crayling Lake north to the Arctic Ocean, and is composed primarily of
continental sedimentary and metasedimentary rocks of Proterozoic through
Mesozoic age, with especially thick and varied Devonian rocks. From south to
north, Silberling and Jones (1984) divided the Arctic Alaska terrane in the
refuge into the Coldfoot, Hammond, Endicott, and North Slope subterranes. The
subterranes are south-dipping, tabular to lenticular thrust panels or
allochthons separated by major thrust faults whose south to north distribution
is a result of vertical top to bottom stacking of the subterranes.

Each of the subterranes have internally consistent, distinctive Paleozoic
stratigraphies but share elements of the regional Paleozoic stratigraphy of
the Arctic Alaska terrane. Significant geologic units that reoccur in most of
the subterranes are the Devonian volcanic units and granites, the Hunt Fork
Shale, and the Endicott and Lisburne Groups. Their distribution seems to
preclude post-Lisburne plate boundaries within the Arctic Alaska terrane.

The Porcupine terrane underlies the southeastern portion of the refuge to the
south of the Porcupine River. Very little has been published about the
geology of the Porcupine terrane, and exposures there are poor compared to the
Brooks Range, making mapping more difficult. The stratigraphy and general
geologic history of the terrane are similar to that of the North Slope
subterrane of the Arctic Alaska terrane. The generalized stratigraphy of the
Porcupine terrane is: 1) a Proterozoic sequence of phyllite; 2) an
unconformably overlying Lower Paleozoic, Franklinian sequence of carbonate
rocks; 3) an unconformably overlying Upper Paleozoic and Lower Mesozoic
Ellesmerian sequence siliceous clastic rocks; an unconformably overlying Late
Cretaceous, Brookian sequence of quartzitic sandstone; and an unconformably
overlapping sequence of Miocene to Pleistocene clay and basalt.

Surficial Deposits and Glacial Geology

Six Quaternary (Pleistocene and Holocene) glaciations occurred in the Arctic
Refuge. Glaciers were of an alpine valley type that during the earlier, more
extensive Latest Tertiary-Pleistocene advances coalesced to form piedmont
lobes. However, the glaciers of northern Alaska never formed a continuous
ice-sheet.

The two oldest advances, the Anaktuvuk and Sagavanirktok glaciations, are
pre-Wisconsian in age. Deposits of these glaciations are greatly modified by
erosion and mass-weathering. Drift is present as tundra-covered moraines.
Most of the former kettle lakes have been filled or drained and drainage
patterns are well integrated. Relatively fresh drift deposits of the early
Wisconsin age Itkillik and Echooka glaciations are distinguished by
differences in physical characteristics and the distribution of morainal areas.

Deposits of the late Wisconsin(?) Alapah Mountain glaciation are little
modified by weathering, but are tundra-covered. Morainal areas contain kettle
lakes and consequent drainage has undergone little or no modification.
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The Holocene Fan Mountain glaciation represents the most recent glacial
advance recorded in the region. Fan Mountain moraines are fresh, bare of
tundra and generally restricted to the cirque areas.

Most existing glaciers on the northern slope of the Brooks Range originate in
the protected parts of the larger, higher, north-facing cirques and most do
not extend more than 3 or 4 miles (5 or 6 km) from the areas of accumulation.
The smaller glaciers seem to be remnants of shrinking Quaternary valley
glaciers. Almost all the smaller cirques at lower levels are ice-free.

Surficial deposits of the Arctic Refuge include Quaternary and Recent deposits
of glacial, alluvial, eolian and colluvial sediments; glacial deposits
predominate (Karlstrom et al., 1964). Although at least six glacial advances
occurred in the refuge, glaciers apparently never advanced more than a few
miles beyond the present mountain front.. Morainal deposits are concentrated
in this area (Hartman, 1973). Wisconsin age moraine and drift deposits fill
the upper valleys of most drainages, while farther down in these drainages
Illinoisan modified moraine and drift occur. Still farther downstream older,
highly modified moraine and drift deposits are predominantly exposed in the
middle reaches of many of the south slope drainages and in a large area of the
lower Canning River on the north slope. Outwash bordering older moraines is
found over an extensive area of the central arctic coastal plain and in the
upper Tamayariak and Katakturuk drainages.

The Canning River delta contains the only extensive modern deltaic-sediment
deposits in the refuge. Most of the lower coastal plain is composed of older
interstratifiedalluvial and marine sediments locally including glacial till.

Modern alluvial floodplain deposits underlie the active floodplains of the
major rivers of the north and south slopes. Older alluvial fan deposits are
found in the upper Katakturuk, Marsh Creek and Sadlerochit drainages on the
coastal plain. Eolian (wind blown) deposits are found in a few interfluvial
areas of the northeastern coastal plain and in the southeastern-most portion
of the refuge, to the south of the Porcupine River.

Much bare bedrock and coarse rubble is exposed over extensive portions of the
Porcupine Plateau and over the majority of the Brooks Range. The Porcupine
Plateau area is mostly covered by coarse- and fine-grained colluvium.
Undifferentiated eolian, glacial, colluvial and fluvial deposits underlie most
of the Coleen and Porcupine river drainages and the upper portions of the
Firth and Old Crow river drainages.

Permafrost

Permafrost underlies most of the Arctic Refuge. Permafrost is defined as
soil, other superficial

0
deposits, or even bedrock, in which the temperature is

below freezing (320F, 0 0 for at least two years continuously (Mullert
1947). Depth of permafrost on the north slope of the refuge is probably
comparable to that in the western Alaskan north slope area, approximately
1,000 feet (300 m) (Brewer, 1955). The active layer, that portion of the
ground surface that thaws annually in summer, ranges from less than 1 foot
(0.3 m) to 5 feet (1.5 m) in thickness.
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Lakes and rivers influence the permafrost depth. Shallow lakes freeze to the
bottom and are directly underlain-by permafrost. Deep lakes and the deeper
portions of rivers V+ feet deep) (2.1 m) usually do not freeze to the bottom
and are underlain by a thaw bulb in the permafrost table (Brewer, 1958a,b).

Common topographic features on ground underlain by permafrost are low and
high-centered polygons. These features form when the upper few feet of
ground, exposed to temperatures well below freezing, contract and crack,
usually in polygonal patterns. Spring meltwater seeps into these cracks,
which when the water freezes again leaves vertical stringers of ice. This ice
limits summer expansion of warming permafrost, displacing the adjacent mineral
soils upward. The repeated cracking and widening of these vertical ice wedges
over many years results in elevated ridges of soil material forming on either
side of the wedges (Lachenbruch et al.p 1962).

The polygonal areas formed between these interconnecting ice wedges are
usually from 30 to 200 feet in diameter. Most polygons are of the
low-centered type, characterized at the ice wedge boundaries by upthrust
ridges that impede drainage from the polygon, giving the enclosed area a
rice-paddy appearance.

In areas where there is enough slope to allow drainage, such as near streams,
lakes and the coast, high-centered polygons may occur. These polygons
originate in the same manner as low-centered polygons, but during
exceptionally warm summers, with deeper thaw, the tops of the ice wedges
melt. Water then drains off, and the soil and tundra slump into the voids.
This slumping, when repeated over tens of years, produces ditches between the
polygons, leaving the polygons separated by interconnecting, partially filled
voids.

soils

The coastal plain region of the refuge includes low terraces and floodplains
of streams draining the north slope of the Brooks Range. Materials underlying
the soils consist of fluvial sands and silts from these streams with
increasing amounts of interstratified marine sediments near the coast.
Generally, soils of the plain are poorly drained, thawing less than 18 inches
(46 cm) in summer. Loamy textures are common on terraces and floodplains, and
organic soils occur in depressions. Locally, peaty materials are buried
beneath windblown sand deposits.

Soils in the rolling foothills area to the south of the plain form on a variety
of parent materials, ranging from very gravelly deposits on ridges and upper
slopes to medium- and fine-grained materials in lower areas. Most soils of the
long foothill slopes and broad valleys of the foothills are poorly drained and
form from silty and clayey materials. Well-drained, very gravelly soils with
dark non-acid to slightly acid upper layers occur locally. Peaty soils are
found in valley bottoms; sandy soils including windblown silt occur in
isolated dunes bordering major streams. Shallow permafrost in the foothills
is evidenced by widespread ice-related surface features. Foothills vegetation
is important because it stabilizes the thin, highly erodible soils above the
shallow permafrost layer. The Brooks Range consists mainly of very steep,
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exposed bedrock and coarse rubble surrounding alpine valleys and less sloping
areas with shallow, very gravelly and stony soils. Steeper terrane has fewer
isolatedbodies of gravelly and stony soils.

Gravellyglacial till underlies large valleys while outwash depositsextend
from the mouths of these valleys down into the foothills. Vegetation is
sparse and vascular plants do not occur above 3,000 feet (900 m).

Soil types south of the Brooks Range vary considerably. Wet loamy soils with
a thick overlying peat layer and a shallow permafrost table are common in the
broad lowlands adjacent to the Yukon River and its majo tributaries. Peat
depositsare found locally in these soils.

Upland sites have better-drainedsoils. Hills and ridges of the southern
slopes of the Brooks Range, Yukon-Tanana Uplands, and Porcupine Plateau are
underlain by well-drained brown loams. Hillsides, slopesq and ridges bordering
the Yukon Flats are underlain by moderately well-drained gravelly and stony
loams.

Three ma
.
or soil orders, InceptisolsvEntisolsand Mollisols,and 14 soilJ

associationshave been identifiedon the Arctic Refuge. Appendix N briefly
describes these soil types and identifieswhere they occur in the refuge.

Mineral Resources

Previous efforts to define the metallic and selected nonmetallicmineral
resources of the refuge have resulted in several informativemaps,
descriptions,and predictions of mineral occurrences. Mineral occurrences
provide site-specificinformationon the mineral potential of the refuge.
Presently the refuge is poorly explored so only a few deposits or occurrences
are known (Figure 6). Consequentlypthe areas with high potentialfor mineral
deposits cannot be outlined directly from mineral occurrence information and
must be delineated instead by lithologic unit.

The deposition of many of the mineral occurrences in the refuge are
genetically linked to geologic processes that formed the associated lithologic
unit. Thus, a given lithologicunit or formationmay have regional,genetic
potential for certain deposit types wherever it is exposed. Each
lithostratigraphicterrane has a unique sequenceof lithologicunits
throughout and provides a convenient framework for describing areas with
mineral potential. However, some lithologicunits occur in two or more of the
subterranesof the Arctic Alaska terrane; for brevity, the regional,genetic
mineral potentialof these units is describedonly once. The followingis a
brief descriptionof deposit types that may'be found in the lithostratigraphic
terranes and subterranes in the refuge.
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Figure 6. Mineral occurrencesand potentialmineral sources in the Arctic
Refuge.
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Arctic Alaska Terrane -

(1) North Slope Subterrane:

Precambrian to lower Paleozoic sedimentary and volcanic rocks (including the
Neruokpuk Formation): Local potential copper deposits based on occurrences
of native copper and copper sulfides may be found as amygdules and vein
fillings in Precambrian to lower Paleozoic volcanic rocks in the Sadlerochit
and Shublik mountains. Numerous occurrences of malachite and azurite found
in the volcanic rocks along yith copper enriched stream sediment samples
from the mineralized areas is evidence these areas may contain copper
deposits.

Okpilak Batholith: Several styles of mineralization and geochemical
signatures are found within the granite rocks of the Okpilak Pluton and
adjacent outcrops of Precambrian to lower Paleozoic rocks including the
Neruokpuk Quartzite (Sable, 1977). These include:

1. Skarn deposits anomalous in tin, tungsten, lead, and zinc found in the
vicinity of the Esetuk glacier and Kolotuk Creek (Sable, 1977 and unpub.
data from the Alaska DNR-Div. of Geol. & Geophysical Surveys).

2. Greisen deposits characterized by veinletap pods, and disseminations
of tourmaline, flouritet and quartz within larger fractures and shear
zones developed in the granite. Rock samples are moderate enriched in
tin. Associated stream sediment and pan concentrate samples anomalous in
tin and cassiterite bearing clasts occur in the nonconformably overlying
Kekiktuk Conglomerate.

3. Sparse molybdenum mineralization found disseminated in granite.

4. Higher than average concentrations of uranium have been found in
stream sediment samples draining the batholith and may indicate potential
for uranium resources.

5. Favorable potential for gold mineralization is indicated by a few
reported stream sediment samples anomalous in gold and arsenic and also
by historical development at a gold placer claim on the south side of the
batholith (Brosge and Reiser, 1976).

Old Crow Batholith: Unidentifiable uranium minerals (possibly clarkeite and
eschynite) found in stream gravels that drain the Old Crow Batholith.
Hypabyssal rhyolite intrusions along the shallowly eroded south side of the
batholith may contain epithermal mineral deposits. The batholith is host to
uranium lodes and tin-rare earth elements-yeerium-tungsten-moLybdenum
placers. Copper-zinc-silver skarns also occur, and tin greisens are likely
(Hoekzema, pers. com.).

Beaucoup Formation: Previously unassigned Devonian metasedimentary rocks are
provisionally assigned to the Beaucoup Formation. They may have felsic
volcanic interlayers, particularly in exposures near the Okpilak Batholithy
and therefore have unevaluated potential for copper massive sulfide deposits.
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Endicott Group: Heavy minerals including cassiterite, pyrite, ilmenite,
tourmaline, zircon, fluorite scheelite, and sphene are found in sediments
that constitute the Kekiktuk Conglomerate and Kayak Shale. These minerals
suggest that the source for some of the sediments is the region occupied by
the (mineralized)Okpilak Batholith. The deeply incised nature of the
drainage system in the vicinity of the Okpilak Batholith has resulted in
deep erosion of the mineralized area. Proper concentration of the heavy
minerals through sedimentary processes could have produced paleo-placer
deposits (Dillon and Bakke, 1987; Brosge and Reiserl 1976; Sable, 1977; and
Reed, 1968). Locally the Kekiktuk Conglomerate contains thin and
discontinuous layers of anthracite.

Lisburne Grou The occurrence of sulfate minerals of economic interest,
-urcelestite NNSOO and barite (BaSO4). in the subsurface of the Lisburne

Group is believed to represent sabkha depositional environment (Wood and
Armstrong, 1975). A similar depositional environment has been recorded in
the Sadlerochit Mountains (Clough and Bakke, 1986). A broad regional stream
sediment anomaly defined by high values in strontium, copper, nickel,
barium, and tungsten, is present in the region surrounding Porcupine Lake
and perhaps indicates a large distribution of supratidal facies in this
region (Barker, 1981). At Porcupine Lake, copper-oxides, silver sulfosalts,
fluorite, and sphalerite occur in veins perhaps related to igneous
activity. High arsenic, antimony and tin values are also found in grab
samples from the Porcupine Lake area. Barker (1981) suggests evidence of
basic to intermediate volcanism is shown by occurrence of tuffaceous
limestones in the upper portion of the Lisburne Croup.

Phosphatic horizons are first seen in the rock record associated with thin
chert and shale intervals of the Lisburne Group in the central Brooks Range
(Patton and Matzko, 1959). Sable (1977) reports similar characteristics and
observed phosphate-type accumulations in the Alapah Formation in the
Romanzof Mountains.

Sadlerochit Group: Pyritic horizons are common in the Ivishak and Echooka
Formations of the Sadlerochit Group. Sandstone containing up to 70% pyrite
and glauconite grains have been found in 20 to 30 foot (6 to 9 m) thick
zones within the Echooka Formation at Marsh Creek (northeastern end of the
Sadlerochit Mountains) and at Fire Creek (northern flank of the Shublik
Mountains). Barker (1978) reports moderately high background values of zinc
and barium are found in pyritic rock samples from the Sadlerochit Croup.

Shublik Formation: Phosphatic rocks present in the Triassic Shublik
Formation represent a potential mineral resource. Phosphate minerals
cellophane and carbonate fluorapatite are believed to be of diagenetic
origin and are found as nodules and fossil fillings within shale, siltstonep
and limestone of the Shublik Formation. Outcrops rich in phosphate
accumulation typically display an efflorescent bloom (Tourtelot and
Tailleur, 1971; Patton and Matzko, 1959). The phosphatic horizons also
contain higher than average values of uranium, rare earth elements, copper,
molybdenum, nickels and vanadium (Brosge and Reiser, 1976).

Gypsum is reported to occur within the Shublik Formation along the Marsh
Fork of the Canning River (Barker, 1981).
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Kingak Shale: Aluminum sulfate salt accumulations can be found as white to
yellow efflorescent coatings on outcrops of pyritic Kingak Shale. The salts
are metalliferous and contain high values of rare earth elements, yttrium
and ytterbium (Tourtelot and Tailleur, 1977; Sable, 1977).

Rounded to irregular nodules containing carbonate fluorapatite occur within
shaly units (occasionallypyritic) of the Kingak Shale and indicate
potential for phosphate resources (Sable, 1977, and Reed 1968).

The Kingak Shale also contains local concentrations of uranium. Brosge and
Reiser (1976) suggest that the source for the uranium anomalies may be
through reworking of uraniferous granite and sedimentary rocks in the
vicinity of the Okpilak Batholith.

Black shales of the Kingak Shale are suggested to be the source of higher
than average values of molybdenum and zinc found in stream sediment samples
(Brosge and Reiser, 1976).

Cretaceous and Tertiary Rocks: Reported occurrences of manganese carbonate
rich Tup to 5% manganese) layers hosted in Lower Cretaceous nodular and
pelletoidal siltstone of the Bathtub Basin (Grybeck, 1977). Potential also
exists for phosphate and uranium deposits in this area within the Lower
Cretaceous sediments (Brosge and Reiser, 1976).

(2) Endicott Subterrane:

The regional potential for lithologically controlled mineral deposits in the
Kayak Shale, Lisburne Group, and Sadlerochit and Shublik Formations in the
Endicott subterrane is similar to that described above for the North Slope
subterrane.

Devonian Volcanic Rocks and Beaucoup Formation: Brosge and Reiser (1968)
report the occurrence off quartz veins in volcanic rocks that contain 0.5%
Copper and 0.15% lead in the vicinity of Double Mountain. These volcanic
rocks and the associated sedimentary rocks are sufficiently similar in age,
lithology, and genesis to those of the Ambler volcanics in the western
Brooks Range, where over $10 billion worth of copper reserves have been
located, that the area has to be considered very favorable for copper
massive sulfide deposits.

Hunt Fork Shale: Regionally, rock samples from the Hunt Fork shale contain
high values of base metals, especially leads zinc, copper and silver.
Mineralization is likely to be strata-bound due to stratigraphic and/or
structural trapping of low temperature metalliferous brines during formation
(Dutro, 1977).

Kanayut Conglomerate: This conglomerate contains anthracite coal layers
locally. It has unevaluated potential for sandstone copper massive sulfide
deposits.
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Bear Mountain Intrusives: Potential for molybdenum and tungsten resources
Js present as porphyry style mineralization at Bear Mountain where
mineralized soil samples are underlain by shallow intrusive bodies. The
mineralized zone at Bear Mountain may trend east into Canada (Barker and
Swainbank, 1986). This deposit is likely the single largest tunsten
resource in the United States (Hoekzemap perse come)e Placer occurrences of
tungsten and molybdenum also occur in the area.

Lead, zinc, silver, and minor copper mineralization is present in the
vicinity of Bear Mountain where veins and numerous veinlets of galena and
sphalerite are found in volcanic rocks and in contact zones between the
volcanics and phyllite (Barker, 1978). There is also potential for tungsten
and molybdenum at Ammerman Mountain to the east of Bear Mountain (Hoekzema,
pers. com.).

(3) Hammond Subterrane:

Hunt Fork Shale: The regional mineral potential of this shale is described
under the Endicott subterrane above.

Beaucoup Formation: In the upper Wild River drainage, zinc, lead, silver and
copper mineralization is hosted in chert, limestone and phyllite of the
Beaucoup Formation and is believed to represent a volcanogenic massive
sulfide (VMS) deposit. Consistent yields of anomalous base-metal values
from stream-sediment, rock, and heavy-mineral sampling performed in the
region supports the existence of mineralization (Detra, 1977; Cathrall et
al., 1977).

(4) Coldfoot Subterrane:

Schist Belt: A small area of the schist of the Coldfoot terrane is present
in the extreme southwestern part of the refuge. This area has not been
mapped in detail so potential for mineralization is poorly known. However,
schist of the Coldfoot subterrane host the massive sulfide rich Ambler
volcanics in the "Schist Belt" of the central Brooks Range. So unevaluated
potential for VMS base metal deposits exists in the Coldfoot terrane.

Angayucham Terrane -

(1) Ultramafic and Gabbro Subterrane:

The-mineral potential of the Angayucham terrane is poorly known. Rare
occurrences of chromite have been found in the ultramafic rocks and Barker
(1981) reports a sample from a mineralized peridotite south of the refuge
border that contains 4.5% chromium and 0.1 ppm platinum.

(2) Kafic Volcanic Subterrane:

Rock in this subterrane represent dismembered upper oceanic and therefore
may host "Cyprus" type VMS deposits, which are rich in copper, zinc and
gold. Barker (1981) reports the occurrence of a few copper, gold anomalies
near the Coleen River. Potential also exists for stratiform massive sulfide
deposits. Rock samples rich in barium and manganese are known to exist
along the Koness River (Brosge and Reiser, 1976). Barker (1981) reports a
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strong stream sediment geochemical signature for coppers zincp cobaltp
calcium, vanadium, and manganese at the headwaters of the Koness River.

(3) Phyllite Subterrane

Similar potential for stratiform bedded barite and manganese deposits exist
in the phyllite subterrane.

Porcupine Terrane -

Nickel-bearing aluminum sulfate present in a seep on the bank of the Porcupine
River is most likely derived from the Quaternary olivine basalt (Cobb, 1976).

Paleozoic carbonate rocks have unexplored potential for lead-zinc massive
sulfide deposits.

Oil, Cas and Other Fossil Fuel Resource Potential

The Arctic Refuge may contain large deposits of coal, oil and gas. There are
potentially extensive coal resources in the Coleen/Porcupine River area
(Hoekzema, pers. com.).

Quantitative estimates of petroleum resource potential are available only for
the highly prospective coastal plain of the refuge. Most of the rest of the
refuge has no potential for oil and gas deposits but there are two areas that
have low but non-negligible potential.

Quantitatively, the petroleum potential of the refuge in the northern Brooks
Range immediately to the south of the coastal plain is low (Grantz and Mull,
1978). Most rocks in the Brooks Range have no oil potential because they have
been heated to temperatures past the oil window and the hydrocarbons have been
driven out of them (Brosge et al., 1981). The only part of the Brooks Range
within the refuge that has not been heated past the oil window is near
Galbraith Lake. To the southeast of the Brooks Range, Mesozoic sedimentary
and Paleozoic carbonate rocks in the refuge on the Porcupine Plateau have very
low petroleum potential.

Porcupine Plateau and Venetie Basin - The Porcupine Plateau has not been
thoroughly explored for oil and gas, and interest by oil companies has not
been great. Two dry wildcat wells were drilled in the southern part of the
Porcupine Plateau. One of these is within the refuge. The other well was
spudded 36 miles (58 km) to the south of the refuge in a Cretaceous formation
that is not exposed in the southeastern corner of the refuge. The wells
tested only the most promising prospects. The nearest oil production is from
Paleozoic rocks in the Eagle Plains Basin, 78 miles (125 km) to the east in
Canada. Further exploration is necessary to exhaustively test the oil
potential of the Porcupine Plateau.

Precambrian phyllite is overlain by 2 to 3 miles (3 to 5 km) of Cambrian
through Devonian limestones in the Porcupine terrane. These older rocks are
unconformably overlain by Upper Paleozoic quartzose clastic rocks and
Cretaceous conglomerate. Churkin and Brabb (1969), reporting on reservoir
rock potential exposed in the 75 miles (121 km) to the south in the Kandik
basin, estimated that Upper Paleozoic and Cretaceous siliceous clastic
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formations equivalent to those on the refuge have variable, mostly low
permeability and porosity; locally they found higher porosity and permeability
in the Permian Step Conglomerate. Churkin and Brabb (1969) also reported that
some Kandik basin Cambrian and Devonian carbonate rocks have good interstitial
and fracture porosity. The distribution of source rocks on the rock is
uncertain. Proterozoic rocks are slightly metamorphosed so any hydrocarbons
that were in them have been baked out (Brabb, 1970).

Blodgett (1978) determined color alteration indexes (CAI) for condont elements
from samples of the Devonian Salmon Trout Limestone taken within the refuge to
indicate that the hydrocarbons had also been baked out of them. However, oil
seeps were reported from Devonian limestone exposed in the refuge along the
Porcupine River (Mertie, 1928). Churkin and Brabb (1969) reported that some
of the Ordovician through Mississippian rocks of the Kandik Basin have good
source rock potential. Howeverv Brabb (1970) showed that the best Kandik
basin source rocks, the Mississippian Calico Bluff's Formation and Ford Lake
Shalre, are not preserved beneath the Permian unconformity in the refuge.
Numerous northeast-trending, high-angle, Cretaceous, strike slip faults and
possible pre-Cretaceous thrusts cut the Paleozoic rocks.

Structural traps within the faulted and deformed rocks in the Porcupine
terrane are likely to be small (less than 200 million barrels). Evidence for
high temperature conditions indicate that dry gas and condensate are more
likely to be generated than oil (Heroux and Bertrand, 1979). Although
exploration is incomplete, the uncertainty of the existence of source and
reservoir rocks and the small size of the potential traps makes the petroleum
potential low and the likelihood of finding economically recoverable
hydrocarbons still lower. Given the probable presence of source and rocks of
poor to moderate quality in the Porcupine terrane, state geologists summarily
estimate that there is a 95% chance that at least one hydrocarbon accumulation
larger than 500,000 barrels is present. However, given the complex structure
and generally poor quality of the reservoir rock, there is only a 5% chance
that a field greater than 50 million barrels is present. In addition,
permeability of reservoir rocks are likely to be low and dry gas is likely to
predominate over oil.

Hydrocarbon rich shales which are possible petroleum source rocks crop out at
a few localities in the upper Christian River drainage several miles to the
south of Arctic Village (Mertie, 1928; I. Tailleur, pers. comme). The 'oil
shales' are part of the Upper Paleozoic to lower Mesozoic Anagayucham phyllite
subterrane which tectonically underlies the angayucham ophiolite and
tectonically overlies the Arctic Alaska terrane. Metamorphic rocks in the
Arctic Alaska terrane are economic basement.

The low-density, light brown oil shales occur locally as lenses and thin
layers in Devonian plant-fossil-bearing, lithic graywacke units containing
interlayers of chert, shale, and mafic volcanic rocks. The oil shales are
Itasminites,1 an impure coal that is transitional to oil shale formed from
embryotic plant or algal bodies. The tasminite is deformed into tight folds
that have poorly developed axial plane cleavages. D. Wright reports (pers.
comm.) that analyses of hydrocarbon content of the shale yielded values
between 100 and 150 gallons per ton of shale. The shale ignites readily when
lit with a match, but I. Tailleur (pers. com.) reports that temperatureof
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over 6000C are requiredto drive the oil out of it. The shale is considered
to be a poor source rock because of its high thermal capacity and restricted
distributionas thin localbodies.

The Devonian graywacke is the principalreservoir rock in the area. No
porosity or permeability measurements of the graywacke have been published.
Porosity and permeabilityare likely to be low because the rock contains a
high lithic content composed in part of labile volcanic grains, and because of
the combined effects of tectonic dismemberment and low-grade metamorphic
alteration. The structureis also complexand structuraltraps are likely to
be small. The only potentialregionalstructuraltraps are fault sealed
anticlines beneath the Angayucham ophiolite. Any hydrocarbons present are
expected to be gas rich. The petroleum potential of the Venetie basin is low.

Galbraith Lake Area - This area encompasses the northwest corner of the
refuge from the Marsh Fork of-the Canning River to the Atigun River near
Galbraith Lake along the Dalton Highway. Sparse rock paleothermometry from
the Calbraith Lake area indicates that rocks in the Brooks Range and in the
foothillsof the north slope within this area may be within the oil window
(Brosgeet al., 1981). The area is unexplored. The petroleumpotentialof
the Upper Paleozoic and Lower Mesozoic rocks in the Brooks Range is described
separately from that of the unconformably overlying Cretaceous and Jurassic
strata exposed in the foothillsto the north becauseof their different
settings.

Upper Paleozoic and Lower Mesozoic rock units in the Galbraith Lake area
include, in ascending stratigraphicorder, the Kayak Shale, Lisburne and
Sadierochit Groups, and the Shublik Formation. Lower Paleozoic-Proterozoic
metamorphic 'economic basement' is not exposed at the surface but probably
shallowly underlies the area. Upper Paleozoic and Lower Mesozoic strata are
apparently detached from the basement by shallowly inclined faults in the
Kayak Shale.

Potential source rocks in the Upper Paleozoic and Lower Mesozoic strata are
the Kayak Shale and the Shublik Formation. These formations are likely
supermature and therefore any petroleum deposits that are present will
probably be gas. Potential reservoir rocks include sandstonesof the
Sadlerochit Croup and fractured Lisburne Group limestone. No permeability or
porosity data are available for these rocks in the Galbraith Lake area.
However, the structure of the Upper Paleozoic and Lower Mesozoic strata in the
Galbraith Lake area is extremely complex and the trapping structures are small
and fragmented. Small gas fields are not economic on the north slope. The
oil potentialof these rocks is very low.

Cretaceous and Jurassic strata, Kongakutp Okpikruak, and Fortress Mou2tain
Formations and Nanushuk Croup underlie about 125 square miles (324 km ) of
the north slope foothillsin the GalbraithLake area. Potentialsource rocks
in these strata include the shale members of the Kongakut Formation and
Nanushuk Group, especially the 'pebble shale.' These potential source rocks
are probably mature to supermature (Brosge et al., 1981; Molenaar et al.,
1986). Underlying supermature to overmature Upper Paleozoic and Lower
Mesozoic strata and the Kingak Shale (if present in the subsurface) may have
also been source rocks for the potential Cretaceous and Jurassic reservoirs.
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Gas is the common hydrocarbon in exploration wells closest to the Galbraith
Lake area, but oil is also possible. Potential reservoir horizons are thick
sandstone tongues of the Fortress Mountain Formation and the Nanushuk Croup.
The Kemik sandstone does not appear to be present and the Okpikruak Formation
is presumed to be too tight (Molenaar et al., 1986). Structure is complex and
the field size is expected to be small. Few, if any, economic fields thus are
likely to be present in the small foothills portion of the Galbraith Lake area
underlain by Cretaceous and Jurassic strata.

Coastal Plain - The "1002" coastal plain area is rated by geologists as the
most outstanding petroleum exploration target on land in the United States
(Clough, Patton and Christiansen, 1987). Data from nearby wells in the
Prudhoe Bay area and in the Canadian Beaufort Sea and Mackenzie Delta,
combined with promising seismic data gathered on the "1002" area, indicate
extensions of producing trends and other geologic conditions exceptionally
favorable for discovery of one or more supergiant fields (larger than 500
million barrels). There is a 19% chance that economically recoverable oil
occurs on the "1002" area. The average of all estimates of conditional
economically recoverable oil resources (the "mean") is 3.2 billion barrels.
(For a detailed assessment of the oil and gas potential of the "1002" area,
see Clough, Patton and Christiansen, 1987.)

To the east of the "1002" area, trending from the Aichilik River to the
Canadian border there are large subsurface structures present. Surface
geology mapping along the Leffingwell Ridge, which extends into this region,
also indicates the presence of good source and reservoir rocks (Hansen, pers.
com.)

Water Resources

The refuge encompasses many stream drainages an the north and south slopes of
the Brooks Range, with a wide variety of aquatic habitat types. Flowing
waters are represented by a continuum from small tundra streams with
intermittent flow to large streams such as the Canning River, with an
estimated 50-year flood discharge of 13,500 cubic feet per second (Childers et
al., 1973). Fourteen named rivers cross the coastal plain as they flow
northward. The longest are the Canning and Kongakut rivers. The Coleen,
Sheenjek, Chandalar, and Porcupine rivers drain the southern portion of the
refuge. In the eastern Brooks Range, all streams flowing north from the
mountains cross the coastal plain and enter the Beaufort Sea, while those
flowing southward cross the Porcupine Plateau enroute to the Yukon River.
Most of the water comes from spring or ground water, precipitation and surface
permafrost thaw. Several north slope streams receive water from glacial
melt. River water levels fluctuate greatly throughout the year. Peak flows
are associated with ice and snow rapidly melting under continuous sunlight in
early summer, and rainfall during late summer. River levels recede by October
and most cease to exhibit any measurable flow during the winter; exceptions
are those fed by springs.
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Most of the lakes and ponds on the refuge are associated with the deltas of
some of the major north slope rivers and floodplains of some of the major
south slope rivers (e.g., the Chandalar, Sheenjekv and Porcupine rivers).
Most of the refuge's lakes are shallow thaw lakes that provide unsuitable fish
habitat through the winter. Some deeper foothill and mountain lakes, such as
Peters-Schrader, Porcupinev and Old John lakes, provide overwintering habitat
for resident fish populations. Some of the coastal lakes may be important
summer feeding areas for freshwater, anadromous and marine fish, depending an
suitable access.

Springs, lagoons, river deltas and other brackish coastal waters are important
habitats for the refuge's anadromous and freshwater fish populations. During
late winter, springs supply most of the free-flowing water in arctic Alaska.
Several springs in the Arctic Refuge provide important habitat for spawning,
rearing and overwintering. The importance of springs has been documented for
arctic char an the north slope and chum salmon on the south side of the
refuge. The lagoons, river deltas, and other brackish waters along the
Beaufort Sea coast provide valuable feeding habitat for anadromous and marine
fishes. Marine nearshore waters have been shown to be important spawning and
overwintering areas for many marine species (Craig and Haldorson, 1980).

Ice-free overwintering areas are thought to be the greatest limiting factor
for arctic anadromous and freshwater fish populations. With the onset of
winter many refuge lakes and streams freeze to the bottom. Fish can only
survive through the winter in deeper pools, spring areas and brackish river
deltas.

Available overwintering habitat becomes more limited as spring approaches.
Maximum ice accumulation usually occurs between late March and early May.
Reductions in pool size decrease the dissolved oxygen concentration. Fish
concentrate in the remaining ice-free pools, which in turn can increase the
amount of organic matter in each area and further depress oxygen levels.
Decreases in the availability of ice-free waters and dissolved oxygen
concentrations can result in fish kills, although no such natural fish
mortalities have been documented in the refuge.

Water Quality

Water quality information for much of the Arctic Refuge is sparse, but water
quality is thought to be generally good throughout the refuge. To date, the
refuge has experienced relatively low human impact. Water quality is usually
dependent on seasonal changes. Rivers are temporarily high and turbid during
spring melt and summer rain storms. Severe winter conditions also can affect
water quality. Ice formation in shallow areas tends to concentrate minerals
and organic matter in the remaining unfrozen water. Dissolved oxygen also
decreases in the available water as the winter progresses.
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BIOLOGICAL RWIROWCM

The Arctic Refuge is included within two major biomes: the northern coniferous
or boreal forest, which lies on the south slope of the Brooks Range; and the
arctic tundra, which lies on the north slope (USDI, 1974). The crest of the
Brooks Range, a transition or ecotone between these biomes, forms the third
major biological zone found in the refuge. Biological information on the
north slope of the refuge is more extensive than that for the south slope,
largely as a result of the baseline studies mandated on the coastal plain by
Section 1002(c) of the Alaska Lands Act (USDI-FWS, 1982; Carner and Reynolds,
1983-1986, and In Press).

The north slope is predominantly a tundra coastal plain that is traversed by
numerous north-flowing rivers. Habitats on the north slope can be classified
into four broad categories: the coastal lagoons, nearshore coastal (wet)
tundra and lakes, river floodplains with willow shrub thickets, and upland
(moist) tundra areas.

In the mountainous zone, barren rack and sparse, dry alpine tundra
predominate. Mountain valleys may contain moist tundra along with areas of
shrub willow thickets in some of the river courses and protected valleys.

South of the mountain divide, the biological environment is more complex and
varied. Moist tundra areas are scattered throughout the south slope. Shrub
thickets occur in higher floodplains, near treeline, and an gravel moraines.
Treeless bogs and muskeg areas are found mostly along major river courses in
their lower floodplains. Lakes are frequently found in association with these
areas. The northern limit of the boreal forest is found on the south slope of
the Brooks Range. Black and white spruce are the primary species, with white
spruce being dominant. Timberline varies between 4,000 and 5,000 feet
(1220 and 1525 m) elevation.

Vegetation and Cover Types

The vegetation of Alaska has been mapped by the Joint Federal-State Land Use
Planning Commission for Alaska (1973) and by Kuchler (1966). Eight major
classes of vegetation recognized by the Commission are found in the Arctic
Refuge: 1) wet tundra; 2) moist tundra; 3) high brush; 4) alpine tundra; 5)
upland spruce-hardwood forest; 6) low brush-muskeg-bog; 7) bottomland
spruce-poplar forest; and 8) lowland spruce-hardwood forest. In
Selkregg (1975) the same basic categories and delineations were used.

Presently, there are no exhaustive published works that describe the flora of
the entire Arctic Refuge, an

I
most of the current knowledge is derived from

regional and local studies.@@ A brief discussion of vegetation follows for
each of the three major biological zones in the refuge.

a/A list of plant species identified to date is on file at the refuge
headquarters in Fairbanks.
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Coastal Plain - Studies that have dealt with north slope vegetation include
Sigafoos (1952). Britton (1957), Spetzman (1959), Wiggins and Thomas (1962),
Johnson et al. (19609 Hettinger and Janz (1974), and Walker et al. (1982).
The latter study mapped and described five major terrain types with
distinctive vegetation assemblages on the "1002" coastal plain area: thaw lake
plains; hilly coastal plains; river flood plains; foothills; and mountains.
The information presented below is based largely an the work of Walker et al.
(1982).

The three most abundant terrain types in the "1002" area are the foothills,
river floodplains,and hilly coastal plains. The foothills terrain type is
the most common in the "1002" coastal plain areas covering about 45% of the
area. It extends as broken segments from the Canning River to the border with
Canada. The type is characterized by rounded hills and variable moisture
environments varying in elevation from 300 to 12250 feet (92 to 381 O. The
moist sedge tussock and dwarf shrub tundra are the principal plant cover
types. They are characterized by a mixture of dwarf birch (Betula nana) and
diamond-leafed willow (Salix planifolia) on the moist water tracks. S hagnum
and other mossesp ericaceous shrubs (e.g., alpine blueberry (Vaccinium
uliginosuml, Labrador tea (Ledum decumbens]), and several sedges are common in
the drier areas.

The river floodplain is a terrain type restricted largely to existing and
recent floodplains of the major river systems. This category occupies over
25% of the "1002" coastal plain area, forming the second largest terrain type
north of the Brooks Range. The plant communities of this terrain type are
complex and may vary in composition due to such factors as the newness of
colonization and the annual cycle of disturbance during spring break-up.
Newly colonized communities frequently include the river beauty (Epilobium
latifolium) and wormwood (Artemisia arctica), while more established
communities often include willow species (Salix spp.), arctic avens (Dryas
integrifolia),blackish oxytrope (Oxytropis nigrescens), paintbrushes
(Castilleja candata), and other less common grasses, forbs and shrubs.

The hilly coastal plains occupies about 22% of the "1002" coastal plain area,
mainly north of the foothills and between the Sadlerochit and Sikrelurak
Rivers. Wet sedge tundra, moist sedge tundra and complexes of the two are the
principal plant communities. The plant species present are similar to those
of the flat thaw lake plains, but species composition does vary. Dominant
plant types for this area include sedges, mosses, lichens, and a few small
shrubs.

Brooks Range - Studies on the vegetation of this zone have been done by
Spetzman (1959), Hettinger and Janz (19709 and Batten (1977). Most of the
Brooks Range vegetation is found between the foothills and 5,578 feet (1700 m)
elevation. Some species are found up to elevations of 6,700 feet (2050 m) but
few beyond this.

Hettinger and Janz (1974) have divided the mountain areas into six major
terrain types: bedrock; montane and submontane colluvium; talus slopes;
alluvial fan deposits; alpine glacial moraine deposits; and active and fossil
floodplains. Within these six major terrain types eleven vegetation types
were identified: riparian willow shrub; arctic bearberry - herb with open
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balsam poplar; white spruce forest; low birch shrub with scattered white
spruce; low and dwarf willow shrub tundra; alpine sedge meadow; alpine heath -
Dryas meadows; alpine Dryas - sedge meadows; alpine Dryas meadows and barrens;
and alpine dwarf shrub - lichen fellfield.

Interior and Porcupine Plateau - Spetzman (1959), Johnson and Vogel (1966),
and Hettinger and Janz (1974) studied the vegetation of these areas.
Hettinger and Janz (1974) recognized 11 major vegetation types for the
Porcupine Plateau Physiographic Province. In the same study, the authors
described six major vegetation types for the Southern Foothills Physiographic
Province.

Johnson and Vogel (1966) described the vegetation types of the Yukon Flats
regions which includes a portion of the southern part of the Arctic Refuge.
Three of their study sites were within the refuge, and all were of the white
spruce type. Species present within these communities included: white spruce
(Picea 1 ica), prickly rose (Rosa acicularis),white birch (Betula
glandul Labrador tea (Led7m--de-@u-mbeni-),bog blueberry (Va-ccinium
uliginosum), mountain cranberry (Vaccinium vitis-ideae), shrubby cinquefoil
(Potentillafructicosa), soapberry (Shepherdia canadensis), and willows (Salix
spp.).

Cover Type Classification

A cooperative effort between the Service and the U.S. Geological Survey using
Landsat imagery has resulted in a land cover type classification system of 23
classes for the biotic and abiotic land cover features of the refuge. These
classes are described in Appendix D. Figures 7-16 show the distribution of 19
of these land cover types on the refuge.

Wetland Resources

The Service defines wetlands as lands transitional between terrestrial and
aquatic systems where the water table is usually at or near the surface or the
land is covered by shallow water. Wetlands must have one or more of the
following three attributes' 1) at least periodically, the land supports
predominantlg,hydrophytesal ; 2) the substrate is predominantly undrained
hydric soils- ; and 3) the substrate is nonsoil and is saturated with water
or covered by shallow water at some time during the growing season of each
years

a/The Service has prepared a list of hydrophytes and other plants occurring
b/in wetlands of Alaska.
The U.S. Soil Conservation Service has prepared a list of hydric soils for
use in this classification system.



Figure 7. Cover types - barren scree and barren floodplain.
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Figure 9. Cover types - wet graminoid and very wet graminoid.
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Figure 10. Cover types - moist graminoid tussock and moist/wet tundra complex.
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Figure 11. Cover types - mesic erect dwarf scrub and moist prostrate dwarf
scrub.
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Figure 12. Cover types - alluvial deciduous scrub and dry prostrate dwarf
scrub.
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Figure 13. Cover types - open needleleafand closedneedleleaf.
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Figure 14. Cover type - needleleaf woodland.
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Figure 15. Cover types - mixed forest and deciduous forest/tallshrub.
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Figure 16. Cover types - shadow and clouds/snow/ice.
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The extent of wetlands in the Arctic Refuge was estimated from the Landsat
satellite land cover information. Table 5 shows the correlation of the cover
types with the Service's wetland classification system (Cowardin et al.,
1979). Because wetlands were not specifically addressed during the refuge
land cover mapping effort, some land cover types include both wetland and
upland habitats. In these cases, the percentage of wetlands included in each
land cover type was estimated. The estimates are based on the detailed
descriptions of the cover classes, and on manual interpretation of enhanced
Landsat scenes. Some of the refuge cover classes correlate directly with the
wetland classification system. For example, the very wet graminoid cover
class is considered wetland in all situations. This type correlates with the
palustrine, emergent, semipermanently flooded wetland category. -

Much of the wetland acreage in the Arctic Refuge is maintained by the presence
of permafrost. Areas having a dense vegetative cover are often characterized
by permafrost occurring at a 'shallowdepth due to the insulating effect of the
organic mat. The soil in these areas remains saturated near the surface
throughout most of the growing season. The vegetation in these areas is
composed mainly of species typically adapted for life in saturated soil
conditions.

Fish and Vildlife

There are at least 252 resident and migratory vertebrate species that use the
Arctic Refuge's habitats: 36 fishv 169 b rd, 36 terrestrial mammal, and 8
marine mammal species (Appendices E-G).a

Fish

At least 36 fish species have been documented as inhabiting the waters within
the Arctic Refuge. These species and their general areas of occurrence are
listed in Appendix E. Arctic grayling, lake trout, arctic char/Dolly Varden,
chum, chinook, coho and pink salmon, whitefish, northern pike, burbot, and
arctic cod are all harvested by subsistence and sport fishermen in refuge
waters, although the number of fish harvested is unknown. Figure 17 shows the
general locations of important freshwater fish habitats in the refuge,
including spawning and overwintering areas. The following paragraphs discuss
some of the more ecologically and economically important fishes of the area.

Northern Pike - The northern pike is widely distributed throughout most of
Alaska, but is rare in arctic Alaska. Northern pike can be found in the
rivers and lakes on the south slope of the refuge, but only incidental catches
have been reported on the north slope of the refuge (Scott and Crossman,
1973). Northern pike spawn in weedy areas in lakes, sloughs, and flooded
areas in river systems as soon as the ice breaks up. Spawning is usually
associated with lengthy migration runs. Eggs hatch rapidly and the young
remain in shallow areas for several weeks. Northern pike mature in three to
five years in Alaska (Cheny, 1971). An unknown number of northern pike are
harvested in the refuge by Kaktovik residents and other refuge users.

a/For more detailed information on fish and wildlife in the "1002" coastal
plain area, see USDI-FWS, 1982, and Garner and Reynolds, 1982-1986.
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Table 5. Correlation of cover types and equivalent wetland types within the
Arctic Refuge.

Wetlands
Refuge Plan
Cover Class Acres W Wetland Equivalent Wetland Types Acres

Closed needleleaf forest 314,684 15% Palustrine, forested, needle-leaved 47,203
evergreen, saturated

Open needleleaf forest 1,375,087 70% Palustrine, forested, needle-leaved 962,561
evergreen, saturated

Needleleaf woodland 843,577 80% Palustrine, scrub-shrub, broai-leaved 674,862
deciduous, saturated

Mixed forest 215,675 10Z Palustrine, forested, broad-leaved 21,568
deciduous/needle-leaved evergreen
temporarily flooded

Deciduous forest/tall shrub 223,522 15% Palustrine, forested, broad-leaved 33,528
deciduous, temporarily floored

Alluvial deciduous shrub 14,922 75% Palustrine, scrub-shrub, broal-leaved 11,192
deciduous, temporarily flooled

Dry prostrate dwarf scrub 1,872,156 0% Non-wetland -

Hoist prostrate dwarf scrub 754,944 60% Palustrine, scrub-shrub, broal-leaved 452,966
deciduous, saturated

Mesic erect dwarf scrub 4,813,772 75Z Palustrine, scrub-shrub, broal-leaved 3,610,329
deciduous, saturated

Very wet graminoid 14,400 100% Palustrine, emergent, permanently 14,400
flooded

Wet graminold 365,960 100% Palustrine, emergent, seal- 365,960
permanently flooded or seasonally
flooded

Moist/wet tundra complex 508,491 100% Palustrine, emergent, seml- 508,491
permanently flooded or seasonally
flooded

Moist graminoid tussock 1,490,520 80% Palustrine, emergent/scrub-shrub, 1,192,416
broad-leaved deciduous, saturated

Barren floodplain 144,586 100% Riverine, unconsolidated shore, 144,586
temporarily flooded or seasonally
flooded

Barren acres 1,337,679 0% Non-wetland
Scarcely vegetated 131,149 50% Palustrine, scrub-shrub, broal-leaved 65,574

floodplain deciduous, temporarily flooded
Scarcely vegetated scree 1,881,111 0% Non-wetland

Clear water 96,683 100% Palustrine, open water, permanently. 96,683
flooded; or lacustrine limnetic,
open water, permanently flooded;
or riverine, open water,
permanently flooded

Shallow water 12,677 looz Riverine, unconsolidated shore/open 12,677
water

Offshore water 110,089 1002 Marine, subt1dal, open water; 110,089
or estuarine, subtidal, open water

Clouds, st)ow,ice 312,679 Unknown Not applicable -

Shadow 1,713,933 Unknown Not applicable
Roads 0 0% Non-wetland -

TOTAL 18,547,296 8,325,085

A/Cover class acreages were not calculated for 971,000 acres of state selections that were added to the
refuge in 1983. Wetlands were classified to the subclass level using the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's
Classification of wetlands and deepwater habitats In the United States (Cowardin et al, 1979).
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Lake Trout - Lake trout are widely distributedacross Alaska's north
slope,as far west as the ColvilleRiver,where suitablehabitat exists
(Morrow,1"0). On the north slope of the refuge they are reportedto occur
in the coastal plain lakes near the Canning River drainage (Craig, 1977),
Lakes Peters-Schraderg and Okpilak Lake. On the south slope lake trout occur
in Old John and Blackfish lakes near Arctic Village; some of the oldest and
largestfish found by Craig and Wells (1975)were in these lakes. Lake trout
are probably present in other lakes on both the south and north slopes.

Spawninggenerally occurs in the fall over large boulder or rubble bottom in
inland lakes at depths less than 43 feet (13 m) (Scott and Crossman, 1973).
The timing of incubation and hatching vary depending on the habitat conditions
but usually require 4 to 5 months. Little is known about lake trout
overwintering,but they appear to remain-in the lakes. Numbers of lake trout
harvested within the refuge are unknown.

Arctic Char/DollyVarden - This species is one of great diversityin
morphology and life history pattern. Consequently, taxonomy and systematics
are confused. For the purposes of this discussionthe arctic char and Dolly
Varden are considereda single species, Salvelinusalpinus. Arctic char are
widespreadthroughout the northern portionsof the refuge. Four life history
patterns have been reported for arctic char in the area: anadromoust stream
resident,spring resident,and lake resident (Craigg 1977). Most larger
rivers on the refuge that drain into the Beaufort Sea support populations of
anadromous char. Anadromous populations are found in the Hulahulap Canning,
Aichilik and Kongakut rivers. Anadromous arctic char usually migrate several
times between fresh and salt water during their life cycle. Spawning takes
place in streams from late summer through fall in the vicinity of springwater
sources,areas in which there is continual flow throughout the winter period
(McCart, 1974). Relatively constant water temperaturesaround springs
throughoutthe winter shelter the fertilizedeggs. The young emerge from the
gravel in the latter part of May. They remain in streams for 2 to 3 years
before making their seaward migration.

Anadromous arctic char that overwinter in spring-fed streams or lakes begin to
move toward the sea during breakup. They feed in coastal waters until August
when they begin their migration to spawning and overwintering areas.

Populations of resident char have been found in Lakes Peters-Schraderv Jago
Lake, the Sadlerochit River and Shublik Spring on the Canning River. These
populationsremain in their respective streams lakes or spring for all stages
of theirlifehistory.

Arctic char probably occur in most of the upper drainages south of the Brooks
Range. These resident populations are found in both stream and mountain lake
habitats. Informationis scarceon the specificdistributionof this species
within the southern part of the refuge.

The number of arctic char harvested in the refuge is unknown (see the
discussion under "Subsistence" for estimates of char harvested by Kaktovik
residents).
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Figure 17. Important fish habitats.
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LEGEND

SPECIES SHOWN

AC - ArcticChar LT - Lake Trout

AF - Arctic Flounder NOP - Northern pike

BB - Surbot NSB - Ninespine Stickleback

CH - Chum Salmon PS - Pink Salmon

GR - Grayling (ARCTIC) RWF - Round Whitefish

HWF - Humpback Whitefish SF - Sheeflah

KS Chinook Salmon SSc - Slimy Sculpin

LNS Longnose Sucker WFsp. - Whitefish species
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Whitefish - Almost all of the Alaskan species of whitefish are found in
some portion of the refuge. (The only one not present is the pygmy
whitefish). The least cisco, broad whitefish, and round whitefish are found
on both the north and south sides of the refuge (Morrow, 1980; Alt, 1979).
The Bering cisco, humpback whitefish and inconnu (or sheefish) is found only
on the south side, while the arctic cisco is found oniy on the north side of
the Brooks Range (Morrow, 1980; Alt, 1974). Although Morrow (1980) and
McPhail and Lindsey (1970) recognize Alaska whitefish and lake whitefish as
two additional species closely related to the humpback whitefish, Alt (1979)
concluded that, for management purposes, in Alaska all whitefishes in this
group should be considered humpback whitefish. Additional research is needed
to adequately define the taxonomic and ecological status of the humpback
whitefish complex in Alaska.

Arctic cisco - The arctic cisco is one of the most abundant and
widely distributed fish along the Beaufort Sea coast. Arctic cisco have been
reported in lagoons and river mouths along the refuge's coast (Roguski and
Komarek, 1972; West and Wiswar, 1985; Wiswar and West, 1986; Wiswar et al., In
Press) and from the lower Canning River (Craig, 1977). Craig and Mann (1974T,
however, found arctic cisco distribution restricted to marine or brackish
water in the Beaufort Sea.

The Mackenzie River is thought to be the source of the arctic cisco stock
found in the Beaufort Sea coastal waters. No spawning has been documented an
the refuge or elsewhere in Alaska. Spawning in the Mackenzie River occurs
between late September and October.

Although arctic ciscoes are known to overwinter in Alaska, overwintering areas
are not well-documented. Craig and Haldorson (1980) found a non-spawning
segment of the arctic cisco population overwintering in brackish water (18-32
parts per thousand) of the Colville River delta. They speculated that more
arctic cisco overwintering was occurring in brackish river deltas and
nearshore areas than previously thought. It is possible that the Canning
River delta on the refuge is providing important overwintering habitat for
arctic cisco.

The arctic cisco is harvested by local residents, although harvest data are
sketchy. A commercial fisher@ for ciscoes also exists in the Colville River
west of the refuge. Landings in this fishery have been stated as averaging
47,000 ciscoes and 18,000 (other) whitefish annually (Craig, 1984).

Least cisco - In the Beaufort Sea, least cisco have been reported to
be abundant from Barrow to Prudhoe Bay and near the Mackenzie River but
relatively scarce in-between (Craig and Haldorson, 1980). Least cisco have
been documented in the Canning River delta (Craig, 1977) and offshore near the
Canning River (Ward and Craig, 1974). They have also been found in refuge
coastal lagoon waters (West and Wiswar, 1985; Wiswar and West, 1986; Wiswar et
al., In Press). Bendock (1977) found least cisco to be more common inland of
the birrier islands than seaward of these islands in the Beaufort Sea coastal
waters. In the southern portion of the refuge, least cisco have been reported
in the Yukon and Porcupine drainages (McPhail and Lindsey, 1970).
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Spawning by least cisco on the refuge is possible, but considered unlikely by
Smith and Glesne (1983). Ripe and spawned-out least cisco have been taken in
the commercial fishery on the Colville River. Mature potential spawners also
were found in the Colville River and in nearby coastal lakes (Craig and
Haldorson, 1980). It is possible that spawning occurs in other lakes and
stream drainages along the Beaufort Sea coast as well. Spawning is reported
to take place in the fall over sand or gravel in shallows of rivers or along
lake shores (Scott and Crossman, 1973).

Least cisco overwintering is unknown in the refuge, but it is possible that
the Canning River delta could provide some overwintering habitat. Least
ciscoes are thought to overwinter in both freshwater and brackish water of the
Colville River delta in similarhabitat utilized by arctic cisco (Craig and
Haldorson, 1980).

Least ciscoes are taken by Kaktovik residents, but in unknown quantities.

Sheefish - The Porcupine River supports a small population of
sheefish. They were reported by Alt (1974) to spawn at the mouth of the
Coleen River and in the upper Porcupine River in Canada. Sheefish have been
reported in the Sheenjek River below the mouth of the Koness River (Alt, pers.
comm.). Spawning appears to be similar in these three areas. They spawn in
fall in shallow water of either lakes or streams. They are broadcast spawners
and do not provide parental care of the eggs. The eggs hatch in April or
May. Young sheefish generally leave the shallow waters by early summer and
move into deeper lakes, streams, or river delta areas (Scott and Crossman,
1973).

Salmon - Of the four species of salmon documented in waters within the
refuge boundaries, chum salmon are present in the greatest number of Yukon
River drainages, followed by chinook salmon. Coho salmon are also present in
the upper Yukon and Porcupine rivers and have been observed in the Sheenjek
River in the refuge (Barton, 1984). On the north slopes chum salmon have been
collected in the Sagavanirktok and Canning rivers (AEIDC, 1975; Smith and
Clesne, 1983). Pink salmon have been collected in the Canning and Sadlerochit
rivers (Smith and Glesne, 1982), although these are thought to be unusual
occurrences. No significant salmon spawning runs are known to occur on the
north slope of the refuge.

Chum salmon - Most chum salmon captured on the Arctic Refuge are
associated with the Yukon River. Only incidental catches have been reported
in the Canning and Sagavanirktok rivers. Chum is the most abundant salmon
species in the Yukon drainage, followed by chinook salmon (Barton, 1984).
There are two distinct runs of chum that spawn in the Chandalar and Sheenjek
rivers--summer and fall chum salmon. Runs of summer chum also occur in the
Christian and the Coleen rivers. Fall chum salmon spawn further upstream, in
spring-fed tributaries, while summer chum salmon spawn primarily in
tributaries fed by run-off. Fall chum are less abundant than summer stocks
(Buklis and Barton, 1984). Summer chum enter the refuge river systems from
mid-July to August and average about one pound less than fall chum, which
enter refuge rivers from August through September (McLean et al., 1977). The
Chandalar and Sheenjek rivers provide important spawning habitat for fall chum
within the Yukon River drainage (Buklis and Barton, 1984), although most
spawning activity takes place south of the Arctic Refuge boundary.
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Chum salmon eggs overwinter in the gravel redds and hatch in early spring.
Soon after emergence from gravel in the spring, Yukon chum (both summer and
fall) migrate as young-of-the-year fry to the Bering Sea. Adults attain
sexual maturity and return to the Yukon River system to spawn in their third
to sixth year, although 4 or 5 year old fish usually comprise 90% of the
annual returns (Barton, pers. comm.). Aerial surveys conducted by the Service
in 1985 documented chum spawning in portions of the Chandaiar, Christian,
Sheenjek and Coleen rivers (Rost, 1986). The Alaska Department of Fish and
Came has monitored fall chum migration up the Sheenjek River since 1981. The
1985 escapement estimate was 152,768 for the lower river (Barton, 1986).

Chinook salmon - Chinook salmon have been found in four Arctic Refuge
tributaries to the Yukon and Porcupine rivers: the Chandalar, Christian,
Sheenjek and Coleen rivers (Rost, 1986). However, chinook salmon have been
documented as spawning only in the Coleen River on the refuge. Adult chinook
salmon enter refuge waters in mid-to-late-July on their way to spawning
streams. Eggs overwinter in stream bottom gravel and hatch in early spring.
Several days later fry emerge from the gravel and begin feeding in the
streams, where they may stay for up to two years before they make their
seaward migration. In the ocean environment they mature anywhere between
their second and seventh years.

Arctic Grayling - Arctic grayling are widespread throughout the refuge
(Craig and Wells, 1975; Morrow, 1980; Garner and Reynolds, 1986). Adults
generally migrate from deep lakes, deep channels of rivers, river deltas, or
spring-fed streams, where they overwinter, to spawning grounds when ice begins
to break up. Crayling movements to

'
spawning locations are associated with

spring thawing and consequent higher flows in late May and early June.
Spawning generally takes place in small tundra or foothill streams. Juvenile
grayling move out of the smaller streams by Septemberrto deeper pools for
Overwintering (Craig and Poulin, 1974). On the northern portion of the refuge
grayling sometimes migrate into coastal areas, concentrating around river
mouths where salinities are low and food more abundant. Harvest levels of
grayling are thought to be relatively low throughout the refuge.

Burbot - This species is widely distributed throughout Alaska, and is
found in freshwater lakes and streams of the refuge. Within the north slope
portion of the refuge it has been documented only in the Canning River (Craig,
1977; Smith and Clesne, 1983).

Spawning generally takes place in winter, probably during January and
February. Burbot spawning habitat is described by Scott and Crossman (1973)
as 1 to 4 feet (0.3-1.0 m) of water over sand in streams or in gravel shoals 5
to 10 feet (1.5-3.0 m) deep in lakes. Eggs hatch in approximately 30 days at
water temperatures of 450 (600 but may take longer on the north slope
where water temperatures are near 32OF (OOC).

Burbot probably use some of the same overwintering locations as other
freshwater species. Although overwintering burbot have not been reported in
the refuge, Bendock (1977; 1980) documented burbot in intermittent pools from
the Colville River and the lower Sagavanirktok and Kuparuk Rivers. It is
possible that similar habitats in the Canning River in the refuge are also
used.
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Arctic Cod - The arctic cod has been described as a key species in the
ecosystem of the Arctic Ocean because of its abundance, widespread
distribution, and importance in the diets of marine mammals, birdsl and other
fish (Craig et al., 1982). It is one of the two dominant marine species in
the Beaufort Sea coastal waters, the other being the fourhorn sculpin (Craig,
1984). Arctic cod enter nearshore waters later in the summer as salinities
increase. In winter, arctic cod remain under nearshore ice but eventually
vacate shallow waters that freeze solid to a depth of about 6.6 feet (2 m).
During summer and winter studies Craig et al. (1982) found arctic cod were the
dominant species near Flaxman Island. It was also the most abundant species
collected in a 1987 study in Camden Bay (Fruge, pers. comm.). Studies by the
Service show only incidental catches in Beaufort Lagoon (West and Wiswar,
1985; Wiswar and West, 1986). In Oruktalik Lagoon, arctic cod were
subdominant numerically to juvenile ciscoes, least cisco, arctic char, and
fourhorn sculpin. Migration patterns of arctic cod in the Beaufort Sea are
essentially unknown except that in late summer some migrate into coastal
waters (Craig et al., 1982).

Arctic cod are sometimes harvested by Kaktovik residents, but in unkown
quantities (Jacobson and Wentworth, 1982).

Fo.urhornSculpin - This species is circumpolar in distribution and is
typically found in cold brackish to moderately saline water, although
sometimes it ascends rivers considerable distances (Morrow, 1980). In
Beaufort Sea coastal waters it is one of the two most abundant marine fishes
(Craig, 1984). In coastal fisheries studies east of Barter Island this
species was the most abundant marine species collected in Beaufort and
Oruktalik lagoons (West and Wiswar, 1985; Wiswar and West, 1986; Wiswar et
al., In Press). In a 1987 study of Camden Bay the fourhorn sculpin was second
in abundance to arctic cod (Fruge, pers. comm.).

This species is more abundant in coastal waters than in deeper marine waters,
although seasonal onshore-offshore movements do occur (Morrow, 1980). Most of
the life history information of this species comes from studies in the Baltic
Sea. Spawning takes place in mid-December through January in water 50 to 65
feet (15 to 20 m) deep. Eggs hatch in the spring and fry reach lengths of
about 0.78-0.94 inches (2-2.4 cm) by August. Mass movements of fry into
shallower waters occur in summer (Morrow, 1980). Fish remain in shallow areas
through fall until forced into deeper water by ice formation later in the
winter (Craig, 1984).

Fourhorn sculpins are invariably captured in nets by residents of Kaktovik.
Most of those captured are probably too small to be valuable as food, although
Morrow (1980) states that the species is "edible" and is "used for food in
some regions of the arctic coast." Jacobson and Wentworth (1982) stated that
at Kaktovik, sculpin "are usually not eaten because they are too boney."

Birds

The refuge provides habitat for at least 163 species of birds (Spindler,
1984). Appendix E lists these species, their status, abundance, and
distribution within the refuge.
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A total of 108 species have been identified on the north slope (USDI-FWSp
1.982). Of these, 58 species are known to breed on the refuge. Bird use of
the south slope is less well known. Kessel and Schaller (1960) found 86
species using the Sheenjek River Valley, with 28 species breeding there.
Another study (Spindleret al., 1980) lists 86 species using the Firth
River-Mancha Creek Research Natural Area. At least 38 species were using this
area for breeding.

Migratory birds that use the refuge travel through all continental and some
international flyways. For example, in the spring arctic terns return from
the Antarctic; golden plovers and buff-breasted sandpipers return from South
America; and wandering tattlers return from Central and South America or the
Pacific. Yellow wagtails and bluethroats also migrate into the area from Asia
or Africa (Cabrielson and Lincoln, 1959; Troy, 1985).

Three resident upland game bird species occur an the refuge. Willow and rock
ptarmigan occur and nest throughout the refuge and are the most common.
spruce grouse occur only south of the Brooks Range, primarily in the lower
elevations along the major drainages.

Swans - Tundra swans are locally common nesters on the northern edge of
the refuge's coastal plain. Surveys conducted prior to 1980 found that the
number of adults may reach 200-220, with approximately 75-90 cygnets produced
during a year (Jacobson, 1979). However, in subsequent years higher numbers
have been found, such as in 1984 when a total of 402 swans were counted in
June (Brackney et al., 1985). In August of that year 165 cygnets in 62 broods
were observed. The mean number of total swans observed from 1981 through 1984
was 443 (Bartles et al., 1983; 1984; Brackney et al., 1985). A few trumpeter
swans may nest in lakes on the south side of the Brooks Range but they are not
common. Trumpeter swans with young were reported on two lakes along the
Porcupine River on the refuge during the summer of 1986 (King, pers. comm.).

Geese - Canada geese, white-fronted geese, and black brant are known to
frequent the coastal plain, though not in great numbers. A few white-fronted
geese nest occasionally. Canada geese and black brant also may breed on the
coastal plain; however, the size of the breeding population is unknown, and
the coastal plain is not a major nesting area. Canada geese use the larger
river deltas for molting. Brant migrate along the coast using the nearshore
tundra wetlands for resting and feeding.

In the fall snow geese and other gees6 concentrate on the coastal plain.
Figure 18 shows important fall concentration areas for geese. Snow geese in
particular occur in great numbers during late August and September: at times
up to 326,000 snow geese stage on the coastal plain prior to fall migration
(Carner and Reynolds, 1986). These geese nest on Banks Island and other areas
in the Canadian arctic. They move westward along the coastal plain of
northwest Canada and northeast Alaska, and feed in both the upland and coastal
tundra habitats prior to beginning their fall flight through the MacKenzie
River valley.
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Figure 18. Waterfowl concentration areas.
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There is no known sport hunting for geese on the refuge. Some geese are taken
by subsistencehunters, usually in the spring (June) and fall
(August-September). Species commonly harvested include black brant, snow
goose, and Canada goose. Black brant is a preferred species. Some eggs of
eiders and brant are also taken to a limited extent in the spring.

Ducks - Northern pintail, king and common eiders, and oldsquaw are the
most common breeding ducks on the coastal plain. Duck breeding pairs can be
seen on most tundra lakes and ponds in early summer. Broods of young appear
in July and August. Most duck use occurs in the lagoon areas along the
Beaufort Sea coast where post-breeding waterfowl, particularly oldsquaw, are
numerous. Diving ducks feed on shrimp and other invertebrates found in lagoon
waters.

The coast is a major migration route for a variety of species and is used
almost constantly throughout the summer. During the latter part of May,
eiders and oldsquaw move east along the coast to breeding grounds in Canada.
In June oldsquaw start to move westward to molting areas. As many as 35,000
ducks feed and rest in coastal lagoon waters during molt. Figure 18 shows
important summer molting concentration areas for oldsquaw and other sea ducks
along the coast. Following molt in late August and early September, oldsquaw
continue their migration westward. In late June and early July male eiders
take part in a westward molt migration through the refuge's coastal lagoons in
flocks of 100 to 200 birds.

Ducks are not as numerous on the south slope of the refuge as on the north
slope. Common breeders found on the streams, ponds, marshes, and lakes of the
south slope include northern pintail, American wigeon, greater and lesser
scaup, oldsquaw and harlequin duck. Although the Arctic Refuge produces
several thousand waterfowl annually, it does not produce nearly as many as the
adjacent Yukon Flats Refuge.

There is no known sport harvest of ducks on the refuge. The subsistence
harvest on the north slope of the refuge mainly includes pintail.and
oldsquaw. Common and king eider are also commonly harvested. Eggs of
oldsquaw are taken to a limited extent.

Seabirds - Seven species of seabirds are known to breed on the refuge's
coastal plain: three jaegers (pomarine, parasitic, and long-tailed), two gulls
(glaucaus and Sabine's), arctic tern, and black guillemot. Jaegers are widely
distributed over all habitat types, but their breeding population is
comparatively small except in years of high microtine populations. Glaucous
gulls and arctic terns are widely distributed, reaching greatest densities in
tundra wetlands near the coast. Sabine's gulls and black guillemots are
highly localized. The only known nesting areas of Sabine's gulls on the
refuge's coastal plain are on the Canning River delta. Black guillemots nest
only on the coastal beaches and shorelines. Gulls, terns, and jaegers feed
and nest along the coastline and major coastal rivers. (USDI-FWS, 1982).

Shorebirds and Other Aquatic Birds - A large variety of shorebirds and
other aquatic species use the coastal plain and other parts of the refuge for
breeding, staging, and migration. The pectoral sandpiper and northern
phalarope are among the most abundant shorebirds. Sandhill cranes nest along
the coastal plain in low numbers.
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Upland Birds - In the winter ptarmigan gather in willow thickets in large
flocks, often numbering in the hundreds. They are important as food for lynx,
foxes, wolverines, wolves, and raptors. Other resident birds include ravens,
dippers, chickadees, gray jays, and snowy owls.

Ptarmigan are harvested by local residents in unknown numbers. There is no
known sport harvest of ptarmigan from the refuge.

!,@j@tor@- Nineteen species of raptors occur on the refuge. The most
common is the rough-legged hawk. Other hawks include Swainson's,
sharp-shinned, northern goshawk, and the norther harrier. Falcons include the
merlin, gyrfalcon, peregrine and kestrel. Golden eagles are generally
uncommon, except on the coastal plain during caribou calving season. Bald
eagles and osprey are rare. Snowy and short-eared owls and northern harriers
are frequently seen hunting over expanses of moist tundra.

All raptor species are thought to be breeders on the refuge, although
additional documentation of actual nesting for some species is needed. Inland
cliffs such as those along the Kongakut and Canning rivers, on the Porcupine
Lake plateau, the Marsh Fork of the Canning River, and the pinnacles along
Mancha Creek, in the upper Firth River area, are particularly important as
aeries for nesting raptors. Gyrfalcons breed throughout the Brooks Range,
though not in high numbers.

Peregrine falcons also nest throughout the Brooks Range and foothills but are
more abundant along the Porcupine River (Ritchie, 1984). Two subspecies of
the peregrine falcon nest on the refuge. One, the arctic peregrine falcon, is
classed as threatened, and the other, the American peregrine falcon, is
endangered. The former is found on the refuge's north slope and the latter on
the south slope. (See also the discussion under "Threatened and Endangered
species.")

Other Birds - Many passerines, or perching birds, use the refuge's coastal
plain during the summer. Erect riparian willow stands support the highest
nesting density and diversity of passerine species. Lapland longspurs are the
most common of the numerous species of passerine birds that nest on the
coastal plain tundra during summer; savannah sparrows are also present, though
in smaller numbers (Martin and Moitoret, 1981). Other passerines that use the
coastal plain include the common and hoary redpolls, white-crowned sparrow,
yellow wagtail, American tree sparrow, snow bunting, common raven, and
American dipper.

Large expanses of lowland areas on the south slope are covered with a
tussock-heath tundra that provides nesting habitat to longspurs, sparrows
short-eared owls, and many other ground nesting birds. On higher south-facing
slopes, above 2,500 feet (763 m) elevation, the tussock-heath tundra grades
into dry alpine tundra where water pipits, horned larks, rosy finches, and
northern wheatears typically nest. Wandering tattlers are found along rocky
streams at these altitudes.
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The boreal forest of the south slope extends well into mountain valleys in
many areas, providing nesting habitat for robins, thrushes, warblers,
kinglets, redpolls, flickers, sparrows, and many other birds. Many of these
woodland species continue across the continental divide to nest in willow
thickets and cottonwood groves in protected valleys of the north slope.

Terrestrial Kammals

Thirty-six terrestrial mammalian species are found within the Arctic Refuge,
including moose, caribou, muskox, Dail sheep, black and brown bear, wolves,
wolverine, and other furbearers. These species are listed in Appendix C along
with their scientific nomenclature, and general distribution within the
refuge.

Moose - Moose are present throughout the refuge and are most often
associated with riparian communities along major river systems in the coastal
plain, the Brooks Range, and the interior/Porcupine Plateau. These large
antlered herbivores are at the northern limits of their Alaska range within
the Arctic Refuge. Moose numbers appear to be increasing.

The occurrence of moose in northern Alaska and other northern environments has
been considered a recent range extension into previously unoccupied areas
(Anderson, 1924; Leopold and Darling, 1953; Peterson, 1955; Barry, 1961; and
Kelsall, 1972). This view was disputed by Lutz (1960), who presented a
historical record indicating that moose have long been present in these
regions and are subject to major movements and shifts in the use of available
ranges. Causes for these shifts are poorly understood at the present time.
However, habitat changes induced by fire (Leopold and Darling, 1953; Kelsall,
1972) and changes caused by a gradual holarctic warming trend have been
proposed (Leopold and Darling, 1953). Recent archaelogic evidence support
Lutz's theory and indicates that moose have long been present in northern
Alaska (Hall, 1973).

Figure 19 shows the general distribution of moose within the refuge.
Distribution patterns are best understood on the north slope of the Brooks
Range within the refuge. Moose are primarily found in the drainages on the
refuge's north slope. Major north slope concentrations occur in the Cilead
Creek, Juniper Creek, Kavik River, Canning River and Kongakut River
drainages. Spring surveys conducted in 1972, 1974, 1977 and 1984 also have
documented the presence of small numbers of moose in the Sadlerochit,
Hulahula, Okpilak, Okpirourak, Jago, Aichilik, and Egaksrak drainages.

Moose habitats on the south side of the Brooks Range are ecologically
different than those of the coastal plain (i.e., climatic differences, greater
diversity and abundance of forage species, etc*). Earlier surveys on the
south slope (1972-1981) indicated populations on the upper Sheeniek River and
the upper Coleen River as well as smaller numbers on the East Fork of the
Chandalar River, Firth River, Old Crow River and Old Woman Creek.

Natural mortality factors affecting these moose populations are poorly
documented. Brown bears have been observed killing moose along the Canning
River (Quimby and Snarski, 1974). Wolves are known predators of moose and can
affect moose populations, particularly when adverse snow conditions occur
(Franzman, 1978). The extent and effects of predation on these moose
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Figure 19. General distribution of moose.
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populationsare unknown. The role of other natural mortality factors
(parasites,harsh environment,etc.) in the dynamics of moose populations in
north slope river drainages is also unknown, but "moose disease" does not
occur on the north slope of the refuge (Anderson,1964 and 1972). The
majority of diseases and parasites afflicting moose do not normally cause
excessive mortality (Anderson and Lankester, 1974 in Franzman, 1978 and
USDI-FWS, 1982).

Moose are harvested by both sport hunters and subsistence hunters in the
Arctic Refuge (see the discussions under "Sport Hunting" and "Subsistence" for
harvestlevels).

Caribou - Barren ground caribou have inhabited northeastern Alaska and the
northern Yukon Territory for at least 54,000 years (Harington,1977). Caribou
are by far the most abundant big game animal an the refuge. Two caribou
herds, the Porcupine and Central Arctic, are associated with the refuge. Each
herd has specific distributions, movement patterns and herd dynamics.
Figure 20 shows the general distributionof caribou in the refuge.

Porcupine caribou herd - The Porcupine caribou herd constitutes the
largest population of large mammals shared between the Unitel States and
Canada: the herd ranges over 96,100 square miles (249,000 km ) of northeast
Alaska and northwest Canada. The refuge's coastal plain provides key calving
habitat,while refuge lands south of the coastal plain constitute important
summer, fall and winter habitats as well as spring and fall migration routes.
Figure 21 shows the range and migration routes of the herd.

The Porcupine caribou herd was estimated to contain 165,000 animals in 1987
(Whitten,pers. com.). The herd has been increasingand is one of the largest
in North America (Williamsand Heard, 1986). Earlier populationestimates for
the herd were as low as 101,000 (LeResche,1972). The lower levels of earlier
estimatesmay reflect a smaller population, less accurate or less complete
survey techniques,or a combination of these factors. Caribou populations
appear to fluctuate unpredictably over the long term. The long-term maximum
and minimum population of the Porcupine caribou herd and the carrying capacity
of the herd's range or habitat are unknown.

Large caribou herds such as the Porcupine herd tend to migrate over great
distances. This migratory behavior, characteristicof barren ground caribou,
apparently enables caribou to use seasonally available forage resources that
are often widely distributed (Klein, 1980). Caribou movements are also in
response to changing weather conditions, biting and parastic insect densities
and predators. Each caribou herd demonstratesa unique and fairly consistent
seasonal movement pattern coincident with annual life cycle events, which over
the long term seem to optimize the habitat advantages of a given herd's range
(Skoog, 1968; Bergerud, 1974).

The migration to a traditionalcalving ground in spring is the most consistent
of all movement patterns and ultimately involves essentially the entire
population. Timing and routes of migration vary annually depending on winter
distribution,snow conditions,and the onset of spring weather. During late
winter (March/April)winteringcaribou usually begin to graduallyshift
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Figure 20. General distribution of caribou.
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northward on the traditional winter ranges in Alaska and Canada. Spring
migration usually gets underway when warming spring weather sets in during
late April and early May. Pregnant females lead the spring migration
northward. Three ma or migration routes are followed (Figure 21). Caribou
wintering in Alaska follow a northeasterly direction, crossing the southern
flanks and valleys of the Brooks Range, eventually entering Canada in the
vicinity of the Firth River. Caribou wintering in Canada, following two other
major migration corridors, also converge in this region. Lesser numbers of
caribou wintering in Alaska often move in a more northerly direction, crossing
the eastern Brooks Range and move more directly towards the calving grounds.
In some years many caribou pass through the first snow-free mountain valleys
east of the Aichilik River in Alaska. As spring conditions progress, caribou
in the foothills spread northwestward along a broad front, primarily following
the major river corridors and associated terraces where snowmelt has advanced.

Caribou usually begin to arrive on the calving grounds of the Arctic Refuge in
mid- to late May. The traditional calving grounds of the Porcupine caribou
herd encompass the arctic foothills and coastal plain from the Canning River
in Alaska to the Babbage River in Canada--an area of nearly 8.9 million acres
0.6 million ha). This includes the entire Arctic Refuge coastal plain. From
year to year the distribution of caribou on these calving grounds varies
considerably, depending upon spring snow melt conditions on the calving
grounds and snow conditions along the various migration routes. Most calving
in Alaska usually taking place in the area between the Hulahula River and the
Canadian border. During years when snowmelt on the coastal plain is early, a
broad zone north of the foothills is used for calving. In such years calving
concentrations tend to be more northerly, and scattered calving extends to the
coast. When spring is late calving is more southerly and easterly, followed
by a distinct movement west and northwest.

The open rolling hills and adjacent thaw-lake plains between the Hulahula and
Aichilik rivers have supported calving concentrations during 11 of the past 16
years, 1972-1987. The repeated use of this portion of the calving grounds and
the generally high reproductive success of cows calving in or near the area
implies preference and value over other areas. Thus, these areas are
considered valuable and important to the Porcupine caribou herd.

In arctic areas caribou reproduction is highly synchronous. The majority of
calving occurs within a 2 to 3-week period, when single calves are born to
most adult females O years old); peak calving in the refuge occurs between
June 2 and 8. Although calving has bben observed in a variety of terrain,
most

'
calves are born on sedge tussock uplands with patchy snow, where the cows

seek suitable vegetation. Predator densities are apparently less in these
areas, and subsequently calf survival is better (USDI-FWS, 1982; Mauer et al.,
1983; Whitten et al., 1984 and 1985).

Caribou calves are precocious, being able to stand and nurse within 1 hour
after birth and follow their mothers within a few hours. The first 24 hours
of life are critical, when a behavioral bond is formed between the calf and
its mother. Disturbance of maternal groups on the calving grounds may
interfere with bond formation and can increase calf mortality.
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After calving, small bands of cows with newborn calves gradually merge into
larger groups. Yearlings, barren females, and bulls occupying the southern
and eastern periphery of the calving grounds begin to mix with the cows and
calves, ultimately forming huge post-calving aggregations. By late June or
early July large aggregations of caribou on the coastal plain are common. A
single aggregation may include 80,000 or more caribou. Post-calving movements
show considerable annual variation.

The post-calving season is the low point in the annual physiological cycle
when energy reserves of parturient cows are especially low. The stresses of
winter, pregnancy, migration, birth, lactation, hair molt, antler growth, and
insect harassment draw heavily upon this segment of the population (Dauphine,
1976; White et al., 1975). Access to insect relief habitat and forage
resources during this period may be critical to herd productivity.

As the summer progresses, weather conditions promote the emergence of swarms
of mosquitoes. Harassment by these insects drive the caribou into densely
packed groups and result in their increased movement to areas that provide
relief from the insects. The groups usually move rapidly toward the coast,
seeking relief on points, river deltas, mudflats, aufeis, large gravel bars,
barrier islands, and in the shallows of lagoons. Some groups also move to
higher elevations in the mountains for relief. In other years there can be a
gradual westward shift across the coastal plain and northern foothills.

Usually by early July the post-calving aggregations begin to move rapidly away
from the calving grounds in a southeastern direction, crossing the
international border from Alaska to Canada. In certain years residual groups
numbering up to 15,000 animals have remained on the coastal plain and adjacent
foothills and mountains through August. Some aggregations also move directly
south and cross the eastern Brooks Range in Alaska. During mid-July to early
August portions of the herd in Canada re-enter the refuge, moving in a
southwesterly direction south of the Brooks Range. In August the large
aggregations gradually dissolve into widely dispersed small groups. An
easterly movement from Alaska to Canada occurs during late-August to
mid-September. Finally during the fall migration in late September and
October, portions of the herd again re-enter the Arctic Refuge.

The fall migration can be a gradual drift towards the traditional winter range
and is often accentuated by fall storm systems. Breeding takes place enroute
to the winter ranges. By mid-November most of the herd has arrived an its
traditional winter ranges. The utilization of winter ranges varies annually.
Often up to a third or more of the herd winters in Alaska with the remaining
two-thirds spending the winter in Canada. The principal winter range in
Alaska is centered in the Chandalar River drainage and extends northeasterly
to the Sheenjek drainage and southwestward to approximately the Hodzana
drainage. Occasionally, small numbers of Porcupine caribou (up to 2,000
animals) have wintered in the northern mountains and foothills, such as in the
Schrader Lake area.



Evidence of human use of caribou in the region of the Arctic Refuge has been
found dating back some 27,000 years (Irving, 1968). Remnants of caribou
fences and corral structures used by the Kutchin people can be found
throughout much of the current southern range of the Porcupine caribou herd
(Warbelow et al., 1975). Stone fences used for the deflection and ambush of
migrating caribou by Inuit people can be found in the northern foothills of
the Brooks Range (USDI-FWS, 1982).

Animals from the Porcupine caribou herd are harvested today in both the United
States and Canada. The harvest by individual Native villages is highly
variable, depending upon herd movements--the harvest varies greatly from
village to village and from year to year within the same village. The total
annual harvest for the herd has been estimated at 3,000 to 5,000 animals
(LeBlond, 1979). From 1963 to 1985 the annual harvest in Canada averaged
approximately 1,700 for the years in which data are available (Yukon Territory
Wildlife Branch, unpubl. data). (See the discussion of "Subsistence" for
harvests of caribou by Arctic Village and Kaktovik.)

Central arctic caribou herd - The Central arctic caribou herd has
been increasing, and in 1985 numbered about 12,000-14,000. Its range is
entirely north of the Continental Divide, from the Itkillik and Colville
rivers on the west to the Sadlerochit River on the east. The Prudhoe
Bay-Kuparuk oilfields and parts of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System, and
Dalton Highway lie within the herd's range. In July 1983 the herd was
comprised of 46% cows, 21% calves and 33% bulls (Hinman, 1985).

Several thousand Central arctic caribou overwinter in the mountains between
the Canning and Atigun river areas (Whitten, pers. comm.). Central arctic
herd cows wintering in the mountains and foothills near the western part of
the Arctic Refuge coastal plain migrate north-northwest across the rolling
uplands south of Camden Bay to the calving grounds on or near the Canning and
Staines river deltas. A northward movement along the Canning River also
occurs.

Central arctic herd calving activity has concentrated in two areas: the
vicinity of the lower Kuparuk River delta; and the lower Canning River delta.
Most years as many as 1,000 cows calve on the Canning River delta on the
refuge's coastal plain. Scattered, low-density calving extends as far east as
the Sadlerochit River.

After calving some caribou move southeastward to the uplands south of Camden
Bay. During the insect season (July) there is often a strong eastward
movement along the coastal habitats between the Canning River delta and Camden
Bay. An estimated 2,000 to 3,000 caribou of the Central Arctic herd use the
coastal plain of the refuge for post-calving and insect relief. In the summer
an additional 1,000 animals may be scattered west of the Sadierochit River and
north of the Sadlerochit Mountains. Riparian areas are used as travel
corridors as well as important spring and summer feeding areas. In late
summer and fall CentraL Arctic caribou are found scattered across the coastal
plain south of Camden Bay, in the foothills north of the Sadlerochit
Mountains, and in uplands south of the Sadlerochit Mountains where they remain
for the winter. During most winters scattered groups of animals range
throughout the coastal plain west of the Katakturuk River and adjacent uplands
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to the south. The number of wintering animals in the refuge ranges from 100
to 1,000.

In addition to harvests by local residents, sport hunting of caribou from this
herd is increasing; in the past few years, several hundred animals were
harvested near the refuge, west of the Canning River (Whitten, pers. comm.).

Muskax - Muskox were extirpated from the state by the late 1800's. They
were successfully reestablished on the refuge in 1969-1970 and are now found
throughout the coastal plain of the refuge. The transplanted population has
increased at an annual rate of about 26% over the past three years (Reynolds
et al., 1985). The latest census, in 1985, located 476 muskox on the north
slope of the refuge. Approximately 110 calves were added to the population in
1985 (Reynolds, pers. comm.). Since 1985, muskax have been dispersing out of
the refuge and recolonizing adjacent areas. The current number of muskox
occurring in the refuge is estimated at around 400 animals (Reynolds, pers.
cam.).

Figure 22 shows the major drainages used by muskox from 1982 through 1985.
There are three major areas used by muskox on the coastal plain: the
Tamayariak River area; the Sadlerochit River area; and the Angun/Okerokovik
River area. Movements of muskox herds are generally north and south along the
rivers within these areas, with some east-west movement between the areas,
mostly by bulls. The highest productivity among the three groups on the
refuge has been in the Sadlerochit herd, where two-year old cows have been
observed nursing calves (Jingfors, 1980).

Most muskox are seen in mixed-sex herds of 10-120 animals throughout the
year. Herds are largest in April and October and smallest in August during
the rut. Bulls are also found in groups ranging in size from two to nine
animals, or observed as solitary animals. Unlike cows, many adult bull muskox
do not remain with one herd for long periods of time, but move from herd to
herd. Small groups of cows and single cows are seen much less frequently
(Reynolds et al., 1985).

Muskox have definable herd home ranges and are not migratory (USDI-FWS, 1982;
Lent, 1978 in Garner and Reynolds, 1983). Movements are restricted--typically
animals move only a few miles per day. Winter distribution of muskox is
primarily controlled by distribution of favored forage species and snow cover
conditions. Winter tracking data suggest that muskox are very sedentary
during winter, probably as a mechanism'to conserve energy during severe
weather and periods of low food availability. Therefore, they may be
especially susceptible to disturbance during the winter months.

Muskox prefer riparian habitats in summer. Willows are preferred food where
available, although sedges and forbs make up a high proportion of the total
food intake. Studies have shown that many mixed-sex herds use traditional
areas year after year. Many of these high-use areas are relatively small, and
may contain important habitat components. Movements between areas of high
traditional use may also occur along traditional routes.
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Annual mortality, including the harvest of five bulls, was calculated to be 4%
in 1984 (Reynolds et al., 1985). Relatively low wolf populations on the north
slope in recent years is probably part of the reason for the low annual muskox
mortality. Although bear predation has not been documented, bear scavenging
on probable winter killed animals and bears chasing muskox have been
reported. When confronted by predators and other direct threats, muskox often
bunch and assume circular or compact defensive formations. Natural predators
include brown bears and wolves.

Muskox have been harvested from the refuge since 1983 in a permit hunt managed
by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (see the discussion under "Sport
Hunting" for harvest levels).

Dall Sheep - Dali sheep are the only naturally occurring white sheep in
the world. They predominantly occupy mountain habitats. The Sadlerochit
Mountains, with an estimated 270 sheep, constitute the northernmost extent of
the species range in North America (Smith, 1979).

Figure 23 shows the general distribution of Dall sheep in the refuge. In
1979, about 6,824 sheep were estimated in the original 8.9-million acre
0.6-million ha) refuge (Smith, 1979). An aerial survey of the Hulahula River
drainage completed in 1986 recorded 3,193 sheep compared to 1,746 observed in
1976, an apparent 58% increase (USDI-FWS, unpubl. data). It is unclear
whether this change represents an increase in the population, a seasonal range
shift, or an increase in the survey effort.

Sheep are loyal to traditional winter and summer ranges and mineral licks.
Their activities are confined almost exclusively to the alpine zone where
grasses, sedges, various forbs, and willows constitute their primary foods.
They breed from late November through mid-December, and lambing occurs from
mid-May through mid-June. Winter range, limited mostly by topography,
consists of windblown slopes and ridges, often with a southerly aspect. The
winter climate is an important mortality factor. Important predators include
humans, wolves, and golden eagles.

In north slope drainages sheep are most numerous where northern exposures
cause their summer range to be at lower elevations. Soils on these slopes are
wet and support ample vegetation. Snow cover in these areas is slight because
of frequent winds (USDI, 1974).

During the hottest summer weather, sheep are most frequently seen on green
alpine meadows between 3,000 and 4,000 feet (915 and 1208 m), although they
may climb above 6,000 feet (1830 m) to reach areas where temperatures are
cooler and insects less bothersome. They often lie in the shade of rocky
areas near feeding sites. These sheep are climbers, not runners, as are
Asiatic sheep, and usually stay near rocky areas--they rarely travel far from
cliffs used as escape terrain.

Sheep traditionally move between summer and winter ranges. The exact nature
of these movements and consequent effects on the accuracy of survey data are
unknown. In early winter as the snowline descends and lowlands become snow
covered, sheep move to their wintering grounds on windswept ridges and
promontories. With the approach of spring sheep concentrate on south-facing
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Figure 23. General distribution of Dall sheep.
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slopes in valley bottoms where vegetation first emerges. They may be seen in
these valley bottoms at any time of the year, either crossing between mountain
ranges or feeding in areas of new plant growth. The animals are seldom far
from escape terrain, however.

Dall sheep are harvested for subsistence purposes by Kaktovik and Arctic
Village residents. Sport hunting is becoming increasingly popular, and bush
aircraft provide the favored means of access (see the discussion under "Sport
Hunting" for harvest levels).

Brown B ar - Three bear species occur on Arctic Refuge: brown, black, and
polar bear-5 The brown (grizzly) bear is the most widely distributed.
This bear is the world's largest extant terrestrial carnivore. The species
was once almost circumpolar in range, but today populations have been
extremely reduced in most of Europe and much of North America due to direct
conflicts with human development.

Brown bear can be found through most of the Arctic Refuge. A total of 540
brown bears are estimated for the entire refuge, with approximately 260
animals north and 280 animals south of the continental divide (H. Reynolds,
pers. comm.). Very few data have been collected on brown bear inhabiting the
mountains and foothills on the south slope of the Brooks Range within the
refuge.

Brown bear are opportunistic omnivores and their habitat use patterns are a
reflection of this foraging strategy (Hecthel, 1978 in Reynolds, 1980). Those
habitats with abundant food resources are used on an as available basis--brown
bear readily shift their areas of use when new food sources become available.

Recent north slope studies have addressed brown bear movement and home range,
food habits, sex and age composition, mortality and productivity. In
1973-1975, studies were conducted on brown bear in the Canning, Ivishak, and
East Fork of the Chandalar river drainages (Reynolds, 1974, 1976). Carner et
al. (1983, 1984 and 1985) investigated den locations, denning ecology,
seasonal habitat use patterns, and seasonal interrelationship between brown
bear and other wildlife species in the "1002" coastal plain area. North slope
brown bear are at the northern extreme of the species' range and are
characterized as having low reproductive potential, short periods of food
availability, large individual home ranges, and habitats that provide little
protective cover.

The breeding season of brown bear normally extends from May through July.
Delajed egg implantation takes place and cubs are born about January or early
February in winter dens. North slope females younger than 5.5 years have not
been observed with cubs, but at least one 23-year old female was observed
breeding in 1983, making the approximate reproductive life for some females in
the refuge as much as 16 years Warner et al., 1984). Females breed about
every 4 to 5 years, and have an average litter size between 1.6 and 2.3. Low
litter size, long reproductive interval, older age at sexual maturity, and
short potential reproductive period cause the overall low productivity of
brown bear in northeastern Alaska (USDI-FWS, 1982).

a/Polar bear are discussed under marine mammals.
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Adult males become active and begin emerging from dens on the north slope of
Alaska in mid-Aprii. Females with new cubs are not common until mid-May
(Quimby, 1974; Ruttan, 1974; Harding, 1976). Post-denning movements are
usually from the den site into the major river drainages and downstream
(Ruttan, 1974). Quimby (1974) noted that carrion was an important food source
at this time and that bears traveling down the Canning River valley in April
and May were primarily feeding on carrion and exposed vegetation.

During the summer months, brown bear move from the major river valleys,
dispersing to higher elevations to feed upon various species of horsetail
(§_qt@i@setum@spp.) (Curatolo and Moore, 1975; Linderman, 1974; Quimby, 1974;
Reynolds, 1979 and 1980). In and adjacent to caribou calving grounds, bear
use caribou both as prey and carrion. Bear kill both adults and calves (Lent,
1964; Skoog, 1968; Doll et al., 1974; Reynolds, 1979 and 1980). Preliminary
analysis of radio-location data indicates that brown bear appear to shift to
coastal areas in June, coinciding with the presence of calving and
post-calving caribou (Garner et al., 1983). Brown bear in the southern and
western portions of the refuge do not shift movement patterns in response to
caribou movements (Reynolds, 1974, 1976; Curatolo and Moore, 1975; and
Reynolds and Garner, unpub.).

During July, August and September, brown bear move back into the river valleys
and then move upstream in September and October to denning areas (Quimby and
Snarski, 1974; Ruttan, 1974; Pearson, 1976). Food during this period is
primarily soapberries. Arctic ground squirrels are also exploited by brown
bear throughout the summer.

Although the entire refuge is within the brown bear's range, denning occurs
mostly in the mountainous portions on steep, south-facing slopes above
rivers. Figure 24 shows generally where brown bear den in the refuge. Brown
bear usually return to the same area each fall to den. Brown bear in the
arctic normally enter dens during the first two weeks in October; however,
denning has been recorded as early as September 29 (Quimby, 1974; Quimby and
Snarski, 1974; Curatolo and Moore, 1975; Reynolds et al., 1976; Reynolds, 1979
and 1980). Inclement weather, especially snow storms, is considered a major
factor in stimulating denning activity (Craighead and Craighead, 1972;
Reynolds, 1980). Arctic soils are coarse. Consequently, the top layer must
be frozen before dens can be successfully excavated. Dens generally collapse
with spring thaw so reuse of dens is rare (Garner et al., 1983, 1984 and 1985).

Pearson (1976) indicated that normal mortality factors such as disease,
parasites, and malnutrition have little impact an brown bear. Most mortality
factors that have been identified are either intraspecific mortality or human
hunting.

Brown bear are subject to both sport and subsistence hunting (see the
discussion under "Sport Hunting" for sport harvest levels).

Black Bear - Black bear occur on the refuge only south of the Brooks
Range. They normally occupy the spruce forest zone and are seldom seen.
Reliable data are not available on densities, use areas and other aspects of
their biology in the refuge area. The people of Arctic Village and other
villages in the Yukon River drainage take black bear from the refuge, usually
incidental to other activities.



Figure 24. Brown bear denning areas.
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Wolves - Wolves occur in most of the remote parts of the northern
hemisphere that remain relatively undeveloped (Mech 1970, in USDI-FWS, 1982).
These predators are found over the entire refuge area, alt ough refuge-wide
population figures are unavailable. Wolves may travel great distances.
Radio-collared wolves from the Arctic Refuge have been found up to 479 miles
(770 km) from their collaring location.

The status of the wolves on the north slope of the refuge is better known than
an the south side. Wolves tend to use the foothills and mountains more than
the coastal plain, probably due to more consistent year-round availability of
prey species there. Some wolves use the coastal plain extensively during
summer, with use decreasing once caribou leave the area.

Wolves on the north slope were relatively abundant prior to aerial wolf
hunting and predator control practices of the mid-1950's. Though the
practices were outlawed by 1970, the abundance of wolves has not returned to
previous levels %CUSDI-FWS,1982). In addition, other factors such as dynamics
of food supplies, rabies, etc., may have also affected wolf populations (Harbo
and Dean, 1983). Four packs were identified on the refuge's north slope in
1984, and five in 1985 with a known adult population of 27 and 22
respectively; seven pups were accounted for by late summer in 1984 and
fourteen in 1985 Warner and Reypolds, 1986).

Scat analysis has shown caribou to be the main prey species for wolves,
followed in importance by sheep and moose. Small mammals, birds, and ground
squirrels are also taken, but probably on an opportunistic basis.

Wolves are highly gregarious and have a highly developed social behavior which
centers around the pack. Packs are loosely associated groups, often
consisting of family members. Breeding occurs in late winter (February -
March). Pups are born in mid-May to early June. By July or August the dens
are usually abandoned.

Wolf dens in the arctic usually are found on moderately steep southern
exposures where soil is well drained and unfrozen (Stephenson, 1974 in
USDI-FWS, 1982). Dens have been found in most river drainages on the north
slope of the refuge. No dens have been found on the coastal plain, although
they have been found on the coastal plain west of the refuge area.

The number of wolves harvested from the refuge is unknown (see the discussion
under "Trapping" for estimates of harvest levels). The actual harvest may be
as much as five times the known number taken by trappers due to illegal aerial
hunting. The wolf harvest probably accounts for a relatively high proportion
of the annual mortality and could be a significant limiting factor on the
population (Whitten, pers. comm.).

Wolverine - These members of the "weasel" family (mustelidae) are
extremely secretive and generally solitary. The species is circumpolar in
distribution, inhabiting the boreal forest and tundra regions. Wolverine may
be found almost anywhere on the refuge except in the very highest terrain.
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Wolverine are noted for their human avoidance and therefore, are very
difficult to study. Few data are available concerning wolverines on the
refuge, even on the north slope. Sightings and sign are rare. Only 11
wolverine sightings were made on the coastal plain study area in 1984, despite
this being a period of intense field studies (Mauer, 1985). Although data on
wolverine are sparse all across arctic Alaska, it is suspected that wolverine
densities in some locations west of the refuge are higher than on the refuge
(Magoun, 1985).

Wolverine are primarily scavengers, feeding on the remains of animals killed
by other predators. Wolverine may rarely kill Dall sheep, caribou, and
moose. Other food items include small mammals and birds.

Wolverine breed in late spring-early summer (Rausch and Pearson, 1972 in
Garner and Reynolds, 1985). Embryos do not implant until winter, with young
being born in early March in snow dens (Magoun, 1979). The young grow rapidly
and are usually able to move out of the den within a month. By fall they are
nearly full grown. The young are believed to disperse from their mothers
during the following spring.

Local residents are known to harvest wolverine, but reliable harvest
information is lacking (see the discussion under "Trapping" for harvest
estimates).

Other Furbearers - In addition to polar, brown, and black bears, wolves,
and wolverine, other refuge mammal species that are valued for their fur
include beaver, muskrat, marten, otter, lynx, mink, and arctic and red fox.
Population data for most of these species are lacking in the refuge. Small
numbers of river otters occur in many of the coastal plain river systems
(Whitten, pers. comm.). Beaver, marten, river otter, lynx, and mink are found
an the south side of the Brooks Range. They are the most important mammals
taken on the refuge for the fur trade.

Of the two fox species, the arctic fox is found on the north slope and ranges
inland to the Brooks Range, whereas the red fox occurs throughout the refuge.
Arctic fox spend winters foraging on the sea ice and nearshore coastal lands.
They feed primarily on the carrion of seals killed by polar bears. They are
usually also attracted to garbage dumps or other possible food sources that
accompany human activities in the arctic. Denning occurs on land during
summer, mostly near the coast. Food in summer consists primarily of lemmings
and other smaller mammals, birds and eggs. Residents of Kaktovik harvest
arctic foxes in winter in moderate numbers, although specific data are not
available.

Small Mammals - Arctic ground squirrel, collared and brown lemmings, and
the tundra, singing and red-backed voles are the most common small mammals an
the refuge. They occupy a variety of different habitats. All are important
in the food webs of the tundra and boreal forest ecosystems. The brown
lemming is especially significant in that it is an important food source for
several different carnivores on the north slope. Red squirrels and snowshoe
hares are preyed upon by raptors and mammalian predators on the southern
portions of the refuge. Little is known of their population levels.
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The arctic marmot occurs in the mountainous portions of the refuge. The pika
is suspected to be present on the refuge, but despite active investigation in
localized areas its presence has never been confirmed.

Marine Malimals

Marine mammals found on the Arctic Refuge and adjacent waters include polar
bear, ringed and bearded seals, bowhead and beluga whales. Gray whale,
spotted seal (in the spring, summer and fall), and walrus (in the summer) also
may be seen, but they are uncommon (Burns et al., 1980 in USDI-FWS, 1982).
These mammals occur only in the extreme northern portion of the refuge,
primarily the coastal areas and/or adjacent waters of the Beaufort Sea (Arctic
Ocean). Most marine mammals have historically been used for food, clothing,
manufacture, and crafts by coastal Inupiat people. Today they are still used
for food and manufacture of craft items.

Polar Bear - Polar bear are closely associated with pack ice of the Arctic
Ocean throughout most of the year. The Beaufort Sea population of polar bear
is estimated at 1,800 (Amstrup et al., 1986); however, the Beaufort Sea
population may not be a discrete population (Lowry, pers. comm.). Some
females move to the coastal areas and occasionally farther inland during
October to seek maternity den sites--recapture of polar bear marked by Service
biologists in recent years indicates that an influx of females, accompanied by
cubs as old as 20 months, and subadult animals coincides with the fall
ice-edge advance to the shoreline. Pregnant polar bear, and later their cubs,
probably spend more time on the refuge than other segments of the polar bear
population. Other groups of polar bear seasonally frequent the coastal
periphery of the area. Large numbers of polar bear may occur seasonally along
the coast of the Arctic Refuge near the village of Kaktovik where whale
carcasses can be scavenged (Amstrup, 1986).

Figure 25 generally indicates where polar bear den in the refuge. Polar bear
dens have been found as far as 250 miles (400 km) offshore and 32 miles
(52 km) inland. Eighty-seven percent of dens located in 1983-1985 were
offshore. The onshore area from the Colville delta to the Canadian border is
within the area used by the Beaufort Sea population of polar bear for
denning. However, the most consistently used land denning areas studied were
within the refuge: from one to three dens were found each year on the refuge
between 1981 and 1985 (Amstrup, 1986). A total of eight den locations have
been identified on the refuge between the winters of 1981-1982 and 1986-1987.
This represents 62% of all known land dens on the Beaufort Sea. The ideal
denning sites are riverbanks, draws, and the leeward side of bluffs where snow
accumulation is sufficient to support den construction.

Female polar bear that den on land move onshore to seek out den sites in
October and November, depending on ice movement and ice buildup in the fall
(Lentfer and Hensel, 1980). Denning females give birth to 1 or 2 cubs in
December or January, and bears emerge in late March or early April, depending
on weather conditions. The female and cubs generally remain near the den,
making short forays for 1 to 2 weeks until the cubs gain strength and become
acclimated to outside conditions. Soon thereafter, they move to the sea ice
to feed on seals. Many females with new cubs concentrate their foraging on
the shorefast ice, which varies in width from a few feet to more than 100
miles (160 km).
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Figure 25. Polar bear denning areas.
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When the nearshore ice breaks up in spring, polar bear move with the sea icep
and many concentrate at the south edge of the pack ice. This position varies
seasonally but usually is between the coast and latitude 720N.

Except for a shore lead, the Beaufort Sea is ice-covered year-round. Open
water near shore begins freezing in September or October, and the nearshore
ice does not melt until May or early June. Male and non-denning female polar
bear inhabit the sea ice throughout the winter. The distribution of polar
bear is influenced by the availability of their major prey species, ringed and
bearded seals, which concentrate in areas of drifting pack ice (Lentfer, 1971;
Sterling et al., 1975). Ringed seals probably constitute 95% of the polar
bear diet (Burns and Eley, 1978).

Kaktovik residents annually harvest a small number of polar bear for
subsistence purposes. (See the discussion under "Subsistence" for harvest
levels.)

Seals - Ringed seals and bearded seals are the only marine mammals found
year-round in the refuge area (Lowry et al., 1979 in USDI-FWS, 1982).
Presence and location of marine mammals are usually related to the condition
and location of the pack ice. In the winter the highest densities of ringed
seals occur on stationary shorefast ice, although they can be found around all
ice types, including the shear zone and pack ice (Frost and Lowry, 1981).
Bearded seals are more often found associated with the moving ocean pack ice.
Between the landfast and pack ice, leads, or open water areas, often develop.
These zones are important habitat for non-breeding ringed seals and for
bearded seals during winter and spring.

Ringed seals are the most abundant and widely distributed of the arctic seals,
and are the most abundant seal near the refuge. During the summer and fall
when the landfast ice thaws and a wide lead develops near shorep they move out
to the edge of the pack ice, although some may be observed in the coastal
lagoons and nearshore waters during summer. Seal populations are difficult to
estimate because at different times, variable proportions of the population
may be in the water and therefore not observable. However, surveys indicate
that populations along the refuge's coast are comparable to other areas along
the northern Alaska coast, with the Beaufort Lagoon area perhaps being
particularly important (USDI-FWS, 1982).

Population data for bearded seal in the refuge area are not available but
this species is known to be much less common than ringed seals. Their numbers
vary seasonally with ice conditions. There is a definite movement south
through the Bering Strait in the fall for a large segment of the population;
during the spring "breakup" there is a movement back north and east along the
coast (USDI-FWS, 1982). The Beaufort Sea is thought to be marginal habitat
for bearded seals due to the very narrow continental shelf and severe winter
ice conditions. Their optimum habitat consists of relatively shallow (less
than 328 feet (100 m)) water overlain by moving ice (USDI-FWS, 1982).
Therefore, most bearded seals in the refuge area are found in association with
nearshore ice remnants in summer and fall.
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Whales - Bowhead whales, an endangered species, occur in waters adjacent
to the refuge in the spring and fall. The whales winter along the ice edge of
the central and southwestern Bering Sea. Spring migration begins in March
when leads begin to enlarge. This movement is considerably offshore from the
refuge because of the large expanse of shorefast ice. The whales are present
in the eastern Beaufort Sea from mid-May through August. In September they
begin their fall migration back south to the Bering Sea. This journey often
brings the whales very close to the refuge.

The size of the bowhead population is not well known. A 1978 estimate was
approximately 2,000; recent estimates place the population near 4,000
(Marquette et al., 1981; Lowry, pers. comm). Breeding is presumed to occur in
the spring and summer, with calves being born the following spring during
migration. Bowhead whales feed by straining plankton through baleen plates
suspended from their upper jaw. There is evidence that whales may use the
offshore waters adjacent to the refuge as feeding areas in the fall. In
September 1979, a total of 75 individuals were observed in a small area near
Demarcation Bay moving in a non-directional manner that suggested feeding
(Ljungblad et al., 1980). Most of the whales were observed along the
10-fathom (60-foot) isobath, 5 to 10 miles (8-16 km) offshore.

Beluga whales are also found in waters near the refuge. Their migration
patterns are similar to those of the bowhead whale, although during fall
migration they tend to remain closer to the ice pack and are therefore farther
from shore.

Although whales very rarely enter lagoon waters, they are important in the
subsistence culture and economy of Kaktovik. In particular, the bowhead whale
is a major subsistence species for the people of Kaktovik (see also the
discussion under "Subsistence").

Threatened and Endangered-Species--Plants and Animals

Two refuge plant species are under consideration for listing under the
Endangered Species Act. One of these is arctic penny cress (Thlaspi
arcticum), which is in the mustard family. Another is a fleabane (Erigeron
muirii).

Scattered populations of the arctic penny cress have been identified along
Marsh Creek and Okpilak Lake and one individual plant was found along the
Katakturuk River. Recent investigations by refuge botanists have shown that
this plant species may be more widely distributed on the refuge than was
previously thought (Raynolds, 1986).

The fleabane has been found on the refuge only on Mt. Copleston near Shublik
Springs. A stable population of over 1,000 plants exists there, covering
approximately 75 acres (30 ha). Similar habitat in the Shublik and
Sadlerochit Mountains have been searched but no new populations have yet been
discovered on the refuge.
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Two bird species classified as endangered or threatened occur or have occurred
on or near the Arctic Refuge. The Eskimo curlew may breed on the upland areas
of the north slope. It was once known to nest on the tundra of the Mackenzie
Delta of Canada and possibly northeastern Alaska. Theri!is a remote
possibility this species may yet exist on the refuge. Occasional reports of
sightings reach the refuge office but none have been substantiated to date. A
reported"observation of the bird was made near the Hulahula River in 1983, but
could not be verified by Service biologists (Gallop et al., 1986; Gill and
Amaral, 1984).

Two peregrine falcon subspecies occur on the refuge, the arctic and American
peregrine falcons. In Alaska, most peregrine falcons nest on ledges of cliffs
or bluffs along river courses. The arctic peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus
tundrius), which nests on the refuge's north slope, is currently classified as
threatened. Although cliff habitat is not abundant in the Arctic Refuge north
of the Brooks Range, a few arctic peregrines have been reported nesting there
in past years (Cade, 1960; Roseneau et la., 1976; Amaral, 1985; Amaral and
Benfield, 1985). Eyries have historically been used on and adjacent to the
coastal plain, including sites along the Canning, Katakturuk, Sadlerochit,
Hulahula, Jago, Aichilik, and Kongakut rivers (USDI-FWS, 1982). Four active
nests were located in 1985 on the refuge's north slope. In addition to
nesting on the refuge, there appears to be significant movement of arctic
peregrine falcons across the coastal plain from late August to mid-September
(Martin and Moitoret, 1981; USDI-FWS, 1982). The number and timing of these
observations suggest that at least some north slope arctic peregrines migrate
along the coast of the Beaufort Sea. The lagoons, river mouths, and bays
concentrate shorebirds and waterfowl, which are favored prey of the peregrine.

The American peregrine falcon (F.p. anatu ), which nests south of the Brooks
Range, is currently listed as endangered. Cliffs along the Porcupine River
provide many nesting sites for these birds (Ritchie, 1984).

The bowhead whale is the only endangered mammal that occurs on or near the
refuge (see the discussion of marine mammals above).
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HUMAN ENVIRONMENT

Cultural and Historical Context

North Slope Pre-contact History

The arctic coast served as a major migration route for early nomadic hunters
who migrated to America from Asia across the Bering Land Bridge. However,
during the Itkillik glaciation extensive valley glaciers prohibited human
occupation of the Brooks Range. As the ice front retreated, people gradually
penetrated the area in about 10,000 B.C. They killed animals with arrows,
spears, and snares. These early nomads posted lookouts on hilltops where they
would wait for days and weeks for the approaching caribou. They built
stone-walled shelters to protect them from the wind on these hills. Today,
the place to watch for the caribou's approach is still from these hills where
the stone wall ruins and the scraps of flint are found.

Two distinct but interrelated groups of Inupiat have made their home on the
north slope for thousands of years. The Tagiugmiut have been primarily
dependent on a marine economy based on the harvest of sea mammals; the bowhead
whaling complex has been the focal point of their social and cultural
development. Kaktovik residents primarily descend from this group of
Inupiat. The Nunamiut have occupied the inland zone of the north slope.
Their central economic pursuits have focused on the harvest of caribou. The
two groups of Inupiat have always had strong cultural, social and economic
ties, leading some researchers to overlook their distinctions (Worl
Associates, 1979).

Barter Island has been an important trading site since aboriginal times. A
large prehistoric village existed on the island, but in cultural memory the
site has always best been known as a trading center for Inupiat from both east
and west along the coast and from inland areas (Jacobson and Wentworth, 1982).
The Inupiat who ultimately established permanent residence on the island after
the turn of the century have close ties with relatives at Inuvik in Canada
(Worl Associates, 1979). Additional information on the history of Barter
Island is found in Jacobson and Wentworth (1982).

South Slope Pre-contact History

The pre-European contact history of the south slope is still imperfectly
known. The area remained essentially ice-free during the last glaciations,
and was a logical route for entry of immigrants into the New World from
northeast Asia. Dated materials from the adjacent Old Crow Flats in the Yukon
Territory suggest that man was present in the area at least 27,000 years ago.

About 11,000 years ago people from the American Paleo-arctic tradition
occupied the south slope. This tradition is characterized by microblades
(small, parallel-sided stone flakes) made from wedge-shaped cores; various
bifacially flaked projectile points and knives; burins (tools used for working
bone and antlers); and large core tools.
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No known sites of the American Paleo-arctic tradition appear to be more recent
than 8,000 years old. This leaves an unfilled gap in the sequence before the
appearance of the forest-adapted Northern Archaic tradition about 6,000 years
ago. This tradition is known from sites near the refuge at Chalkyitsik and at
12-Mile Bluff near Circle. This tradition is characterized by side-notched
projectile points and large irregular, oval or crescentic bifaced tools. Some
sites also include microblades, though these were made from a different core
type than were the earlier examples. The Northern Archaic tradition is
evident until about 4,000 years ago. After this time, the forest adaptation
continued in the interior with the developments that foreshadow the Athapaskan
cultures of the recent past.

European Contact

Written history of northeastern Alaska spans only a short time. It began in
1826 when Sir John Franklin sailed west from the Mackenzie River to explore
Alaska's eastern arctic coast. A Hudson's Bay Company expedition and other
explorers followed and extended Franklin's route west.

In about 1854, whaling vessels began rounding Point Barrow and sailing east to
hunt in the Beaufort Sea. The whalers permitted their vessels to become
frozen in protected shore ice where they remained over winter in order to be
on the Beaufort whaling waters early in the open water season. The ships also
served as bases for inland exploration and stopped at many points along the
arctic coast where both coastal and inland people traded for goods.

Written history south of the Brooks Range began in about 1844 when Hudson's
Bay Company traders descended the Porcupine River to its confluence with the
Yukon River in search of trade routes. Alexander Hunter Murray established a
Hudson's Bay Company trading post, called Fort Yukon, at the confluence in
1847. This was the first European settlement in the area. The fur trade
quickly became the dominant element in the region's economy and established
what is considered today as a traditional vocation for Natives on the south
slope. The traders were followed into the region by the first missionaries in
the early 1860's.

After Alaska was purchased by the United States from Russia in 1867, the
Hudson's Bay Company was forced to vacate its holdings. The post was
subsequently moved back to Canadian soil at Old Ramparts on the Porcupine
River. The Alaska Commercial Company assumed operations at Fort Yukon after
the Hudson's Bay Company departed.

In the late 1800's gold prospectors explored the south slope but found little
evidence of gold. The gold rush prospector was followed within the current
century by the scientific prospector, methodically searching for signs of
valued minerals and petroleum. Recreational hunters, fishermen, hikers and
others have also been visiting the area in increasing numbers.
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Archaeological Sites

There are over 300 known archaeological sites on the Arctic Refuge. An
examination of a map of the sites in and near the refuge would show
substantialconcentrations of such sites at several locations either actually
in the refuge (as at the Upper and Lower Ramparts of the Porcupine River), or
immediately adjacent to it (as at Galbraith Lake on the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
route). The distribution of currently known sites is probably a function of
past archaeological field work rather than a true distribution of
archaeological sites. Based on a comparison of the amount of work done within
the refuge and comparable areas along the pipeline or in the National
Petroleum Reserve-Alaska there may be several thousand substantial
archaeological sites within the refuge that have yet to be discovered.

Population Patterns

Five communities are in or relatively close to the Arctic Refuge and use the
refuge for subsistence and recreational purposes: Arctic Village, Chalkyitsik,
Fort Yukon, Kaktovik, and Venetie. These communities are the focus of this
section. Refuge lands currently are used most heavily by Kaktovik and Arctic
Village residents; residents of Fort Yukon, Venetie, and Chalkyitsik use
refuge lands to a lesser extent (Whitten, pers. comm.). In addition to people
living in the communities, there are several families who live outside the
villages on refuge lands.

As of 1970 more than 80% of the people associated with the refuge area were
Native. Kaktovik, an Inupiat community, is located on Barter Island on the
shore of the Beaufort Sea. The other four communities (Fort Yukon,
Chalkyitsik, Arctic Village, and Venetie) are all Athapaskan villages located
on the south side of the Brooks Range. These villages share similar
languages, heritages and lifestyles.

Kaktovik Population Trends

Table 6 indicates the 1980 population levels of the five communities, and
forecasts future growth of the communities. About 70% of Kaktovik's
population is Inupiat. The 1980 Census showed a population of 165, a 34%
increase over the 1970 count. Recent population increases in Kaktovik are
attributed to former residents returning from Barrow in response to improved
housing and employment opportunities. -A North Slope Borough census in July
1982, showed a growth surge to 189 local residents, primarily from
construction activities. The adjacent U.S. Air Force Distant Early Warning
(DEW) Line Station houses an additional 58 people. The present population is
projected to nearly double by the year 2000. Stability of Kaktovik's
population seems assured by strong cultural and family ties (Jacobson and
Wentworth, 1982).

South Slope Community Population Trends

The population density of this area has always been fairly low. Nelson (1973)
describes the difficulty of establishing historical population figures:
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Table 6. Ppulation forecasts for communities in the Arctic Refuge area,
1980-2000.a

Community 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

Arctic Village ill 115 127 140 155
Chalkyitsik 100 95 96 98 103
Fort Yukon 619 753 886 1,042 1,208
Kaktovik 165 232 281 310 343
Venetie 132 144 157 171 186

a/Population data for 1980 are from the U.S. Census. The population
forecasts for Kaktovik are from Alaska Consultants, Inc., 1983; all other
forecasts are from Louis Berger and Associates, 1982.

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Census, 1981; Louis Berger and Associates, 1982;
Alaska Consultants, Inc., 1983.

Shimkin (1955, p.223) estimates the population of Fort Yukon and the
entire surrounding area, including Venetie, Chalkyitsik, Birch Creek, and
all outlying settlements, at 500 in 1850. The number plunged just after
white contact, to about 230 in 1879, then recovered to 500 again by 1930,
and in 1947 rose to 600.

Darbyshire and Associates (1979), relying on several sources, estimated a 1970
population of 1,250 for an area that includes the four communities as well as
Rampart, Stevens Village, Beaver, Circle, Central and Circle Hot Springs.
"Recent population trends for the region indicate that the area is growing
slowly...Although the accuracy of the census in remote areas can be
questioned, the figures can be considered a rough indication of the general
trend of modest growth which has occurred in recent years" (Darbyshire and
Associates, 1979).

This conclusion is further borne out by the Interior Transportation Study,
which states:

From 1970 to 1980, Upper Yukon River communities experienced growth rates
of between 1.7 and 3.9% per year with notable exceptions of Beaver
(-4.2%) and Chalkyitsik (-3.1%). For these two communities outmigration
is not expected to continue, and moderate growth is expected. Elsewhere
in the region growth is expected to remain relatively constant at
historical rates of about 2% per year, with the exception of Fort Yukon,
which is expected to become the seat of government in the future and is
assumed to have growth rates double that (Louis Berger and Associates,
1982).
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Fort Yukon - Located at the confluence of the Yukon and Porcupine rivers,
140 air miles (225 km) northeast of Fairbanks, Fort Yukon is the largest
village of the Kutchin or Gwich'in Athapaskan people. The community has
historically served as a meeting place for the Gwich'in Athapaskans and
neighboring peoples. More recently, it has served as an important trading,
supply, transportation, and administration center.

Since the late 1800's, Fort Yukon census figures show a pattern of steady
growth, with the exception of a significant and short-lived increase between
1960 and 1970. The 1980 census for Fort Yukon showed 619 residents. A local
door-to-door census in November 1983 showed 643 residents (Filip, pers. comm.).

Arctic Village - This village is located on the east bank of the East
Fork of the Chandalar River, 6 miles (10 km) southwest of the junction of the
Junjik River in the Brooks Range. It is 100 air miles (160 km) north of Fort
Yukon.

Arctic Village has always been a traditional community of Neets'aii Gwich'in
Athapaskans. The term "Neets'aii" means "strong people." Once semi-nomadic,
they were known for trading babiche (moose or caribou hide cut into strips)
and wolverine skins with the Barter Island Inupiat for seal oil and seal
skins. Arctic Village and their Venetie neighbors chose, under terms
prescribed by the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, to retain and jointly
manage their lands.

Arctic Village grew from 30 people in 1930 to a 1980 population of Ill (John,
pers. comm.). The community's population was projected to increase to 140 by
1995 (Louis Berger and Associates, 1982). Between the 1960 and 1980 census
counts there was a difference of one person, with a slight drop for the 1970
count.

Chalkyitsik - Chalkyitsik is located on the Black River, 45 miles (70 km)
northeast of Fort Yukon and 170 air miles (270 km) from Fairbanks. The
village began as an important summer fishing site. Traditionally it was a
Dr'aanjik Cwich'in (Black River) village, though today it is a mix of Gwich'in
people from the Black River, Yukon Flats, Chandalar and Porcupine River areas
(Nelson, 1973).

The community's population nearly doubled between the 1960 and the 1970
census, then dropped back nearly 25% by the 1980 census to 100 residents.
Louis Berger and Associates (1982) forecast the population to remain at about
its current level through the year 2000.

Venetie - Venetie is located on the Chandalar River, about 45 miles (70
km) northwest of Fort Yukon and 140 air miles (225 km) north of Fairbanks at
the confluence of the Chandalar River Main and East Forks. It is an original
Neets'aii Cwich'in village. The village was settled in 1900. Under terms of
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, Venetie and their cultural neighbors
in Arctic Village chose to retain all the lands of the former Venetie Indian
Reservation (Kent, pers. comm.).
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Venetie has consistently grown in size since 1960. The total population is
now 180 (Venetie Village Council, pers. comm.), which is six people short of
the population forecast for the year 2000 by Louis Berger and Associates
(1982).

Sociocultural Systems

The Inupiat and Athapaskan people of the region have used the lands and
resources of the refuge for many centuries. Although social, cultural, and
economic changes have been occurring throughout this period, recent decades
have brought accelerating change.

The single most important factor in the recent acceleration of sociocultural
change has been the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) of 1971. This
statute created village and regional corporations, providing financial assets
and village-owned lands for the Native peoples of the region.

Other important factors are also affecting village residents. The Kolly
Hootch court decision, for example, directed the State of Alaska to provide
public school facilities for all villages having at least eight high school
students. Federal programs are providing modern housing, and satellite
communication is bringing increasing numbers of telephones and televisions
into the villages.

Subsistence and Economic Orientation

Cash and subsistence economies are becoming more closely interrelated in the
Native societies, as are traditional and western social structures. Natives
are participating within both cash and subsistence economies. Variations in
iifestyles depend on the degree to which subsistence activities are pursued as
opposed to wage activities (ISER, 1978).

Kaktovik - Although Kaktovik received early exposure to whalers and
traders, cash did not become a fixture in the local economy until 1923 when
the establishment of a permanent village resulted from construction of a fur
trading post. However, 19thebasic economy remained one of subsistence
harvesting until after World War II" (Alaska Consultants Inc., 1983).

It was in 1947, when the U.S. Air Force built the airstrip and DEW Line
Station, that dramatic economic and other changes began to occur in Kaktovik.
Since that time, largely due to Prudhoe Bay oil development, the economy of
Kaktovik has become one of mixed cash and subsistence components. Passage of
the ANCSA and formation of the North Slope Borough were also important
factors. For the foreseeable future, cash and cash-earning activities will be
inextricably entwined with seasonal subsistence activities (Worl Associates,
1979). Worl Associates (1979) further noted that the interrelationshipof the
economies has facilitated the survival of the Inupiat culture and that cash
income opportunities have remained compatible with the subsistence system. It
is very difficult to quantify the importance of subsistence in Kaktovik at
present. An important aspect of subsistence is the deep social and cultural
value placed upon traditional harvesting by Kaktovik people.
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South Slope - Acculturation of the Gwich'in Athapaskan people has
occurred rapidly, changing the pure subsistence economy of the region to a
mixed cash/subsistence base. Subsistence activity in the Yukon-Porcupine
region clearly remains an important component in the lives of its residents,
though it is intermixed with the cash economic system there as well
USER, 1978).

Community Infrastructure

Infrastructure is the basic underlying framework or support system for a
community. Included within the concept are local government, housing,
education, health services, local transportation, water and sewage systems,
solid waste disposal, police and fire protection, and communication systems.
The infrastructure of the five communities is highlighted here.

The communities in the region generally have similar infrastructures including
housing, educational facilities,public health facilities,post offices, small
airports, dock facilitiesalong the river, satellite communication facilities
(telephoneand television),and electricity. Nearly everyone has electrical
service, but water systems are not always available. Both Kaktovik and Fort
Yukon are incorporated as cities, though the other villages are unincorporated
with traditional tribal forms of government.

All of the communities are eligible for land entitlements under the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act. Venetie and Arctic Village chose to select the
lands from the former Venetie-Chandalar Native Reserve and are thus not
eligible for any other land selection. Kaktovik is within the North Slope
Borough, and many villagers are shareholders in the Arctic Slope Regional
Corporation (the Native regional corporation) and the Kaktovik Inupiat
Corporation. Fort Yukon, Arctic Village, Chalkyitsik, and Venetie are within
the region covered by Doyon, Limited, the regional Native corporation. The
nonprofit Tanana Chiefs Conference, Inc. serves these four villages, providing
numerous social services under contract to the federal Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA).

KaktoviO/

The City of Kaktovik was incorporated as a fourth class city in March 1971,
then reclassified to a second class city in September of the same year. There
is a community service building that serves as the city office, a
multi-purpose public meeting facility,'and a recreation center. The North
Slope.Borough Department of Public Safety provides police protection with two
officers assigned to Kaktovik and the immediate vicinity. A public safety
building was built in 1980, and a fire station was built in 1983. The North
Slope Borough Health and Social Services Agency completed a new health clinic
in 1984 as part of a seven village project. The Harold Kaveolook School,
operated by the North Slope Borough School District, was completed in 1982.
The school has a 10-member teaching staff, serving grades 1-12.

a/The information in this section was mostly taken from Alaska Consultants,
Inc. (1983).
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In 1982, commercial land use included the Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation office
and store, an air taxi office, and a bunkhouse operation for transients.
There were 61 housing units, excluding itinerant quarters and US Fish and
WildlifeService facilities.

The Kaktovik Power Plant, operated by the North Slope Borough Department of
Public Utilities, was completed in 1981. It contains five diesel generators
with a combined total rated capacity of 655 kilowatts. Fuel is delivered to
Kaktovik by barge once a year. Fuel delivery by large aircraft supplements
the barge delivery.

The North Slope Borough Department of Public Utilities operates both the
drinking water and sewage systems. Village residents use honeybuckets with a
bag and drum gathering system; disposal of the drums poses a growing problem.
Craywater from sinks and tubs in all buildings except the school complex is
discharged directly onto the tundra under or by each building. Solid waste is
hauled to the Distant Early Warning Line Station's solid waste disposal site
by the Borough.

Commercial passenger transportation in and out of Kaktovik is possible only by
air. The same is true for most of the freight, although barge service is
usually available in late August depending on weather conditions and distance
of the ice pack from shore. A 5,000-foot (1,500-m) gravel runway, built by
the U.S. Air Force, is capable of handling fully loaded C-130 Hercules
aircraft. Air taxi services fly between Kaktovik to Deadhorse, Nuiqsut,
Barrow and Fairbanks. They provide scheduled flights and charter service for
passengers and freight. Trucks and three-wheelers are used in the village,
and snowmachines are used during the winter as the principle transportation
for hunting, fishing and trapping. An extensive North Slope Borough road
development project is in progress in Kaktovik. An offshore ice road from
Prudhoe Bay to Barter Island has potential for transportation of goods.

The Arctic Slope Telephone Association Co-op, Inc. (ASTAC) provides local dial
telephone service for Kaktovik customers as well as long-distance direct dial
connections through ALASCOM satellite circuits. Television is transmitted via
ALASCOM satellite and rebroadcast in the village by local mini-transmitters.

Fort Yukona/

Fort Yukon is the administrative, transportation, communication, and economic
center for the Yukon Flats region. It was incorporated as a second class city
in 1959. The city has a mayor-council form of government with a city manager,
and retains a traditional tribal government that is recognized under the
Indian Reorganization Act. The local village corporation is called Gwitchyaa
Zhee Corporation.

Fort Yukon community facilities include: a community center; museum; fire
department; police department and Mayor's office. Other government offices
include: regional school district headquarters; National Cuard Armory; state
health and social services; court system; University of Alaska; Department of

a/Most of the infrastructure information on four south slope communities is
from Caulfield (1983) and Darbyshire and Associates (1979).
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Fish and Came; and Division of Aviation. Federal agencies with offices
include the U.S. Air Force and Bureau of Land Management. The U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service has a cabin and storage facility, and the U.S. Public Health
Service runs a health resource clinic. The Tanana Chiefs Conference also has

a regional office in Fort Yukon.

The Yukon Flats School District operates the Fort Yukon School. Eleven
teachers instruct students in grades 1-12. Increased emphasis on compulsory
education played a part in families remaining in Fort Yukon rather than
establishing seasonal camps. The University of Alaska offers courses through
the Cross-Cultural Education Development program (X-CED) and a branch of its

Rural Education Center.

Fort Yukon Utilities provide electric power. Bulk oil products are sold by a
Chevron USA Inc. distributor. Water and sewer systems are partially state
funded. Water is drawn from a seep well into a storage tank where it is
chlorine treated, with plans pending for fluoride treatment. It is then
pumped throughout the community via underground circulating pipes to metered
individual residences and business consumers. Fire hydrants are also
connected to the system. Septic systems are used for sewage on individual
lots. State and city offices are hooked up to a main system.

Between 1972 and 1982, 45 new houses were built in Fort Yukon. Housing is in
short supply and there are very few vacancies. New housing applications with
the Interior Regional Housing Authority now await designation of suitable land.

Fort Yukon is the transportation center for the Yukon Flats region with
primary access by air and water; there is no highway or railroad access. Two
commercial airlines provide seven weekly flights to and from Fairbanks and
outlying communities. Charter service is available for landing on floats,
wheels, or skis. The Fort Yukon airport has a 5,019-foot (1,530-m) gravel
runway. There is also an unmanned Federal Aviation Administration station.
Over the next five years the State plans to relocate the existing float plane
area, on the south end of Hospital Lake, approximately 0.25 mile (0.4 km)
northwest of its existing location. Yutana Barge Lines of Nenana and the
Yukon Navigation Company of Circle provide barge service during the summer
months. River boats are used for subsistence and smaller watercraft provide
summer recreation for local residents. Trucks and three-wheelers are common
forms of transportation. Most of the city's streets are graveled, and there
are trails to Birch Creek, Chalkyitsik, and Venetie. Winter travel is also by
snowmachine and dog sled. In addition to the U.S. Post Office, Fort Yukon has
telephone service and satellite cable television.

Arctic Village

Arctic Village is unincorporated and shares with Venetie a tribal council
organized under terms of the Indian Reorganization Act to manage former
reservation lands. Arctic Village also has a traditional village council that
manages local affairs. Community services and businesses include: post
office; village-owned store; community center; washateria; generator building;
community-operated lodge; National Cuard Armory; petroleum products
distributor; village council office; Episcopal church; and a mission house.
The community has 39 housing units, of which 35 are occupied. The U.S. Public
Health Service operates a health resources clinic. The Arctic Village School,
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part of the Yukon Flats School District, employs four teachers and three aides
for grades 1-12. Electric power is provided to most households in the
community by the Arctic Village Utility.

A water tank system providing lake water to homes had trouble with freezing
and was discontinued in 1979. Water is currently hand-carried from the
Chandalar River and Lilly's Lake. Solid waste is disposed of at a nearby
dump, while sewage is collected in honey buckets. Outhouses are also used.

Primary transportationto Arctic Village is by air with five scheduled flights
weekly. The community's 5,200-foot (1,600-m) gravel runway, owned by the
tribal government, has recently undergone major improvements. A gravel road
connects the community with the airstrip and extends east to the base of a
nearby ridge. In the summer of 1985 a state grant was used for road upgrading
and new access roads to houses. A trail/road to Old John Lake and a winter
trail to Venetie also exist.

Arctic Village businesses and some homes have telephones. Television was
introduced to the village in 1981, and nearly all households now have a
television set.

Chalkyitsik

Chalkyitsik is unincorporated and governed by a traditional village council.
Community facilities include the village council office, a post office,
Chalkyitsik Native Corporation Store, three churches, and a new community
center, built in 1985. The Public Health Service runs a health resources
clinic. The Yukon Flats School District operates the Chalkyitsik School; two
teachers and three aides teach students in grades 1-12.

In 1985 there were 33 housing units in the community. Most homes use propane
for cooking. Since completion of a state-funded generator in 1983, all homes
have electricity. All homes heat with wood. A state-funded bulk fuel storage
facility was completed in 1984. Water is hauled year-round from the Black
River and stored in a centrally located pumphouse. The school and several
other buildings are connected to a sewage lagoon; most homes use Outhouses. A
landfill is used for solid waste.

There is no highway or railroad access to the community. Two commercial air
services provide five scheduled flights weekly between Chalkyitsik and Fort
Yukon, with scheduled bush flights and charter service also available. The
3,000-foot (900-m) runway is surfaced with a combination of dirt and gravel.
Over the next five years the State has proposed to improve the airstrip.
Demientieff Barge Lines provide 2 to 3 calls each season, depending on water
levels (Kent, pers. comm.).

Chalkyitsik has a post office, satellite television and newspaper service.
Telephones are now available to every home that wants such service.

Erosion, stream overflow and flood hazards continuously threaten the village.
In the past 30 years more than 50 feet (15 m) of riverbank has washed away
(Kent, pers. comm.).
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Venetie

Venetie is managed by a traditional village council. As noted previously, the
community shares a tribal government with Arctic Village for management of
former reservation lands.

Local businesses and community services include Dan's Trap'n'Trade, the
Venetie Native Store, a community hall, an Episcopal Church, a post office,
and a regional Rural Education Attendance Area (REAA) office; a new community
hall is being built. The village government presently operates a health
clinic at the old village site; a new clinic is scheduledfor construction at
the new village site. The Venetie school is in the Yukon Flats School
District. Four teachers and four aides teach students in grades 1-12. A new
elementary school building is planned by the Yukon Flats School District as an
addition to the existing high school building.

Occupied housing units increased from 29 in 1982 to an estimated 53-55 in 1985
(Venetie Village Council, pers. comm.). Many of the homes are new 3Ox4O foot
(9x12 m) log structures built under a Bureau of Indian Affairs housing
program. All houses are heated with wood and have electricity, running water
and indoor plumbing with individual septic tanks and drainfields.

Utilities are provided by Venetie Community Power. Since 1980, a village
generator grant project and electrification distribution project have been
completed. Bulk storage capacities are 22,000 gallons (83,000 L) for oil and
2,000 gallons (7,600 Q for gasoline. A 325,000-gallon (1,231,000 L) water
storage tank and distribution system serves each house.

Eighteen weekly commercial flights and a bush schedule and local air charter
service provide access to the area. A 4,400-foot (1,300-m) gravel runway is
maintained. There are graveled streets throughout the village with a winter
trail to Arctic Village and to Fort Yukon (Kent, pers. comm.). No year-round
land vehicle access routes exist. The village is presently seeking a new
airport and street improvements.

The village has telephone, television and postal service.

Economic Conditions

The economies of the five communities in the Arctic Refuge area are highly
dependent on subsistence resources and the infusion of "outside money" to
drive local systems. No property or local taxes exist. State and federal
governments support much of the basic community infrastructure. Such
subsidies allow a resident to exist an a mixed cash and subsistence economy.
Subsistence activities are a key part of the economies of all the communities
in the area. This section, however, focuses on the cash economy of the area.
The important role of subsistence is discussed later in this chapter.

Employment

Kaktovik - In August 1982 there were 67 annual, full-time jobs in
Kaktovik, including local people working at Prudhoe Bay and at the Distant
Early Warning Line Station. This does not include on-base Distant Early
Warning Line employees. Over half of the jobs counted were governmental and,
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except for three federal (Postal Service and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service)
and two city jobs, all government employment was with the North Slope
Borough. The Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation is an active force in the
community's non-government business activities.

Petroleum activities employed the second highest number of Kaktovik residents,
including three in the Prudhoe Bay area and an annual average of four in oil
and gas exploration on the Arctic Refuge coastal plain during 1984 and 1985.
While it was operating, the nearby KIC #1 Exploratory Well on village
corporation land employed several residents. Contract construction work
offered approximately 7 jobs, and transportation, communications and public
utilities accounted for 6. Based on annual averages in 1982, the Kaktovik
Inupiat Corporation Store had 3 employees as did operation of a construction
camp and a fuel delivery service.

The North Slope Borough not only provides jobs associated with services, such
as education and utilities, but also those in temporary construction projects
for capital improvements. The availability of these construction jobs is
highly variable.

Fort Yukon - Continuing state and federal financial support is vital to
-o _'Tthe F rt tiion-economy. Covernment is the primary employment source in Fort

Yukon, although to a lesser extent than in the rest of the Yukon Flats
region. An Air Force station, built in 1955, figured in the community's
economic development, until about two years ago when it was largely
automated. The importance of the station to the local economy is now
negligible. Native organizations are the second largest employer, followed by
private business and Alyeska Pipeline Service Company. The 100-day summer
tourist season provides income to some local residents.

Arctic Village - Full- and part-time employment is limited in Arctic
Village. Jobs in the community include: postmaster; school and village
maintenance workers; health aide; store manager and assistant; three bilingual
teaching aides; tribal council office manager; school cook; and National Cuard
Armory caretaker. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service employs an information
technician for the Arctic Refuge in the community. A few people find seasonal
employment in fur trapping, construction projects, wildlife surveys,
firefighting and in state-funded social aid projects (Caulfield, 1983).

Chalkyitsik- Full-time employment in Chalkyitsik year-round includes a
postmaster, store manager, clerk for the village council office, and one
health aid. Two health aid alternates work on call. During the school year
two teachers, a school maintenance person, a cook, and two bilingual
instructors are employed. Seasonal jobs include firefighting, construction
and trapping. A recent increased interest in trapping as a source of income
is apparently due to a combination of high fur prices and a lack of
alternative employment opportunities (Caulfield, 1983).

Venetie - More residents work seasonally as firefighters in Venetie than
at any other single occupation. According to the Venetie Village Council
(pers. comm.), 50 people work as firefighters, 10 work for the State, 2 for
the federal government and 2 in retail business.
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Income

Much of the cash income supporting the south slope economy is generated
through seasonal wage labor, such as firefighting for the Bureau of Land
Management. In contrast, Kaktovik's economy has more opportunities to employ
people year-round. Cash income is an essential part of the mixed economic
lifestyle of the area. Expenditures are necessary to successfully compete for
subsistence resources. Requirements include firearms, ammunition, fishing
gear, snow machines, boats, and associated materials and maintenance.

Kakt.ovik- Household income levels at Kaktovik are close to the statewide
average recorded by the U.S. Census, but purchasing power is diminished by
high living costs, includinghousing and air freight. Fuel oil for heating
costs $105.60 for a 55-gallon drum ($1.99 per gallon), and the average
Kaktovik home uses between 4 and 5 drums per month during the winter. Adding
delivery costs, the average family spends close to $500 per month for much of
the year just to heat their homes.

Fort Yukon - Fort Yukon has the highest projected per capita income of
the four south slope communities. Seasonal labor, such as fire fighting for
the Bureau of Land Management, accounts for a significant part of the cash
income supporting the economy. Other cash income comes from trapping,
transfer payments and unemployment insurance paid to residents who leave a
wage job for subsistence activities.

Arctic Villag - Arctic Village has the lowest per capita income of the
four communities ($7,475) (Louis Berger and Associates, 1982). Unemployment
insurance payments, social security benefits, and state welfare payments for
Arctic Village residents provide income to many residents. Some households
receive foodstamps, which contribute to household buying power. Some people
also sell firewood, while others make income through the sale of beadwork and
handicrafts. Fur sales from trapping is important income for many households
(Caulfield,1983).

Cost of living in Arctic Village is substantially higher than Anchorage,
Fairbanks or Fort Yukon. One study reported prices of food items to be 72%
higher than those in Anchorage. The logistics of importing food also severely
limits the availability of fresh produce, and shipping delays often result in
the store only having a few canned and dry goods on the shelves at any time
(Caulfield,1983).

Chalkyitsi - As noted previously, opportunities for year-round
employment in Chalkyitsik are limited. Besides seasonal jobs, some households
also rely on income from the sale of firewood in winter and equipment
construction, such as snowshoes, sleds, boats, clothing and beadwork. Other
income sources are Alaska State welfare payments, unemployment compensation,
and social security payments.

Venetie - Income sources are also limited in Venetie. Caulfield (1983)
reports firefighting and construction as major sources of wage income, with
handicrafts and beadwork providing important sources of income for some
families. Alaska State welfare payments, unemployment compensation, and
social security benefits provide residents with other sources of income.
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Future Economy

Kaktovik's economy would probably experience major changes if significant oil
and gas deposits are discovered on the Arctic Refuge coastal plain and those
deposits are exploited. Employment and income would probably increase
(Clough, Patton and Christiansen, 1987). Otherwise, the present economic
trend would probably continue.

In terms of future growth, the most recent comprehensive economic analysis for
the south slope area (Louis Berger and Associates, 1982) does not indicate
any substantial change in the economic status quo. Other studies have similar
findings (CH2M Hill, 1977; ISER, 1978; Darbyshire and Associates, 1979).

Access aRd Ti@an.@p@iqation

Figure 26 indicates popular access points into the Arctic Refuge. There are
no roads into the refuge. The Dalton Highway (i.e., the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
System Haul Road) comes within about 3 miles (5 km) of the refuge, near Atigun
Gorge. The highway is presently open to public use south of Atigun Pass;
north of this point use is by permit only. Some visitors probably access the
refuge from the road, although the Service has no data on how much use
occurs. In the future the State could remove use restrictions and open the
road part or all of the way to Prudhoe Bay.

Light aircraft, boats and snowmobiles are the primary means by which visitors
reach the Arctic Refuge. Nonlocal users charter air taxis to fly into the
refuge, primarily from Fairbanks, Kaktovik or Fort Yukon. In recent years,
Audi Air, Inc., operating out of Kaktovik, has provided the majority of the
charter air service north of the Brooks Range in the refuge. Residents from
the local communities also sometimes charter an aircraft to reach hunting
areas. On the north slope, wheeled planes land on river gravel bars,
sandbars, and other flat areas. The Peters-Schrader Lakes area is accessed by
float plane. Float planes are more commonly used, however, on the south slope
than on the north slope.

Boats are used for fishing, sight-seeing, hunting, and travel between
villages. Residents on the south slope predominantly use boats to reach the
refuge. However, boat use is generally light on refuge rivers. Public use
data indicate that the Porcupine River is the most heavily used river.
Inflatable rafts, inflatable motorized boats, jet boats, and conventional
outboard skiffs are all used where water depths permit.

Three-wheelers are commonly used in and around all of the communities, and by
Kaktovik residents on coastal beaches. Snowmachines are the most popular
means of travel during winter. They are primarily used by local residents to
access the refuge for subsistence purposes or to travel between villages.
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Figure 26. Popular access points into the Arctic Refuge.
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Subsistence Uses

The information contained in this section was used in the Alaska Lands Act
Section 810(a) evaluations that were done for each of the management
alternatives in Chapter VI. The Arctic Refuge is primarily used for
subsistence by residents from the communities of Kaktovik, Arctic Village,
Fort Yukon, Chalkyitsik, and Venetie. Most of the following subsistence
information was taken from Worl Associates (1979), Jacobson and Wentworth
(1982), Caulfield (1983), and Pedersen et al. (1985).

Subsistence uses are defined in the Alaska Lands Act as:

.the customary and traditional uses by rural Alaska residents of wild,
;e,newableresources for direct personal or family consumption as food,
shelter, fuel, clothing, tools, or transportation;for the making and
selling of handicraft articles out of nonedible by-products of fish and
wildlife resources taken for personal or family consumption; for barter
or sharing for personal or family consumption; and for customary trade.

Under this definition all harvest of refuge resources by local residents
potentially qualifies as subsistence use. Lacking further definition, all
local harvests will be considered for purposes of this plan to be

a/subsistence--the terms "subsistence" and "local harvest" are synonymous.-

Ceneral Overview of Subsistence Uses in the Refuge Area

As noted previously in this chapter, subsistence plays an important role in
most local residents' way of life. Inupiat and Athapaskan peoples have hunted
and fished in and around the Arctic Refuge for thousands of years. Many
residents in the local communities are highly dependent upon a subsistence
lifestyle, although acculturation of villages into mainstream United States
society has necessitated new definitions of the term. Modern Euro-American
ethics of consumptive and nonconsumptive uses sometimes clash with local
interpretations.

In Alaska, subsistence has a cultural dimension as well as as a solely
economic one. The cultural importance of subsistence to the communities of
the north slope is demonstrated by the degree to which the cultural value is
defended when subsistence is threatened, and the amount of money that is often
spent in pursuing subsistence activities, often at a net monetary loss. For
instance, a whaling captain may spend several thousand dollars per year to
support crews and whaling activities. Similar cultural values for the
Athapaskan people of the southern refuge area have been documented by
Caulfield (1983).

The nutritional component of subsistence is also important. In Kaktovik, for
instance, commercially available foods are expensive and their availability
cannot be relied upon. Stocks at the local store are irregular, and shipments
often arrive damaged or spoiled. The greater nutritional value of local
subsistence foods over store-bought food also has been documented (Jacobson
and Wentworth, 1982).

a/Trapping is discussed in more detail in this chapter under "Economic Uses."
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Local residents harvest a variety of resources in and near the Arctic Refuge,
including fish, caribou, Dall sheep, moose, muskox, seal, grizzly and black
Lear, various furbearers (e.g., muskrat, wolf, wolverine) small mammals (e.g.,
ground squirrel, hare) and vegetation (e.g., berries, firewood). Subsistence
harvest level information is sketchy for most of these resources, particularly
for resources harvested on the south side of the refuge.

Figure 27 shows the general locations of where local residents harvest
resources in or near the Arctic Refuge. As the map depicts, most of the
refuge is used to harvest at least one subsistence resource. It is important
to note that the harvest locations shown on this figure, and the subsequent
figures in this section,are not static. Fish and wildlife populationswill
shift use areas as habitat conditions change, thus altering harvest patterns.
Patterns also may change as population levels of given species fluctuate,
either naturally or due to other causes. Other factors, such as weather
conditions, water levels, and economic considerations, also influence the
location of harvest activities.

Kaktovika/ - Kaktovik residents fish, hunt and trap for subsistence
purposes on the Arctic Refuge. Jacobson and Wentworth (1982) reported
northern pike, least cisco, and arctic cod being harvested by Kaktovik
residents, but in unknown numbers. Crayling are traditionally caught by
Kaktovik residents in overwintering areas on the main stem of the Huiahula
River. Griffiths et al. (1977) reported that approximately 570 arctic ciscoes
and arctic char were taken by ;"aktavikresidents one summer. Cannon and
Hachmeister (1986) estimated 1,000 to 2,000 arctic ciscoes and 2,000 to 4,000
arctic char were harvested by Kaktovik residents in or near the refuge in
1985. During the period July 1985 to July 1986 a total of 513 geese, 251
ducks, and 686 ptarmigan were harvested by Kaktovik residents (Pedersen, pers.
comm.). Kaktavik residents have annually harvested from 25 to 75 animals from
the Porcupine caribou herd (Pedersen and Coffing, 1984). The annual harvest
of animals from the Central Arctic caribou herd by Kaktovik residents was
earlier estimated to be 25 to 75 (Pedersen and Coffing, 1984). This harvest
occurs along the coast during the summer when residents can travel by boat,
and inland in the fall and spring when snowmachine travel is possible. In
1985-1986, Kaktovik residents took 135 caribou. In 1986, Kaktovik residents
harvested an estimated 235 caribou, 37 sheep, 4 moose, 1 muskox and I brown
bear (Alaska Department of Fish & Came, unpub. data).

Kaktovik residents harvest polar bear and bowhead whale in or near the
refuge. Annual subsistence harvest of polar bear by local residents was as
high as 23-28 in 1980-1981; at least one polar

.
bear was confirmed as being

taken in each of the winters since then, with three bear being taken in
1985-1986 (Schliebe, 1985; Jacobson and Wentworth, 1982; USDI-FWS, unpubl.
data). Residents hunt for bowheads in the fall and usually take 1 or 2 whales
annually. The harvest is regulated by quota.

a/For more detailed information on Kaktovik subsistence activities, see
Jacobson and Wentworth, 1982.
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Figure 28 shows the general areas where local residents harvest resources on
the refuge. Kaktovik residents focus their activities primarily on the
coastal plain and the Hulahula and Sadlerochit drainages. The refuge staff
notes that the coastal wetlands and lagoons from the mouth of the Okpilak
River to Nuvagapak Lagoon receive the heaviest use by Kaktovik. Several
subsistence fish camps are located within this area. In terms of adult
participation, fishing ranks second to caribou hunting in importance as a
subsistence activity (Craig, 1987). Residents fish the lagoons along the
Beaufort Sea coast for arctic char and arctic cisco, the Hulahula River for
arctic char and arctic grayling, and Lakes Peters-Schrader for lake trout.
The Canning River drainage is known for its variety of fish, being the only
river in the refuge where Kaktovik residents find both broad whitefish and
burbot. The portion of the river most often used is from the mouth up 10 to
15 miles (16 to 24 km) on the main channel. Broad whitefish are also caught
in lakes between the Canning and Tamayariak rivers, and in the mainstem of the
Tamayariak. The Kongakut River has also historically been fished for arctic
char, but not commonly in recent years.

Table 7 shows the annual cycle of subsistence activities for Kaktovik
residents on the Arctic Refuge. Jacobson and Wentworth (1982) note that the
yearly cycle of subsistence activities has followed the same general pattern
since the early part of this century. They note also that techniques have
changed and the relative emphasis on species sought has also changed. For
instance, bowhead whales were not hunted in historic times at Kaktovik until
1964. Also, seals were hunted more commonly for dog food prior to the
mid-1960's when dog teams were still commonly used.

Overall participation in subsistence activities is greatest during spring and
summer months. At this time family hunting, fishing and gathering are
predominantly oriented towards the coastal area, when caribou, birds, eggs and
ocean fish are most available. Bowhead whales are hunted in the fall. Sheep
hunting is reserved for periods of snow cover due to improved access by snow
machine. Seal and caribou are important year-round.

The snow season greatly expands the range of land used for subsistence. Snow
cover permits snowmachine travel across the tundra of the coastal plain and
access to the camps along the Hulahula and Sadlerochit drainages. During this
time "the mountains" are the single most important place for subsistence
activities. April and May are considered the best months for traveling
overland by snowmachine because there is still snow on the ground and also
many hours of daylight (Jacobson and Wentworth, 1982).

The colder weather of late August signifies the time to begin whaling.
Whaling occurs only in the fall at Kaktovik, not during the spring as in other
north slope villages. At the beginning of the fall migration, hunters may
travel as far as 20 miles (30 km) out to sea to hunt whales; later, in
September, the whales pass closer to shore and may be taken within 2 miles
(3 km) of Barter Island. Hunting can last several weeks before whales are
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Figure 28. General areas where Kaktovik residents harvest resources-
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Table 7. Annual cycle of subsistence activities for Kaktovik residents.

Winter Spring Summer Fall Winter
Resource Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Whale

'All

Seal/Ugruk
PTrffTM.T

Polar Bear

MUM]
Birds/Eggs

Caribou

TTTITTI 11

Moose
rTTT ITITT] r TTr,-

GrizzlyBear

Furbearers
(hunt/trap)

SmallMammals

Sheep

Freshwater Fish

r@ -"1TTTTTTffTffff111'I11rl1111.. 'PTITI-r1mr

Ocean Fish

Patternsindicatedesired periods for pursuit
of each species based upon the relationship

of abundance, hunteraccess, seasonal
needs,and desirability.

Source: Jacobson, M.A.,and C. Wentworth, 1982
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taken. Then it may take another week of work, often in cold and stormy
weather, to cut up, transport, divide and deliver the whale meat, maktak and
baleen to each household (Jacobson and Wentworth, 1982).

After whaling is over, people prepare for travel to the mountains. They
usually wait for freeze-up and sufficient snow cover before leaving. Travel
most often follows the Hulahula River south into the Brooks Range.

People go into the mountains for periods ranging from a few days to a month at
a time. The average stay is one to two weeks. The principal "snow season"
camps are located along the Hulahula and Sadlerochit rivers. On the Hulahula,
people usually erect wall tents near Fish Holes 1, 2 and 3, which are
traditional ice fishing sites. On the Sadlerochit, camping areas are less
defined. Tents are heated with wood-burning stoves fueled by willow
branches. Principal species sought during the fall in the mountains are
caribou and Dail sheep. Trapping for red and cross fox, wolves, and wolverine
also occurs during this time. Trips to the mountains peak in early November
and extend into mid-December when lack of daylight reduces activity (Jacobson
and Wentworth, 1982).

Trapping is one subsistence activity that continues through the darkest
months. In addition to red and cross fox, arctic fox are trapped on the
coastal plain, often around Barter Island.

Polar bear are also hunted during the darkest months. Bear are not usually
taken until after freeze-up, a time when many of them occur along the coast.
People generally hunt them only in the vicinity of Barter Island.

Hunters return from the mountains for Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays.
Whale, caribou, sheep, and fish are distributed at holiday feasts. There are
also dances, games, and snowmachine races.

In January and February, people start returning to the mountains. Trips
increase in March and April, with the increase in daylight and slightly warmer
temperatures. Winter fishing at the Hulahula River fish holes is best from
late February through early April. Some caribou are also taken during this
period, and an occasional moose may be shot. Sheep hunting may take place,
but to a much lesser extent than in the fall. April and May are best for
taking arctic ground squirrel, ptarmigan, and even a few marmots. The last
trips to the mountains in spring season are often made to get squirrel and
ptarmigan (Jacobson and Wentworth, 1982).

Migratory waterfowl hunting begins along the coast in late May or early June
as soon as there is some open water. Sometimes the last trips to the
mountains are combined with the first trips for waterfowl hunting. People
commonly set up tents in the Camden Bay area along the coast, then head inland
to the mountains for squirrel, hunting ptarmigan along the way. Then they
return to the coastal camp and hunt eiders and brant, if the birds have
arrived by that time.
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In early June, waterfowl hunting usually takes place closer to Barter Island
because snowmachine travel is more difficult due to reduced snow cover. Camps
are set up on the mainland southeast of Barter Island, on Arey Island, or at
other locations, depending on where the birds are flying. Stays at these
camps range from overnight to two weeks. Seals and caribou are also taken an
these trips (Jacobson and Wentworth, 1982).

Subsistence activities slacken later in June for several reasons. Snowmachine
travel is restricted with the lack of snow, and the lagoons are still frozen
so boat travel is impossible. Squirrels and marmot are shedding so their fur
is not good. Ptarmigan have dispersed for mating, and are therefore harder to
hunt.

As soon as the ice goes out in July, subsistence activities resume. Many
people begin traveling along the coast by boat. The legal season for caribou
begins July 1, and if any are seen along the coast people begin to hunt them.
July is also the best month of the year for catching arctic char. Net fishing
begins as soon as Kaktavik Lagoon is navigable. Hook and line fishing for
char also occurs at Barter Island. A popular spot is near the east end of the
airstrip, where fish move in and out of Kaktovik Lagoon. Char fishing
continues to be good into August. About August 1 arctic cisco also appear in
the nets. August and September are the best months for arctic cisco fishing
(Wentworth, 1979).

Arctic Village - Figure 29 shows where Arctic Village residents generally
harvest resources in or near the Arctic Refuge. Residents hunt and fish on
Old John Lake, and the Chandalar, Sheenjek and Junjik rivers. The Sheenjek
drainage, in particular, receives heavy use from Arctic Village residents.

Table 8 shows the annual subsistence cycle for Arctic Village and the other
three south slope communities. Because of its location in the Brooks Range,
Arctic Village experiences breakup later than the other three communities:
breakup on the Chandalar River usually occurs in late May or early June.
Waterfowl hunting begins on lakes and along the Chandalar River as the ice
begins to melt. Muskrats are also hunted at this time, and gillnets are
placed in rivers and lakes to obtain whitefish, pike, grayling, and suckers.
Grayling are often caught in large numbers through the ice using
hook-and-line. Fishing for these species continues through summer. Old John
Lake is an especially important lake for harvesting lake trout in the summer
(Caulfield, 1983). Patterson (1974) found fishing to account for 18% of the
subsistence resources used by Arctic Village.

Caribou usually are available to Arctic Village residents by the middle of
August north and east of the community on treeless ridges, and near Old John
Lake. At this time of year, boats are primarily used to hunt caribou along
rivers; some hunters travel by foot or use all-terrain vehicles. Gathering of
firewood occurs throughout the summer. Blueberries, lowbush cranberries, and
nagoonberries are also collected (Caulfield, 1983).
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Table B. Annual cycle of subsistence activities for Arctic Village,
Chalkyitsik, Fort Yukon, and Venetie residents.

Subsistence Community Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov DocActivity

Fishing ArcticVillag
Chalkyltsik
Fort Yukon -------- -

Venetle

Moose ArcticVillage- ----- - - -------
Hunting Chalkyltsik

FortYukon

Venstle

Bear Chalkyltalk
Hunting FortYukon

Venetia -- - -- - - --

Muskrat ArcticVillage
Trapping Chalkyltsik

FortYukon
Venetia

Furbeerer ArcticVillage
Trapping Chalkyltalk

FortYukon
Venetle

Waterfowl ArcticVillage ----- ------
Hunting

Chalkyltalk
FortYukon
Venetle

Wood Cutting/ArcticVillage - ------ -------------
Log GatheringChalkyltelk

FortYukon
Venetle -- -------

Caribou ArcticVillage
Hunting FortYukon

Venetle --- ---

Sheep ArcticVillage ----- --- -
Hunting

Hare ArcticVillage
Snaring halkyltalk - -----

FortYukon -
Venetia

Ground rcticVillage
Squirrel
Trapping

PrimaryActivity Source: Caulfield,R.A.,1983.

Secondary Activity
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Caribou, moose, ground squirrel, sheep, and waterfowl hunting are primary fall
activities. Caribou and moose are harvested along the rivers until freeze-up
restricts water travel, usually in late September. In recent years travel to
sheep hunting areas has employed chartered aircraft. Ground squirrels are
hunted and trapped, often by women and elderly persons, on alpine ridges
surrounding the community. Waterfowl are occasionally harvested before ice
develops on lakes and streams. In addition, 'frabbitdrives" are sometimes
undertaken to flush out hares from willow bars along rivers where they can be
harvested. Firewood gathering and berry picking continue through fall.

Snowmachine travel usually becomes possible by mid-October. Caribou hunting
by snowmachine begins and continues through the winter depending upon local
need and availability. Generally, caribou are no longer available to Arctic
Village residents after mid- to late April.

Sheep hunting by snowmachine occurs in early winter, especially near Ottertail
Creek. Sheep meat is usually saved for the elderly and for community
potlaches.

In November, trappers begin to make sets for marten, fox, wolf, wolverine, and
beaver. Some trappers travel long distances by snowmachine and occasionally
by chartered airplane with their supplies and equipment to distant trapping
areas. In recent years trappers have run lines as far away as Alexander's
Village, Christian Village, and Sheenjek River. Trapping continues until
about the end of March (Caulfield, 1983).

Trapping, snaring, or hunting of small game and fowl such as hares, porcupine,
and ptarmigan provide variety to the local diet throughout the winter.
Firewood gathering continues throughout the winter (Caulfield, 1983).

Chalkyitsik - Figure 30 shows the general areas where Chakyitsik
residents harvest resources within the Arctic Refuge. Most subsistence
harvests occurs outside of the Arctic Refuge boundaries.

Residents primarily use the Arctic Refuge for hunting and trapping in the fall
and winter. In the fall Chalkyitsik residents occasionally harvest caribou,
usually along the Porcupine River. In November trapping begins for marten,
mink, lynx, beaver, wolf, and fox. Commonly used traplines extend north to
the Porcupine and Coleen rivers. Trapping continues until about mid-March.
Moose hunting sometimes occurs in conjunction with trapping. Caribou are
occasionally harvested during spring and are valued as a source of variety in
local diets.

Fort Yukon - Figure 30 shows where Fort Yukon residents harvest resources
in the Arctic Refuge area. Most subsistence harvests occur outside of the
Arctic Refuge boundaries. The Porcupine and Coleen drainages are the primary
areas used in the refuge.

In the fall Fort Yukon residents travel up the Porcupine River or its
tributaries, such as the Coleen River, to harvest moose. Black bear may also
be harvested in conjunction with moose hunting. Moose are sometimes harvested
during the winter, usually in November or again during February and March.
Caribou hunting usually occurs in mid-September near Canyon Village or Old
Rampart as animals from the Porcupine caribou herd cross the Porcupine River.
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Figure 30. General areas where Chalkyitsik, Fort Yukon and Venetie residents
harvest resources in or near the Arctic Refuge.
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Venetie - This village's location in the Yukon Flats near the foothills
of the Brooks Range provides access to resources found in the extensive lake,
river, and slough systems of the Flats themselves, and resources of the upland
region as well (Caulfield, 1983). Residents harvest most of their resources
outside of the Arctic Refuge boundaries in the Chandalar drainage on Native
corporation lands. Figure 30 shows where residents harvest resources in the
refuge area. The East Fork of the Chandalar River is the primary area used by
Venetie residents in the refuge. Caribou, moose, sheep, fish, furbearers and
bears are taken.

Waterfowl hunting usually begins in early May and continues until early June.
Once ice has left rivers and small streams, gillnets are placed in the East
and North Forks to harvest whitefish, pike, and suckers. Black bear are also
taken occasionally when encountered along rivers, as are caribou in late
summer (Caulfield, 1983).

Moose hunting, primarily along rivers, and gillnet fishing for salmon and
whitefish are major fall activities. Caribou may occasionally be harvested in
fall as well.

Trapping activities begin in November. The primary species sought are marten,
mink, beaver, lynx, fox, wolf, and muskrat. In the refuge most trapping
occurs along the East Fork of the Chandalar River (Caulfield, 1983).

In November and early December moose are occasionally taken by hunters on
snowmachines. In some years caribou are available to Venetie hunters north of
the community near Gold Camp. Caribou are sought by snowmachine throughout
the winter.

In February and March trapping turns more toward the harvest of beaver and
muskrat. Moose and caribou are also taken on occasion during this time. A
few people may hunt caribou with their relatives near Arctic Village at this
time, especially in years when caribou are not available near Venetie.

Non-village Based Residents - Several families live throughout the year
within the refuge, outside of the villages, and to a large degree subsist on
harvesting refuge resources. Figure 31 shows the general areas where these
families harvest resources in the refuge.

Public Uses

The four primary recreational uses of the refuge are sport hunting, river
floating, backpacking, and wildlife observation. Recreationists come from
around the state, the nation, and the world. Most sport hunters come to the
refuge to hunt DalL sheep, caribou, moose, and brown bear. Exact numbers of
consumptive and nonconsumptive users visiting the refuge are unknown.
Although a large proportion of recreational visitors fish during their visits
to the refuge, sport fishing is usually not a primary reason for visiting
(i.e., visitors usually come for some other purpose, but often fish while
there).
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Reliable annual public use data for the Arctic Refuge are not available. Most
of the public use figures provided in this section are estimates only.
Ritchie and Childers (1976) made the most comprehensive and systematic effort
to date to analyze and quantify public use on the refuge. While their
estimates of annual visitation are subject to qualification, they provide
useful profiles of user groups and other information. In considering data
from this report it should be kept in mind that the study only considered the
original Arctic National Wildlife Range and not the entire refuge area as it
exists today.

Ritchie and Childers (1976) estimated 1975 visitation at 281 persons for
recreational use; nearly all use by this group occurred between June 1 and
September 15. Backpackers accounted for the greatest amount of use (in
user-days). The most heavily used areas were in the vicinity of the upper
Hulahula River, Okpilak River and Peters-Schrader Lakes. Ritchie and Childers
also noted a trend of generally increasing use, which is believed to be
continuing.

In 1975, the Sheen ek was the most popular river for floating, carrying nine
parties totaling 20 people (Ritchie and Childers,1976). Ritchie and Childers
(1976) estimated 150 hunters used the area in 1975. While hunting accounted
for over half of all recreational visits, hunter visits averaged the shortest
length of the user groups, usually under one week. Sheep were the major
target of hunting parties. Hunting use was evenly split between north and
south slope areas.

Warren (1985) estimated that 434 recreationists visited the refuge in 1977.
Of these, 248 were sport hunters and 186 were non-hunters. Hunter use-days
totalled 5,260, while non-hunter use-days totaled 4,990. This author noted
that sport hunters tended to concentrate on a single activity--hunting.
Non-hunters were more diverse in the activities they felt were most important:
backpacking/hiking, viewing scenery, observing wildlife, and the wilderness
experience were all identified as important. Analysis of questionnaires of
over 50 individuals that only visited the additions to the refuge showed no
significant difference between their socioeconomic characteristics and
attitudes and those characteristics and attitudes of individuals that visited
the original refuge (Warren, pers. com.).

In 1984, Audi Air, Inc., the primary charter air service north of the Brooks
Range, reported flying in 147 hunters, backpackers, floaters, and fishermen,
compared to 109 in 1983. Approximately 20% of these were Dall sheep, caribou,
moose or brown bear hunters. An undetermined number of hunters not included
in the total were flown in by Audi Air from Deadhorse, and by privately-owned
aircraft. These figures mostly represent recreational use on the north slope
portion of the refuge.

In 1986 a more formal survey of recreational use on the refuge was undertaken
(Devoe, 1986). During that year Audi Air reported flying in 176 visitors.
Two other air taxi operators operating out of Fort Yukon and Fairbanks
reported a combined total of 138. Based on these figures and the expected
percentage of visitors that use air taxis (instead of other means) to enter
the refuge, as based on the work of Warren (1980), total visitation was
conservatively estimated as 515. However, some air taxi operators speculate
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that more persons now are entering the refuge by means other than air taxis
(i.e., private airplanes) than in the late 1970's when Warren did his study.
If this is true, then the figure given above underestimates the visitation by
an indeterminate amount.

Figure 32 shows generally where the most popular sport hunting areas are in
the refuge, while Figure 33 shows generally the locations of the most popular
hiking and rafting areas. These maps are based on refuge staff observations.
Recreational use is primarily focused on the major drainages and the Brooks
Range.

Sport Hunting

The Arctic Refuge is open to sport hunting, and is divided into exclusive-use
guiding areas by State regulation. A guide is requiredfor nonresidents to
hunt Dall sheep or brown bear, but nonresidents can hunt other species without
a guide. Alaskan residents can participate in all legal hunting without
guides. Sport hunting on the refuge appears to be growing. In 1984, 13
guides were issued permits to hunt on the refuge. The guides took in a
reported 97 clients. Sheep are the most commonly hunted species.

The current Dall sheep sport hunting season extends from August 10 to
September 20. The Kaktovik registration sheep hunt extends from October 1 to
April 30, with 50 permits available and a bag limit of 3. The heaviest
recreational sheep hunting occurs on the upper Hulahula and Kongakut rivers.
The Canning and Sheenjek rivers are also important sheep hunting areas. For
the 1987-1988 season (through February 10, 1988) 172 sheep were taken by 252
hunters on the north side of the refuge (Alaska Dept. of Fish & Came,
preliminary data).

Some caribou are harvested by sport hunters, in most cases incidentally to
sheep hunting. The current bag limit is 10 caribou in those Came Management
Units within the Porcupine caribou herd's range; however, under current
regulations, no more than five caribou can legally be transported south of the
Yukon River. The hunting season is open from July 1 to April 30. Areas where
sport hunters harvest caribou include the northern reaches of the Sadlerochit,
Canning and Hulahula rivers. The Sheenjek and Chandalar rivers are also
hunted for caribou. For the 1987-1988 season (through 2/10/88) 17 caribou
were harvested by 30 hunters on the northern side of the refuge in Came
Management Unit 26C; 64 caribou were harvested by 87 hunters in Game
Management Unit 25, which includes the southern portion of the refuge (Alaska
Dept. of Fish & Came, preliminary data).

A few moose are harvested by sport hunters. According to estimates by the
Alaska Department of Fish and Game, up to 13 animals were harvested in 1983 on
the north slope of the refuge. Uncertainty exists because the estimates are
made for Alaska Department of Fish & Came game management units, which do not
coincide with the refuge boundaries. Estimated harvests for the refuge's
north slope in 1984, 1985, and 1986 were 17, 22, and 40 animals respectively.
On the south side of the refuge, harvests for 1983-1984, 1984-1985 and
1985-1986 were 30, 23 and 26 animals respectively. Harvest figures for the
1986-1987 and 1987-1988 seasons were not available.
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Figure 32. popular sport hunting areas.
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Figure 33. Popular rafting and hiking areas.
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Muskox have been harvested from the refuge since 1983 in a permit hunt managed
by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game. Between 1983 and 1985 the permits
were issued by drawing to nonlocal sport hunters. Beginning in 1986 the
permits were issued in Kaktovik, giving the local people an opportunity to
harvest this resource. Harvest figures for 1983, 1984, 1985, and 1986 were 4,
5, 4, and 3 respectively.

Brown bears are primarily harvested by recreational hunters. The Alaska
Department of Fish & Game estimated that 5 brown bear were harvested in 1983,
6 bear in 1984 and 6 bear in 1985 on the south side of the refuge.

Sport Fishing

Sport fishing on the Arctic Refuge has not been well documented. Fishing
occurs during many visits to the refuge, but probably very few people visit
the refuge specificallyfor the purpose of sport fishing. Fishing usually
occurs in conjunction with other activities such as river trips and hunting.
Arctic grayling, arctic char, lake trout, and northern pike are tLe most
popular species taken by anglers. A licensed-angler mail survey conducted by
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game estimated that in 1985 a total of 2,351
anglers fished 4,490 angler-days on the north slope, and 2,234 anglers fished
6,867 angler-days on the south slope of the Brooks Range across the state
(Mills, 1986). The proportionsof these totals attributable to the Arctic
Refuge are unknown. The most heavily fished sport fishing rivers an the
refuge are believed to be the Kongakut, Hulahula, and Canning rivers on the
north slope, and the Sheenjek and Porcupine rivers on the south slope.

River Floating

Floating the rivers of the refuge appears to be one of the fastest growing
forms of public use. On the north slope the Kongakut River is now estimated
to be the most heavily floated river, followed by the Hulahula and the Canning
rivers. The Ivishak and Sagavanirktok rivers also receive float use. On the
south slope the Sheenjek and Porcupine rivers are the most popular.

Inflatable rafts are the most popular vessels for river travel, although
canoes and kayaks are also used. For some of the smaller streams, especially
during the latter part of the summer, kayaks and very shallow draft canoes are
the only feasible alternatives.

Backpacking and Wildlife Viewing

As distinct uses, backpacking and wildlife viewing probably rank third after
sport hunting and river floating. The upper Hulahula and Kongakut rivers and
the area around the Peters-Schrader Lakes area are relatively popular
backpacking areas. Ignek, Cache and Eagle Creek valleys are also important
for biking. The Caribou Pass area is one of the most popular wildlife viewing
areas on the refuge, with the migrations of the Porcupine caribou herd being
the main attraction.
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Economic Uses

The primary economic uses of the Arctic Refuge include guided hunting and
other guided recreational trips, oil and gas exploration, and navigational
tower placement. Trapping may be considered an economic use, although it can
also be classified as subsistence or recreation, depending upon the
circumstances.

Cuided Services

Commercial guides on the refuge offer services for hunting, river floating,
backpacking, and wildlife viewing (i.e., base camp with day hiking). As noted
above, in 1984 permits were issued to 13 hunting guides with a total of 97
clients. In 1985, 12 permits were issued to hunting guides, with 105
clients utilizing their services. Sheep hunts are generally the most
expensive, averaging $4,500-5,000 per client.

Ten special use permits were issued in 1984 and 9 issued in 1985 to commercial
recreation guides to operate river floating, backpacking, or wildlife viewing
trips on the refuge. Number of clients guided decreased from 70 in 1984 to 51
in 1985. Prices charged for these trips are highly variable, but are
estimated to range between $800 and $2,500 per client.

Table 9 estimates annual revenues generated by guided trips into the Arctic
Refuge. It is conservatively estimated that guides annually take in
approximately $332,500 for hunting trips in the refuge, and $91,000 for other
recreationaltrips.

Table 9
;/

Estimated annual revenues generated by guided trips in the Arctic
Refuge.-

Hunting Trips Other Recreational Trips

Guided Servicesb/ $332,500 91,000

Travel From
c
7airbanks

to Villages- 38,000 28,000

Travel From VaWages
to the Refuge- 114,000 56,000

a/Estimates are based on the average number of clients'visiting the refuge in
1984, 1985, and 1986. It is assumed an average of 95 hunting clients and

b/
70 non-hunting clients (e.g., rafting, backpacking) would visit the refuge.
This assumes each guide charges an average of $3,500/client for hunting

c/
trips, and $1,300/client for other recreational trips.
This assumes an average cost of $400/person on commercial flights to either

d/Kaktovik, Fort Yukon, or Prudhoe Bay.
This assumes an average cost of $1,200/hunting client to charter a flight
into the refuge, and $800 for other recreational users.
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Trapping

Trapping is a very important activity for residents of the upper Yukon
region. Several refuge mammal species are trapped for their fur, including in
order of importance marten, lynx, red fox, beaver, muskrat, wolf, wolverine,
mink, and river otter. Residents of Arctic Village, Venetie, Chalkyitsik and
Fort Yukon trap these species on the refuge during winter. A small number of
other nonlocal trappers also use the southern part of the refuge as well. On
the north slope, residents of Kaktovik trap red fox in inland areas and arctic
foxes in coastal areas (Melchior, pers. comm.). Wolf and wolverine are also
valued for their fur, but on the north slope are usually taken by hunting
rather than trapping.

Historically, beaver have been the most important forbearing animal in the
Yukon region. Muskrats also have been significant, exceeding the value of
beaver in some years. The key to profits has often been the abundance of
beaver and muskrat (the size of the harvest), not necessarily the per unit
price of the pelts. Marten today is probably the most important fur species
in the refuge.

Fur trapping provides the only significant export item for the south slope
communities, although revenues can vary greatly from year to year depending on
harvest levels and fur prices. Over the years, local residents have returned
to trapping after short periods of wage-labor provided by road construction,
firefighting,military service, and other limited wage opportunities. Despite
variations in prices paid for furs, opportunities for trapping have been
consistently available. Today trapping remains a highly labor-intensive
activity, demanding long hours and hard work for relatively small and often
uncertain returns for the investment costs.

Trapping activities are cyclic in nature, often responding to the rise or fall
of fur prices. Trapping has generally been on the decline since World War II
due to competition from synthetics and ranch furs. Nevertheless, trappiT.g
remains today a part-time occupation for many people participating in the
traditional subsistence lifestyle.

Trapping is allowed on the Arctic Refuge without a permit. Besides the
trapping that occurs near the villages, at least eight trappers make a
substantial part of their living on the refuge (USDI-FWS, 1985). While
trapping does not involve a large number of people, as an activity it has
large spatial requirements.

The wolf and wolverine are the only species for which there is current
information on refuge harvest levels. On the refuge's north slope, the Alaska
Department of Fish & Game estimated 11 wolves were harvested in 1983-1984, 5
wolves in 1984-1985, and one wolf in 1985-1986. On the south side of the
refuge the harvest figures for the same years were 6, 5 and 10.

Wolverines are highly valued for their fur, especially for making parka
ruffs. They are very vulnerable to aerial and snowmachine hunting in winter
because they and their tracks are conspicuous. The animals also run
relatively slowly. Kaktovik residents harvest wolverines most often in the
foothills and northern mountainous areas of the Sadlerochit, Hulahula, and
Okpilak rivers. The Alaska Department of Fish and Game's records indicate
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that an average of about one wolverine per year is harvested; this may be an
underestimate because of incomplete reporting (Clough, Patton and
Christiansen, 1987). During the winter of 1980-1981, seven wolverines were
taken by Kaktovik residents (Jacobson and Wentworth, 1982).

mining

There are nine active mining claims in the southern part of the refuge, seven
of which were filed by the same two individuals. Two placer claims are near
the Christian River and seven active claims are near the Wind River.
Twenty-seven other mining claims, in the Wind River drainage, have been
abandoned or are void. There is no known mining activity at any of these
claims.

Oil and Gas Activities

As noted previously in this chapter, there has been considerable interest in
the oil and gas potential of the Arctic Refuge coastal plain for a long time.
The earliest geological studies (prior to the Prudhoe Bay discovery in 1969)
were conducted by the federal and state governments. Since discovery of the
Prudhoe Bay oilfield, exploration efforts, mostly studies of the surface
geology, by the oil industry have increased. The earliest special use permit
for oil-related studies on the refuge was one issued to the Atlantic Richfield
Company in 1961. Permits have been issued every year since that time for some
form of oil and gas exploration on the refuge. However, detailed oil and gas
studies did not begin until the early 1980s.

Under the provisions of Section 1002 of the Alaska Lands Act, the Service
allowed surface geological and geophysical studies in a portion of the coastal
plain (the "1002" area) for a limited time. On July 1, 1983, oil companies
began concentrated surface geological studies in the coastal plain (the 11100211
area). Through the summer of 1985 crews from 13 different companies collected
surface geologic information. One exploration company was authorized to
collect gravity readings along a 1 x 2 mile (2 x 3 km) grid covering the
entire "1002" area in the fall of 1983. Another exploration company, under
contract to 23 oil companies, conducted seismic studies on the "1002" area
during the winters of 1983-1984 and

a
@984-1985. A total of 1,333 miles (2,140

km) of seismic data were collected-

With the drop in world oil prices that began in 1985, the number of oil and
gas studies on the refuge in 1986 was severely reduced from that of previous
years. Only one surface geological study was conducted on the refuge.

In 1983, the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation (ASRC) obtained title to the
subsurface estate under the lands held by the Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation
(KIC) within the refuge boundary. The Arctic Slope Regional Corporation
authorized Chevron USA Inc. to conduct seismic studies on these lands, which
occurred during the winters of 1983-1984 and 1985-1986. The Service has also
allowed seismic exploration to occur in conjunction with these activities on
the coastal lagoon areas that are still federally-owned north of the Native
corporation lands.

a/The results of the studies in the "1002" area are summarized in Clough,
Patton and Christiansen (1987).
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In the winter of 1984-1985 the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation authorized
Chevron USA Inc. to begin drilling an exploratory well on the Native
corporation lands near Oruktalik Lagoon. An ice road and ice air strip were
built to service the well. The well was drilled over two winters, and was
completed in April 1986. Results of the drilling effort are considered
proprietary information and have not been made available to the federal
goverrunent. Rehabilitation of the well site is in progress.

Navigation Towers

Special use permits are issued to private companies for establishing temporary
navigation beacon towers on the refuge. The towers are used to precisely
position crews conducting seismic exploration in the Beaufort Sea. The
towers, which are 50 to 60 feet (15 to 18 m) tail, are mostly installed on the
coastal plain, the majority near the coast. They are usually erected in the
middle of June and taken down at the end of September. Occasionally towers
are erected during the winter for seismic surveys on the sea ice. Towers are
installed, serviced and periodically moved by helicopter. Fifty-nine tower
sites were authorized in permits to 6 different companies by the Service in
1985. However, towers are usually not erected at all permitted sites.
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VILDMMSS REVIEW

About 41% of the Arctic Refuge (8 million acres or 3.2 million ha), comprising
most of the original wildlife range, was designated as wilderness by the
Alaska Lands Act. Section 1317 of the Alaska Lands Act directs the Service to
study all of the non-wilderness lands in Alaska refuges and recommend areas
suitable for inclusion in the National Wilderness Preservation System. This
section describes the process used in studying 9.5 million acres (3.8 million
ha) of federal lands within the Arctic Refuge, excluding the "1002" area, and
evaluates the wilderness qualities on those lands.

As explained in the NOTICE TO TH4 READER, the "1002" area is not included in
the wilderness review analysisX Mana ement of this area as wilderness can
not be considered until Congress acts and selects one of the five management
alternatives analyzed in the 1002(h) report and the accompanying legislative
environmental impact statement. In the event Congress selects Alternative D,
the "no action" alternative in the 1002(h) report, the area will be examined
for wilderness suitability and the necessary environmental documentation will
be prepared. Under the other alternatives, future consideration of the 111002"
area as wilderness is not a factor.

Criteria for Wilderness Review and Evaluation

Most of the criteria for evaluating the wilderness qualities of refuge lands
are based on the Wilderness Act of 1964, which defines wilderness as follows:

A wilderness, in contrast with those areas where man and his own works
dominate the landscape, is hereby recognized as an area where the earth
and its community of life are untrammeled by man, where man himself is a
visitor who does not remain. An area of wilderness is further defined to
mean in this Act an area of undeveloped federal land retaining its
primeval character and influence, without permanent improvements or human
habitation, which is protected and managed so as to preserve its natural
conditions and which: (1) generally appears to have been affected
primarily by the forces of nature, with the imprint of man's work
substantially unnoticeable; (2) has outstanding opportunities for
solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of recreation; (3) has at
least five thousand acres of land or is of sufficient size as to make
practicable its preservation and use in an unimpaired condition; and (4)
may also contain ecological, geological, or other features of scientific,
educational, scenic, or historic value.

The Service used seven criteria in evaluating the wilderness qualities of the
refuge lands: land ownership; natural integrity of the area; apparent
naturalness; opportunities for solitude; primitive recreation opportunities;
size; and the presence of special or unique features. This evaluation will
determine what lands are suitable for wilderness designation, based solely on
the seven criteria, without regard for possible uses on or management of these
lands.

a/An analysis of the wilderness suitability of the "1002" area can be found
on pages 478-483 in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge coastal plain
resource assessment. Final report. Baseline study of the fish, wildlife,
and their habitats. Vol. II (Garner and Reynolds, 1986).
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Size of Area

The Wilderness Act requires that a wilderness be 5,000 acres (2,000 ha), or be
large enough to allow for its preservation and use in An unimpaired
condition.

Land Ownership

Only areas where the federal government owns both surface and subsurface
rights are suitable for wilderness designation. Specifically, conveyed lands
are no longer under federal ownership and thus are unavailable for wilderness
designation. Lands with encumbrances in the refuge, such as valid mining
claims, are unsuitable for wilderness designation because of the potential
developments that can occur. Selected lands may or may not be suitable for
designation depending on the final determination of land status. About 99% of
the non-wilderness land within the refuge boundary is presently owned by the
federal government, and thus is eligible for wilderness designation. (Current
land status is discussed at the beginning of this chapter.)

Natural Integrity

This criterion refers to the degree to which an area retains its primeval
character and influence from an ecological perspective.

Apparent Naturalness

Apparent naturalness refers to the degree to which a landscape appears
unchanged by human activity.

Opportunities for Solitude

Solitude refers to the degree of isolation from the sights, sounds and
presence of others and from the developments and evidence of man. According
to the Wilderness Act, a wilderness area must provide either outstanding"
opportunitiesfor solitude, or 'outstanding opportunities for primitive
recreation.

Outstanding Opportunities for Primitive Recreation

To experience primitive recreation, visitors should perceive a vastness of
scale, feel they are part of the natural environment, and experience a high
degree of isolation, challenge, and risk. Primitive recreation requires
outdoor skills and meeting nature on its own terms without comfort and
convenience facilities.

Special and Unique Features

This criterion refers to special ecological features (e.g., threatened or
endangered species, wilderness-dependent species, unusual plant or animal
communities), landforms that represent significant examples of geologic
processes (e.g.9 natural bridges, caves, lava flows, glaciers), scenic values
and cultural features. Special features are optional in wilderness areas.
The Wilderness Act states that wilderness areas "may" have these features.
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Evaluation of Wilderness Review Units

To analyze the wilderness suitability of the non-wilderness lands in the
Arctic Refuge, the refuge was divided into two major wilderness review units:
the Brooks Range, and Porcupine Plateau. These units correspond to
physiographic regions. Figure 34 shows the location of the two areas. The
eastern half of the Brooks Range region and a small portion of the coastal
plain region are already included within the present Arctic Refuge Wilderness.

Brooks Range

This is a large area of rugged relief that straddles the continental divide on
the western side of the refuge, extending from near the Dalton Highway to the
boundary of the existing Arctic Wilderness, just pa:;tthe East Fork of the
Chandalar River. Mountain peaks and elongated ridges reach up to altitudes
between 6,000 and 7,500 feet (1,800 to 2,300 m). Small glaciers are found
along the divide and many empty cirques are evidence of recent abandonment by
glacier ice. The area contains the headwaters of many of the rivers occurring
on the refuge, including the Ivishak and Wind national wild rivers. The river
valleys are deeply scoured glacial troughs with flanking walls as high as
3,000 feet (915 m).

The river valleys and mountain lakes in this unit have high wildlife values.
Moose and Dal] sheep are abundant. Wilderness-dependent species found here
include brown bear, wolf and wolverine. The East Fork of the Chandalar River
is suspected to be important for chum salmon spawning and rearing. Chinook
salmon also are present in this stream system.

1. Size - The Brooks Range wilderness review unit meets the size criterion.
The unit covers about 5.5 million acres (2,2 million ha), or 28% of the refuge.

2. Land ownership - Except for a few private inholdings (primarily Native
allotments) along the Wind, Junjik, Ribdon, and East Fork of the Chandalar
rivers, and two townships of Native lands near the mouth of the Wind River,
this unit is entirely in federal ownership. No developments are anticipated
on the inholdings that would affect the wilderness qualities of this unit.

There are five unpatented mining claims within the unit near the Wind River.
Should these claims be developed, the wilderness qualities of the immediate
area would be lost. Should access to the claims require road access,
wilderness values along this route would be lost.

3. Natural integrity - The fish and wildlife populations and ecological
systems in the Brooks Range unit are largely unaffected by human activities.
Very little human use occurs in most of this unit because of its remoteness
and lack of access. Hunting, fishing, trapping, and nonconsumptive
recreational activities are the primary uses of the area, none of which have
significantlyaffected the natural integrity of the unit.
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Figure 34. Wilderness review units.
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4. Apparent naturalness - Except for some cabins on allotments, and a
Service cabin in the Phillip Smith Mountains, there are no structures or human
habitations in the unit. There are four active mining claims near the Wine
River, including two mill sites, but the assessment work that has taken place
has not significantly affected the apparent naturalness of the area.

5. Outstanding opportunities for solitude - The Brooks Range unit offers
outstanding opportunities for solitude. The unit is large, extremely rugged,
and remote, with little access--other than near the Dalton Highway on the west
boundary and Arctic Village on the south boundary, the chances of encountering
other people is unlikely. It is possible to travel for many days without
experiencing any significant evidence of people, other than the brief sighting
of aircraft.

6. Outstanding opportunities for primitive recreation - The area's
spectacular mountain scenery and low volume of use provide outstanding
opportunities for primitive recreation. There are many opportunities for
hiking, wildlife viewing, and hunting. With no recreational services or
developments, including public use cabins, established trails, bridges, or
river crossings, visitors in the Brooks Range unit would need to be
self-reliant,dependent on their outdoor skills. Challenge, isolation, and
risk would be part of any recreational experience in this unit.

7. Special or U. features - The Brooks Range itself is a special refuge
feature, with its dramatic alpine scenery. Other special features that have
been identified in the Brooks Range include Atigun Corge, Porcupine Lake, and
Ribdon-Accomplishment Low Pass. Atigun Canyon is a deep, scenic gorge that
supports many wildlife populations. Porcupine Lake, one of the few large,
high-elevation lakes in the eastern Brooks Range, also supports abundant
wildlife populations. The Ribdon-Accomplishment Low Pass, in an exceptionally
rugged glaciated portion of the Phillip Smith Mountains, has been identified
as one of the state's outstanding scenic complexes. Both Atigun Canyon and
Porcupine Lake have been recommended as a national natural landmarks.

Conclusion - Federal lands in the Brooks Range Unit meet all of the Wilderness
Act criteria, including size, ownership, natural integrity, apparent
naturalness, and outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive
recreation. It also has several special features.

The Porcupine Plateau

This unit is located south of the Brooks Range, stretching eastward from the
East Fork of the Chandalar River to the Canadian border. It is an area of
scattered mountains and hills with broad tree-covered valleys. Numerous major
tributaries of the Porcupine River drain the area. The Porcupine River is an
important migratory path for fall chum and coho salmon going into Canada to
spawn. The upper Sheenjek River, a designated national wild river, runs
through this unit. The Sheenjek River possessed a 1987 fall chum spawning
escapement of 150,000, with a historic range of from 27,130 to 152,768 fish
(Joint Canada/U.S. Yukon River Tech. Comm., 1987; ADF&C, 1987). Chinook
salmon also are present, but have not been enumerated in sonar counts.
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The Porcupine Plateau Unit provides important Porcupine caribou herd winter
habitat and is a key spring and fall migratory route for these animals.
Numerous caribou trails crossing the Porcupine River are imprinted deeily into
the tundra, providing a unique and often-cited example of wildlife as @
geologic force. The area supports wilderness-dependent wildlife, including
brown bear, wolf, and wolverine, as well as moose and furbearers. Of
particular significance is the presence of prime habitat for the endangered
American peregrine falcon. The Porcupine River in this unit is identified as
one of the best nesting areas for this rare bird in all of Alaska.

1. Size - The Porcupine Plateau Unit meets this criterion. The unit
encompasses approximately 4.1 million acres (1.7 million ha), or 22% of the
refuge.

2. Land ownerstji - Most of the lands in this unit are under federal
ownership. The area near Arctic Village and Old John Lake has over twenty
small private inholdings, primarily Native allotments, and many applications
pending for allotments. Development of these inholdings could affect the
wilderness qualities of federal lands near the Old John Lake area. Several
small private inholdings also exist along the Porcupine River. The Doyon
Regional Native Corporation has selected lands in several areas in the unit,
including parts of two townships on the Porcupine River, a township near the
western boundary of the unit, and a township near the northern boundary of the
unit; part of one township on the southern boundary of the unit has been
conveyed to the Native corporation. No developments are anticipated on the
inholdingsthat would affect the overall wilderness qualities of this unit.

There are two unpatented mining claims within the unit near the Christian
River (Township 31 North, Range 12 East, sections 23 and 27). Should these
claims be developed, the wilderness qualities of the immediate area would be
los.t. Should access to the claims require road access, wilderness values
along this route would be lost.

3. Natural integrity - The Porcupine Plateau's fish and wildlife populations
and ecological systems are largely unaffected by human activities.
Subsistence hunting, fishing, and trapping are the primary uses of the area,
none of which have significantlyaffected the natural integrity of the unit.

4. rent naturalness - The Porcupine Plateau Unit has only a few visible
signs of people. There are exploration trails and cabins on allotments in the
unit. A trail goes from Arctic Village a few miles to Old John Lake. A cat
trail was put through from Fort Yukon to the Canadian border in the late
1950s. Neither of these trails can be seen from very far away, and do not
affect perceived naturalness of the unit. There are also a few cabins on
allotments in the unit, and trapper cabins under permit. Other than these
sites, there are no structures or human habitations in the unit.

5. Outstanding opportunities for solitude - The Porcupine Plateau offers
outstanding opportunities for solitudebecause it is large, remote,
infrequentlyvisited, and well screenedby forest cover. The only place where
other people are _ikely to be encountered is in the Old John Lake area.
People al;o may be encountered occasionally on the Sheenjek River and the
Porcupine R.,ver. For -nostof zhe unit it is possible to travel for many days
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without experiencing any significant evidence of people, other than the brief
sighting of aircraft.

6. Outstanding opportunities for primitive recreation - This unit is one of
the most remote and least visited parts of the United States. The Porcupine
and Sheenjek rivers offer outstanding opportunities for primitive recreation.
These rivers offer good float trip opportunities, as well as opportunities to
hunt, fish, view wildlife, and hike in a primitive setting. The ramparts of
the PorcupineRiver, in particular,are highly scenic. In all of the unit
visitors would need to be self-reliant, dependent on their outdoor skills.

7. Special or unique features - The unit has four identified special
features. Old John Lake, at the headwaters of the Koness River, is
significant for its lowland spruce and sedge meadow vegetation and abundance
of wildlife. The upper Coleen River supports the northernmost stands of white
spruce found on a southern drainage in the Brooks Range, and abundant wildlife
as well. The Koness River caribou range and watershed includes a large
portion of the winter range of the Porcupine caribou herd on the south slope
of the Brooks Range. Finally, the ramparts of the Porcupine River are of both
geologic and scenic interest. It also provides breeding habitat for the
endangered peregrine falcon subspecies, as well as golden eagles. Old John
Lake, the upper Coleen River, and the ramparts of the Porcupine River were all
recommended as national natural landmarks; the Porcupine River ramparts were
also recognized as one of the state's outstanding scenic complexes.

Conclusion - The Porcupine Plateau Unit meets the wilderness criteria of land
status, land ownership (with the possible exception of the Old John Lake
area), natural integrity, apparent naturalness, and outstanding opportunities
for solitude and primitive recreation. It also has several special features.
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V. THE MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES

This chapter consists of three parts: a description of the management
categories that make up each alternative; a description of the management
directions common to all of the alternatives; and a description of the
alternatives themselves. This chapter also identifies the areas that would be
suitable to recommend for wilderness designation under each of the management
alternatives. All of these sections form the core of the Arctic Refuge
Comprehensive Conservation Plan/Environmental Impact Statement.

MANACKKENT CATECORTES

According to the Alaska Lands Act the comprehensive plan for the Arctic Refuge
must: (1) designate areas within the refuge according to their respective
resources and values, (2) specify management programs to conserve fish and
wildlife resources in each area, and (3) specify uses within each area that
may be compatible with refuge purposes. Comprehensive planning must also
comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), which requires that
reasonable alternatives be considered.

To develop management alternatives that meet the requirements of the Alaska
Lands Act, five management categories were identified for the Arctic Refuge.
Each management category provides overall direction for managing a given area
in light of its resources and existing and potential uses. Table 10
summarizes what management activities, public uses and economic uses would be
permitted in each management category and under what conditions. All
references to access on the refuge are subject to the provisions of
Sections 811 and 1110(a) of the Alaska Lands Act (see the "Public Access
common management direction).

The five management categories used in developing management alternatives for
the Arctic Refuge are as follows:

Intensive Manage nt (1)

This category is designed to accommodate compatible economic development and a
wide variety of resource management techniques while protecting key refuge
resource values. Resource management activities will focus on ensuring that
fish and wildlife populations and their habitats are afforded adequate
short-term and long-term protection. Natural processes may be modified and
the influence of human activities may be evident in intensive management
areas. Permitted management practices allowed under this category may include
highly manipulative techniques, such as mechanical manipulation of vegetation,
construction of artificial impoundments and dikes, and the construction of
permanent fish weirs and hatcheries. Public use facilities, administrative
sites, transmission lines, pipelines, and transportation systems may be
permitted. Oil and gas studies may be permitted subject to site-specific
compatibility determinations. Sand and gravel removal also may be permitted,
subject to site-specific stipulations to minimize impacts to fish and
wildlife, under this category. Increased public use may be encouraged in
intensive management areas, except in areas where potential conflicts with
economic uses may occur.
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S pplemental Fish Production
PlantInp fertilizeror eyed eggs, fed or May be permittetion a case- Same as (1) Same as (I) Same as (I) same as (1)
unfed fry, fingerlings, presmolts, or smolts by-ease basis subject to rt
which have bePT1 Incubate,].hatche-1,fod nnd/or the provisions of the Net- M lb
reared at a hatchery or temporary rearing tonal Environmental Policy 11
factlity ani are subsequently introduced Act and a compatibility 1-9

into the species' natural environment. determinating z 0
0)

Ffsh eggs`.'.@km..Ite GQL _@ M
The Fn-a6allnLIOn a-@tioperation of a Lemporary Iiaybe permiLted on a case- Same as Samp as (T) Same as (I) Same as (I) a
facilitythat uses adult spawning fish to by-ease basis subject to M

take eggs for the establishment of a broad provisions of the National
=1
rr UQ

stock or for use In supplemental production; Environmental Policy Act M
both the facilities and activity would be on and a compatibility C3 9

determination
9b M

an as needed" basis. rr Z
M rT

Predator/Competitor Control OQ
0 03

i@m_oving_or redu@__I_ngpred@tors and/or May be permitted on a case- Same as (I) same as (I) Same as (1) Same as (I)
competitor fish species for the purpose of by-ease basis subject to M
controlling the productionof a target fish provisions of the Mational En

I species. Environmental Policy Act
P- and a compatibility rt
-4 n @-
00 determination 0 M
I :3 O

SUBSISTF,iCE ACTIVITIES

Fishing, Hunting, Trapping, Berry Picking
The taking of fish and wildlife and other Permitted subject to Same as (I) Same as (I) Same as W same as (1)

M a,

natural resources for personal consumption reasonable regulation
or as provided by law. Allows use of
traditionally used camping areas.

O

Llo@y@tl,ogand Firewood Collection
M

Collection for personal or extended family Permitted subject to Same as (I) Same as (1) same as (1) Same as (1)

use. reasonable regulations

Cabins M

primitive structures necessary for May be permitted subject Same as (I) Same as (I) Same as (I) Same as (I) M
health and safety and necessary to provide to apectal use permit n

for continuation of ongoing traditional 0

activity; not for recreationaluse.
:3
0

O
rA
M
rA
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SU_If@fSTENCE @Or_[VfffgS ......... 0.

Access 0 rA
Ys-e-o'-f-snowmobiles, motorboats, and other Permitted, subject to rens- Same as Same as Same as (1) same as (1) C
means of surface transportation traditionally onable regulation and the CT

emploved !',irsubtistence purposes. provisions of Section 811
:r
M P)

of the JklaskaLands Act

lb

R_ Cli A Ws_l@
0 0

P@131.Id'AdrFss MFTHODS (Re'@';'@rict ion% sib C to Sections 8l1_-and-_1_1_1O'CaT_F W' f .'-" 1i O.@_Jee!j -1 Ac lb
OQ
M

Nonmotortzed a lb
Access by toot, dogsled, kayaks, rafts, Permitted; access may be Same as (1) Same as (I) Same as (1) Same as (1) M @s

etc., on tral1q, waterways and cross- be restricted at certain
P 0

country.
rr OQ

times for resource protect- M
ion or public safety n M

9b M
rt P

Pack Animals M rT

Access by dog, horse, mule, lama, or other Permitted for traditional Same as (I) Same as (I) same as (I) Same as (1) OQ

domesticated animal.
0 lb

activities, subject to F1 n
reasonable regulation P--

.
rr

M
W

Motorboats
Tii_cM_e_i_fn-boardand out-board powerboats, Permitted for traditional Same as (T) Same as (I) Same as (1) Same as M rr

-J
W.

and jet boats that provide access to the activities,subject to 0 M
refuge. Excludes air boats and air-cushion reasonable regulation 0 W

boats.
rr

Airplanes
0

Includes all fixed-wing planes that provide Permitted for traditional Same as (I) Same as (I) Same as (I) Same as (1) M a,

access to the refuge. activities,subject to I-

reasonable regulation
n

0

Hclicok@ern@
W

M-1 'rotary-wing aircraft that provide may be permitted, but only Same as (I) Same as M Same as W Same as (I) M
Ca

access to the refuge. by special use permit

n
0

0

n
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M

SnowmWles
P-

All snow'marhines weighinp under 1,000 pound%
:3

Permitted for traditional Same as M Same as (1) Same as U) Same as (I)
and with an overall width of less than activities,on or off des- rr

'3'
46 inches -trivenby tracks and steered by a Ignated.trall.R,in periods M PI
s k I III C.()II NI C t W it II the snow of adequate Rnow cover,

subject to reasonable
regulation 0 0

fther Motorized Vehicles lb
Includes all Otii@iiijijFizedvehicles (e.g., Permitted only on design- Same as (1) Not permitted for Same as (TTI) Same as QII)
cars

-3
, 4x4s, tracked vehicles, off-road ated routes ur areas; air publ.Lc use

vehicles, airboats and air-cushlon boats). boats and air-cusliton
boats are not permitted 23

r? OQ
M

n a
lb M

...... r1p =
PUBLIC USES M CIP

0 90
Hunting, Fishing and Trapping M n
Form of outdoor recreation and fish and Permitted;pertinent state Same as (I) Same as (1) same as W Same as (1) CT

wildlife population control. and federal.regulations M <
apply I-

0@% rr
00 n I-
CD Primitive Camping 0 M

Sites selected by users to pitch tents Permitted Same as (I) same as W Same as W Same as W :3 rA
CT

overnight. The Service will not maintain
or improve these sites. C C
Wildlife Observation

M a,
rL P-

Wildlife, ha'GT6ii1_'andlandscape Permitted Same as M Same as (1) Same as (1) Same as M
features viewed in their natural setting.
Includes photography and bird watching.

Lnt ton iL@q Education
M

To broaden public awareness and appreciation Facilities and materials Materials may be Same as (11) Same as (II) Same as (IO
of fish and wildlife resources and their hab- may be provided, including provided; facilities
Itats,cultural resources,and scientific posted nature trails, not provided
resource management practices. To Inspire wildlife/wildlandrelated CL

visitors to further their own comprehension signs, visitorfacilities, M
of wildlife habitat and resource issues as and wildlife displays n
they relate to society's needs and to foster 0

wildlife and wildland stewardship.
:3
0

n

M
rA
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Visitor ConLaCt FaciliLle.9
f '@y unstaffed aLruct.ures 'laybe provided -Not provided Same as (IT) Same as (11) Same as (11)va (i . staffed ,@ 0 rA

where the public can obtain information OTI rt
the refuse and ILa resource. DI

M
14

I,mp_Loved Cg@mpAites -3 1<
Permanent sites Ciiatmay Include fire The Service may provide or Fime as (1) Same as (I) Same as (1) Same as (1) lb

:3 0
rLTIgS,shelters, and sa@itary permit improved campsites ski
faCI1ILIes. if needed to limit resource OQ

degradation M
a lb
M :3

2.tktr__T,@mRor-1g aciltt@@eq lb±_ _ 00
Establishment and use of tent platforms, May be permitted, subject Same as (I) Same as (1) Same as (1) Same as (1) M
shelters, and other temporary facilities to reasonable regulations, n El

9b Mand equipment.directly related to the taking under the provisions of rr :3
of fish and wildlife. Section 1316 of the Alaska M rr

Lands Act; tent platforms OQ
0 W

require a special use pi M
permit I--- rr

M
W

Boat Launch Sites H
oo lws-fgliir"@d'access sites where boats can be May be permitted Same as (1) HOL permitted Same as (111) Same as (111)

put Into lakes and rivers. May vary from
C)

M
simpIp clearings to permanent ramps. :3 0

r-P
1-

Foot Trails :I la
iwr-;,-''-- C r-'Lgnated routes that are restricted to May be provided Same an (I) Same as M Same as (I) same as (1) M Cr
walking. Not cleared or maintained.

Roads n
iWafgnated, maintained corridors that 'lotprovided; may be Same as (1) Not permitted, Same as (III) Same as (111) r-
provide access for motorized vehicles. permitted subject to except according to W
Includes aspluiltroads, gravel roads, MTitle XI of the Alaska the provisions of
and cleared strips. lands Act Title XI of the

Alaska Lands Act

Designated sites that provide access for Primitive airstrips Same as (I) Same as (I) Same as (I) Same as (1) m
aircraft. Includes cleared strips, asphalt may be designated; no new n
and concrete strips. construction allowed 0

Remote Navigation Aids/Communication
Stations/Weather Stations
Includes air and water navigation aids, Permitted on a site- Same as (I) Same as (1) Same as (I) same as (1)
facilities to provide communication capabil- specific basis, subject to
ites, facilitiesfor national defense, and reasonable regulations W

M
facilitiesfor weather, climate, and
fisherleR research and monitoring.
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(I) (IT) (IV) W

...... M CD
--------- rL

SurfaceGeol2&1.c;!'1lStudies 0 fA
o'
...- Same as (I)Includes surface r ck cOFFeCLIng, and May be permitted subjeCL Same as (1) Same as (1) Sane as (1)

geological mapping activities for (includes to refuge special use Ct
DI

helicopter or fixed-wing access) permit conditions M lb

Core Sampling 9b
Extraction of subsurface rock samples May be.permitted subject Same as (T) Same as (1) Not permitted unless Same as (IV) 0 0
with small portable (usuallyhelicopter to refuge special use conducted by or for a lb "

Department of Interior OQ
transported)drill rigs. Does no Include permit conditions M =1
exploratorydrilling for oil and gas. agency under Section 5 00

IOLO or the Alaska (D ;3
Lands Act 0 00

rr UQ
M

n a
Seismic (Geo ysical) Studies 0)

M

EiiM,TiiCf':W'of subsurface rock formations May be permitted subject Same as Same as (T) Same as (I) Not permitted r1r

through devices that set off and record to refuge special use unless cond- M
ucted under (IQ

vibrations in the earth. Usually involves permit conditions 0
mechanized surface transportation, but may

the provis- ri C)

be Helicopter supported.
ions of I--- CIP

M
Section 1010 (A
of the Alaska

-% rT

00
Lands Act el I--

0 M

Ot@her Geophysical Studies
:3 W
r'r

liellcopter-supportedgravity and magnetic May be permitted subject same as (1) Same as (I) Same as (1) Same as (I)

surveys and other minimal impact activities to refuge special use

that do not require mechanized surface permit conditions M
transportation.

oil and Gas Leasing
n

Leasing, development and production of onshore Not permitted unless Same as (I) same as (I) Same as (I) Same as (I)

oil and gas for commercial purposes. Includes authorized by Congress
all associated above and below ground under Section 1003 of the

facilities. Alaska Lands Act

Oil and Gas Support Facility
CL

All onshore developments necessary to May be permitted if comp- Not permitted Same as (11) Same as (11) Same as (II) M
service an offshore production platform. atible with refuge purp- n

This may include pipelines, storage yard, purposes, subject to
0

port facilities,processingfacilities, refuge special use 0

machine shops, housing, roads, airstrip, permit conditions
and waste treatment plants.

W
*Geothermal development, coal Leasing, oil and gas leasing, and hardrock mining are prohibited by law. M

ED
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(III) (IV) (V) rT
W- M

r? I-
ip-coudki'd-ffs-F.S M C2

Sand and Gravel Removal
TxT@Wc7Cf&t_iofsand and gravel for commercial 4ay be permitted Subject Not permitted Same as (IL) Same as (11) Same as (II) =1 rA

r.
purposes. to refuge special use rt

permit conditions
M 9b

Lydroelectric Pover._Rtv@itj2pment
This IncLudes full commercial development Not permitted Same as (1) same as M Same as (I) same as (I) 03

:3 0
of a site (a dam, impoundment area, 02 M
penstocks. Dowerhoune, tailrace, and other Do
associated facilities). M 9

"'ransmisslonLines/Pipelines PII rr UQ
InciTtid'er-i'telephone and eie'eirical power May be permitted, subject Same a.-(I) Not permitted, except Same as UID Same as (LID
lines, oil and gas pipelines, and other to the provisions of Title according to the n

necessary related facilities. Does not XI of the Alaska Lands Art provisions of lb M

Include facilities associated with on-refuge and 43 and 50 Code of Title XI of the M rr
nil and gas development. Federal Regulations Alaska Tands Act OQ

0 0

Outfi@tA!@y.,jKjpsportknA r?
Big game guides, outfitters, sport fishing Permitted on a site- Same as (I) Same as (1) Same as Same as (I) M W-

-taxi operators, specific basis, subjectI guides, river guides, air
and all other commercial operators to reasonable regulations

00
W that provide services to recreationists on (e.g.,duration of trips, n H-

o M
the refuge. Includesall activities of the timing, party size,
operator and facilities used by the operator locationof facilities)
on the refuge (e.g.. tent camps and
access methods). Cr
Commercial Timber Harvest
Removal of timber from the refuge for May be permitted on a site- Same as (I) Not permitted Same as (III) Same as (III) n

commercial purposes,including house specific basis, subject to r.
logs or firewood. reasonable regulation. En

M

Grazing
Grazing of domesticated animals for Not permitted Same as (I) Same as (T) Same as U) Same as (I)

commercial purposes.

Agricu ture
Introducing plant species to maintain or May be permitted on a case- 4ot permitted Same as (II) Same as (II) Same as (II) n
Increase native wildlife populations. by-case basis if compatible 0

with refuge purposes :1
0

Commercial Fishing (Onshore Facilities)
6i@-i-u-d- -

n
es alf-fiind-based'sites,activities, 14aybe permitted subject to Same as (I) same as W Same as (I) Same as (I)

and facilitieson the refuge (e.g., camp- reasonable regulations In 0
aites, cabLns, motorized vehicles, landing accordance with the prov- W

M
strips,etc.). isions of the Alaska lands

Act



Moderate Management (11)

Moderate management areas are intended to provide opportunities for public use
and limited commercial development, while protecting fish and wildlife
populations and habitats. Hunting, fishing and trapping are permitted,
subject to regulation. Motorized access for traditional activities would be
permitted, subject to reasonable regulations. Public use facilities, such as
cabins and campsites, could be provided. Moderate management areas could
therefore provide increased opportunities for public use, including hunting,
fishing, and trapping. Guiding and outfitting services and related temporary
support facilities would be permitted. Other commercial activities that could
be permitted, with stipulations to protect fish and wildlife populations and
habitats, include oil and gas studies, and conunerciaitimber harvests.
Management practices that may be permitted in this category, if compatible
with refuge purposes, include mechanical manipulation of vegetation,
construction of water impoundments and dikes, and construction of permanent
fish weirs and hatcheries. The Service would focus its efforts on monitoring
uses and developments to minimize impacts on the area's resource values.

Minimal !!@tnagement(III)

Management under this category is directed at maintaining the existing
conditions of areas that have high fish and wildlife values or other resource
values. Minimal management areas are suitable for wilderness designation,
although the Service's wilderness proposals do not necessarily include all
lands in the minimal management category. Areas proposed for wilderness
designation would be placed in minimal management until actually designated by
Congress. Opportunities for public use and access would be available for
subsistence purposes and for traditional activities such as hunting, fishing,
and trapping. Traditional motorized access via floatplanes and motorboats
would be permitted. Guiding and outfitting services and related temporary
support facilities would be permitted in minimal management areas. Oil and
gas studies would be permitted where compatible with refuge purposes.
Prescribed burning and minor habitat improvements could be permitted in
minimal management areas where compatible with refuge purposes. Fishery
development facilities may be built in these areas if they are compatible with
the purposes of the refuge and it can be demonstrated that they are necessary
to achieve management objectives. The Service would focus its efforts
primarily on management studies and survey/inventory programs to increase the
refuge's resource data base, and examine refuge management techniques.

Wild River Management (IV)

The Ivishak, upper Sheenjek and Wind rivers were designated by Congress as
wild rivers under Section 602 of the Alaska Lands Act. These rivers are thus
part of the Wild and Scenic River System. The intent of this management
category is to protect and enhance the values for which these rivers were
designated while providing for public recreation and resource uses that do not
adversely impact or degrade those values.
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The wild river management category is similar to the minimal management
category. The Service will protect and maintain the physical and biological
qualities of the drainages and adjacent refuge lands, including water quality
and quantity. Prescribed burning and minor habitat improvements could be
permitted in the wild river corridors where compatible with refuge purposes.
Recreational use would be managed to maintain the drainages' resource and
recreational values. Guiding and outfitting services and related temporary
support facilities would be permitted. Motorized access for traditional
activities, such as hunting, fishing, trapping, and subsistence house log and
firewood cutting, would be permitted. Commercial timber harvesting, oil and
gas leasing, and hydropower projects will not be permitted. Oil and gas
studies may be permitted subject to site-specific compatibility
determinations. Developed recreational facilities, unless necessary to limit
resource damage, would not be permitted. Outside of the refuge and on
inholdings within the refuge the Service would work with private landowners to
ensure management continuity. The Service would also work with the State to
ensure that water quality and fish and wildlife habitats and populations are
maintained.

Wilderness Management (V)

This category only applies to the Arctic Wilderness. About 41% of Arctic
Refuge is designated wilderness. The Service will manage the Arctic
Wilderness in accordance with the provisions of the Wilderness Act of 1964,
the Alaska Lands Act, and the guidelines of the Service's Refuge Manual
(6 RM 8). In accordance with the Wilderness Act, the Service will manage the
area to maintain wilderness resources and values, preserve the wilderness
character of the biological and physical features, and provide opportunities
for research, subsistence, and wildlife-oriented recreation. Prescribed
burning and minor habitat improvements (subject to the minimum tool concept)
could be permitted in the wilderness area where compatible with refuge
purposes. Hunting, fishing and trapping will be allowed. Access by foot,
aircraft, motorboat, and snowmachine will be permitted. Generally commercial
activities will be precluded from the wilderness area; however, traditional
commercial recreationalactivities (i.e., guiding and outfitting services and
related temporary support facilities) will continue to be permitted. Seismic
studies, core sampling, and other oil and gas activities involving mechanized
surface transportation or motorized equipment are not allowed unless conducted
by an Interior Department agency or contractor in accordance with Section 1010
of the Alaska Lands Act. New cabins will be permitted only if required for
administrative, public safety or subsistence purposes. Chain saws may be used
only for subsistence purposes. Other motorized equipment, such as generators
and water pumps, will not be permitted unless as a minimum tool for
administrative purposes. (Minimum tool is defined as the minimum action or
instrument necessary to successfully, safely, and economically accomplish
wilderness management objectives.)

MANAGEMENT OF THE "1002" COASTAL PIAIN AREA

The management and use of the "1002" coastal plain requires special attention
here. Section 304(g) of the Alaska Lands Act mandates that a comprehensive
conservation plan be prepared for all of the Arctic Refuge. Section 1002 of
the Alaska Lands Act, however, requires that another report be prepared for
Congress on the "1002" coastal plain area. The 1002(h) report analyzes a
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var:ety of alternatives and makes a recommendation to Congress an the future
management of the "1002" area. This report and recommendation follow the
National Environmental Policy Act process. (The Secretary of Interior's
recommendations in the 1002(h) report are included in Appendix L.)

The Service is presently managing the "1002" coastal plain area as if it were
a minimal management area. Until Congress takes action, this is how the
Service will continue to manage the area. Thus, in all of the alternatives in

tion plan the federal lands in -'rthe refuge comprehensive conserva the ON"
coastal.plain area are treated as a minimal management area,_pending
congressional action. Actions that Congress might take in tiie@16-0-2"area,
including permitting oil and gas leasing and designating the area as
wilderness, are not addressed in this document.

If and when Congress takes action on the management of the "1002" area the
Service will revise the refuge comprehensive conservation plan to incorporate
congressional directives. Management of the "1002" area may have a
significant bearing on management of the rest of the refuge (e.g., on the need
for transportationand utility corridors, air and water quality, fish and
wildlife management). If necessary, major revisions outside the "1002" area
will be made in the plan following the National Environmental Policy Act
process.

MANACEMENT OF NATIVE CONVEYED LANDS SUBJECT TO SECTION 22(g)

The Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation (KIC) is entitled to the surface estate of
about 92,000 acres (37,000 ha) of refuge lands within the refuge coastal plain
under Section 14(a) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) and
Section 1431 of the Alaska Lands Act. The Arctic Slope Regional Corporation
(ASR0 received entitlement to the subsurface rights of these lands under the
Chandler Lake land exchange agreements The Native corporation lands are
subject to the provisions of Section 22(g) of the Native Claims Act.
Implementation of Section 22(g) relating to oil and gas and related sand and
gravel activities on these lands are covered by the terms and conditions of
the Chandler Lake land exchange agreement.

When Congress enacted this statute in 1971, it permitted village corporations
to select and obtain title to the surface estate of lands within established
national wildlife refuges, such as the Arctic Refuge, to satisfy their
entitlements under the Act. These private lands have a unique status under

a/The Chandler Lake agreement was signed on August 9, 1983 between the
United States and the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation (ASRO. Under the
agreement the United States transferred subsurface rights under the Kaktovik
Inupiat Corporation (KIC) lands (92,160 acres) to the regional corporation in
exchange for private surface inholdings in Cates of the Arctic National Park.
The agreement allows the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation to explore for oil
and gas on Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation lands in a manner that avoids
significant adverse impacts to fish and wildlife, their habitats, or the
environment. Stipulations are also included on sand and gravel extraction
related to oil and gas activities. Oil development and production is
prohibited on the Native corporation lands pending authorization by Congress.
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federal law. Congress attempted to balance "the real economic and social
needs" of Alaska Natives for acquiring refuge lands against those of the
nation in preserving the natural resources values of the National Wildlife
Refuge System. Under Section 22(g) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act, requirements were enacted to ensure that the Native corporations' use and
enjoyment of their lands would not defeat the purposes for which the wildlife
refuges in Alaska had been established. One of the requirements of
Section 22(g) is that refuge lands conveyed to the Native corporations remain
subject to the laws and regulations governing use and development of the
refuge. Although the Native corporation lands are privately owned and no
longer part of the refuge, the Service retains residual controls on the use
and development of the lands conveyed to village corporations under the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act.

The Service is concerned with protecting the important resource values of
these private lands, while also enabling the Native landowners to derive
economic benefits from their land. Congress will determine whether oil and
gas production occurs on lands in the "1002" coastal plain area, including the
Native corporation lands. Oil and gas activities on the Native corporation
lands, which are subject to the terms of the Chandler Lake land exchange
agreement, will be subject to environmental standards established by Congress
for the "1002" coastal plain area.

For all other uses and developments the Service will work cooperatively with
Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation and the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation to
ensure that fish and wildlife resource values are conserved on Native lands.

MANAGEMENT OF SELECTED LANDS

About 117,000 acres (47,000 ha) of lands selected by Native village and
regional corporations has not yet been conveyed to private ownership. Much of
this land eventually will be conveyed to Native ownership, although some lands
may be returned to the refuge. The Service retains management responsibility
of these lands, though the appropriate Native corporation will be consulted
prior to management actions being permitted. Management directions for these
lards would be the same as on adjacent refuge lands.

MANAGEMENT DIRECTIONS COMMON M ALL ALTERNATIVES

The National Wildlife Refuge Administration Act, the Alaska Lands Act, and
several other laws and implementing regulations govern administration of
national wildlife refuges in Alaska. Regardless of which alternative is
selected, management of the Arctic Refuge will comply with these laws and
regulations. All of the alternatives also address the issues raised in the
public meetings and the significant problems identified by the refuge staff
and planning team. Consequently, all of the alternatives share some common
management directions. The following management directions will be
implemented under all of the alternatives. (There are a few exceptions to
these common management directions, which are noted in the appropriate places.)
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1) Management Emergencies

It may be necessary, when management emergencies occur on the refuge, to
supersede certain of the management directions that are discussed in this
section of the plan. Activities permitted or prohibited within each
management category (as shown in Table 10) may not be adhered to when
emergencies occur. For example, if naturally occurring or man-caused actions
(e.g., landslides, floods, fires, drought) are adversely affecting refuge
resources, it may be necessary to undertake mechanical habitat manipulation,
water management activities, fisheries enhancement practices, or other
activities that would not otherwise be permitted on ail or portions of the
refuge. The Service would use the minimum tool appropriate to address the
emergency.

2._Compatibility Determination Process

The Arctic Refuge Comprehensive Conservation Plan sets broad guidelines and
policies for determining uses compatible with refuge purposes. Actions
proposed by federal, state and local government agencies, commercial users, or
other groups may be subject to compatibility determinations. The plan
identifies some administrative, commercial, and public uses that are normally
permitted and some that are incompatible. For another large group of uses
that may be permitted in the plan a site-specific evaluation must be prepared
before a compatibility determination can be made. In these instances the
refuge staff will evaluate the proposed use and make a decision on whether or
not the use is compatible. The Service's Refuge Manual (5 RM 20) provides
general guidance on how compatibility determinations will be conducted (see
Appendix 0).

All compatibility determinations will be reviewed by the regional office to
ensure that the findings are consistent with the Service's policies. A record
of the compatibility determinations will be kept on file and will be used as
precedents for future decisions on refuge uses.

3) Management of the Firth River-Mancha Creek Research Natural Area (RNA) and
the Shublik Research Natural Area (RNA)

The Firth River-Mancha Creek Research Natural Area, encompassing 520,000 acres
(210,000 ha) and the Shublik Research Natural Area, covering about 34,500
acres (14,000 ha), were both established on August 5, 1975. The Firth
River-Mancha Creek Research Natural Area encompasses the entire Firth River
drainage system within the United States. The Shublik Research Natural Area
is located along the Canning River and takes in the southwestern flank of the
Shublik Mountains. (See Chapter III for a description of the special values
of these areas.)

The purposes of research natural areas are to preserve adequate examples of
all major ecosystem types in the country, provide opportunities on these areas
for research and education, and to preserve a full range of genetic and
behavioral diversity in native plants and animals.
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Although no formal management plan or objectives have been developed for these
research natural areas, the description on which the Firth River-Mancha Creek
Research Natural Area designation was based stated that "the area will be
maintained in a natural condition permitting succession to advance to a climax
without interference." A similar goal was stated for the Shublik Research
Natural Area in its area description: the area was to be dominated by natural
processes of succession, with no improvement or disturbance of the habitat.
Under all of the plan's management alternatives the Firth River-Mancha Creek
and Shublik research natural areas will be managed in accordance with this
principle and current Service policy regarding management of research natural
areas. This policy, contained in the Service's Refuge Manual (8 RM 10),
states that the management of each research natural area will be governed by a
natural area management plan that is compatible with established refuge
objectives. Management plans for the Firth River-Mancha Creek and Shublik
research natural areas will.be completed as part of the step-down planning
process Eollowing completion of the plan. In accordance with Service policy,
these management plans will ensure that the areas are "reasonably protected
from any influence that could alter or disrupt the characteristic phenomena
for which the area[s werel...established" (8 RM 10.8).

4) Management of the Neruokpuk Lakes Public Use Natural Area

The Neruokpuk Lakes Public Use Natural Area (PUNA) was established on May 2,
1977. It encompasses 204,000 acres (82,000 ha) within the Brooks Range
surrounding Peters and Schrader lakes. The extreme headwaters of the
Sadlerochit River down to the Fire Creek tributary are entirely within the
area as are Whistler, Spawning, Carnivore, and Coke creeks. The area was
chosen as a public use natural area because of its relative ease of access,
scenic beauty, and abundant wildlife. (See Chapter III for a description of
the special values of this area.)

The purposes of public use natural areas are to preserve significant natural
areas for public use and to preserve these areas essentially unmodified by
human activity for future use. No formal management plan or objectives have
been established for the Neruokpuk Lakes Public Use Natural Area, although
under all of the plan's management alternatives it will continue to be managed
in accordance with current Service policy on management of public use natural
areas. This policy, contained in the Service's Refuge Manual (8 RM 11),
states that each public use natural area will be managed in accordance with a
management plan that will protect the area from "any influence that could
disrupt the conditions that maintain and perpetuate those ecological and
geological phenomena which the area was intended to exemplify" (8 ELM11.8). A
step-down management plan for the Neruokpuk Lakes Public Use Natural Area will
be written following completion of the refuge comprehensive conservation plan.

The Service policy for natural areas states that generally no permanent
structures are permitted within either research or public use natural areas
(8 RK 10.8D and 8 RM 11.81)). The Neruokpuk Lakes Public Use Natural Area is
also located within the Arctic Refuge Wilderness. The Wilderness Act
generally prohibits permanent structures within wilderness areas. However,
the field station at Peters Lake, consisting of four permanent buildings, was
in existence prior to the establishment of the Neruokpuk Lakes Public Use
Natural Area, the Arctic Refuge Wilderness and the Arctic National Wildlife
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Range itself. The field station thus does not necessarily have to be
removed. In Alternatives A through F the Service will analyze whether there
is a need to maintain the field station's facilities when it develops the
Neruokpuk Lakes Public Use Natural Area management plan. (In Alternative C
the field station facilitieswould be removed.) If the facilities are found
to be necessary to fulfill the purposes of the refuge, they will continue to
be maintained; if they are not determined to be necessary then plans for
removal will be developed. (See also the "refuge facilities common management
direction,"discussed later in this chapter.)

5) Land ExchanRes and Acquisitions

Under Section 1302 of the Alaska Lands Act the Service may acquire by
purchase, donation, exchange or otherwise any lands within the boundaries of
Alaska refuges.

The Department of Interior has negotiated draft exchange agreements with six
Native groups. The proposed exchanges would result in the acquisition of
lands in seven national wildlife refuges in Alaska. This acquisition would,
if approved by the Secretary of Interior and Congress, be accomplished by
trading limited oil and gas fee interests located within the Arctic Refuge's
coastal plain comparable in value to the Native lands being acquired. The
exchanges will not be carried out unless Congress first enacts legislation
opening the coastal.plain to further oil and gas activities. Then, Congress
must also pass legislation ratifying the agreements negotiated by the
Secretary. Thus, the ultimate decision on whether these exchanges will occur
will be made by Congress.

The proposed exchanges are designed to protect the integrity, resources and
purposes of the Arctic Refuge, and to further the mandated purposes of the
refuges established by the Alaska Lands Act. If Congress approves the
exchanges, the Native corporations will receive title only to the oil and gas
in certain designated tracts in the coastal plain. The United States will
retain ownership of the surface estate and other mineral interests in those
tracts. Ownership of those oil and gas interests will return to Lhe United
States following exploration, development, and production if any occurs.
Before returning title to the United States, the Native corporations must
reclaim any lands affected by their oil and gas activities and clear any
third-party interests that have been created during the interim.

The Service will consider land exchanges and cooperative agreements with
willing parties on other refuge inholdings for the purpose of protecting fish
and wildlife populations and their habitats, satisfying other purposes for
which the refuge was established, or facilitating refuge management. Other
exchanges that are for non-refuge public purposes or are for the benefit of
the landowners also will be considered. Only the minimum interest in land
necessary to reach management objectives will be considered for negotiations,
and care will be taken to minimize the impact on all parties concerned. In
any land exchange proposals for Native allotments the Bureau of Indian Affairs
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will be involved, as required under Title 25, Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 152.

The Service will discuss with any concerned parties, the resource values,
management needs and requirements, potential impacts, and the feasibility of
any potential exchanges.

6. Cooperation with Owners of Refuge Inholdings and Adjacent Lands

The Service will work to foster a spirit of cooperation and good will with its
neighbors and the public under all alternatives. Specifically, the Service
will keep the public informed about refuge management policies and activities;
consult periodically with landowners, communities, special interest groups,
and other constituents who have expressed an interest in, or are affected by,
refuge programs; and respond promptly to conflicts that arise over refuge
programs.

As set forth in Section 304(f) of the Alaska Lands Act, the Service may seek
cooperative agreements with owners of lands within, adjacent to, or near the
refuge. The Service may provide technical and management assistance under
these agreements. In exchange for the assistance, the owner must agree to
manage the land in a manner compatible with refuge purposes, to permit the
Service reasonable access to refuge lands, and to provide such other public
benefits as may be negotiated.

The purposes and requirements for land bank agreements are described in
Section 907 of the Alaska Lands Act. Briefly, land bank agreements require an
owner to manage the land in a manner compatible with the management plan, and
to provide the Service with reasonable access for purposes of administering
the refuge or carrying out obligations under the agreement. In exchange for
this agreement, the Service may provide technical and other assistance.
Native corporations and other groups receiving land under the Native Claims
Act also receive immunity from taxes, court judgments, and adverse possession
for those lands in the land bank.

7) Cooperation and Coordination With Other Covertment. Agencies

The Service will continue to work closely with those federal, state and local
government agencies, and Canadian federal and territorial agencies, whose
programs affect, or are affected by, the Arctic Refuge. Whenever possible,
the Service will share equipment and aircraft costs, conduct joint wildlife
surveys, exchange data, co-fund research, seek cooperative agreements, and
participate in interagency activities to meet mutual management needs.

The Service and the State of Alaska will cooperatively manage the fish and
wildlife resources of the Arctic Refuge. A memorandum of understanding
between the Service and the Alaska Department of Fish and Came defines the
cooperative management roles of each agency (see Appendix H). The Department
of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Policy: State and Federal Relationships
(Title 43, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 24) further addresses
intergovernmental cooperation in the protection, use, and management of fish
and wildlife resources. The closely related responsibilities of protecting
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hab tat and wildlife populations and providing for fish and wildlife
utilization require close cooperation of the Alaska Department of Fish and
Game, the Service, and all resource users.

The Service will work with the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, the
Canadian Wildlife Service, the Northwest Territories Wildlife Branch and the
Yukon Wildlife Branch, the Canadian Porcupine Caribou Management Board, and
the International Porcupine Caribou Herd Board to carry out appropriate
management projects. All projects will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis to
ensure they are compatible with refuge purposes.

8) Coastal Zone Consistena

The Arctic Refuge is adjacent to the State of Alaska's coastal zone. Under
Section 307(c) of the Coastal Zone Management Act the activities of all
federal agencies directly affecting the coastal zone should be consistent, to
the maximum extent practicable, with the approved state coastal zone
management plan. A consistency determination has been prepared for the
management alternatives in the Arctic Refuge Comprehensive Conservation Plan
and is included in Appendix I. The management alternatives are consistent to
the maxim m extent practicable with the Alaska Coastal Management
Program.ay The Service will examine all relevant proposed activities and
developments to ensure that they are consistent, to the maximum extent
practicable, with the coastal management program. The North Slope Borough
Environmental Protection Department will be consulted when proposed changes
would significantly affect coastal resources or represent a major change in
management of the refuge.

9) Data Collection and Research/Management Studies

Data collection and management-oriented research has been one of the Service's
priorities on the Arctic Refuge since the refuge was established. Many
studies have been conducted on the refuge, particularly on caribou, brown
bear, muskox, polar bear, waif, Dall sheep, snow geese, other migratory birds
and fish. The Service has conducted detailed baseline studies in the "1002"
coastal plain area over the past five years (USDI-FWS, 1982; Garner and
Reynolds, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, In Press). Additional information is needed
on the refuge's existing resources and users, particularly south of the "1002"
area. This information is essential for refining the Service, Alaska
Department of Fish and Game, and Canadian wildlife agencies' management
objectives, developing detailed management plans, determining trends,
evaluating management effectiveness, identifying existing and potential
problems, and generally meeting the needs of refuge management. Thus, under
all alternatives the Service, in cooperation with the Alaska Department of
Fish and Game and the appropriate Canadian wildlife agencies, will undertake
studies to improve the data base on refuge fish and wildlife populations.

a/In making its coastal zone determination, the Service treated the "1002"
coastal plain area as a minimal management area, pending congressional action
on the recommendations in the 1002(h) report. After Congress acts the
Service will review its finding and make appropriate changes if necessary.
See also the discussion of coastal zone consistency in the 1002(h) report,
on pages 20-21.
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To improve management of the refuge, the Service will collect and analyze
information on refuge resources and uses. Work will focus on species most
likely to be affected by human activities, on key subsistence species, and on
those species that serve as key indicators of overall ecological conditions.

Data collection and study needs include:

Vegetation and Wildlife
o mapping vegetation distribution on the coastal plain;

o developing a vegetation classification scheme adequate for accurately
assessing vegetation composition of the north slope;

o determining distribution of endangered plant species;

o studying long-term effects of winter seismic exploration on the
vegetation of the coastal plain;

o improvement of techniques for censusing caribou;

o determining forage availability and use by caribou;

o ascertaining the effects of snow ablation patterns on caribou

distribution;

o quantifying habitat characteristics of caribou calving and post-calving

areas;
o determining the relationships between the distributions of bears, wolves

and caribou during caribou calving;

o studying the inter-relationship between caribou and golden eagles;

o determining habitat requirements for resident muskox herds;

o comparing dietary overlap between caribou and muskox;

o conducting waterfowl pair counts;

o quantifying the nesting habitat use and reproductive success of tundra

swans along the coast of the refuge;

o measuring the use by staging snow geese of the riparian habitat on

the refuge;
o surveying the moose, Dall sheep and other wildlife populations to

estimate size and distribution on the refuge;

Fish
o investigating the Camden and Pokok bay fisheries;

o determining instream flow requirements to support fish populations;

a determining fish use of the Canning River delta for overwintering;

a determining population estimates of anadromous arctic char in the

refuge;
o reviewing water withdrawal projects in the arctic with emphasis on

effects on local and regional hydrology;

o investigating the refuge coastal lagoons' fisheries;

o determining sport fish harvests on the most heavily-fished streams

and lakes;

o conducting arctic char and grayling management studies to prevent

overharvesting;
o conducting early life history studies of arctic grayling on the

coastal plain of the refuge;

o conducting lake trout management studies in Peters and Schrader lakes

to prevent overharvesting;

o determining subsistence use of fishery resources on the refuge;

o identifying salmon spawning locations on anadromous rivers;

o determining salmon escapements on anadromous drainages;

o identifying isolated fish populations; and
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o inventorying streams and lakes to determine species composition,
abundance, and water quality.

One of the four purposes for which the Arctic Refuge shall be managed, as set
forth in the Alaska Lands Act, is to ensure necessary water quality and water
quantity within the refuge. To satisfy this purpose it is first necessary to
have information on the refuge's existing water quality and instream flows.
The Service is conducting a project that will gather baseline data on water
quality parameters and instream flow rates for the refuge's drainages,
beginning with the Canning River, Sadlerochit Spring, Hulahula River,
Okerokovik Spring, Tamayariak River, Sadlerochit River and Okpilak River.
This project includes studies to determine baseline water quality and quantity
necessary to maintain optimum habitat conditions for both fish and wildlife
populations.

The Service in conjunction with the Alaska Department of Fish and Game will
closely monitor those activities that could adversely impact the refuge and
its resources, such as recreational and subsistence hunting, commercial, sport
and subsistence fishing, and oil and gas activities. Data on public use and
cultural resources will be collected and analyzed.

Section 812 of the Alaska Lands Act directs the Service to undertake research
on subsistence uses of the refuge. Issues raised through the State fish and
game advisory system or identified by the Service will be the focus of these
studies. The Service will conduct the research in cooperation with other
federal agencies and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game. Research results
will be provided to the State and other interested parties.

The Service will encourage other researchers to study refuge resources, if the
studies meet management objectives and are compatible with refuge purposes,
and will participate in cooperative studies with other state and federal
organizations. Cooperative agreements with the State and with Native
organizations, authorized under Section 809 of the Alaska Lands Act, may be
particularly useful for subsistence research and monitoring.

10) Resource Management Directions

(a) Wildlife Management

Under all alternatives the Service will protect wildlife populations and
habitats in the Arctic Refuge. This includes obligations to fulfill legal
requirements and treaty responsibilities relating to marine mammals,
endangered species and migratory birds. The Service will also cooperate with
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game in managing resident wildlife,
particularly caribou, Dail sheep, brown bear, muskox, moose and wolf on and
near the refuge.

It is the intent of the Service to maintain wildlife populations in the Arctic
Refuge at levels near the carrying capacity of refuge habitats, subject to
naturally occurring fluctuations in populations. The Alaska Lands Act
mandates that fish and wildlife populations and habitats be conserved in their
natural diversity. According to the legislative history, the term "natural
diversity" reflects an intent to maintain the flora and fauna on the refuge in
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a healthy and natural "mix," and not to emphasize management activities
favoring some species to the detriment of others. Although it stresses use of
natural means, avoiding artificial developments and habitat manipulation
programs, the term is not intended to restrict the authority of the Service to
manipulate habitat for the benefit of fish or wildlife populations within a
refuge, or for the benefit of the use of such populations by people as a part
of the balanced management program mandated by the Alaska Lands Act and other
laws. The term is also not intended to preclude predator control on refuge
lands in appropriate instances (Congressional Record - H12352 1980; S15131
1980).

Both the endangered American peregrine falcon and the threatened arctic
peregrine falcon occur on the Arctic Refuge. Many of these peregrines nest
along rivers that are used by floaters, such as the Porcupine River.
Disturbance of specific falcon nesting cliffs can be prevented by parties
avoiding those areas during the early summer. In all of the alternatives the
Service will encourage groups to float rivers known to have active nests at
other times. All groups also will be encouraged to avoid camping in the
immediate vicinity of active nests. The Service will monitor the peregrines
and river use to ensure that impacts to these species are avoided.

Habitat - The Service has not identified the need for habitat
improvements on the Arctic Refuge. All of the alternatives are based upon the
principle that healthy wildlife populations in the refuge do not require
habitat improvements to maintain their population levels. In the case of the
refuge's game species, the Service does not foresee any need for habitat
improvements based on the availability of adequate potential habitat, cost,
and the remoteness of the refuge. It also should be noted that the
legislative history of the Alaska Lands Act emphasizes the maintenance of
natural diversity and natural processes in Alaska refuges. Thus, the Service
generally will only permit management activities that are consistent with this
intent.

The Service will take care in all of the alternatives to minimize disturbances
to habitat, particularly those habitats important to individual species or
especially sensitive to disturbance (e.g., caribou calving areas, waterfowl
staging areas, raptor nest sites, brown bear feeding and denning areas, tundra
swan nesting areas). Habitat quality maintenance most often will entail
protection through regulation of human activity and through public education.

Wildlife Population Goals and Objectives - Population goals and
objectives are useful guidelines for managing wildlife populations on
refuges. One of the refuge purposes is to maintain wildlife populations in
their natural diversity. This defines very broadly the refuge objectives for
maintenance of wildlife populations. Table 11 shows the best estimates of
current population levels for the Porcupine caribou herd, Dall sheep, muskox,
moose, brown bear, polar bear, American and arctic peregrine falcon. These
species have high subsistence or recreation values, and are important
indicators of the health and stability of the refuge's ecosystems.
Recognizing refuge populations may be affected by factors beyond the
management purview of the Service, the Service's goal is to maintain or
increase these populations above present levels.
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Table 11. Current population estimates for selected species in the Arctic
Refuge.

Estimate of
Current Po ulation Source

Caribou (Porcupine herd) 165,000 AK Dept. of Fish & Came, Came Div.
Moose 2,600 Whitten and Nowlin in Townsend, 1987
Dall sheep 10,000 extrapolated from Smith, 1979
Muskox 400 Arctic Refuge staff
Brown bear 540 AK Dept. of Fish & Came, Came Div.
Polar bear 50_ 100al Fish & Wildlife Service
Arctic peregrine falcon 10 Fish & Wildlife Service
American peregrine falcon 50-60 Fish & Wildlife Service

a/The estimate indicates the number of bears that are either on or within
10 miles (16 km) of the refuge in the fall. No polar bears would occur on
the refuge in the summer.

Management plans will be developed for each important refuge species following
completion of the comprehensive conservation plan, including the five major
big game species (Dall sheep, caribou, brown bear, moose and muskox),
waterfowl, wolf, polar bear, and furbearers. Management plans have been
written for the Porcupine caribou herd, Dall sheep, brown bear, and moose, but
these plans were written prior to 1980 and need to be revised and updated.
All management plans developed for refuge wildlife species will be done in
consultation with other appropriate agencies, most importantly the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game, Canadian federal and territorial agencies, local
Alaska villages, and fish and game advisory committees. The management plans
will reflect management objectives and guidelines in the Alaska Department of
Fish and Came's species management plans to the extent that they are
compatible with refuge objectives. Plans also will be consistent with
existing international agreements and treaties, and any regional federal
management plans that are in effect.

(b) Fisheries Management

Under all alternatives the Service will conserve and protect fish populations
and habitats in the Arctic Refuge. The Service will also cooperate with the
Alaska Department of Fish and Came in their efforts to manage both resident
and anadromous fish populations.

The Service is proposing to take several actions under all of the alternatives
to achieve the purposes of the refuge with respect to refuge fisheries.
Fisheries management on the refuge will be conducted in accordance with a
fisheries management plan that will be formulated after completion of the
comprehensive conservation plan. The Service will cooperate with the Alaska
Department of Fish and Came in assessing the distribution and abundance of
fish species and identifying key habitat. The Service will place special
management emphasis on arctic char, arctic grayling, arctic cisco, and chinook
and chum salmon.
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Fishery management on the refuge will be directed to maintaining subsistence
fisheries, and secondarily commercial and sport fisheries. Commercial fish
harvests do not occur on the refuge, but salmon stocks that spawn on the
refuge are subject to harvest in the mixed-stock commercial fishery in the
Yukon and Porcupine rivers. The commercial harvest of whitefish outside the
refuge, on the Colville River, is also a mixed-stock fishery. Portions of the
cisco harvested there originate in the MacKenzie River and migrate through
refuge coastal waters. Sport fishing will continue to be permitted in all
refuge areas. Sport harvest will be allowed to increase in proportion to
projected growth in general public use. However, fishery production capacity
is limited and intensive fishing may impact fish populations. In particular,
overharvest problems could occur in the Kongakut, Hulahula and Sheenjek
rivers. Restrictions may be imposed if necessary to moderate the harvest of
some fish populations.

Habitat - In all of the alternatives the Service'sgoal will be to provide a
high level of protection to major and minor drainages that sustain both
resident and anadromous fish species. In addition to being an Alaska Lands
Act mandate for the Service, the goal is also based on the premise that
productive fish populations in the refuge require little habitat manipulation,
given effective harvest management strategies and favorable environmental
conditions, to maintain their population levels.

Under all alternatives, the Service will provide a high level of protection to
major and minor drainages that sustain both resident and anadromous fish
species. The Service will take particular care to ensure a minimum of
disturbance Lo spawning and rearing areas and migration routes. Before
permitting any activity on the refuge, the potential impacts on fish habitats
and populations will be carefully weighed.

The Service also will maintain water quantity and quality to ensure that fish
populations are maintained in their natural diversity. In all of the
alternatives the Service will support the protection of water quality that
will provide conditions consistent with natural processes and not exceed those
standards set forth in the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation's
water quality standards or have a detrimental effect on the abundance or
diversity of anadromous or resident fish species.

The Service will consider fishery development project proposals that affect
the refuge's habitats on a case-by-case basis. In non-wilderness areas these
proposals may be permitted, subject to the provisions of the National
Environmental Policy Act and a compatibility determination. As noted in the
Service's Refuge Manual (6 RM 8.80)), on wilderness lands in Alaska
maintaining, enhancing and rehabilitating existing fish populations is
permitted, where compatible with the purposes of the refuge. in general,
fisheries restoration is considered more favorably by the Service than
enhancement. Permanent facilities will not normally be permitted in a
wilderness area. In the event of a natural disaster that damages significant
anadromous and resident fish populations, the Service would permit restoration
using the minimum tool concept. For instance, the Service could permit a
fishery development facility, such as a fish pass, to restore a fish run
affected by a landslide.
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Fish Population Goals - Under all of the alternatives the Service's goals
are to maintain habi at conditions at a level sufficient to continue
supporting fish populations at cu

'
rrent or calculated historic levels, and to

maintain self-sustaining native fish populations at current or calculated
historic levels. As more population data become available for fish species,
such as arctic grayling and arctic char, the Service will assist and cooperate
with the Alaska Department of Fish and Game in setting goals consistent with
available habitat. The Service also will provide data and work with the
Alaska Department of Fish and Came in refining population objectives where
updates are needed for effective management of the sport and subsistence
fisheries.

(c) Water Quality

All facilitiesand activitieson the refuge will comply with the pollution
control standards set by the the Federal Water Pollution Control Act and
amendments, Alaska water quality standards (Alaska Dept. of Environmental
Conservation, 1979), and all other applicable state and federal laws,
regulations, and orders governing water quality. The Service will cooperate
with the Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Division of Land and Water
Management), Alaska Department of Fish and Game (Habitat Division), Alaska
Department of Environmental Conservation, and other appropriate agencies
responsible for establishing and enforcing water quality standards, and is
empowered to set its own standards if needed to protect fish and wildlife.

Water quality parameters for most of the Arctic Refuge are unknown. The
Service, working with the State, will develop a water resource management plan
which will include important water quality measurements. It is essential to
collect baseline data as soon as feasible so that changes due to human
activity can be documented and corrected. The Service may cooperate with
adjacent landowners in collecting these data.

Important sampling sites for collecting baseline water quality data include
streams and lakes near sources of potential pollution on or near the refuge.
Present or future developments that may impact water quality include
administrative sites, public use cabins, private camps or cabins and oil and
gas development. Habitat manipulation can also affect water quality and
quantity.

Water quality data will be collected in accordance with standard procedures
that have been established by the Service. Water quality measurements should
be taken around times of low flow. Both water and sediment should be
collected. To ensure that the results have legal standing, sampling programs
will be designed and carried out and analyzed by Service-approved agents.
Important parameters to measure in all samples include: temperature, pH,
conductivity, alkalinity, hardness, suspended solids (turbidity) and
settleable solids (sediment). Other parameters to measure depend on the
suspected sources of pollution, but include levels of: at least ten heavy
metals; petroleum hydrocarbons; polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs); several
nutrients; dissolved gases; and fecal coliform bacteria.
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Selected fish and wildlife also should be tested for accumulated contaminant
levels if pollution is suspected. Some important indicator species are
filter-feeders such as freshwater clams, and predators such as arctic char,
whitefish, pike, bald eagle, and brown bear. Non-migratory species such as
arctic flounder in coastal waters and arctic grayling in fresh waters also may
be important contaminant indicators.

Refuge staff will advise adjacent landowners to ensure awareness of potential
pollution threats and to coordinate protection of water quality among all
concerned parties. Any pollution 3f refuge waters will be reported to
appropriate state and federal agencies.

M Water Rights

The water resources of the Arctic Refuge will be managed to maintain the
primary purposes of the refuge, as stated in Section 303(2)(B) of the Alaska
Lands Act, and in other statutory mandates. Specific water resource
requirements for the primary purposes of the refuge will be identified and the
amount of water necessary to maintain these purposes will be quantified in
cooperation with the State of Alaska. Once Federal Reserved Water Rights
(FRWR) have been quantified, the Service will record this information with the
Alaska Department of Natural Resources. Water for secondary purposes and
other uses not provided for by the Federal Reserved Water Rights will be
applied for in accordance with Alaska Statutes (AS) 46.15.

A water resource management plan will be prepared following adoption of the
comprehensive conservation plan for the Arctic Refuge. This plan will
identify streams, lakes, and other water bodies whose protection have highest
priority and will outline procedures for quantifying their Federal Reserved
Water Rights. Instream flow data are urgently needed on all streams that flow
through the refuge with potential mining or oil and gas development. Selected
streams on the coastal plain currently are highest priority for Federal
Reserved Water Rights work. These streams include the Canning River,
Sadlerochit Spring, Hulahula River, Okerokovik Spring, Tamayariak River,
Sadlerachit River, and Okpilak River. The Service will cooperate with the
State in obtaining data on instream flow needs.

Instream flow studies will investigate the full annual range of flow, as both
flood and low-water stages are essential, or even'critical, in the life cycles
of wetland and aquatic species. Extreme flood and drought years also will be
included in the analysis, as both are important to the renewal of aquatic
habitats. Once year-round instream flow requirements have been quantified,
the Service will continue to monitor streams that may be subject to
modification outside the refuge. The Service will contact other water users
if the Service determines that a proposed project threatens refuge waters,
fish, or wildlife. Reductions in instream flows, lake elevations, or
groundwater levels below the Federal Reserved Water Rights will be reported to
the appropriate state or federal agencies so that action can be taken to
maintain the purposes for which the refuge was established.
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(e) Shorelands, Tidelands and Submerged Lands

In the original Arctic Range the federal government claims that all navigable
waters (and submerged lands beneath these waters) were reserved by Public Land
Order 82 prior to statehood. The United States and the State of Alaska
dispute ownership of these waters and the submerged lands beneath the coastal
lagoons in the area between the mainland and the offshore barrier islands from
Brownlow Point to the mouth of the Aichilik River (with the exception of
lagoons north of the Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation lands). Until a decision
has been rendered by the courts, all activity on these submerged lands will
have concurrent federal and state approval.

Pursuant to the Submerged Lands Act of 1953, the Alaska Statehood Act of 1958,
and the State constitution, title to all tidelands and submerged lands that
were not reserved on January 3, 1958 transferred to the State of Alaska. It
is recognized that the Service and the State may have differing
interpretationsof some aspects of this title transfer, both as to the laws
and implementation of the laws based on facts.

Determinations of what waters are navigable is an ongoing process in Alaska at
both the administrative and judicial levels. Within the Arctic Refuge, the
Bureau of Land Management has determined the navigability of the portions of
streams and lakes that are within lands selected by Native corporations or by
the State of Alaska. Pursuant to Section 901(g) of the Alaska Lands Act,
those determinations are for the purpose of determining title to lands beneath
navigable waters as between the United States and the State of Alaska. The
only water bodies on the Arctic Refuge that have been determined to be
navigable are: the Porcupine River to the international boundary; short
segments of the East Fork of the Chandalar River north of Arctic Village; the
Coleen River to LaKe Creek; and the Sheenjek River to Thluickohnjik Creek.
Other water bodies may be determined to be navigable in the future.

The Service will work cooperatively with the State to ensure that existing and
future activities occurring on the shorelands, tidelands and submerged lands
are compatible with the purposes for which the refuge was established. In the
future the Service may propose management actions to the State for these
areas. The Service will pursue cooperative agreements with the State for the
management of lands under navigable water bodies (shorelands).

M Management of Water Columns

The Service has authority to regulate certain activities on water columns to
protect refuge lands and for conservation purposes. This authority stems from
two provisions of the United States Constitution, (the Property Clause and the
Commerce Clause), the Alaska Lands Act, and other authorities including the
National Wildlife Refuge Administration Act of 1966, the Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act of 1958, and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The State of
Alaska also has authority to manage water based on the laws cited in the
section on shorelands, tidelands and submerged lands above. These laws
provide for water management by both the State and the Fish and Wildlife
Service.
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The Service will pursue cooperative management agreements with the State of
Alaska regarding public uses on waterways in the refuge. Agreements will be
pursued only if a case-by-case resolution of management proves unacceptable to
the Service and the State.

(g) Air Quality

All activities on the Arctic Refuge will comply with the Clean Air Act, as
amended, and all other applicable state and federal laws, regulations and
orders. The refuge is a Class 2 air quality area. The Service will cooperate
with the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation and other agencies
responsible for establishing and enforcing air quality standards.

As noted in the "Affected Environment" chapter, arctic haze probably is
affecting the refuge. Existing and future oil and gas development on the
north slope also may adversely impact the refuge's airshed. To protect refuge
resources from pollution, the Service will take an active role in monitoring
development in and outside the refuge that could affect refuge air quality.
Ambient air quality data will be collected, in cooperation with the State, as
funding permits. Contact with adjacent landowners will continue to ensure
awareness of potential pollution threats and to coordinate protection of air
quality among all concerned. Pollution problems identified will be reported
to the appropriate state and federal agencies so action can be taken to
prevent significantdeterioration of air quality.

(h) Visual Resources Management

In all.alternatives the Service will identify and maintain the scenic values
of the refuge and minimize the visual impact of developments consistent with
the constraints imposed by the particular alternative selected. Refuge
facilities and commercial use support facilities will be designed to blend
into the landscape. The Service will cooperate with state agencies to prevent
any significant deterioration of visual resources.

(i) Litter, Waste and Hazardous Material Control

Under Service regulations (Title 50, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 27.94)
the littering, disposing or dumping of garbage, refuse, sewage (other than
normal wastes resulting from camping and other primitive recreation), or other
debris on refuges is prohibited except at points or locations designated by
the refuge manager and approved by the Alaska Department of Environmental
Conservation. Litter disposal is the responsibilityof individual refuge
users. If waste disposal and litter control problems occur on the refuge the
Service will increase its public education and law enforcement efforts.

Several former military sites on refuge lands contain low levels of hazardous
wastes, including the Distant Early Warning (DEW) line stations at Beaufort
Lagoon and Collinson Point, non-operational stations at Demarcation Bay and
3rownlow Point, and possibly caches at Griffin Point,

a
7nd the former Naval

Arctic Research Laboratory substation at Peters Lake.- The Service is

a/The Demarcation Bay and Collinson Point sites have been identified as
candidate superfund sites. These sites may be withdrawn depending on the
results of preliminary assessments and site investigations.
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conducting supplemental studies to determine if any environmental
contamination from heavy metals, hydrocarbons and polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) has occurred at these sites, and determine if additional clean-up will
be needed besides the planned Department of Defense Environmental Restoration
Account clean-up.

The Service recognizes there is a potential for oil and gas spills affecting
the refuge. The sensitive nature of refuge resources, such as salmon spawning
areas, and the difficulty of containing spills make any fuel or oil spills a
special concern. To minimize damage to the resources in and adjacent to the
refuge, the Service will work with other federal and state agencies in
initiating, reviewing and responding to oil and fuel spill contingency
planning requirements.

(j) Fire Management

The Alaska Interagency Fire Management Plans for the North Slope and Yukon
planning areas and the Arctic Refuge Fire Plan provides direction for fire
suppression in the refuge. These plans were completed by representatives of
the Service, Bureau of Land Management, Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Alaska
Department of Fish and Came, the Alaska Department of Natural Resources, Doyon
Limited, Arctic Slope Regional Corporation and the Kaktovik Inupiat
Corporation.

As a result of the interagency fire management plans most refuge lands are
classified in the "Limited Action" category. Fires that occur on lands within
this category are not provided any initial attack or suppression actions
unless necessary to keep a fire within the Limited Action area or to protect
critical sites within the area. Generally, fires in the Limited Action areas
are allowed to burn out naturally where not endangering life or property.

Small areas of the refuge adjacent to Venetie-Arctic Village lands are
classified as "Modified Action" areas. Lands in this category are provided a
high level of protection during critical burning periods (i.e., during
extremely dry weather), but a lower level of protection when the risk of fire
is diminished. During critical burning periods all fires within these zones
receive aggressive initial attack. During times of reduced fire danger no
initial attack is provided.

Private lands within or adjacent to the refuge, conveyed and selected Native
lands and allotments, and refuge administrative and public use facilities will
receive high levels of protection, including initial attack on fires.
Generally, areas where human life or habitations would be in danger receive
the highest level of protection ("CriticalProtection"). (Refer to the
interagency fire management plans for detailed discussions on wildland fire
ecology and management, suppression options, and environmental assessment.)

(k) Historical/Cultural Resources

All significant historic, archeological,paleontological,and cultural
resources on the refuge will be protected as required by law. Before doing
anything that would alter historic structures or disturb the ground, the
Service will survey the site to determine if cultural resources are present.
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Private interests proposing to conduct economic activities on the refuge will
be required to fund these site-specific surveys. If cultural resources are
discovered, their importance will be evaluated to determine their eligibility
for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. A determination of
appropriate action will be made (e.g., avoidance, partial or total mitigation
through salvage, site hardening). All of these actions will be taken in
consultation with the Regional Historic Preservation Officer, State Historic
Preservation Officer, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation and other
appropriate agencies.

The 1980 Amendments to the National Historic Preservation Act also direct the
Service to inventory and evaluate the cultural resources on the refuge.
Qualified social scientists may be encouraged to undertake surveys and
research on the refuge to assist the Seyvice in this effort (see also the
research common management direction).a

11) Public Access and Transportation Kanagement Directions

In all of the alternatives reasonable access onto the refuge will be ensured
so visitors can participate in fish and wildlife-oriented recreational
activities. Under all alternatives non-motorized access will be encouraged.
The use of snowmachines, motorboats, airplanes, and non-motorized surface
transportation methods for traditional activities is permitted on the refuge
under Section 1110(a) of the Alaska Lands Act. The Service would only limit
this access if it is determined that it would be detrimental to the resource
values of the refuge (with the exception of Alternative G; see below).

Under the Service's regulations (Title 43, Code of Federal Regulations,
Parts 36.11(f)(4) and 36.11(g)) the use of helicopters and off-road vehicles
(ORVs) is prohibited in Alaska refuges other than in areas designated by the
refuge nager or pursuant to the terms and conditions of a special use
permit

.
The use of helicopters is authorized throughout the Arctic

Refuge, including the Arctic Wilderness, under special use permit. (State
statute, however, prohibits use of helicopters for transporting hunters or
their gear.)

Recreational use of off-road vehicles, including air boats and air-cushion
boats, will be prohibited under all alternatives, except in specifically
designated areas and subject to the provisions of Title XI of the Alaska Lands
Act. In accordance with Title 43, Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 36.11(g)(1)(2):

a/Alternative G differs from the other alternatives here. Although
surficial studies may be permitted, in this alternative the Service would
not permit excavations and digs unless the site is threatened.

b/In all of the alternatives, except Alternative C, the Service would issue
special use permits for the use of helicopters and off-road vehicles that are
necessary for research or to manage the fish and wildlife populations and
habitats in the refuge.
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The use of off-road vehicles in locations other than established roads and
parking areas is prohibited except on routes or in areas designated by the
appropriate Federal agency in accordance with Executive Order 11644, as
amended or pursuant to a valid permit as prescribed in paragraph (g)(2) of
this section...

The appropriate Federal agency is authorized to issue permits for the use
of ORVs an existing ORV trails located in areas (other than in areas
designated as part of the National Wilderness Preservation System) upon a
finding that such ORV use would be compatible with the purposes and values
for which the area was established...

The process by which such routes and areas can be designated is explained in
Title 43, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 36.11(h)(5) as follows:

In determining whether to open an area that has previously been closed
pursuant to the provisions of this section, the appropriate Federal agency
shall provide notice in the Federal Register and shall, upon request, hold
a hearing in the affected vicinity and other locations as appropriate
prior to making a final determination.

This process would be accompanied by an official map that delineates those
routes or areas being considered.

None of the alternatives call for the Service to provide roads or air strips
on refuge lands for public access. No groups have identified the need for
these facilities.

(a) Section 1110(a) Access Requirements

Under Section 1110(a) and Section 811 of the Alaska Lands Act the Service will
permit the use of snowmachines (during periods of adequate snow cover),
motorboats, airplanes, and non-motorized surface transportation methods for
traditionalactivities o7 all refuge lands, and for travel to and from
villages and homesites.a These uses will be subject to reasonable
regulations to protect the refuge's resource values. The Service will take no
action to limit access to the refuge unless it is determined to be detrimental
to the resource values of the refuge. Public access restrictions or closures
would not take effect until the procedural requirements of Section 1110(a) of
the Alaska Lands Act and Title 43, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 36.11(h)
have been satisfied--the Service would be required to give notice of the
intended action, develop regulations, and hold public hearings in the vicinity
of the refuge before taking any action to limit or close an area to the above
transportationmethods. This plan will not by itself restrict or close
access.

a/Alternative C differs from all the other alternatives in this management
action, in that part of the refuge would be closed to all motorized access.
This management action would require congressional approval.
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W Section 1110(b) Access Requirements

In accordance with Section 1110(b) of the Alaska Lands Act, the State and
private interests with valid surface or subsurface rights on or surrounded by
the Arctic Refuge are entitled to adequate and feasible access across the
refuge. Such access may be subject to reasonable regulations to protect the
resource values of the land or to protect public health and safety. This plan
cannot by itself restrict or close access.

(c) RS 2477 Rights-of-Way

Revised Statute 2477 (formally codified at 43 U.S.C. 932; enacted in 1866)
provides that: "The right-of-way for the construction of highways over public
lands, not reserved for public uses, is hereby granted." The Act was repealed
by PL 94-579 as of October 21, 1976, subject to valid existing claims. The
State has identified roads and trails that it contends rights-of-way were
established under RS 2477. The validity of these rights-of-way will be
determined on a case-by-case basis.

A map illustrating the rights-of-way that the State contends may be valid
under RS 2477 for the Arctic Refuge is included in Appendix K. This map is
not necessarily all inclusive. Private parties or the State of Alaska may
identify and seek recognition of RS 2477 rights-of-way within the refuge.
Supporting material regarding those rights-of-way identified by the State may
be obtained through the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public
Facilities or the Alaska Department of Natural Resources.

Identificationof potential rights-of-waydoes not establish the validity of
these RS 2477 rights-of-way and does not necessarily provide the public the
right to travel over them. All RS 2477 rights-of-way within the refuge shall
be subject to appropriate state and federal laws and regulations.

(d) Section 17(b) Easements

Sites and linear access easements may be reserved on Native corporation lands
that are within or adjoin the Arctic Refuge, as authorized by Section 17(b) of
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. The Service will be responsible for
management of these public access easements inside the refuge and for those
assigned to the Service outside the unit. Pursuant to Part 601, Chapter 4.2
of the Department of the Interior "Departmental Manual" (601 DM 4.2) where
these easements access or are part of the access to a conservation system
unit, the easement shall become part of that unit and be administered
accordingly. The purpose of 17(b) easements is to provide access from public
lands across these private lands to other public lands. The routes and
location of these easements are identified on maps contained in the conveyance
documents. The conveyance documents also specify the terms and conditions of
use including periods and methods of public access.

The Service will work cooperatively with the affected Native corporations and
other interested parties, including the State of Alaska, to develop a
management strategy for the easements. Management of these easements will be
in accord with the specific terms and conditions of the individual easements.
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As the easements are reserved and the Service assumes management
responsibilities for them, the locations, mileages and acreages will be
compiled and management strategies will be formulated. This information will
be maintained at the refuge headquarters.

As authorized in the Interior Departmental Manual (601 DM 4.30, the physical
location of an easement may be adjusted to rectify a usability problem or to
accommodate the surface and/or subsurface landowner's development of the lands
if both the Service and the landowner agree to the relocation. Easements also
may be expanded if an acceptable alternate easement or benefit is offered by
the landowner and the exchange would be in the public interest. An easement
may be relinquished to the landowner if an alternative easement has been
offered by the landowner or termination of the easement is required by law.
The Service also may propose to place additional restrictions (to those
authorized in the conveyance document) on the use of an easement if existing
uses are in conflict with the purposes of the refuge. In all cases where a
change is proposed in authorized uses or location from the original
conveyance, the Service will give adequate public notice and opportunity to
participate and comment to the affected Native corporation and other
interested parties, including the State of Alaska. Service proposals for
changing the terms and conditions of 17(b) easements will include
justification for the proposed change, an evaluation of alternatives
considered, if any, and an evaluation of potential impacts of the proposed
action.

(e) Nonexclusive Use Easements

Nonexclusive use easements may be reserved by the Bureau of Land Management
across Native allotments when trails or areas of prior established public use
overlap an allotment application.

Note: The various types of access routes discussed above may overlap. For
example, a valid RS 2477 right-of-way may overlap an easement conveyed under
Section 17(b) of the Native Claims Act. Management strategies, where this
occurs, will reflect valid existing rights and other considerations unique to
the situation. The Service will work cooperatively with interested parties to
assure that management is compatible with the purposes of the refuge. Overlap
situations will be dealt with on a case-by-case basis in conformance with the
management policies outlined in other sections of the plan.

12) Subsistence Use Management Directions

Under Title III of the Alaska Lands Act, one of the purposes of the Arctic
Refuge is to provide the opportunity for continued subsistence uses by local
residents. Title VIII of the Alaska Lands Act further provides that rural
Alaskan residents engaged in a subsistence way of life be allowed to continue
using refuge resources for traditional purposes. Subsistence uses on the
refuge will be given preference over other consumptive uses when restrictions
on harvests are necessary to assure the continued viability of fish and
wildlife populations.
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Title VIII authorizes the State to manage subsistence uses of fish and
wildlife on federal lands if it enacts and implements laws to provide for
subsistence preference and if it assures local involvement in management of
subsistence resources. On May 14, 1982, the Secretary of the Interior
notified the State that its program for subsistence management and use
complied with requirements of the Alaska Lands Act. Thus the State is
responsible for administering certain subsistence provisions of the Alaska
Lands Act. The Service will support the State in meeting those
responsibilitiesunder all alternatives. The taking of fish and wildlife for
subsistence and other purposes on the Arctic Refuge will be as prescribed by
regulations established by the Alaska Boards of Fisheries and Came.

Although the State's program for subsistence management and use generally
governs subsistence uses of fish and wildlife on the refuge, other duties
remain vested in the Department of the Interior. Among the most important of
these statutory duties are those required by Section 806. Under all
alternatives the Service will monitor both the status of fish and wildlife
populations harvested for subsistence uses and the State fish and game
regulatory system. This monitoring is intended to identify potential problems
related to allocation of resources before-populations of fish and wildlife
become depleted, and to ensure that preference is given to subsistence users
as required by law.

The Service has developed with the State and other federal land management
agencies subsistence monitoring guidelines. The Service will participate in a
cooperative subsistence monitoring effort with the Alaska Department of Fish
and Game, the local fish and game advisory committees, the regional councils,
and the Boards of Fisheries and Game. The Service will attend meetings of
these organizations to provide information on the status of subsistence
resources and management of the refuge, to identify data needs related to
subsistence, to become aware of concerns regarding subsistence uses and refuge
programs, and to provide comments to the boards on regulatory proposals that
affect subsistence uses of fish and wildlife on the refuge.

The Service will also evaluate the effects of proposed actions on subsistence
use under all alternatives in compliance with Section 810 of the Alaska Lands
Act. When a decision is to be made on "whether to withdraw, reserve, lease,
or otherwise permit the use, occupancy, or disposition" of refuge lands, the
Service will evaluate the effect of the proposed action on subsistence uses
and needs, note the availability of lands for the proposed activity, and
consider other alternatives to the proposed action. The Service will work
with the Alaska Department of Fish and Game and with other local sources in
determining whether a proposed action "significantly restricts" subsistence
uses. If a proposed action would probably adversely affect subsistence use,
then the Service will follow the formal procedures specified in Section 810
before further consideration of the proposed action.

Access to refuge lands by traditional means will be permitted for subsistence
purposes in accordance with Section 811 of the Alaska Lands Act. Traditional
means, as defined in Service regulations (Title 50, Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 36), include snowmachines and boats (excluding air boats) on
the Arctic Refuge. Use of snowmachines will be limited to periods of adequate
snow cover. Use of off-road vehicles will be prohibited, except in designated
areas (see the "public access and transportation" management direction).
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Under Section 816 of the Alaska Lands Act, the Service may close the refuge to
the taking of fish and wildlife if necessary for reasons of public safety,
administration, or to assure the continued viability of particular populations
of fish or wildlife. Except in an emergency, such closure will follow
consultation with the State, adequate notice, and public hearings. In an
emergency situation, the Service may immediately close the refuge. Emergency
closure to subsistence taking would occur only after all other consumptive
uses are eliminated.

Although Titles III and VIII of the Alaska Lands Act require the Service to
maintain opportunities for, and give preference to, subsistence harvest of
fish and wildlife on the refuge, these requirements are subject to all other
laws governing management of particular species or species groups.

The Service will continue to maintain frequent communication and liaison with
local village people and local subsistence users not living in villages. Such
communication will allow the Service to better monitor subsistence use and
needs.

13) Public Use Management Directions

Recreational (non-subsistence) hunting and fishing, trapping, and other
wildlife-oriented public uses (e.g., hiking, primitive camping, photography,
wildlife viewing, river floating,cross-country skiing) will be allowed in the
refuge under all alternatives. The Service will continue to support
wildlife-oriented recreation on the refuge. Nonconsumptive recreation is
recognized as an important part of the refuge's public use program.

The Service will manage recreational use to avoid overcrowded conditions and
minimize adverse impacts to historical/cultural, fish and wildlife, wilderness
and other special values. Actions that may be taken to minimize impacts
include regulating access (subject to the provisions of Section 1110(a) of the
Alaska Lands Act), recommending changes in State hunting or fishing
regulations to the State Boards of Fisheries and Game, limiting aircraft
access, limiting the size and number of recreational group visits, limiting
commercial guiding and outfitting activity, and encouraging, through
interpretive and educational programs, user behavior that is sensitive to
wildlife and wilderness resources. A few recreational opportunities may be
seasonally or otherwise restricted to minimize user conflicts or avoid adverse
impacts. Management plans may be written for areas of relatively concentrated
recreational use, such as the Hulahula River.

Recreational use by unguided visitors will be managed through informational
programs and voluntary compliance. Unguided groups will be encouraged to
check with the Service before entering the refuge. Backcountry permits
eventually may be required for all recreationalgroups. In all of the
alternatives regulations may be promulgated on a seasonal or area-specific
basis with regards to how long groups can stay at one location. This action
would be taken to minimize potential conflicts with bears, to disperse use and
thus reduce other potential resource impacts, or to ensure that other users
have an opportunity to use an area. The need for these restrictions will be
addressed in the public use management plan. No restrictions are planned at
this time.
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Other direct restrictions of use, such as limiting numbers of users in an area
or limiting the number of boat launches for river trips on peak days, will be
avoided unless voluntary methods fail. Commercial recreational use (i.e.,
guided groups) will be regulated by permits or concessions, as required under
Service regulations (see the "common management direction" on guiding).

As called for under Section 1316(a) of the Alaska Lands Act, in all of the
alternatives the Service will permit the use of campsites related to the
taking of fish and wildlife on all refuge lands so long as they are not
detrimental to the unit's purposes. Generally, the Service will not build
improved campsites on refuge lands.

Tent platforms, shelters, and other temporary facilities related to the taking
of fish and wildlife may be permitted in the refuge provided they are not
detrimental to the unit's purposes. Tent platforms will require a special use
permit on refuge lands.

Based on current and projected levels of recreational use, the Service has not
identified the need to provide visitor facilities in the refuge or on adjacent
Native lands.

(a) Education/Interpretation

The success of most of the management activities outlined in this plan will
depend to a large extent on the actions of refuge users, adjacent landowners,
local residents, and other interested citizens. An effective educational/
interpretive program will help avoid potential problems by increasing public
understanding of and support for refuge management goals and actions.

Educational and interpretive programs prepared by the refuge staff will
emphasize the dependence of the refuge's wildlife on undisturbed habitat.
These programs, as well as leaflets and audio-visual programs, will
demonstrate why the Arctic Refuge is an unique and important area in the
world's arctic biome.

The Service will concentrate its initial efforts on informing adjacent
landowners and local residents about the refuge and its programs, the
important role these programs play in the wildlife population dynamics of the
area, and the access rights of the public. The Service also will concentrate
its efforts on informing users so that they are aware of and respect private
lands adjacent to and within the refuge. This action should help avoid
potential conflicts, such as trespass problems, between recreational users and
local residents.

Because most visitors depend on air taxi operators, and many depend on guides
and outfitters, a special effort will be made to periodically contact
commercial operators. This action will enable the commercial operators to
better inform their clients of Service programs.
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In recognition of the special wilderness values of the Arctic Refuge, the
interpretive program for this refuge will depart somewhat from the current
interpretive concept for most other refuges. Without discouraging public use,
interpretive/educational endeavors will avoid advertising or promoting the
special scenic and other values of the refuge particularly in relation to
specific sites. This will heighten the quality of experience for the refuge
visitor and keep alive the opportunity for self-discovery and the experience
of being the first to explore and discover the unique values of the refuge. A
deliberate effort to promote or encourage use of the refuge has the potential
to result in overuse and subsequent resource damage in the fragile arctic
habitats. Such use also may result in degradation of the special wilderness
qualities of remoteness and solitude presently characteristic of the refuge.

The primary visitor contact with refuge staff will occur in the refuge office
in Fairbanks. Other opportunities for the public to learn about the refuge
are provided by the three interagency-supported Alaska Public Lands
Information Centers, located in Tok, Anchorage and Fairbanks. The Service
will continue to focus its environmental education efforts in assisting
teachers in Fairbanks and communities in the Arctic Refuge area. All of these
actions should increase local residents' and visitors' awareness and
understanding of the local environment, the refuge, and the Service's
management programs.

(c) Cabin Management

There are currently no public use cabins on the Arctic Refuge. The Service
has no plans for constructing or designating new public use cabins. Under all
of the alternatives, however, cabins may be constructed or designated if
deemed necessary for refuge management and/or public health and safety.

Management of existing cabins and review of proposals for construction of new
cabins for traditional uses will be in accordance with the Service's cabin
policy. This policy states, in part, that a permit shall only be issued upon
a determination that the proposed use, construction and maintenance of a cabin
is compatible with the purposes for which the refuge was established, that use
of the cabin is necessary to provide for a continuation of an ongoing activity
or use otherwise allowed within the refuge, and that the applicant has no
reasonable alternative sites for constructing a cabin outside of the refuge.

Under all of the alternatives as funding and staff become available the
Service will conduct a detailed inventory of the number of cabins and their
uses on refuge lands. Before declaring a cabin abandoned, the Service will
carefully research its pattern of use. All cabins determined to be abandoned
will be disposed of in accordance with the Service's cabin policy and Title 41
of the Code of Federal Regulations.

The Service estimates there are 37 cabins on refuge lands that are used for
trapping or other customary and traditional subsistence uses, 25 of which are
used to some degree; 12 cabins are not being actively used. Twelve of the
cabins are presently under special use permit. None of these cabins may be
used for private or public recreational use. The Service eventually will
place all of the cabins on refuge lands under permit, or declare them
abandoned after researching their pattern of use.
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There are no commercial fishing or guide cabins on the Arctic Refuge. In all
of the alternatives the construction of new cabins for commercial purposes
will only be permitted on the refuge if the conditions of Section 1303 of the
Alaska Lands Act are met (see the cabin policy above). Also under
Section 1303 of the Alaska Lands Act, the construction of new cabins for
private recreational use on the Arctic Refuge is prohibited.

14) Wilderness Proposals

The Arctic Refuge contains 8 million acres (3.2 million ha) of designated
wilderness. Section 1317 of the Alaska Lands Act requires the Service to
study the remaining non-wilderness portion of the refuge as to its suitability
for inclusion in the National Wilderness Preservation System.

As explained in the NOTICE TO THE READER, the "1002" area is not included in
the wilderness proposals. Management of this area as wilderness can not be
considered until Congress acts and selects one of the five management
alternatives analyzed in the 1002(h) report and the accompanying legislative
environmental impact statement. In the event Congress selects Alternative D,
the "no action" alternative in the 1002(h) report, the area will be examined
for wilderness suitability and the necessary environmental documentation will
be prepared. Under the other alternatives, future consideration of the "1002"
area as wilderness is not a factor.

Upon completion of the refuge plan, the Service will forward final
recommendations for wilderness to the Secretary of the Interior for his
consideration. The Secretary's final proposal will be submitted to the
President for concurrence. Section 1317(b) of the Alaska Lands Act requires
the President to advise the Congress of his wilderness recommendations.

As identified in the "Wilderness Review" in Chapter IV, virtually all of the
non-wilderness lands in the Arctic Refuge are suitable for wilderness
designation. Not all of these lands, however, are proposed for wilderness
designation in the management alternatives.

The Service was guided in developing its wilderness proposals by
Section 101(d) of the Alaska Lands Act, which states that:

This Act provides sufficient protection for the national interest in
the...public lands in Alaska, and ...provides adequate opportunity for
satisfaction of the economic and social needs of the State of Alaska and
its people: accordingly, the designation and disposition of the public
lands...pursuant to this Act are found to represent a proper balance...and
thus Congress believes that the need for...designating new conservation
systems ...has been obviated...

Section 102(4) defines the term "conservation system unit" to include units of
the National Wilderness Preservation System.
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Consistent with the intent of Section 101(d), the Service used two criteria in
developing the wilderness proposal for its preferred alternative. Lands are
proposed for wilderness designation if they are adjacent to existing
wilderness area boundaries and logically belong in the wilderness area but
have not been designated as wilderness (e.g., adjustments to the wilderness
boundary that would incorporate an entire watershed or drainage basin into the
wilderness area). Lands are also proposed if they have outstanding resource
values that may have been inadvertently overlooked by Congress in the Alaska
Lands Act wilderness designations. In all cases, the federal government must
own both the surface and subsurface rights of these areas: only lands where
the federal government owns both the surface and subsurface rights can be
considered for wilderness designation.

The Service's wilderness proposals for the Arctic Refuge ranges from no
additional areas in Alternatives A, B and C to all of the refuge lands
identified to be suitable for designation south of the "1002" coastal plain
area in Alternative C. Under the preferred alternative, Alternative A, the
Service would propose no additional lands be added to the existing Arctic
Wilderness.

15) Wild River Management Directions

Section 602 of the Alaska Lands Act designated portions of the Ivishak, upper
Sheenjek, and Wind rivers within the boundaries of the Arctic Refuge as wild
rivers in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System.

In the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, Congress stated that:

It is hereby declared to be the policy of the United States that certain
selected rivers of the Nation which, with their immediate environments,
possess outstandingly remarkable scenic, recreational, geological, fish
and wildlife, historic, cultural, or other similar values, shall be
preserved in free-flowing condition, and that they and their immediate
environments shall be protected for the benefit and enjoyment of present
and future generations. The Congress declares that the established
national policy of dam and other construction at appropriate sections of
the rivers of the United States needs to be complemented by a policy that
would preserve other selected rivers or sections thereof in their
free-flowingcondition to protect the water quality of such rivers and to
fulfillother vital national conservation purposes.

Specifically,Section 10(a) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act states that:

Each component of the national wild and scenic rivers system shall be
administered in such a manner as to protect and enhance the values which
caused it to be included in said system without, insofar as it is
consistent therewith, limiting other uses that do not substantially
interfere with public use and enjoyment of these values.

In the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, Congress mandated rivers that are
classified as "wild" shall "be managed to be free of impoundments and
generally inaccessible except by trail, with watersheds or shorelines
primitive, and waters unpolluted...representing images of primitive America."
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Planning for the Ivishak, upper Sheenjek, and Wind rivers is incorporated into
this document because the river corridors are also part of the refuge. Like
all natural environments, the corridors can be effectively managed only in
conjunction with the lands surrounding them. This plan will specify what uses
can take place within the corridors, and the boundaries of the wild river
corridors.

The "wild river" management category, described in the management categories
section of this chapter, indicates what uses would be permitted in the wild
river corridors. This category is based on congressional direction and
Service policy. Table 10 further describes what uses would be permitted in
the river corridors. To summarize, the Service will manage the wild rivers to
protect their biological, physical, esthetic, historic, archeologic, and
scenic features, and to provide opportunities for research and recreation.
Traditional access and subsistence uses will continue to be permitted. Water
resource projects, mining, and oil and gas leasing will not be permitted
within half a mile (0-8 km) of the river banks. The wild river corridors will
be managed in the same way under all alternatives.

Corridors have been identified for the thr?e rivers an federally-owned refuge
lands that are not designated wilderness- In preparing detailed corridor
boundaries for the three national wild rivers, the Service applied the
following policies, derived from provisions in the Alaska Land Use Council's
Synopsis for Guiding Management of Wild, Scenic, and Recreational Rivers in
Alaska:

0 The acreage contained with each wild river boundary will average not more
than 640 acres (259 ha) per river mile, but may vary considerably along
any given section.

0 The acreage limitation for the river corridors will be measured outward
from the ordinary high water mark along the shoreline and does not include
islands in the river nor the riverbed.

0 While islands in the rivers are not used to determine the total acreage
for the corridor they are included within the boundary.

0 Those portions of the national wild rivers, which in their natural and
ordinary condition were used or were capable of being used as a "highway
of commerce" as of Alaska statehood in 1959, are considered navigable for
title purposes. A final determination of navigability will need to be
made for each wild river. For those portions outside of the original
Arctic Range determined to be navigable, the State of Alaska retains
ownership of the riverbed between ordinary high water marks and such lands
are not included within the boundary of the river corridor.

a/The mandates for management of designated wilderness meet or exceed and
are compatible with management standards established by the Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act. Establishing river corridor boundaries within wilderness would
serve no useful management purpose.
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o If current land records identify a land parcel as non-federal or identify a
prior right which will result in a land parcel being transferred from
federal ownership, these parcels and their traditional access routes are
excluded from the river corridor boundaries. Example'sof such prior rights
are valid State and Native land selections, and valid Native allotments.

o Should any privately claimed or State selected lands not pass from federal
ownership, these lands and their access routes shall be encompassed by the
adjacent river corridor boundary so long as such inclusions do not exceed
the acreage limitations contained in Section 103(b) of the Alaska Lands Act.

o Where private lands are adjoining, they will be excluded from the river
corridor by a common external boundary, and access will be provided to the
entire block via the most commonly used route, which in this case is the
river. If necessary, a 60 foot (18 m) wide right-of-way will be provided
to private parcels.

o In addition to being affected by legislative controls and Service policies,
the boundaries should be established to protect any key natural and
cultural values associated with the rivers, such as crucial wildlife
habitat or important geological formations, and outstanding scenic values
observed from the rivers. The final boundaries were then further adjusted
to follow subdivisions of protracted survey section lines to simplify the
legal description and on-the-ground management.

The Ivishak Wild River runs for about 60 miles (100 km) through the refuge.
The wild river corridor covers about 276 river miles (444 km), including the
river's main tributaries and headwaters. The total acreage of the corridor,
including the Porcupine Lake area, is about 176,000 acres (71,000 ha).

The upper Sheenjek Wild River is 155 miles long (250 km). The wild river
corridor covers about 47 river miles (76 km) outside of the existing Arctic
Wilderness. The total acreage of the corridor is approximately 30,000 acres
(12,000ha). Approximately 28 miles (45 km) of the river outside of the
wilderness area, but within the refuge boundary, are not included in the wild
river designation. The land surrounding this portion of the Sheenjek River
was not added to the refuge until 1983. Section 604 of the Alaska Lands Act
designated the lower Sheenjek River as a study river. The National Park
Service has completed a draft study report on the river, which included this
28-mile segment (USDI-NPS, 1984). The initial finding was to recommend the
river for designation as a wild river. The final report, including the
recommendation on designation, is being prepared by the Park Service. Thus at
this time there is a 28 mile gap in the upper Sheenjek Wild River corridor in
the refuge.

The Wind Wild River runs for about 98 miles (158 km) through the refuge. The
wild river corridor covers about 304 river miles (490 km), including
tributariesand headwaters. The total acreage of the corridor is
approximately 195,000 acres (79,000 ha).

Detailed maps and legal descriptions of the proposed wild river corridors are
included in Appendix M. These boundaries do not vary between the
alternatives. It should be noted that the wild river corridor boundaries are
subject to final resolution, adjudication, and conveyance of outstanding
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ownerships and property rights. Due to map scale and possible inaccuracies of
the most recent land status maps, the wild river corridors also may later need
to be adjusted.

The Service has begun to evaluate all rivers, including the wild rivers, to
determine which rivers require more detailed management planning than is
possible in a comprehensive conservation plan. Should it prove desirable,
step-down river management plans will be prepared for the Ivishak, upper
Sheenjek, and Wind rivers. The river management plans will address in greater
detail the resources, uses, and management of the rivers. Specific details
would be included on how the broad management directions given in this plan
would be implemented. Public involvement and cooperative planning efforts
also would be a part of the river management plans.

16) Economic Use Management Directions

(a) Alaska Mineral Resource Assessment Program (AMRAP)

Section 1010 of the Alaska Lands Act requires that all federal lands in Alaska
be assessed for their oil, gas, and other mineral potential, although
Section 304(c) prohibits "new" hardrock mineral mining on refuges. To
complete the assessment program, mineral assessment techniques that do not
result in lasting impacts on refuge resources, such as side-looking radar
imagery, trenching, and core drilling, will be permitted throughout the refuge
under all alternatives. The Service will issue special use permits to the
U.S. Geological Survey or other Department of Interior contractors for
assessment work, with stipulations to ensure that the assessment program is
compatible with refuge purposes. For example, stipulations may limit access
during nesting, ipawning, or other times when fish and wildlife may be
especially vulnerable to disturbance.

W Oil and Gas Activities

Oil and Gas Studies - Oil and gas studies include surficial geology
studies, subsurface core sampling, seismic surveys, and other geophysical
activities. In the "1002" coastal plain area Fish and Wildlife Service
regulations (Title 50, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 37) presently do not
provide for further oil and gas exploration in this area--none of the above
studies would be permitted. In the Arctic Wilderness seismic surveys, core
sampling, and other studies that require mechanized surface transportation or
motorized equipment will not be allowed except as provided for by Section 1010
of the Alaska Lands Act (i.e., only if conducted by or for a Department of
Interioragency). In the wild river corridors core drilling would not be
permitted, except again as provided for under Section 1010. In the rest of
the refuge south of 680 North latitude all of the above oil and gas sta7dies
may be permitted pursuant to Section 1008(b) of the Alaska Lands Act.- In

a/AlternativeG differs from the other alternatives here in that it would not
permit any oil and gas studies other than those studies mandated under
Section 1010 of the Alaska Lands Act.
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minimal management areas and proposed wilderness areas south of 680 North
latitude, oil and gas studies may be permitted where site-specific
stipulations can be designed to ensure compatibility with refuge purposes and
consistency with the management objectives set forth in the comprehensive
conservation plan. However, no seismic surveys will be permitted on the
refuge prior to the issuance of a record of decision for this plan.

Oil and Gas Leasing - Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act prohibits oil
and gas leasing, development and production anywhere on the Arctic Refuge.
Thus, until Congress takes action to change this provision the Service will
not permit oil and gas leasiry,under any of the alternatives in the refuge
comprehensive conservation plan. When Congress makes a management decision
that action will be incorporated into the refuge comprehensive conservation
plan and implemented.

(c) Oil and Gas Support Facilities

oil companies have been exploring for oil in the Beaufort Sea immediately
offshore of the Arctic Refuge for a number of years. One federal offshore
lease sale has already been held. A State lease sale occurred in the Camden
Bay area in June of 1987, and another lease sale is scheduled off Demarcation
Point in September, 1988. If a commercial deposit is discovered offshore of
the refuge, oil and gas support facilities and production facilities such as
processing plants could be needed on the refuge. The existing Arctic
Wilderness would preclude this development on part of the refuge's coastal
plain east of the Achilik River. As noted at the beginning of this chapter,
the Service is treating the "1002" coastal plain area as a minimal management
area, pending congressional action. Oil and gas support facilities would not
be permitted under this management category. Thus, until Congress takes
action the Service will not permit oil and gas support facilities in the
refuge in any of the alternatives in the refuge comprehensive conservation
plan.

(d) Transportation and Utility Systems

Under Title XI of the Alaska Lands Act, transportation and utility systems
could be constructed on or across the Arctic Refuge under all alternatives.
Any proposed system would be evaluated to determine its potential
environmental impacts. The transportation system would be permitted if it was
determined that the system would be compatible with the purposes for which the
refuge was established and there was no economically feasible and prudent
alternative route for the system. Restrictions may apply on the methods of
transmission/pipeline placement.

(e) Commercial Air Taxi Businesses

The vast majority of recreational visitors use air taxis to access the
refuge. In all of the alternatives commercial air taxi operators taking
people into the refuge would be required to obtain special use permits from
the Service under Title 50, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 27.97. Ia March
of 1985 the Service's Alaska regional office issued a policy directive to
clarify questions and inconsistencies on issuing special use permits for
commercial activities. The air taxi permits will give the Service a better
idea of the level of use in the refuge. Permit requirements for air taxi
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transporters require a report of the number of recreationists they transport
to the refuge. The permits also could be used to regulate the number of
visitors using parts of the refuge if the level of use increases in the future
to the point that serious resource problems are identified.

M Commercial Cuiding and Outfitting

In 1985, 12 big game hunting guides, 9 backpack/river guides, and an estimated
3 to 4 outfitters took clients into the Arctic Refuge. The number of
permitted guides in 1986 was similar--the only change was an increase in
hunting guides to 14. Big game hunting guides and their guiding areas are
regulated by the Alaska Guide Licensing and Control Board. In addition, all
big game hunting guides, as well as all other recreational guides and
outfitters, are required under Title 50, Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 27.97 to obtain special use permits to operate on the refuge. These
permits are issued annually, and authorize the guides and outfitters to
operate in the refuge for an agreed upon time period. The Service will attach
conditions to these permits to ensure that the guides' and outfitters' camps,
travel methods, and activities are consistent with the selected alternative.
Under Title 43, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 2650.1(a) and a December
1981 Service policy directive, guides and outfitters also must have a letter
of concurrence from the village corporations to use Native selected lands
within the refuge boundary.

Stipulations would be included in the permits issued to both guides and
outfitters to help reduce the potential for resource impacts. Arctic Refuge
has only a limited number of good access points. Despite the huge size of the
refuge, good camping sites tend to be used repeatedly by different parties as
well. Consequently, both guided groups and outfitted groups using tents may
be limited in how long they can camp at at one location. This action would be
taken to minimize potential conflicts with bears, to disperse use and thus
reduce other potential resource impacts, or to ensure that other users have an
opportunity to use an area. Other stipulations could cover such items as
group size, food storage, garbage disposal, and minimum impact camping
practices. The need for specific camping time limits and other stipulations
will be addressed in the recreation management plan.

In all of the alternatives guides and outfitters would be permitted to use
tents on the refuge. New permanent structures, such as cabins, would only be
permitted if the conditions of Section 1303 of the Alaska Lands Act are met.

Under all of the alternatives the Service will monitor the number and type of
guides and outfitters operating in the refuge and will, if necessary, restrict
use. In the future it may become necessary to limit the amount of guided use
on the refuge's rivers. These limits would be intended to protect the
refuge's resources. Should excessive use of refuge areas require limitations
of use, the Service may provide preference to individuals over commercial
interests. If problems arise relating to guided or outfitted parties, such as
conflicts with subsistence use or violations of conditions in the permits, the
Service will work with the operators, and other appropriate groups, such as
local landowners and the State, to resolve the situation.
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If it becomes necessary to limit guiding or outfitting in the refuge the
Service reserves the right to revoke the permits it has issued or not reissue
the permits after they expire. Permits may be allocated to backpack/river
guides and outfitters on the basis of several criteria.' These criteria may
include: ability of the specific area to sustain the proposed use; history of
past use on the refuge and other public lands; financial responsibility (i.e.,
being able to show the operator has sufficient funds to operate a safe,
quality business); knowledge of the area; level of experience; duration of use
in the year; and record of compliance with refuge rules and regulations.
Other factors that would be considered in regulating use levels in specific
areas would include the availability and demand for the resources in the
immediate area and availability of comparable services on adjacent private
lands. The Service will work with the operators and the State to ensure that
the allocation of permits is done fairly and equitably.

It may be necessary in the future to regulate outfitting of big game hunting
in more popular hunting areas so as to reduce the potential for overharvest of
game animals. One possible course of action would be to allocate areas for
outfitting of big game hunting in the refuge, using a method similar to the
current registered guide area system used by the State of Alaska. A primary
reason for this action will be to reduce the potential for overharvest of game
animals in the more popular hunting areas.

(g) Mining Operations

Public Land Order 2214, issued on December 6, 1960, closed the Arctic National
Wildlife Range to appropriation under the mining laws. Section 304(c) of the
Alaska Lands Act reaffirmed this closure of the original refuge, and closed
the new additions to the refuge to prospecting, development, extraction, and
removal of locatable hardrock minerals (e.g.9 gold, silver, uranium, zinc).
Panning for gold is permitted as a recreational activity throughout the
refuge, in accordance with appropriate regulation.

As of May, 1987, there were six active lode claims, two active placer claims,
and one active mill site claim in the Arctic Refuge, all on the south side of
the Brooks Range. These are claims that existed prior to the enactment of the
Alaska Lands Act, and mining could occur under all of the management
categories in all of the management alternatives. The Service would monitor
mining operations to ensure compliance with appropriate state and federal laws
and regulations.

Coal mining and geothermal leasing are both prohibited by law on refuges:
Section 16 of the Federal Coal Leasing Amendment Act of 1975 (PL 94-377)
prohibits coal mining on refuges, while Section 1014(c) of the Geothermal
Steam Act (30 U.S.C. 1001-1021) prohibits geothermal leasing.

(h) Other Economic Uses

Livestock grazing (except as required for use of pack animals), hydroelectric
development, and leasing for minerals (other than oil and gas), would not be
permitted under any alternative in this plan due to potential adverse effects
on the refuge's fish and wildlife resources, particularly caribou, wolf, brown
bear, muskox, arctic char and arctic grayling.
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17) Refuge Administration and Facilities

The Service's headquarters and primary administrative facilities for the
Arctic Refuge are presently located in the federal building in Fairbanks. The
facilitiesthere consist primarily of office and limited storage space. A
warehouse and a hangar facility are also leased in Fairbanks. These two
facilitiesare shared with other Fish and Wildlife Service offices.

Other refuge facilities include the Clarence Rhode Field Station and the Angus
Gavin bunkhouse, located in the village of Kaktovik, an aviation fuel bulk
tank at the BAR Main Distant.Early Warning Line Station at Barter Island, an
aviation fuel tank at the airstrip at Arctic Village, the Edward A. Holmes
Research Station at Peters Lake, and three administrative cabins located at
Elusive Lake, Junjik River and Mancha Creek.

The field station at Kaktovik is the refuge's primary field facility. It can
and has served as a residence. Constructed in 1980, the facility was
permanently occupied Erom 1981 to 1983. Since that time it has been
seasonally and intermittently occupied, with most use occurring in the summer
field season.

The Peters Lake research station consists of six buildings. Two of the
buildings are scheduled to be removed by the Corps of Engineers. The facility
was originally established by the Department of the Navy as a substation of
the Naval Arctic Research Laboratory (NARL) in Barrow, Alaska. The station
receives sporadic use at present, amounting to an average of less than four
weeks a year.

Two of the three administrative cabins are former private cabins that Service
personnel began using after they were abandoned. The third one was built by
the Alaska State Department of Public Safety, Fish and Wildlife Protection
Division. The three cabins are used primarily by Service law enforcement
personnel on patrol in the refuge. The cabins at Elusive Lake and Junjik
River are serviceable, but the Mancha Creek cabin is in a state of disrepair.

Under all of the management alternatives the facilities needs of the refuge
will continually be assessed. A facilities plan wili be completed as part of
the step-down planning process. This plan will evaluate facility needs of the
refuge and propose ways to meet those needs accordingly. Part of this
facilities plan will address the need for and compatibility with refuge
objectivesof all facilities. If facilities are found to be unnecessary to
fulfill refuge purposes, then appropriate actions will be taken to remove them
and rehabilitate the sites.

The refuge permanent staff presently consists of 16 persons: the refuge
manager; a primary assistant refuge manager; an assistant refuge
manager/pilot;a pilot; a supervisory wildlife biologist; a fish and wildlife
biologist;four wildlife biologists; an administrativeofficer; a financial
assistant; two clerk/typists; a computer technician; and a refuge information
technician (local hire). In addition to the permanent staff, an average of 4
to 5 seasonal biological technicians are hired annually to help with the
summer field projects. An additional 4 to 5 volunteers also may help with
this work.
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As called for in Section 1308(a) of the Alaska Lands Act, the Service will,
whenever possible, hire local residents who have lived or worked in the Arctic
Refuge area, or have special knowledge of the area, for positions on the
refuge staff. One such person from Arctic Village is currently on staff as a
refuge information technician. The Service will continue efforts to employ a
person from Kaktovik in a similar position there. Local residents considered
for positions are not subject to formal training provisions, employment
preference provisions, or numerical limitations on personnel.

18) Refuge Management Plans

Following adoption of one of the alternatives as a comprehensive conservation
plan, detailed refuge management plans will be prepared for the Arctic
Refuge. These plans will describe the specific actions that will be taken to
implement the general directions outlined in the comprehensive plan. They
will form the basis for annual work planning and annual budgeting.

Given the magnitude and urgency of possible oil and gas leasing in the
refuge's coastal plain and the possible consequences for numerous fishes,
caribou, muskox and snow geese, the Service will focus its primary planning
efforts on completing management plans for these species. If oil and gas
leasing is allowed within the refuge, these plans will outline specific
measures for mitigating the a verse effects of the oil and gas activities.

The public use management plan is another high priority to complete. This
management plan will provide specific, detailed guidance for managing public
use, addressing such topics as commercial guiding and outfitting, cooperative
management agreements with adjacent landowners, and site-specific problems
such as litter and trespass. This plan will thus "step down" the broader
management directions identified in the comprehensive conservation plan.

Other topics that will eventually be addressed in the refuge management plans
include: management of fish, Dall sheep, moose, waterfowl, brown bear, polar
bear, wolf, furbearers, and other important species; Firth River-Mancha Creek
and Shublik research natural areas; Neruokpuk Lake Public Use Natural Area;
water resource management; cultural resources management; wilderness
management; refuge facilities; and the environmental education and
interpretive program.

The Service will work closely with other federal and state agencies, including
the Alaska Department of Fish & Came, the State Historic Preservation Officer,
and the Bureau of Land Management, the North Slope Borough, village and
regional corporations, and interested members of the public in preparing the
Arctic Refuge step-down management plans. In particular, the fish and
wildlife management plans will be coordinated with the Alaska Department of
Fish and Game, the appropriate fish and game advisory committees and
appropriate Canadian government agencies. Public involvement in the
management plans will be sought when appropriate, with the Service actively
involving affected landowners and resource managers in the development of
these plans and holding public meetings and/or hearings when controversial
issues or proposals are involved.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ALTERNATIVES

Based on the purposes, resources, issues, and opportunities unique to the
Arctic Refuge, seven management alternatives have been formulated to guide
management of the refuge. The alternatives are general in nature and provide
broad strategies for management of refuge resources and uses. Each of the
seven alternatives designates areas within the refuge using the management
categories described in the beginning of the chapter. Although the
alternatives share common strategies, each alternative has a distinct overall
emphasis. Table 19 at the end of this chapter summarizes the seven
alternatives and their major differences.

Each alternative includes a map showing the location and size of the
management categories in the seven alternatives. The maps are intended to
only generally portray the alternatives and do not show all of the patented
lands and Native allotments present within the refuge boundary.

It also should be noted here that two of the alternatives, Alternative B and
Alternative G, would require congressional action before they could be fully
implemented by the Service.

Alternative A (Current Situation & Preferred Alternative)

Alternative A is the Service's preferred alternative for managing the Arctic
Refuge. This alternative, the "no action" alternative, would maintain the
existing range and intensity of management and recreational and economic
uses. It is assumed that existing laws, executive orders, regulations and
policies governing Service administration and operation of the National
Wildlife Refuge SysLem would remain in effect.

Alternative A would protect and maintain the refuge's fish and wildlife values
and natural diversity. Disturbances of fish and wildlife habitats and
populations would be minimized. Opportunities for trapping, hunting, fishing,
and other public uses would be maintained, as would scientific research and
wildlife observation opportunities. The existing Arctic Wilderness would
continue to be managed in accordance with the Wilderness Act of 1964 as
amended by the Alaska Lands Act.

The following management directions summarize Alternative A. Alternative A
would:

0 maintain the refuge in an undeveloped state;
0 emphasize the maintenance of the refuge's natural diversity and key fish

and wildlife populations and habitats;
0 maintain traditional access opportunities;
0 provide for continued subsistence use of refuge resources;
0 maintain opportunities for trapping, sport hunting and fishing, and

nonconsumptive recreational activities;
0 permit guides and outfitters to operate in the refuge;
0 permit oil and gas studies where compatible with refuge purposes; and
0 propose no additional areas for wilderness designation.
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Figure 35 shows the location of the management categories in Alternative A;
Table 12 shows the distribution of refuge lands in each type of management
category. Most of the refuge lands outside of the existing Arctic Wilderness
(about 56Z of the refuge) would be designated for minimal management and
receive a high level of protection. The federal lands in the "1002" coastal
plain area also would be managed as a minimal management area until Congress
takes action on the recommendations in the 1002(h) report. About 2% of the
refuge lands would be included in the three wild river corridors in the
refuge. No moderate or intensive management areas would be designated and no
areas proposed for wilderness in this alternative. (See Table 10 for the fish
and wildlife management activities, public uses and economic uses that would
be permitted in the minimal and designated wilderness management categories.)

Table 12. Size of management categories in Alternative A.al

Management Category Acreage Percentage Percentage of Non-
of Refuge wilderness Lands

Intensive Management 0 0

Moderate Management 0 0

Minimal Managementbl 10,790,000 56

Wild River Managementc/ 401,000 2

Designated Wilderness 8,000,000 42

Total Federal Lands T9,191,000 100
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wilderness Proposal 0 0

Native Lands (sub' tIVto Section22(g))- 92,000 --

a/Acreage and mileage figures throughout the plan are approximate due to
rounding, uncertain boundaries, and inaccuracies in information available.

b/This category includes the 1.5 million acre-"1002" coastal plain area,
pending congressional action on the recommendations in the 1002(h) report.

C/Although the upper Sheenjek River in the Arctic Wilderness is a designated
wild river, the management category only includes refuge lands outside of
the Arctic Wilderness.

d/The Service has some residual controls over the use of Native lands
that are subject to Section 22(g).
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Figure 35. Alternative A.
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Figure 35 also shows all of the Native lands subject to the provisions of
Section 22(g). Congress will determine whether oil and gas production occurs
on the Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation-Arctic Slope Regional Corporation lands in
and near the "1002" area. Oil and gas activities on the Native corporation
lands, which are subject to the terms of the Chandler Lake land exchange
agreement, will be subject to environmental standards established by Congress
for the "1002" coastal plain area. For all other uses and developments the
Service will work cooperatively with the Native corporations to identify what
should be permitted on the 22(g) lands.

Fish and Wildlife Management

In Alternative A the Service would emphasize protection of existing fish and
wildlife populations and habitats. Special attention would be given to
protecting existing caribou, muskox, brown and polar bear, peregrine falcon,
Dall sheep, moose, arctic char, salmonid and whitefish populations and
habitats in the refuge. The Service in cooperation with the Alaska Department
of Fish and Came would monitor these populations and work with the local
villages and the public to ensure that the populations are maintained.
Management of hunting, fishing, and trapping (in cooperation with the Alaska
Department of Fish and Came) would be the primary means of maintaining or
increasing fish and wildlife populations in the refuge. Habitat improvements
generally would not occur. (Refer to the "common management directions" and
Table 10 for more details on fish and wildlife management directions.)

Subsistence Management

Existing subsistence opportunities would be maintained throughout the refuge
in Alternative A. Subsistence use would be managed as described in the
11commonmanagement directions" and Table 10. The Service would coordinate
with the local village councils and corporations on refuge programs and
management plans that affect the villages--local residents' concerns and
recommendations would be sought on actions that affect subsistence. The
Service would work with local residents to ensure that big game, small game,
forbearer, marine mammal, bird, and fish populations are maintained in the
refuge. The Service would support the guidelines recommended by the Alaska
Land Use Council to minimize trespass problems.

Public Use and Access Management

The "common management directions" and Table 10 generally describe how public
use and access would be managed in Alternative A. The Service would maintain
opportunities for hunting, fishing, trapping, and nonconsumptive recreational
uses in the refuge.

Access would be managed as prescribed in Sections 1110 and 811 of the Alaska
Lands Act and the Service's regulations (Title 43, Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 36.11). The use of snowmachines, motorboats, airplanes, and
non-motorized surface transportation methods would continue to be allowed
throughout the refuge, subject to reasonable regulations, for traditional
activities. The use of off-road vehicles, including air boats, for
recreational purposes would be prohibited.
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Primitive camping would be allowed on all refuge lands. In the future time
limits may be placed on a seasonal or area-specific basis with regard to how
long groups would be able to camp at one location. This action would be taken
if necessary to minimize the potential for adverse impacts to fish and
wildlife.

Oil and Gas Management

The Service would permit oil and gas studies south of the "1002" coastal plain
area, where compatible with refuge purposes (see the "common management
directions" and Table 10). In the Arctic Wilderness surface motorized
equipment generally would not be permitted for oil and gas studies. All oil
and gas studies would be subject to reasonable regulations through mitigation
and monitoring to minimize impacts to fish and wildlife resources and to
subsistence activities.

Under Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act production of oil and gas and oil
and gas leasing are not permitted in the Arctic Refuge.

Other Economic Uses

Guides and outfitters would continue to be permitted to use the refuge,
subject to stipulations, as noted in the "common management directions."
Mining activity also would continue to be permitted on claims established
prior to December 2, 1980. Other economic uses, including commercial timber
harvesting, sand and gravel removal, and construction of transmission
lines/pipelines, would not be permitted on refuge lands (subject to the
provisions of Title XI of the Alaska Lands Act and other appropriate
legislation).

Wilderness Proposal and Associated Management Actions for Alternative A

In Alternative A no refuge lands would be proposed for wilderness designation.

Wilderness Management Actions - Four significant wilderness designation
issues were identified in Chapter II:

• What effect would wilderness designation have on wilderness values?
• What effect would wilderness designation have on the exploration and

development of oil and gas?
• What effect would wilderness designation have on the level of mineral

development in the refuge?
• What effect would wilderness designation have on commercial timber

harvesting?

Alternative A would not propose any of the refuge for wilderness designation.
As a result none of the above issues apply in this alternative. Activities
and uses are projected to remain at current levels in the scenario for
Alternative A in Chapter VI.

Wilderness values - Under Alternative A the Service would manage all
refuge lands outside of the existing Arctic Wilderness in non-wilderness
categories (i.e., minimal management, wild river management areas). The
management actions under these categories, identified in Table 10, indicate
how the Service would protect the refuge's wilderness values.
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Oil and gas._explorationand development - In Alternative A all of the
non-wilderness lands would be designated as minimal or wild river management
areas. Oil and gas studies, including seismic surveys, could occur in these
areas, as outlined in Table 10 and in the "oil and gas common management
direction." The scenario for Alternative A in Chapter VI projects that oil
and gas studies would be conducted in the refuge, south of the Brooks Range.

Oil and gas leasing is not permitted in the Arctic Refuge under Section 1003
of the Alaska Lands Act. Although Congress could change this in the future to
provide for leasing, the scenario for Alternative A assumes that oil and gas
leasing would not occur on refuge lands (excluding the "1002" coastal plain
area). (The scenario for Alternative B in the plan assumes Congress would
approve oil and gas leasing south of the "1002" area, and addresses a possible
development on the south side of the Brooks Range.)

Mineral developTen - Although there are several active mining claims
in the Arctic Refuge, the level of activity is only that needed to meet annual
assessment requirements. The Alternative A scenario projects the current
situation into the future. The scenario thus assumes no mineral development
would occur on refuge land in the future. (Scenarios for other alternatives
assume mineral development would occur, and project the resulting potential
impacts.)

Commercial timber harvesting - No commercial timber harvesting occurs
on the refuge today. The minimal management category also would not permit
commercial timber harvesting in the refuge. Although this management category
could be administratively changed in the future, the Alternative A scenario
assumes no commercial timber harvesting would occur on the refuge. (The
scenarios for Alternatives B and C assume this use would occur in the future,
and project the resulting potential impacts.)

Kanagement Costs

In Fiscal Year 1987 the Arctic Refuge had an operations and maintenance budget
of $1,069,000, with a staff of 16 permanent full-time employees. The refuge
also employs a large number of seasonal employees. An additional $110,000 was
spent on fisheries related tasks. A large percentage of the refuge's budget
was one-year funds dedicated to work on the "1002" coastal plain. If
Alternative A is selected as the comprehensive conservation plan for the
Arctic Refuge, it would be necessary to increase the operations and
maintenance budget by 80% and add 10 permanent staff to fully implement the
11commonmanagement directions." Additional funding and staffing would be
needed to manage the expected increase in public use, expand the Service's
interpretive and environmental education program, increase law enforcement
monitor oil and gas activities on the refuge, monitor developments occurring
an private, Native and state lands adjacent to or within the refuge boundary,
and conduct nee ed research studies (particularly on the south side of the

alBrooks Range)

a/The estimates do not include the cost of managing the "1002" area if oil
development occurs.
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Alternative B

This alternative was developed in response to comments from the Resource
Development Council for Alaska during the planning process. Under
Alternative B the Service would continue to protect key fish and wildlife
populations and habitats, while providing opportunities for commercial timber
harvesting on refuge lands south of the Brooks Range. This alternative would
also include a recommendation to Congress that all lands in intensive and
moderate management be made available for oil and gas leasing. Extensive
stipulations and mitigation work would be required to minimize adverse impacts
from these economic uses. The use of habitat improvement techniques,
including mechanical manipulation, could be permitted in designated areas in
this alternative. The Service would manage public use in the refuge as it has
in the past, subject to restrictions which would be required for development
activities. The existing Arctic Wilderness would continue to be managed in
accordance with the Wilderness Act of 1964 as amended by the Alaska Lands
Act. The Service would recommend that no additional refuge lands be proposed
for wilderness designation under Alternative B.

Alternative B shares the following management directions with Alternative A
(the Current Situation). Alternative B would:

0 maintain the refuge's natural diversity and key fish and wildlife
populations and habitats;

0 maintain traditional access opportunities;
0 provide for continued subsistence use of refuge resources;
0 permit oil and gas studies where compatible with refuge purposes; and
0 propose no additional areas for wilderness designation.

The following management directions indicate the major differences in
Alternative B from Alternative A. Alternative B would:

0 provide opportunities for commercial timber harvesting in designated
areas in the refuge;

0 provide opportunities for oil and gas leasing south of the Brooks Range
pursuant to Section 1008 of the Alaska Lands Act if Congress repeals
Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act; and

0 provide opportunities for habitat improvements, including mechanical
manipulation, water diversions and impoundments, if necessary in the
future.

Figure 36 shows the distribution of the management categories in
Alternative B; Table 13 indicates the sizes of the management categories.
(See Table 10 for the fish and wildlife management activities, public uses and
economic uses that would be permitted in these management categories.) Two
intensive management areas, accounting for 11% of the refuge lands would be
designated in this alternative, one area extending from just north of Arctic
Village to the Wind River, and the other area extending southeast of the
Sheenjek River to the refuge/Canadian boundary. Most of the remaining refuge
lands south of the Brooks Range, accounting for 15% of the refuge, would be
designated as moderate management areas. The Brooks Range west of the
existing Arctic Wilderness, accounting for 22% of the refuge, would be
designated as a minimal management area. The federal lands in the "1002"
coastal plain area would be managed as a minimal management area until
Congress takes action on the recommendations in the 1002(h) report.
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Figure 36. Alternative B.
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Table 13. Size of management categories in Alternative B.a/

Management Category Acreage Percentage PercenLage of Non-
of Refuge wilderness Lands

Intensive Management 2,077,000 11

Moderate Management 2,922,000 15

Minimal ManagemenLb/ 5,791,000 30

Wild River Managementc/ 401,000 2

Designated Wilderness 8,000,000 42

_To-'t_'a_'f__F_@'@erai'La-n-ds 19,191,000 100
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wilderness Proposal 0 0

Native Lands (sub'
'Ptto Section 22(g))_ 92,000

a/Acreage and mileage figures throughout the plan are approximate due to
rounding, uncertain boundaries, and inaccuracies in information available.

b/This category includes the 1.5 million acre-"1002" coastal plain area,
pending congressional action on the recommendations in the 1002(h) report.

C/Although the upper Sheenjek River in the Arctic Wilderness is a designated
wild river, the management category only includes refuge lands outside of
the Arctic Wilderness.

d/The Service has some residual controls over the use of Native lands
that are subject to Section 22(g).

Figure 36 also shows all of the Native lands subject to the provisions of
Section 22(g). Congress will determine whether oil and gas production occurs
on the 22(g) lands. Oil and gas activities on the the Kaktovik Inupiat
Corporation-Arctic Slope Regional Corporation lands, which are subject to the
terms of the Chandler Lake land exchange agreement, will be subject to
environmental standards established by Congress for the "1002" coastal plain
area. For all other uses and developments the Service will work cooperatively
with the Native corporations to identify what should be permitted on the 22(g)
lands.
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Fish and Wildlife Management

In Alternative B the Service would continue to protect fish and wildlife
populations and habitats. Special attention would be given to protecting
existing caribou, muskox, polar bear, peregrine falcon, Dail sheep, moose,
arctic char, salmonid and whitefish populations and habitats in the refuge.
The Service in cooperation with the Alaska Department of Fish and Came would
monitor these populations and work with the local villages and the public to
ensure that the populations are maintained. Management of hunting, fishing,
and trapping (in cooperation with the Alaska Department of Fish and Came)
would be the primary means of maintaining or increasing fish and wildlife
populations in the refuge. Habitat improvements, including mechanical
manipulation, water diversions and impoundments, could be permitted in
designated areas in the refuge. (Refer to the "common management directions"
and Table 10 for more details on fish and wildlife management directions.)

Alternative B woud require the Service to devote special attention to
minimizing impacts caused by economic developments. The Service would
carefully manage economic development activities to minimize conflicts with
refuge fish and wildlife populations. Water quality and quantity and other
habitat conditions would be carefully monitored. Environmental stipulations
and mitigation measures would be included in all of the permits to minimize
potential impacts. Habitat restoration would be required when the economic
development is completed.

Subsistence Management

Existing subsistence opportunities would be maintained throughout the refuge
in Alternative B. Subsistence use would be managed as described in the
11commonmanagement directions" and Table 10. In this alternative more Service
resources would have to be devoted to developing stipulations and monitoring
oil and gas activities, other economic uses, and public use to ensure that
subsistence opportunities are maintained. The Service would coordinate with
the local village councils and corporations on refuge programs and management
plans that affect the villages--local residents' concerns and recommendations
would be sought on actions that affect subsistence. The Service would work
with local residents to ensure that big game, small game, forbearer, marine
mammal, bird and fish populations are maintained in the refuge. The Service
would support the guidelines recommended by the Alaska Land Use Council to
minimize trespass problems.

Public Use and Access Management

The "common management directions" and Table 9 generally describe how public
use and access would be managed in Alternative B. Access would be managed as
prescribed in Sections 1110 and 811 of the Alaska Lands Act and the Service's
regulations (Title 43, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 36.11). The use of
snowmachines, motorboats, airplanes, and non-motorized surface transportation
methods would continue to be allowed throughout the refuge, subject to
reasonableregulations, for traditional activities. The use of off-road
vehicles, including air boats, for recreational purposes would be prohibited.
In Alternative B haul roads or airstrips could be built to improve access for
development purposes in the intensive and moderate management areas, but these
facilities would not be open to public use.
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The Service would continue to manage public use in this alternative as it has
in the past, subject to restrictions which would be required for development
activities. Primitive camping generally would be permitted throughout the
refuge. In the future time limits may be placed on a seasonal or
area-specific basis with re?,ardto how long groups would be able to camp at
one location. This action would be taken if necessary to minimize the
potential for adverse impacts to fish and wildlife.

Oil and Gas Management

Areas adjacent to the Arctic Refuge, in the Yukon Flats Refuge and parts of
the Venetie-Arctic Village lands, have been identified by the Bureau of Land
Management to have moderate oil and gas potential (Banet, 1987). It is
assumed that this potential extends into the moderate and intensive management
areas in the Arctic Refuge.

The Service would permit oil and gas studies south of the "1002" coastal
plain, where compatible with refuge purposes (see the "common management
directions" and Table 10). In the Arctic Wilderness surface motorized
equipment generally would not be permitted for oil and gas studies. All oil
and gas studies would be subject to reasonable regulations through mitigation
and monitoring to minimize impacts to fish and wildlife resources and to
subsistence activities.

Under Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act oil and gas production and oil and
gas leasing are not permitted on the Arctic Refuge. In this alternative,
however, the Service would recommend that Congress permit oil and gas leasing
in the intensive and moderate management areas. If Alternative B is selected
and Congress approves leasing, the Service would prepare an oil and gas
management plan for the refuge. This plan would evaluate refuge resources on
a site-specificbasis, and identify under what conditions oil and gas leasing
could take place. The plan would provide the basis for developing
stipulations that would be attached to the lea.-esto minimize potential
impacts to the refuge's resources and users. After the oil and gas plan is
approved, the Bureau of Land ManagemenL would issue leases for the refuge.
Additional environmental assessments would be completed on a site-specific
basis by the Service as oil and gas development proceeds to ensure that
adverse impacts are minimized.

Other Economic Uses

Cuides and outfitters would continue to be permitted to use the refuge,
subject to stipulations, as noted in the "common management directions."
Mining activity also would continue to be permitted on claims established
prior to December 2, 1980. Other economic uses, including commercial timber
harvesting, sand and gravel removal, and construction of transmission
lines/pipelines, may be permitted in the two intensive management areas if
compatiblewith refuge purposes (subject to the provisions of Title XI of the
Alaska Lands Act and other appropriate legislation). Timber harvesting also
could be permitted in the moderate management area. Special use permits would
be required, under Ttile 50, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 27.97, to
authorize timber harvesting and sand and gravel removal. Conditions would be
attached to these permits to ensure that the activities are consistent with
the selected alternative and refuge purposes. The Service would monitor these
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activities to ensure that impacts to refuge resources and subsistence uses are
minimized.

Wilderness Proposal and Associated Management Actions for Alternative B

In Alternative B no refuge lands would be proposed for wilderness designation.

Wilderness Management Actions - Because no additional lands would be
proposed for wilderness designation in this alternative, none of the
significantwilderness designation issues identified in Chapter II apply in
this alternative. Management actions that would affect wilderness values or
the significant wilderness issues are referenced below.

Wilderness values - Under Alternative B the Service would manage all
sf@fe___O@-Che existing Arctic Wilderness in non-wi dernessrefuge lands out I

categories (i.e., intensive, moderate, minimal, and wild river management
areas). Wilderness values in the existing Arctic Wilderness would be
protected, bit may be impacted by activity in the intensive management areas.
The management actions under the non-wilderness management categories,
identified in Table 10, indicate how the Service would protect the refuge's
other wilderness values.

Oil and gas exploration and development - In Alternative B oil and
gas studies, including seismic surveys, could occur on all of the
non-wilderness refuge lands (south of the "1002" area), as outlined in
Table 10, and in the "oil and gas common management direction." Limited oil
and gas studies could be permitted in the Arctic Wilderness. The scenario for
Alternative B in Chapter VI projects that oil and gas studies, including
seismic surveys, would be conducted in the refuge, south of the Brooks Range.

Although oil at-.dgas leasing is not permitted in the Arctic Refuge under
Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act, under Alternative B the Service would
recommend Congress open the intensive and moderate management areas south of
the Brooks Range Lo leasing. The scenario for Alternative B assumes Congress
approves oil and gas leasing south of the "1002" area and the Arctic
Wilderness, and ot;tlinesa possible development on the south side of the
Brooks Range, near the Porcupine River. The effects of this management action
are used in comparing the effects of wilderness designation in other
alternatives.

Mineral development - Although there are several active mining claims
7-"' ' K_- --_in the Arctic Re uge, the level of activity is only that needed to meet annual

assessment requirements. The Alternative B scenario assumes that one placer
mine near the Christian River would be developed in the future. As noted in
the "common management directions," the Service would closely monitor the
mining activity to ensure impacts to refuge resources are minimized.

Commercial timber harvesting - No commercial timber harvesting occurs
on the refuge. In Alternative B ti er harvesting could occur in the
intensive and moderate management areas in the future. The scenario for
Alternative B assumes a small commercial operation would occur on the
Porcupine River. The Service would attach stipulations to the special use
permit and closely monitor the operation to ensure that potential impacts to
refuge resources are minimized.
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Management Costs

Assuming that all the commercial uses described above occur, if Alternative B
is selected as the comprehensive conservation plan for the Arctic Refuge, the
Service would need 12 more permanent staff and a 94% increase in funding over
the current annual operations and maintenance budget ($1.1 million in Fiscal
Year 1987)--the largest increase in management funding of the seven
alternatives considered. Increased funding and staffing would be needed to
monitor the oil and gas, commercial timber harvest, and mining operations,
address mitigation concerns, increase law enforcement, manage the expected
increase in public use, expand the Service's interpretive and environmental
education program, monitor developments occurring on private, Native and state
lands adjacent to or within the refuge boundary, and conduct n7eded research

astudies (particularly on the south side of the Brooks Range)

a/The estimates do not include the cost of managing the "1002" area if oil
development occurs.
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Alternative C

Alternative C was developed in response to comments from the Resource
Development Council for Alaska during the planning process. In Alternative C
the Service would continue to protect key fish and wildlife populations and
habitats while providing opportunities for commercial timber harvesting on
refuge lands on the Porcupine Plateau. Alternative C differs from
Alternative B in that all lands in the moderate management category would
remain closed to oil and gas leasing. This alternative also would keep open
options for habitat management--habitat improvement techniques, including
mechanical manipulation, could be permitted in designated areas. The Service
would manage public use in the refuge as it has in the past. The existing
Arctic Wilderness would continue to be managed in accordance with the
Wilderness Act of 1964 as amended by the Alaska Lands Act. The Service would
recommend that no additional refuge lands be proposed for wilderness
designation under Alternative C.

Alternative C shares the following management directions with Alternative A
(the Current Situation). Alternative C would:

• maintain the refuge's natural diversity and key fish and wildlife
populations and habitats;

• maintain traditional access opportunities;

• provide for continued subsistence use of refuge resources;

• permit oil and gas studies where compatible with refuge purposes; and

• propose no additional areas for wilderness designation.

The major differences in management directions between Alternative C and

-_ - _' _C@_Alternative A are at Alternative C would:

• provide opportunities for commercial timber harvesting in designated

areas in the refuge; and

• provide opportunities for habitat improvements, including mechanical

manipulation, water diversions and impoundments, if necessary in the

future.

Figure 37 shows the distribution of the management categories in

Alternative C; Table 14 indicates the sizes of the management categories.

(See Table 10 for the fish and wildlife management activities, public uses and

economic uses that would be permitted in these management categories.) A

moderate management area, accounting for 26% of the refuge landi, would cover

the foothills and lower river valleys south of the Brooks Range. The Brooks

Range west of the existing Arctic Wilderness, accounting for 22% of the refuge

lands, would be designated as a minimal management area. The federal lands in

the "1002" coastal plain area also would be included as a minimal management

area, pending congressional action on the recommendations in the 1002(h)

report. No intensive management areas would be designated in this

alternative, nor would any areas be proposed for wilderness designation.

Figure 37 also shows all of the Native lands subject to the provisions of

Section 22(g). Congress will determine whether oil and gas production occurs

on the 22(g) lands. Oil and gas activities on the Kaktovik Inupiat

Corporation-Arctic Slope Regional Corporation lands, which are subject to the

terms of the Chandler Lake land exchange agreement, will be subject to
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Figure 37. Alternative C.
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Table 14. Size of management categories in Alternative C.a/

Management Category Acreage Percentage Percentage of Non-
of Refuge wilderness Lands

Intensive Management 0 0

Moderate Management 4,999,000 26

Minimal Managementb/ 5,791,000 30

Wild River Managementc/ 401,000 2

Designated Wilderness 8,000,000 42

;Fo-tii-Fe'de'-ra17-L-a-n'@'s` 19,191,000 100
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wilderness Proposal 0 0

Native Lands (subject
to Section 22(g))- 92,000 --

a/Acreage and mileage figures throughout the plan are approximate due to
rounding, uncertain boundaries, and inaccuracies in information available.

b/This category includes the 1.5 million acre-"1002" coastal plain area,
pending congressional action on the recommendations in the 1002(h) report.

C/..Although the upper Sheenjek River in the Arctic Wilderness is a designated
wild river, the management category only includes refuge lands outside of
the Arctic Wilderness.

d/The Service has some residual controls over the use of Native lands
that are subject to Section 22(g).

environmental standards established by Congress for the "1002" coastal plain
area. For all other uses and developments the Service will work cooperatively
with the Native corporations to identify what should be permitted on the 22(g)
lands.

Fish and Wildlife Management

In Alternative C the Service would continue to protect fish and wildlife
populations and habitats. Special attention would be given to protecting
existing caribou, muskox, polar bear, peregrine falcon, Dall sheep, moose,
arctic char, salmonid and whitefish populations and habitats in the refuge.
The Service in cooperation with the Alaska Department of Fish and Came would
monitor these populations and work with the local villages and the public to
ensure that the populations are maintained. Management of hunting, fishing,
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and trapping(in cooperationwith the AlaskaDepartmentof Fish and Came)
would be the primarymeans of maintainingor increasingfishand wildlife
populationsin the refuge. Habitat improvements, includingmechanical
manipulation, water diversions and impoundments,could be permitted in
designatedareas in the refuge. (Refer to the "common management directions"
and Table 10 for more details on fish and wildlife management directions.)

SubsistenceManagement

Existingsubsistenceopportunitieswould be maintained throughoutthe refuge
in Alternative C. Subsistence use would be managed as described in the
11commonmanagement directions" and Table 10. The Service would coordinate
with the local village councils and corporations on refuge programs and
management plans that affect the villages--localresidents' concerns and
recommendationswould be sought on actions that affect subsistence. The
Servicewould work with local residents to ensure that big game, small game,
forbearer,marine mammal, bird and fish populations are maintained in the
refuge. The Service would support the guidelines recommended by the Alaska
Land Use Council to minimize trespass problems.

Public Use and Access Management

The "common management directions" and Table 9 generally describe how public
use and access would be managed in Alternative C. Access would be managed as
prescribed in Sections 1110 and 811 of the Alaska Lands Act and the Service's
regulations(Title43, Code of Federal Regulations,Part 36.11). The use of
snowmachines,motorboats, airplanes, and non-motorized surface transportation
methods would continue to be allowed throughout the refuge, subject to
reasonableregulations,for traditionalactivities. The use of off-road
vehicles, includingair boats, for recreationalpurposes would be prohibited.

The Service would continue to manage public use in this alternative as it has
in the past. Primitivecamping generally would be permitted throughout the
refuge. In the future time limits may be placed on a seasonalor
area-specificbasis with regard to how long groups would be able to camp at
one location. This action would be taken to minimize the potential.for
adverse impacts to fish and wildlife.

Oil and Cas Management

The Service would permit oil and gas studies south of the "1002" coastal plain
area, where compatiblewith refuge purposes (see the "common management
directions"and Table 10). In the Arctic Wilderness motorized surface
equipmentgenerally wouLd not be permitted for oil and gag studies. All oil
and gas studies would be subject to reasonable regulationsthrough mitigation
and monitoring to minimize impacts to fish and wildlife resources and to
subsistenceactivities.

Under Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act oil and gas productionand oil and
gas leasing are not permitted in the Arctic Refuge.
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Other Economic Uses

Guides and outfitters would continue to be permitted to use the refuge,
subject to stipulations, as noted in the "common management directions."
Mining activity also would continue to be permitted on claims established
prior to December 2, 1980. Commercial timber harvesting may be permitted in
the moderate management area if compatible with refuge purposes. Special use
permits would be required, under 7itle 50, Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 27.97, to authorize timber harvesting. Conditions would be attached to
these permits to ensure that the activities are consistent with the selected
alternative and refuge purposes. The Service would monitor any timber
harvesting operations to ensure that impacts to refuge resources and
subsistence uses are minimized. Other economic uses, including sand and
gravel removal and construction of transmission lines/pipelines, would not be
permitted on refuge lands (subject to the provisions of Title XI of the Alaska
Lands Act and other appropriate legislation).

Wilderness Proposal and Associated Management Actions for Alternative C

In Alternative C no refuge lands would be proposed for wilderness designation.

Wilderness Management Actions - Because no additional lands would be
proposed for wilderness designation in this alternative, none of the
significantwilderness designation issues identified in Chapter II apply in
this alternative. Management actions that would affect wilderness values or
the significant wilderness issues are referenced below.

Wilderness values - Under Alternative C the Service would manage all
refuge lands outside of the existing Arctic Wilderness in non-wilderness
categories (i.e., moderate, minimal, and wild river management areas).
Wilderness values in the existing Arctic Wilderness would be protected, but
may be impacted by activity in the moderate management areas. The management
actions under the non-wilderness management categories, identified in
Table 10, indicate how the Service would protect the refuge's other wilderness
values.

Oil and gas.exploration and deveLq2Teqt - In Alternative C oil and
gas studies, including seismic surveys, could occur on all of the
non-wilderness refuge lands (south of the "1002" area), as outlined in
Table 10 and in the "oil and gas common management direction." Limited oil
and gas studies could be permitted in the Arctic Wilderness. The scenario for
Alternative C in Chapter VI projects that oil and gas studies would be
conducted in the refuge south of the Brooks Range.

Oil and gas leasing is not permitted in the Arctic Refuge under Section 1003
of the Alaska Lands Act. Although Congress could change this in the future to
provide for leasing, the scenario for Alternative C assumes that oil and gas
leasing would not occur on refuge lands (excluding the "1002" coastal plain
area).
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Mineral development - Although there are several active mining claims
in the Arctic Refuge, the level of activity is only that needed to meet annual
assessment requirements. The Alternative C scenario assumes that one placer
mine near the Christian River would be developed in the future. As noted in
the "common management directions," the Service would closely monitor the
mining operation to ensure impacts to refuge resources are minimized.

Commercial timber harvesting - No commercial timber harvesting occurs
on the refuge. In Alternative C timber harvesting could occur in the moderate
management areas in the future. The scenario for Alternative C assumes a
small commercial operation would occur on the Porcupine River. The Service
would attach stipulations to the special use permit and closely monitor the
operation to ensure that potential impacts to refuge resources are minimized.

Management Costs

To implement Alternative C, the Service would need 11 more permanent staff and
an 87% increase in funding over the current annual operations and maintenance
budget ($1.1 million in Fiscal Year 1987). Increased funding and staffing
would be needed to monitor commercial uses such as timber harvest activities,
increase law enforcement, manage the expected increase in public use, expand
the Service's interpretive and environmental education program, monitor
developments occurring on private, Native and state lands adja(ent to or
within the refuge boundary, and conduct 7eeded research studies (particularly
on the South side of the Brooks Range).a

a/The estimates do not include the cost of managing the "1002" area if oil
development occurs.
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Alternative D

Alternative D emphasizes protection of fish and wildlife populations and
habitats. Disturbances to fish and wildlife habitats and populations would be
minimized. Opportunities for hunting, fishing, trapping, and other public
uses would be maintained, as would scientific research and wildlife
observation opportunities. Guiding and outfitting would be the primary
permitted commercial use of the refuge south of the Brooks Range. The Service
would manage public use on the refuge as it has in the past. The existing
Arctic Wilderness would continue to be managed in accordance with the
Wilderness Act of 1964 as amended by the Alaska Lands Act. The Service would
also recommend additional refuge lands be proposed for wilderness designation
in this alternative.

Alternative D shares the following management directions with Alternative A
(the Current Situation). Alternative D would:

o maintain the refuge in an undeveloped state;
a emphasize the maintenance of the refuge's natural diversity and key fish

and wildlife populations and habitats;
o maintain traditional access opportunities;
o provide for continued subsistence use of refuge resources;
o maintain opportunities for trapping, sport hunting and fishing, and

nonconsumptive recreational activities;
o permit guides and outfitters to operate in the refuge; and
o permit oil and gas studies where compatible with refuge purposes.

The major difference between Alternative D and Alternative A is that
Alternat ivi__i@-w6u'Fd_:_

o propose most of the refuge lands in the Brooks Range west of the Canning
River and the East Fork of the Chandalar River for wilderness designation.

Figure 38 shows the distribution of the management categories in
Alternative D; Table 15 indicates the sizes of the management categories.
(See Table 10 for the fish and wildlife management activities, public uses and
economic uses that would be permitted in these management categories.) All of
the refuge lands south and west of the existing Arctic Wilderness boundary,
accounting for 50% of the refuge, would be designated either as minimal or
wild river management areas. The federal lands in the "1002" coastal plain
area also would be managed as a minimal management area, pending congressional
action on the recommendations in the 1002(h) report. Most of the refuge lands
in the Brooks Range outside of the existing Arctic Wilderness, accounting for
about 46% of the non-wilderness refuge lands, would be proposed for wilderness
designation in Alternative D (with the exceptions of lands along the lower
Wind River, the Junjik River and along the East Fork of the Chandler River
north to Red Sheep Creek).

Figure 38 also shows all of the Native lands subject to the provisions of
Section 22(g). Congress will determine whether oil and gas production occurs
on the 22(g) lands. Oil and gas activities on the Kaktovik Inupiat
Corporation-Arctic Slope Regional Corporation lands, which are subject to the
terms of the Chandler Lake land exchange agreement, will be subject to
environmental standards established by Congress for the "1002" coastal plain
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Figure 38. Alternative D.
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Table 15. Size of management categories in Alternative D.al

Management Category Acreage Percentage Percentage of Non-
of Refuge wilderness Lands

Intensive Management 0 0

Moderate Management 0 0

b/Minimal Management. 10,790,000 56

Wild River Managementc/ 401,000 2

Designated Wilderness 8,000,000 42

i-O-tl'Wed-e-r'a'-1-L,-a-,n-,-d--s,, 19,191,000 100
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wilderness Proposald/ 5,200,000 27 46

Native Lands (subjeqt
to Section 22(g))!P 92,000 -- --

a/Acreage and mileage figures throughout the plan are approximate due Lo
rounding, uncertain boundaries, and inaccuracies in information available.

b/This category includes the 1.5 million acre-"1002" coastal plain area,
pending congressional action on the recommendations in the 1002(h) report.

C/Although the upper Sheenjek River in the Arctic Wilderness is a designated
wild river, the management category only includes refuge lands outside of
the Arctic Wilderness.

d/All areas in the wilderness proposal would be managed as minimal
management areas or wild river management areas (the proposal includes abou!@
316,000 acres in the Ivishak and Wind wild river corridors) until the areas
are designated by Congress.

e/The Service has some residual controls over the use of Native lands
that are subject to Section 22(g).

area. For all other uses and developments the Service will work cooperatively
with the Native corporations to identify what should be permitted on the 22(g)
lands.

Fish and Wildlife Management

In Alternative D the Service would emphasize protection of existing fish and
wildlife populations and habitats. Special attention would be given to
protecting existing caribou, muskox, polar bear, peregrine falcon, Dall sheep,
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moose, arctic char, salmonid and whitefish populations and habitats in the
refuge. The Service in cooperation with the Alaska Department of Fish and
Game would monitor these populations and work with the local villages and the
public to ensure that the populations are maintained. Management of hunting,
fishing, and trapping (in cooperation with the Alaska Department of Fish and
Game) would be the primary means of maintaining or increasing fish and
wildlife populations in the refuge. Habitat improvements generally would not
occur. (Refer to the "common management directions" and Table 10 for more
detail on fish and wildlife management directions.)

Subsistence Management

Existing subsistence opportunities would be maintained throughout the refuge
in Alternative D. Subsistence use would be managed as described in the
11commonmanagement directions" and Table 10. The Service would coordinate
with the local village councils and corporations on refuge programs and
management plans that affect the villages--local residents' concerns and
recommendations would be sought on actions that affect subsistence. The
Service would work with local residents to ensure that big game, small game,
forbearer, marine mammal, bird and fish populations are maintained in the
refuge. The Service would support the guidelines recommended by the Alaska
Land Use Council to minimize trespass problems.

Public Use and Access Management

The "common management directions" and Table 10 generally describe how public
use and access would be managed in Alternative D. The Service would maintain
opportunities for hunting, fishing, trapping, and nonconsumptive recreational
uses in the refuge.

Access would be managed as prescribed in Sections 1110 and 811 of the Alaska
Lands Act and the Service's regulations (Title 43, Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 36.11). The use of snowmachines, motorboats, airplanes, and
non-motorized surface transportation methods would continue to be allowed
throughout the refuge, subject to reasonable regulations, for traditional
activities. The use of off-road vehicles, including air boats, for
recreational purposes would be prohibited.

The Service would generally manage public use under this alternative as it has
done in the past. Primitive camping would be allowed on all refuge lands.
The Service would not provide new public use facilities to increase access
opportunities in this alternative. In the future time limits may have to be
placed on a seasonal or area-specific basis with regard to how long groups
would be able to camp at one location. This action would be taken to minimize
the potential for adverse impacts to fish and wildlife.

Oil and Gas Management

The Service would permit oil and gas studies south of the "1002" coastal plain
area, where compatible with refuge purposes, as noted in the "common
management directions" and Table 10. In the Arctic Wilderness motorized
surface equipment generally would not be permitted for oil and gas studies.
All oil and gas studies would be subject to reasonable regulations through
mitigation and monitoring to minimize impacts to fish and wildlife resources
and to subsistence activities.
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Under Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act oil and gas production and oil and
gas leasing are not permitted in the Arctic Refuge.

Other Economic Uses

Guides and outfitters would continue to be permitted to use the refuge,
subject to stipulations, as noted in the "common management directions."
Mining activity also would continue to be permitted on claim; established
prior to December 2, 1980. Other economic uses, including commercial timber
harvesting, sand and gravel removal, and construction of transmission
lines/pipelines,would not be permitted on refuge lands (subject to the
provisions of Title XI of the Alaska Lands Act and other appropriate
legislation).

Wilderness Proposal and Associated Management Actions for Alternative D

In Alternative D the Service would propose most of the non-wilderness refuge
lands in the Brooks Range be designated as wilderness--approximately
5.2 million acres (2.1 million ha) west of the Canning River and the East Fork
of the Chandalar River, or 46% of the non-wilderness lands in the refuge,
would be added to the existing Arctic Wilderness. As noted in the "Wilderness
Review" in Chapter IV, the Brooks Range is suitable for wilderness
designation. The Service would continue to maintain the high resource values
of the proposed area through minimal management if it is not congressionally
designated as wilderness.

Wilderness Mana ment Actions - If Congress designates the proposed area
S _'__j_u_1dmanage the area in the same way as it managesas wilderness, the Servicew

the existing wilderness area (see the management category description and
Table 10 in the beginning of this chapter). Access for traditional
activities, including subsistence use, trapping, and recreational hunting and
fishing, would continue to be permitted in accordance with Titles VIII and XI
of the Alaska Lands Act. New permanent structures would only be permitted for
administrative and public safety purposes under the provisions of
Sections 1303 and 1315 of the Alaska Lands Act.

Management actions that would affect wilderness values or the significant
wilderness issues are referenced below.

Wilderness values - The Service would protect the wilderness values
in the proposed adF@iT_o-n-in the same way that it protects the existing Arctic
Wilderness. Other refuge lands would be managed under a non-wilderness
category (i.e., minimal or wild river management). No special actions would
be taken to protect wilderness values other than those noted in the
description of the management categories and in Table 10.

Oil and gas exploration and development - The Service would apply the
same management directions to the new wilderness area as it does to the
existing wilderness area (see Table 10 and the "oil and gas common management
direction"). Only limited oil and gas studies would be permitted in the new
wilderness area. The scenario for Alternative D in Chapter VI assumes that
surface geologic studies would occur south of the Brooks Range, but not in the
proposed wilderness area.
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Oil and gas leasing is not permitted in the Arctic Refuge under Section 1003
of the Alaska Lands Act. Oil and gas leasing also would not be permitted in a
wilderness area. The scenario for Alternative D thus assumes that oil and gas
leasing would not occur on refuge lands (excluding the "1002" coastal plain
area).

Mineral development - Although there are several active mining claims
in the Arctic 10-ii-gepEii@__I_eveiof activity is only that needed to meet annual
assessment requirements. The Alternative D scenario assumes that one placer
mine near the Christian River, in the proposed wilderness area, would be
developed in the future. As noted in the "common management directions," the
Service would closely monitor the mining operation to ensure impacts to refuge
resources are minimized.

Commercial timber harvesting - Under this alternative no
opportunities would be provided for commercial timber harvesting--with all of
the refuge proposed either for minimal management or wilderness designation,
commercial timber harvesting would not be permitted. The scenario for
Alternative D thus does not include the a timber harvest operation in the
Porcupine River area.

Management Costs

To implement Alternative D, the Service would need 10 more permanent staff and
an 80% increase in funding over the current annual operations and maintenance
budget ($1.1 million in Fiscal Year 1987). Additional funding and staffing
would be needed to manage the expected increase in public use, expand the
Service's interpretive and environmental education program, increase law
enforcement, monitor developments occurring on private, Native and state lands
adjacent to or within the refuge boundary, and conduct

/
needed research studies

(particularly on the south side of the Brooks Range) a

a/The estimates do not include the cost of managing the "1002" area if oil
development occurs.
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Alternative E

Alternative E is identical to Alternative D except for the size of the
wilderness proposal. The alternative emphasizes protection of fish and
wildlife populations and habitats. Disturbances to fish and wildlife habitats
and populations would be minimized. Opportunities for hunting, fishing,
trapping, and other public uses would be maintained, as would scientific
research and wildlife observation opportunities. Guiding and outfitting would
be the primary permitted commercial use of the refuge south of the Brooks
Range. The Service would manage public use on the refuge as it has in the
past. The existing Arctic Wilderness would continue to be managed in
accordance with the Wilderness Act of 1964 as amended by the Alaska Lands
Act. The Service also would recommend most of the non-wilderness refuge lands
(south of the "1002" coastal plain area) be proposed for wilderness
designation in Alternative E.

Alternative E shares the following management directions with Alternative A
(the Current Situation). Alternative E would:

• maintain the refuge in an undeveloped state;
• emphasize the maintenance of the refuge's natural diversity and key fish

and wildlife populations and habitats;
• maintain traditional access opportunities;
• provide for continued subsistence use of refuge resources;
• maintain opportunities for trapping, sport hunting and fishing, and

nonconsumptive recreational activities;
• permit guides and outfitters to operate in the refuge; and
• permit oil and gas studies where compatible with refuge purposes.

The major difference between Alternative E and Alternative A is that
Alternative E wou

0 propose most of the refuge lands in the Brooks Range west of the Canning
River and the East Fork of the Chandalar River, and the refuge lands
between the existing Arctic Wilderness boundary and the Porcupine River
for wilderness designation.

Figure 39 shows the distribution of the management categories in
Alternative E; Table 16 indicates the sizes of the management categories.
(See Table 10 for the fish and wildlife management activities, public uses and
economic uses that would be permitted in these management categories.) All of
the refuge lands south and west of the existing Arctic Wilderness boundary,
accounting for 50% of the refuge, would be designated either as minimal or
wild river management areas. The federal lands in the "1002" coastal plain
area also would be managed as a minimal management area, pending congressional
action on the recommendations in the 1002(h) report. About 72% of the
non-wilderness refuge lands would be proposed for wilderness designation in
Alternative E, including most of the Brooks Range mountains and most of the
refuge lands in the Porcupine Plateau extending from the East Fork of the
Chandalar River to the Canadian border and from the existing Arctic Wilderness
boundary to the Porcupine River (with the exceptions of lands around Old John
Lake, and lands along the lower Wind River, the Junjik River and the East Fork
of the Chandler River north to Red Sheep Creek).
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Figure 39. Alternative E.
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Table 16. Size of management categories in Alternative E.al

Management Category Acreage Percentage Percentage of Non-
of Refuge wilderness Lands

Intensive Management 0 0

Moderate Management 0 0

b/Minimal Management. 10,790,000 56

Wild River Managementc/ 401,000 2

Designated Wilderness 8,000,000 42

T-ot-Wi i-q-,Y91,000 100
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wilderness Proposald/ 8,100,000 42 72

Native Lands (subje t
to Section 22(g))V 92,000

a/Acreage and mileage figures throughout the plan are approximate due to
rounding, uncertain boundaries, and inaccuracies in information available.

b/This category includes the 1.5 million acre-"1002" coastal plain area,
pending congressional action on the recommendations in the 1002(h) report.

c/Although the upper Sheenjek River in the Arctic Wilderness is a designated
wild river, the management category only includes refuge lands outside of
the Arctic Wilderness.

d/All areas in the wilderness proposal would be managed as minimal
management areas or wild river management areas (the proposal includes about
346,000 acres in the Ivishak, Sheenjek, and Wind wild river corridors) until
the areas are designated by Congress.

e/The Service has some residual controls over the use of Native lands
that are subject to Section 22(g).

Figure 39 also shows alt of the Native lands subject to the provisions of
Section 22(g). Congress will determine whether oil and gas production occurs
on the 22(g) lands. Oil and gas activities on the Kaktovik Inupiat
Corporation-Arctic Slope Regional Corporation lands, which are subject to the
terms of the Chandler Lake land exchange agreement, will be subject to
environmental standards established by Congress for the "1002" coastal plain
area. For all other uses and developments the Service will work cooperatively
with the Native corporations to identify what should be permitted on the 22(g)
lands.
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Fish and Vildlife Management

In Alternative E the Service would emphasize protection of existing fish and
wildlife populations and habitats. Special attention would be given to
protecting existing caribou, muskox, polar bear, peregrine falcon, Dail sheep,
moose, arctic char, salmonid and whitefish populations and habitats in the
refuge. The Service in cooperation with the Alaska Department of Fish and
Came would monitor these populations and work with the local villages and the
public to ensure that the populations are maintained. Management of hunting,
fishing, and trapping (in cooperation with the Alaska Department of Fish and
Came) would be the primary means of maintaining or increasing fish and
wildlife populations in the refuge. Habitat improvements generally would not
occur. (Refer to the "common management directions" and Table 10 for more
detail on fish and wildlife management directions.)

Subsistence Management

Existing subsistence opportunities would be maintained throughout the refuge
in Alternative E. Subsistence use would be managed as described in the
11commonmanagement directions" and Table 10. The Service would coordinate
with the local village councils and corporations on refuge programs and
management plans that affect the villages--local residents' concerns and
recommendations would be sought on actions that affect subsistence. The
Service would work with local residents to ensure that big game, small game,
forbearer, marine mammal, bird and fish populations are maintained in the
refuge. The Service would support the guidelines recommended by the Alaska
Land Use Council to minimize trespass problems.

Public Use and Access Management

The "common management directions" and Table 10 generally describe how public
use and access would be managed in Alternative E. The Service would maintain
opportunities for hunting, fishing, trapping, and nonconsumptive recreational
uses in the refuge.

Access would be managed as prescribed in Sections 1110 and 811 of the Alaska
Lands Act and the Service's regulations (Title 43, Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 36.11). The use of snowmachines, motorboats, airplanes, and
non-motorized surface transportation methods would continue to be allowed
throughout the refuge, subject to reasonable regulations, for traditional
activities. The use of off-road vehicles, including air boats, for
recreational purposes would be prohibited.

The Service would continue to manage public use in Alternative E as it has in
the past. Primitive camping would be allowed on all refuge lands. The
Service would not provide new public use facilities to increase access
opportunities in this alternative. In the future time limits may be placed on
a seasonal or area-specific basis with regard to how long groups would be able
to camp at one location. This action would be taken to minimize the potential
for adverse impacts to fish and wildlife.
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Oil and Cas Management

The Service would permit oil and gas studies south of the "1002" coastal plain
area, where compatible with refuge purposes, as noted in the "common
management directions" and Table 10. In the Arctic Wilderness motorized
surface equipment generally would not be permitted for oil and gas studies.
All oil and gas studies would be subject to reasonable regulations through
mitigation and monitoring to minimize impacts to fish and wildlife resources
and to subsistence activities.

Under Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act oil and gas production and oil and
gas leasing are not permitted in the Arctic Refuge.

Other Economic Uses

Guides and outfitters would continue to be permitted to use the refuge,
subject to stipulations, as noted in the 11common management directions."
Mining activity also would continue to be permitted on claims established
prior to December 2, 1980. Other economic uses, including commercial timber
harvesting, sand and gravel removal, and construction of transmission
lines/pipelines,would not be permitted on refuge lands (subject to the
provisions oE Title XI of the Alaska Lands Act and other appropriate
legislation).

Wilderness Proposal and Associated Kanagement Actions for Alternative E

In Alternative E the Service would propose most of the non-wilderness refuge
lands in the Brooks Range and a large part of the boreal forest on the
Porcupine Plateau be placed in wilderness--approximately 5.2 million acres
(2.1 million ha) west of the Canning River and the East Fork of the Chandalar
River and 2.9 million acres (1.2 million ha) lying between the existing Arctic
Wilderness boundary and the Porcupine River would be included in the
proposal. Overall, 72% of the non-wilderness lands in the refuge would be
added to the existing Arctic Wilderness. As noted in the wilderness review in
Chapter V, the Brooks Range and the Porcupine Plateau are suitable for
wilderness designation. The Brooks Range wilderness review unit also meets
the Service's criteria for wilderness designation. The proposed wilderness
area in the Porcupine Plateau would make an easily identifiable and manageable
wilderness area. The Service would continue to maintain the high resource
values of the proposed wilderness area through minimal management if it is not
congressionally designated as wilderness.

Wilderness Management Actions - If Congress designates the proposed area
as wilderness, the Service would manage the area in the same way as it manages
the existing wilderness area (see the management category description and
Table 10 in the beginning of this chapter). Access for traditional
activities, including subsistence use, trapping, and recreational hunting and
fishing, would continue to be permitted in accordance with Titles VIII and XI
of the Alaska Lands Act. New permanent structures would only be permitted for
administrative and public safety purposes under the provisions of
Sections 1303 and 1315 of the Alaska Lands Act.

Management actions that would affect wilderness values or the significant
wilderness issues are referenced below.
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Wilderness values - The Service would protect the wilderness values
in the proposed addition in the same way that it protects the existing Arctic
Wilderness. Other refuge lands would be managed under non-wilderness
categories (i.e., minimal, wild river management). No special actions would
be taken to protect wilderness values other than those noted in the
description of the management categories and in Table 10.

Oil and_&@s ejplc@rationand development - The Service would apply the
same management directions to the new wilderness area as it does to the
existing wilderness area (see Table 10 and the "oil and gas common management
direction"). Limited oil and gas studies would be permitted in the new
wilderness area. The scenario for Alternative E in Chapter VI assumes that
only surface geologic studies would occur south of the Brooks Range, in the
proposed wilderness area.

Oil and gas leasing is not permitted in the Arctic Refuge under Section 1003
of the Alaska Lands Act. Oil and gas leasing also would not be permitted in a
wilderness area. The scenario for Alternative E thus assumes that oil and gas
leasing would not occur on refuge lands (excluding the "1002" coastal plain
area).

Mineral dev@Li@pmen@ - Although there are several active mining claims
in the Arctic Refuge, the level of activity is only that needed to meet annual
assessment requirements. The Alternative E scenario assumes that one mine
near the Christian River, in the proposed wilderness area, would be developed
in the future. As noted in the "common management directional the Service
would closely monitor the mining operation to ensure impacts to refuge
resources are minimized.

Commercial timber harvesting - Under this alternative no
opportunities would be provided for commercial timber harvesting--with all of
the refuge proposed either for minimal management or wilderness designation,
commercial timber harvesting would not be permitted. The scenario for
Alternative E thus does not include the a timber harvest operation in the
Porcupine River area.

Nanagement Costs

To implement Alternative E, the Service would need 9 more permanent staff and
a 74% increase in funding over the current annual operations and maintenance
budget ($1.1 million in Fiscal Year 1987). Additional funding and staffing
would be needed to manage the expected increase in public use, expand the
Service's interpretive and environmental education program, increase law
enforcement, monitor developments occurring on private, Native and state lands
adjacent to or within the refuge boundary, and conduct

/
needed research studies

(particularly on the south side of the Brooks Range).a

a/The estimates do not include the cost of managing the "1002" area if oil
development occurs.
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Alternative F

Alternative F is identical to Alternatives D and E except for the increased
size of the wilderness proposal. Alternative F emphasizes protection of fish
and wildlife populations and habitats. Disturbances to fish and wildlife
habitats and populations would be minimized. Opportunities for hunting,
fishing, trapping, and other public uses would be maintained, as would
scientific research and wildlife observation opportunities. Guiding and
outfitting would be the primary permitted commercial use of the refuge south
of the Brooks Range. The existing Arctic Wilderness would continue to be
managed in accordance with the Wilderness Act of 1964 as amended by the Alaska
Lands Act. The Service also would recommend most of the non-wilderness refuge
lands south of the "1002" coastal plain area be proposed for wilderness
designation in Alternative F.

Alternative F shares the following management directions with Alternative A
(the Current Situation). Alternative F would:

0 maintain the refuge in an undeveloped state;
0 emphasize the maintenance of the refuge's natural diversity and key fish

and wildlife populations and habitats;
0 maintain traditional access opportunities;
0 provide for continued subsistence use of refuge resources;
0 maintain opportunities for trapping, sport hunting and fishing, and

nonconsumptive recreational uses;
0 permit existing economic activities (such as guides and outfitters) to

continue to operate in the refuge; and
0 permit limited oil and gas studies where compatible with refuge purposes.

The major difference between Alternative F and Alternative A is that
Alternative F wo

0 propose most of the non-wilderness refuge lands south of the "1002"
coastal plain area for wilderness designation.

Figure 40 shows the distribution of the management categories in
Alternative F; Table 17 indicates the sizes of the management categories. The
federal lands in the "1002" coastal plain area would be managed as a minimal
management area until Congress takes action on the recommendations in the
1002(h) report. All of the refuge lands south and west of the existing Arctic
Wilderness (accounting for 50% of the refuge) would be designated as either
minimal management or wild river management areas. Most of the non-wilderness
refuge lands would be proposed for wilderness designation in this alternative
(with the exceptions of lands around Old John Lake, and lands along the lower
Wind River, the Junjik River and the East Fork of the Chandler River north to
Red Sheep Creek). (See Table 10 for the fish and wildlife management
activities, public uses and economic uses that would be permitted in the
wilderness management category.)

Figure 40 also shows all of the Native lands subject to the provisions of
Section 22(g). Congress will determine whether oil and gas production occurs
on the 22(g) lands. Oil and gas activities on the Kaktovik Inupiat
Corporation-Arctic Slope Regional Corporation lands, which are subject to the
terms of the Chandler Lake land exchange agreement, will be subject to
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Figure 40. Alternative F.
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Table 17. Size of management categories in Alternative F.al

Management Category Acreage Percentage Percentage of Non-
of Refuge wilderness Lands

Intensive Management 0 0

Moderate Management 0 0

Minimal Managementb/ 10,790,000 56

Wild River Managementc/ 401,000 2

Designated Wilderness 8,000,000 42

Y@i'ai--'F-ede'ralLands 19,191,000 100
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

d/Wilderness Proposal- 8,900,000 46 79

Native lands (subj'et
to Section22(g))V 92,000 -- --

a/Acreage and mileage figures throughout the plan are approximate due to
rounding, uncertain boundaries, and inaccuracies in information available.

b/The 1.5 million acre-"1002" coastal plain area is included in this
category, pending congressional action on the recommendations in the 1002(h)
report.

C/Although the upper Sheenjek River in the Arctic Wilderness is a designated
wild river, the management category only includes refuge lands outside of
the Arctic Wilderness.

d/All areas in the wilderness proposal would be managed as minimal
management areas or wild river management areas (the proposal includes about
346,000 acres in the Ivishak, Sheenjek, and Wind wild river corridors) until
the areas are designated by Congress.

e/The Service has some residual controls over the use of Native lands
that are subject to Section 22(g).

environmental standards established by Congress for the "1002" coastal plain
area. For all other uses and developments the Service will work cooperatively
with the Native corporations to identify what should be permitted on the 22(g)
lands.
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Fish and Wildlife Management

In Alternative F the Service would emphasize protection of existing fish and
wildlife populations and habitats. Special attention would be given to
protecting existing caribou, muskox, polar bear, peregrine falcon, Dall sheep,
moose, arctic char, salmonid and whitefish populations and habitats in the
refuge. The Service in cooperation with the Alaska Department of Fish and
Came would monitor these populations and work with the local villages and the
public to ensure that the populations are maintained. Management of hunting,
fishing, and trapping (in cooperation with the Alaska Department of Fish and
Came) would be the primary means of maintaining or increasing fish and
wildlife populations in the refuge. Habitat improvements generally would not
occur. (Refer to the "common management directions" and Table 10 for more
detail an fish and wildlife management directions.)

Subsistence Management

Existing subsistence opportunities would be maintained throughout the refuge
in Alternative F. Subsistence use would be managed as described in the
11commonmanagement directions" and Table 10. The Service would coordinate
with the local village councils and corporations on refuge programs and
management plans that affect the villages--local residents' concerns and
recommendations would be sought on actions that affect subsistence. The
Service would work with local residents to ensure that big game, small game,
forbearer, marine mammal, bird and fish populations are maintained in the
refuge. The Service would support the guidelines recommended by the Alaska
Land Use Council to minimize trespass problems.

Public Use and Access Management

The "common management directions" and Table 10 generally describe how public
use and access would be managed in Alternative F. The Service would maintain
opportunities for hunting, fishing, trapping, and nonconsumptive recreational
uses in the refuge.

Access would be managed as prescribed in Sections 1110 and 811 of the Alaska
Lands Act and the Service's regulations (Title 43, Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 36.11). The use of snowmachines, motorboats, airplanes, and
non-motorized surface transportation methods would continue to be allowed
throughout the refuge, subject to reasonable regulations, for traditional
activities. The use of off-road vehicles, including air boats, for
recreational purposes would be prohibited.

The Service would continue to manage public use on the Arctic Refuge as it has
in the past in this alternative. Primitive camping would be allowed on all
refuge lands. The Service would not provide new public use facilities to
increase access opportunities. In the future the Service may have to place
time limits on a seasonal or area-specific basis with regard to how long
groups would be able to camp at one location. This action would be taken to
minimize the potential for adverse impacts to fish and wildlife.
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Oil and Gas Kanagement

The Service would permit only limited oil and gas studies south of the "1002"
coastal plain area, where compatible with refuge purposes, as noted in the
11commonmanagement directions" and Table 10. In the Arctic Wilderness
motorized surface equipment generally would not be permitted for oil and gas
studies. All oil and gas studies would be subject to reasonable regulations
through mitigation and monitoring to minimize impacts to fish and wildlife
resources and to subsistence activities.

Under Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act oil and gas production and oil and
gas leasing are not permitted in the Arctic Refuge.

Other Economic Uses

Guides and outfitters would continue to be permitted to use the refuge,
subject to stipulations, as noted in the "common management directions."
Mining activity also would continue to be permitted on claims established
prior to December 2, 1980. Other economic uses, including commercial timber
harvesting, sand and gravel removal, and construction of transmission
lines/pipelines, would not be permitted on refuge lands (subject to the
provisions of Title XI of the Alaska Lands Act and other appropriate
legislation).

Wilderness Proposal and Associated Management Actions for Alternative F

As noted above, in Alternative F the Service would propose wilderness
designation for most of the non-wilderness refuge lands south of the "1002"
coastal plain area. These lands are suitable for wilderness designation, as
identified in the "Wilderness Review" in Chapter IV. The Service would
continue to maintain the high resource values of the proposed area through
minimal management if it is not congressionally designated as wilderness.

The Alternative F wilderness proposal does not include the "1002" coastal
plain area. The 1002(h) report to Congress outlines the Department of
Interior's recommendations for the "1002" coastal plain area--wilderness
designation is not consistent with the Secretary's recommendations for this
area (see the Secretary of Interior's recommendations for the "1002" area in
Appendix L.) Congress will ultimately determine whether this area should be
designated as a wilderness area.

Wilderness Management Actions - If Congress designates the proposed area
as wilderness, the Service would manage the area in the same way as it manages
the existing wilderness area (see the management category description and
Table 10 in the beginning of this chapter). Access for traditional
activities, including subsistence use, trapping, and recreational hunting and
fishing, would continue to be permitted in accordance with Titles VIII and XI
of the Alaska Lands Act. New permanent structures would only be permitted for
administrative and pubLic safety purposes under the provisions of
Sections 1303 and 1315 of the Alaska Lands Act.

Management actions that would affect wilderness values or the significant
wilderness issues are referenced below.
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Wilderness values - The Service would protect the wilderness values
in the proposed wilderness area in the same way that it protects the existing
Arctic Wilderness. No special actions would be taken to protect wilderness
values other than those noted in the description of the management categories
and in Table 10.

Oil and gas exploration and._development - The Service would apply the
same management directions to the new wilderness area as it does to the
existing wilderness area (see Table 10 and the "oil and gas common management
direction"). Limited oil and gas studies would be permitted in the new
wilderness area. The scenario for Alternative F in Chapter VI assumes that
only surface geologic studies would occur south of the Brooks Range, in the
proposed wilderness area.

Oil and gas leasing is not permitted in the Arctic Refuge under Section 1003
of the Alaska Lands Act. Oil and gas leasing also would not be permitted in a
wilderness area. The scenario for Alternative F thus assumes that oil and gas
leasing would not occur on refuge lands (excluding the "1002" coastal plain
area).

Mineral development - Although there are several active mining claims
in the Arctic Refuge, the level of activity is only that needed to meet annual
assessment requirements. The Alternative F scenario assumes that one mine
near the Christian River, in the proposed wilderness area, would be developed
in the future. As noted in the "common management directions," the Service
would closely monitor the mining activity to ensure impacts to refuge
resources are minimized.

Commercial timber harvesting - Under this alternative no
opportunities would be provided for commercial timber harvesting--with all of
the refuge proposed either for minimal management or wilderness designation,
commercial timber harvesting would not be permitted. The scenario for
Alternative F thus does not include the a timber harvest operation in the
Porcupine River area.

Management Costs

To implement Alternative F, the Service would need 8 more permanent staff and
a 66% increase in funding over the current annual operations and maintenance
budget ($1.1 million in Fiscal Year 1987). Additional funding and staffing
would be needed to manage the expected increase in public use, expand the
Service's interpretive and environmental education program, increase law
enforcement, monitor developments occurring on private, Native and state lands
adjacent to or within the refuge boundary, and conduct

/
needed research studies

(particularlyon the south side of the Brooks Range).a

a/The estimates do not include the cost of managing the "1002" area if oil
development occurs.
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Alternati.veC

This alternative was developed in response to an alternative proposed by the
Northern Alaska Environmental Center and other conservation groups during the
planning process. The alternative, called by the groups "The Last Creat
Wilderness Management Alternative,ofwas described in a letter to the Service,
dated January 20, 1987.

Alternative C is intended to maximize protection to the refuge's wilderness
qualities, maximize protection of the refuge's fish and wildlife populations
and habitats in their natural diversity, and maintain high quality
opportunities for hunting, fishing, trapping, and nonconsumptive recreational
activities. The alternative emphasizes visitor self-reliance, independence,
freedom and challenge, and minimizes government involvement in the
experience. Reasonable access would be provided, but limits would be placed
on mechanized access into the refuge. Development of facilities and economic
uses would be highly restricted.

Under Alternative C the Service would propose all the refuge lands (except the
"1002" area) for wilderness designation. The alternative would place an
additional layer of protection on refuge lands, which is intended to address
existing and potential threats that face the refuge's wilderness qualities.
Several of the provisions are not consistent with the Alaska Lands
Act--congressional action Would be required to fully implement this
alternative. ConsequenLly, all of the major actions proposed in this

alternative would be included in the wilderness proposal sent to Congress.

Alternative G shares the following management directions with Alternative A

(the Current Situation). Alternative C would:

0 maintain the refuge in an undeveloped state;

0 emphasize the maintenance of the refuge's natural diversity and key fish

and wildlife populations and habitats; and

0 provide for continued hunting, fishing, trapping and nonconsumptive

recreational. uses of refuge resources.

The following management directions indicate the major differences in

Alternative C from Alternative A. Alternative C would:

0 propose all of the non-wilderness refuge lands south of the "1002"

coastal plain area for wilderness designation;

0 prohibit the construction of any permanent administrative, research or

recreational facilities, and require the removal of several existing

structures within the refuge;

0 make acquisition of inholdings in the refuge a high priority, with a

portion of the refuge's annual funding dedicated to this purpose;

0 prohibit manipulation of habitats or fish and wildlife populations,

including predator control and fishery management activities and

facilities, for the purpose of producing "harvestable surpluses;"

0 prohibit development of new recreational improvements in the refuge;

0 prohibit oil and gas studies in the refuge (except for studies mandated

under Section 1010 of the Alaska Lands Act);
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0 if necessary limit the size and number of guided and unguided
recreational groups using popular areas in the refuge;

0 limit mechanized access by both administrative agencies and the public in
the refuge; aircraft landings would be restricted in the Firth
River-Mancha Creek Research Natural Area; and

0 limit the Service's interpretativeactivities in the refuge.

Figure 41 shows the distribution of the management categories in
Alternative G; Table 18 indicates the sizes of the management categories. All

Table 18. Size of management categories in Alternative G.a/

Management Category Acreage Percentage Percentage of Non-
of Refuge wilderness lands

Intensive Management 0 0

Moderate Management 0 0

Minimal Managementb/ 10,790,000 56

Wild River Managementc/ 401,000 2

Designated Wilderness 8,000,000 42
Total 19,191,000 100
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wilderness Proposald/ 9,691,000 50 86

Native lands (subjpt
to Section 22(g))e 92,000

a/Acreage and mileage figures throughout the plan are approximate due to
rounding, uncertain boundaries, and inaccuracies in information available.

b/The 1.5 million acre-"1002" coastal plain area is included in this
category, pending congressional action on the recommendations in the 1002(h)
report.

C/Although the upper Sheenjek River in the Arctic Wilderness is a designated
wild river, the management category only includes refuge lands outside of
the Arctic Wilderness.

d/All areas in the wilderness proposal would be managed as minimal
management areas or wild river management areas (the proposal includes about
346,000 acres in the Ivishak, Sheenjek, and Wind wild river corridors) until
the areas are designated by Congress.

e/The Service has some residual controls over the use of Native lands
that are subject to Section 22(g).
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Figure 41. Alternative C.
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of the non-wilderness refuge lands south of the "1002" coastal plain area
would be proposed for wilderness; all of the federal lands in the "1002"
coastal plain area would be managed as a minimal management area until
Congress takes action on the recommendations in the 1002(h) report.

Figure 41 also shows all of the Native lands subject to the provisions of
Section 22(g). Congress will determine whether oil and gas production occurs
on the 22(g) lands. Oil and gas activities on the Kaktovik Inupiat
Corporation-Arctic Slope Regional Corporation lands, which are subject to the
terms of the Chandler Lake land exchange agreement, will be subject to
environmental standards established by Congress for the "1002" coastal plain

area. For all other uses and developments the Service will work cooperatively
with the Native corporations to identify what should be permitted on the 22(g)
lands.

Fish and Wildlife Management

The fish and wildlife management goal of this alternative is to maintain
natural distributions, numbers, composition and interactions of all indigeneus
species, and to the greatest extent possible allow natural processes to
control the ecosystem.

Manipulation of habitats or fish and wildlife populations for the purpose of
producing "harvestable surpluses" for hunting, fishing or trapping would be
prohibited. Although rare circumstances might require predator control for
the protection of endangered species, in no case would predators be controlled
to increase game populations. Fish stocking, egg planting, hatcheries, trapsy
weirs, fish ladders, artificial fishways and stream and lake fertilization
also would be prohibited.

Subsistence Management,

Existing subsistence opportunities would be maintained throughout the refuge
in Alternative C. Subsistence use would be managed as described in the
11commonmanagement directions" and Table 10. The Service would coordinate
with the local village councils and corporations on refuge programs and
management plans that affect the villages--local residents' concerns and
recommendations would be sought on actions that affect subsistence. The
Service would work with local residents to ensure that big game, small game,
forbearer, marine mamma, bird and fish populations are maintained in the
refuge. The Service would support the guidelines recommended by the Alaska
Land Use Council to minimize trespass problems.

Inholdings

As noted in the "common management directions," the Service may pursue land
exchanges for the purpose of protecting important resource values. This
alternative would establish as a Service priority negotiations to acquire
development rights and scenic easements of inholdings whose inappropriate use
or development would threaten important refuge values. The alternative would
specify that a high priority be given this goal in the Service's annual work
plans for the refuge, and that a portion of the refuge's annual funding be
dedicated to this purpose.
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Facilities

Alternative C would prohibit the construction of any permanent administrative,
research or recreational facilities within the boundaries of the refuge. It
would specify removal of the structures at Elusive Lake and the upper Junjik
Valley, the abandoned Distant Early Warning line sites, and the structures on
the shore of Peters and Schrader lakes. Ail management agencies would use
only temporary structures and seasonal tent camps in the refuge.

Log cabins with legitimate historic value would be allowed to remain in the
refuge. Traditional and customary use of existing cabins would be allowed to
continue under authorization of a permit so long as that use remains
consistent with the purposes of the refuge.

Public Use and Access Management

The recreational management goal of this alternative is to ensure that
wilderness experience opportunities in the Arctic Refuge are not diminished or
lost. Public recreation including, but not necessarily limited to, camping,
hiking, wildlife observation and study, photography, hunting, fishing,
trapping, and other related activities, would be allowed to continue subject
to such minimal and reasonable regulations as are deemed necessary to prevent
damage to resource and wilderness values. Management would emphasize the
quality and naturalness of the experience, rather than maximizing the catch or
kill.

Because of the low productivity of high latitude mountain lakes, the goal in
managing sport fishing there would be to minimize the fish take. Visitors
would be encouraged to practice catch-and-release methods and to keep only
fish that would be consumed in the area.

This alternative mandates physical and social carrying capacity research be
done to limit impacts from recreational use. Appropriate use limits, based on
this research, would be implemented within four years. The alternative also
mandates the development of specific standards for maintaining natural and
wilderness qualities, which if exceeded would require management action.

Recreational improvements, including facilities, cabins, roads, trails,
campgrounds, bridges and signs, would be prohibited in this alternative.

Alternative G would limit the number of commercial guides in each area of the
refuge, the numbers to be based on the results of the carrying capacity
research. Necessary limitations of public use would not favor commercial
guiding operations--when use of an area must be limited, those who come to do
a wilderness trip on their own would not be displaced by guided groups.

Under Alternative G agency involvement in the recreational experience would be
kept to a minimum. Respect for visitor freedom, independence and
self-reliance would be a principal management goal. Visitor management would
be kept as unobtrusive, subtle and low profile as possible. Visitor safety
must be considered by the Service, but this alternative would not establish
programs for visitor protection such as safety checks--the Service would not
take responsibilityfor safety from the visitors. Prospective visitors would
be made aware, before entering the refuge, that the possibility of danger is
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an integral part of the area. Visitors who desire convenience, security, or a
more casual experience would be advised to go to one of the many other refuges
or parks in the state.

Under Alternative G the Service would not provide information to advertise the
refuge or promote visitation. No brochures, signs, displays, interpretive
programs or other materials would be developed that "interpret" the
wilderness, or tell visitors where to go in the refuge, how to get there, and
what to see. Instead, a simple informational brochure would be developed that
warns of hazards and emphasizes self-reliance, preparedness and independence.
The intent here is to maintain as much as possible the wilderness experience
offered by the refuge, to maintain the refuge as a place where the individual
finds his or her own way and interprets what he or she sees.

Access - Under Alternative G the Service would provide reasonable
opportunities for mechanized access, while minimizing disturbances to wildlife
and visitors from the motorized vehicles. The following provisions would
apply to all administering agencies as well as to the public, and in certain
cases would require congressional approval.

The use of all-terrain and off-road vehicles, including air boats, would be
prohibited in this alternative.

Conventional motorboats would continue to be allowed for access on all rivers
except designated wild rivers. On mountain lakes such as Peters-Schrader,
Elusive and Porcupine lakes, however, motorboats would be prohibited. Jet
boats would be prohibited on all waters in the refuge.

Snowmobiles would be permitted in the refuge according to the provisions of
the Alaska Lands Act, except in the Firth River-Mancha Creek Research Natural
Area where all forms of mechanization would be limited (see below).
Snowmobiles have no established pattern of use in this area.

Helicopter landings would be prohibited in the refuge in this alternative
except for emergencies or when they are the minimum tool for essential refuge
management and research activities. In no case would they be permitted for
recreation or agency transportation when other methods are available. A
minimum flight level of 2,000 feet (600 m) would be enforced, except for
emergencies or when safety considerations require otherwise.

Fixed-wing aircraft landings would be limited to durable surfaces such as
gravel bars, water, ice and snow, or by special use permit where it can be
demonstrated that surface disturbance will not occur. The intent of this
management action is to prevent impacts to fragile tundra surfaces and other
resource and wilderness values. Construction of airstrips would be prohibited.

Research in the Arctic Refuge has shown that encountering parked aircraft is
considerably more detrimental to the experience nonconsumptive recreationists
seek than that of hunters (Warren, 1980). For this reason, overnight parking
of aircraft and aircraft camping would be temporally zoned: overnight parking
of aircraft would be prohibited during the primary recreational use period
(May through mid-August) but allowed after that period.
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A goal of this alternative would be to provide an area that is free of all
forms of mechanization, including aircraft. The Firth River-Mancha Creek
Research Natural Area currently has little aircraft use. In this area a
system of designated landing zones would be established, located so that
several days of backpacking time could be assured between zones without seeing
aircraft on the ground. No area would be so distant from a landing zone so as
to preclude access by a reasonable hiking effort. The Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) would be requested to establish a reasonable airspace
closure, as was done for the Minnesota Boundary Waters Canoe Area. Such a
closure would not interfere with any established airways or flight routes and
existing provisions for emergencies would apply.

Cultural Resource Management

In Alternative C the Service would preserve the refuge's archeological and
cultural resources in their natural context. Although surficial studies may
be permitted, the Service would not permit excavations and digs unless the
site is threatened.

Under this alternative the Service would request that the U.S. Board of
Geographic Place Names leave all currently nameless features in the refuge
unnamed.

Oil and Gas Management

In Alternative C the Service would not permit any oil and gas activities in
the refuge (excluding the "1002" coastal plain area and the Kaktovik Inupiat
CorporaLion-Arctic Slope Regional Corporation lands), other than oil and gas
studies mandated under Section 1010 of the Alaska Lands Act. Geologic studies
for scientific purposes may be permitted in the refuge.

Other Economic Uses

Guides and outfitters would continue to be permitted to use the refuge,
subject to stipulations, as noted in the "common management directions."
Mining activity also would continue to be permitted on claims established
prior to December 2, 1980. Other commercial uses, including commercial timber
harvesting, sand and gravel removal, and construction of transmission
lines/pipelines, would not be permitted on refuge lands (subject to the
provisions of Title XI of the Alaska Lands Act and other appropriate
legislation).

Wilderness Proposal and Associated Management Actions for Alternative C

As noted above, in Alternative G the Service would propose wilderness
designation for all of the non-wilderness refuge lands except for federal
lands in the "1002" coastal plain area. All of the non-wilderness lands are
suitable for wilderness designation, as identified in the wilderness review in
Chapter IV. The Service would continue to maintain the high resource values
of the proposed area through minimal management if it is not congressionally
designated as wilderness.
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The Alternative C wilderness proposal does not include the "1002" coastal
plain area. The 1002(h) report to Congress outlines the Department of
Interior's recommendations for the "1002" coastal plain area--wilderness
designation is not consistent with the Secretary's recommendations for this
area (see the Secretary of Interior's recommendations for the "1002" area in
Appendix L.) Congress will ultimately determine whether this area should be
designated as a wilderness area.

Wilderness Management Actions - Under Alternative C the Service would not
-fi--p-..-----_'T_;;;'ldernessarea as indicated in thenecessarily manage t e ropose I

description of the wilderness management category description and Table 10 in
the beginning of this chapter. Reasonable opportunities for access would be
provided to refuge users, but access by motorized vehicles in certain cases
would be restricted. No new permanent structures would be permitted.

Management actions that would affect wilderness values or the significant
wilderness issues are referenced below.

Wilderness values - The Service would take several special actions to
protect the wilderness @alues in the proposed wilderness area in this
alternative. These management actions were described above, and include
limiting access, prohibiting new administrative facilities or recreational
developments, limiting the size of recreational groups if necessary, etc.

Oil and gas exploration and development - The Service would not
permit any oil and gas activities in the refuge, other than studies mandated
under Section 1010 of the Alaska Lands Act, in this alternative. The scenario
for Alternative G in Chapter VI consequently provides for surface geologic
studies, but no oil and gas activities on refuge lands (excluding the "1002"
coastal plain area).

Mineral development - Although there are several active mining claims
in the Arctic Refuge, the level of activity is only that needed to meet annual
assessment requirements. The Alternative G scenario assumes that one mine
near the Christian River, in the proposed wilderness area, would be developed
in the future. As noted in the "common management directional? the Service
would closely monitor the mining operation to ensure impacts to refuge
resources are minimized.

Commercial timber harvesting - Under this alternative no
opportunities would be provided for commercial timber harvesting--with all of
the refuge proposed for wilderness designation, commercial timber harvesting
would not be permitted. The scenario for Alternative C thus does not include
a timber harvest operation in the refuge.

Kanagement Costs

To implement Alternative G, the Service would need 6 more permanent staff and
a 52% increase in funding over the current annual operations and maintenance
budget ($1.1 million in Fiscal Year 1987). Additional funding and staffing
would be needed to monitor use of the refuge to ensure wilderness qualities
are being maintained, conduct carrying capacity studies and other research
studies (particularly on the south side of the Brooks Range), manage the
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expected increase in public use, increase law enforcement, and monitor
developments occurring on pr vate, Native and state lands adjacent to or

0within the refuge boundary.....

OTHER ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

Seven management alternatives were developed for the Arctic Refuge and are
analyzed in this document. One other alternative was considered during the
early stages in the planning process. This alternative was identical with
Alternative D except for the size of the wilderness proposal: only the Marsh
Fork of the Canning River would have been proposed for wilderness
designation. It is not included here because it falls within the range of
alternatives considered in this document, and would result in similar impacts
to those discussed in Chapter VI. The seven alternatives presented in this
document address the full range of issues and concerns raised throughout the
planning process. No other alternatives are necessary to allow the full
extent of activities proposed for the Arctic Refuge.

a/The estimates do not include the cost of managing the "1002" area if oil
development occurs.
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Table 19. Summary of the alternatives for the Arctic Refuge.

Management -XlLernative A Alternative B Alternative C

Activity (Current Situation

Fish anl Wildlife High level )f protection With mitigation, high level With mitigation, high level of

assured of protection assured protection assured

Other Resources Water :oil air quality, and With Litigation, water and With Litigation, water and air

cultural resources protected; air quality, and cultural quality, and cultural resources

water resource requirements resources protected; water protected; water resource

to be documented resource requirements to be requirements to be documented

locumented

Subsistence Continued opportunities for Opportunities for harvests Opportunities for harvests

harvests assured provided in most of the provided in most of the

refuge refuge

Acccss/TransportatLon ExIstin- :iccess opportunit- Existing access opportunit- Existing access opportunities

le& maintalnel ies maintained miintainel

Rccreational T?sL ExistIng opportunities for Existing opportunities [or Existing opportunities for

recreational use maintained recreational use maintained recreational use maintained

')II qnd Gas Compatible oil and Vs stud- Compatible oil and gas stud- Compatible oII and gas studies

ies could be permitted south ies could be permitted south could be permitted south of

of the "1002" area, with of the "1002" area, with the "1002" area, with restrict-

restrictions In the Arctic restrictions in the Arctic ions in the Arctic Wilderness;

Wilderness; no leasing and Wilderness; leasing and dev- n:) leasing and development

development allowed without elopment could be permitted allowed without congressional

congressional approval an the south side of the approval

Brooks Range with congress-

Lonal approval

Other Economic Uses uIdIng and out.fitting and Guiling, outfitting, and mLn- Gulding, outfitting and mining

mining of valbl claim; Perm- ina of valid claims permitted 'oE valid claims permitted

itted throughout the refuge throughout the refuge; other throughout the refuge; other

economic uses, including com- economic uses, including com-

mercial timber harvesting, mercial timber harvesting, may

-may be permitted in 29% of be permitted in 29% of the

the refuge refuge

W!lderness Proposal No additional ireas proposed No additional areas proposed No additional areas proposed

for wilderness designation for wilderness designation for wilderness designation

Management Costs Full Implementation of refu.-e Full implementation of ref- Full Implementation of refuge

programs would require about uge programs would require programs would require about a

a 80% increase in funding about a 94% Increase in 87% increase in funding over

over current levels Funding over current levels current levels
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Alternative D Alternative E Alternative F Alternative G

High level of protection High level of protection High level of protection Highest level of protection
assured assured assured assured

Water and atr quality, and Water an].air quality, and Water and air quality, and Water and air quality, and
Cultural resources protect- cultural resources protected; cultural resources protected; cultural resources protected;
ed; water resource require- water resource requirements water resource requirements water resource requirements
ments to be documented to be documented to be documented to be documented

Continued opportunities for Conttnue,1 opportunities for Continued opportunities for Continued opportunities for
harvests assured harvests assured harvests assured harvests assured

Extsttng access opportunit- Existing access opportunit- Existing access opportunit- Mechanized access, Including
[es maintained tes maintained ies maintained aircraft landings, limited in

the Firth River-Mancha Creek
RNA; motorboats prohibited on
mountain lakes; jet boats pro-
h1btted on all refuge waters

Existtng opportunities for Existing opportunities for Existing opportunities for Gutded and ungutded recreat-
recreational tisemaintained recreational use maintained recreational use maintained lonal use may be limited if

necessary to protect existing

refuge wilderness values

Compatible oil and gas stud- CompatibLe oil and gas stud- Compatible oil and gas stul- No oil and gas studies
ies could be permitted south tes could be permitted south could be permitted south of permitted in the refuge except
of the "1002" area, with of the "LO02" area, with the "1002" area, with restri- for those studies mandated
restr!ctlons in the IrctLc restrictions in the Arctic restrictions in the Arctic under Section 1010; no oil
Wilderness; no oil and gas Wilderness; no oil and gas Wilderness; no oil and gas and gas leasing and develop-
leasing and development Icasin.-and development per- leasing and development per- ment permitted without
permitted without mitted without congressional mLtted without congressional congressional approval
congressional approval approva I approval

Gutdln.-, outfitting and mtn- GuLdtng, outfitting and min- GuiAtng, outfitting and min- Guiding, outfitting and mining
in,@,of valid cl.al.-aqpermit- tn,-,of valid claims permitted ing of valid claims permitted of valid claims permitted
ted throughout the refuge throughout the refuge throughout the refuge throughout the refuge

About 5,207,000 acres (46% About 8,100,000 acres (72% About B,700,000 acres (79% About 9,691,000 acres (86% of

of the non-wilderness lands of the non-wilderness lands of the non-wilderness lands the non-wilderness lands In
in the refuge) proposed for in the refuge) proposed for In the refuge) proposed for the refuge) proposed for
wilderness designation wilderness designation wilderness designation wilderness designation

Full implementation of ref- Full implementation of ref- Full implementation of refuge Full implementation of refuge
uge programs would require uge programs would require programs would require about programs would require about

about a 80% increase In about R 74% increase In fund- about a 66% increase In fund- a 52% increase in funding over

fun-flngover current levels tag over current levels ing over current levels current levels
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VI. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to identify, describe, analyze, and compare the
significant biological and socioeconomic impacts that would result from
implementing each of the management alternatives. Each alternative contains
many broad management directions. The primary differences between the seven
alternatives lie in the permitted economic developments and the wilderness
proposals; one alternative also significantlydiffers from the others in the
management of public use. To provide a basis for assessing the alternatives,
descriptions of likely activities and use levels were prepared. These
scenarios focus on probable public (recreational) use in selected popular
areas in the refuge, and economic activities (i.e., oil and gas activities,
commercial timber operations, mining) south of the Brooks Range. None of the
other permitted uses and activities are expected to result in significant
impacts. In all of the scenarios it is assumed that reasonable management
practices and the best available technology would be applied.

To assess the effect of public use, which is a significant issue for the
refuge comprehensive conservation plan, a public use scenario was developed
for each alternative. The scenarios are based on the management directions
for that alternative and on the Service's best estimates of recreational use.
It must be stressed that the use estimates are based on limited available
data, and are not intended to indicate precisely the level of recreational use
in 1986 or 2000. It also should be noted that the number of visitors on the
refuge does not necessarily reflect the intensity of use--one user, for
example, may stay in one area in the refuge for 7 days and have a different
impact than a user who takes a 5-day float trip down a river in the refuge.

The analysis of impacts of public use in the various alternatives focuses on
two areas: Atigun Gorge and the Huiahula River. The Atigun Gorge area is
close to the Dalton Highway, and is a special value of the refuge. Use of
this area is expected to substantially increase if the road is opened to the
general public. The Hulahula River is one of the most popular sheep hunting
areas in the refuge, and is also a popular river to float. Both Atigun Gorge
and the Hulahula River are expected to receive heavy public use relative to
other portions of the refuge in the future.

The effects of the wilderness proposals are also assessed in this chapter for
each alternative. Chapter II identified four significant wilderness issues:
the effect of wilderness designation on wilderness values; commercial timber
operations; mining; and oil and gas activities. Chapter V notes what
management actions or developments may be permitted under each management
alternative. To assess the effects of wilderness designation, the scenarios
for each alternative address the above potential developments. The effects of
each potential development are assessed independently in each alternative.
Alternative A, with no new proposed wilderness area, serves as a baseline to
evaluate the effects of the other alternatives.
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It should be noted that.de!@ejqjmentsand management actions are included in
the Alternative B an@--Gscenarios that could not be implemented by the Fish
and Wildlife Service without congressional approval. These scenarios are
included to assess the full range of possible management options for the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge and to assess the effect of wilderness
designation. Before the developments in the scenarios could be permitted,
detailed compatibility statements would have to be prepared.

The management and use of the "1002" coastal plain requires special
attention. The refuge comprehensive plan treats the federal lands in the
"1002" area as a minimal management area in all of the alternatives, pending
congressional action (see Chapter V). This chaRter therefore only assesses
the effects of minimal management for the "1002" area. At some point in the
future Congress will take action which affects the use and management of this
area. Potential impacts to the "1002" area from geological and geophysical
exploration, exploratory drilling, oil and gas development and production, the
potential cumulative effects from developments outside of the refuge boundary,
and the potential effects of designating the area as wilderness are addressed
in a separate document, the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska, coastal
plain resource assessment and final legislative environmental impact statement
(Clough, Patton, and Christiansen, 1987). The 1002(h) report is available at
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Washington D.C. and regional offices, and U.S.
Geological survey libraries and public inquiries offices.

If and when Congress takes action on the management of the "1002" area the
Service will revise the refuge comprehensive conservation plan to incorporate
congressional directives. Management of the "1002" area may have a
significant bearing on management of the rest of the refuge (e.g., an the need
for transportationand utility corridors, air and water quality, fish and
wildlife management). If necessary, major revisions outside the "1002" area
will be made in the plan following the National Environmental Policy Act
process.

In all of the scenarios, development of private inholdings and adjacent lands
could occur, which in turn could affect the refuge. It is assumed that the
Service would cooperate with the Native corporations and other adjacent
landowners to minimize impacts. It should be emphasized, however, that
developments outside of the refuge collectively may have a very different
impact on refuge resources and users than may be portrayed at this time.

It is assumed in all of the scenarios that the regulatory process administered
by the Alaska Boards of Fish and Game would avoid excessive harvests. Should
a resource allocation become necessary between competing user groups, local
subsistence users would receive priority over commercial and recreational
users, as prescribed by federal law.

The reader should understand that neither the Service's selection of a
preferred alternative nor the adoption of a plan necessarily means that all of
the specific use levels and developments outlined in the scenarios, including
timing and locations, would happen exactly as described. The scenarios are
sets of reasonable assumptions and estimates that provide a basis for
assessing each alternative.
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Definitions

Comparison is fundamental to environmental assessment. Alternatives are
evaluated by comparing potential impacts. Potential impacts are predicted by
comparing the "current situation" projected into the future with other
alternative futures. Because of the general nature of the assessment and the
lack of numerical and statistical information regarding refuge resources,
impacts are often expressed in relative terms. The meanings of these terms
are as follows:

Fish and Wildlife Resource Impacts

• Major impact - affecting a regional or local population of a species
i_uff'17cientlyto cause a decline in abundance or a change in
distribution beyond which natural recruitment would not likely return
that population to its former level within several generations.

• Moderate impact - affecting a portion of a regional or local
population sufficiently to cause a change in abundance or
distribution over more than one generation, but unlikely to affect
the integrity of the regional population as a whole.

• Minor imp t - affecting a specific group of individuals of a
population in a localized area for one generation or less; the
integrity of the regional population is not likely affected.

• Me-gligible iqj@.@ct- the degree of anticipated biological impact is
considered iess -thanminor.

• Short-term impact - for wildlife species a change that persists less
than five years from the onset of disturbance; for fish species a
change that persists less than one year.

• Long-term impact - for wildlife species a change that persists five
or more years from the onset of disturbance; for fish species a
change that persists more than one year.

Water Quality Impacts

0 Major impact - extensive changes in the physical, chemical, or
biological parameters of a waterbody to a degree that renders the
waterbody unacceptable for use by humans or fish and wildlife
species, creates a health hazard, or otherwise impairs the beneficial
uses of the waterbody.

0 Moderate impact - a statistically significant change in the physical,
chemical, or biological parameters of a waterbody that cannot be
overcome without man-induced corrective measures.

0 Minor impact - a change in some or all of the normal measures of
water quality, such as oxygen content, temperature, transmittance,
trace metal concentrations, and hydrocarbon levels, but the change is
either not statistically different from ambient conditions or the
change deviates significantly but the waterbody can rapidly recover
naturally.
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• Short-term impact a change that persists for one year or less.

• Long-term impact a change that persists for more than one year.

Ceneral Assumptions

Several assumptions hold for all of the scenarios that were developed for the
management alternatives:

• Present trends of socioeconomic and demographic variables (e.g.9
population growth rates of the state, the cost of air taxis, the
state of the economy) and environmental variables (e.g., weather)
that affect use of the refuge would continue into the future (to
2000).

• Little population growth would occur in the region.

• World market conditions for forest products and minerals would not
attract investors to the region.

• No facilities would be built on refuge lands or inholdings that
increase access by recreational users (e.g., air strips, lodges).

• Surface transportation methods in the region would remain the same as
the present, with one exception: the state would completely open the
Dalton Highway (also called the Haul Road) in 1990 to provide
additional recreational opportunities for state residents and
tourists. Most recreational users would continue to reach the refuge
using air taxis flying out of Fort Yukon, Prudhoe Bay, Kaktovik and
Fairbanks.

• About 20% of the recreational users (primarily hunters) would fly
into the refuge using their own planes.

• If oil and gas development occurs in the refuge, sport hunting,
fishing, and other recreational activities would be restricted in the
area of operations.

• Subsistence use is assumed not to significantly increase--changes in
state or federal laws or regulations would not markedly change the
subsistence harvest.

• The number of trappers using Arctic Refuge would remain unchanged
through 2000.

• The Arctic Refuge's reputation for high quality wilderness
recreational uses would attract more visitors as the refuge becomes
more widely known in the next ten to fifteen years.

• Solitude would continue to be a primary motivation for most
recreational users visiting the refuge.
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• Hunting, hiking, and river float trips (using non-motorized boats)
would continue to be the three primary recreational uses of the
refuge.

• Current "heavily" used recreational use areas (e.g., the Hulahula,
Kongakut, Sheenjek rivers, Peters-Schrader lakes) would continue to
be the most popular areas during the next ten to fifteen years.

• To simplify the analysis, primary recreational uses are assumed not
to overlap (e.g., floaters primarily float rivers and do not hunt or
hike; hunters primarily hunt and do not float rivers).

• The state's guiding regulations would remain the same as those in
force in 1987 - e.g., 14 big game guides would continue to be granted
exclusive guiding rights on the refuge; 5 miles (8 km) on either side
of the Dalton Highway would continue to be closed to the use of
firearms.

• Sheep would continue to be the primary species sought by hunters;
caribou sport hunting also would increase.

• Sport fishing would continue to be an incidental use of the refuge.

• The proportion of guided to unguided groups would remain the same as
it is today; the majority of use (about 70%) would continue to be
unguided.

• The length of trips recreational users take on the refuge, group
sizes, and the number of clients per guide would remain the same as
they are today; the number of groups using the refuge, however, would
increase.

• The revenues guides charge each client and the number of days each
client is on the refuge will remain constant in all of the
alternative scenarios from 1984 to 2000: big game guides will charge
an average of $700/client/day for sheep hunting, with each client
staying an average of 7 days on the refuge; and river and hiking
guides will charge an average of $500/day with users staying an
average of 7 days.
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ALTERNATIVE A (CURRENT SITUATION & PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE)

Under Alternative A all of the non-wilderness portions of the refuge would be
included as minimal management areas for the life of the plan. The scenario
developed for Alternative A generally depicts the current level of economic
uses on the refuge, including current oil and gas and mineral development
(mining), and current timber operations. The scenario projects current public
use levels into the future assuming more people seeking a wilderness
experience continue to be attracted to the refuge (not because of any actions
the Service takes); the remoteness and high cost of reaching the refuge,
however, would limit the expected increase in public use.

Public Use Scenario

In the Alternative A scenario the Service would continue to manage public use
in the refuge as it has in the past. Opportunities for hunting, fishing and
other recreational uses would be maintained.

Several areas in the refuge are popular for recreational uses: river rafting
is popular on the Kongakut, Sheenjek and Porcupine rivers; Peters-Schrader
lakes and Caribou Pass are popular hiking areas; and the Hulahula drainage is
a popular hunting area. The Alternative A scenario assumes these areas will
continue to receive the majority of public use during the next 10-15 years.
In addition, the west side of the refuge near the Dalton Highway (particularly
the Atigun Gorge area) is assumed to become a popular area for bow hunters and
hikers when the highway is opened to public use--this area is within a few
miles of the road, would be easily accessible, and contains both scenic and
wildlife values that would attract visitors. Tables 20-22 project guided and
unguided use levels for hunting, floating and hiking in different areas in the
refuge in the year 2000.

• Total public (recreational) use would increase from approximately 870
visitors in 1986 to 1,500 visitors in 2000, a 72% increase. The increase
would be primarily due to the increase in unguided use--the number of
unguided users would increase from an estimated 594 in 1986 to 1,070 in
2000, an 80% increase. The number of guided users would increase from an
estimated 276 visitors in 1986 to 431 in 2000, a 56% increase.

• Recreational hunting is projected to increase from an estimated 350 users
in 1986 to 500 users, a 43% increase. An estimated 30% of the sport
hunters (150) using the refuge would be in the Hulahula drainage, and 20%
of the hunters (100) would be on the western side of the refuge,
particularly the Atigun Gorge area, close to the Dalton Highway; the
remaining recreational hunters (250) would be scattered throughout the
refuge.

• The number of users floating the refuge's rivers is projected to more than
double, increasing from an estimated 260 visitors in 1986 to 600 in 2000.
An estimated 30% of the floaters (180 people) would go down the Kongakut
River, 30% (180 people) would go down the Sheenjek River, and 10%
(60 people) would go down the Porcupine River; the remaining floaters
(180 people) would use other rivers scattered throughout the refuge.
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Table 20. Projected lev71 of sport hunting in the year 2000 for the
AlternativeA scenarios

Use Area People Days % User Total Total
per per Type per No. of No. of
C!Iou.p T Area Hunters Trips

Hulahula Riverb/
-Guided 3 7 30 45 15
-Unguided 3 7 70 105 35

Atigun Corgec
'-Guided 3 7 20 10 3

-Unguided 3 7 80 40 13

Otherd/
-Guided 3 7 30 80 27
-Unguided 3 7 70 220 73

a/Hunting by local residents for subsistencepurposes is not included in this
table. The number of people per group, and days per trip are estimated
averages in 1986, and are assumed not to change over the projection period.
All use levels are projected from estimated 1986 use levels. In 1986,
approximately 350 hunters used the refuge, of which 90 were guided and 260
unguided. The 1986 use levels are based on data collected in a public use
survey of the refuge in the summer of 1986 (Devoe, 1986), guide reports, and
the best estimates of the refuge staff. Additionalassumptionsused in
projectingthese use levelsare stated in the text.

b/It is assumed that 30% of all refuge hunting (150 hunters) would occur in
the Hulahula drainage.

C/It is assumed that 10% of all refuge hunting (50 hunters) would occur in
the western boundary of the refuge adjacent to the Dalton Highway, in the
Atigun Gorge area. Only bow hunting would occur in this area as it is
closed to the use of firearmsby the state.

d/Other includes the rest of the refuge. It is assumed that 50% of hunting
in the refuge (300 hunters) would be spread throughout the refuge.
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Table 21. Projected lev?l of float trips in the year 2000 for the
Alternative A scenarios

Use Area People Days Z User Total Total
per per Type per No. of No. of
Group __Trip Area Floaters Trips

Kongakut Riverb/

-Guided 8 7 30 54 7
-Unguided 4 7 70 126 31

Sheeniek Rivercl
-Guided 8 7 30 54 7
-Unguided 4 7 70 126 31

Porcupine River4/

-Guided 8 7 30 18 2
-Unguided 4 7 70 42 10

Othere/
-Guided 8 7 30 54 7
-Unguided 4 7 70 126 31

a/Only recreational trips where floating is the primary activity are
projected in this table. The number of people per group, and days per trip
are estimated averages in 1986, and are assumed not to change over the
projection period. All use levels are projected from estimated 1986 use
levels. In 1986, approximately 260 floaters used the refuge, of which 90
were guided and an estimated 170 were unguided. The 1986 use levels are
based on data collected in a public use survey of the refuge in the summer
of 1986 (Devoe, 1986), guide reports, and the best estimates of the refuge
staff. Additional assumptions used in projecting the float trip use levels
are stated in the text.

b/It is assumed that 30% of all refuge float trips (180 floaters) would
occur on the Kongakut River.

C/It is assumed that 30% of all refuge float trips (180 floaters) would be on
the Sheenjek River. The number of days per trip is only for the portion of
the river within the refuge.

d/It is assumed that 10% of all refuge float trips (60 floaters) would be on
the Porcupine River. The number of days per trip is only for the portion of
the river within the refuge.

e/Other includes all of the rest of the rivers in the refuge. It is assumed
that 30% of float trips in the refuge (180 floaters) would be on these other
rivers, primarily north slope rivers.
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Table 22.
a/
Projected level of hiking in the year 2000 for the Alternative A

scenario.-

Use Area People Days Z User Total Total
per per Type per No. of No. of
Group Trip Area Hikers Trips

Peters-Schrader Lakesb/
-Guided 6 7 40 32 5
-Unguided 4 7 60 48 12

Caribou Passc/
-Guided 6 7 30 24 4
-Unguided 4 7 70 56 14

Atigun Gorged/
-Guided 6 7 20 24 4
-Unguided 4 7 80 96 24

Othere/

-Guided 6 7 30 36 6
-Unguided 4 7 70 84 21

a/Only recreational trips where hiking is the primary activity are
projected in this table. The number of people per group, and days per trip
are estimated averages in 1986, and are assumed not to change over the
projection period. All use levels are projected from estimated 1986 use
levels. In 1986, approximately 260 hikers used the refuge, of which 96 were
guided and an estimated 164 were unguided. The 1986 use levels are based on
data collected in a public use survey of the refuge in the summer of 1986
(Devoe, 1986), guide reports, and the best estimates of the refuge staff.
Additional assumptions used in projecting hiking use levels are stated in
the text.

b/It is assumed that 20% of all refuge hiking trips (80 hikers) would occur
in the Peters-Schrader lakes area.

c/It is assumed that 20% of all refuge.hikingtrips (80 hikers) would be in
the Caribou Pass area.

d/It is assumed that 30% of all refuge hiking trips (120 hikers) would be in
the Atigun Corge area, the closest point of the refuge to the Haul Road.

e/Other includes hiking trips in the rest of the refuge. It is assumed
that 30% of hiking trips in the refuge (120 hikers) would be in these other
areas, primarily the mountains in the Brooks Range.
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0 The number of hikers using the refuge is projected to increase by 54%,
rising from an estimated 260 users in 1986 to 400 users in 2000. An
estimated 20% of the hikers (80 people) would visit the Peters-Schrader
lakes area, 30% (120 hikers) would use the Atigun Gorge area, near the
Dalton Highway, and 20% (80 hikers) would use the Caribou Pass area; 4
hikers would use the Firth River-Mancha Creek area; the remaining hikers
would be evenly distributed across the refuge.

In the Alternative A scenario aircraft access would not be limited. For
purposes of analysis it is assumed that 2 aircraft, carrying 4 hikers, land in
the Firth River-Mancha Creek area in a given year.

As noted in the introduction to this chapter, the analysis of public use
impacts focuses on Atigun Gorge and the Hulahula River as likely areas where
impacts from recreational use could occur.

Development Scenario

The Service identified three potential types of economic development that
could be proposed on refuge lands in the future: commercial timber logging,
mining (hardrock minerals), and oil and gas activities. For the purposes of
analysis only limited development is assumed in this scenario.

Commercial Timber Operation

In Alternative A all non-wilderness refuge lands would be designated as
minimal management areas and wild river management areas. No commercial
timber operations are occurring on the refuge. This use would not be
permitted in the refuge in the future under minimal management. For the
purposes of analysis it is assumed that commercial timber operations would not
occur on the refuge over the next 50 years.

Mining

There are nine active mining claims on the Arctic Refuge. All of the activity
occurring on the claims is limited to that necessary for annual assessments as
prescribed in the Mining Law of 1872. Very little activity actually occurs on
these claims, as the annual assessment is only $100 per claim--one trip to a
claim during a season would cover the required assessment outlay. This
assessment work must occur every year to keep the claims active. For the
purposes of this scenario, it is assumed that mining activities on the refuge
would not expand beyond the current level over the next 50 years.

Oil and Gas Activities

Limited oil and gas studies have been done on refuge lands south of the Brooks
Range. In Alternative A, geologic studies, including surface rock collection,
gravimetric surveying and geological mapping activities, would be permitted on
a site-specific basis throughout the refuge. In addition, seismic surveying
and subsurface core drilling could be permitted south of the "1002" area, with
restrictions placed on activities in the designated wilderness. Because of
the expense involved in field work, however, seismic studies and core drilling
would likely occur only on lands that would be available for oil and gas
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development. Under Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act, all of the Arctic
Refuge is closed to oil and gas production and leasing or other development
leading to oil and gas production. Fish and Wildlife Service regulations
(Title 50, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 37) also presently close the
"1002" coastal plain area to further oil and gas exploration. For the
purposes of analysis, it is assumed in the Alternative A scenario that only
surface geologic studies would occur south of the "1002" coastal plain for the
next 50 years--seismic surveying, core drilling, and oil and gas leasing would
not occur.

For the surface geologic studies it is assumed that:

• One or two geologists would be involved.
• Field operations would be helicopter supported.
• Field operations would take place during the summer.
• Rock specimens would be collected.
• Housing and logistics would be based in Fort Yukon.

Biological Effects of Alternative A (Life of the Plan - 15 Years)

Vegetation

Changes in vegetation on refuge lands today occur due to natural events, such
as floods or fire or naturally occurring successional changes. The Service is
not undertaking habitat management activities such as mechanical manipulation
or prescribed burning at this time. Thus, human activities within the refuge
are not having a significant effect on successional stages of vegetation.
This would not be expected to change under Alternative A.

Fish

The important rivers, lakes, and streams within Arctic Refuge would be
protected in minimal management, existing wilderness, and wild river corridors
in Alternative A. Although public use of the refuge's rivers, lakes, and
streams is expected to increase in the future, sport fishing efforts in both
guided and unguided parties will continue to be incidental to other
recreational pursuits. Popular camping areas and access points, such as the
lower airstrip on the Kongakut River, the Hulahula River and the Sheenjek
River could be subject to overfishing. Although population and harvest level
data are presently insufficient to allow reliable projections, it is possible
that the projected increases in recreational use may have minor impacts on
sportfish populations (arctic char and arctic grayling) in the Hulahula,
Kongakut, and Sheenjek rivers. With adequate monitoring and harvest
restrictions it would be possible to mitigate or reverse these impacts. Minor
water quality degradation could occur in the immediate vicinity of popular
camping sites on the Peters/Schrader lakes, and the Hulahula, Kongakut,
Sheenjek, and Porcupine rivers (and other refuge waterbodies if use increases
appreciably) as a result of increasing numbers of float trips, hunting
parties, and other user groups, but the effect on refuge fish populations
would be negligible.
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Local communities adjacent to the refuge probably will have slowly increasing
human populations, and subsistence use levels will increase slightly as a
result. Continued subsistence use of refuge fish is expected to have a
negligible impact on resident and anadromous fish that inhabit refuge systems.

Because Alternative A places refuge lands south of the Brooks Range in minimal
management, no commercial uses would significantly affect refuge fisheries.
The annual assessment work on existing mining claims within the refuge would
have negligible effects on fisheries resources. Human activities associated
with surface geologic studies would have no impact on the refuge's fish
populations.

With refuge rivers, takes, and streams placed in minimal, wilderness, or wild
River management categories, limited public and economic uses, and adequate
enforcement of sport fishing regulations, refuge fish populations are expected
to remain at or near present levels in the future. Overall, activities
allowed in Alternative A would have a negligible effect on anadromous and
resident fish in Arctic Refuge.

Waterfowl

All of the refuge's important habitats for swans, ducks, geese, and other
aquatic birds would be protected in minimal, existing wilderness, and wild
river management categories in Alternative A.

Aquatic birds, such as tundra swans and sandhill cranes, are sensitive to
disturbance, particularly during nesting. Human activities can cause nest
abandonment and reduced reproductive success. High density nesting and
molting use by ducks and geese occurs along the coastline and wetlands of the
North Slope. Increasing recreational use of North Slope rivers for floating,
hiking, and camping could have a minor adverse impact on feeding and nesting
waterfowl along floodplains, adjacent ponds, and wetland areas. These birds
could be displaced into less suitable habitats if a series of float trips or
hiking parties and aircraft traffic in high-use drainages prolongs disturbance
during the sensitive nesting period. However, disturbance would be very
localized and would not reduce refuge waterfowl populations' overall numbers.

While most of the spring and fall staging and summer breeding habitat for
waterfowl is located on the coastal plain, the many small marshes, lakes,
streams, and rivers south of the Brooks Range also support small numbers of
waterfowl during the summer months. Because concentrations of waterfowl using
the south side of the refuge are much smaller, effects of recreational users
on refuge duck, goose, and swan populations would be negligible. Increasing
numbers of recreational hunters in the fall would have a negligible effect on
nesting and staging waterfowl and other aquatic birds.

With all refuge lands souLh of the Brooks Range in minimal management areas in
this alternative, no commercial uses would significantly affect the refuge's
waterfowl populations. The annual assessment work on existing claims within
the refuge, required by the Mining Law of 1872, would have negligible effects
on aquatic birds. Surface geologic studies require no habitat modification
and few personnel. Human activities associated with geologic studies would
have no impact on the refuge's swan, duck, and goose populations.
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With refuge rivers, lakesp streams and wetlands placed in minimal, existing
wilderness, or wild river management categories and limited public and
economic uses of the refuge, waterbird populations are expected to remain at
or near present levels in the future. Overall, activitiesallowed in
Alternative A would have a negligible effect on waterfowl and aquatic birds in
Arctic Refuge.

Shorebirds

The level of public use in the refuge and the economic uses (i.e., mining
assessment work, surface geologic studies) in the Alternative A scenario would
have a negligible impact on shorebird distributions and on nesting shorebirds
within the refuge. concentrations of human activities, such as camping in
high use floodplains, could disturb shorebirds, but the effect would be brief
and localized. As boat and air traffic increase, small numbers of shorebirds
could be displaced to more remote drainages. Shorebirds migrating across the
refuge in spring and fall likewise would be little affected.

Overall, this alternative would have a negligible impact on the refuge's
shorebird populations.

Raptors

Important raptor nesting habitats in Arctic Refuge occur throughout the rocky
cliffs and pinnacles of the Brooks Range and foothills. In addition, the
threatened and endangered subspecies of peregrine falcon nest on the North
Slope and along the cliffs along the Porcupine River. All of the key raptor
habitat on refuge lands would be included in minimal, existing wilderness, or
wild river management areas under Alternative A.

Increased recreational use and aircraft traffic could occur in this scenario
along refuge rivers during the early summer when raptor pairs establish their
territoriesand nest sites. Although the tolerance of raptors to disturbance
varies among species as well as individuals, breeding raptors generally are
very sensitive to disturbance (Newton, 1979). The increase in recreational
use could displace some birds into more remote, less suitable habitats;
reproductive success could be lowered if adult raptors desert established use
areas and raptor distributions could be altered. Disturbance of specific
eagle nests and falcon nesting cliffs would be prevented by parties avoiding
those areas during the early summer. If this precaution is followed,
increasing recreational use within the refuge should have only minor impacts
on raptor populations.

Because Alternative A places forested lands south of the Brooks Range in
minimal management, no commercial uses would significantly affect birds of
prey in that area. The annual assessment work on existing claims within the
refuge, required by the Mining Law of 1872, would have negligible effects on
raptors. Human activities associated with surface geologic studies would have
negligible impacts on the refuge's raptor populations.
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With all key habitats placed in minimal, wilderness, or wild river management
categories, refuge eagle, falcon, hawk, and owl populations are expected to
remain at or near present levels in the future. Overall, activities which
would take place in the refuge under Alternative A would have a minor impact
on raptors in Arctic Refuge.

Marine Mammals

All marine mammals found in Arctic Refuge use habitats along the Beaufort Sea
coast, which would be in either minimal or existing wilderness management
categories in Alternative A. Polar bears have been documented denning on the
coastal plain. Whales migrate through nearshore habitats twice a year and
seals use nearshore marine waters year-round. Increased recreational use
levels throughout the refuge would be expected to have a negligible impact on
polar bears and other marine mammals. Polar bears are usually present on the
refuge in winter, when few recreational users desire to use the coastal
portion of the refuge. Increased air traffic associated with increased
numbers of refuge users could disturb hauled-out seals, but disturbance would
be brief and sporadic.

Surface geologic studies and mining activities would have no effect on refuge
marine mammal populations.

In summary, the level of public and economic uses that would occur under
Alternative A would have a negligible overall effect on refuge marine mammals.

Caribou

All of the Porcupine caribou herd's key summer, winter and migrational
habitats in the refuge would be protected in minimal, wilderness, or wild
river management categories in this alternative. Overall, refuge caribou
habitat conditions are stable and population levels are expected to remain the
same or vary according to environmental conditions under Alternative A.

Increased recreational use along major river corridors during the early summer
months (primarily June) could result in some individual animals being
displaced from riparian habitats along rivers such as the Kongakut. Because a
majority of caribou would have already migrated north prior to most of the
guided and unguided hiking and floating parties, these encounters would be
infrequent,highly localized, and of short duration. Recreational hunting
effort on the refuge is directed primarily at Dall sheep and moose in the
fall, with relatively few caribou harvested. Slight increases in recreational
hunter numbers throughout the refuge would result in a slight increase in the
number of caribou harvested, but the overall effect on the Porcupine caribou
population would be negligible.

Of the economic activities that would be allowed on the refuge under this
alternative,mining activities at current levels and surface geologic studies
would not have any measurable effect on refuge caribou.

Overall, the level of public use and economic uses that would occur under
Alternative A would have a negligible effect on the refuge's caribou
population.
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Noose

All of the key moose habitats identifiedwithin the refuge would be protected
in minimal,wilderness, or wild river management categories in this
alternative. Overall, available refuge moose habitat is stable and population
levels are expected to remain near current numbers.

During summer, moose are distributed throughout the refuge, but hiking and
float partieswill be most likely to encountermoose in the riparian areas
along major river systems. These encounters would be expected to involve only
brief sightings,highly localizedand of short duration. Brief displacement
of moose would have a negligible effect on individualanimals or population
levels. Increased recreationalhunting throughoutthe refuge would result in
slightly increasednumbers of moose harvested. There would be an increased
number of moose taken primarily in the low-lying drainages south of the Brooks
Range where moose concentrate during the fall and winter, but population
levels within individual watersheds would experience only minor, short-term
effects.

Human activities associated with current levels of mining and surface geologic
studies would have a negligible effect on moose.

Overall, activitiesallowed in AlternativeA would have negligible impacts on
the refuge moose population.

Dall Sheep

All key Dall sheep habitat in the refuge would be protected in the minimal and
wilderness management categories under Alternative A. Overall, the areas of
high alpine and mountain habitats preferredby Dall sheep in the refuge are
stable and refuge sheep populations are expected to remain near current
numbers or vary according to environmental conditions.

Increasing numbers of guided and unguided recreational users (hikers and float
parties)would have negligibleeffect on refuge populationsof Dall sheep. On
occasion,floaters or hikers passing in close proximity to sheep along the
cliffs beside major river systems could momentarily displace sheep, but these
encounterswould be highly localized and of very short duration. Increased
numbers of guided and unguided hunting parties will result in a minor increase
in numbers of sheep harvested, particularly in well-knownp easy access
drainages such as the Hulahula. With continued close regulation of harvest
levels, however, projected increases in sheep hunting would not result in
significantadverse impacts on the refuge population as a whole.

Neither current mining assessment work, nor surface geologic studies would be
expected to affect the refuge's sheep population.

In summary, the level of public use and economic uses in Alternative A would
have a negligible effect on the refuge's sheep population.
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Muskox

Ali of the key muskox habitats occurring within the North Slope drainages in
the refuge would be protected under minimal and wilderness management
categories in Alternative A. Muskox populations are currently increasing and
they are thought to be expanding their ranges. Refuge muskox populations
would be expected to remain near current levels or increase under
Alternative A.

Increased recreational use of coastal plain rivers and riparian habitats by
hiking and float parties would increase muskox/human encounters; displacement
of animals would be infrequent, temporary, and would have a negligible effect
on individual animals and the overall population. Hunting of muskox is
closely regulated by permit; thus, no increase over present levels of hunting
are expected in the near future. Muskox numbers within the refuge thus are
expected to continue to expand.

Surface geologic studies and existing mining activities in the refuge would
have no effect on muskox.

Overall, the activities allowed in Alternative A would have a negligible
effect on Arctic Refuge muskox.

Brown and Black Bear

Because refuge bear densities are relatively low, human/bear encounters are
uncommon. As a result of increasing guided and unguided recreational use and
sport hunting in certain drainages, it is likely that human/bear conflicts
would increase slightly. Some bear may be killed in defense of life and
property. This is not expected, however, to significantlyaffect the refuge's
bear population--the projected increase in public use would have a minor
effect on the bear population.

Existing mining activities and surface geologic studies would have no effect
on refuge bear populations.

Overall, the level of public and economic uses in this alternative would have
a minor impact on refuge black and brown bear.

Furbearers

The projected level of recreational use and the economic activities that would
be permitted on the refuge under the Alternative A scenario would have a
negligible effect on refuge wolf, wolverine, lynx, red and Arctic fox, mink,
marten, and beaver populations.

Threatened and Endangered Species

The threatened arctic peregrine falcon and the endangered American peregrine
falcon both are found in the refuge. The endangered bowhead whale is found in
marine waters adjacent to the refuge. The endangered Eskimo curlew may occur
on the refuge, although no recent reports have been verified. Two candidate
plant species under consideration for listing, Thlaspi arcticum and Erigeron
muirii, also occur on the refuge. None of the proposed actions under
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Alternative A would affect these species, with the possible exception of the
arctic and American peregrine falcons.

The American peregrine falcon nests on the Porcupine River cliffs, and the
arctic peregrine falcon may nest on rivers on the north slope which refuge
users float. As noted in the discussion under raptors, breeding raptors
generally are very sensitive to disturbance. Reproductive success would be
lowered if adult peregrines desert established use areas. Disturbance of
specific falcon nesting cliffs can be prevented by parties avoiding those
areas during the early summer. The Service would encourage groups to float
rivers that are known to sustain peregrine nests at other times. All groups
also would be encouraged to avoid camping in areas where peregrines are known
to nest. Even if all the groups floated the Porcupine River in early summer
(which would be unlikely), the 12 groups projected in the scenario would be
expected to have a minor to negligible effect on peregrine nesting (provided
the people did not climb up the river cliffs or camp in the immediate vicinity
of active nests). The Service would monitor the peregrines and river use to
ensure that impacts are avoided. Overall, Alternative A would have a
negligible impact on threatened and endangered species using the refuge.

Water Quality and Quantity

Increasing numbers of guided and unguided users in this alternative has the
potential of polluting heavily used rivers and lakes with improperly buried
wastes. Educating the public and increased river monitoring would ensure that
this impact would be minor and would be centered around regularly used
campsites. Refuge water quantities would not be affected.

No commercial uses would significantly affect water quality or quantity under
this alternative. The annual assessment work on existing claims within the
refuge, required by the Mining Law of 1872, would have no effect on water
quality or quantity. Human activities associated with surface geologic
studies also would not impact water quality or quantity.

Air Quality

The projected level of public use, mining activity, and surface geologic
studies in the Alternative A scenario would not significantly affect the
refuge's air quality.

Ecosystems

All of the refuge's aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems would be protected in
this alternative. The potential for the level of public use and economic uses
projected in the Alternative A scenario to alter natural processes and species
diversity in Arctic Refuge would be negligible.
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Socioeconomic Effects of Alternative A (Life of the Plan - 15 Years)

Human Population

This alternative would have a negligible impact on the population of
communities in the vicinity of the refuge. With all of the refuge lands in
minimal, wilderness, and wild river categories, limited activities would occur
in the refuge. The alternative would not affect current levels of activities
on mining claims, which involve only a few people. Surface geologic studies
would bring a small number of people to the refuge for short periods of time,
which would have a negligible effect on the regional population. Recreational
use of the refuge by nonlocal people also would have negligible effect on the
local communities' numbers. Thus, populations of communities in or adjacent
to the refuge would not be expected to change as a result of refuge management
activities in Alternative A.

Ecoaomy

Increasednumbers of recreational users in the refuge would have a minor
effect on local economies, primarily through increased income for air charter
operators located in Fairbanks, Fort Yukon and Kaktovik. Increased numbers of
guided hikers, floaters, and hunters would benefit guiding and outfitting
operations slightly.

Surface geologic studies in this alternative would have a negligible effect on
the local communities' economies, particularly Fort Yukon. Cash would be
infused into the community as a result of increased expenditures by the
surEace geologic studies personnel, providing some benefits to local
businesses, such as lodging, restaurants, air charter services, grocery
stores, and shipping firm!i. Any economic stimulus would end when the mapping
studies are complete.

The level of mining activities in the scenario also would have a negligible
effect on the economies of the local communities.

Overall, Alternative A would have short-term, negligible, positive effect on
local economies, primarily Fort Yukon.

Subsistence/Section 810(a) Evaluation and Finding

Activities allowed in Alternative A would have a negligible effect on
subsistence users and the resources they use. The level of public use and
economic uses described in the scenario would be expected to have a negligible
to minor effect on the refuge's fish and wildlife populations--subsistence
species populations would not be altered as a result of uses assumed in the
scenarios (other than some animals being temporarily displaced due to the
presence of people). Subsistence activities of most local residents would not
be significantlyaffected by other uses.
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The scenario projects the number of hikers, floaters, and hunters using the
refuge to continue to increase in the future. As populations in the local
communities continue to increase slowly, an increase in competition for
resources may occur in localized areas. Increases in both local and nonlocal
users would result in more frequent encounters of other user groups at popular
campsites and areas with good access, st h as near the Hulahula River
airstrip. Some increases in the incider;.-,-of trespass on private lands
probably would occur. Increased big game harvests resulting frog increasing
numbers of hunters throughout the refuge is not expected to adversely affect
subsistence users; the Alaska Department of Fish and Came and the Service
would monitor use levels to ensure that continued subsistence opportunities
are maintained.

Current levels of mining activities and surface geologic studies would have no
effect on refuge resources and consequently subsistence use would be
unaffected by this activity.

Chalkyitsik, Venetie, Fort Yukon, and Arctic Village residents probably would
grow increasingly concerned in this scenario that more "outsiders" are
intruding on their way of life, reducing opportunities for subsistence
activities. With increased numbers of planes, boats, rafts, and camps in the
refuge, local residents would likely become concerned that th-ir subsistence
way of life is being threatened.

Availability of Other Lands - Section 810(a) of the Alaska Lands Act
requires that the availability of other lands and other alternatives be
considered in evaluating the effects of each refuge management alternative on
subsistence uses. This comprehensive conservation plan is a refuge plan by
definition and addresses the general suitability of a broad range of
activities for refuge lands. Thus, although other lands may be available for
the uses and activities considered, lands outside the refuge are not
considered because they are beyond the scope of this plan.

Other Alternatives - Seven alternatives were developed for the Arctic
Refuge plan. Five of these alternatives do not provide for new economic uses
within the refuge; two would provide for additional economic uses. All the
alternatives would allow for increased public uses, provided the uses are
compatible with refuge purposes; one alternative, Alternative C, would limit
increases in recreational uses to pritect refuge wilderness values.

Findings - Under Alternative A, additional public use, and surface
geologic studies are projected to occur; mining activities would continue to
occur at existing low levels. With the increase in public use local
residents' concerns about maintaining their traditional way of life would
probably increase over time. However, refuge resources should be available in
adequate quantities in this alternative for local residents to satisfy their
subsistence needs. ALl of the possible impacts associated with Alternative A
would be localized. None of the projected recreational uses in the scenario
would adversely affect the subsistence fish and wildlife populations.
Although the projected increases in sport hunters would increase harvest
levels within the refuge, both the Service and the State of Alaska would
ensure that these harvests do not adversely affect subsistence use. The
Service thus concludes that Alternative A would not result in a significant
restrictions of subsistence use within the Arctic Refuge.
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Recreation

In Alternative A, guided and unguided hunting, fishing, hiking, camping, and
floating activities would increase. Alternative A would not affect the
opportunities for hunting, fishing, or nonconsumptive uses in the refuge.
Projected increases in use levels may result in competition, perceived
crowding, and other user group conflicts in popular areas. In particular,
with the projected increase in use some sheep hunters, floaters and hikers
seeking solitude may at times perceive the Atigun Gorge area, the
Peters/Schrader lakes area, and the Hulahula and Kongakut drainages to be
overcrowded. Conflicts between hunters and hikers are not expected because
most hikers would not be using the same areas at the same time. In the
future, increased competition for resources in the Atigun Gorge area may make
it necessary for the Service to propose regulations to the Alaska Department
of Fish and Game and the Board of Game to limit harvests or restrict specific
uses.

Neither the limited annual assessment work on existing mining claimsv nor
surface geological studies in the Alternative A scenario would affect refuge
recreational use.

Overall, Alternative A would have a negligible impact on recreation within
Arctic Refuge. In localized areas (i.e., Atigun Gorge, Hulahula and Kongakut
river drainages) the projected increase in recreational use could result in
some minor adverse impacts such as perceived overcrowding.

Cultural Resources

Alternative A would have a negligible effect on cultural resources. Surface
geological studies and the annual assessment work an existing mining claims
would not be expected to affect cultural resources. Unintentional damage to
sites could occur as a result of subsistence uses or recreational activities.
The most potential for damage would be at frequently used camping sites, due
to the possibility that the same sites were used in the past. Although public
uses have potential for impacting cultural resources, damage would be avoided
wherever possible by completing cultural resource inventories and evaluations,
and through use of mitigation and preservation measures.

Wilderness Designation Effects of Alternative A (50 Years)

In Alternative A, no additional lands in the Arctic Refuge would be proposed
for wilderness designation. All of the non-wilderness portions of the refuge
would be included as minimal and wild river management areas for the life of
the plan. The Service would manage lands in these categories as indicated in
Table 10--all of the uses shown in the table that are compatible with refuge
purposes could be permitted. Under this alternative, the Service would retain
maximum flexibility for managing non-wilderness portions of the refuge in the
future. With revisions of the plan, the Service could develop areas for
increased public use or economic uses that would not protect wilderness
values, but would be compatible with refuge purposes.
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Effects on Wilderness Values

Solitude and naturalness are two of the key qualities provided in a wilderness
setting. To assess impacts on wilderness values, two criteria that can be
used are 1) whether the "works of man remain substantially unnoticeable and
2) whether the condition of the area remains basically unaltered - "natural" -
prior to designation as wilderness.

What constitutes a wilderness experience, and what activities would adversely
affect this experience, is largely dependent on an individual's expectations,
perceptions, and beliefs. This difference in perceptions and viewpoints makes
it extremely difficult to assess how an alternative would affect the
wilderness values of Arctic Refuge, including the existing Arctic Wilderness
area. Almost any amount of use in an existing wilderness area does have some
impact on the solitude and naturalness of the area.

1. Naturalness - Activities which would be allowed on the refuge under
Alternative A, and which could affect naturalness, include surface geologic
studies, mining assessment work, and recreational use. Surface geologic
studies could occur throughout the refuge, except in the "1002" coastal plain
area. With the use of a helicopter in the summer, the field crew could
collect rock specimens in numerous sites of geologic interest in the refuge.
Impacts to refuge resources would be negligible as surface geologic studies
result in essentially no surface disturbance.

Mining activity in the refuge is currently limited to annual assessment work.
This situation is projected to remain so for the life of the plan under this
alternative. To fulfill annual assessment requirements, one trip would occur
to each of the nine active claims in the refuge during a season. With an
outlay of only $100 required per claim, very little activity would occur in
these areas--only the presence of people on the claims for a short period
(probably no more than two weeks each summer), some site clearing, and
installation of machinery or structures would affect the naturalness of the
area. Disturbance of the surface vegetative cover and displacement of
wildlife would be very Localized, with a maximum of 10 acres (4 ha) being
affected in the refuge.

Recreational use is projected to increase refuge-wide by 72% from 1986 to
2000. With relatively easy access from the Dalton Highway, the Atigun Gorge
area would be a popular area for sheep hunters and hikers. Most of the use
would occur in about a 34,000-acre (14,000-ha) area. As noted in the scenario
an estimated 50 bow hunters and 120 hikers would visit

a
@he gorge in the year

2000, about 5.5 times the estimated current use level.- This use would
occur over a 12 week season, with most hikers visiting the area in July and
August, and all of the hunters in August and September. The first week of the
hunting season, the second week in August, would be the peak level of use,
with an estimated 30 bow hunters and 10 hikers using the gorge. Assuming 3
people per group, the number of primitive campsites evident in the area would
increase by 8 between the present and the year 2000--a maximum of 13 primitive

a/It is estimated that no more than 21 hunters and 10 hikers used the Atigun
Gorge area in 1986.
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campsit7s would be evident in the area in the year 2000, most by the
river.a These campsites would show signs of human use, including soil
compaction, vegetation trampling, and fire pits, for the season of use.
(River flooding each year would remove signs of the campsites in the
floodplain.) With users often following the same routes, two or three trails
would also start to show obvious signs of additional human use in the area.
Litter in the area could increase up to 50% over current levels, although
given the relatively small numbers of users, the sensitivity of people
visiting the Arctic Refuge, and the large area they would be moving through
the increase in litter would not be measurable. With increased numbers of
people in the area there also would be an increased potential for bear-human
encounters and bears being killed in defense of life and property. The
increase in sheep hunting would result in additional sheep being harvested; it
is unknown whether the population would be able to sustain this pressure with
no adverse impacts. Overall, the projected increase in public use in the
Atigun Gorge area could diminish naturalness somewhat for up to an estimated
34,000 acres, but most of the noticeable impact would occur near each
campsite, affecting a total area of not more than one acre (0-4 ha).

In the rest of the the 10 million acres (4 million ha) south of the "1002"
area and the existing Arctic Wilderness, recreational use is projected to be
relatively light: at most 60 hikers, 300 floaters, and 150 hunters are
projected to use this area. Even popular areas with good access, such as the
Sheenjek River, probably would be visited by no more than 20 groups per year.
This level of use would not be expected to result in measurable adverse
impacts to naturalness.

2. Outstanding Opportun ities for Solitude - In the Alternative A scenario
a field crew would_c@n_dCc surface geologic studies in the refuge. Although
the crew could visit numerous sites in the refuge with its helicopter, the
chances of the field crew being seen or heard for more than a few minutes by
other refuge visitors would be negligible--the large size of the area (over
4 million acres (1.6 million ha) in the Porcupine Plateau) makes it unlikely
that the few recreational users in this area (no more than 330 recreational
users over the year) would encounter the field crew. Furthermore, most
recreational use would occur along rivers, while the surface geologic studies
would occur over a much larger area that receives little if any use due to the
lack of access.

The mineral assessment work would occur on claims in the Porcupine Plateau
portion of the refuge. The assessment work on the claims, involving the
presence of 2 to 3 people an each claim, would entail some site clearing and
installation of machinery for two weeks in the summer. Five of the claims are
near the Wind River, a national wild river, but assessment work on the claims
probably would not be evident to most people floating down the river--the
claims are off the main river on side tributaries and the topography and
vegetative cover would help hide the sites. A small degree of disruption to
solitude could occur from noise generated through travel to and from the
claims and from the operation of machinery at the claims. Noise from the five
claims near the Wind River would affect a total area estimated to cover less

a/All of the campsites would be established by the users; none would be
designated or maintained as official campsites by the Service.
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than 150 acres (61 ha) for no more than 30 days each year. The other claims
are in areas that are not likely to be visited by recreational users. Thus,
the chances of refuge visitors seeing the claims or hearing noise from work on
the claims would be exceedingly small.

In the Atigun Gorge area the number of refuge users is projected to increase
by 5.5 times current levels by the year 2000. With increased numbers of
people, the chances of seeing another group would increase by a maximum of
160% relative to current levels in the 34,500-acre (14,000-ha) area. The
highest probability of encountering other groups would be during the peak use
week (the first week of hunting) along the river, where many of the 13
primitive campsites would be located, and/or along the route into the gorge.

In the rest of the refuge, south of the existing Arctic Wilderness and the
"1002" area, public use is projected to be relatively light--about 510
recreational users. Public use in the refuge would be expected to occur
primarily in areas with good access, such as the Sheenjek and Porcupine
rivers. All of the areas would be visited by fewer than 20 groups, spread out
over the summer and early fall. With this low level of use, it is not likely
that most groups would see or hear other groups in the same area.

3. Outstanding Opp rtunities for Primitive Recreation - The geologic
stud@i-'e''s--F7l@'i7d--c'r'-e'wwould- visit numerous sites in this scenario, but the crew
would occupy each site for a very short period of time (less than a day).
Visitors would continue to be able to hunt, fish, hike, etc., in a primitive
setting on all of these sites.

On the nine active mining claims in the refuge opportunities for recreation
would be eliminated. The assessment work would directly affect no more than
an estimated 10 acres (4 ha). No people, however, would be expected to visit
these areas to recreate.

As noted above, the projected increase in recreational use would affect the
naturalness and solitude in limited areas and times in the Atigun Gorge area.
This in turn would likely lower the quality of the recreational experience,
relative to the rest of the refuge that does not experience such use.
However, even with the projected increase in use refuge visitors would
continue to be able to hunt, fish, view wildlife, hike, and pursue other
nonconsumptive activities in a primitive setting in the Atigun Gorge area. No
roads, cabins, campgrounds, or other visitor facilities would be present.

Visitors to these areas would continue to have to be self-reliant and depend
on their own outdoor skills.

No other uses are projected in the non-wilderness portion of the refuge that
would affect opportunities for primitive recreation.

4. Special Features - The Arctic Refuge has many special features,
including the Wind, Ivishak and Sheeniek wild rivers, Atigun Gorge, the
Porcupine caribou herd, the Brooks Range, Porcupine Lake, Old John Lake, the
ramparts of the Porcupine River, and the upper Coleen River.

Surface geologic studies could occur in areas with special features. The
field crew would only be on each site for a few hours at most, and would be
collecting rock samples from the surface. No surface disturbance would be
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expected with the field crew using a helicopter to reach the sites.
Therefore, surface geologic studies would have a negligible effect on the
flora, fauna, and geologic qualities of these areas.

Five of the active mining claims are near the Wind River, a national wild
river. The assessment work on the claims, involving the presence of 2 to 3
people, some site clearing, and installation of machinery, for two weeks in
the summer would affect a maximum of 5 acres (2 ha) near the river. This
would have a negligible effect on the physical and biological qualities of the
river corridor.

Public use in the refuge would be expected to be concentrated in a few areas
with good access, such as the Atigun Gorge (see below). Most other areas with
special features would be visited by no more than 20 groups per year, which
would not result in adverse impacts to the special features. Increased sport
hunting would result in more caribou being harvested in the refuge, but the
effect on the Porcupine caribou herd would be negligible.

The Atigun Gorge area is an identified special value of the refuge because of
its high scenic qualities and wildlife values. The projected increase in the
numbers of hunters and hikers would not be expected to physically mar the
enduring scenic/geologic values of the gorge (although as noted previously the
increase in use would somewhat diminish the naturalness of ar-area within the
gorge totaling one acre). With increased hunting, more sheep would be
harvested. The effect of this harvest on the local population is unknown.
But people still would be able to view wildlife in the area. Given the
proximity of the gorge to the Dalton Highway, this area would continue to
attract refuge users, and would be viewed as a special feature.

Conclusion - Management actions in Alternative A would not appreciably
affect wilderness values on the 10 million acres (4 million ha) south of the
"1002" area and the existing Arctic Wilderness--naturalness, solitude,
opportunities for primitive recreation, and special features would be
maintained in over 99% of the refuge for the foreseeable future under this
alternative. Surface geologic studies would have a negligible effect on
naturalness, solitude, opportunities for primitive recreation, and special
features. Assessment work on nine existing mining claims would affect the
naturalness and primitive recreation over a maximum area of 10 acres (4 ha).
In the Atigun Gorge area the increase in public use during the first week of
the hunting season (the peak use period) would diminish naturalness in a
cumulative area totaling one acre, while opportunities for solitude and the
quality of the recreational experience would be reduced, primarily along the
river. Overall, the projected increase in public ase would have a negligible
effect on naturalness, opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation,
and special features.

Effect on the Level of Oil and Gas Activities South of the "1002" Area

With no wilderness additions being proposed in Alternative A, existing Service
policies and the Alaska Lands Act would continue to govern what oil and gas
activities occur on the refuge. Oil and gas studies could occur on all of the
refuge lands south of the "1002" area; in the Arctic Wilderness and wild river
corridors limited oil and gas studies could occur. Only surface geologic
studies is assumed to occur in the Alternative A scenario. Oil and gas
production is prohibited on all of the Arctic Refuge under Section 1003 of the
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Alaska Lands Act (assuming 't is not amended).

Conclusion - The Alternative A wilderness proposal (i.e., no additional
wilderness) would have no effect on the level of oil and gas activities in the
Arctic Refuge.

Effects on the Level of Mining Development

The Service would take no actions in this alternative that would affect
current mining activity. Mining of valid claims could occur throughout the
refuge under Section 304(c) of the Alaska Lands Act. However, based on the
high cost of access into the areas and developing the mines, no development is
projected to occur during the next 10 to 15 years.

Conclusion - The Alternative A wilderness proposal would have no effect on
the level of mining in the Arctic Refuge.

Effects on the Level of Commercial Timber Harvesting

Under Alternative A all of the non-wilderness portions of the refuge would be
designated as minimal management or wild river management areas. Commercial
timber harvesting thus would be precluded in the Arctic Refuge under this
alternative. As a result, some minor benefits to the local economy would be
foregone.

Conclusion - Because timber harvesting is currently prohibited on the
Arctic Refuge, the Alternative A wilderness proposal (i.e., no additional
wilderness) would have no effect on the level of commercial timber harvesting
in the refuge.

Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of Resources

Although no additional wilderness is proposed under Alternative A, the
commitment of staff time and dollars would be an irreversible and
irretrievable commitment of resources. Increasing public use and future
unforeseen developments could result in a gradual but irretrievable commitment
of natural resources over time, and irreversible changes in the wilderness
values of the I.indsoutside the existing Arctic Wilderness.

Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Public use is expected to increase on the Arctic Refuge under all of the
alternatives. Recreational use is projected to increase 72% in the refuge
over the next 10 to 15 years. This use would alter the wilderness values of
naturalness, opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation in popular
areas with relatively good access outside the existing Arctic Wilderness.

Short-term Use Versus Long-term Productivity

No projects have been proposed that would affect the long-term productivity of
the non-wilderness lands. In the future, however, unforeseen developments
could occur that would adversely affect short-term and long-term productivity
of these lands. Increasing recreational use is expected to have only slight
long-term impacts on refuge-wide productivity--refuge resources generally
should be able to absorb projected levels of use with minimal adverse impact.
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ALTERNATIVE B

The scenarios developed for Alternative B assume compatible economic
development would occur on refuge lands on the south side of the Brooks Range,
including oil and gas leasing and development (with congressional approval),
mineral development (hardrock mining), and commercial timber harvesting. The
scenario projects current public use levels into the future assuming more
people seeking a wilderness experience continue to be attracted to the refuge
(and not because of any actions the Service takes); the remoteness and high
cost of reaching the refuge, however, would limit the expected increase in
public use.

Public Use Scenario

In the Alternative B scenario the Service would continue to manage public use
in the refuge as it has in the past. All of the assumptions described for the
Alternative A scenario (e.g., popular use areas, proportions of different
recreational uses, seasons and bag limits) would be the same for this
scenario. The oil development would bring in a large number of people (over
400 workers) during the construction phase. This in turn could increase for a
short time (no more than 3 years) the number of recreational users in the
refuge, outside of the project area. Construction workers on their time off
would fly back to Fairbanks, and then disperse into the refuge (as well as
other public lands in the arctic) to hunt, hike, etc. Use levels in any given
area consequently would not be expected to increase by more than 2 groups (an
average of 6 users). After construction is completed the level of
recreational use would be expected to drop down to pre-construction levels.
The scenario thus assumes that the recreational use levels in the Alternative
B scenario generally would be the same as described in the Alternative A
scenario. The only difference between the two scenarios is that the number of
unguided float trips down the Porcupine River would decrease: 6 unguided float
trips are projected to go down the Porcupine River in the Alternative B
scenario (rather than 10 trips in the Alternative A scenario).

In the Alternative B scenario aircraft access would not be limited. It is
assumed in this scenario that the aircraft use levels in the Firth
River-Mancha Creek area would be the same as in the Alternative A scenario.

As noted in the introduction to this chapter, the analysis of public use
impacts focuses on Atigun Gorge and the Hulahula River as likely areas where
impacts from recreational use could occur.

Development Scenario

In the Alternative B scenario three types of economic development would occur
on refuge lands in the year 2000: commercial timber logging, mining (hardrock
minerals), and oil and gas activities. In this scenario it is assumed that a
discovery of commercial quantities of oil is discovered in the south side of
the Brooks Range, and that Congress would approve oil and gas development and
production. Figure 42 shows the general location of the oil development,
timber operation, and mine assumed in the Alternative B scenario.
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Commercial Timber Operat iona/

For the purposes of describing possible impacts it is assumed that a small,
local commercial timber operation would occur on refuge lands along the
Porcupine River. Most local residents probably have little or no interest in
participatingin anything but small-scale local forestry operations. In this
scenario it is assumed that Fort Yukon would be the only village that would
support a commercial operation in the foreseeable future; the other villages
primarily use wood for subsistence purposes (i.e., firewood, house logs), have
alternative sources of timber on non-refuge lands, (e.g., Native lands), and
are not willing (or able) to pay for timber available from refuge lands. For
Fort Yukon it is assumed that all of the firewood needs would be met outside
of the refuge--residents would not be willing to travel up to Arctic Refuge
when they could harvest timber much closer to the community on Native lands
and on Yukon Flats Refuge. Most of the demand for lumber also would be
satisfied from nearby Native lands and from Yukon Flats Refuge. For the
purposes of this scenario, however, it is assumed that some people would be
willing to pay for timber from the Arctic Refuge for house logs and lumber.
The scenario also assumes:

o A special use permit would be required before commercial timber
operations would be allowed on refuge lands. The permit would include a
set of special conditions to ensure that resources in the area are not
abused. The stipulations would address site preparation, restoration and
reseeding of the site, soil disturbance, etc.

o Lumber from the refuge would be used as construction materials to replace
or build new log houses, frame houses, and public facilities. A 30 x 30
foot log cabin would use approximately 6,500 board feet of timber.
Assuming Fort Yukon residents are willing to pay for timber from the
refuge for five log cabins per year, about 32,500 board feet would be
required from the refuge for house logs. An additional 50,000 board feet
would be needed to meet lumber needs. Thus, the commercial timber
operation would cut 82,500 board feet of green timber from the refuge in
the year 2000.

o All of the timber would be cut along the Porcupine River, within 200 feet
(61 m) of the water, in the fall (September-October)and spring
(May-June). The commercial operation would use a group selection
silvicultural system, with small (not to exceed one acre or 0.4 ha)
clearcut areas being created. Old growth white spruce would be the
primary tree harvested.

o In the upper Porcupine River region a maximum of 5,000 board feet of
timber would be harvested per acre. In the Arctic Refuge it is assumed
that a total of 20 acres (8 ha) along the Porcupine River, using the
group selection silvicultural system, would supply sufficient timber to
meet the annual demand from Fort Yukon residents. The 20 acres would be
cut in irregular strips along the river banks rather than in one block.

a/This scenario was largely based on information provided by Tony Gasbarro,
Extension Forester Specialist, Cooperative Extension Service, University of
Alaska, Fairbanks.
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• The timber cut along the river would be floated down the Porcupine River
to Fort Yukon. A portable mill would then cut the green timber into
dimension lumber.

• Four people would be needed to cut and haul the wood and operate the saw
mill. The workers would reach the refuge using motorboat, and would stay
in temporary tent camps.

Mining

Nine active mining claims exist on Arctic Refuge. Two active placer claims
are on refuge lands near the Christian River. In the Alternative B scenario
for purposes of analysis it is assumed that a placer mining operation formid
recovery would be developed at one of these claims. The scenario assumes.-

• All applicable federal, state and local permits would be granted before
the mining operation begins.

• The Service would monitor mining operations to ensure that ail applicable
state and federal laws and regulations are followed.

• Access to the site would be through the use of an airstrip adjacent to
the mining operation site. Unimproved roads, totaling less than 5 miles
(8 km), would be built from the strip to the mining area.

• Support facilities would include a bunkhouse/cookhouse, workshop, and
storage facilities for equipment.

• Mining operations would be expected to last for 10 to 15 years.
• Mining would occur from June through September each year. Additional

time may be needed to clear overburden, maintain equipment, or construct
buildings.

• The placer operation would involve two to three people and four to five
acres (2 ha) of ground per season.

• The operation would be conducted with two D-9 caterpillar tractors
(cats), a sluice, and a backhoe or front-end loader.

• The vegetation and overburden would be cleared with the cats and the
mineral bearing gravels would be pushed into the sluice box for
processing. Gravels would be commonly cut from a face nearby, but may be
excavated from the channel itself. The gravels would be placed in the
sluice and washed down with water diverted from the stream. During
sluicing operations, sands and silts would be deposited in settling ponds
as required by law. These settling ponds would be constructed to remove
solids from the water before returning the water to the active stream
channel.

• Material that has been run through the sluice would be used to level
already mined areas.

3
• An average of approximately 500 cubic yards of material (380 m ) would

be moved each day.

a/This scenario is for a typical placer mine and is based on information in
the Bureau of Land Management (1984) and on conversations with Mr. Don
Keill, mining engineer, the Arctic District, Bureau of Land Management,
Fairbanks.
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o An average of approximately 1.1 cubic feet per second (0.3 cms) of water
would be used per day, although this could vary depending on the mining
methods used. Water would be taken from an unnamed stream adjacent to
the mining site. Whenever possible, water would be recycled. All clear
water not needed in the operation would be diverted around the active
mining area.

o When the mining operation permanently closed down, all tailing would be
recontoured. Contouring would approximate the natural contours of the
area. The settling ponds would be allowed to dry and then reclaimed.
The area would be left to revegetate naturally.

Oil and Cas Activities

This scenario assumes that Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act is amended by
Congress to allow oil and gas leasing or other activities leading to
production anywhere on the Arctic Refuge. Exploratory drilling and
development of petroleum resources in the non-1002 portion of Arctic Refuge is
highly unlikely for the near future, but could become'economical as oil prices
rise and arctic drilling technologies decrease exploration and development
costs. Development of oil and gas on the south side of the Brooks Range in
Arctic Refuge could be associated with oil and gas activities on the adjacent
Yukon Flats Refuge or Native corporation lands along the Yukon River.

Based on information from the Bureau of Land Management, the Tatonduk terrane
underlies the southeastern portion of the Arctic Refuge (in addition to the
northern half of Yukon Flats Refuge). This area is thought to have moderate
oil and gas potential (Banet et al., 1987). For purposes of analysis it is
assumed that this moderate potential extends into the southeastern portion of
the Arctic Refuge. It is likely that oil and gas activity in the area would
be limited drilling of exploratory wells without a discovery of hydrocarbons
in commercial quantities. However, for purposes of assessing the possible
impacts associated with each phase of oil and gas related activities, the
following scenario was formulated.

In the Alternative B scenario geologic studies, including surface rock
collection, gravimetric surveying and geological mapping activities, would be
permitted on a site-specific basis throughout the refuge. These activities
require essentially no surface disturbance. In addition, seismic surveying
and subsurface core drilling would be permitted in the non-wilderness portion
of the refuge. The refuge manager would determine which specific seismic
survey methods would be permitted based on the specific needs of the study and
the resources that may be impacted. The Alternative B scenario assumes that
surface geologic studies and seismic surveys indicate favorable subsurface
conditions and commercial quantities of oil between the Coleen and Porcupine
rivers, an the south side of the Brooks Range. Specific assumptions regarding
oil and gas activities on refuge lands south of the Brooks Range are listed
below.

Surface Geologic Studies:

The assumptions for surface geologic studies in this scenario are the same as
those described in the Alternative A scenario.
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Core Sampling:

o Core drilling would be completed within two years.
o Field operations would take place from December through April to minimize

disturbance of vegetation and wildlife.
o Small, helicopter transported drilling rigs would be used to obtain core

samples.
0 Cores would be approximately 2 inches (5 cm) in diameter and a maximum of

250 feet (80 m) deep.
o Drill cuttings would be returned to the bore holes.
o Core drilling operations would use fresh water as drilling fluids.

Stipulations would be developed to ensure that use and disposal of water
would not degrade refuge waters.

o A crew of 50 people would conduct the surveys and provide logistical
support.

0 Logistical support and worker housing would be based in Fort Yukon.

Seismic Studies:

o All proposed shot lines would be reviewed and approved by the refuge
manager prior to field operations.

o Key fish and wildlife habitats identified by refuge staff would be off
limits to seismic field crews.

o Field operations would take place from December through April to minimize
disturbance of vegetation and wildlife.

o State-of-the-art seismic survey techniques would be used.
o Seismograph units would be transported by helicopter.
o Ceophones and cable would be moved along seismic traces by snowmachine,

low-pressure vehicle, or on foot.
o Seismic lines would not be clear cut.
o Duration of seismic surveys would not exceed 3 consecutive winters.
o The seismic energy source would be small dynamite charges placed on

boards to avoid boring of shot holes.
o A crew of 20, using 3 helicopters and 10 snowmachines or low pressure

vehicles, would conduct seismic surveys for three consecutive winters.
o Nine seismic lines would be run for an estimated 135 miles (220 km)

through the refuge.
o Logistical support and worker housing would be based in Fort Yukon.

Explor tory Drilling:

For purposes of assessment of impacts, the scenario assumes that oil and gas
exploration and development would occur in the general area just west of the
confluence of the Coleen and Porcupine rivers (Figure 42). It is assumed that
in the southern portion of the refuge there is a roughly equal chance of
finding either oil or natural gas. However, it would be most feasible to tie
new fields into the existing Trans-Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) and its
infrastructure, which has no facilities for handling natural gas presently.
The scenario therefore assumes that oil is discovered in commercial quantities
in the Coleen/Porcupine vicinity and associated natural gas is reinjected.
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The scenario assumes in the exploratory drilling operations that:

• Drilling activities in the Porcupine River area would occur during one
winter. An ice airstrip, ice roads, and a field camp would be built in
close proximity to the well sites. After site preparation and rig-up are
completed, three wells would be drilled from December through April. The
camp would be closed in April.

• A crew of 60 people, including rig crew and support personnel, would be
required to complete each well. The camp would support two crews, a
total of 120 people.

• Staging areas, including logistical support and worker housing, would be
based outside the refuge in Fort Yukon. Helicopters would provide
primary logistical support to each rig site.

• Rig components would be flown to the ice airstrip and moved by truck
along the ice roads to each well site.

• Gravel required fo each drill pad (35,000 to 50,000 cubic yards or
27,000 to 38,000 m would be mined from the Coleen and Porcupine river
floodplains in less sensitive areas.

• Environmental guidelines and additional restrictions imposed by the
refuge manager in the special use permits and approved plan of operation
would apply to all operations. Drilling would be restricted to times
when disturbances to fish and wildlife, particularly caribou, moose,
raptors, and salmon, could be minimized. No hunting or fishing would be
permitted within the area of operations.

Production:

Following exploratory drilling, it is assumed that discovery of commercial
quantities of oil would result in development of a production facility. An 8
to 16 inch (20-51 cm) diameter elevated main pipeline would carry the oil off
the refuge, across the northern part of Yukon Flats Refuge, and across Native
lands to the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System facilities at the Yukon River
crossing. A 30-foot (9-m) wide gravel service road would parallel this
pipeline; approximately 10 miles (16 km) of the pipeline and service road
would be within the Arctic Refuge boundary.

The specific location of the production facility would depend on the actual
location of the field. The scenario places the development area just west of
the Coleen/Porcupine confluence and north of Burnt Paw. Figure 43 shows the
location of the oil development assumed in the scenario. It is assumed,
however, that a moderate sized oil field would be discovered and that the
field's life would be approximately 15 years.

The a@_Uctic@!! scenario also assumes the following:

o A service road would be built parallel to the pipeline. Because the
field is so remote from existing infrastructure, however, extensive use
of aircraft also would be necessary to build, access, protect and monitor
the system. The airstrip built during the exploratory drilling stage
would be upgraded and maintained year-round for the life of the field.
The minimum length of the airstrip would be 6 000 feet (1,800 m) and
minimum width would be 150 feet (46 m). The ;irstrip would occupy a 20
acre (8 ha) area and the adjacent taxiway, apron, and support facilities
and staging area would cover an additional 30 acres (12 ha).
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• A 90-acre 06-ha) central production facility pad would provide
headquarters and primary operations center for the field. Permanent
housing modules would include sleeping and eating quarters, food storage
area, recreationaland sanitation facilities. Adjoining offices would
house administrative, engineering, communications, and other support
services. Production facilities would separate the production fluids
into oil, gas, and water. Oil would be dehydrated and piped to market.
Produced gas would probably be dehydrated and compressed for facility
use, or reinjected into the subsurface structure. Produced water would
be pumped to injection wells for disposal.

• Water for domestic use would be obtained from the Porcupine River.
Insulated tanks would store sufficient water for human consumption.
Sewage treatment facilities would eliminate most human waste and trash.
Items which could not be burned would be transported out to an approved
disposal site.

• Fuel storage tanks would hold diesel and other refined petroleum products
for operating equipment throughout the field. The area would be diked
for potential spill containment. Electricity would be provided by a
diesel powered generation plant.

• A minimum of three well pads, each with one production well, would be
drilled in the area west of the confluence of the Coleen and Porcupine
rivers. All pads would be 5 feet thick (2 m) and would req ire
approximately 35,000-50,000 cubic yards (27,000 to 38,000 ml) of gravel
per pad.

• Gathering lines would run from each production pad to the central
production facility. Pipelines would be placed on steel vertical support
members. Diameter of the collector pipes would range from 3-12 inches
(8-30 cm) and would be routed along roads.

• Well pads would be connected by spur roads to a primary road leading to
an airstrip and processing facilities. All roads would be built with a
crown width of 35 feet (10 m) and would be 5 feet (2 m) thick. Total
road mileage would depend on size and surface features in the development
area.

• Each well would be drilled in the winter and would take four to five
months to complete.

• Borrow material would be mined from the floodplains of the Porcupine and
CoLeen rivers or from excavation of each pad's reserve pit. Estimated
gravel requirements for the production

3
facilities and roads would be

2.4 million cubic yards (1.8 million m ). (The gravel estimate for the
service road is only for the portion of the road within the Arctic Refuge
boundary.)

• Drilling fluids, muds, cuttings, and other wastes would be reinjected
into the ground where geologically feasible; hazardous wastes would be
removed from the refuge and taken to an approved disposal site.

• An 8 to 16 inch (20-41 cm) diameter pipeline and accompanying service
road would be built across refuge lands and private lands; the pipeline
would be elevated where possible due to the presence of continuous
permafrost throughout the region.

• Approximately 71 miles (114 km) of pipeline would cross Arctic and Yukon
Flats refuge lands and the remaining 139 miles (224 km) would cross
private lands along the Yukon River.
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• The pipeline right-of-waywould be approximately20 feet wide (6 m) and
would be cleared of vegetation. The right-of-waywould be revegetated
after construction.

• The gravel service road accompanying the pipeline would be approximately
5 feet (2 m) thick and 30 feet (9 m) wide, covering36 acres (15 ha)
along the 10 miles within the Arctic Refuge boundary; public access to
the road would be prohibited.

• Pipeline constructionwould take approximately eight months and would
employ about 250 workers.

• Sixty people would be needed to complete each well, resulting in a total
workforce of 180 people during well construction. The production phase,
however, would require only one person per production well throughout the
15 year life of the field. Permanent personnelhousing would be located
in Fort Yukon, although a modular crew facilitywould be located on the
pad during drilling operations.

• Approximately 35 miles (56 km) of primary access road would be
constructedalong the feeder pipelines to the production pads. These
haul roads would be for support of oil productionfacilitiesonly and
would be closed to the general public.

• Production equipment and other re
I
ated structures would be confined

within a I-square-milearea O-km ) surroundingthe production pads.
• Field operations would be supported by helicopters and low-pressure,

flexible trackedvehicles (such as Rolligons);all fuel caches, staging
facilities, and permanent housing would be located in Fort Yukon or on
lands outside the refuge.

• Environmentalguidelines and additional restrictions imposed by the
refuge manager in the special use permits and approved plan of operation
would apply to all operations. Drillingwould be restrictedto times
when disturbancesto fish and wildlife, particularlycaribou, moose,
raptors, and salmon, could be minimized.

• Some personnel associated with exploration and production phases of gas
productionwould use the refuge for recreation (e.g., fishing,hunting,
hiking). No hunting or fishing by workers would be permittedwithin the
area of operations. In other areas hunting and fishing would be
regulated and monitored by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game and the
Service to ensure that fish and wildlife populationsare maintained.

• For safety reasons, shooting and hunting would not be permitted adjacent
to work camps, constructionsites, the pipeline right-of-way,and oil
productionfacilities.

Field Termination:

Once oil and gas are depleted within the field, the wells would be plugged and
abandoned, the facilities removed, and all disturbed surfaces reclaimed as
directedin federal regulations.
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BiologicalEffects of Alternative B (Life of the Plan - 15 Years)

Vegetation

Increasing levels of public use described in the scenario would have the same
negligible impacts on vegetation as described for Alternative A.

Small scale timber activities described in the scenario for Alternative B
would result in minor, highly localized changes in vegetation along the
Porcupine River. Within the estimated 20 one-acre (0.4 ha) strips of clear
cut in the riparian area, larger diameter white spruce would be removed,
allowing increased growth of shrub and deciduous understory plants. Assuming
that reseeding is effective, over a period of five to ten years, each one acre
strip would revegetate. Overall, these small scale timber activities would
have a minor, localized effect an Porcupine River riparian vegetation, but
refuge-wide, the impact would be negligible.

Placer mining activities as described in Alternative B's scenario would have
major, long-term impacts on the vegetation in the entire drainage where the
claim is sited. The project area is a mix of needleleaf woodland, mesic erect
dwarf scrub, and moist graminoid tussock cover types. Stripping of the
overburden along both sides of the stream would remove all vegetation and
soil. Approximately 50 to 100 acres (20 to 40 ha) would be altered during the
life of the project, with areas covered by roads, buildings, airstrips, and
active clearings of approximately five acres (2 ha) per season. Vegetation in
the active mining area, material borrow areas, and recent tailings pile would
be destroyed. Vegetation growth in these areas would be lost for the life of
the project and beyond, given slow arctic and subarctic plant growth rates.

Oil exploration and development in the Porcupine River area would result in
the direct alteration of approximately 536 acres (215 ha) of combined
deciduous forest, closed and open needleleaf forest, tall shrub, and mesic
erect dwarf scrub areas by project facilities within Arctic Refuge. (The
scenario assumes that most of the pipeline, service road, and associated
development would be on Yukon Flats Refuge and private lands.) Additional
vegetation alteration could be caused by ice roads and airstrips during
construction phase, reserve pit fluids leaching through containment dikes,
stripping of vegetation in material sites, petrochemical spills, altered
drainage patterns and erosion associated with roads and pipeline pads, gravel,
dust and changes of snow patterns near oil and gas infrastructure. Thus, oil
development would have a major, long-term impact on the project site's
vegetation.

In summary, the limited areas of development that would be allowed under
Alternative B would result in major, long-term alterations of each site's
vegetation, but overall, from a refuge-wide perspective, impacts an refuge
vegetation would be minor.

Fish

As discussed in Alternative A, the projected increase in public use would have
a negligible impact on refuge fisheries resources.
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During logging activities in the early spring and fall, felled trees would be
dragged over the bank immediately adjacent to the cut area, and held in
collecting rafts until they are floated downriver. Some bank erosion,
deposition of wood chips and debris, and and increased siltation would result
along the edges of the river, which would cause resident fish to move either
up or downstream into undisturbed waters. Because timber activities would
occur before and after Porcupine River salmon runs, logging would have no
effect on migrating adult salmon. During May, however, outmigrating juvenile
salmon would travel past timber harvest sites and would avoid areas of
excessive turbidity and debris. The lower portion of the Porcupine River
provides important rearing habitat for sheefish and other whitefishes
(Stefanich, 1973). Turbid conditions resulting from timber operations may
remove some of this habitat from utilization by these species or result in
habitat degradation. Overall, the small-scale timber project in the scenario
would have a negligible impact on Porcupine River fish populations.

Placer mining along a small tributary of the Christian River would adversely
affect aquatic habitat and fish populations in the project drainage. Fish
species occurring in the Christian River downstream from the project area
include round whitefish, chinook salmon, chuma salmon, arctic grayling,
northern pike, burbot and slimy sculpin. Both anadromous and resident fishes
would be expected to move into other streams after one or two seasons of
mining. Stripping vegetation, dredging, and channelizing the stream would
result in erosion and increased sediment because of unstable streambanks, and
possibly increased streamflows. In areas that are dewatered or have water
diverted from them, fish habitat would be lost or degraded. Increased
turbidity and suspended solids in the waters downstream of mining activities
would adversely affect fish migration, reproduction, and feeding; young
salmonids in particular, are susceptible to adverse effects from turbid
waters. Changes in water chemistry from mining also would adversely affect
local fish populations. All of these changes would reduce the stream's
productivity. Mining thus would have a major, long-term adverse impact on
local fish populations. Because of the relatively small size of mining
activities in the scenario, however, the effect of mining on refuge fish
populations would be negligible.

The Alternative B scenario assumes all of the non-wilderness and non-1002
lands within the refuge would be opened by Congress to oil and gas leasing.
For purposes of the assessment, the scenario assumes that commercial
quantities of oil are discovered and developed in the areas just west of the
confluence of the Coleen River with the Porcupine River. In the area where
development would occur, the rivers are important spawning habitats and
migration routes for anadromous chinook and chum salmon, and sheefish, as well
as providing habitats for resident species such as northern pike, several
whitefish species and Arctic grayling.

Disturbances of aquatic habitats by seismic and care drilling activities in
this scenario should be minor. These activities usually generate few
pollution problems; however, accidental spills of fuel, or domestic solid or
liquid wastes could occur. Wastes from field crews and their equipment should
not affect the refuge assuming they are disposed of in an environmentally
sound manner. Equipment and vehicles crossing river-scould alter the
integrity of streambanks and streambeds. Use of explosives too near fish
streams could result in percussion impacts. These potential impacts are not
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expected to occur if seismic crews comply with stipulations on field
operations. Thus, seismic studies and core drilling would have only a minorp
short-duration impact on fishery resources, confined to the area of operation.

Alteration of river and riparian habitats by oil exploratory activities could
impact fish populations. Possible impacts associated with exploratory
activities include: stream bank erosion, increased siltation, channel
obstruction and in-water construction, shock waves, substrate disturbance,
long-term hydraulic changes in channels, reduced water volumes, degradation of
water quality, drainage of lake basins, and alteration of surface and ground
water hydrological regimes in the area of development (Hanley, et al., 1983).

Significant impacts on fish habitats could occur as a result of gravel mining
in river floodplains. Potential material sites were not identifiedin the
scenario, but well pads and other infrastructure

y
ould probably require

upwards of 2.4 million cubic yards (1.8 million m ) of gravel, between
exploratory and production phases. Extraction operations could rechannelize
streams and tributaries, increase surface runoff and siltation, destroy
spawning and overwintering habitats, create barriers to migration, and create
entrapment hazards for adult and juvenile fish. Even though a relatively
small reach of each system would be affected, each system's carrying capacity
and productivity could be reduced. Increases in egg and fry mortality could
result from even small in-stream spills or habitat degradation. Fish within
the two systems could also be adversely affected by dredging and filling
activities in wetlands and non-contiguous waterbodies adjacent to the rivers
or trace contamination of waters with drilling muds or petroleum products.
Constructionof the oil pipeline and service road could potentially affect all
the salmon and resident fish populations in the streams and rivers within or
peripheral to the pipeline and service road right-of-way (most of the pipeline
impacts would occur on Yukon Flats Refuge or private lands). Burying sections
of the pipeline in or near waterbodies and construction of bridges and
culverts for the service road could result in cutting of banks and bottom
materials, creating downstream siltation. This could affect any downstream
fish species or life stage of fish; erosion impacts associated with pipeline
and road construction or possible spills would be more severe than impacts
from seismic activities. Channelization of streams associated with bridges
and/or perched culverts could create barriers to fish migration. The large
number of stream crossings that would be necessary would increase the
potential for adverse effects on fish and their habitats.

Another potential impact to fish populations could result from winter water
withdrawals. If water is withdrawn from important fish overwintering areas,
fish condition and survival could be affected. Impacts could range from
negligible to major depending upon the importance of the overwintering area
and status of the population affected.

In summary, oil and gas development in the Porcupine area would have a
moderate, long-term impact on fish populations in the Porcupine and Coleen
river systems. Refuge-wide, this development would have a negligible impact
on overall refuge fisheries resources.

Overall, all of the public and economic uses included in the Alternative B
scenario would have a minor, long-term impact on refuge fish resources, with
major impacts possible in localized areas.
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Waterfowl

The projected increase in public use of Arctic Refuge in this alternative
would be almost identical to use levels described for Alternative A, and thus
would have the same negligible impacts on refuge waterfowl populations.

Migratory cranes, ducks and geese passing through the Porcupine drainage on
their way to and from North Slope and interior breeding areas would avoid the
immediate logging sites while noise and human activities occur. The area of
displacement would be expected to be within a half-mile radius of the one-acre
clearcuts. Overall, small timber activities would have a negligible effect on
refuge waterfowl.

Very few waterfowl use the habitats surrounding the mining claim in the
scenario; therefore, the mining activities would have a negligible impact on
refuge waterfowl.

Seismic surveys and core drilling, which would occur in the winter, would not
affect the refuge's waterfowl populations.

Oil development could affect the small numbers of waterfowl that migrate
through the Porcupine and Coleen drainages. Exploratory, construction, and
production activities would affect wetland pockets and riparian habitats.
Direct loss of habitats could be caused by heavy equipment, drill pads, feeder
pipelines, and constructionfacilities. Any activitiesresultingin
degradation of water quality in the streams, rivers, and ponds would affect
waterfowl in the area of operation. Dust and traffic on roads and pads may
create a dust shadow that could affect aquatic vegetation; this in turn could
affect waterfowl food and decrease habitat suitability.

Disturbance impacts would decrease after construction, although noise and
waterfowl avoidance of the areas of operations would occur for the life of the
field. Noise and human activities that could disturb waterfowl would
primarily be associated with air transportation and ground vehicle use
throughout the field.

Refuge-wide, development activities under Alternative B would have a
negligible impact on waterfowl populations.

Shorebirds

The projected level of public use in the Alternative B scenario would have a
negligible impact on refuge shorebirds.

Very few shorebirds move through the riparian areas where the projected
economic uses in the scenario would occur. Thus, timber harvest activities,
mining, and oil and gas activities in the Alternative B scenario would result
in a negligible impact to refuge shorebird populations.
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Raptors

As discussed under Alternative A, increasing public use, particularly along
riversp could have a minor impact on refuge raptor populations. The scenario
for Alternative B has three fewer float parties using the Porcupine River,
where raptor nesting concentrations are high. Thus, disturbance impacts an
raptors would be slightly less than in Alternative Ap but the net potential
impact on refuge raptor populations still would be minor.

The Porcupine River and canyon areas are used by high concentrations of
breeding raptors, including golden and bald eagles; rough-legged,
sharp-shinned, Swainson's, Harlan's, and goshawk; and falcons such as merlins,
gyrfalcon, peregrine, and kestrels. Timber harvest activities during the fall
would have little effect on these birds, but during spring, any noise and
human activity could displace raptor pairs from their established territories,
cause nest abandonment, and result in lowered reproductive success. Because
the area is used by the endangered subspecies of peregrine, the American
peregrine falcon, timber activities within known areas of traditional nesting
would not be allowed. Timber harvesting during nesting could have a moderate
localized impact on refuge raptor populations.

Raptors would not be expected to use the habitats in the vicinity of the
scenario's placer mining operations. Birds of prey would be likely to avoid
the area while mining activities are taking place; to the extent that the
areas of operation would cease to support fish, small mammals, and birds,
raptors would no longer feed in the area. Displacement impacts would occur
for the life of the project, but the effects would be minor and limited to the
watershed being mined. Placer mining as described in the scenario would have
a negligible impact on refuge raptor populations.

Seismic activities and other exploratory studies carried out during the winter
months would have no appreciable effect on refuge raptors. The potential oil
development described in the scenario, however, would adversely impact
raptors. The Porcupine cliffs and riparian areas are key habitats for raptor
concentrating and breeding. Although the tolerance of raptors to disturbance
varies among species as well as individuals, breeding raptors generally are
particularlysensitive to disturbance (Newton, 1979). Aircraft used for
transportation, heavy equipment operation during construction and production,
and constant human activity associated with an oil field near the Porcupine
River would disturb raptors and would cause them to avoid the entire area of
operation. Traditional nesting and feeding perch sites probably would be
abandoned as raptors move into other, more remote drainages for the life of
the field. If birds moved into less suitable, adjacent habitats, lowered
reproductive success in the endangered peregrine falcon, would have
significantadverse effects. Potential oil and gas activities described in
the Alternative B scenario thus would have a moderate, long-term effect on the
Porcupine/Coleen raptors. However, the impacts would be confined to the area
developed.

In summary, the public and economic uses in the Alternative B scenario would
have moderate, long-term, Localized impacts on refuge raptor populations.
From a refuge-wide perspective, the impact on raptor populations would be
minor.
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Karine Ka.=als

Increased levels of public use described in the scenario for Alternative B
would have negligible impacts on marine mammals within Arctic Refuge.

No marine mammals occur in the area being considered for timber harvest or
placer mining, oil and gas studies, or oil development activities. Therefore,
these economic uses would have no impact on refuge marine mammal populations.

Caribou

The projected public use levels in Alternative B would have the same effect as
described for Alternative A: public-use would not be expected to have a
significant effect on the refuge's caribou populations.

Members of the Porcupine caribou herd which winter an Arctic Refuge lands use
the area along the Porcupine River where timber operations would occur. If
harvest activities began in April, prior to the beginning of the northward
migration of caribou to the calving grounds, some animals would be disturbed
by the noise and human presence associated with small-scale timber
operations. The animals would move away from the river area and would avoid
the area until they began their northward trek; however, this displacement
would be of short duration and in very localized areas immediately adjacent to
clear cut sites. Fall timber harvest would disturb fewer refuge caribou
because most animals do not arrive in Porcupine River area wintering habitats
until October. Overall, small-scale timber operations would have only very
minor, short-term impact on caribou.

Caribou would not be present in large numbers at the placer mining site near
the Christian River when most of the mining activity would occur. Wintering
caribou would simply avoid the areas where structures are placed and areas
stripped of vegetation and would probably migrate around the site. Overall,
placer activities described in the Alternative B scenario would be expected to
have a negligible impact on caribou.

Seismic surveying and core drilling conducted in areas used by wintering
caribou of the Porcupine herd would have a negligible effect. By designating
routes to avoid known concentration areas and by conducting monitoring
programs to reduce disturbance of the animals and their habitats, impacts of
these activities should be minimized--only highly localized, short-term
displacement would occur.

Year-roundoil and gas exploration and production activities in the vicinity
of the Porcupine and Coleen rivers would have a moderate, long-term adverse
impact on members of the Porcupine caribou herd for the 15 to 30 year life of
the field. The potential area of development lies just outside the edge of
the area of the refuge which 's key wintering habitat for those animals of the
herd that winter in the U.S.a) Although caribou occupy the area on a

a/On the average from 25 to 33% of the Porcupine caribou herd winters on the
U.S. side of the border. The number of wintering caribou can vary
considerably, however, from year to year. In 1986-1987, about 95% of the
herd wintered in Alaska (Mauer, pers. comm.).
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seasonal basis, winter seismicstudies, exploratorydrilling, production,and
rehabilitationphase operationswould result in caribou being displaced from
portions of the area during various time periods when intensiveactivities are
in progress. The exact number of caribou displaced and the degree of
displacementcannot be quantifiedwith available information. While the area
of operationswould be relativelysmall (approximately500 acres or 200 ha),
the displacementeffects could be felt by caribou considerablybeyond that
area. Human activityassociatedwith the facility, includingnoise generated
by aircraftoperations,drillingoperations(especiallythat arising from
power generation) and traffic, could divert movement to and from the wintering
ground (Klein,1980). Sulfur and nitrogenoxides emittedfrom the facility
also could affect lichens, the primary food source for caribou, elsewhere in
the winter range (Schofield, 1975). Displacementof caribou would occur each
winter from the constructionof pads and infrastructureto the closing of the
final productionwell. Once human activitiesdeclined,the potential for
disturbance would decrease.

Reactionof caribou to the facilitieswould depend on the intensityof oil and
gas development activities. The degree to which animals avoid or shift away
from this portionof their winter range would depend on their habituation to
facilities,traffic,and human presence. Studieson Alaska's North Slope have
demonstratedthat caribou tend to habituate to obstructions if they are
resident in the affected area (Klein, 1980). Because the Porcupine herd
migrates over vast distances and a variety of habitats, occupying their winter
range for only a few months, habituation to disturbancesand infrastructure
would probably take a much longer time. Alteration of traditional use
patternscould occur for up to 30 years, but it is unknownwhat effect this
would have on overall herd productivity.

Long-term cumulative effects of oil and gas exploration and development in key
winter and summer habitat areas within the refuge cannot be viewed in
isolation from impacts occurring in habitats outside the refuge (in Canada or
on private lands). The caribou'sneed for varying seasonalhabitats should be
viewed as a whole. Interferencewith one phase of the annual cycle may reduce
success in another phase (Cameron, 1983). The long-term reproductive success
of the Porcupine caribou herd will depend on the types and magnitude of
impacts from oil and gas development and other human activities both within
and outside of the refuge. Adverse cumulative impacts would occur if
activitiestake place in vital habitats,such as calving areas, migratory
corridors, staging and feeding areas, and wintering habitats.

Displacementfrom key wintering range is less important to herd survival than
conflictsin other essentialhabitats(calving,etc.)(Cameron,1983). Winter
herd distributionsare more variable and less cohesive than calving and
post-calvingherd aggregations. Also, suitable replacement habitat is more
likelyto be available in the large winter range. Based on these
considerations,displacementof wintering caribou in the small area of
operation would have only minor effects on the population as a whole.
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Buried portions of pipelines would not restrict traditional movements but any
portions above ground could do so. Traditional movements within the winter
range would be altered as caribou moved north and west to avoid the oil
field. Depending on the numbers of animals which move, more animals may be
taken by hunters in the Arctic Village area. In addition, as oil and
construction personnel numbers increase, some additional hunting pressure and
harvest would occur south of the Brooks Range. While the Porcupine herd could
sustain the additional harvest levels at this time, if future cumulative
impacts result in lowered herd productivity, harvest impacts would be
significantlygreater.

In summary, the public and economic uses in the Alternative B scenario would
have a moderate, long-term impact on those Porcupine caribou wintering in the
area. Refuge-wide, the uses and developments described would have a minor
impact on the refuge population.

Moose

Impacts of increasing public use on moose in this scenario would be
negligible, the same as Alternative A.

As discussed for caribou, noise and human presence associated with small
timber operations would temporarily displace moose from the riparian habitats
along the Porcupine River for a short time during spring and fail. Creating
small clear cut areas would set plant succession back, allowing shrub and
deciduous understory vegetation to increase and creating additional browse for
moose. Small timber operations thus would have a slight, long-term beneficial
effects on moose in the the Porcupine River area; however, refuge-wide, timber
activities would have negligible impacts on moose.

Moose would avoid the placer mining site during the months of operation.
Denuded areas and tailing areas without cover and browse would no longer have
high habitat values for moose. However, the loss of 50 to 100 acres (20 to
40 ha) of habitat would have a negligible impact on moose because adjacent
habitats would easily sustain existing numbers of animals. Presence of miners
in the area could result in increased numbers of moose harvested, but this
would be a highly localized impact. Thus, placer mining would have a
negligible impact on refuge moose populations.

Oil and gas studies under this scenario would have a negligible effect on
moose. Seismic survey activities and core drilling would be routed away from
winter concentration areas along the rivers, mitigating potential impacts on
moose.

The oil development in the Alternative B scenario would have a minor impact on
moose using the riparian habitats and floodplains in the southeast corner of
the refuge. Moose would avoid the areas of activity and would be expected to
move into adjacent drainages, particularly during the fall rut and in the
winter when they concentrate in the lower river valleys. The large influx of
construction and oil and gas operations personnel into the region would be
expected to increase levels of recreational hunting for moose for a short
time; small increases in harvested moose would have a negligible impact on
refuge populations as a whole. Direct covering of only 500 acres (200 ha) of
habitat would have a minor, long-term effect, refuge-wide, on moose
populations.
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Overall, the public uses and economic uses in the Alternative B scenario would
have a negligible impact on the refuge's moose population, with minor
localized impacts possible in the Porcupine River area.

Dall Sheep

The level of public use in Alternative B would have the same effect on Dail
sheep as Alternative A: although increased numbers of guided and unguided
hunters would harvest more Dail sheep in the refuge, the effects of this
harvest would be expected to have negligible impacts on overall refuge sheep
populations.

As discussed above for moose, the influx of support, construction, and oil
workers into the refuge region also would be expected to result in more Dail
sheep hunters using the refuge for a short period of time, and increased
numbers of sheep harvested. However, refuge sheep populations would be
expected to sustain increased hunting pressure.

Dail sheep do not occur in the area where timber harvesting, placer mining, or
oil and gas activities are considered in the scenario. Thus, these economic
uses would have no effect on the refuge's Dail sheep populations.

Overall, the public and economic uses in the Alternative B scenario would have
a negligible effect on the refuge's Dail sheep population.

Muskox

Alternative B's scenario has essentially the same public use levels as those
described for Alternative A. Therefore, public use in Alternative B would
have the same negligible impact on refuge muskox.

Muskox do not occur in the area where timber activities, mining, or oil and
gas activities are considered in the scenario. Thus, these economic uses
would have no effect on the refuge's muskox populations.

Overall, the public and economic uses assumed in the Alternative B scenario
would have a negligible effect on the refuge's muskox population.

Brown and Black Bear

Increased levels of public use, particularly recreationalactivities, in
Alternative B would have the same negligible impact on bear as discussed in
Alternative A.

During timber cutting activities, bear would avoid the Porcupine River
riparian areas, but displacement would be temporary. Clear cut areas, with
increased shrub and deciduous vegetation as a result of altered plant
successional stages, could provide additional fall food for bear and
additional cover, which is preferred by black bear in particular.
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Placer mining would have little effect on black and brown bear. Loss of
50-100 acres (20-40 ha) of habitat would have a negligible effect; however,
depending on how clean mining personnel keep their food preparation and
garbage facilities, there is a high probability of human/bear conflicts and
the possibility of bear being shot in defense of life and property for the
life of the project. Any loss of bear due to small scale placer activities
would be expected to have a negligible impact on refuge bear populations.

The Service would require known bear denning areas be avoided by seismic and
core drilling crews. Consequently, seismic surveying and core drilling
activities would have a negligible effect on refuge bear populations.

Oil development in the southeast corner of the refuge would be expected to
have a negligible impact on refuge bear populations as a whole; however, in
the immediate area of the oil field, some bear would be displaced into
adjoining habitats. Development of air and ground transportation systems,
camp facilities, increased human presence, and noise from logistical support
would cause bear to seek other, more remote habitats. Denning areas near the
field may be abandoned due to disturbance during the construction and
production phases and localized movements of bear in the area would be
altered. Bear may avoid traditional feeding sites along the Porcupine and
Coleen rivers, both of which have salmon runs and resident fish populations.
This and other displacement impacts could result in increased competition in
adjacent areas and possible lowered recruitment. Increased numbers of
human/bear conflicts in the area of operation would result in some bear being
killed in defense of life and property. The loss of bear and displacement of
bear from this activity would be expected to have a minor, localized long-term
impact on the refuge's bear population.

Overall, public and economic uses permitted in this alternative are expected
to result in negligible changes in bear populations on a refuge-wide basis.
Oil development could have a minor, localized impact on bears.

Furbearers

As discussed for Alternative A, public use levels in the Alternative B
scenario would have negligible impacts on refuge forbearer populations.

Most forbearing species would be displaced into more remote, adjacent
drainages during the spring and fall by the noise and human activity
associated with timber harvest along the Porcupine River. The effect would be
highly localized and of short duration. Creating 20 small clearcut areas per
year with commercial timbering activities would have negligible impacts on
refuge forbearer populations.

Furbearers would avoid the area around the placer mining site during
operations. However, loss of 50 to 100 acres (20-40 ha) of habitat in the
Christian River vicinity would have a negligible impact on refuge furbearers.

Seismic surveys, core drilling, and oil development as described in the
scenario would have a negligible impact on refuge forbearer populations.

In summary, the public and economic uses in Alternative B would have a
negligible effect on the refuge's forbearer populations.
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Threatened and Endangered Species

The level of recreational use projected in the Alternative 8 scenario would
not affect the refuge's threatened and endangered species, with the possible
exception of arctic and peregrine falcons. The projected level of
recreational use in this scenario would have the same potential impacts as
described under Alternative A. As noted in the discussion under raptors,
breeding raptors generally are very sensitive to disturbance. Reproductive
success would be lowered if adult peregrines desert established use areas.
Disturbance of specific falcon nesting cliffs can be prevented by parties
avoiding those areas during the early summer. The Service would encourage
groups to float rivers known to sustain peregrine nests at other times. All
groups also would be encouraged to avoid camping in areas where peregrines are
known to nest. Even if all the groups floated the Porcupine River in early
summer (which would be unlikely), the 12 groups projected in the scenario
would be expected to have a minor to negligible effect on peregrine nesting
(provided the people did not climb up the river cliffs or camp in the
immediate vicinity of active nests). The Service would monitor the peregrines
and river use to ensure that impacts are avoided.

No threatened or endangered species are known to occur in the placer mining
site in the scenario. Thus, this activity should have no effect on the
refuge's threatened or endangered species.

The projected timber harvesting operation on the Porcupine River could affect
American peregrine falcons that use the river. Before this activity would be
permitted a Section 7 consultation would be required under the provisions of
the Endangered Species Act. To avoid potential impacts, timber harvesting
within known areas of traditional peregrine nesting would not be allowed.

Before the projected oil development at the confluence of the Porcupine and
Colleen rivers could be permitted, a Section 7 consultation would be required
under the provisions of the Endangered Species Act. The oil development in
the scenario could adversely affect the refuge's American peregrine falcon
population. As noted earlier under the discussion of raptors, aircraft used
for transportation, heavy equipment operation during construction and
production, and constant human activity associated with an oil field near the
Porcupine River would disturb raptors such as peregrines and could cause them
to avoid the entire area of operation. Traditional nesting and feeding perch
sites probably would be abandoned as peregrines are displaced to other sites
for the life of the field. If birds moved into less suitable, adjacent
habitats, lowered reproductive success in the American peregrine falcon could
adversely affect the population. Potential oil and gas activities described
in the Alternative B scenario thus may have a moderate, long-term effect on
the refuge's peregrine population.

Overall, Alternative B would have a negligible impact on most threatened and
endangered species using the refuge. However, there is the potential for a
moderate impact to the refuge's American peregrine falcon population if an oil
development is established near the Porcupine River.
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Water Quality and Quantity

The level of public use in Alternative B would have the same impacts on water
quality as described for Alternative A. Minor, localized impacts to water
quality could occur on popular rivers and lakes, particularly at regularly
used campsites, due to improperly buried wastes. Refuge water quantities
would not be affected.

Timber activities as described in the scenario would have a minor, short-term
adverse effect on Porcupine River water quality immediately adjacent to
clearcut sites, but effects on the river system would be negligible. Water
quantity would not be altered.

Placer mining would have major long-term impacts on the water quality and
quantity within the drainage where mining activities occurred. Mining could
result in changes in water chemistry, such as dissolved oxygen and heavy
metals concentrations, increased silt loads, and changes in the watershed's
hydrologic regime. However, the small scale operation described in the
scenario would have negligible impact on water quality and quantity in the
refuge as a whole.

Seismic surveys and core drilling, conducted in the winter, would be expected
to have a negligible effect on water quality and quantity, provided permit
stipulations are followed.

Oil development in the Porcupine/Coleen area would have some adverse impacts
on water quality in the localized area of operations. Construction of
exploratory and production pads, production facilities, access roads, and
other attendant features of the oil field would require land clearing,
leveling, dredging, and filling, which in turn could increase soil compaction,
soil erosion, surface runoff, and siltation of nearby waters. Surface and
subsurface hydrological regimes could be altered or obstructed. Roads could
result in stream constriction and siltation at waterway crossings; soil
compaction from the roads or improper culvert placement could cause pooling
along uphill sides of the roadbed. Water quality also could be affected by
dust from road traffic, seepage of sanitation facilities, introduction of
toxic drilling fluids, or accidental petrochemical spills. Water withdrawals
for personnel and operations could deplete the area's streams and ponds and
even alter the waters within the rivers during low water periods of the winter.

Overall, Alternative B would have a negligible effect on the refuge's water
quality and quantity. In localized areas, however, placer mining and oil
development could have minor to major, long-term impacts on water quality and
quantity.

Air Quality

As with Alternative A, neither projected increases in recreational use nor
surface geologic studies would significantlyaffect the refuge's air quality.

Small scale timber operations, placer mining, seismic surveying, and core
drilling in the Porcupine area would have negligible effects on the refuge's
air quality. The oil development could result in some air pollution. Air
emissions would be generated by drilling, construction, excavation, vehicular
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and air traffic, pipelines,electrical generation, natural gas flaring, and
the central production facility. All sources of air pollution in the refuge
must comply with applicable Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and State of
Alaska air pollution control requirements. It is expected that these
requirements would be sufficient to ensure that there would be at most only a
minor impact to air quality.

Ecosystems

Increasing public use described in Alternative B's scenario would have
negligible impacts on refuge ecosystems and natural diversity.

Timber operations creating 20 one-acre clear cuts each year along the
Porcupine River would have some minor impacts on riparian and aquatic
ecosystems at each site, primarily through making habitats less suitable for
some species (with the possible exception of moose and bear). However, the
activity should have negligible effects on natural diversity in the Porcupine
River area.

Placer mining would alter the immediate area surrounding the claim site,
resulting in a moderate impact to local ecosystems. The impact of this use on
natural diversity and ecosystems throughout the rest of the refuge would be
negligible.

Seismic surveying and core drilling would have a negligible effect on the
refuge's ecosystems and natural diversity.

Oil activities on the south side of the Brooks Range would have some impacts
on the ecosystems of the Porcupine area. Surface disturbances in the area of
operations would significantly alter the area's forested and mesic ecosystems,
resultig in a moderate impact to local ecosystems. However, this activity is
not expected to adversely affect the refuge's natural diversity or biological
productivity--the effects of oil development would be highly localized and
minor from a total ecosystem perspective.

overall, this alternative's potential for altering natural processes and
species diversity in Arctic Refuge would be minor.

SocioeconomicEffects of Alternative B (Life of the Plan - 15 Years)

Population

Alternative B has the highest potential of all the alternatives for affecting
the population of the local communities, but the impact would be minor at
most. The oil activity in this scenario could result in some minor short-term
population increases in the area. The scenario assumes about 50 workers would
be needed for core drilling operations, 20 workers for the seismic studies,
120 workers for the exploratory drilling operations, and 180 people for
developing the production wells. Most of the workers required in the
different phases of activity, excluding the production phase, would be in the
area for a short period of time (primarily in winters over about an eight year
time period). An additional 250 workers would be needed for about an eight
month period to construct the pipeline.
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Most of the workers employed would be from communities outside the area. With
the exception of Fort Yukon, the populations of the communities would not be
affected by the oil and gas activities in the scenario. Fort Yukon would
experience some moderate, short-term population increases. The core drilling
and seismic studies workers would be housed in Fort Yukon on a seasonal
basis. The exploratory drilling and production workers would partly be housed
in Fort Yukon, and partly housed on-site (while working), also on a seasonal
basis. In addition, some people would likely move into the community to start
support businesses for the oil and gas activities. Most of the above workers,
however, would not, increase the permanent population of the community. After
the production wells are brought into operation this seasonal impact would
cease, as most of the workers would not stay in the area. Production phase
workers would reside in Fort Yukon year-round, but because of the small number
of personnel needed in the production phase only a minor impact to the
population would be expected.

The increase in public use and the other economic activities in the
Alternative B scenario would be expected to have a negligible effect on the
local population. The expected increase in recreational use could result in a
negligible population increase during the summer, but the effect on the
permanent population would not be significant, the same as Alternative A. The
commercial timber operation in the scenario would employ only four people at
most, and they probably would be local residents. The mining operation would
involve only two to three people on a seasonal basis.

The overall impact from the Alternative B scenario on the local population is
expected to be negligible, with moderate short-term population increases
expected in Fort Yukon.

Economy

The Alternative B scenario would have moderate economic impacts, primarily
centered in Fort Yukon. Several hundred temporary jobs would be created
during the course of exploring and producing oil in the refuge. Many of the
workers employed probably would be from outside the area. Local businesses in
Fort Yukon, such as restaurants, hotels, air charter services, and shipping,
would likely increase their revenues from increased expenditures associated
with the oil and gas activities. Additional jobs would be created in these
support businesses. This economic stimulus would greatly subside, however,
once the construction phase of the project has been completed and the wells
are actually producing.

On a larger scale, the revenues generated from oil leasing arrangements and
royalties, and expansion of support businesses in Fort Yukon would increase
funds available to local, state, and federal governments.

The effects of the commercial timber operation and mining on the local economy
would be negligible. The commercial timber operation would employ about four
people on a seasonal basis, while the placer mine would employ 2 to 3 people.
These operations would have a negligible positive benefit for the local
economy, providing some benefits to other local businesses from their
expenditures, and increasing the tax base for local and state governments.
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The increase in recreational use would be expected to have a negligible
positive effect on the local economy, the same as in the Alternative A
scenario.

In summary, the Alternative B scenario would have a moderate, short-term,
positive effect on the local economy, primarily in Fort Yukon from the
projected oil and gas activities. The economic impacts from this alternative
could be significant to a small number of people, but mo-, local residents
would not benefit economically.

Subsistence/Section 810(a) Evaluation and Finding

The Alternative B scenario assumes more economic uses than all of the other
alternatives considered. As noted in the description of biological effects,
oil development would have a minor, long-term impact on the Porcupine caribou
herd. Caribou is a primary subsistence resource for Arctic Village, Kaktovik,
Chalkyitsik, Fort Yukon, and Venetie residents. Even a minor change in the
caribou herd could afftct subsistence use of Arctic Village and Venetie
residents. Some Fort Yukon and Chalkyitsik residents that travel up the
Porcupine River tributaries to hunt moose and small game, and trap also may be
displaced from the area of operations. Residents may or may not be able to
find adequate game in other nearby areas.

The timber harvesting operation on the Porcupine River would have a localized,
negligible effect on subsistence resources and users. Operations would occur
only over a few months in Lhe fall and spring. Some animals such as moose and
caribou may be displaced to other areas as a result of this activity, but with
adequate stipulations and monitoring, impacts to refuge resources, including
subsistence resources, would be negligible. Local residents who hunt and trap
in the area where the timber is harvested could be temporarily displaced, but
residents probably would be able to find adequate fish and game in other
nearby areas.

The mining operation near the Christian River would significantly affect
re.-ugeresources in the area of operations. Some subsistence species would be
displaced from the area of operations, This area, however, is not heavily used
by local residents for subsistence purposes. Local residents probably could
find adequate resources in nearby areas.

The increase in recreational hunting and fishing in the Alternative B scenario
is the same as assumed in the Alternative A scenario. Sport fishing is
expected to continue to be a minor use of the refuge. Although the number of
sport hunters is projected to increase by 43%, there still would be a
relatively small number of sport hunters in the refuge, dispersed over a large
area. Competition between local residents and recreational users for
resources and campsites would increase in popular areas that have relatively
good access, such as the Hulahula River and off the Dalton Highway. The
expected increases in harvest levels resulting from the increase in
recreational use would not be expected to adversely affect subsistence users.
The Alaska Department of Fish and Came and the Service would monitor use
levels to ensure that opportunities for subsistence harvests are maintained.
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Chalkyitsik, Venetie, Fort Yukon, and Arctic Village residents probably would
grow increasingly concerned in this scenario that more "outsiders" are
intruding on their way of life, reducing opportunities for subsistence
activities. In additionto the recreationalusers, in this alternative
commercial timber operations, a mining operation, and oil development
activities all would be occurring in the refuge. Many of the oil workers
would probably hunt and fish in the refuge (outside of the area of
operations). The miners also would harvest resources in the refuge. With
more planes and boats in the refuge, and a higher potential for seeing people,
local residents would likely become concerned that their subsistence way of
life is being threatened.

Availability of Other Lands - As noted in the Section 810(a) evaluation
for Alternative A, there may be other lands available for the uses considered,
but lands outside of the refuge are not considered because they are beyond the
scope of this plan. The Alternative B public use scenario focused on existing
and potential popular recreational use areas. There are other areas within
the refuge that could provide opportunities for similar use, but they have not
been identified by the Service.

The developments considered in the scenario are all site-specific projects.
Whether additional lands are available for the developments depends on the
resources and the economics of developing a particular site. There are only a
few active claims in the Arctic Refuge where a mine could be developed. Most
of the refuge does not have areas where a commercial timber harvest operation
would be economically feasible. The location of an oil production facility
would depend largely on the location of the oil resource. Only the
southeasternpart of the refuge (south of the "1002" coastal plain area) is
believed to have moderate potential for oil and gas. Within this area there
could be other sites that could be developed for oil and gas.

Other Alternatives - Seven management alternatives were developed for the
Arctic Refuge plan. Five of the alternatives do not provide for new economic
uses in the refuge; two of the alternatives provide for new economic uses.
Only Alternative B would provide for oil and gas leasing in the refuge. All
of the alternatives would permit increased recreational use of the refuge if
it is compatible with refuge purposes, although Alternative G would limit the
increase to protect the refuge's existing wilderness values.

Findings - Under Alternative B the Service could permit additional public
use and several economic developments, including oil and gas leasing (assuming
Congress approved this use). The primary impact to subsistence in this
alternative would occur from oil development. Oil development has the
potential to result in minor long-term impacts to the Porcupine caribou
herd--a key subsistence resource. The number of caribou Arctic Village and
Venetie residents harvest probably would be reduced. This in turn could
adversely affect some families who depend on subsistence activities. The
commercial timber and mining operations also could displace some local
residents from areas where they occasionally hunt and trap (although other
nearby areas probably could be used for subsistence activities). The
projected increase in public use would result in increased harvests of fish
and game in the refuge, but the level of use would still be relatively low and
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generally would not occur in the same areas or times subsistence harvests
occur. Both the Service and the State of Alaska would ensure that
opportunities for subsistence harvests are maintained.

The Service concludes that of all the alternatives considered, Alternative B
has the highest potential to adversely affect local residents subsistence
needs and uses of refuge resources. This alternative would generate the
greatest concerns of local residents about impacts to their way of life.
Although there are no specific proposals for oil and gas production south of
the "1002" area, Alternative B has the potential to result in significant
restrictions to some subsistence users, specifically to Arctic Village and
Venetie residents, on the Arctic Refuge.

Recreation

Under the Alternative B scenario recreational use would increase the same as
projected in the Alternative A scenario. Thus this alternative for the most
part would have the same effect on recreational use as described for
Alternative A. Most recreational use would continue to be in the existing
popular areas for hunting, hiking, and river floating (e.g., Kongakut,
Sheenjek, Hulahula rivers, Peters-Schrader lakes). The Service would continue
to manage recreational use as it does now. No developments or facilities
would be built to facilitate improved access or otherwise make recreational
use easier or potentially more popular.

With recreational use projected to increase 72% by the year 2000, an increase
in competition, perceived crowding, and other recreational user conflicts may
occur in popular areas (although most of the refuge still will have relatively
few users). in particular, some sheep hunters, hikers, and floaters seeking
solitude may perceive the Atigun Corge area, the Peters/Schrader lakes area,
and the Hulahula and Kongakut drainages at times to be overcrowded. Conflicts
between hunters and hikers are not expected because most hikers would not,be
using the same areas at the same time. In the future, increased competition
for resources in the Atigun Gorge area may make it necessary for the Service
to propose regulations to the Alaska Department of Fish and Came and the Board
of Came to limit harvests or restrict specific uses.

This alternative would affect opportunities to hunt, fish, or pursue
nonconsumptive uses in localized areas in the refuge. Specifically, the
timber harvesting operation, mining operation, and oil development would
eliminate or reduce opportunities to recreate in the areas of operation and
adjacent areas. None of these areas, however, are popular recreational use
areas. Although development of the placer mine near the Christian River in
the scenario could displace recreational users, particularly those individuals
seeking a wilderness experience, it is expected that this area would receive
little, if any, recreational use. Thus, the mine would have a negligible
effect on recreational use. The oil developments and commercial timber
harvest operations in the Porcupine River area also would have a negligible
effect on recreational use: the number of unguided float trips on the river
would decrease from 12 float trips to 8 trips. The decrease would be expected
because some groups seeking a primitive recreational experience would be
displaced to other areas by the human activity (actual or perceived) in the
area.
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The oil development would bring in a large number of people during the
construction phase. This in turn could increase for a short time the number
of recreational users in the refuge, outside of the project area, but after
construction is completed the level of recreational use would be expected to
drop down to pre-construction levels.

Overall, Alternative B would have a minor effect on recreational use in the
Arctic Refuge. In localized areas (i.e., Atigun Gorge, Hulahula and Kongakut
river drainages) the projected increase in recreational use could result in
some minor adverse impacts such as perceived overcrowding. The economic
developments in the scenario would reduce or eliminate opportunities for
recreational use in localized areas, but from a refuge-wide perspective, the
developments would have a negligible effect on recreational use. A few
recreational users seeking a primitive wilderness experience may be displaced
from the Porcupine River.

Cultural Resources

The Service's management actions in this alternative would have a negligible
effect on the refuge's cultural resources. Management studies and research
would continue to be the primary fish and wildlife management activities
occurring in the refuge. Such activities generally have only negligible
impacts on cultural resources.

Some damage to sites may occur incidental to subsistence activities and
increased recreational use levels. The highest potential for damage occurring
would be at frequently used camping sites because of the possibility that
these sites were used in the past.

The Alternative B scenario assumes commercial timber harvesting, mining, and
oil exploration and development would occur in the southern part of the
refuge. These activities have some potential to damage archaeological and
historic sites. The timber harvesting operation along the Porcupine River
could damage cultural sites when the timber is dragged over the river banks.
The mining operation could damage the sites when areas are cleared for
sluicing operations, and refuge lands that are excavated for settling ponds
and other support facilities. Oil exploration and production facilities could
damage cultural sites when refuge lands are excavated to construct drill pads,
roads, pipelines,and other support facilities. Site-specific cultural
resource inventories would be required-prior to undertaking these economic
uses to reduce the potential for impacts (although incidental damage could
still occur at undetected sites).

In summary, the Alternative B scenario has the potential for incidental damage
to cultural resources. However, potential damage would be avoided whenever
and wherever possible by completing cultural resource inventories and
evaluations, and through the use of mitigation or preservation measures. The
Service would expect most impacts to be only negligible.
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Wilderness Designation Effects of Alternative B (50 Years)

In Alternative B none of the refuge's 9.1 million acres (3.7 million ha) of
non-wilderness lands would be proposed for wilderness designation. These
lands would be included as minimal management, wild river management, moderate
management, or intensive management areas during the life of the plan. The
Service would manage lands in these categories as indicated in Table 10--all
of the uses shown in the table that are compatible with refuge purposes could
be permitted. With no additional wilderness designations, the Service would
retain maximum flexibility in managing the non-wilderness lands in the
future. Under this alternative the Service could develop areas for increased
public use or economic uses that might not protect wilderness values, but
would be compatible with refuge purposes.

Effects on Wilderness Values

1. Naturalness - Activities which would be allowed on the refuge under the
Alternative B scenario, and which could affect naturalness, include
recreational use, surface geologic studies, oil development, commercial timber
harvesting, and mining. Recreational use in the Alternative B scenario is
projected to increase by 72%, the same as Alternative A. The projected
increase in recreational use in the Atigun Gorge thus would have the same
effects on naturalness as those described for the Alternative A scenario. In
the Atigun Gorge area increased littering, more primitive campsites, and the
presence of obvious trails would be evident primarily near the river,
affecting a total area of not more than one acre (0.4 ha). In the rest of the
10 million acres (4 million ha) south of the "1002" area and the existing
Arctic Wilderness, recreationaluse is projected to be relatively light: at
most 60 hikers, 300 floaters, and 150 hunters are projected to use this area.
Even areas with good access, such as the Sheenjek River, probably would be
visited by no more than 20 groups per year. This level of use would not be
expected to result in measurable adverse impacts to naturalness.

The timber harvesting operation would affect the forests, and associated
wildlife, along the upper Porcupine River banks for a small area. The
scenario assumes twenty 1-acre irregular strips would be cut within 200 feet
(61 m) of the river. Thus, small clearcut areas, totaling 20 acres (8 ha),
would be created along the river banks. In these areas any large white spruce
would be removed, which would increase the growth of shrubs and other
deciduous plants in the understory. With reseeding, in 5 to 10 years the cut
areas would be revegetated. Visual impacts, primarily signs of stumps and
slash, would be limited to the river channel. Within 2 to 3 years understory
and shrub vegetation would cover the cut areas, but it would be many decades
before the spruce would appear as they were before the timber harvest. Noise
impacts from chain saws and other machinery could temporarily displace large
game animals (in the spring and fall) and raptors (in the spring) from an area
not exceeding more than about 200 acres (81 ha) near the river. Some water
quality impacts could occur due to increased siltation from dragging the logs
over the river banks. (See also the description of the biological effects of
Alternative B.)
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The mining operation described in the scenario would alter the landscape of
the refuge, including vegetation and fish and wildlife resources. The mining
operation site, and the adjacent camp, tailing piles, settling ponds, roads,
and air strip would remove all vegetation in an area covering a maximum of
100 acres (40 ha). Visual impacts would be limited to the area of
operations. Noise impacts from machinery and motorized vehicles could
displace or cause moose, bear, furbearers and other wildlife to avoid an area
for a radius of half a mile (0.8 km) around the project site--about a 500 acre
(200 ha) area would be affected. Major long-term impacts to fish and water
quality and quantity could occur in the drainage where mining occurs (see the
description of biologicaleffects of Alternative B).

Surface geologic studies would have the same effects on the refuge resources
as described for the Alternative A scenario: this activity results in
essentially no surface disturbance, and would not affect any site for more
than a couple of hours.

Core drilling and seismic exploration could occur in numerous sites, primarily
in the Porcupine Plateau. Nine seismic lines would be run for an estimated
135 miles (220 km) through the refuge. All drilling and seismic tests would
be done in the winter. At each test point disturbance from helicopters and
the presence of people would affect at most one acre (0.4 ha) for less than a
day. Up to 4,900 acres (2,000 ha) could be affected by this activity. Other
than some removal of vegetation and the presence of piles of dirt, there would
be no visible effect of the activity. The noise of the helicopter could
disturb wildlife, but because the activities would be carried out in the
winter impacts would be negligible.

Oil development activities would substantially affect the Porcupine/Coleen
area. Developing an oil production facility as described in the scenario
would totally alter the area of operations due to surface disturbance and the
presence of facilities and people--drilling pads, worker camp, airstrip,
roads, storage facilities, etc. would eliminate or substantially modify the
vegetation and wildlife in an area covering 500 acres (200 ha) over the
long-term. Noise of machinery and the presence of people would also cause
game species to move away or avoid the area, up to a radius of a mile (2 km)
from the center of the project site--about a 2,000 acre (800 ha) area would be
affected. In addition, the main pipeline and service road in the scenario
would affect an estimated 10 miles (16 km) of the refuge: vegetation would be
cleared for about 36 acres (15 ha) in the 50-foot (6-m) right-of-way and then
replanted after construction. Approximately 5 acres per mile would be
directly impacted by construction of the pipeline and road, affecting the
vegetation covering up to 50 acres (20 ha). The construction and maintenance
of the pipeline also would displace wildlife, affecting the naturalness of an
area extending one half mile in either direction from the right-of-way--up to
13,000 acres (5,000 ha) could be affected. The effect of all these oil
development activities, described under the "Biological Effects of Alternative
3,11would include major localized long-term impacts to vegetation, moderate
localized long-term impacts to fish, raptors, and wintering caribou, and minor
to major impacts to water quality in the area of operations. Visual impacts
would be limited to the area of operations and the pipeline corridor.
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2. Outstanding Opportunities for Solitude - The projected increase in
public use in Alternative B would have the same effect on opportunities for
solitude as described for Alternative A. In the Atigun Gorge area the chances
of seeing another group would be highest during the first week of hunting, the
peak use period. The chances of seeing another group would increase about
160% relative to current use levels, particularly along the route into the
gorge and the campsites along the river--the areas most likely where other
groups would be seen. During the rest of the year, and outside of the first
week of hunting, there would not be many groups in the area and therefore a
low probability of seeing or hearing other people. In the rest of the refuge,
south of the existing Arctic Wilderness and the "1002" area, public use is
projected to be relatively light--about 510 recreational users. Public use
would be expected to occur primarily in areas with good access, such as the
Sheenjek and Porcupine rivers. All of the areas probably would be visited by
no more than 20 groups, spread out over the summer and early fall. With this
low level of use, most groups would not see or hear other groups in the same
area.

The commercial timber operation would take place along the Porcupine River
during the spring and fall, to minimize impacts to the soil from hauling the
timber to the water. Noise from the operation could affect about a 200 acre
(80 ha) area. At other times of the year, there would be no impact on
solitude from this use--river floaters would not be affected by the operation
because they would be on the river in the summer, when no timber harvesting
would be occurring.

The mining operation would require 2 to 3 people working the site in the
summer. Visual impacts of the operation would cover a maximum of 100 acres

(40 hal. Noise from the machinery could be heard no more than 9 square miles
(23 km ) from the mining site--up to 5,800 acres (2,300 ha) could be
impacted. The mining operation would be expected to have a negligible effect
on refuge users, however, because the site is not located in a popular
recreational use area.

Oil and gas studies (including geological mapping, core drilling, and seismic
surveys) would occur primarily in the Porcupine Plateau in this scenario. The
studies would involve a maximum of 50 people and several helicopters and
snowmachines, spread out over the refuge. Although numerous sites would be
visited, the 3 to 4 person crews would only be seen at any given site for a
maximum of a day. The probability of other refuge users seeing or hearing
these crews would be very low because the studies would primarily occur during
the winter, when few if any recreational users would be present.

Oil exploration and development as described in the scenario would cover a
500 acre (200 ha) area, plus a 10-mile (16-km) pipeline corridor and service
road in the refuge. No visitors could come into this area without seeing
people, facilities,pipelines, roads, drill pads, storage areas, etc. In
addition, noise from motorized equipment could be heard for a mile radius from
the center of the area of operations--opportunities for solitude would be
diminished in an area up to 2,000 acres (800 ha). Noise from construction of
the main pipeline and service road would affect an area extending one half
mile on either side of the right-of-way--opportunitiesfor solitude would be
diminished in up to 13,000 acres (5,200 ha). Impacts during the construction
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phase, lasting no more than 3 years, would be more severe than during the
production phase--although the visual impacts would be the same in both
phases, during the production phase noise would be much lower in the area of
operations and the pipeline corridor, primarily aircraft accessing the site.
The number of workers on site would drop from approximately 180 to less than
10. Recreational visitors would not likely see or hear the oil development in
the scenario because few users would be expected to visit this area--only
float groups on the Porcupine River may be affected for a relatively short
distance (less than 7 river miles (11 km)) by the development.

3. Outstanding Opportunities for Primitive Recreation - The projected
increase in recreational use would have the same effects on opportunities for
primitive recreation as described for the Alternative A scenario. The
increase in use in the Atigun Gorge would lower the quality of the
recreational experience in this area, relative to the rest of the refuge that
receives little use--the potential for encountering litter, campsites, trails,
and other groups would be higher in the Atigun Gorge, which could adversely
affect those seeking a pristine wilderness experience. However, visitors
would continue to be able to recreate in an outstanding primitive setting,
with no visitor services or facilities,in this area. In the rest of the
refuge the projected recreational use level would not affect opportunities for
primitive recreation.

The commercial timber harvesting operation would would occur for only a few
weeks during the spring and fall when few, if any, recreational users would be
present. If a visitor were present during this time he or she would still
have a primitive recreational experience (e.g., no visitor services or
facilities), but the visual impacts and noise of the operation, and the
temporary avoidance of this area by game animals would reduce the quality of
the experience.

The mining operation in the scenario is not located at a site known to have
outstanding primitive recreation qualities--few if any visitors would be
expected to come to this area. If recreational users were to come to this
area the mining operation would eliminate opportunities for primitive
recreation within the project drainage, covering a maximum of 100 acres
(40 ha). In a 9-square-mile (23-km ) area around the mining site, covering
5,800 acres (2,300 ha), visitors could continue to find opportunities for
primitive recreation, but noise from the operation and the displacement of
game animals from this area would reduce the quality of the experience.

Seismic surveys and core drilling would occur primarily during the winter and
any impacts would be limited to small, localized areas--up to 4,900 acres
(2,000 ha) could be affected by this activity. Few, if any, recreational
users would be in the refuge during the time when these studies occurred. If
visitors were present during the winter near seismic surveying or core
drilling sites, they could have a primitive recreational experience, but the
quality of the experience would be reduced.
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The oil development in the scenario also is not in an area expected to be a
popular recreationaluse area. If river floaters or other recreational users
come to this area they would find all opportunities for primitive recreation
eliminated in the area of operations--a 500-acre (200-he) area. For another
mile radius around the development (2,000 acres or 800 ha) and for a half mile
on either side of the pipeline right-of-way (13,000 acres or 5,200 ha)
opportunities for primitive recreation would be available, but noise from the
development (e.g., machinery, aircraft) and displacement of game animals in
this area during the construction period would lower the quality of the
experience.

4. Special Features - The Arctic Refuge has many special features,
including the Wind, Ivishak and Sheenjek wild rivers, Atigun Gorge, the
Porcupine caribou herd, the Brooks Range, Porcupine Lake, Old John Lake, the
ramparts of the Porcupine River, and the upper Coleen River.

The projected increase in public use in the Alternative B scenario would have
the same effects on special features as described for Alternative A. Public
use in the refuge would be expected to be concentrated in only a few popular
areas with good access, such as the Atigun Gorge. The increase in hunters and
hikers generally would not be expected to affect the scenic/geologic and
wildlife features in the Atigun Gorge area. (one resource that may be
adversely affected is the local sheep population. As noted under the
Alternative A scenario the effect of the projected level of hunters on the
local population is unknown.) Most other areas with special features probably
would be visited by no more than 20 groups per year, which should not result
in adverse impacts to the special features. The projected increase in sport
hunting in the refuge would result in additional caribou being harvested, but
the Porcupine caribou herd should sustain this harvest with no measurable
effect.

Seismic surveys and core drilling on the Porcupine Plateau in this scenario
would not occur in areas that are known special features of the refuge. The
survey lines would be routed to avoid known wintering caribou concentration
areas. Any impacts to caribou from these activities would be of very short
duration (less than a day) and the animals could move to adjacent areas.

Neither the logging or the mining developments in the scenario would be in
areas that are special features of the refuge. The mining operation would
have a negligible effect on the Porcupine caribou herd, as caribou would not
be present on the mining site when most of the mining activity would occur.
The logging operation also would have a negligible impact on the Porcupine
caribou herd: a few animals may be disturbed by this operation in the spring
and move to other nearby areas. The oil development could displace wintering
caribou to surrounding areas (see the "Biological Effects of Alternative B").
This impact, however, would have only a minor overall impact on the refuge's
population.

Conclusion - The management actions in the Alternative B scenario would
not affect most of the wilderness values in the 10 million acres (4 million
ha) south of the "1002" area and the existing Arctic Wilderness--naturalness,
solitude, opportunities for primitive recreation, and special features of the
refuge generally would be maintained in over 95% of the refuge for the
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foreseeable future in this alternative. In certain areas, however, wilderness
values would be diminished or lost. The increase in public use could
adversely affect naturalness, and opportunities for solitude in the Atigun
Gorge (which also is one of the refuge's special features), in a cumulative
area totaling one acre along the river during the first week of the hunting
season. The placer mine in the scenario would eliminate perceived
naturalness, solitude, and opportunities for primitive recreation in a
100-acre (40-ha) area, and reduce opportunities for solitude and the quality
of the recreational experience in another surrounding area totaling no more
than 5,800 acres (2,300 ha). The commercial timber harvesting operation would
affect the naturalness of the riparian lands along the Porcupine River,
totaling 200 acres (80 ha), but should not affect other wilderness values.
Seismic surveys and core drilling could temporarily disturb the vegetative
cover and displace wildlife, affecting the naturalness of up to 4,900 acres
(2,000 ha). The oil development in the scenario would adversely affect the
wilderness values of naturalness, solitude, and opportunities for primitive
recreation in an area totaling about 2,000 acres (800 ha), while the pipeline
corridor and service road would affect the naturalness and opportunities for
solitude in less than 13,000 acres (5,000 ha). It should be noted that none
of the economic developments in the scenario are in popular recreational
areas, so the impacts to most users would be negligible. The Alternative B
scenario would not adversely affect most of the special features of the
refuge.

Effect on the Level of Oil and Gas Activities South of the "1002" Area

Alternative B would not propose any additional areas for wilderness
designation. Oil and gas studies could occur on all of the refuge lands south
of the "1002" area; in the Arctic Wilderness and wild river corridors limited
oil and gas studies could occur. The Alternative B scenario assumes that
surface geologic studies, seismic surveys, core drilling, and exploratory
drilling would occur on the Porcupine Plateau. The scenario further assumes
that oil and gas production would occur in moderate and intensive management
areas in this alternative (assuming Congress approves this use).

Conclusion - The Alternative B wilderness proposal (i.e., no additional
wilderness) would have no effect on the level of oil and gas activities in the
refuge.

Effects an the Level of Mining Development

There are nine active mining claims in the Arctic Refuge. Mining of valid
claims could occur throughout the refuge under Section 304(c) of the Alaska
Lands Act. On all of the claims activity necessary for annual assessments, as
prescribed in the Mining Law of 1872 ($100 of expenditures per claim), would
be expected to occur. However, based on the high cost of access into the
areas and developing the mines, only one active claim is projected to be
developed during the next 50 years in the scenario for Alternative B. With no
new wilderness proposed under this alternative, the Service would take no
actions in this alternative that would affect mining activity on the refuge.

Conclusion - The Alternative B wilderness proposal would have no effect on
the level of mining in the refuge.
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Effects on the Level of Commercial Timber Harvesting

Alternative B would not propose any additional areas for wilderness
designation. Additionally, commercial timber harvesting could be permitted in
moderate and intensive management areas, provided it is compatible with refuge
purposes.

Conclusion - The Alternative 8 wilderness proposal would have no effect on
the level of commercial timber harvesting operations in the refuge.
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ALTHRMATIVE C

The scenarios developed for Alternative C assume limited economic development
(i.e., hardrock mining and commercial timber harvesting) would occur on refuge
lands on the south side of the Brooks Range. The Alternative C scenario
projects current public use levels into the future assuming more people
seeking a wilderness experience continue to be attracted to the refuge (and
not because of any actions the Service takes); the remoteness and high cost of
reaching the refuge, however, would limit the expected increase in public use.

Public Use Scenario

In the Alternative C scenario the Service would continue to manage public use
in the refuge as it has in the past. All of the assumptions described for the
Alternative A scenario (e.g., popular use areas, proportions of different
recreational uses, seasons and bag limits) would be the same for this
scenario. Thus, the recreational use levels in the Alternative C scenario
would be the same as described in the Alternative A scenario.

In the Alternative C scenario aircraft access would not be limited. It is
assumed in this scenario that the aircraft use levels in the Firth
River-Mancha Creek area would be the same as in the Alternative A scenario.

Development Scenario

In the Alternative C scenario two types of economic development would occur on
refuge lands in the year 2000: commercial timber logging and hardrock mining.
Oil and gas exploratory drilling and development would not occur in this
scenario (see below).

Commercial Timber Operation

Under Alternative C commercial timber operations could occur in the moderate
management areas south of the Brooks Range. The Alternative C scenario
assumes a small, local commercial timber operation would occur on refuge lands
along the Porcupine River. The scenario for this operation, including the
development assumptions, is the same as described in the Alternative B
scenario.

Kining

The Alternative C scenario assumes that a placer mining operation for gold
recovery would be developed on refuge lands near the Christian River. The
mining scenario for this operation, including the development assumptions, is
the same as described in the Alternative B scenario.

Oil and Gas Activities

In Alternative C, geologic studies, including surface rock collection,
gravimetric.surveying and geological mapping activities, could be permitted on
a site-specific basis throughout the refuge. Seismic surveying and core
drilling, oil and gas studies involving the use of motorized equipment, could
be permitted south of the existing Arctic Wilderness and the "1002" area.
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Limited oil and gas studies could be permitted in the wilderness area. Under
Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act, all of the Arctic Refuge is closed to
oil and gas leasing and production. For the purposes of analysis it is
assumed that oil and gas leasing and production would continue to be
prohibited south of the "1002" area. The scenario assumes that seismic
studies and core drilling would not occur during the life of the plan because
of the expense involved in field work and the likelihood that companies would
conduct these studies only on lands available for oil and gas development. In
the scenario only surface geologic studies would occur south of the "1002"
area, on the Porcupine Plateau. The assumptions for surface geologic studies
would be the same as described in the Alternative A scenario.

Biological Effects of Alternative C (Life of the Plan - 15 Years)

Vegetation

Increasing levels of public use described in the scenario would have the same
negligible impacts on vegetation as described for Alternative A. Surface
geologic studies also would have a negligible effect on vegetation.

Small scale timber activities described in the scenario for Alternative C
would result in the same minor, highly localized changes in vegetation as
described under Alternative B. Overall, these small scale timber activities
would have a minor, localized effect on the Porcupine River riparian
vegetation, but refuge-wide, the impact would be negligible.

Placer mining activities as described in Alternative C's scenario would have
the same effects as described for the Alternative B scenario: major, long-term
impacts would be anticipated for the vegetation in the entire drainage where
the claim is sited.

In summary, most of the permitted activities under Alternative C would have a
negligible impact on the refuge's vegetation. Mining would result in a major
long-term alteration of the mining site's vegetation, but from a refuge-wide
perspective impacts on refuge vegetation would be negligible.

Fish

As discussed in Alternative A, the projected increase in public use would have
a negligible impact on the refuge fisheries resources.

The logging operation in the Alternative C scenario would have the same
effects on fish as described for the Alternative A scenario. Overall, the
small-scale timbering would have a negligible impact on Porcupine River fish
populations.

Placer mining along a small tributary of the Christian River would have the
same adverse effects on aquatic habitat and fish populations in the project
drainage as described for the Alternative B scenario. Mining would have a
major, long-term adverse impact on local fish populations. Because of the
relatively small size of mining activities in the scenario, however, the
effect of mining on refuge fish populations would be negligible.
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Surface geologic studies would not affect refuge fish populations.

Overall, Alternative C would have a negligible effect on the refuge's fish
populations, with major, long-term impacts in localized areas if mining occurs.

Waterfowl

Because increases in public use of Arctic Refuge in this alternative would be
almost identical to use levels described for Alternative A, impacts on refuge
waterfowl populations would be negligible.

The small timber operation and mining operation described in the scenario
would have the same effect on waterfowl as noted for the Alternative B
scenario: these developments would have a negligible effect on refuge
waterfowl.

Surface geologic studies would not measurably affect the refuge's waterfowl
population.

In summary, the increases in public use, the logging and mining operations,
and surface geologic studies in the Alternative C scenario would have a
negligible effect on the refuge's waterfowl populations.

Shorebirds

The projected increase in public use would have a negligible impact on refuge
shorebirds.

The economic uses described in the scenario would have a negligible impact on
shorebirds. Very few shorebirds move through the riparian areas where
small-scale timbering would take place; timber harvest activities described in
the Alternative C scenario would result in a negligible impact to refuge
shorebirds. Placer mining in Alternative C would have a negligible effect on
refuge shorebird populations, as few shorebirds use the area noted in the
scenario. Surface geologic studies would not affect the refuge's shorebird
populations.

In summary, Alternative C would have a negligible effect on the refuge's
shorebird populations.

Raptors

As discussed under Alternative A, increasing public use, particularly along
rivers, could have a minor impact on refuge raptors. The scenario for
Alternative C is the same for float parties using the Porcupine River, where
raptor nesting concentrations are high. Thus, disturbance impacts on raptors
would be the same as in Alternative A: the net potential impact on refuge
raptor populations would be minor.

The commercial timber operation along the Porcupine River would have the same
effects on raptors as described under Alternative B. Timber harvesting during
nesting could have a moderate localized impact on refuge raptor populations.
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The placer mining operation effect on raptors would be the same as described
under Alternative B: raptors would be likely to avoid the area while mining
activities are taking place, but the effects would be.minor and limited to the
watershed being mined.

Surface geologic studies would have a negligible effect on the refuge's
raptors.

Overall, the increase in public use, and the commercial timber and mining
operations described in the Alternative C scenario would have a minor effect
on the refuge's overall raptor populations, with the potential for moderate
localized impacts in the Porcupine River area.

Marine Mammals

Increased levels of public use described in the scenario for Alternative C
would have negligible impacts on marine mammals within Arctic Refuge.

No marine mammals occur in the area being considered for timber harvesting,
placer mining or surface geologic studies. Therefore, these economic uses
would have no impact on refuge marine mammal populations.

Caribou

The increases in public use and surface geologic studies in this scenario, the
same as noted under Alternative A, are not expected to measurably affect the
refuge's caribou populations.

The timber operation in the Alternative C scenario would have the same impacts
on the Porcupine caribou herd as described for the Alternative B scenario.
Overall, small-scale timber operations would have only very minor, short-term
impact on caribou.

Caribou would not be present in large numbers at the placer mining site near
the Christian River when most of the mining activity would occur. Wintering
caribou would simply avoid the areas where structures are placed and areas
stripped of vegetation and would probably migrate around the site. Thus,
placer mining activities in the Alternative B scenario would be expected to
have a negligible impact on caribou.

From a refuge-wide perspective, Alternative C would have a negligible effect
on the refuge's caribou population.

Moose

Impacts of increasing public use within the refuge would be negligible for
moose, similar to Alternative A.

The commercial timber operation would have the same effects on moose as
described under the Alternative B scenario: the small timber operation would
have a slight long-term beneficial effect on moose in the the Porcupine River
area; however, refuge-wide, timber activities would have a negligible impact
on moose.
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The impacts of the placer mining operation in this scenario would be the same
as described under the Alternative B scenario. Overall, placer mining would
have negligible impacts on refuge moose populations.

Surface geologic studies would have a negligible effect on moose.

In summary, the increase in public use and the commercial timber and mining
operations in the Alternative B scenario would have a negligible impact on the
refuge's moose population.

Dall Sheep

The level of public use in Alternative C would have the same effect on Dail
sheep as Alternative A: although increased numbers of guided and unguided
hunters would harvest more Dail sheep in the refuge, the effects of this
harvest would be expected to have negligible impacts on the refuge's sheep
population.

Dail sheep do not occur in the area where timber harvesting, placer mining, or
oil and gas studies are assumed in the scenario. Thus, these economic uses
would have no effect on the refuge's Dail sheep population. Surface geologic
studies also would not be expected to affect the refuge's sheep population.

In summary, Alternative C would have a negligible effect on the refuge's Dail
sheep population.

Muskox

Alternative C's scenario does not appreciably increase public use levels
beyond those described for Alternatives A and B. Therefore, Alternative C
would have the same negligible impact on refuge muskox.

Muskox do not occur in the area where timber harvesting, placer mining, or oil
and gas studies are assumed in the scenario. Thus, these economic uses would
have no effect on the refuge's muskox population. Surface geologic studies
also would have no effect on muskox.

From a refuge-wide perspective, Alternative C would have a negligible effect
on the refuge's muskox population.

Brown and Black Bear

Increased levels of public use, and surface geologic studies in Alternative C
would have the same negligible impact on bear as discussed in Alternative A.

During timber cutting activities, bear would avoid the Porcupine River
riparian areas, but displacement would be temporary. Clear cut areas, with
increased shrub and deciduous vegetation as a result of altered plant
successional stages, could provide additional fall food for bear and
additional cover, which is preferred by black bear in particular.

The placer mining operation would have the same effect on bear as the
Alternative B scenario: the operation would be expected to have a negligible
impact on refuge bear populations.
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Surface geologic studies would have no effect on refuge bear populations.

Overall, the increase in public use and the commercial timber and mining
operations in Alternative C would have a negligible effect on the refuge's
bear populations.

Furbearers

As discussed for Alternative A, public use levels in the Alternative C
scenario would have negligible impacts on refuge forbearer populations.

The timber operation in this alternative would have the same effects on
furbearers as those described under the Alternative B scenario: a highly
localized, short-term impact on populations in the project area, and a
negligible impact on refuge forbearer populations.

Furbearers would avoid the area around the placer mining site during
operations. However, loss of 50-100 acres (20-40 ha) of habitat in the
Christian River vicinity would have a negligible impact on refuge furbearers.

Surface geologic studies in the scenario would have a negligible impact on
refuge forbearer populations.

In summary, the increase in public use and the commercial timber and mining
operations in Alternative C would have a negligible effect on the refuge's
forbearer populations.

Threatened and Endangered Species

The level of recreational use projected in the Alternative C scenario would
not affect the refuge's threatened and endangered species, with the possible
exception of arctic and peregrine falcons. The American peregrine falcon
nests on the Porcupine River cliffs, and the arctic peregrine falcon may nest
on rivers on the north slope which refuge users float. The projected level of
recreational use in this scenario would have the same potential impacts as
described under Alternative A. Breeding raptors generally are very sensitive
to disturbance. Reproductive success could be lowered if adult peregrines
desert established use areas. Disturbance of specific falcon nesting cliffs
would be prevented by parties avoiding those areas during the early summer.
The Service would encourage groups to float rivers known to sustain peregrine
nests at other times. All groups also would be encouraged to avoid camping in
areas where peregrines are known to nest. Even if all the groups floated the
Porcupine River in early summer (which would be unlikely), the 12 groups
projected in the scenario would be expected to have a minor to negligible
effect on peregrine nesting (provided the people did not climb up the river
cliffs or camp in the immediate vicinity of active nests). The Service would
monitor the peregrines and river use to ensure that impacts are avoided.

No threatened or endangered species are known to occur in the placer mining
site in the scenario. Thus, this activity should have no effect on the
refuge's threatened or endangered species.
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The projected timber harvesting operation on the Porcupine River could affect
American peregrine falcons that use the river. Before this activity would be
permitted a Section 7 consultation would be required under the provisions of
the Endangered Species Act. To avoid potential impacts, timber activities
within known areas of traditional peregrine nesting would not be allowed.

Water Quality and Quantity

The level of public use in Alternative C would have the same impacts on water
quality as described for Alternative A. Minor, localized impacts to water
quality could occur on popular rivers and lakes, particularly at regularly
used campsites, due to improperly buried wastes. Refuge water quantities
would not be affected.

Timber activities in the scenario would have the same effect as noted for the
Alternative B scenario: a minor short-term adverse effect on Porcupine River
water quality immediatelyadjacent to clearcut sites, but a negligible effect
on the river system. Water quantity would not be altered.

Placer mining under this alternative would have the same impacts as described
under the Alternative B scenario: major long-term impacts an the water quality
and quantity within the drainage where mining activities occurred. The small
scale operation, however, would have a negligible impact on water quality and
quantity in the refuge as a whole.

Surface geologic studies would not affect either refuge water quality or
quantity.

In summary, Alternative C would have a negligible effect on the refuge's
overall water quality and quantity, with minor to major localized impacts
possible due to increased public use, mining, and timber harvest operations.

Air Quality

As with Alternative A, neither projected increases in recreational use nor
surface geologic studies would affect the refuge's air quality. Small scale
timber operations and placer mining would have negligible effects on air
quality. Thus, the alternative would have a negligible effect on the refuge's
air quality.

Ecosystems

Increasing public use described in Alternative C's scenario would have a
negligible impact on refuge ecosystems and natural diversity.

The economic developments in the scenario would have the same effects on
ecosystems as described for the Alternative B scenario. Timber operations
would have some minor impacts on riparian and aquatic ecosystems at each site,
but should have negligible effects on natural diversity in the Porcupine River
area. Placer mining would have a moderate impact on ecosystems in the
immediate area surrounding the claim site, but would have a negligible impact
an natural diversity and ecosystems throughout the rest of the refuge.
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Surface geologic studies would have a negligible effect on the refuge's
ecosystems and natural diversity.

In summary, the timber harvest operation and mining operation in the
Alternative C scenario could adversely affect refuge ecosystems on a localized
basis. Overall, however, the alternative would have a negligible effect on
the refuge's natural processes and species diversity in Arctic Refuge.

Socioeconomic Effects of Alternative C (Life of the Plan - 15 Years)

Population

The increase in public use, surface geologic studies, and the commercial
timber and mining operations in the Alternative C scenario would be expected
to have the same effect on the local population as Alternative A: a negligible
impact.

Economy

The increase in recreational use and surface geologic studies in this scenario
would be expected to have a negligible positive effect on the local economy,
the same as in the Alternative A scenario.

The effects of the commercial timber operation and mining on the local economy
would be negligible, the same as described for the Alternative B scenario.

In summary, the Alternative C scenario would have a negligible positive effect
on the local economy.

Subsistence/Section 810(a) Evaluation and Finding

This scenario would not affect the subsistence needs of local residents.
Subsistence activities would continue to be an important part of many local
residents' lives.

The level of development (and the timing and management stipulations) and the
level of public use described in the scenario would be expected to result in a
negligible to minor effect on the refuge's fish and wildlife populations-
subsistence species populations would not be expected to change appreciably as
a result of the uses assumed in the scenario (although some animals may be
displaced to other areas by the developments in the scenario). The
subsistence activities of most local residents therefore would not be
significantly affected by these uses.

The timber harvesting operation on the Porcupine River would have a
negligible, localized effect on subsistence resources and users. Operations
would occur only over a few months in the fall and spring. Some animals such
as moose and caribou may be displaced to other areas as a result of this
activity, but with adequate stipulations and monitoring impacts to refuge
resources, including subsistence resources, woull be negligible. Some Fort
Yukon and Chalkyitsik residents that travel up the Porcupine River to hunt and
trap where the timber is harvested could be temporarily displaced, Residents
may or may not be able to find adequate fish and game in other nearby areas.
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The mining operation near the Christian River would significantly affect
refuge resources in the area of operations. Some game animals would be
displaced from the area of operations. This area, however, is not heavily
used by local residents for subsistence purposes. Local residents probably
could find adequate resources in nearby areas.

The increase in recreational hunting and fishing in the Alternative C scenario
is the same as assumed in the Alternative A scenario. The Alternative C
public use scenario thus would have the same effect on subsistence as noted
for the other scenarios. Competition between local residents and recreational
users for resources could increase in popular areas that have relatively good
access, such as the Hulahula River. The expected increases in harvent levels
resulting from the increase in recreational use would not be expecte-@:to
adversely affect subsistence users--the Alaska Department of Fish and Came and
the Service would monitor use levels to ensure that opportunities for
subsistence harvests are maintained.

The most significant adverse impact of the Alternative C scenario probably
would be the Perception of Chalkyitsik, Venetie, Fort Yukon, and Arctic
Village residents that more "outsiders" are intruding on their way of life,
reducing opportunities for subsistenceactivities. In addition to the
recreational users, in this alternative commercial timber operations, a mining
operation, and surface geologic studies all would be occurring it,the refuge.
More planes and boats in the refuge, increased potential for seeing people,
and increased crowding ir localized areas would all likely height n concerns
of local residents thaL their subsistence way of life is being threatened.

Availability of Other Lands - As noted in the Section 810(a) evaluation for
Alternative A, there ..!aybe other lands available for the uses considered, but
lands outside of the refuge are not considered because they are beyond the
scope of this plan. The Alternative C public use scenario focused on existing
and potential popular recreational use areas. There are other areas within
the refuge that could provide opportunities for similar use, but they have not
been identified by the Service.

The developments considered in the scenario are all site-specific projects.
Whether additional lands are available for the developments depends on the
resources and the economics of developing a particular site. There are only a
few active claims in the Arctic Refuge where a mine could be developed. Most
of the refuge does not have areas where a commercial timber harvest operation
would be economically feasible.

Other Alternatives - Seven management alternatives were developed for the
Arctic Refuge plan. Five of the alternatives do not provide for new economic
uses in

'
the refuge; two of the alternatives provide for new economic uses.

All of the alternatives would permit increased recreational use of the refuge
if it is compatible with refuge purposes, although Alternative G would limit
the increase to protect the refuge's existing wilderness values.

Findiap - Under the Alternative C scenario additional public use and
comercial timber and mining operations are projected to occur on the refuge.
Concerns of local residents about impacts to their way of life may intensify
with these uses. All of the potential impacts that would result from the
Alternative C scenario would be localized. None of the projected uses in the
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scenario would adversely affect subsistence fish and wildlife population
levels, although some negligible to minor impacts could occur (e.g., wildlife
may be displaced in the areas where developments are located). The small
commercial timber and mining operations could displace some local residents
from areas where they occasionally hunt and trap, but other nearby areas
probably could be used for subsistence activities. Increased harvest levels
would occur with the increase in sport hunting and fishing, but sufficient
resources would be available to meet subsistence user needs. It also should
be noted that both the Service and the State of Alaska would take steps to
ensure that opportunities for subsistence harvests are maintained. The
Service thus concludes that Alternative C would not result in significant
restrictions to subsistence uses on the Arctic Refuge.

Recreation

Under the Alternative C scenario recreational use would increase the same as
projected in the Alternative A scenario. Thus this alternative generally
would have the same effect on recreational use as described for
Alternative A. Alternative C would not affect most opportunities to hunt,
fish, or pursue nonconsumptive uses in the refuge. The projected increase in
use may result in increased competition, perceived crowding, and other
recreational user conflicts in popular areas. In particular, some sheep
hunters, hikers and floaters seeking solitude may perceive the Atigun Gorge
area, the Peters/Schrader lakes area, and the Hulahuia and Kongakut drainages
at times to be overcrowded. In the future, increased competition for
resources in the Atigun Gorge area may make it necessary for the Service to
propose regulations to the Alaska Department of Fish and Game and the Board of
Game to limit harvests or restrict specific uses.

Although development of the placer mine near the Christian River in the
scenario could displace recreational users, particularly those individuals
seeking a wilderness experience, it is expected that this area would receive
little, if any, recreational use. Thus, the mine would have a negligible
effect on recreational use.

The commercial timber harvest operations along the Porcupine River would not
be expected to affect the number of float trips. The timber cutting would
occur in the spring and fall when most groups would not be floating the
river. The timber cuts also would be relatively small, and should not affect
groups seeking a primitive recreational experience in this area.

Surface geologic studies would not be expected to affect refuge recreational
use.

Overall, Alternative C would have a negligible effect on recreational use in
the Arctic Refuge. In localized areas (i.e., Atigun Gorge, Hulahula and
Kongakut drainages) the projected increase in recreational use could result in
some minor adverse impacts such as perceived overcrowding.
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Cultural Resources

Alternative C would have the same effect on cultural resources as
Alternative B. Some damage to sites may occur incidental to subsistence
activities and increased recreational use levels. The highest potential for
damage occurring would be at frequently used camping sites because of the
possibility that these sites were used in the past.

The Alternative C scenario assumes commercial timber harvesting, mining, and
surface geologic studies would occur in the southern part of the refuge.
Surface geologic studies would not be expected to affect archaeological and
historic sites. The timber harvesting operation along the Porcupine River
could damage cultural sites when the timber is dragged over the river banks.
The mining operation could damage the sites when areas are cleared for
sluicing operations, and refuge lands that are excavated for settling ponds
and other support facilities. Site-specific culural resource inventories
would be required prior to undertaking these economic uses to reduce the
potential for impacts (although incidental damage could still occur at
undetected sites).

In summary, Alternative C would have a negligible impact on cultural
resources. Although the Alternative C scenario has the potential for
incidental damage to cultural resources, potential damage would be avoided
whenever and wherever possible by completing cultural resource inventories and
evaluations, and through the use of mitigation or preservation measures.

Wilderness Designation Effects of Alternative C (50 Years)

In Alternative C none of the refuge's 9.1 million acres (3.7 million ha) of
non-wilderness lands would be proposed for wilderness designation. These
lands would be included as either minimal management, wild river management,
or moderate management areas during the life of the plan. The Service would
manage lands in these categories as indicated in Table 10--all of the uses
shown in the table that are compatible with refuge purposes could be
permitted. With no additional wilderness designations, the Service would
retain maximum flexibility in managing the non-wilderness lands in the
future. Under this alternative the Service could develop areas for increased
public use or economic developments that might not protect wilderness values,
but would be compatible with refuge purposes.

Effects on Wilderness Values

1. Naturalness - Activities which would be allowed on the refuge under the
Alternative C scenario, and which could affect naturalness, include
recreational use, surface geologic studies, commercial timber harvesting, and
mining. The increase in public use, the surface geologic studies, and the
commercial timber and mining operations in the Alternative C scenario are the
same as described under the Alternative B scenario, and thus would have the
same effects on the refuge's naturalness. The projected increase in public
use in the Atigun Gorge area would be expected to result in increased
littering, more campsites, and the presence of obvious trails, affecting a
total area of not more than one acre (0.4 ha). In the rest of the 10 million
acres (4 million ha) south of the "1002" area and the existing Arctic
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Wilderness, recreational use is projected to be relatively light: at most 60
hikers, 300 floaters, and 150 hunters are projected to use this area. Even
areas with good access, such as the Sheenjek River, probably would be visited
by no more than 20 groups per year. This level of use would not be expected
to result in measurable adverse impacts to naturalness.

The timber harvesting operation would have the same effects on the Porcupine
River riparian area as described for the Alternative B scenario. Small
clearcut areas, totaling 20 acres (8 ha), would be temporarily created along
the river banks. Visual impacts, primarily signs of stumps and slash, would
be limited to the river channel. Within 2 to 3 years understory and shrub
vegetation would cover the cut areas, but it would be many decades before the
spruce would appear as they were before the timber harvest. Noise impacts
could temporarily displace large game animals (in the spring and fall) and
raptors (in the spring) from an area not exceeding more than about 200 acres
(81 ha) adjacent to the river. (See also the description of the biological
effects of AlternativeB.)

The mining operation in the scenario would have the same effects on the
landscape of the refuge as those noted under the Alternative B scenario. The
mining operation would remove all vegetation in an area covering a maximum of
100 acres (40 ha). Visual impacts would be limited to the area of
operations. Noise impacts could cause wildlife to avoid an area for a radius
up to half a mile (0.8 km) around the project site--about a 500-acre area
(200-ha) would be affected. Major long-term impacts to fish and water quality
and quantity could occur in the drainage where mining occurs (see the
description of biological effects of Alternative B).

Surface geologic studies would have the same negligible effects on the refuge
resources as described in Alternative A: this activity results in essentially
no surface disturbance, and would not affect any site for more than a couple
of hours.

2. Outstanding Opportunities for Solitude - The projected increase in public
use in Alternative C would have the same effect on opportunities for solitude
as described for Alternative A. In the Atigun Gorge area the chances of
seeing another group would be highest during the first week of hunting, the
peak use period. The chances of seeing another group would increase about
160% relative to current use levels, particularly along the route into the
gorge and the campsites along the river--the areas most likely where other
groups would be seen. In Lhe rest of the refuge, south of the existing Arctic
Wilderness and the "1002" area, public use is projected to be relatively
light--about 510 recreational users. Public use would be expected to occur
primarily in areas with good access, such as the Sheenjek and Porcupine
rivers. All of the areas probably would be visited by no more than 20 groups,
spread out over the summer and early fall. With this low level of use, most
groups would not see or hear other groups in the same area.

The commercial timber operation would have the same effect on solitude as
described under the Alternative B scenario. Most refuge recreational users in
this area (i.e., river floaters)would not be affected by the operation
because they would be on the river in the summer, when no timber harvesting
would be occurring.
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The effect of the mining operation would be identical to that noted for the
Alternative B scenario. Visual impacts of the operation would cover a maximum
of 100 acres (40 ha).2)Noise from the machinery could be heard no more than
9 square miles (23 km from the mining site--up to 5,800 acres (2,300 ha)
could be impacted. However, the mining operation would be expected to have a
negligible effect on the solitude of refuge users because the site is not
located in a popular recreational use area.

Surface geological studies in this scenario would have the same effect on
solitude as described for the Alternative A scenario. The chances of other
refuge users seeing or hearing these studies would be very low--the large size
of the area (over 4 million acres (1.6 million ha) in the Porcupine Plateau)
makes it unlikely that the few recreational users in this area (about 330
recreational users over the year) would encounter the field crew.
Furthermore, most recreational use would occur along rivers, while the surface
geologic studies would occur over a much larger area that receives little if
any use due to the lack of access.

3. Outstanding Opportunities for Primitive Recreation - The projected
increase in recreational use would have the same effects on opportunities for
primitive recreation as described for AlternativeA. The increase in use in
the Atigun Gorge would lower the quality of the recreational experience in
this area, relative to the rest of the refuge that receives little use--the
potential for encountering litter, campsites, trails, and other groups would
be higher in the Atigun Gorge, which could adversely affect those seeking a
pristine wilderness experience. However, visitors would continue to be able
to recreate in an outstanding primitive setting, with no visitor services or
facilities, in both of these areas.

The commercial timber harvesting operation in this scenario would have the
same effect on primitive recreation opportunities as described for the
Alternative B scenario. Most recreational users would not be affected by this
use because it would occur at a time when few, if any, recreational users
would be present. If a visitor were present during this time the visual
impacts and noise of the operation, and the temporary displacement of wildlife
from this area would reduce the quality of the primitive recreational
experience.

The mining operation in this scenario would have the same effect as described
for the Alternative B scenario. The mine is not located at a site known to
have outstanding primitive recreation qualities, so few, if any, visitors
would be expected to come to this area. opportunities for primitive
recreation would be eliminated in an area up to 100 acres (40 ha), while
visual impacts, noise, and displacement of game animals would

2
reduce the

quality of the primitive recreation in a 9-square-mile (23 km ) area,
covering 5,800 acres (2,300 ha), around the mining site.

Surface geologic studies in this scenario would have the same effect on
opportunities for primitive recreation as noted under the Alternative A
scenario. Visitors would continue to be able to hunt, fish, hike, etc., in a
primitive setting on all of the sites where surface geologic studies occur.
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4. Special Features - The Arctic Refuge has many special features, including
the Wind, Ivishak and Sheenjek wild rivers, Atigun Gorge, the Porcupine
caribou herd, the Brooks Range, Porcupine Lake, Old John Lake, the ramparts of
the Porcupine River, and the upper Coleen River.

The expected increase in public use in the Alternative C scenario would have
the same effects on special features as described for Alternative A. Public
use in the refuge would be expected to be concentrated in only a few popular
areas with good access, such as the Atigun Gorge. The increase in hunters and
hikers generally would not be expected to affect the scenic/geologic and
wildlife features in the Atigun Gorge. (One resource that may be adversely
affected is the local sheep population. As noted under the Alternative A
scenario the effect of the projected level of hunters on the local population
is unknown.) Most other areas with special features probably would be visited
by no more than 20 groups per year, which should not result in adverse impacts
to the special features. The projected increase in sport hunting in the
refuge would result in additional caribou being harvested, but the Porcupine
caribou herd should sustain this harvest with no adverse effect.

The logging and mining operations in this scenario would not occur in areas
that are special features of the refuge. Surface geologic studies would not
disturb the surface, and thus would be expected to have a negligible effect on
the refuge's special features.

The logging and mining operations in this scenario would be expected to have a
negligible effect on the Porcupine caribou herd (see the "Biological Effects
of Alternative C"). The mining operation would have a negligible effect on
the Porcupine caribou herd, as caribou would not be present on the mining site
when most of the mining activity would occur. The logging operation also
would have a negligible impact on the Porcupine caribou herd: a few animals
may be disturbed by this operation in the spring and move to other nearby
areas.

Conclusion - The management actions in the Alternative C scenario would not
adversely affect wilderness values an 10 million acres (4 million ha) South of
the "1002" area and the existing Arctic Wilderness--naturalness, solitude,
opportunities for primitive recreation, and special features of the refuge
would be maintained in 99% of the refuge for the foreseeable future in this
alternative. In certain areas, however, wilderness values would be diminished
or lost. The increase in public use could adversely affect perceived
naturalness, and opportunities for solitude in the Atigun Gorge (which also is
one of the refuge's special features); impacts to wilderness values would
occur in a cumulative area totaling one acre along the river during the first
week of hunting. The placer mine in the scenario would eliminate perceived
naturalness, solitude, and opportunities for primitive recreation in a
100-acre (40-ha) area, and reduce opportunities for solitude and the quality
of the recreational experience in another surrounding area totaling no more
than 5,800 acres (2,300 ha). The commercial timber harvesting operation would
affect the naturalness of the riparian lands along the Porcupine River,
totaling less than 200 acres (80 ha), but should not affect other wilderness
values. Surface geologic studies in the scenario would have a negligible
effect on naturalness, solitude, primitive recreation, and special features.
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Effect on the Level of Oil and Cas Activities South of the "1002" Area

With no wilderness additions being proposed in Alternative C, the Alaska Lands
Act and existing Service policies and would continue to govern what oil and
gas activities occur on the refuge. Oil and gas studies could occur on all of
the refuge lands south of the "1002" area; in the Arctic Wilderness and wild
river corridors limited oil and gas studies could occur. The Alternative C
scenario assumes that only surface geologic studies would occur on the
Porcupine Plateau. No oil and gas production would occur because under
Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act (assuming it is not amended) all of the
Arctic Refuge is closed to oil and gas production.

Conclusion - The Alternative C wilderness proposal (i.e., no additional
wilderness) would have no effect on the level of oil and gas activities in the
Arctic Refuge.

Effects on the Level of Mining Development

There are nine active mining claims in the Arctic Refuge. Mining of valid
claims could occur throughout the refuge under Section 304(c) of the Alaska
Lands Act. On all of the claims activity necessary for annual assessments, as
prescribed in the Mining Law of 1872 ($100 of expenditures per claim), would
be expected to occur. However, based on the high cost of access into the
areas and developing the mines, only one active claim is projected to be
developed during the next 50 years in the scenario for Alternative C. With no
new wilderness proposed under this alternative, the Service would take no
actions in this alternative that would affect mining activity on the refuge.

Conclusion - With no new wilderness areas proposed, Alternative C would have
no effect on the level of mining in the refuge.

Effects on the Level of Commercial Timber Harvesting

Alternative C would not propose any additional areas for wilderness
designation. Commercial timber harvesting could be permitted in the moderate
management areas, provided it is compatible with refuge purposes.

Conclusion - The Alternative C wilderness proposal would have no effect on
the level of commercial timber harvesting operations in the refuge.
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ALTERNATIVE D

The scenarios developed for Alternative D assume economic development would
not occur on refuge lands on the south side of the Brooks Range, with the
exception of hardrock mining. The Alternative D scenario projects current
public use levels into the future assuming more people seeking a wilderness
experience continue to be attracted to the refuge (and not because of any
actions the Service takes); the remoteness and high cost of reaching the
refuge, however, would limit the expected increase in pubiic use.

Public Use Scenario

In the Alternative D scenario the Service would continue to manage public use
in the refuge as it has in the past. All of the assumptions described for the
Alternative A scenario (e.g., popular use areas, proportions of different
recreational uses, seasons and bag limits) would be the same for this
scenario. Thus, the recreational use levels in the Alternative D scenario
would be the same as described in the Alternative A scenario.

In the Alternative D scenario aircraft access would not be limited. It is
assumed in this scenario that the aircraft use levels in the Firth
River-Mancha Creek area would be the same as in the Alternative A scenario.

P!!@to @nt Scenario

In the Alternative D scenario hardrock mining would be the only form of
economic development that would occur on refuge lands in the year 2000. Oil
and gas exploration and development and commercial timber harvesting would not
occur in this scenario (see below).

Commercial Timber Operation

In Alternative D all of the refuge lands would be designated as minimal
management areas, wild river management areas, or wilderness areas.
Commercial timber operations would not be permitted in the refuge in the
future under these management categories. For the purposes of analysis it is
therefore assumed that commercial timber operations would not occur on the
refuge over the next 50 years.

Mining

The Alternative D scenario assumes that a placer mining operation for gold
recovery would be developed on refuge lands near the Christian River. The
mining scenario for this operation, including the development assumptions, is
the same as described in the Alternative B scenario.

Oil and Gas Activities

In Alternative D, geologic studies, including surface rock collection,
gravimetric surveying and geological mapping activities, could be permitted on
a site-specificbasis throughout the refuge. Seismic surveys, core drilling,
and other oil and gas studies involving the use of motorized equipment could
be permitted south of the wilderness portion of the refuge and the "1002"
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area. Limited oil and gas studies could be permitted in the wilderness area.
Under Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act, all of the Arctic Refuge is closed
to oil and gas leasing and production. For the purposes of analysis it is
assumed that oil and gas leasing and production would continue to be
prohibited south of the "1002" area. The scenario assumes that seismic
studies and core drilling would not occur during the life of the plan because
of the expense involved in field work and the likelihood that companies would
conduct these studies only on lands available for oil and gas development. In
the scenario only surface geologic studies would occur south of the "1002"
area, in the non-wilderness portions of the refuge. The assumptions for
surface geologic studies would be the same as described in the Alternative A
scenario.

BiologicalEffects of Alternative D (For the Life of the Plan - 15 Years)

Vegetation

Public use in this scenario would have the same effect on vegetation as
described for the Alternative A scenario: a negligible effect. Surface
geologic studies also would have a negligible effect on vegetation.

Placer mining in this scenario would have the same effects on vegetation as
noted under the Alternative B scenario. This activity would have major,
long-term impacts on the vegetation in the entire drainage where the claim is
sited.

From a refuge-wide perspective, the impacts of Alternative D on refuge
vegetation would be negligible, although significant, long-term, localized
impacts would occur with mining.

Fish

As discussed under Alternative A, the projected increase in public use would
have negligible effects on refuge fishery resources, primarily because fishing
would probably remain incidental to other recreational pursuits, such as
floating rivers or hunting. Surface geologic studies would not affect refuge
fish populations. Placer mining along a small tributary of the Christian
River would have the same adverse effects described for Alternatives B and C:
mining would have a major, long-term adverse impact on local fish populations
and habitats. Because of the relatively small size of mining activities in
the scenario, however, the effect of mining on refuge fish populations would
be negligible.

Overall, Alternative D would have a negligible impact on anadromous and
resident fish populations in the Arctic Refuge, with major localized impacts
due to mining.

Waterfowl

As discussed for Alternative A, increasing public use is not expected to
adversely affect waterfowl populations. Surface geologic studies and the
placer mining operation assumed in the scenario would have a negligible effect
on waterfowl populations. Thus, Alternative D would have a negligible impact
on aquatic birds.
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Shorebirds

The public use level projected in the Alternative D would not be expected to
alter shorebird distributions or numbers. Placer mining would have a
negligible effect on refuge shorebird populations, as few shorebirds use the
area noted in the scenario. Surface geologic studies would not affect the
refuge's shorebird populations. Thus, Alternative D would have a negligible
effect on the refuge's shorebird populations.

Raptors

Increasing recreational use of river corridors could have a minor impact on
refuge raptors if disturbances during the early summer result in nest
abandonment or displacement into less suitable habitats during courtship.
Surface geologic studies, and placer mining would have the same negligible
impact on refuge raptor populations as described for Alternative C. Thus, the
Alternative D scenario would have a minor effect on the refuge's overall
raptor populations.

Marine HammAls

Alternative D would have the same negligible impact on Arctic Refuge's marine
mammal populations as described for Alternative C.

Caribou

As discussed for Alternative C, the level of public use in this scenario would
not be expected to significantly affect the refuge's caribou. Surface
geologic studies also would not measurably affect the caribou population.
Placer mining in this scenario would be expected to have the same negligible
effect as described for Alternative C. Thus, from a refuge-wide perspective
Alternative D would have a negligible effect on the refuge's caribou
population.

Moose

The impact of Alternative D an moose would be similar to that described for
Alternative C. The level of recreational use described in the scenario would
not adversely affect refuge moose. Placer mining would displace moose to
adjacent areas, but would have negligible impacts on refuge moose
populations. Surface geologic studies under this scenario would have a
negligible effect on moose. Overall, Alternative D would have a negligible
impact on the refuge's moose population.

Dall Sheep

The level of public use, mining, and surface geologic studies in the
Alternative D scenario would have the same negligible effect on the refuge's
Dall sheep population as described for Alternative C.
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Muskox

The level of public use and other activities included in Alternative D
scenario would have the same negligible impact on refuge habitats and muskox
population as described for Alternative C.

Brown and Black Bear

Alternative D would have the same effects an the refuge's bear populations as
Alternative C. The projected level of public use could result in slightly
increased numbers of human/bear conflicts and bears killed in defense of life
and property. Placer mining and surface geologic studies would have little
effect on black and brown bear populations, although again some bears could be
lost due to bears being shot in defense of life and property. Overall, the
public and economic uses in Alternative D would have a negligible effect on
the refuge's bear populations.

Furbearers

The level of public use, the placer mine, and surface geologic studies in the
Alternative D scenario would be expected to have the same negligible effect on
refuge forbearer populations and their habitats as described for Alternative C.

Threatened and Endangered Species

The level of recreational use projected in the Alternative D scenario would
not affect the refuge's threatened and endangered species, with the possible
exception of American and arctic peregrine falcons. The American peregrine
falcon nests on the Porcupine River cliffs, and the arctic peregrine falcon
may nest on rivers on the north slope which refuge users float. The projected
level of recreational use in this scenario would have the same potential
impacts as described under Alternative A. Breeding raptors generally are very
sensitive to disturbance. Reproductive success would be lowered if adult
peregrines desert established use areas. Disturbance of specific falcon
nesting cliffs can be prevented by parties avoiding those areas during the
early summer. The Service would encourage groups to float rivers known to
sustain peregrine falcons at other times. All groups also would be encouraged
to avoid camping in areas where peregrines are known to nest. Even if all the
groups floated the Porcupine River in early summer (which would be unlikely),
the 12 groups projected in the scenario would be expected to have a minor to
negligible effect on peregrine nesting (provided the people did not climb up
the river cliffs or camp in the immediate vicinity of active nests). The
Service would monitor the peregrines and river use to ensure that impacts are
avoided.

No threatened or endangered species are known to occur in the placer mining
site in the scenario. No other activities are proposed under the

Alternative D scenario that would affect the refuge's threatened or endangered

species.
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Water Quality and Quantity

The effectsof AlternativeD on water quality and quantity would be similar to
those describedfor AlternativeC. Minor, localizedimpacts to water quality
could occur from recreationalusers on popular rivers and lakes, particularly
at regularly used campsites, due to improperly buried wastes. Refuge water
quantitieswould not be affected. Placer mining would have major long-term
impacts on the water quality and quantity within the drainage where mining
activitiesoccurred, but the small scale operation described in the scenario
would have a negligible impact on water quality and quantity in the refuge as
a whole. Surface geologic studieswould not affect water quality or
quantity.

Overall, AlternativeD would have a negligible effect on the refuge's water
quality and quantity,with minor to major localized impacts possible due to
public use and mining.

Air Quality

The AlternativeD scenario would have the same negligible effects on refuge
air qualityas noted for AlternativeC.

Ecosystems

Alternative D would have the same effects on refuge ecosystems and natural
diversityas describedfor AlternativeC. The level of public use projected
in the scenario would have a negligible impact on refuge ecosystems and
natural diversity. Placer mining would have a moderate impact on the
ecosystems in the immediate area surrounding the claim site, but would have a
negligible impact on natural diversityand ecosystems throughout the rest of
the refuge. Surface geologic studieswould have a negligible effect on the
refuge'secosystemsand natural diversity. Overall, the alternativewould
have a negligible effect on the refuge's natural processes and species
diversityin Arctic Refuge.

SocioeconomicEffects of AlternativeD (For the Life of the Plan - 15 Years)

Population

AlternativeD would have the same negligible effect on the population of the
local communitiesas Alternative C. The increase in public use in the
AlternativeD scenario would be expected to have a negligible impact.
Likewise, surface geologic studies and the small mining operation in the
scenariowould have a negligible effect on the local population. The overall
impact from the Alternative D scenario on the local population is expected to
be negligible.

Economy

The effects of surface geologic studies and mining on the local economy would
be negligible, the same as described for the Alternative C scenario. The
increase in recreationaluse would be expected to have a negligible positive
effect on the local economy, the same as in the Alternative A scenario.
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Overall, the Alternative D scenario would have a negligible, positive effect
on the local economy.

Subsistence/Section 810(a) Evaluation and Finding

The Alternative D scenario would have a negligible effect on subsistence users
and the resources they use. This scenario would not affect the subsistence
needs of local residents. Subsistence activities would continue to be an
important part of many local residents' lives.

The level of development (and the timing and management stipulations) and the
level of public use described in the scenario would be expected to result in a
negligible to minor effect on the refuge's fish and wildlife populations--
subsistence species populations would not be expected to change appreciably as
a result of the uses assumed in the scenario. The subsistence activities of
most local residents therefore would not be significantly affected by this
use.

The mining operation near the Christian River would significantly affect
refuge resources in the area of operations. Some subsistence species would be
displaced from the area of operations. This area, however, is not heavily
used by local residents for subsistence purposes. Local residents probably
could find adequate resources in nearby areas.

The increase in recreational hunting and fishing in the Alternative D scenario
is the same as assumed in the previous alternatives. The Alternative D
scenario thus would have the same effect on subsistence as noted for the other
scenarios. Competition between local residents and recreational users for
resources could increase in popular areas that have relatively good access,
such as the Hulahula River. The expected increases in harvest levels
resulting from the increase in recreational use would not be expected to
adversely affect subsistence users--the Alaska Department of Fish and Came and
the Service would monitor use levels to ensure that opportunities for
subsistence harvests are maintained.

The most significant adverse impact of the Alternative D scenario probably
would be the perception of Chalkyitsik, Venetie, Fort Yukon, and Arctic
Village residents that more "outsiders" are intruding on their way of life,
reducing opportunities for subsistence activities. In addition to the
increase in recreational users, in this alternative a mining operation and
surface geologic studies would be occurring in the refuge. With more aircraft
and boats in the refuge, and a higher potential for seeing people, local
residents would likely grow concerned that their subsistence way of life is
being threatened.

Availability of Other Lands - As noted in the Section 810(a) evaluation for
Alternative A, there may be other lands available for the uses considered, but
lands outside of the refuge are not considered because they are beyond the
scope of this plan. The Alternative D public use scenario focused on existing
and potential popular recreational use areas. There are other areas within
the refuge that could provide opportunities for similar use, but they have not
been identified by the Service.
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The mining operation considered in the scenario is a site-specific project.
There are only a few active claims in the Arctic Refuge where a mine could be
developed. Whether these claims are developed depends on the resources, and
the economics of developing a particular site.

Other Alternatives - Seven management alternatives were developed for the
Arctic Refuge plan. Five of the alternatives do not provide for new economic
uses in the refuge; two of the alternatives provide for new economic uses.
All of the alternatives would permit increased recreational use of the refuge
if it is compatible with refuge purposes, although Alternative G would limit
the increase to protect the refuge's existing wilderness values.

Findings - Under the Alternative D scenario additional public use, mining,
and surface geologic studies are projected to occur. Concerns of local
residents about impacts to their way of life may intensify with these uses.
All of the potential impacts that would result from the Alternative D scenario
would be localized. None of the projected uses in the scenario would
adversely affect subsistence fish and wildlife population levels, although
some negligible to minor impacts could occur (e.g., wildlife may be displaced
from the area where mining occurs). The mining operation could displace some
local residents from an area where they occasionally hunt and trap, but other
nearby areas probably could be used for subsistence activities. Increased
harvest levels would occur with the increase in sport hunting and fishing, but
sufficient resources would be available to meet subsistence user needs. It
also should be noted that both the Service and the State of Alaska would take
steps to ensure that opportunities for subsistence harvests are maintained.
The Service thus concludes that Alternative D would not result in significant
restrictions to subsistence uses on the Arctic Refuge.

Recreation

Under the Alternative D scenario recreational use would increase the same as
projected in the Alternative A scenario. Thus this alternative generally
would have the same effect.on recreational use as described for
Alternative A. Alternative D would not affect most opportunities to hunt,
fish, or pursue nonconsumptive uses in the refuge. The projected increase in
use may result in increased competition, perceived crowding, and other
recreational user coaflicts in popular areas. In particular, some sheep
hunters, hikers and floaters seeking solitude may perceive the Atigun Gorge
area, the Peters/Schrader lakes area, and the Hulahula and Kongakut drainages
at times to be overcrowded. The increase in competition for resources in the
Atigun Gorge area eventually may require the Service to propose regulations to
the Alaska Department of Fish and Came and the Board of Came to limit harvests
or restrict specific uses.

Although development of the placer mine near the Christian River in the
scenario could displace recreational users, particularly those individuals
seeking a wilderness experience, it is expected that this area would receive
little, if any, recreational use. Thus, the mine would have a negligible
effect on recreational use.

Surface geologic studies would not be expected to affect refuge recreational
use.
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Overall, Alternative D would have a negligible effect on recreational use in
the Arctic Refuge. In localized areas (i.e., Atigun Gorge, Hulahula and
Kongakut drainages) the projected increase in recreational use could result in
minor adverse impacts such as some perceived overcrowding.

Cultural Resources

Alternative D would have the same negligible effect on cultural resources as
described for Alternative C. Some damage to sites may occur incidental to
subsistence activities and increased recreational use levels. The highest
potential for damage occurring would be at frequently used camping sites
because of the possibility that these sites were used in the past. Surface
geologic studies would not be expected to affect archaeological and historic
sites. The mining operation could damage the sites when areas are cleared for
sluicing operations, and refuge lands that are excavated for settling ponds
and other support facilities. Site-specific cultural resource inventories
would be required prior to undertaking these economic uses to reduce the
potential for impacts (although incidental damage could still occur at
undetected sites).

Wilderness Designation Effects of Alternative D (50 Years)

In Alternative D the Service would propose most of the non-wilderness lands in
the Brooks Range (about 5.2 million acres or 2.1 million ha) for wilderness
designation. The "1002" coastal plain, lands along the lower Wind River, the
Junjik River and the East Fork of the Chandalar River, and the Porcupine
Plateau, covering a total of about 6.0 million acres (2.4 million ha) would
not be proposed fo@ designation--these areas would be included as minimal
management areas.a Table 10 in Chapter V indicates what uses would be
permitted in the wilderness and non-wilderness portions of the refuge.
Wilderness designation would provide long-term congressional protection to
fish and wildlife habitats found in these areas of the refuge.

Impacts on Areas Proposed for Wilderness

Effects on Wilderness Values

1. Naturalness - Public use would be the only activity allowed which
could affect naturalness in the proposed wilderness under the Alternative D
scenario. The increase in public use in the Alternative D scenario would be
the same as described for the Alternative A scenario--the same type of users
(e.g., hunters, floaters, hikers) and the level of intensityof use would be
about the same in this alternative as in Alternative A. Public use is
expected to continue to increase on the refuge, regardless of whether
additional wilderness is designated, as more people learn about the refuge and
its many recreational values. On the other hand, the remoteness and cost of
reaching the refuge will limit the increase in use.

The projected increase in public use in the Atigun Gorge area, potentially one
of the most popular areas in the proposed wilderness area, would have the same
effects on naturalness as described under the Alternative A scenario.

a/The "1002" coastal plain area would be managed as a minimal management
area pending congressional action.
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Increasedlittering,more campsites,and the presence of obvious trails would
be expected in this area, affectinga total cumulativearea of not more than
one acre (0.4 ha). This impact, however, would occur independentlyof the
wildernessdesignation action--asnoted above, public use is projected to
increase in the scenario regardless of whether additional areas are designated
as wilderness in the Arctic Refuge.

In the rest of the approximately5-million-acre(2-million-ha)proposed
wildernessarea, public use is projectedto be relativelylight: at most
45 floaters,90 hunters, and 45 hikers are projected to use this area. Most
areas would not be visited by more than 10 groups per year. This level of use
would not be expected to result in adverse impacts to naturalness.

No other uses are projected in the proposed wilderness area.

2. Outstanding opportunitiesfor solitude- The projected increase in
the same effect on opportunitiesfor solitudeaspublic use Wou

described under the Alternative A scenario. In the Atigun Gorge area the
chances of seeing another group would be highest during the first week of
sheep hunting, the peak use period. The chances of seeing another group would
increaseabout 160% relative to current use levels, particularlyalong the
route into the gorge and the campsites along the river--theareas most likely
where other groups would be seen. (It should be noted again that this impact
would occur independentlyof the wilderness designation action--publicuse is
expected to increase regardless of whether additional areas are designated as
wildernessin the refuge.)

In the rest of the proposedwilderness area public use is projected to be
relativelylight--lessthan 200 recreationalusers. Public use would be
expected to occur primarily in areas with good access, such as Porcupine
Lake. Most areas probably would not be visited by more than 10 groups, spread
out over the summerand early fall. It is unlikely,with this low level of
use, that most groups would see or hear other groups in the same area.

No other uses are projected in the proposed wilderness.

3. Outstanding opportunitiesfor,_primitiverecreation - The projected
increasein recreationaluse would have the same effects on opportunities for
primitiverecreationas described for AlternativeA. The increase in use in
the Atigun Gorge area would lower the quality of the recreational experience
relativeto the rest of the refuge that receiveslittleuse--thepotentialfor
encounteringlitter, campsites,trails, and other groups would be higher in
the Atigun Gorge, which could adversely affect those seeking a pristine
wildernessexperience. However, visitors would continue to be able to
recreatein an outstandingprimitivesetting,with no visitor servicesor
facilitiesin the area.

No other uses are projected in the proposed wilderness area that would affect
opportunitiesfor primitiverecreation.
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4. Special features - The proposed wilderness area has many special
features, including the Wind and Ivishak wild rivers, Atigun Corge, the
Porcupine caribou herd, the Brooks Range, and Porcupine Lake.

The expected increase in public use in the Alternative D scenario would have
the same effects on special features as described for Alternative A. Public
use in the area proposed for wilderness would be expected to be concentrated
in only a few popular areas with good access, such as the Atigun Corge. The
increase in hunters and hikers generally would not be expected to affect the
scenic/geologic and wildlife features in the Atigun Gorge. (One resource that
may be adversely affected is the local sheep population. As noted under the
Alternative A scenario the effect of the projected level of hunters on the
local population is unknown.) Most other areas with special features probably
would be visited by no more than 10 groups per year, which should not result
in adverse impacts to the special features. The projected increase in sport
hunting in the proposed wilderness would result in additional caribou being
harvested, but the Porcupine caribou herd should sustain this harvest with no
adverse effect.

Conclusion - Wilderness designation would help maintain the naturalness,
solitude, primitive recreation, and special features on about 5.2 million
acres (2.1 million ha) in the Arctic Refuge. The increase in public use could
adversely affect perceived naturalness, and opportunities for solitude, and
the quality of the primitive recreational experience in the Atigun Gorge
(which also is one of the refuge's special features); impacts to wilderness
values would primarily occur in a cumulative area totaling one acre along the
river during the first week of hunting. These impacts would occur, however,
regardless of whether or not additional wilderness is designated in the
refuge. No impacts to wilderness values would occur from mining in this
alternative because the mining development considered in the scenario is not
in the area proposed for wilderness.

Effect on the Level of Oil and Gas Activities

Under Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act all of the Arctic Refuge is closed
to oil and gas leasing. Therefore, unless the statute is amended, designating
additional wilderness in the refuge would have no effect an oil and gas
leasing activities in the Arctic Refuge. Oil and gas studies could occur in
designated wilderness, but motorized surface equipment generally would not be
permitted--core drilling and seismic surveys would not be permitted (unless
conducted under the provisions of Section 1010 of the Alaska Lands Act).

Conclusion - The Alternative D wilderness proposal would limit oil and gas
studies on about 5.2 million acres (2.1 million ha, or 46% of the
non-wilderness refuge lands). It would have no effect on the level of oil and
gas development in the refuge as this use already is prohibited under law.

Effect an the Level of Mining Development

There are two active mining claims in the proposed wilderness area. On all of
the claims activity necessary for annual assessments, as prescribed in the
Mining Law of 1872 ($100 of expenditures per claim), would be expected to
occur. Mining of valid claims could occur throughout the refuge, including
the proposed wilderness area, under Section 304(c) of the Alaska Lands Act.
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However, based on the high cost of access into the areas and developing the
mines, only one active claim is projected to be developed during the next 50
years in the scenario for Alternative D. The mining development considered in
the scenario is not in the area proposed for wilderness.

Conclusion - The Alternative D wilderness proposal would have no effect on
the level o@ mining in the refuge.

Effect on the Level of Commercial Timber Harvest Operations

Wilderness designation would preclude this economic use if it was proposed in
the Brooks Range. However, none of the management categories designated in
this alternative would permit commercial timber harvesting. The proposed area
also is not believed to have timber of commercial value. (The area where
timber harvesting is assumed in the Alternative B and C scenarios is not
included in this wilderness proposal.)

Conclusion - The Alternative D wilderness proposal would have no effect on
the level of commercial timber harvesting in the refuge.

Impacts on Areas Not Proposed for Wilderness

Effects on Wilderness Values

1. Naturalness - Activities which would be allowed on the non-wilderness
portion of the refuge under the Alternative D scenario, and which could affect
naturalness, include recreational use, surface geologic studies, and mining.

Relatively little public use is projected in the Porcupine Plateau and the
other areas south of the existing Arctic Wilderness--about 60 hunters, 255
floaters, and 15 hikers. With only a few users, spread out over about
4.5 million acres (1.8 million ha) in the summer and early fall, this
alternative should not affect the naturalness of the area.

The mining operation in the scenario would have the same effects on the
landscape of the refuge as those noted under the Alternative B scenario.
Mining would substantially alter the landscape of the refuge, including
vegetation and fish and wildlife resources, at the immediate operation site,
while noise impacts could displace wildlife up to half a mile radius from the
project site--about a 500-acre (200-ha) area would be affected. (See the
descriptionof biological effects of Alternative B.)

Surface geologic studies in this scenario would have the same effect on
naturalness as noted under the Alternative A scenario: this activity results
in essentially no surface disturbance, and would not affect any site for more
than a couple of hours.

2. Outstanding opport nities for solitude - The projected increase in
public use would not affect most of the areas not proposed for wilderness. As
noted above, public use is projected to be relatively light--less than 350
recreational users. Even areas with good access, such as the Sheenjek River,
probably would be visited by no more than 20 groups per year. Most groups
would not see or hear other groups in the same area with this low level of
use.
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The effect of the mining operation would be identical to that noted for the
Alternative B scenario. Visual impacts of the operation would cover a maximum
of 100 acres (40 ha).

2
Noise from the machinery could be heard no more than

9 square miles (23 km ) from the mining site--up to 5,800 acres (2,300 ha)
could be impacted. However, the mining operation would be expected to have a
negligible effect an the solitude of refuge users because the site is not
located in a popular recreational use area.

Surface geologic studies in this scenario would have the same effect on
solitude as described for the Alternative A scenario. The chances of other
refuge users seeing or bearing these studies would be very low--the large size
of the areas not proposed for wilderness (about 6 million acres (2.4 million
ha)) makes it unlikely that the few recreational users (less than 350
recreational users over the year) would encounter the field crew.
Furthermore, most recreational use would occur along rivers, while the surface
geologic studies would occur over a much larger area that receives little if
any use due to the lack of access.

3. Outstanding opportunities for primitive recreation - The projected
level of recreational use in this scenario would not affect opportunities for
primitive recreation in the areas not proposed for wilderness designation.

The mining operation in this scenario would have the same effect as described
for the Alternative B scenario. The mine is not located at a site known to
have outstanding primitive recreation qualities, so no visitors would be
expected to come to this area. Opportunities for primitive recreation would
be eliminated in an area up to 100 acres (40 ha), while visual impacts, noise,
and displacement of game animals would reduce the quality of the primitive
recreation in a 9-square-mile (23-km ) area, covering 5,800 acres
(2,300 ha), around the mining site.

Surface geologic studies in this scenario would have the same effect on
opportunities for primitive recreation as noted under the Alternative A
scenario. Visitors would continue to be able to hunt, fish, hike, etc., in a
primitive setting an all of the sites where surface geologic studies occur.

4._Special-features - Special features found in the areas not proposed
for wilderness 1@`cld@_e'_t_heSheenjek Wild River, lower Wind Wild River, the
Porcupine caribou herd, Old John Lake, the ramparts of the Porcupine River,
and the upper Coleen River.

The expected increase in public use in the Alternative D scenario would have
the same effects on special features as described for Alternative A. Public
use in the Porcupine Plateau would be expected to be concentrated in a few
areas with good access, such as the Sheenjek and Porcupine rivers. Most other
areas with special features probably would be visited by no more than 20
groups per year, which should not result in adverse impacts to the special
features. The projected increase in sport hunting in the area would result in
additional caribou being harvested, but the Porcupine caribou herd should
sustain this harvest with no adverse effect.
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The mining operation in this scenario would not occur in an area that is a
special feature of the refuge. This use also would have a negligible effect
on the Porcupine caribou herd, as caribou would not be present on the mining
site when most of the mining activity would occur. Wintering caribou would
simply avoid the areas with structures and areas stripped of vegetation, and
would probably migrate around the site. Surface geologic studies would not
disturb the surface, and thus would be expected to have a negligible effect on
the refuge's special features.

Conclusion - The management actions in the Alternative D scenario would
have a negligible effect on the wilderness values in the areas not proposed
for wilderness designation--naturalness,solitude, opportunities for primitive
recreation, and special features generally would be maintained in this
alternative. In one area wilderness values would be diminished or lost: the
placer mine in the scenario would eliminate perceived naturalness, solitude,
and opportunities for primitive recreation in a 100-acre (40-ha) area, and
reduce opportunities for solitude and the quality of the recreational
experience in another surrounding area totaling no more than 5,800 acres
(2,300 ha). The projected level of recreational use and surface geologic
studies would have a negligible effect on wilderness values.

Effect on the Level of Oil and Gas Activities South of the "1002" Area

The Alaska Lands Act and existing Service policies would continue to govern
what oil and gas activities occur in the areas not proposed for wilderness
designation. Oil and gas studies could occur on all of these areas, about
6.0 million acres (2.4 million ha), with some restrictions in the lower Wind
and Sheenjek wild river corridors. The Alternative D scenario assumes that
only surface geologic studies would occur on the Porcupine Plateau. No oil
and gas leasing or development would occur because under Section 1003 of the
Alaska Lands Act (assuming it is not amended) all of the Arctic Refuge is
closed to oil and gas development.

Conclusion - Alternative D would have no effect on the level of oil and
gas activities in the area not proposed for wilderness designation.

Effect on the Level of Mining Development

There are seven active mining claims in the portion of the refuge not proposed
for wilderness under Alternative D. On these claims activity necessary for
annual assessments, as prescribed in the Mining Law of 1872 ($100 of
expenditures per claim), would be expected to occur. Mining of valid claims
could occur throughout the refuge under Section 304(c) of the Alaska Lands
Act. However, based on the high cost of access into the areas and developing
the mines, only one active claim is projected to be developed during the next
50 years in the scenario for Alternative D.

Conclusion - Alternative D would have no effect an the level of mining in
the non-wilderness portion of the refuge.
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Effect on the Level of Commercial Timber Harvesting

Under Alternative D all of the areas not designated or proposed for wilderness
would be designated as minimal management or wild river management areas.
Commercial timber harvesting would not be permitted under these management
categories.

Conclusion - Alternative D would preclude commercial timber harvesting in
the areas not proposed for wilderness designation.
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ALTERNATIVE E

The scenarios developed for Alternative E assume economic development would
not occur on refuge lands on the south side of the Brooks Range, with the
exception of mineral development (mining). The Alternative E scenario
projects current public use levels into the future assuming more people
seeking a wilderness experience continue to be attracted to the refuge (and
not because of any actions the Service takes); the remoteness and high cost of
reaching the refuge, however, would limit the expected increase in public use.

Public Use Scenario

In the Alternative E scenario.the Service would continue to manage public use
in the refuge as it has in the past. All of the assumptions described for the
Alternative A scenario (e.g., popular use areas, proportions of different
recreational uses, seasons and bag limits) would be the same for this
scenario. Thus, the recreational use levels in the Alternative E scenario
would be the same as described in the Alternative A scenario.

In the Alternative E scenario aircraft access would not be limited. It is
assumed in this scenario that the aircraft use levels in the Firth
River-Mancha Creek area would be the same in the Alternative E scenario as in
the Alternative A scenario.

Development Scenario

In the Alternative E scenario hardrock mining would be the only form of
economic development that would occur on refuge lands in the year 2000. Oil
and gas leasing and production and commercial timber harvesting would not
occur in this scenario (see below).

Commercial Timber Operation

In Alternative E all of the refuge lands would be designated as either minimal
management areas, wild river management, or wilderness areas. Commercial
timber operations would not be permitted in the refuge in the future under
these management categories. For the purposes of analysis it is therefore
assumed that commercial timber operations would not occur on the refuge over
the next 50 years.

Kining

The Alternative E scenario assumes that a placer mining operation for gold
recovery would be developed on refuge lands near the Christian River. The
mining scenario for this operation, including the development assumptions, is
the same as described in the Alternative B scenario.

Oil and Gas Activities

In Alternative E, geologic studies, including surface rack collection,
gravimetric surveying and geological mapping activities, could be permitted an
a site-specific basis throughout the refuge. Seismic surveying and core
drilling could be permitted in the non-wilderness portions of the refuge south
of the "1002" area. Limited oil and gas studies could be permitted in the
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wilderness area and wild river corridors. Under Section 1003 of the Alaska
Lands Act, all of the Arctic Refuge is closed to oil and gas leasing and
production. For the purposes of analysis it is assumed that oil and gas
leasing and production would continue to be prohibited south of the "1002"
area. The scenario assumes that seismic studies and core drilling would not
occur during the life of the plan because of the expense involved in field
work and the likelihood that companies would conduct these studies only on
lands available for oil and gas development. In the scenario only surface
geologic studies would occur south of the "1002" coastal plain area, in the
non-wilderness portions of the refuge, for the next 50 years. The assumptions
for surface geologic studies would be the same as described in the previous
four scenarios.

BiologicalEffects of Alternative E (For the Life of the Plan - 15 Years)

Vegetation

This alternative would have the same negligible effect on vegetation as
described for Alternative A--the projected refuge uses in Alternative E would
not be expected to significantly alter vegetation.

Fish

As discussed under Alternative A, the projected increase in public use would
have negligible effects on refuge fishery resources. Surface geologic studies
would not affect the refuge's fish populations. Placer mining along a small
tributary of the Christian River would have the same adverse effects described
for Alternatives B, C and D: mining would have a major, long-term adverse
impact on local fish populations and habitats. Because of the relatively
small size of mining activities in the scenario, however, the effect of mining
on refuge fish populations would be negligible. From a refuge-wide
perspective, Alternative E would have a negligible impact on anadromous and
resident fish populations in the Arctic Refuge.

Waterfowl

Alternative E would have the same negligible effects on the refuge's waterfowl
populations as Alternatives C and D. The projected level of public use would
not significantlyaffect waterfowl populations. Surface geologic studies
would not affect waterfowl, while the placer mining operation assumed in the
scenario would have a negligible effect on waterfowl populations.

Shorebirds

Alternative E would have the same negligible effects on shorebirds as
Alternatives C and D. The public use level projected and surface geologic
studies would not be expected to alter shorebird distributions or numbers.
Placer mining would have a negligible effect on refuge shorebird populations.

Raptors

The Alternative E scenario would have the same effect as Alternatives C and D
on the refuge's raptor populations. Increasing recreational use of river
corridors could have a minor impact on refuge raptors if disturbances during
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the early summer result in nest abandonment or displacement into less suitable
habitats during courtship. Placer mining and surface geologic studies would
have a negligible impact on refuge raptor populations.

Marine Mammals

Alternative E would have the same negligible impact on the Arctic Refuge's
marine mammal populations as described for Alternatives C and D.

Caribou

Alternative E would have a negligible effect on the refuge's caribou
population, the same as Alternatives C and D. The level of public use in this
scenario would not be expected to appreciably affect the refuge's caribou.
Placer mining and surface geologic studies would have a negligible effect on
the refuge's caribou--only highly localized, short-term displacement would
occur.

Moose

The impact of Alternative E on moose would be identical to that described for
Alternatives C and D. The level of recreational use described in the scenario
would not adversely affect refuge moose. Placer mining would displace moose
to adjacent areas, but would have negligible impacts on refuge moose
populations. Surface geologic studies under this scenario would have a
negligible effect on moose. Overall, Alternative E would have a negligible
impact on the refuge's moose population.

Dall Sheep

The level of public use, mining, and surface geologic studies in the
Alternative E scenario would have the same negligible effect on the refuge's
Dall sheep population as described for Alternatives C and D.

Muskox

The Alternative E scenario would have the same negligible impact on refuge
habitats and muskox population as noted for Alternatives C and D.

Brown and Black Bear

The projected level of public use in Alternative E could result in slightly
increased numbers of human/bear conflicts and bear killed in defense of life
and property. Placer mining and surface geologic studies would have little
effect on black and brown bear populations, although again some bears could be
lost due to bears being shot in defense of life and property. Overall, the
Alternative E scenario would have a negligible effect on the refuge's bear
populations.

Furbearers

The level of public use, the placer mine, surface geologic studies, and oil
and gas studies in the Alternative E scenario would be expected to have the
same negligible effect on refuge forbearer populations and their habitats as
noted for Alternatives C and D.
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Threatened and Endangered Species

The level of recreational use projected in the Alternative E scenario would
not affect the refuge's threatened and endangered species, with the possible
exception of American and arctic peregrine falcons. The American peregrine
falcon nests on the Porcupine River cliffs, and the arctic peregrine falcon
may nest on rivers an the north slope which refuge users float. The projected
level of recreational use in this scenario would have the same potential
impacts as described under Alternative A. Breeding raptors generally are very
sensitive to disturbance. Reproductive success would be lowered if adult
peregrines desert established use areas. Disturbance of specific falcon
nesting cliffs can be prevented by parties avoiding those areas during the
early summer. The Service would encourage groups to float rivers known to
sustain peregrine nests at other times. All groups also would be encouraged
to avoid camping in areas where peregrines are known to nest. Even if all the
groups floated the Porcupine River in early summer (which would be unlikely),
the 12 groups projected in the scenario would be expected to have a minor to
negligible effect on peregrine nesting (provided the people did not climb up
the river cliffs or camp in the immediatevicinity of active nests). The
Service would monitor river use to ensure that impacts to nesting peregrines
are avoided.

No threatened or endangered species are known to occur in the placer mining
site in the scenario. No other activities are proposed under the
Alternative E scenario that would affect the refuge's threatened or endangered
species.

Water Quality and Quantity

Alternative E would have the same effects on water quality and quantity as
Alternatives C and D. Minor, localized impacts to water quality could occur
from recreational users on popular rivers and lakes, particularly at regularly
used campsites; refuge water quantities would not be affected. Placer mining
would have major long-term impacts on the water quality and quantity within
the drainage where mining activities occurred, but the small scale operation
described in the scenario would have a negligible impact on water quality and
quantity in the refuge as a whole. Surface geologic studies would not impact
water quality or quantity. In summary, Alternative E would have a negligible
effect on the refuge's overall water quality and quantity, with minor to major
localized impacts possible due to public use and mining.

Air Quality

The Alternative E scenario would have the same negligible effects on refuge
air quality as noted for Alternatives C and D.

Ecosyst 8

Alternative E would have the same negligible effects on refuge ecosystems and
natural diversity as described for Alternatives C and D. The level of public
use and surface geologic studies projected in the scenario would have a
negligible impact an refuge ecosystems and natural diversity. Placer mining
would have a moderate impact on the ecosystems in the immediate area
surrounding the claim site, but would have a negligible impact on natural
diversity and ecosystems throughout the rest of the refuge.
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Socioeconomic Effects of Alternative E (For the Life of the Plan - 15 Years)

Population

The Alternative E scenario would have the same negligible effect on the
population of the local communities as described for the Alternative C and D
scenarios. The small mining operation, surface geologic studies, and the
increase in public use in the scenario would have a negligible effect on the
local population.

Economy

Surface geologic studies and mining in this scenario would have a negligible
effect on the local economy, the same as described for the Alternative C and D
scenarios. The increase in recreational use would be expected to have a
negligible positive effect on the local economy, the same as in the
Alternative A scenario. Overall, the Alternative E scenario would have a
negligible, positive effect on the local economy.

Subsistence/Section 810(a) Evaluation and Finding

The Alternative E scenario would have the same effect on subsistence users and
the resources they use as discussed for Alternatives C and D. This scenario
would not affect the subsistence needs of local residents. Subsistence
activities would continue to be an important part of many local residents'
lives.

The projected mining operation, surface geologic studies, and the level of
public use described in the scenario would be expected to result in a
negligible to minor effect on the refuge's fish and wildlife populations.
Some animals may be displaced to other areas by the mining operation, but
local residents probably could find adequate resources in nearby areas. The
expected increases in harvest levels resulting from the increase in
recreational use would not be expected to adversely affect subsistence users,
although competition between local residents and recreational users for
resources could increase in popular areas that have relatively good access,
such as the Hulahula River. The Alaska Department of Fish and Game and the
Service would monitor use levels to ensure that opportunities for subsistence
harvests are maintained.

The most significant adverse impact of the Alternative E scenario probably
would be the perception of Chalkyitsik, Venetie, Fort Yukon, and Arctic
Village residents that more "outsiders" are intruding on their way of life,
reducing opportunities for subsistence activities. In addition to the
increase in recreational users, in this scenario a mining operation and
surfacegeologic studies would occur in the refuge. With more aircraft and
boats in the refuge, and a higher potential for seeing people, local residents
would likely grow concerned that their subsistence way of life is being
threatened.
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Availability of Other Lands - As noted in the Section 810(a) evaluation for
Alternative A, there may be other lands available for the uses considered, but
lands outside of the refuge are not considered because they are beyond the
scope of this plan. The Alternative E public use scenario focused on existing
and potential popular recreational use areas. There are other areas within
the refuge that could provide opportunities for similar use, but they have not
been identified by the Service.

The mining operation considered in the scenario is a site-specific project.
There are only a few active claims in the Arctic Refuge where a mine could be
developed. Whether these claims are developed depends on the resources, and
the economics of developing a particular site.

Other Alternatives - Seven management alternatives were developed for the
Arctic Refuge plan. Five of the alternatives do not provide for new economic
uses in the refuge; two of the alternatives provide for new economic uses.
All of the alternatives would permit increased recreational use of the refuge
if it is compatible with refuge purposes, although Alternative G would limit
the increase to protect the refuge's wilderness values.

Findings - Under the Alternative E scenario additional public use, mining,
and oil and gas studies are projected to occur. Concerns of local residents
about impacts to their way of life may intensify with these uses. All of the
potential impacts that would result from the Alternative E scenario would be
localized. None of the projected uses in the scenario would adversely affect
subsistence fish and wildlife population levels, although some negligible to
minor impacts could occur (e.g., wildlife may be displaced from the mining
operation area). The mining operation could displace some local residents
from an area where they occasionally hunt and trap, but other nearby areas
probably could be used for subsistence activities. Increased harvest levels
would occur with the increase in sport hunting and fishing, but sufficient
resources would be available to meet subsistence user needs. It also should
be noted that both the Service and the State of Alaska would take steps to
ensure that opportunities for subsistence harvests are maintained. The
Service thus concludes that Alternative E would not result in significant
restrictions to subsistence uses on the Arctic Refuge.

Recreation

The Alternative E scenario generally would have the same negligible effect on
recreational use as described for Alternative A. Alternative E would not
affect most opportunities to hunt, fish, or pursue nonconsumptive uses in the
refuge. Surface geologic studies in the scenario would not be expected to
affect refuge recreational use, while the mining operation would have a
negligible effect on recreational use. The projected increase in recreational
use may result in increased competition, perceived crowding, and other
recreationaluser conflicts in popular areas. In particular, some sheep
hunters, hikers and floaters seeking solitude may perceive the Atigun Gorge
area, the Peters/Schrader lakes area, and the Hulahuia and Kongakut drainages
at times to be overcrowded. The increase in competition for resources in the
Atigun Gorge area eventually may require the Service to propose regulations to
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game and the Board of Came to limit harvests
or restrict specific uses.
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Cultural Resources

Alternative E would have the same negligible effect on cultural resources as
described for Alternatives C and D. Some damage to sites may occur incidental
to subsistence activities and increased recreational use levels. The highest
potential for damage occurring would be at camping sites because of the
possibility that these sites were used in the past. The mining operation and
oil and gas studies have some potential to damage archaeological and historic
sites. These potential impacts largely would be avoided by completing
cultural resource inventories and evaluations, and through the use of
mitigation or preservation measures.

Wilderness_DesignationEffects of Alternative E (50 Years)

In Alternative E the Service would propose most of the non-wilderness lands in
the Brooks Range (about 5.2 million acres or 2.1 million ha) and the lands
between the existing Arctic Wilderness and the Porcupine River (about
2.9 million acres or 1.2 million ha) in the Porcupine Plateau for wilderness
designation. The "1002" coastal plain, lands along Old John Lake, the lower
Wind River, the Junjik River, and the East Fork of the Chandalar River, and
lands south of the Porcupine River on the Porcupine Plateau, covering a total
of about 3 million acres (1.2 million ha), would not be proposed for

a/designation--these areas would be included as minimal management areas.-
Table 10 in Chapter V indicates what uses would be permitted in the wilderness
and non-wilderness portions of the refuge. Wilderness designation would
provide long-term congressional protection to fish and wildlife habitats found
in these areas of the refuge.

Inpacts on Areas Proposed for Wilderness

Effects on Wilderness Values

1. Naturalness - Public use, mining, and surface geologic studies would
be the only allowed activities that could affect naturalness in the proposed
wilderness area under the Alternative E scenario. The wilderness designation
would have a negligible effect on public use in the refuge--the same type of
users (e.g., hunters, hikers) and the level of intensity of use would be about
the same in this alternative as in Alternative A. Public use is expected to
continue to increase on the refuge, regardless of whether additional
wilderness is designated, as more people learn about the refuge and its many
recreational values. On the other hand, the remoteness and cost of reaching
the refuge will limit the increase in use.

The projected increase in public use in the Atigun Gorge area, potentially one
of the most popular areas in the proposed wilderness area, would have the same
effects on naturalness as described under the Alternative A scenario.
Increased littering, more campsites, and the presence of obvious trails would
be expected, affecting a total area covering less than one acre (0.4 ha).
This impact, however, would occur independently of the wilderness designation
action--as noted above, public use is projected to increase in the scenario

a/The "1002" coastal plain area would be managed as a minimal management
area pending congressional action.
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regardless of whether additional areas are designated as wilderness in the
Arctic Refuge.

In the rest of the approximately 8.1-million-acre (3.3-million-ha) proposed
wilderness area public use is projected to be relatively light: at most
300 floaters, 130 hunters, and 60 hikers are projected to use this area. Most
area would not be visited by more than 20 groups per year. This level of use
would not be expected to result in adverse impacts to naturalness.
The mining operation in the scenario would have the same effects on the
landscape of the refuge as those noted under the Alternative B scenario.
Mining would substantially alter the landscape of the refuge, including
vegetation and fish and wildlife resources, at the immediate operation site,
while noise impacts could displace wildlife up to a half mile radius from the
project site--about a 500-acre (200-ha) area could be adversely affected.
(See the description of biologicaleffects of Alternative B.)

Surface geologic studies in this scenario would have the same effect on
naturalness as noted under the Alternative A scenario: this activity results
in essentially no surface disturbance, and would not affect any site for more
than a couple of hours.

2. Outstandia opportunities for solitude - The projected increase in
public use would have the same effect on opportunities for solitude as
described under the Alternative A scenario. In the Atigun Gorge area the
chances of seeing another group would be highest during the first week of
sheep hunting, the peak use period. The chances of seeing another group would
increase about 160% relative to current use levels, particularly along the
route into the gorge and the campsites along the river--the areas most likely
where other groups would be seen. (It should be noted again that this impact
would occur independently of the wilderness designation action--public use is
expected to increase regardless of whether additional areas are designated as
wilderness in the refuge.)

The projected increase in public use would not affect the rest of the proposed
wilderness area. As noted above, public use is projected to be relatively
light--less than 500 recreational users. Even areas with good access, such as
the Sheenjek River, probably would be visited by no more than 20 groups per
year. Most groups would not see or hear other groups in the same area with
this low level of use.

The effect of the mining operation on refuge recreational users seeking
solitude on the Porcupine Plateau in this scenario would be identical to that
noted for the Alternative B scenario. The mining operation would have a
negligible effect refuge-wide because of the small size of the affected area,
and the small number of workers that would be in the refuge. The mining
operation would eliminate opportunities for solitude in the area of
operations, but this area is projected to receive no recreational use in the
scenario.

The surface geologic studies in the scenario would have the same effect on
solitude as noted under the Alternative A scenario: the chances of the field
crew being seen or heard for more than a few minutes by other refuge visitors
would be negligible.
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3. Outstanding opportunities for primitive recreation - The projected
increase in recreational use would have the same effects on opportunities for
primitive recreation as described for Alternative A.

'
The increase in use in

the Atigun Gorge area would lower the quality of the recreational experience
relative to the rest of the refuge that receives little use. Howeverp
visitors would continue to be able to recreate in an outstanding primitive
setting,with no visitor services or facilitiesin the area. In the rest of
the proposed wilderness area the projected level of recreational use in this
scenario would not affect opportunities for primitive recreation.

The mining operation would have the same effects on primitive recreation
opportunities as described under the Alternative B scenario. The mine would
eliminate opportunities for primitive recreation within the project area,
while noise from the operation would reduce the quality of the experience for
a radius extending about half a mile (0.8 km) from the project site--about a
500-acre (200-ha) area could be adversely affected.

Surface geologic studies in the proposed wilderness area would have the same
effect on opportunities for primitive recreation as noted under the
Alternative A scenario. Visitors would continue to be able to hunt, fish,
hike, etc., in a primitive setting on all of the sites where surface geologic
studies occur.

4. Special Features - The proposed wilderness area has many special
features, including the upper Wind, Ivishak and Sheenjek wild rivers, Atigun
Gorge, the Porcupine caribou herd, the Brooks Range, Porcupine Lake, the
ramparts of the Porcupine River, and the upper Coleen River.

The expected increase in public use in the Alternative E scenario would have
the same effects on special.features as described for Alternative A. Public
use in the proposed wilderness area would be expected to be concentrated in
only a few popular areas with good access, such as the Atigun Gorge. The
increase in hunters and hikers generally would not be expected to affect the
scenic/geologic and wildlife features in the Atigun Gorge. (one resource that
may be adversely affected is the local sheep population. As noted under the
Alternative A scenario the effect of the projected level of hunters on the
local population is unknown.) Most other areas with special features probably
would be visited by no more than 20 groups per year, which should not result
in adverse impacts to the special features. The projected increase in sport
hunting in the proposed wilderness area would result in additional caribou
being harvested, but the Porcupine caribou herd should sustain this harvest
with no adverse effect.

The mining operation in this scenario would not occur in an area that is a
special feature of the refuge. This use also would have a negligible effect
on the Porcupine caribou herd, as caribou would not be present on the mining
site when most of the mining activity would occur.

Surface geologic studies would not disturb the surface, and thus would be
expected to have a negligible effect on the refuge's special features. No
other uses are projected in the Alternative E scenario that would affect
special features in the proposed wilderness area.
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Conclusion - Wilderness designation would help maintain the naturalness,
solitude, primitive recreation, and special features on about 8.1 million
acres 0.3 million ha) in the Arctic Refuge. The increase in public use could
adversely affect naturalness, and opportunities for solitude, and the quality
of the primitive recreational experience in the Atigun Gorge (which also is
one of the refuge's special features); impacts to wilderness values would
occur in a cumulative area totaling one acre along the river during the first
week of hunting. These impacts would occur, however, regardless of whether or
not additional wilderness is designated in the refuge. The placer mine in the
scenario would eliminate naturalness, solitude, and opportunities for
primitive recreation in a 100-acre (40-ha) area, and reduce opportunities for
solitude and the quality of the recreational experience in another surrounding
area totaling no more than 5,800 acres (2,300 ha). The impacts in both of
these areas would occur, however, regardless of whether or not additional
wilderness is designated in the refuge.

Effect on the Level of Oil and Gas Activities

Under Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act all of the Arctic Refuge is closed
to oil and gas leasing. Unless the statute is amended, designating additional
wilderness in the refuge would have no effect on oil and gas leasing
activities in the Arctic Refuge. Oil and gas studies could occur in
designated wilderness, but motorized surface equipment generally would not be
permitted--core drilling and seismic surveys would not be permitted (unless
conducted under the provisions of Section 1010 of the Alaska Lands Act).

Conclusion - Surface geologic studies would be the only commercial oil
and gas activity permitted on the proposed wilderness area. The wilderness
proposal would preclude core drilling and seismic surveys on about 8.1 million
acres (3.3 million ha) or 76% of the non-wilderness refuge lands (unless
conducted under the provisions of Section 1010 of the Alaska Lands Act). The
proposal would have no effect on oil and gas development as this use already
is prohibited under law.

Effect an the Level of Mining Development

There are four active mining claims in the proposed wilderness area. On all
of the claims activity necessary for annual assessments, as prescribed in the
Mining Law of 1872 ($100 of expenditures per claim), would be expected to
occur. Mining of valid claims could occur in the proposed wilderness area
under Section 304(c) of the Alaska Lands Act. However, based on the high cost
of access into the areas and developing the mines, only one active claim is
projected to be developed during the next 50 years in the scenario for
Alternative E.

Although wilderness designation would not prevent mining of a valid claim in
the refuge, the designation could affect the mining operation. "Reasonable"
restrictions may be placed on access to reduce impacts to refuge wilderness
values: the Service may specify the route(s) and method(s) of access across
the wilderness area if the operator's desired route would cause significant
adverse impacts (provided adequate and feasible access otherwise exists). The
Service also would closely monitor the operation to ensure that impacts to
adjacent refuge resources are minimized. As a result, the mining operation
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would have less impact on wilderness values, but how much or what kind is
difficult to project. The mining operation also could be more expensive and
the operator would have less flexibility than might be the case in a
non-wilderness area.

Conclusion - Under Section 304(c) of the Alaska Lands Act mining of valid
claims is permitted throughout the Arctic Refuge, including designated
wilderness areas. Wilderness designation would have a minimal effect on the
mining of valid claims in the Arctic Refuge, although it could result in
higher costs and less flexibility for the mining operation.

Effect on the Level of Commercial Timber Harvest Operations

Wilderness designation would preclude commercial timber harvest operations on
the south slopes of the Brooks Range and much of the Porcupine Plateau boreal
forest. In particular, wilderness designation would preclude this economic
use on approximately 500,000 acres (202,000 ha) of mixed forest and closed
needleaf forest in the Porcupine River drainage--an area which may have some
timber of commercial value. As a result, potential benefits to the local
economy would be foregone.

Conclusion - The Alternative E wilderness proposal would preclude the
possibility of commercial timber harvesting in the only portion of the refuge
that may have timber of economic value.

impacts on Areas Not Proposed for Wilderness

Effects on Wilderness Values

1. Naturalness - Recreational use and surface geologic studies are the
only activities in the Alternative E scenario that could affect the
naturalness of the non-wilderness portion of the refuge. (There are 5 mining
claims near the Wind River, but the scenario assumes these claims would not be
developed.) Relatively little public use is projected in the southern areas
not proposed for wilderness--less than 50 recreational users would be expected
to visit the lower Wind River, Junjik River, East Fork of the Chandalar River,
Old John Lake, and the area south of the Porcupine River. This level of use
would not be expected to adversely affect naturalness.

Surface geologic studies in this scenario would have the same effect on
naturalness as noted under the Alternative A scenario: this activity results
in essentially no surface disturbance, and would not affect any site for more
than a couple of hours.

2. Outstanding opportunities for solitude - The projected increase in
public use would not affect the areas not proposed for wilderness. As noted
above, public use is projected to be very low--less than 50 recreational
users. It is highly unlikely,with this level of use, that a group would see
or hear another group in the same area.
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The effect of the surface geologic studies on refuge recreational users
seeking solitude in the southern portions of the refuge not proposed for
wilderness in this scenario would be identical to that noted for the
Alternative B scenario. These activities would have a negligible effect
because of the small size of the affected areas, and the small number of
workers that would be in the refuge. The chances of the geologic studies
field crew being seen or heard for more than a few minutes by other refuge
visitors would be negligible.

3. Outstanding opportunities for primitive recreation - Less than 50
recreational users are projected to visit the southern portions of the refuge
not proposed for wilderness. This low level of recreational use would not
affect opportunitiesfor primitive recreation.

Surface geologic studies also would not affect opportunities for primitive
recreation--visitorswould continue to be able to hunt, fish, hike, etc., in a
primitive setting on all of the sites where surface geologic studies occur.

4. Special features - The only identified special features in the areas
not proposed for wilderness are the lower Wind Wild River, Old John Lake and
the Porcupine caribou herd.

Less than 50 recreational users are projected to visit the southern portions
of the refuge not proposed for wilderness. This low level of recreational use
would not adversely affect the special features. A few caribou may be
harvested by sport hunters in this scenario, but the Porcupine caribou herd
should sustain this harvest with no adverse effect.

Surface geologic studies would not disturb the surface, and thus would be
expected to have a negligible effect on the refuge's special features.

Conclusion - The management actions in the Alternative E scenario would
have a negligible effect on the wilderness values in the southern portions of
the refuge not proposed for wilderness--naturalness, solitude, opportunities
for primitive recreation, and special features of the refuge generally would
be maintained in this alternative. The projected level of recreational use
and surface geologic studies would have a negligible effect on wilderness
values.

Effect on the Level of Oil and Gas Activities South of the "1002" Area

The Alaska Lands Act and existing Service policies would continue to govern
what oil and gas activities occur in the southern portions of the refuge not
proposed for wilderness designation. Oil and gas studies could occur in this
area (about 1.5 million acres or 607,000 ha). The Alternative E scenario
assumes that only surface geologic studies would occur. No oil and gas
production would occur because under Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act
(assuming it is not amended) all of the Arctic Refuge is closed to oil and gas
production.

Conclusion - Alternative E would have no effect on the level of oil and
gas activities in the areas not proposed for wilderness designation.
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Effect on the Level of Mining Development

There are five active mining claims on lands near the lower Wind River not
proposed for wilderness. On these claims activity necessary for annual
assessments, as prescribed in the Mining Law of 1872 ($100 of expenditures per
claim), would be expected to occur. Mining of valid claims could occur in the
refuge under Section 304(c) of the Alaska Lands Act. However, based on the
high cost of access into the areas and developing the mines, only one active
claim is projected to be developed during the next 50 years in the scenario
for Alternative E. (The mining development considered in the scenario is in
the proposed wilderness area.)

Conclusion - Alternative E would have no effect on the level of mining in
the areas not proposed for wilderness designation.

Effect on the Level of Commercial Timber Harvesting

Under Alternative E all of the areas not designated or proposed for wilderness
would be designated as minimal management or wild river management areas.
Commercial timber harvesting would not be permitted in these management
categories.

Conclusion - Alternative E would preclude commercial timber harvesting in
the areas not proposed for wilderness designation.
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ALTRUATIVE F

The scenarios developed for Alternative F assume economic development would
not occur on refuge lands on the south side of the Brooks Range, with the
exception of mineral development (hardrock mining). The Alternative F
scenario projects current public use levels into the future, assuming more
people seeking a wilderness experience continue to be attracted to the refuge
(and not because of any actions the Service takes); the remoteness and high
cost of reaching the refuge, however, would limit the expected increase in
public use.

Public Use Scenario

In the Alternative F scenario the Service would continue to manage public use
in the refuge as it has in the past. All of the assumptions described for the
Alternative A scenario (e.g., popular use areas, proportions of different
recreational uses, seasons and bag limits) would be the same for this
scenario. Thus, the recreational use levels in the Alternative F scenario
would be the same as described in the Alternative A scenario.

In the Alternative F scenario aircraft access would not be limited. It is
assumed in this scenario that the aircraft use levels in the Firth
River-Mancha Creek area would be the same in the Alternative F scenario as in
the Alternative A scenario.

DevelopmSnt So@enario

In the Alternative F scenario hardrock mining would be the only economic use
that would occur on refuge lands in the year 2000. Oil and gas leasing and
production, commercial timber harvesting would not occur in this scenario (see
below).

Commercial Timber Operation

In Alternative F all of'the refuge lands would be designated either as
wilderness, minimal management, or wild river management areas. Commercial
timber operations would not be permitted in the refuge in the future under any
of these management categories. For the purposes of analysis it is therefore
assumed that commercial timber operations would not occur on the refuge over
the next 50 years.

Mining

Wilderness designation would not preclude the development of existing mining
claims on the Arctic Refuge. The Alternative F scenario assumes that a placer
mining operation for gold recovery would be developed on refuge lands near the
Christian River. The mining scenario for this operation, including the
development assumptions, is the same as described in the Alternative B
scenario.
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Oil and Cas Activities

In Alternative F, geologic studies, including surface rock collection,
gravimetric surveying and geological mapping activities, could be permitted on
a site-specific basis throughout the refuge. Seismic surveying and subsurface
core drilling could be permitted in the non-wilderness portions of the refuge
south of the "1002" area. Limited oil and gas studies could be permitted in
the wilderness area and wild river corridors. Under Section 1003 of the
Alaska Lands Actq all of the Arctic Refuge is closed to oil and gas leasing
and production. For the purposes of analysis it is assumed that only surface
geologic studies would occur south of the "1002" coastal plain area for the
next 50 years. The scenario for surface geologic studies, including the
assumptions, is the same as described in the Alternative A scenario. Seismic
surveying and core drilling would not occur because of the expense involved in
field work and the likelihood that companies would conduct these studies only
on lands available for oil and gas development.

BiologicalEffects of Alternative F (Life of the Plan 15 Years)

Vegetation

This alternative would have the same negligible effect on vegetation as
described for Alternative A--the projected refuge uses in Alternative F would
not be expected to significantly alter vegetation.

Fish

Alternative F would have the same effect on the refuge's fish populations as
described for Alternatives C through E. The projected level of public use on
refuge lands and surface geologic studies would have negligible effects on
refuge fishery resources. Placer mining along a small tributary of the
Christian River would have a major, long-term adverse impact on local fish
populations and habitats. From a refuge-wide perspective, Alternative F would
have a negligible impact on anadromous and resident fish populations in the
Arctic Refuge.

Waterfowl

Alternative F would have the same negligible effects on the refuge's waterfowl
populations as Alternatives C, D and E. The projected level of public use and
surface geologic studies would not significantly affect waterfowl populations,
while the placer mining operation assumed in the scenario would have a
negligible effect on waterfowl populations.

Shorebirds

Alternative F would have the same negligible effects on shorebirds as
Alternatives C, D and E. The public use level projected and surface geologic
studies would not be expected to alter shorebird distributions or numbers.
Placer mining would have a negligible effect on refuge shorebird populations.
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Raptors

The Alternative F scenario would have the same effect on the refuge's raptor
populations as Alternatives C, D and E. Increasing recreational use of river
corridors could have a minor impact on refuge raptors if disturbances during
the early summer result in nest abandonment or displacement into less suitable
habitats during courtship. Placer mining and surface geologic studies would
have a negligible impact on refuge raptor populations.

Karine Kammals

Alternative F would have the same negligible impact on Arctic Refuge's marine
mammal populations as described for the previous alternatives.

Caribou

Alternative F would have a negligible effect on the re
'
fuge's caribou

population, the same as Alternatives C, D and E. The level of public use and
surface geologic studies in this scenario would not be expected to
significantly affect the refuge's caribou. Placer mining would have a
negligible effect--only highly localized, short-term displacement of animals
would occur.

Moose

The impact of Alternative F on moose would be identical to that described for
Alternatives C, D and E. The level of recreational use described in the
scenario would not adversely affect refuge moose. Placer mining would
displace moose to adjacent areas, but would have negligible impacts on refuge
moose populations. Surface geologic studies would have a negligible effect on
moose. Overall, Alternative F would have a negligible impact on the refuge's
moose population.

Dall Sheep

The level of public use, mining, and surface geologic studies in the
Alternative F scenario would have the same negligible effect on the refuge's
Dall sheep population as described for Alternatives C, D and E.

Kuskox

The Alternative F scenario would have the same negligible impact on refuge
habitats and muskox population as noted for Alternatives C, D, and E.

grown and Black Bear

The projected level of public use in Alternative F could result in slightly
increased numbers of human/bear conflicts and bear killed in defense of life
and property. Placer mining would have little effect on black and brown bear
populations, although again some bear could be shot in defense of life and
property. Surface geologic studies would have a negligible effect on refuge
bear populations. Overall, the public and economic uses in Alternative F
would have a negligible effect on the refuge's bear populations.
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Furbearers

The level of public use, the placer mine, and surface geologic studies in the
Alternative F scenario would be expected to have the same negligible effect on
refuge forbearer populations and their habitats as noted for Alternatives C,
D, and E.

Threatened and Endangered Species

The level of recreational use projected in the Alternative F scenario would
not affect the refuge's threatened and endangered species, with the possible
exception of American and arctic peregrine falcons. The American peregrine
falcon nests on the Porcupine River cliffs, and the arctic peregrine falcon
may nest on rivers on the north slope which refuge users float. The projected
level of recreational use in this scenario would have the same potential
impacts as described under Alternative A. Breeding raptors generally are very
sensitive to disturbance. Reproductive success would be lowered if adult
peregrines desert established use areas. Disturbance of specific falcon
nesting cliffs can be prevented by parties avoiding those areas during the
early summer. The Service would encourage groups to float rivers known to
sustain peregrine nests at other times. All groups also would be encouraged
to avoid camping in areas where peregrines are known to nest. Even if all the
groups floated the Porcupine River in early summer (which would be unlikely),
the 12 groups projected in the scenario would be expected to have a minor to
negligible effect on peregrine nesting (provided the people did not climb up
the river cliffs or camp in the immediatevicinity of active nests). The
Service would monitor the peregrines and river use to ensure that impacts are
avoided.

No threatened or endangered species are known to occur in the placer mining
site in the scenario. No other activities are proposed under the
Alternative F scenario that would affect the refuge's threatened or endangered
species.

Vater Quality and Quantity

Alternative F would have the same effects on water quality and quantity as
Alternatives D and E. Minor, localized impacts to water quality could occur
from recreational users on popular rivers and lakes, particularly at regularly
used campsites; refuge water quantities would not be affected. Placer mining
would have major long-term impacts on the water quality and quantity within
the drainage where mining activities occurred, but the small-scale operation
described in the scenario would have a negligible impact on water quality and
quantity in the refuge as a whole. Surface geologic studies would not affect
water quality and quantity. Thus, Alternative F would have a negligible
effect on the refuge's overall water quality and quantity, with minor to major
localized impacts possible due to public use and mining.

Air Quality

The Alternative F scenario would have the same negligible effects on refuge
air quality as noted for Alternatives C, D, and E.
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Ecosystems

Alternative F would have the same negligible effects on refuge ecosystems and
natural diversity as described for AlternativesC9 D and E. The level of
public use and surface geologic studies projected in the scenario would have a
negligible impact on refuge ecosystemsand natural diversity. Placer mining
would have a moderate impact on the ecosystems in the immediate area
surrounding the claim site, but would have a negligible impact on natural
diversity and ecosystems throughoutthe rest of the refuge.

SocioeconomicEffectsof AlternativeF (Life of the Plan 15 Years)

Population

Alternative F would have the same negligible effect on the population of the
local communities as described for AlternativesC, D and E. The small mining
operation,the surfacegeologic studies,and the increase in public use in the
scenariowould have a negligible effect on the local population.

Economy

Mining, surface geologic studies,and the projected increasein public use in
this scenariowould have negligiblepositive benefits for the local economy.

Subsistence/Section810(a) Evaluation and Finding

The Alternative F scenario would have the same effect on subsistence users and
the resources they use as discussed for Alternative C, D and E. This scenario
would not affect the subsistence needs of local residents. Subsistence
activitieswould continue to be an important part of many local residents'
lives.

The projectedmining operation, the surface geologic studies,and the level of
public use described in the scenario would be expected to result in a
negligibleto minor effect on the refuge'sfish and wildlife populations.
Some animals may be displaced to other areas by the mining operation, but
local residents probably could find adequate resources in nearby areas. The
expected increasesin harvest levels resulting from the increase in
recreationaluse would not be expected to adversely affect subsistence users,
although competition between local residents and recreationalusers for
resourcescould increase in popular areas that have relativelygood access,
such as the Hulahula River. The Alaska Department of Fish and Came and the
Service would monitor use levels to ensure that opportunities for subsistence
harvests are maintained.

The most significantadverse impact of the Alternative F scenario probably
would be the perception of Chalkyitsik,Venetie, Fort Yukon, and Arctic
Villageresidentsthat more "outsiders"are intrudingon theirway of life,
reducingopportunitiesfor subsistenceactivities. In addition to the
increasein recreationalusers, in this alternativea mining operation and
surfacegeologic studies would be occurring in the refuge. With more aircraft
and boats in the refuge, and a higher potential for seeing people, local
residentswould likely grow concerned that their subsistenceway of life is
being threatened.
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Availabilj@@ f Other Lands - As noted in the Section 810(a) evaluation for
Alternative A, there may be other lands available for the uses considered, but
lands outside of the refuge are not considered because they are beyond the
scope of this plan. The Alternative F public use scenario focused on existing
and potential popular recreational use areas. There are other areas within
the refuge that could provide opportunities for similar use, but they have not
been identified by the Service.

The mining operation considered in the scenario is a site-specific project.
There are only a few active claims in the Arctic Refuge where a mine could be
developed. Whether these claims are developed depends on the resources, and
the economics of developing a particular site.

Other Alternatives - Seven management alternatives were developed for the
Arctic Refuge plan. Five of the alternatives do not provide for new economic
uses in the refuge; two of the alternatives provide for new economic uses.
All of the alternatives would permit increased recreational use of the refuge
if it is compatible with refuge purposes, although Alternative C would limit
the increase to protect the refuge's wilderness values.

Findings - Under the Alternative F scenario additional public use, mining,
and surface geologic studies are projected to occur. Concerns of local
residents about impacts to their way of life may intensify with these uses.
All of the potential impacts that would result from the Alternative F scenario
would be localized. None oE the projected uses in the scenario would
a,'verselyaffect subsistence fish and wildlife population levels, although
some negligible to minor impacts could occur (e.g., wildlife may be displaced
in the mining area of operations). The mining operation could displace some
local residents from an area where they occasionally hunt and trap, but other
nearby areas probably could be used for subsistence activities. Increased
harvest levels would occur with the increase in sport hunting and fishing, but
sufficient resources would be available to meet subsistence user needs. It
also should be noted that both the Service and the State of Alaska would take
steps to ensure that opportunities for subsistence harvests are maintained.
The Service thus concludes that Alternative F would not result in significant
restrictions to subsistence uses on the Arctic Refuge.

Recreation

The Alternative F scenario generally would have the same negligible effect on
recreational use as described for Alternative A. The mining operation and
surface geologic studies in the scenario would have a negligible effect on
recreational use. The projected increase in recreational use may result in
increased competition, perceived crowding, and other recreational user
conflicts in popular areas. In particular, some sheep hunters, hikers and
floaters seeking solitude rrayperceive the Atigun Gorge area, the
Peters/Schrader lakes area, and the Hulahula and Sheenjek drainages to be
overcrowded. The increase in competition for resources in the Atigun Gorge
area eventually may require the Service to propose regulations to the Alaska
Department of Fish and Came and the Board of Came to limit harvests and/or
restrict use levels.
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Cultural Resources

Alternative F would have the same negligible effect on cultural resources as
described for Alternatives C, D and E. Some damage to sites may occur
incidental to subsistence activities and increased recreational use levels.
The highest potential for damage occurring would be at camping sites because
of the possibility that these sites were used in the past. Surface geologic
studies would not be expected to adversely affect refuge cultural resources.
The mining operation has some potential to damage archaeological and historic
sites. These potential impacts largely would be avoided by completing
cultural resource inventories and evaluations, and through the use of
mitigation or preservation measures.

Wilderness Designation Effects of Alternative F

In Alternative F the Service would propose most of the non-wilderness lands in
the Brooks Range, (about 5.2 million acres or 2.1 million ha) and the
Porcupine Plateau (about 3.7 million acres or 1.5 million ha) for wilderness
designation. Only the "1002" coastal plain, lands around Old John Lake, and
lands along the lower Wind River, Junjik River, and the East Fork of the
Chandalar River, covering a total of about 2.2 mil@ion acres (915,000 ha),
would not be proposed for wilderness designations Table 10 in Chapter V
indicates what uses would be permitted in the wilderness and non-wilderness
portions of the refuge. Wilderness designation would provide long-term
congressional protection to fish and wildlife habitats found in these areas of
the refuge.

Impacts on Areas Proposed for Wilderness

Effects an Wilderness Values

1. Naturalness - Public use, mining, and surface geologic studies would
be the only allowed activities which could affect naturalness in the proposed
wilderness area under the Alternative F scenario. Public use is expected to
continue to increase on the refuge in Alternative F, regardless of whether
additional wilderness is designated, as more people learn about the refuge and
its many recreational values--the increase in use, including the type of users
and the intensity of use, would be the same in this alternative as in
Alternative A.

The projected increase in public use in'the Atigun Gorge area, potentially one
of the most popular areas in the proposed wilderness area, would have the same
effects on naturalness as described under the Alternative A scenario.
increased littering, more campsites, and the presence of obvious trails would
be expected in this area, affecting a total cumulative area of not more than
one acre (0.4 ha). This impact would occur, however, regardless of whether
additional areas are designated as wilderness in the Arctic Refuge.

a/The "1002" coastal plain area would be managed as a minimal management
area pending congressional action.
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In the rest of the approximately 8.9 million acres (3.6 million ha) proposed
for wilderness designation, recreational use is projected to be relatively
light: at most 60 hikers, 300 floaters, and 150 hunters are projected to use
this area. Even areas with good access, such as the Sheenjek River, probably
would be visited by no more than 20 groups per year. This level of use would
not be expected to result in measurable adverse impacts to naturalness.

The mining operation in the scenario would have the same impacts as described
for the four previous alternatives: the landscape of the refuge, including
vegetation and fish and wildlife resources, would be altered at the immediate
operation site, but impacts beyond a radius of about half a mile from the
project site would be negligible--biological impacts would be limited to about
a 500-acre (200-ha) area around the mine. Wilderness designation would have
little effect on the impacts of this use--mining of a valid claim would after
the naturalness of the area regardless of whether or not the area is
designated as wilderness.

Surface geologic studies would have the same negligible effects on refuge
resources as described in Alternative A: this activity results in essentially
no surface disturbance, and would not affect any site for more than a couple
hours.

2. Outstanding opportunities for solitude - The projected increase in
public use would have the same effect on opportunities for solitude as
described under the Alternative A scenario. In the Atigun Gorge area the
chances of seeing another group would be highest during the first week of
sheep hunting, the peak use period. The chances of seeing another group would
increase about 160% relative to current use levels, particularly along the
route into the gorge and the campsites along the river--the areas most likely
where other groups would be seen. (It should be noted again that this impact
would occur regardless of whether additional areas are designated as
wilderness in the refuge.)

In the rest of the areas proposed for wilderness designation, public use is
projected to be relatively light--about 510 recreational users. Public use
would be expected to occur primarily in areas with good access, such as the
Sheenjek and Porcupine rivers. Most areas would not be visited by more than
20 groups, spread out over the summer and early fall. It is unlikely, with
this low level of use, that a group would see or hear another group in the
same area.

The effect of the mining operation would be identical to that noted for the
Alternative B scenario. Visual impacts of the operation would cover a maximum
of 100 acres (40 ha).

2)
Noise from the machinery could be heard no more than

9 square miles (23-km from the mining site--up to 5,800 acres (2,300 ha)
could be impacted. However, the mining operation would be expected to have a
negligibleeffect on the solitude of refuge users because the site is not
located in a popular recreational use area.
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Surface geologic studies in this scenario would have the same effect an
solitude as described for the Alternative A scenario. The chances of other
refuge users seeing or hearing these studies would be very low--the large size
of the area (about 8.9 million acres 0.6 million ha)) makes it unlikely that
the few recreational users in this area (about 510 recreational users over the
year) would encounter the field crew. Furthermore, most recreational use
would occur along rivers, while the surface geologic studies would occur over
a much larger area that receives little if any use due to the lack of access.

3. Outstanding opportunities for primitive recreation - The projected
increase in recreational use would have the same effects on opportunities for
primitive recreation as described for Alternative A. The increase in use in
the Atigun Gorge area would lower the quality of the recreational experience
relative to the rest of the refuge that receives little use. However,
visitors would continue to be able to recreate in an outstanding primitive
setting,with no visitor services or facilities in the area.

The mining operation in this scenario would have the same effect as described
for the Alternative B scenario. The mine is not located at a site known to
have outstanding primitive recreation qualities, so no visitors would be
expected to come to this area. Opportunities for primitive recreation would
be eliminated in an area up to 100 acres (40 ha), while visual impacts, noise,
and displacement of game animals wouid reduce the quality of the primitive
recreation in a 9-square-mile (23-km ) area, covering 5,800 acres
(2,300 ha), around the mining site.

Surface geologic studies in this scenario would have the same effect on
opportunities for primitive recreation as noted under the Alternative A
scenario. Visitors would continue to be able to hunt, fish, hike, etc., in a
primitive setting on all of the sites where surface geologic studies occur.

4..S i@ciaj - The areas proposed for wilderness designation have_L@atures
many special features, including the upper Wind, Ivishak and Sheenjek wild
rivers, Atigun Gorge, the Porcupine caribou herd, the Brooks Range, Porcupine
Lake, the ramparts of the Porcupine River, and the upper Coleen River.

The expected increase in public use in the Alternative F scenario would have
the same effects on special features as described for Alternative A. Public
use in the refuge would be expected to be concentrated in areas with good
access, such as the Atigun Gorge. The increase in hunters and hikers
generally would not be expected to affect the scenic/geologic and wildlife
features in the Atigun Gorge. (One resource that may be adversely affected is
the local sheep population. As roted under the Alternative A scenario the
effect of the projected level of hunters on the local population is unknown.)
Most other areas with special features probably would be visited by no more
than 20 groups per year, which should not result in adverse impacts to the
special features. The projected increase in sport hunting in the proposed
wilderness area would result in additional caribou being harvested, but the
Porcupine caribou herd should sustain this harvest with no adverse effect.

The mining operation in this scenario would not occur in an area that is a
special feature of the refuge. This use also would have a negligible effect
on the Porcupine caribou herd, as caribou would not be present on the mining
site when most of the mining activity would occur.
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Surface geologic studies would not disturb the surfaces and thus would be
expected to have a negligible effect on the refuge's special features.

Conclusion - Wilderness designation would help maintain the naturalness,
solitude, primitive recreation, and special features on about 8.9 million
acres 0.6 million ha) in in the Brooks Range and the Porcupine Plateau boreal
forest of the Arctic Refuge. The increase in public use could adversely
affect perceived naturalness, and opportunities for solitude, and the quality
of the primitive recreational experience in the Atigun Gorge (which also is
one of the refuge's special features); impacts to wilderness values would
primarily occur in a cumulative area totaling one acre along the river during
the first week of hunting. The placer mine in the scenario would eliminate
naturalness, solitude, and opportunities for primitive recreation in a
100-acre (40-ha) area, and reduce opportunities for solitude and the quality
of the recreational experience in another surrounding area totaling no more
than 5,800 acres (2,300 ha). 'The impacts in both of these areas would occur,
however, regardless of whether or not additional wilderness is designated in
the refuge.

Effect on the Level of Oil and Gas Activities South of the "1002" Area

Under Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act all of the Arctic Refuge is closed
to oil and gas leasing. Unless the statute is amended, designating additional
wilderness in the refuge would have no effect on oil and gas leasing
activities in the Arctic Refuge. Oil and gas studies could occur in the
designated wilderness, but motorized surface equipment generally would not be
permitted. The wilderness proposal would specifically preclude core drilling
and seismic surveys on about 8.9 million acres (3.6 million ha) or 79% of the
non-wilderness refuge lands (unless conducted under the provisions of
Section 1010 of the Alaska Lands Act).

Conclusion - The Alternative F wilderness proposal would preclude most
oil and gas studies using motorized surface equipment in about 8.9 million
acres of the refuge. The proposal would have no effect on oil and gas
production as this use already is prohibited under law.

Effect on the Level of Mining Development

There are four active mining claims in the area proposed for wilderness
designation in Alternative F. Mining of valid claims could occur throughout
the refuge under Section 304(c) of the Alaska Lands Act. On all of the claims
activity necessary for annual assessments, as prescribed in the Mining Law of
1872 ($100 of expenditures per claim), would be expected to occur. However,
based on the high cost of access into the areas and developing the mines, only
one active claim is projected to be developed during the next 50 years in the
scenario for Alternative F.

Although wilderness designation would not prevent mining of a valid claim in
the refuge, the designation could affect the mining operation. "Reasonable"
restrictions may be placed on access to reduce impacts to refuge wilderness
values: the Service may specify the route(s) and method(s) of access across
the wilderness area if the operator's desired route would cause significant
adverse impacts (provided adequate and feasible access otherwise exists). The
Service also would closely monitor the operation to ensure that impacts to
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adjacent refuge resources are minimized. As a result, the mining operation
would have less impact on wilderness values, but how much or what kind is
difficultto project. The mining operation also could be more expensive and
the operatorwould have less flexibilitythan might be the case in a
non-wilderness area.

Conclusion- Under Section 304(c) mining of valid claims is permitted
throughout the Arctic Refuge, including designated wilderness areas. Although
the AlternativeF wilderness proposalwould not prevent the mining of valid
claims in the Arctic Refuge, it could result in higher costs and less
flexibilityfor the miningoperation.

Effect on the Level of Commercial Timber Harvest Operations

Wilderness designation would preclude commercial timber harvest operations on
the south slopes of the Brooks Range and the Porcupine Plateau boreal forest.
In particular,wilderness designation would preclude this economic use on
approximately500,000 acres (202,000 ha) of mixed forest and closed needleaf
forest in the Porcupine River drainage--an area which may have some timber of
commercialvalue. As a result, potential benefits to the local economy would
be foregone.

Conclusion- The Alternative F wilderness proposal would preclude the
possibilityof commercial timber harvesting in the only portion of the refuge
that may have timber of economic value.

Impacts on Areas Not Proposed for Wilderness

Effects on Wilderness Values

1. Naturalness - Recreational use and surface geologic studies are the
only activitiesin the AlternativeF scenariothat could affect the
naturalnessof the non-wildernessportion of the refuge. (There are 5 mining
claims near the Wind River, but the scenario assumes these claims would not be
developed.) Relatively littlepublic use is projectedin the southernareas
not proposed for wilderness--lessthan 50 recreationalusers would be expected
to visit the lower Wind River, Junjik River, the East Fork of the Chandalar
River, and Old John Lake. This level of use would not be expected to
adversely affect naturalness.

Surface geologic studies in this scenario would have the same effect on
naturalnessas noted under the AlternativeA scenario:this activity results
in essentiallyno surfacedisturbance, and would not affect any site for more
than a couple of hours.

2. Outstandingopportunitiesfor solitude - The projected increase in
public use would not affect the areas not proposed for wilderness. As noted
above, public use is projected to be very low--less than 50 recreational
users. It is highly unlikely,with this level of use, that a group would see
or hear another group in the same area.
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The effect of the surface geologic studies on refuge recreational users
seeking solitude in the southern portions of the refuge not proposed for
wilderness in this scenario would be identical to that noted for the
Alternative 8 scenario. These activities would have a negligible effect
because of the small size of the affected areas, and the small number of
workers that would be in the refuge. The chances of the geologic studies
field crew being seen or heard for more than a few minutes by other refuge
visitors would be negligible.

3. Outstand@a&__Rp=rtunities for primitive recreation - Less than 50
recreational users are projected to visit the southern portions of the refuge
not proposed for wilderness. This low level of recreational use would not
affect opportunitiesfor primitive recreation.

Surface geologic studies also would not affect opportunities for primitive
recreation--visitorswould continue to be able to hunt, fish, hike, etc., in a
primitive setting on all of the sites where surface geologic studies occur.

4. Special features - The only identified special features in the areas
Ei__-not proposed for wi d rness are the lower Wind Wild River, Old John Lake and

the Porcupine caribou herd.

Less than 50 recreational users are projected to visit the southern portions
of the refuge not proposed for wilderness. This low level of recreational use
would not adversely affecL the special features. A few caribou may be
harvested by sport hunters in this scenario, but the Porcupine caribou herd
should sustain this harvest with no adverse effect.

Surface geologic studies would not disturb the surface, and thus would be
expected to have a negligible effect on the refuge's special features.

Conclusion - The management actions in the Alternative F scenario would
have a negligible effect on the wilderness values in the southern portions of
the refuge not proposed for wilderness--naturalness, solitude, opportunities
for primitive recreation, and special features of the refuge generally would
be maintained in this alternative. The projected level of recreational use
and surface geologic studies would have a negligible effect on wilderness
values.

Effect on the Level of Oil and Gas Activities South of the "1002" Area

The Alaska Lands Act and existing Service policies would continue to govern
what oil and gas activities occur in the southern portions of the refuge not
proposed for wilderness designation. Oil and gas studies could occur in this
area (about 760,000 acres or 307,000 ha). The Alternative F scenario assumes
that only surface geologic studies would occur. No oil and gas production
would occur because under Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act (assuming it is
not amended) all of the Arctic Refuge is closed to oil and gas production.

Conclusion - Alternative F would have no effect on the level of oil and
gas activities in the areas not proposed for wilderness designation.
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Effect on the Level of Mining Development

There are five active mining claims on lands near the lower Wind River not
proposed for wilderness. On these claims activity necessary for annual
assessments, as prescribed in the Mining Law of 1872 ($100 of expenditures per
claim), would be expected to occur. Mining of valid claims could occur in the
refuge under Section 304(c) of the Alaska Lands Act. However, based on the
high cost of access into the areas and developing the mines, only one active
claim is projected to be developed during the next 50 years in the scenario
for Alternative F. (The mining development considered in the scenario is in
the proposed wilderness area.)

Conclusion - Alternative F would have no effect on the level of mining in
the areas not proposed for wilderness designation.

Effect on the Level of Commercial Timber Harvesting

Under Alternative F all of the areas not designated or proposed for wilderness
would be designated as minimal management or wild river management areas.
Commercial timber harvesting would not be permitted in these management
categories.

Conclusion - Alternative F would preclude commercial timber harvesting in
the areas not proposed for wilderness designation.
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ALTERNATIVE C

The scenarios developed for Alternative G assume economic development would
not occur an refuge lands on the south side of the Brooks Range. The
Alternative C scenario assumes that all of the special provisions intended to
protect the refuge's wilderness qualities would be implemented--it is assumed
that Congress approves all of the major management actions proposed in this
alternative when it designates the new wilderness area.

Public Use Scenario

In the Alternative G scenario more people seeking a wilderness experience
would continue to be attracted to the refuge (not because of any actions the
Service takes). All of the assumptions described for the Alternative A
scenario (e.g., popular use areas, proportions of different recreational uses,
seasons and bag limits) would'be the same for this scenario. It is assumed in
this scenario that over the next 10 to 15 years public use would grow slowly
due to the remoteness and high cost of reaching the refuge--in most of the
refuge use levels would not exceed identified carrying capacity limits.
Consequently, in the Alternative C scenario the Service would generally
continue to manage public use in the refuge as it has in the past. The
recreational use levels in the Alternative G scenario would be the same as
described in the Alternative A scenario for all of the float trips, and for
the Peters-Schrader Lakes and Caribou Pass areas.

Under the Alternative G scenario the Service would take action to limit public
use to protect the refuge's wilderness values in two popular areas. Use of
the Hulahula River and Atigun Gorge areas may exceed carrying capacity limits
and adversely affect refuge wilderness values. In these areas in this
scenario the Service would restrict the number of hikers and hunters to
protect refuge wilderness values. For purposes of analysis it is assumed that
the Service would limit the number of groups using the Hulahula River to 8
guided hunting groups (24 hunters) and 18 unguided hunting groups
(54 hunters). In the Atigun Corge area the Service would limit the number of
groups to 4 guided hunting groups (12 hunters), 10 unguided hunting groups
(30 hunters), 4 guided hiking groups (24 hikers), and 16 unguided hiking
groups (64 hikers). It is assumed in the scenario that guided and unguided
hunters and hikers who could not go to the Hulahula River and Atigun Gorge
areas would go to other areas in the refuge.

In the Alternative G scenario aircraft access also would be limited to
maintain wilderness experience opportunities. The Firth River-Mancha Creek
area has been identified as an area that receives little aircraft access, and
in which aircraft access could be limited. It is assumed in this scenario,
for purposes of analysis, that airplanes would only be allowed to land in two
areas. One site would be near the Firth River, and the other would be on
Mancha Creek.

Development Scenario

Alternative G is intended to maximize protection to the refuge's wilderness
qualities, maximize protection of the refuge's fish and wildlife populations
and habitats in their natural diversity, and maintain high quality
opportunities for subsistence, trapping, and recreational activities; economic
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uses would be highly restricted. Thus, in the Alternative G scenario economic
activities and developments generally would not be permitted (with the
exceptions of guiding, outfiting and mining of valid claims). It is assumed
in this scenario that Congress would approve this action.

Commercial Timber Operation

In Alternative G most of the refuge lands would be designated as wilderness
areas. Commercial timber operations would not be permitted in the refuge in
the future under this management category. For the purposes of analysis it is
therefore assumed that commercial timber operations would not occur on the
refuge over the next 50 years.

Mining

Wilderness designation would not preclude the development of existing mining
claims on the Arctic Refuge. For purposes of analysis it is assumed in the
Alternative G scenario that no mining would occur in the refuge over the next
50 years. Only that activity necessary for annual assessments, as prescribed
in the Mining Law of 1872, is assumed to occur. One trip to a claim during a
season would cover the required assessment outlay. This assessment work must
occur every year to keep the claims active.

Oil and Gas Activities

In the Alternative C scenario, geologic studies for scientific purposes could
be permitted on a site-specific basis throughout the refuge. No oil and gas
related activities, including seismic surveys and core drilling, would be
permitted in the refuge (excluding the "1002" area). Under Section 1003 of
the Alaska Lands Act, all of the Arctic Refuge is closed to oil and gas
leasing and production. For the purposes of analysis it is assumed in the
scenario that only surface geologic studies for scientific purposes would
occur south of the "1002" coastal plain area for the next 50 years. The
scenario for surface geologic studies, including the assumptions, is the same
as described in the Alternative A scenario.

Biological Effects of Alternative G (Life of the Plan - 15 Years)

Vegetation

This alternative would have the same negligible effect on vegetation as
described for Alternative A--the projected refuge uses in the Alternative C
scenario would not be expected to significantly alter vegetation.

Fish

The Alternative G scenario would have the same effect on the refuge's fish
populations as described for the Alternative A scenario. The projected level
of public use on refuge lands, surface geologic studies, and the annual
assessment work on existing mining claims within the refuge would have a
negligible impact on anadromous and resident fish populations in the Arctic
Refuge.
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Waterfowl

The Alternative G scenario would have the same effects on the refuge's
waterfowl populations as noted for the Alternative A scenario. The projected
level of public use, annual assessment work, and surface geologic studies
would not significantly affect waterfowl populations.

Shorebirds

The Alternative G scenario would have the same effects on shorebirds as noted
for the Alternative A scenario. The public use level projected, surface
geologic studies, and the annual assessment work on existing mining claims
within the refuge would not be expected to alter shorebird distributions or
numbers.

Raptors

The Alternative G scenario would have the same effect on the refuge's raptor
populations, as described for Alternative A. Increasing recreational use of
river corridors could have a minor impact on refuge raptors if disturbances
during the early summer result in nest abandonment or displacement into less
suitable habitats during courtship. The annual assessment work on existing
mining claims within the refuge, and surface geologic studies would have a
negligible impact on refuge raptor populations.

Marine Ka@ats

The Alternative G scenario would have the same negligible impact on Arctic
Refuge's marine mammal populations as described for the previous alternatives.

Caribou

The Alternative G scenario would have the same effect on the refuge's caribou
population as described for the Alternative A scenario. The projected level
of public use, surface geologic studies, and the annual assessment work on
existing mining claims within the refuge in this scenario would not be
expected to significantly affect the refuge's caribou.

Moose

The impact of Alternative G on moose would be identical to that described for
Alternative A. The level of recreational use described in the scenario would
not adversely affect the refuge's moose. Surface geologic studies and the
annual assessment work on existing mining claims within the refuge would have
a negligible effect on moose. Overall, Alternative G would have a negligible
impact on the refuge's moose population.

Dall Sheep

The level of public use, surface geologic studies, and annual mining claim
assessment work described in the Alternative G scenario would have the same
negligible effect on the refuge's Dall sheep population as described for the
Alternative A scenario.
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Huskox

The level of public use, surface geologic studies and annual mining claim
assessment work in the Alternative G scenario would have the same negligible
impact on the refuge's muskox population as noted for the Alternative A
scenario.

Brown and Black Bear

The projected level of public use in Alternative G could result in slightly
increased numbers of human/bear conflicts and bear killed in defense of life
and property. Surface geologic studies and the annual assessment work on
existing mining claims within the refuge would have a negligible effect on
refuge bear populations. Overall, the Alternative G scenario would have a
negligible effect on the refuge's bear populations.

Furbearers

The level of public use, annual assessment work on existing mining claims, and
surface geologic studies in the Alternative G scenario would be expected to
have the same negligible effect on refuge forbearer populations and their
habitats as noted for the Alternative A scenario.

Threatened and Endangered Species

The level of recreational use projected in the Alternative G scenario would
not affect the refuge's threatened and endangered species, with the possible
exception of American and arctic peregrine falcons. The American peregrine
falcon nests on the Porcupine River cliffs, and the arctic peregrine falcon
may nest on rivers on the north slope which refuge users float. The projected
level of recreational use in this scenario would have the same potential
impacts as described under Alternative A. Breeding raptors generally are very
sensitive to disturbance. Reproductive success would be lowered if adult
peregrines desert established use areas. Disturbance of specific falcon
nesting cliffs can be prevented by parties avoiding those areas during the
early summer. The Service would encourage groups to float rivers known to
sustain peregrine nests at other times. All groups also would be encouraged
to avoid camping in areas where peregrines are known to nest. Even if all the
groups floated the Porcupine River in early summer (which would be unlikely),
the 12 groups projected in the scenario would be expected to have a minor to
negligible effect on peregrine nesting (provided the people did not climb up
the river cliffs or camp in the immediatevicinity of active nests). The
Service would monitor the peregrines and river use to ensure that impacts are
avoided.

No other activities are included under the Alternative G scenario that would
affect the refuge's threatened or endangered species.

Water Quality and Quantity

The Alternative C scenario would have the same effects on water quality and
quantity as described for the Alternative A scenario. Minor, localized
impacts to water quality could occur from recreational users an popular rivers
and lakes, particularly at regularly used campsites, due to improperly buried
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wastes. Refuge water quantitieswould not be affected. Surface geologic
studies and the annual assessment work on mining claims would not noticeably
affect water quality and quantity. Thus, AlternativeC would have a
negligibleeffecton the refuge'soverall water quality and quantity.

Air Quality

The public and economic uses in the Alternative C scenario would have the same
negligibleeffects on refuge air quality as noted for the AlternativeA
scenario.

Ecosystems

The Alternative G scenario would have the same effects on refuge ecosystems
and natural diversityas describedfor the AlternativeA scenario. The level
of public use, surface geologic studies, and annual assessment work on mining
claims projected in the scenario would have a negligible impact on refuge
ecosystems and natural diversity.

SocioeconomicEffects of AlternativeC (Life of the Plan - 15 Years)

Population

The Alternative C scenario would have the same effect on the population of the
local communities as described for the AlternativeA scenario. The annual
assessment work on mining claims, the surface geologic studies, and the
projectedlevel of public use in the scenariowould have a negligible effect
on the local population.

Economy

The surface geologic studies, annual assessment work on mining claims, and
projected level of recreationaluse in the scenariowould have negligible
benefits for the local economy, the same as noted for the Alternative A
scenario.

Subsistence/Section810(a) Evaluation and Finding

The Alternative C scenario would have the same effect on subsistence users and
the resources they use as discussed for AlternativeA. This scenario would
not affect the subsistenceneeds of local residents. Subsistenceactivities
would continue to be an importantpart of many local residents' lives.

The surface geologic studies, annual assessment work on mining claims, and the
level of public use described in the scenariowould be expected to result in a
negligibleeffect on the refuge's fish and wildlife populations. The expected
harvest levels in this scenariowould not be expected to adversely affect
subsistence users.
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This alternative would reduce the number of hunters in popular areas in this
scenario (i.e., the Hulahula River and Atigun Gorge areas), which in turn
could reduce the potential for competition between local residt-ntsand
recreational users for resources compared to the Alternative A scenario.
However, with the surface geologic studies and additional public use in other
parts of the refuge Chalkyitsik, Venetie, Fort Yukon, and Arctic Village
residents still may have concerns that "outsiders" are affecting their
subsistence way of life in this alternative.

Availability of Other Lands - As noted in the Section 810(a) evaluation for
Alternative A, there may be other lands available for the uses considered, but
lands outside of the refuge are not considered because they are beyond the
scope of this plan. The Alternative C public use scenario focused on existing
and potential popular recreational use areas. There are other areas within
the refuge that could provide opportunities for similar use, but they have not
been identified by the Service.

The mining assessment work considered in the scenario is site-specific. There
are only nine active claims in the Arctic Refuge where assessments are
required.

Other Alternatives - Seven management alternatives were developed for the
Arctic Refuge plan. Five of the alternatives do not provide for new economic
uses in the refuge; two of the alternatives provide for new economic uses.
All of the alternatives would permit increased recreational use of the refuge
if it is compatible with refuge purposes. Alternative C differs from the
other alternatives in that it would limit the increase in public use to
maintain the refuge's existing wilderness values.

Findings - Un&!r the Alternative C scenario a limited increase in public
use, surface geologic studies, and annual assessments of existing mining
claims are projected to occur. All of the potential impacts that would result
from the Alternative C scenario would be localized. None of the projected
uses in the scenario would adversely affect subsistence fish and wildlife
population levels. Sufficient resources would be available to meet
subsistence user needs. In this scenario reductions in public use would occur
in localized areas, which would help reduce the potential for competition
between local residents and recreational users. With a projected increase in
public use in other parts of the refuge, however, local residents may have
concerns about impacts to their way of life. Both the Service and the State
of Alaska would take steps to ensure that opportunities for subsistence
harvests are maintained. The Service thus concludes that Alternative C would
not result in significant restrictions of subsistence uses on the Arctic
Refuge.

Recreation

The Alternative C scenario generally would have the same negligible effect on
recreational use as described for Alternative A. The assessments of existing
mining claims and surface geologic studies in the scenario would have a
negligible effect on recreational use. The projected increase in recreational
use is not expected to result in increased competition, perceived crowding,
and other recreational user conflicts in most of the refuge.
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In three areas, however, the Alternative G scenario would affect recreational
use. To maintain existing wilderness values, the Service would reduce the
number of projected hunting groups by 48% in the Hulahula drainage (relative
to the levels in the Alternative A scenario); in the Atigun Gorge area the
number of hunting groups would be reduced by 12%, and the number of hiking
groups by 282 (again relative to the levels in the Alternative A scenario).
As a result of these restrictions, sport hunters and hikers would not
necessarily be able to visit areas they originally planned to visit--72 sport
hunters in the Hulahula drainage, and 6 hunters and 42 hikers in the Atigun
Gorge area would be required to choose alternate areas. Given the size of the
refuge and the relatively small number of recreational users projected to
visit the refuge, it is expected that all of the hunters and hikers who are
displaced would be able to find other areas within the refuge that would
satisfy their needs. For the hikers and hunters that are allowed into the
Hulahula drainage and Atigun Gorge, the restrictions in use levels would help
minimize competition between user groups, reduce the potential for perceived
overcrowding, and help ensure that visitors seeking a high quality wilderness
recreational experience would continue to find this opportunity in the refuge.

In the Alternative G scenario aircraft access also would be limited in the
Firth River-Mancha Creek area to maintain wilderness experience
opportunities. The scenario assumes two airplanes, carrying 4 backpackers,
would use the Firth River-Mancha Creek area. This restriction would limit the
freedom of these visitors to land aircraft in the area--airplanes could only
land at two sites in this area. On the other hand, the restriction would also
assure that refuge visitors would be able to find at least one area relatively
free of mechanization and other signs of people. Visitors in this area could
experience quiet, solitude, independence and challenge in a wilderness setting
that can only be found in a few places in the United States today.

Cultural Resources

The Alternative C scenario would have the same effect on cultural resources as
described for the Alternative A scenario. Surface geologic studies and the
annual assessment work on existing mining claims would not be expected to
adversely affect refuge cultural resources. Some damage to sites may occur
incidental to subsistence activities and recreational use. The highest
potential for damage occurring would be at camping sites because of the
possibility that these sites were used in the past. Damage to resources
largely would be avoided by completing cultural resource inventories and
evaluations, and through the use of mitigation or preservation measures.

Wilderness Designation Effects of Alternative G (50 Years)

In Alternative G the Service would propose all of the non-wilderness lands in
the Brooks Range, (about 5.5 million acres or 2.2 million ha) and the
Porcupine Plateau (about 4.1 million acres or 1.6 million ha) for wilderness
designation. Only the "1002" coastal plain, covering a total of 1.5 Tillion
acres (627,000 ha) would not be proposed for wilderness designations

a/The "1002" coastal plain area would be managed as a minimal management
area pending congressional action.
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Table 10 in Chapter V indicates what uses would be permitted in the wilderness
and non-wilderness portions of the refuge. Wilderness designation would
provide long-term congressional protection to fish and wildlife habitats found
in these areas of the refuge.

Effect on Refuge Kanagement

The special provisions attached to the Alternative G wilderness proposal could
affect refuge management. Under the management directions of this alternative
no permanent administrative facilities or structures could be built in the
refuge, no manipulation of habitats or populations could occur, and mechanized
access would be limited in certain areas. These actions would limit the
management flexibility of the agency in the future. The Service, however,
does not foresee a need to build new administrative cabins, control predator
populations, implement a timber management program, or take other actions in
the Arctic Refuge that would be legislatively precluded under this
alternative. Day-to-day management of the refuge would not be adversely
affected by the management directions in this alternative. Existing refuge
management programs generally would continue as they have in the past. If a
management emergency arose the Service could permit activities it might not
otherwise allow under this alternative. Thus, overall Alternative C would
have a minor effect on refuge management.

1upacts on Areas Proposed for Wilderness

Effects on Wilderness Values

1. Naturalness - Public use, mining assessment work, and surface geologic
studies would be the only permitted activities that could affect naturalness
in the proposed wilderness area under the Alternative G scenario. The
wilderness proposal in Alternative C, unlike the previous alternatives, would
affect recreational use in the refuge--although the same type of users would
occur, in this alternative the intensity of use would be reduced relative to
Alternative A (see the description of the scenario).

With a 24% reduction in total public use in the Atigun Gorge area, relative to
the Alternative A scenario, impacts to perceived naturalness would be
reduced. Less litter, and fewer campsites and obvious trails would be
expected in this area. The naturalness of a cumulative area totaling less
than one acre (0.4 ha) would be diminished.

In the rest of the approximately 9.7 million acres 0.9 million ha) south of
the "1002" area and the existing Arctic Wilderness, recreational use is
projected to be relatively light: about 73 hikers, 300 floaters, and 155
hunters are projected to use this area. Even areas with good access, such as
the Sheenjek River, probably would be visited by no more than 20 groups per
year. This level of use would not be expected to result in measurable adverse
impacts to naturalness.
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The mining assessment work and surface geologic studies would have the same
effect as noted for Alternative A on naturalness. Disturbance of the surface
vegetative cover and displacement of wildlife caused by the mining assessment
work would be very localized, directly affecting a maximum of 10 acres (4 ha)
in the refuge. Surface geologic studies results in essentially no surface
disturbance, and would not affect any site for more than a couple of hours--
disturbance of vegetation and wildlife would be negligible.

2. Outstanding opportunities for solitude - Under the Alternative G
wilderness proposal the Service would limit the number of groups in the
refuge. The public use scenario states that only 14 hunting groups and 20
hiking groups would be permitted in the Atigun Gorge area. With a 12%
reduction in the number of hunting groups in the Atigun Gorge, relative to
Alternative A, the chances of seeing another group would decrease during the
first week of the sheep hunting season - the peak use period.

In the rest of the refuge, south of the existing Arctic Wilderness and the
"1002" area, public use is projected to be relatively light--about 510
recreational users. Public use would be expected to occur primarily in areas
with good access, such as the Sheenjek and Porcupine rivers. Most areas
probably would be visited by more than 20 groups, spread out over the summer
and early fall. It is unlikely,with this low level of use, that a group
would see or hear another group in the same area.

Surface geologic studies would occur in the summer south of the "1002" area.
Although the geologic studies field crew could visit many sites with its
helicopter, the chances of the field crew being seen or heard for more than a
few minutes by other refuge visitors would be negligible--the large size of
the area (about 9.7 million acres) makes it unlikely that the few recreational
users in this area (about 510 recreational users over the year) would
encounter the field crew. Furthermore, most recreational use would occur
along rivers, while the surface geologic studies would occur over a much
larger area that receives Little if any use due to the lack of access.

The mineral assessment work would occur on nine claims in the southern portion
of the refuge. Only 2 or 3 people would be on each of the mining claims in
the refuge for a few weeks in the summer. Five of the claims are near the
Wind River, a national wild river, but assessment work on the claims probably
would not be evident to most people floating down the river--the claims are
off the main river on side tributaries and the topography and vegetative cover
would help hide the sites. A small degree of disruption to solitude could
occur from noise generated through travel to and from the claims and from the
operation of machinery at the claims. Noise from the five claims near the
Wind River would affect a total area estimated to cover less than 150 acres
(61 ha) for no more than 30 days each year. The other claims are in areas
that are not likely to be visited by recreational users. Thus, the chances of
refuge visitors seeing the claims or hearing noise from work on the claims
would be exceedingly small.
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3. Outstanding opportunities for primitive recreation - Under the
Alternative C scenario there would be a 24% reduction in total public use of
the Atigun Gorge area relative to Alternative A. With restrictions on use
levels, the quality of the primitive recreational experience would continue to
be maintained--like most of the Arctic Refuge, visitors in the Atigun Gorge
area would be able to hunt, hike, view wildlife, etc., in a primitive, natural
setting, with few other people.

The geologic studies field crew would visit numerous sites in this scenario,
but the crew would occupy each site for a very short period of time (less than
a day). Visitors would continue to be able to hunt, fish, hike, etc., in a
primitive setting on all of these sites.

On the nine active mining claims in the refuge opportunities for recreation
would be eliminated, regardless of the wilderness designation. The assessment
work would affect no more than an estimated 10 acres (4 ha). No people,
however, would be expected to visit these areas to recreate.

4. Special features - The Arctic Refuge has many special features,
including the Wind, Ivishak and Sheenjek wild rivers, Atigun Gorge, the
Porcupine caribou herd, the Brooks Range, Porcupine Lake, Old John Lake, the
ramparts of the Porcupine River, and the upper Coleen River.

The projected level of public use in this scenario would not be expected to
adversely affect the scenic and wildlife features in the Atigun Gorge
area--limiting the increase in public use would help ensure the resources in
this area are protected. Most other areas with special features probably
would be visited by no more than 20 groups per year, which should not result
in adverse impacts to the special features. Although the level of sport
hunting in the refuge may increase under this alternative, resulting in
additional caribou being harvested, the Porcupine caribou herd should sustain
this harvest with no adverse effect.

The assessment work on the mining claims would have the same effect on special
features as described for the Alternative A scenario. The assessment work
would involve the presence of 2 to 3 people, some site clearing, and
installation of machinery, for two weeks in the summer. Up to a maximum of
5 acres (2 ha) could be disturbed near the Wind River, the only special
feature of the refuge with mining claims. This would have a negligible effect
on the physical and biological qualities of the river corridor.

Surface geologic studies could occur on areas that are special features, but
this activity would occur for a very short period of time and have a
negligible effect on the flora, fauna and geologic qualities of these areas.

Conclusion - Wilderness designation would help maintain the naturalness,
solitude, primitive recreation, and special features on about 9.7 million
acres (3.9 million ha) in Arctic Refuge. The special management directions
under this alternative would help ensure that wilderness values are
maintained. The projected level of public use, assessments of mining claims,
and surface geologic studies in the area proposed for wilderness in this
scenario would have a negligible effect on the area's wilderness qualities,
affecting a cumulative area of no more than 11 acres (4 ha).
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Effect on the Level of Oil and Cas Activities South of the "1002" Area

Under Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act all of the Arctic Refuge is closed
to oil and gas leasing. Unless the statute is amended, designating additional
wilderness in the refuge would have no effect on oil and gas leasing
activities in the Arctic Refuge. Surface geologic studies for scientific
purposes could occur in the designated wilderness, but motorized surface
equipment generally would not be permitted. The wilderness proposal would
specifically preclude care drilling and seismic surveys on about 9.7 million
acres (3.9 million ha) or 86% of the non-wilderness refuge lands (unless
conducted under the provisions of Section 1010 of the Alaska Lands Act).

Conclusion - The Alternative C wilderness proposal would preclude most
oil and gas studies using motorized surface equipment on over approximately
9.7 million acres of the refuge. The proposal would have no effect on oil and
gas production as this use already is prohibited under law.

Effect on the Level of Mining Development

There are nine active mining claims within the Arctic Refuge. The Service
would take no actions in this alternative that would restrict mining
activity--mining assessment work on the existing active claims would continue,
regardless of the wilderness designation. Mining of valid claims could occur
throughout the refuge under Section 304(c) of the Alaska Lands Act. However,
based on the high cost of access into the areas and developing the mines, no
development is projected to occur in the scenario.

Conclusion - The Alternative C wilderness proposal would have no effect
on the assessment of mining claims within the Arctic Refuge

Effect on the Level of Commercial Timber Harvest_2k@_rations

Wilderness designation wouLd preclude commercial timber harvest operations on
the south slopes of the Brooks Range and the Porcupine Plateau boreal forest.
In particular, wilderness designation would preclude this economic use on
approximately 500,000 acres (202,000 ha) of mixed forest and closed needleaf
forest in the Porcupine River drainage--an area which may have some timber of
commercial value. As a result, potential benefits to the local economy would
be foregone.

Conclusion - The Alternative C wilderness proposal would preclude the
possibilityof commercial timber harvesting in the only portion of the refuge
that may have timber of economic value.
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SUKKARY OF THE SECTION 810(a) EVALUATIONS AND FINDINCS

Section 810(a) of the Alaska Lands Act states:

In determining whether to withdraw, reserve, lease, or otherwise permit the
use, occupancy, or disposition of public lands under any provision of law
authorizing such actions, the head of the Federal agency having primary
jurisdiction over such lands or his designee shall evaluate the effect of
such use, occupancy, or disposition on subsistence uses and needs, the
availability of other lands for the purposes sought to be achieved, and
other alternatives which would reduce or eliminate the use, occupancy, or
disposition of public lands needed for subsistence purposes.

The management alternatives in the Arctic Refuge Comprehensive Conservation
Plan/Environmental Impact Statement do not withdraw, reserve, lease or permit
any use of the public lands, as defined by Section 1020) of the Alaska Lands
Act, within the refuge. However, they do recommend various land uses be
allowed on the refuge. It is for this reason that Section 810 evaluations and
findings are included in this document.

The Arctic Refuge Comprehensive Conservation Plan is a general land use plan,
and makes only recommendations for land uses on the refuge. Other Service
actions on the refuge, including development of the more specific refuge
management plans, and issuance of special use permits, will directly affect
specific land uses on the refuge. The Service will make additional
Section 810 evaluations, as necessary, for other actions that would allow land
uses on Arctic Refuge.

As one of the four major purposes of Arctic Refuge, under Section 303(2)(B) of
the Alaska Lands Act, subsistence considerations have been addressed
throughout the plan. Chapter II of the plan identifies subsistence concerns
raised by local residents. Chapter IV notes important subsistence species,
describes subsistence use patterns, and identifies areas where local residents
harvest resources in the refuge. All of the management alternatives included
in this plan share a common management direction on subsistence. Ail of the
alternatives would provide for continued subsistence use of refuge resources.
In its Section 810(a) evaluations of the seven alternatives, included in this
chapter, the Service determined that none of the alternatives, with the
possible exception of Alternative B, would significantly restrict subsistence
use. In the case of Alternative B, with oil leasing on the south side of the
Brooks Range there could be a minor, long-term impact to the Porcupine caribou
herd. This in turn could result in a significant restriction to some
subsistenceusers, specifically Arctic Village and Venetie residents, in the
refuge.

The preferred alternative, Alternative A, provides broad directions for uses
of the 19,191,000 acres (7,766,000 ha) of federal lands within the refuge
boundary. A complete description of the actions recommended in the preferred
alternative is found in Chapter V. The primary purpose of the preferred
alternativeis to protect fish and wildlife populations and habitats, and to
maintain opportunities for subsistence activities and other public uses of the
refuge. Actions recommended in the alternative for the public lands include
maintaining the refuge in an undeveloped state; maintaining traditional access
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opportunities; maintaining opportunities for recreational activities,
including commercial guiding operations; and permitting oil and ga.-;studies
(south of the "1002" area) where compatible with refuge purposes.

The Service determined in its Section 810(a) evaluation of the preferred
alternative that opportunities for subsistence would be maintained in the
Arctic Refuge. All of the potential impacts that would result from
Alternative A would be localized. Some negligible to minor localized impacts
to subsistence fish and wildlife population levels could occur from economic
uses (e.g.,mining of valid claims), but this would not significantlyaffect
subsistence activities.

Increased numbers of sport hunters in this alternative would harvest more big
game in the refuge than in 1987, but sufficient game should be available for
local residents to satisfy their needs. The Service would work with the
Native corporations, the Alaska Department of Fish and Came, and the state
Boards of Fisheries and Came to ensure that opportunities for subsistence
activities are maintained.

The Service developed and evaluated six other management alternatives for
Arctic Refuge. Table 19 at the end of Chapter V summarizes the differences
between the alternatives. The primary differences in tl-ealternatives are the
permitted commercial uses and the size of the areas proposed for wilderness
designation. Alternative B would provide opportunities for several additional
economic uses--oil and gas leasing (with congressional approval) and
commercial timber harvesting. Alternative C is similar to Alternative B, the
major difference being oil and gas leasing would not be permitted in
Alternative C. Alternatives D, E and F all propose portions of the refuge be
designated as wilderness, the only difference between the alternatives being
the size of the wilderness proposal. Alternative C proposes all of the
federal lands for wilderness designation (except for the "1002" coastal plain
area), and adds an additional layer of protection to ensure that the refuge's
wilderness qualities are maintained.

MITICATION

Adverse impacts resulting from implementing the Arctic Refuge Comprehensive
Conservation Plan will be mitigated whenever and wherever possible, relative
to the goals and objectives of the plan. As noted in the common management
directions, the Alaska Department of Fish and Came will regulate fish and
wildlife harvests in the refuge. Changes in the hunting a,4 fishing
regulations and improved inventory procedures should mitigate most adverse
effects associated with increased numbers of hunters and anglers visiting the
refuge. The Service will promulgate regulations, develop stipulations, and
issue permits to mitigate other impacts. These regulations, stipulations and
permits will.mitigate impacts by: avoiding the impact altogether; minimizing
the impact by Limiting the degree or magnitude of the action; rehabilitating
or restoring the affected environment; or compensating for the impact by
replacing or providing substitute resources or environments. mitigation may
consist of standard stipulations imposed on common refuge activities, or may
be attached to special use permits. Site-specific, project-specific
mitigation identified through rletailed"step-down" management plans or the
National Environmental Policy @ct process also would entail stipulations
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attached to permits. The degree, type, and extent of mitigation undertaken
will depend on site-specific conditions at the time of the impact and the
management goals and objectives of the actions being implemented. Wilderness
designation in Alternatives D through C would preclude the need for mitigation
of most potential commercial uses.

If recreational use in the refuge increases as projected in the scenarios, the
Service may have to mitigate potential adverse impacts in localized areas
(e.g., the Hulahula drainage, Atigun Gorge area) to protect refuge resources.
Steps that may be required include dispensing information, issuing back
country permits, institutingeligibility requirements,limiting use, or
restrictingactivities. If it becomes necessary to restrict or limit use,
subsistence users would be give preference as noted under the "subsistence use
common management direction."

SHORT-TERM USE VERSUS LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY

In all of the alternatives, including the Service's preferred alternative, the
primary short-term use of the refuge would be for fish and wildlife
conservation, subsistence and recreational purposes. Projected increases in
the number of people visiting and using the refuge over the planning period in
the alternatives would have a negligible to minor, localized effect on the
long-term productivity oE the refuge's fish and wildlife populations--some
animals may be displaced in localized areas with increasing numbers of people,
but this would not affect the refuge's overall long-term productivity. None
of the economic uses permitted in these five alternatives, except for hardrock
mining and oil and gas production, would affect the long-term biological
productivity of the refuge (although some animals temporarily may be displaced
to other areas). Mining of valid claims could occur in the alternatives,
which would affect the long-term biological productivity of the project
site(s) but not the refuge's overall productivity.

Alternative B would have the potential to affect the long-term productivity of
refuge resources. Specifically,oil leasing permitted under this alternative
could result in minor, long-term impacts to the Porcupine caribou herd.
Development of exploratory drilling pads, a production pad, and related
production facilities (e.g., pipelines, roads, reserve pits), together with
potential developments on private lands outside of and within the refuge,
would result in cumulative impacts that would reduce the long-term
productivity of the herd. Some long-term loss would be expected even if oil
and gas activities are properly conducted in accordance with the regulations
and environmental stipulations assumed in the scenario.

In Alternatives D, E, F, and G wilderness designation would provide long-term
protection to refuge habitats, and would thus help maintain long-term
productivity of the refuge's populations. Most existing uses of the refuge
(e.g., hunting, trapping, hiking) would not be affected by the designation.
No new permanent structures (except for administrative purposes) would be
permitted in the wilderness addition, however, and wildlife habitat
manipulation and fisheries development activities would be limited. Several
potential short-term uses also would be precluded, including most commercial
uses (e.g., commercial timber harvesting). Precluding these economic uses
would limit the potential for increases in the long-term productivity of the
local economy.
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IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES

Most of the uses permitted under the management alternatives would not
constitute irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources.
Management actions within the alternatives can be changed if the need arises
by changing the plan.

Four possible irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources could
occur in the alternatives. The commitment of staff time and dollars in all of
the alternatives is an irreversible and irretrievable commitment that cannot
be avoided. In all of the alternatives the Service would be required to
permit mining of claims determined to be valid in the refuge. If mining were
to occur, the removal of the minerals would constitute an irretrievable
commitment of natural resources. Increased noise, the presence of people and
facilities, and alteration of the landscape would affect the wilderness
qualities of the refuge. Although the landscape may be reclaimed following
production, it would never be exactly the same as it is currently.

In all of the alternatives there could be an irreversible and irretrievable
loss of cultural resources. Mining could result in the excavation or
unknowing destruction of cultural resources in all of the alternatives. The
projected increase in public use in all of the alternatives also could result
in the loss of cultural resources from site degradation, vandalism, and
unauthorized artifact collection. This potential loss of prehistoric features
would be minimized or eliminated through the Service's continuing efforts to
survey, identify and protect cultural resources in the refuge.

In Alternative B there could be several irreversible and irretrievable
commitments due to oil and gas activities. The removal of petroleum, should
development occur, would constitute an irretrievable commitment of natural
resources. Oil development.could result in irretrievable losses of cultural
resources similar to those noted above for mining. Although oil development
would result in a long-term impact to the Porcupine caribou herd, the impact
would not be an irreversible loss--after oil activities cease, and assuming
environmental stipulations are followed, the Porcupine caribou herd could
again use this area. Increased noise, the presence of people, machinery and
facilities, and alteration of the landscape would affect the wilderness
qualities of the production site and surrounding areas. Although the
landscape would be reclaimed after the petroleum has been removed, it probably
would never be exactly the same as it is currently.

Wilderness designation in Alternatives D
'
E, F, and G would result in no

irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources. Congress establishes
these conservation units, and can revoke the designation as well.
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VII. EVALUATION OF THE ALTERNATIVES

Selecting a preferred management alternative involves determining how well
each alternative satisfies criteria or standards set forth by the
decisionmaker. This section evaluates each of the seven alternatives for
Arctic Refuge against two evaluation criteria, and proposes one of the
alternatives as the plan for managing the refuge.

EVALUATION CRITERIA

To select the preferred alternative, and minimize subjectivity, the seven
alternativeswere judged primarily against two criteria. These criteria, in
order of importance, were:

1) To what extent does the alternative satisfy the purposes of the
refuge and other provisions of the Alaska Lands Act?

2) To what extent does the alternative satisfy the issues and concerns
of the public?

The relative costs of implementing the alternatives also were examined in the
evaluation of the alternatives.

The most important criterion in evaluating the alternatives is the degree to
which the alternative achieves the four purposes of the refuge, as mandated by
the Alaska Lands Act (see Chapter 1). The biological and socioeconomic
assessments indicate how well each alternative satisfies this criterion.
Table 23 summarizes the potential biological impacts of each alternative, and
Table 24 summarizes the socioeconomic impacts. Table 25 summarizes the
effects of the alternative wilderness proposals on wilderness values and other
significant wilderness issues identified in Chapter III.

None of the alternatives is expected to result in major impacts to refuge
resources overall--most of the uses permitted under the alternatives would
result in negligible impacts from a refuge-wide perspective. All of the
alternatives project increased public use, but the level of use would be
expected to have a negligible impact on refuge resources. In all of the
alternatives if mining of valid claims occurs there could be major localized
impacts to fish, water quality and quantity, and vegetation; the ecosystems in
this area could be significantly altered. Oil development and commercial
timber harvesting in Alternative B have the potential to result in localized
reductions in populations and habitats. In particular, oil development on the
south side of the Brooks Range (if permitted by Congress) could result in
minor impacts to the Porcupine caribou herd. The productivity of the herd
could be adversely affected by the cumulative effects of this development and
other developments within the refuge and on adjacent lands. Oil development
also could result in ma'or localized impacts to vegetation, and water quality
and quantity, moderate impacts to fish and raptors, and minor impacts to bears
and moose. Commercial timber harvesting along the Porcupine River in both
Alternatives B and C could result in minor, localized impacts to vegetation,
water quality, and ecosystems in the project site, and moderate impacts to
raptors.
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Table 23. Summary of the biological impacts resulting from the seven
management alternatives for Arctic Refuge.

Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C
(Current Situation)

Vegetation Negligible impact Minor adverse impact overall; Negligible impact overall;
major long-term adverse major long-term adverse
impacts from oil development impacts from mining and minor
and mining and minor adverse adverse impacts from timber
impacts from timber harvest- harvesting in localized areas
ing in localized areas

Fish Negligible impact Minor adverse impact overall; Negligible impact overall;
major adverse Impacts in major adverse impacts in
localized areas due to localized areas if mining
mining and oil development occurs

Waterfowl Negligible impact Negligible impact refugewide; Negligible impact
small numbers of waterfowl
impacted by oil development

Shorebirds Negligible impact Negligible impact Negligible impact

Raptors Minor adverse impact with Minor adverse impact on refuge Minor adverse Impact on
increase in public use populations; moderate long- refuge populations; moderate

term adverse Impacts in local- long-term adverse Impacts in
ized areas from oil develop- localized areas from timber
ment and timber harvesting harvesting

Marine Mammals Negligible Impact Negligible impact Negligible impact

Caribou Negligible Impact Minor adverse impact overall; Negligible impact
moderate long-term adverse
impact from oil development
an caribou wintering in the
project atte; potential for
cumulative impacts adversely
affecting the Porcupine
caribou herd's productivity

Moone Negligible impact Negligible Impact overall; Negligible impact
minor adverse impact in
localized areas from oil
development

Dail Sheep Negligible impact Negligible Impact Negligible impact

Muskox Negligi.bleImpact Negligible impact Negligible impact

Brown and Black Bea- Negligible Impact Negligible impact overall; Negligible impact
minor adverse impacts in
localized areas from oil
development

Furbearers Negligible Impact Negligible impact Negligible impact

Threatened and No effect on most species; No effect on most species; No effect on most species;

Endangered Species minor to negligible adverse potential for a moderate minor to negligible adverse
impacts to peregrtne falcons lone-term adverse impact to impacts to peregrine falcons

from recreational use to the endangered American from recreational use
peregrine falcon from oil
development

Water Quantity and qualiLv Negligible Impact Negligible Impact overall; Negligible impact overall;
minor to major, lone-term major long-term adverse
adverse Impacts In localized impacts In localized areas
areas from mining and oil if mining occurs
development

Air Quallty Negligible impact Negligible impact overall; Negligible impact
minor adverse impacts In
localized areas from oil
development

Eco@ystems NegligibLe impact Minor adverse impact overall; Negligible impact overall;
moderate adverse impacts moderate adverse impacts
In localized areas due to in localized areas due to
oil development and mining; mining; timber harvesting
timber harvesting would have would have some minor
Some minor adverse impacts adverse Impacts in theI
n the project area project area
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Alternative D Alternative E Alternative F Alternative G

Negligible impact overall; Negligible Impact overall; Negligible Impact overall; Negligible impact overall
major, long-term adverse major, long-term adverse major, long-term adverse
Impdcts In localized areas impacts in localized areas impacts In localized areas
if mining occurs if mining occurs if mining occurs

Negligible impact overall; Negligible impact overall; Negligible impact overall; Negligible impact overall
major long-term adverse major long-term adverse major lonr-term adverse
Impacts in localized areas Impacts In localized areas impacts in localized areas

If mining occurs if mining occurs if mining occurs

INegligible impact Negligible Impact Negligible impact Negligible impact

Negligible Impael. Negligible impact Negligible impact Negligible impact

Minor adverse impact with Minor adverse Impact with Minor adverse impact with Minor adverse impact with

Increase In public use Increase in public use increase in public use increase In public use

Negligible impact Neglig!ble impact Negligible impact Negligible impact

Negligible impact Negligible impact Negligible impact Negligible impact

Negligible impact Negligible Impact Negligible impact Negligible Impact

Negligible impact Negligible impact Negligible impact Negligible Impact

Negligible impact Negligible impact Negligible impact Negligible Impact

Negligible impact Negligible impact Negligible Impact Negligible Impact

Negligible impact Negligible impact Negligible impact Negligible Impact

No effect on most species; No effect on most species; No effect on most species; No effect on most species;
minor to negligible adverse minor to negligible adverse minor to negligible adverse minor to negligible adverse
impacts to peregrLne falcons Impacts to peregrine falcons impacts to peregrine falcons impacts to peregrine falcons

from recreational use from recreational use from recreational use from recreational use

Negligible Impact overall; Negligible Impact overall; Negligible impact overall; Negligible Impact overall;

major long-term adverse major long-term adverse minor to major, long-term minor adverse impacts to

impacts in localized areas Impacts in localized areas adverse Impacts in localized water quality possible If

if mining occurs if mining occurs areas If mining occurs public use increases

Negligible Impact Negligible impact Negligible impact Negligible impact

Negligible impact overall; NegliAlble Impact overall; Negligible impact overall; Negligible Impact overall

mining would have a moder- mining would have a moderate mining would have a moderate

ate adverse impact on eco- adverse Impact on ecosystems adverse impact an ecosystems

svstems In a localized area In a localized area in a localized area
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Table 24. Summary of the socioeconomic impacts resulting from the seven
management alternatives for Arctic Refuge.

Resource/Activtty Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C
(Current Sit.uation)

Population Negligible impact Negligible impact overall; Negligible Impact
moderate short-term populat-
ton increase possible in Fort
Yukon from oil development

Economy Negligible benefits for the Moderate benefits to the Negligible benefits to the
local economy local economy, primarily to local economy from commercial

Fort Yukon from oil develop- timber harvesting and mining
ment; some benefits to the operations
local, state and federal gov-
ernments from leasing reven-
ues and royalties; negligi-
ble benefits to the local
economy from the commercial
harvesting and mining
operations

Subsistence Negligible -Impact;no sig- Negligible impact refuge- Negligible impact; no signif-
ntfIcant restrictionof wtde; potential for signifi- icant restriction of subsist-
subsistence activities cant restrictions to some ence activities

local residents if oil deve-
lopment reduces opportunit-
ies to harvest caribou; in-
creased concerns of local
residents about maintaining
their subsistence way of life

Recreation Negligible Impact overall; Minor impact overall; minor Negligible impact overall;
minor impact could occur due impact could occur lue to minor impact could occur as
to perceived crowding perceived crowding and a result of perceived crowding
and competition for resources competition for resources and competition for resources
in localized areas (e.g., in localized areas (e.g., In localized areas (e.g.,
AtLgun Gorge, Hulahula and Atigun Gorge, Hulahula and Atigun Gorge, Hulahula and
Kongakut drainages) Kongakut drainages); oil Kongakut drainages)

development would reduce or
eliminate opportunities for
recreation in a localized
area, and Increase for a
short time the level of rec-
reational use In the refuge

Cultural ReBources Negligible effect provided Negligible impact from econ- Negligible impact from econ-
cultural resource inventories omic and public uses provided omic and public uses provided
are completed and mitigation resource inventories are done resource inventories are done
measures are applied and mitigation measures are and mitigation measures are

applied applied

---- --- ......
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Alternative D Alternative E Alternative F Alternative G

Negligible Impact Negligible Impact Negligible Impact Negligible impact

Negligible benefits for Negligible benefits for Negligible benefits for the Negligible benefits for the
the local economy the local economy local economy local economy

Negligible impact; no sig-- Negligible impact; no sig- Negligible impact; no sig- Negligible impact; no signif-
nificant restrictionof nIf1cant restriction of nificant restrictionof icant restriction of subsist-
subsistence activities subsistence activities subsistence activities ence activities

Negligible impact overall; Megltgiblo impact overall; Negligible Impact overall; Negligible impact overall;

minor impact could occur -ninorimpact could occur minor impact could occur perceived crowding and comp-

due to perceived crowding due to perceived crowding due to perceived crowding etition in localized areas
and competition for resou- and competition for resources and competition for resources (e.g., Atigun Gorge, Hulahula
rces In localized areas in localized areas (e.g., In localized areas (e.g., and Kongakut drainages) would
(e.g., Atigun Gorge, Hula- Atigun Gorge, ifulahulaand Atigun Gorge, Hulahula and decline with reduced use
hula and Kongakut drainages) Kongakut -irainages) Kongakut drainages) levels; displacement of rec-

reational users from these
areas

Negligible effect provided Negligible effect provided Negligible Impact from econ- Negligible Impact from econ-
cultural resource Inventor- cultural resource inventories omic and public uses provi-Jed omic and public uses provided

lea are completed and mit- are completed and mitigation resource Inventories are done resource inventories are done
igation measures are applied measures are applied and mitigation measures are and mitigation measures are

applied applied
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Table 25. Summary of the effects of the alternative wilderness proposals on
the significant wilderness issues for Arctic Refuge.

Effect o--U111derness Altern.-ALiveA k1termative B Alternative C
Designation on: no wildernfl%s proposed) (no wilderness proposed) (no wilderness proposed)

o I-JildernessValues Assessment work on existing A placer mine would eliminate A placer mine would eliminate
mining claims would impact naturalness, solitude, and naturalness, solitude, and
nal.ural.ness-and primitive orLmit!ve recreation in a 100 primitive recreation in a 100
recreation 'less than 10 acre area, and reduce solit- acre area, and reduce solitude
acres); in 1he 1%tigunGor.ge ude and the quality of the and the quality of the recre-
area increased public use recreational experience in up ational experience In up to
would dLmin:sh naturalness to 5,800 acres surrounding 5,800 acres surrounding it;
and the qua'Ity of the rec- it; the commercial timber the commercial timber operat-
reational experience in a harvesting operation would Lon would impact naturalness
cumulative area totaling less impact naturalness in about in about a 200 acre area along
tlianI acre along the river; a 200 acre area along the the Porcupine River; the in-
wilderness vqlues would be Porcupine River; an oil dev- crease in public use would
maintainel in over 99'@of elapment would impact natur- impact naturalness, solitude
the refuge alness, solitude and prLmLt- and the quality of the recre-

ive recreation In about ational experience in a cumul-
2,000 acres, while the pipe- ative area totaling less than
line and service road wouli I acre In the Atigun Gorge;
impact naturalness and soli- wilderness values would be
tude totaling less than maintained in over 99% of the
13,000 acres; the increase In refuge
public use would impact nat-
uralness, solitude and the
quality of the recreational
experience In a cumulative

area totaling less than I
acre in the Atigun Gorge;
wilderness values maintain-
ed in over 95% of the refuge

• Oil and Gas Activities No effect; unly geologic No effect; geologic mapping, No effect; only geologic
South of the "1002" mapping, ant,oil and gas oil and gas studies Unclul- mapping and oil and gas

Area studies (including seismic ing seismic surveys and core studies (including seismic
surveys and core drilling) drilling) coull be permitted surveys and core drilling)
could be permitted (no motor- (projected to affect 4,900 could be permitted (no motor-
Lzed surfaco Studies project- acres), and oil and gas Lzed surface studies project-
ed); no oil and Ras leasing production could be permit- ed); no oil and gas leasing
permitted riissuming the ted, with congressional permitted (assuming the Alaska
klaska iands Act Is not approval (one development Tands Act is not amended)
amen-led) projected on a 5onacre

site, plus a 10 mile long
pipeline within the refuge)

• Mining Development No effect; required assessm- No effect; required assess- No effect; required assess-
cent work on active claims ment work on actIve claims ment work on active clalms
would continue affecting would continue; mining of would continue; mining of
loss then IIIacres); m1ning vall.1claims would be permit- valid claims would be permit-
of valid cl:iiinswould be per- ted throughout the refuge ted throughout the refuge (one

througholit.the refuge (one placer mine projected placer mine projected on a
,no mines projected) on a 100 acre site) 100 Here site)

o Commercl-il Timber 4o oi'fert;flilsuse would be No effect; this use could No effect; this use could

'larvestin?, precluded as all of the be permitted in the int- be permitted in the moderate
refuge lands would be des- ensive and moderate man- management areas if compatible
ignated wilderness, minimal agement areas if compatible with refuge purposes (one 20-
M.LrlageMellt,or wild river with refuge purposes (one acre operation projected along
management areas 20-acre operation projected the Porcupine River)

along the Porcupine River)
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Alternative D Alternative F Alternative F Alternative
(46% of the non-wilderness (72" of .he non-wiLderness (79% of the non-wilderness (86% of the on--wilderness
refuge lands proposed for refuge lands proposed for refuge lands proposed for refuge lands proposed for
wilderness) -wilderneiis) wilderness) wilderness)

A placer mine would elimin- A placer mine wouLd eliminate A pLacer mine would eliminate Assessment work on active
@te naturalness, solitude naturalnesn, solitude, and naturalness, solitude, and mining claims would Impact
and primitive recreation on primitive recreation on a 500 primitive recreation on a 500 naturalness and primitive
a 500 acre site, and reduce acre site, and reduce soLit- acre site, and reduce solit- recreation (less than 10
soLitude and the quality of ude and the quality of the ude and the quality of the acres); in the Atigun.Gorge
the recreational experience recreational experience in up recreational ,experience in up naturalness would be affected
in up to 5,800 acres sur- to 5,800 a-_-ressurrounding to 5,800 acres surrounding In a cumulative area totaling
rounding it; the increase in it; the increase In public Lt. the increase in public less than 1 acre; the wilder-
public use would Impact nat- use would Impact naturalness, use would impact naturalness, ness proposal would maintain
uralness, solitude. and the solitude, ind the quality of and the quality of the recre- the wilderness values in
quality of thatrecreational the recreational experience reatIonal experience In a about 9.7 million acres
experience in a cumulative In a cumulative area totaling cumulative area totaling lass

area totaling less than 1 less than I acre in the than 1 acre In the Atigun
acre in the AtIgun Jorge; Atigun Gorge; the wilderness Gorge; the wilderness prop-

the wilderness proposal proposal would help maintain osal would help maintain
would help maintain wild- wilderness values In about wilderness values in about

erness valties in about 8.1.millinn acres 8.9 million acres

5.2 million acres

Geologic mapping and limited On ly geologic mapping and Only geologic mapping and Only studies for scientific

oil and gas studies could limited oil and gas studies limited oil and gas studies purposes could be permitted;

be permitted; seismic could be permitted; seismic could be permitted; seismic seismic surveying and core
surveys and core drilling surveys and core drill.Lng surveying and core drilling drilling generally would be

generally would be precluded generally would be precluded generally would be precluded precluded on 9.7 million
on 5.2 million acres; no on 8.1 million acres; no all on 8.9 million acres; no oil acres; no oil and gas leasing

oil and gas leasing would and gas leastrigwould be per- and gas leasing would be per- would be permitted (assuming
be permitted (assuming the mitted assuming the Alaska mitted (assuming the Ataska Section 1003 of the Alaska

Alaska Lands Act Is not Lands kct Is not amended) Lands Act Ls not amended) Lands Act is not amended)

amended)

No effect; required assess- Required -assessment work on Required assessment work on Required assessment work on
ment work on active claims on active claims wouLd cont- active claims would continue; active claims would continue;
would continue; -niningof Inue; mining of valid claims mining of valid claims would minIng of valid claims would
valid claims would be Per- would be permitted (1 placer be permitted (1 placer mine be permitted (no mines proj-
mitted throughout the refuse mine projected on a 100 acre projected on a 100 acre site) ected In the proposed wilder-

(no mines projected in the sLte) but the mining operat- but the mining operations may ness area)
proposed wilderness area) ion.;may liavehigher costs have higher costs and less

and loss flexibility than In flexibility than In other
other are-is areas

No effect; this use would be This use would be prohibited ThLs use would be prohibited This use would be prohibited
precluded] as zillrefuge on thL Porcupine Plateau, in all of the Porcupine In all of the Porcupine

lands would be designated precluding the possibility Plateau, precluding the pos- Plateau, precluding the pos-
wilderness, minimal. manage- of a commercial timber siblIfty of a commercial sibility of a commercial
ment or wILd river maniige- harvest on the Porcupine timber harvest in the Porcu- timber harvest in the Porcu-
meritareas (no timber River; sone potential pine River drainage; some pine Uver drainage; some
harvesting projected In vizono-i-i1cbenefits conse- potential economic benefits potential economic benelfts
the proposed wilderness quenl.ly would be foregone consequently would be consequently would be fore-

foregone gone
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Most of the alternatives also would have negligible to minor socioeconomic
impacts on local residents and refuge users. Negligible impacts are expected
to cultural resources in all of the alternatives, provided cultural resource
inventories and adequate mitigation measures are undertaken. Population, the
local economy, and subsistence generally would experience only negligible
effects with the projected increase in refuge recreational use and permitted
economic uses. In Alternative B, however, the construction of an oil
development south of the "1002" area would have a moderate, short-term impact
on the population and provide benefits to the local economy, primarily to Fort
Yukon. Oil development also has the potential to significantly restrict the
activities of some Arctic Village and Venetie subsistence users, particularly
if the development affects the Porcupine caribou herd.

In all of the alternatives more recreational users are expected to visit the
refuge. From a refuge-wide perspective, the level of use is expected to
result in negligible impacts to refuge users. In Alternatives A through F the
recreational experience of some users may be adversely affected in localized
areas, such as the Hulahula and Kongakut drainages and the Atigun Corge area,
where perceived crowding and increased competition for refuge resources may
occur; this potential impact would not occur in Alternative G, because the
level of use would be regulated to maintain existing wilderness values.

Four of the alternatives (D, E, F, and C) would propose wilderness designation
for between 461 and 86% of the refuge lands outside of the existing Arctic
Wilderness. This action would help ensure that the purposes of the refuge are
met and wilderness values are maintained. Wilderness designation would
provide long-term congressional protection to refuge fish and wildlife
resources. The wilderness proposals would not adversely affect most refuge
users. Mining of valid claims could occur in the proposed areas, although
with more stringent monitoring and "reasonable" access regulations operators
may pay higher costs and have less flexibility in their activities. The
proposals would restrict the areas where seismic surveys and core drilling
could occur, but would have no effect on oil and gas leasing--all of the
Arctic Refuge is closed to this use until Congress specifies otherwise. The
wilderness proposals in Alternatives E, F and G would preclude commercial
timber harvesting on some or all of the Porcupine Plateau; potential benefits
to the local economy consequently would be foregone.

Table 26 summarizes how well each alternative would satisfy the purposes of
the refuge. From a refuge-wide perspective, most of the impacts that would
result from the seven alternatives would be negligible to minor in extent.
With the possible exception of Alternatives B and C, all of the alternatives
would conserve the refuge's fish and wildlife populations in their natural
diversely; Alternatives B and C could impact refuge populations on a localized
basis.a None of the alternatives is expected to result in a population
decrease that would affect the long-term viability of the refuge's fish and
wildlife populations. None of the alternatives would prevent the United
States from fulfilling its internationaltreaty obligations. With the
possible exception of Alternative B, none of the alternatives are expected to
significantlyaffect the availability of important subsistence fish and

a/If mining of valid claims occurs, there could be additional localized
impacts in all of the alternatives.
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wildlife populations or restrict harvest opportunities; Alternative B could
significantly restrict the subsistence harvests of a few local residents in a
localized area. All of the alternatives would maintain overall refuge water
quality and quantity, although Alternative B could adversely affect water
quality and quantity on a localized basis.

The second criterion is the degree to which the alternatives respond to or
satisfy the issues and concerns raised by the state, local residents,
industry, conservation groups, and other interested parties. The Service must
work closely with all of these groups, minimizing conflicts, if it is to
effectively manage the refuge and its resources. It must be stressed that
this criterion is not the number of people who expressed support for a given
alternative during the planning process.

Table 26 evaluates how each alternative addresses the significant issues and
concerns raised during the planning process. The major refuge issues and
concerns were identified early on in the planning process and provided the
basis for the development of the management alternatives. Many groups have an
interest in and would be affected by how the Service manages Arctic Refuge.
Because of the number of different issues and the diversity of groups affected
by management of the refuge, no single alternative probably would satisfy all
of the concerns of these groups--each of the alternatives would satisfy the
concerns of some groups and cause problems for other groups. For example,
Alternative G would satisfy the desire of conservation groups to maximize
protection of wilderness values, the Porcupine caribou herd and other refuge
resources, but the alternative would not satisfy groups who want to keep open
the option of economic development of the refuge. Alternatives B and C would
provide for commercial uses that would satisfy these groups, but local
residents may oppose Alternative B if it would adversely affect subsistence
harvests in the refuge. The Service believes that Alternative A would address
most of the major concerns of local residents, refuge users, and other
affected groups regarding protection of the refuge's resource values. The
alternative would keep open options for management of the non-wilderness
portion of the refuge in the future, which would address the concerns of other
affected groups.

RELATIVE COSTS OF THE ALTERNATIVES

Staffing needs and management costs are another factor to consider in
evaluating the alternatives. Table 28 compares just the annual operations and
maintenance costs of the alternatives in graphic form; Table 29 compares the
estimated annull operations and maintenance costs of the seven
alternatives.a Alternative B would be the most expensive because of the
need to adequately monitor and manage oil exploration and development, and
other economic uses of the refuge. Alternative G would be the least costly of
the seven alternatives to implement. Alternative A, the preferred
alternative, would require 10 more permanent staff than the current (1987)
staff and about an 80% increase in funding over the current operations and
maintenance budget to fully implement the common management directions
outlined in the plan and manage the expected increase in public use.

a/The estimates do not include the cost of managing the "1002" area if oil
development occurs.
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Table 26. Evaluation of alternatives based on refuge purposes.

Refuge Purposes Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C
(Current Situation)

(i) to conserve fish and High potential for maintain- Natural diversity and abunj- N-aturaldiversity and abund-
wildlife populations and tng natural diversity and ance of fish and wildlife ance of fish and wildlife
habitats in their natural abundance of wildlife, while maintained overall; poten- maintained overall; potent-
diversity including, but not continuing to provide for ttal for localized reductions ial for localized reductions
not limited to, the Porcup- current levels of traditional in populations and habitats in populations and habitats
Ine caribou herd....polar uses and access if developments are permit- if developments are permitted
bears, grizzly bears, ted (e.g., oil development, (e.g., timber harvesting)
muskox, Dall sheep, wolves, timber harvesting)
wolverines, snow geese,
peregrine falcons and other
migratory birds and Arctic
clearand grayling;

ftl)to fulfillthe inter- Ifighpotential to protect Protects most sensitive fish Protects most sensitive fish
national treaty obligations sensitive fish and wildlife and wildlife habitats in and wildlife habitats in
of the United States with habitats in compliance with compliance with international compliance with international
respect to fish and wild- international treaties treaties treaties
life and their habitats;

(iii) to provide, in a man- Good opportunity to provide Maintains opportunities gen- Maintains opportunities gen-
ner consistent with the for continue subsistence erally for continued subsist- erally for continued subsist-

purposes set forth in sub- use of refuge resources; no ence use of refuge resources; ence use of refuge resources;
paragraphs(i) and (ii) the significant restrictions potential for significant no significant restrictions
opportunity for continued of subsistence use by local restrictions of the subsist- of subsistence use by local
subsistence use by local residents ence uses of a few residents residents
residents In a localized area

(tv) to ensure, to the max- Irishpotential to maintain Maintains overall water Maintains overall water
imum extent practicable and water quality and quantity quality and quantity; permit- quality and quantity; permit-
in a manner consistent with ted developments could adv- ted developments could advers-
the purposes set forth In ersely affect water quality ely affect water quality an
paragraph (i), water quality and quantity on a localized a localized basis
and necessary water quantity basis
within the refuge.
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Alternative D Alternative E Alternative F Alternative G

High potential to maintain High potential to maintain High potential to maintain High potential to maintain
natural diversity and abund- natural diversity and abund- natural diversity and abuni- natural diversity and abund-
ance of fish and wildlife, ance of fish and wildlife, ance of fish and wildlife, ance of fish and wildlife,
while continuing to provide while continuing to provide while continuing to provide while continuing to provide
for current levels of trad- for current levels of trad- for current levels of trad- for traditional uses
itional use and access itional.use and access itional use and access

High potential to protect High potential to protect High potential to protect High potential to protect
sensitive fish and wildlife sensitive fish and wildlife sensitive fish and wildlife sensitive fish and wildlife
habitats in compliance with habitats In compliance with habitats in compliance with habitats in compliance with
international treaties international treaties international treaties international treaties

Good opportunity to provide Good opportunity to provide Good opportunity to provide Good opportunity to provide
for continued subsistence for continued subsistence for continued subsistence for continued subsistence
use of refuge resources; no use of refuge resources; no use of refuge resources; no use of refuge resources; no
significant restriction of significant restriction of significant restriction of significant restriction of
subsistence use by local subsistence use by local subsistence use by local subsistence use by local
residents residents residents residents

High potential to maintain High potential to maintain High potential to maintain High potential to maintain
water quality and quantity water quality and quantity water quality and quantity water quality and quantity
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Table 27. Evaluation of alternatives based on significant issues.

Issue/Concern Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C
(Current Situation)

Protecting the Porcupine Maintains Lhe caribou pop- Potential for minor impacts Maintains the caribou pop-
caribou herd ulation; negligible impacts from oil development; cumul- ulation; negligible impacts

from public and economic lative Impacts from this use from public and economic uses
uses and other human activities

within and outside of the
refuge could lower the
herd's productivity

Protecting wilderness Maintains wilderness values Wilderness values generally Wilderness values generally
vallics overall.;In localized areas maintained; in localized maintained; in localized areas

Increasing pubLic use could areas wilderness values would wilderness values would be
dL-.ilnLshwilderness values be diminished or lost due to diminished or lost due to in-

Increasing publLc use, oil creasing public use, timber
development, timber harvest- harvesting and other economic
ing and other economic uses uses

Designating additional No additional areas proposed No additional areas proposed No additional areas proposed
wilderness for wilderness designation for wilderness designation for wilderness designation

Providing [or aircraft and Maintains existing opportuni- Maintains existing opportuni- Maintains existing opportuni-
other motorized access into ties for traditional access ties for traditional access ties for traditional access

the refuge (aircraft, snowmachines, (aircraft, snowmachines, (aircraft, snowmachines,
motorboats) motorboats) motorboats)

Providing for recreational Opportuni.tiesmaintained for Opportunities maintained for Opportunities maintained for
use, including commercial hunting, fishing, and non- hunting, Fishing, and non- hunting, fishtng, and non-
gulling and outfittin.- consumptive uses; no consumptive uses; no consumptive uses; no restrict-

restrictions placed on In- restrictions placed on in- rictEons placed on increased
reased public use, provLded reased public use, provide-i public use, provtded it is
It is compatible with refuge it [a compatible with refuge compatible with refuge
purposes purposes purposes

Proviiing for oll Ind gas ')LIand gas studies permitted Oil and gas studies permitted Oil and gas studies permitted
activities south of the with restrictions In the with restrictions In the with restrictions In the

"1002" are-i @rctLc Wilderness and wild Arctic Wilderness and wild Arctic Wilderness and wild
river corridors; no oil and river corridors; oil and gas river corridors; no oil and
gas development permitted development may be permitted gas development permitted

(with congressional approval)
on the south side of the
Brooks Range

Providing for mining Allowed onLy on valid claims; Allowed only on valid claims; Allowed only on valid claims;

on refuge lands reasonable restrictions may reasonable restrictions may reasonable restrictions may
be placed nn operations to be placed on operations to be placed on operations to

limit impaQts to refuge limit Impacts to refuge limit impacts to refuge
resource v:ilues resource values resource values

providing for commercial Sloupportu-iltLes provided Commercial. timber harvesting Commercial timber harvesting

timber harvesting may be permitted In 26% of may be permitted In 26% of
the refuge the refuge
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Altermitive D Alternative E Alternative F Alternative G

Maintains the caribou pop- Maintains the caribou pop- Maintains the caribou popul.- Maintains the caribou popul-
ulation; negligible impacts ulation; negligible impacts ation; negligible impacts atton; negligible Impacts
from public nnd economic from public and economic from public and economic from public and economic uses
uses uses uses

tfalntal.nswilderness values A-lintaLns wilderness values %intains wilderness values Stringent maintenance of
overall; In localized areas overall; in localized areas overall; In localized areas wilderness values in the
Increasing public use could Increasing public use could increasing public use coull refuge through regulation
diminish wilderness values diminish wilderness values diminish wilderness values

About 5,207,000 acres (46% About 9,100,000 acres (72% About 8,900,000 acres (79% About 9,641,000 acres (86% of
of the non-wilderness of the non-wtlderness refuge of the non-wilderness refuge the non-wilderness refuge
refuge lands) proposed for lands) proposed for lands) proposed for lands) proposed for wilderness
wilderness designation wilderness designation wilderness designation designation

Maintains existing opportiln-'faintainsexisting opportuni- Maintains existing opportuni- Maintains most opportunities
ities for traditional ties for traditional access ties for traditional access for existing access; use of
access (aircraft, snow- (aircraft.,snowmachtnes, (aircraft, snowmachtnes, motorboats prohibited on
machines, motorboats) motorboats) motorboats) mountain lakes, and use of jet

boats prohibited on all.refuge
waters; aircraft access
Limited In the Mancha Creek-
Firth River area

Opportunities maintained for Opportunities maintained for Opportunities maintained for Opportunities generally maint-
hunting,,fishing. and non- hunting, fishing, and non- hunting, fishing, and non- ained for hunting, fishing,
consumptive uses; no consumptive uses; no consumptive uses; no and nonconsumptive uses; rest-
restrictions placed on in- restrictioas placed on In- restrictions placed on in- rictions would be placed use
reased public use, provided reased public use, provided reased public use, provided levels, if carrying capacity
It Ls compatible with refuggeIt is compatible with refuge It is compatible with refu3e limits are exceeded, to prot-

purposes purposes purposes ect existing wilderness values

Oil and gas studLes pc!rmiL- Oil and .,asstudies permitted Oil and gas studies permitted Oil and gas studies permitted
ted with restrictions In with restrictions in the with restrictions In the with restrictions In the
the Arctic Wilderness and -krcticWilderness and wild Arctic Wilderness antiwild Arctic Wilderness and wild

wild river corridors; no river corridors; no oil and river corridors; no oil and river corridors; no oil and
oil and gas development gas development permitted gas development permitted gas development permitted
permitted

Allowed only on valid k1lowed -inlyon valid claims; Allowed only on valid claims; Allowed only on valid claims;
claims; reasonabLe restrict- reasonable restrictions may reasonable restrictions may reasonable restrictions may
ions may be placed on oper- be placer on operations to be placed on operations to be placed on operations to
ations to limit impacts to Limit impacts to refuge limit impacts to refuge limit impacts to refuge

refu?e resource values resource values resource values resource values

No opportunities provided No opportunities provide.- No opportunities provided No opportunities provided



Table 28. Relative cost of implementing the seven alternatives.

A -7 4=4LELLA#I 80%

to 94%co

87%

D
i,:iti.:,:, 80%

Ca
0

74%zwCc
F 66%

G 52%
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Table 29. Estimated staffing levels and costs (in 1,000's of dollars) of the
seven alternatives.

Alternatives
A B C D E F

Refuge StaffLno
26 23 27 26 25 14 22

Refuge Annual Budget
0 L,153 1,240 1,197 1,153 1,110 1,060 973
• Operational & A,1mIn-

;strativeOverhead 298 320 309 298 286 274 251•
Fish & Wildlife Programs 428 460 444 428 412 393 361

• Interpretation&
Environmental EducatLon 74 30 77 74 72 68 63

• Equipment Maintenance 65 70 68 65 63 60 55
• FacilitiesMaintenance 65 70 67 55 63 60 55

- __- m-- - -__ - __ _27- -!-,91-5Total 2,061 f,NO 2,02 O8-3 _T,00-6 1,758

Refuge Dnej2pm(@n osti@
AdministrativeFacilities
-Aircrafthanger(Kaktovik) 615 613 615 615 615 615 615
-Storageshed (Arctic
VLLlage) 75 75 75 75 75 75 75

fo-tI-,I -69-0 _Cq_0 690 690 690 9-0 T9_0

alThe estimatesdo not inclumlethe cost of managingthe "1002"area If oil Development occurs.
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SELECTION OF THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

The Service has selected Alternative A as its preferred alternative for
managing Arctic Refuge on the basis that it would both satisfy the purposes of
the refuge, and that it provides a balanced approach to meeting the needs and
concerns of the public. The Service believes that designating all of the
non-wilderness portions of the refuge as minimal management areas would
adequately protect the refuge's resources and best meet the needs of local
residents, refuge users, and the general public in the long-run. Minimal
management will maintain options for the Service to address refuge management
needs that may arise in the future. The Service would carefully monitor and
regulate all uses and activities within the refuge to ensure that adverse
impacts to refuge resources and users are minimized.

The Service will not begin to implement the management directions in the
preferred alternative until at least 45 days following publication of a notice
of availability of the Final Arctic Refuge Comprehensive Conservation
Plan/Environmental Impact Statement has appeared in the Federal Register. A
record of decision will be published following the 45 day waiting period, and
implementation of the plan can then start.
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APPENDIX A. List of Preparers.

The planning team for the Final Arctic National Wildlife Refuge Comprehensive
Conservation Plan/Environmental Impact Statement bears primary responsibility
for preparing the plan.

Arcti@_Refu&t_Planning Team

Elison, Glenn Refuge Manager
Fruge, Doug Fisheries Biologist
Garrett, Phil Supervisory Fish and Wildlife Biologist
Kaye, Roger Assistant Refuge Manager/Pilot
Nation, Mary Lynn Fish and Wildlife Biologist
Olson, Norman Planning Team Leader
Rees, Michael Assistant Planner
Wassink, Connie Public Involvement Specialist

Disciplinar ecialists and Support Staff

Diters, Chuck Archaeologist
Gallagher, Patti Graphics Specialist
Kirk, Bill Botanist
Knauer, Bill EIS Coordinator
Maloney, Jean Computer Systems Analyst
Nichols, Gary Cartographer
Seemel, Robert Wilderness Specialist
Vandegraft, Doug Lead Cartographer

Additional assistance provided by the following people is greatly appreciated.

Bakke, Arne Geologist, Alaska Dept. of Natural Resources,
Division of Geological and Geophysical Sciences,
Fairbanks

Dillon, John Geologist, Alaska Dept. of Natural Resources,
Division of Geological and Geophysical Sciences
(deceased)

Gasbarro, Tony Extension Forester Specialist, Cooperative
Extension Service, University of Alaska,
Fairbanks

Keill, Don Mining engineer, Arctic District, Bureau of
Land Management, Fairbanks
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APPENDIX B. Consultation and Coordination.

Numerous federal, state and local government agencies, Native organizations,
special interest groups, private businesses, civic organizations, the media,
and individuals were contacted during the preparation of the draft and final
Arctic Refuge Comprehensive Conservation Plan/Environmental Impact Statement.
(The public involvement program is described in detail in Chapter II.) The
Service received a total of 961 letters commenting on the draft Arctic Refuge
plan. All correspondence received is on file at the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service's Regional Office, 1011 E. Tudor Road, Anchorage, AK 99503. The
following list notes some of the agencies, organizations and individuals that
received copies of this final comprehensive conservation plan for the Arctic
Refuge.

U.S. CONGRESS

Senator Ted Stevens
Senator Frank H. Murkowski.
Representative Don Young
House of Representatives

Subcommittee on Fish & Wildlife
Government Accounting Office

FEDERAL AGENCIES

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Alaska Federal-State Land Use Council

Alaska Land Use Council.Advisors
Department of Agriculture

Soil Conservation Service
Department of Commerce

Economic Development Administration
National Marine Fisheries Service
North Pacific Fishery Management Council
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Department of Defense
U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers
Defense Mapping Agency, Hydro/Topo

Department of Energy
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

Department of Health and Human Services
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of the Interior

Bureau of Indian Affairs
Bureau of Land Management
Alaska Resources Library

Bureau of Mines
Minerals Management Service
National Park Service

Alaska Public Lands Information Center
Office of the Solicitor
Office of Surface Mining
U. S. Geological Survey
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Department of State
Department of Transportation

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Highway Administration
U.S. Coast Guard

General Services Administration
Federal Information Center

Marine Mammal Commission
National Science Foundation
U.S. Arctic Research Commission
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

GOVERNMENT OF CANADA

Canadian Arctic Research Commission
Canadian Wildlife Service
Department of Indian Affairs
Embassy of Canada, Washington, D.C..
Northwest Territorial Government
Dept. of Renewable Resources, Yellowknife

Yukon Territorial Government
Dept. of Renewable Resources, Whitehorse

STATE OF ALASKA

Alaska Board of Fisheries
Alaska Board of Game
Alaska Power Authority*
Alaska State Legislature
Alaska State Library
Citizens Advisory Commission on Federal Areas
Department of Commerce and Economic Development*
Department of Community and Regional Affairs*
Department of Environmental Conservation*
Department of Fish and Game*
Department of Health and Social Services*
Department of Labor*
Department of Law*
Department of Military Affairs*
Department of Natural Resources*
Department of Public Safety*
Division of Fish and Wildlife Protection

Department of Transportation and Public Facilities*
Office of the Governor*
Division of Governmental Coordination

Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
University of Alaska, Anchorage
Library (Government Documents)
Institute for Social and Economic Research
School of Economic and Public Affairs

*Executive branch agencies were contacted through the Office Df the Governor,
Division of Governmental Coordination.
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University of Alaska, Fairbanks
Arctic Environmental Information and Data Center
Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit
Elmer E. Rasmusen Library
Institute of Arctic Biology Library

University of Alaska, Juneau
Library (Government Documents)

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, CIVIC ORGANIZATIONS, AND GENERAL CIRCULATION LIBRARIES

Anchorage, Municipality of
Anchorage Public Library System

Arctic Village School
Barrow, City of
Colorado State University

Library
Eastern Arctic Advisory Committee
Fairbanks-North Star Borough

Regional Library
Interior Regional Fish & Game Advisory Counsel
Kaktovik, City of
Keni Community Library
North Slope Borough
Seattle Public Library

Documents Library
Tanana Advisory Committee
University of California

Thos. Reynolds Law Library
Village Councils of

Arctic Village
Chalkyitsik
Kaktovik
Venetie

Western Arctic Advisory Committee

NATIVE ORGANIZATIONS

Alaska Eskimo Whaling Commission
Alaska Federation of Natives
Aleut Corporation
Arctic Slope Regional Corporation
Calista Corporation
Cook Inlet Region, Inc.
Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope
Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation
Koniag Inc.
Doyon Ltd.
Chalkyitsik Native Corporation
Native Villages of

Fort Yukon
Venetie

Old Harbor Village Corporation
Tanana Chiefs Conference, Inc.
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NEWS MEDIA

Alaska Public Radio Network
Alaska Television Network
Anchorage Daily News
Anchorage Times
Associated Press
Fairbanks Daily News Miner
Reuters News Service
Seattle Times
Tundra Times
United Press
and other media as appropriate

ORCANIZATIONS, SPECIAL-INTEREST GROUPS, AND PRIVATE BUSINESSES

Alaska Center for the Environment
Alaska Conservation Society
Alaska Legal Services Corp.
Alaska Miners Association, Inc.
Alaska Oil and Gas Association
Alaska Outdoor Council
Alaska Professional Hunters Association
Alaska Professional SporLfishing Association
Alaska Sportsmen's Council
Alaska State Chamber of Commerce

Anchorage Chamber of Commerce
Fairbanks Chamber of Commerce

Alaska Wilderness Council
Alaska Wilderness Guides Assn.
Alaska Wildlife Council
Amerada Hess
American Fisheries Society
American Petroleum Institute
American Wilderness Alliance
AMOCO Production Company
ARCO Alaska
Associated General Contractors
Bo-K Explorations
Center for Northern Studies
Champlin Oil Company
Chevron U.S.A., Inc.
COMINCO Alaska
Commonwealth North
CONOCO, Inc.
Dalco Oil Co.
Defenders of Wildlife
Diamond Shamrock Corp.
Environmental Defense Fund, Inc.
Exxon Company USA, Inc.
Freeport Minerals Company
Friends of Animals, Inc.
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Friends of the Earth
Greenpeace U.S.A.
Hunt Oil Company
Institute of Ecology
International Association for Fish & Wildlife
International Moose Federation
Interior Rive- Users Croup
Izaak Walton League
Kennecott Alaska Exploration
Marathon Oil Company
Mid-Continental Oil & Cas Association
Miners Advocacy Council
Mobil Oil Corporation
Murphy Oil Company
National Audubon Society
National Inholders Association
National Parks & Conservation Associatien
National Rifle Association
National Wildlife Federation
National Wildlife Refuge Association
Natural Cas Corp. of California
Natural Resources Defense Council
Nature Conservancy
Nerco Minerals Co.
Northern Alaska Environmental Center
Oxy Petroleum, Inc.
Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermen
Pennzoil Exploration & Production Co.
Petty-Ray Geophysical, Inc.
Phillips Petroleum
Placid Oil Company
Resource Development Council for Alaska
Rural Alaska Community AcLion Program, Inc.
Shell Oil Company
Shell Western E & P Inc.
Sierra Club
Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund
SOHIO Petroleum Corporation
Standard Alaska Production Co.
Sun Exploration & Production Co.
Tanana Valley Sportsmens Assn.
Tenneco Oil Co.
Terra Resources, Inc.
Texaco, Inc.
Texas Eastern Exploration Corp.
Trout Unlimited
Trustees for Alaska
The Wilderness Society
The Wildlife Society
UNOCAL
Union Texas Petroleum Corp.
Wildlife Management Institute
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APPENDIX D. Land Cover Type Classification for the Arctic Refuge.

A Landsat-derived land cover classification system was developed for the
Arctic Refuge jointly by the Service and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). A
total of 23 cover classes are included in the system. The following
discussion describes each of the classes and lists some of the dominant plant
species in each class. The species listed represent an approximate order of
dominance within each cover class. The discussions also briefly describe the
occurrence of each cover type on the refuge.

FORESTS - Forests are composed of trees at least 16 feet (5 m) tall. Included
within the forest category are areas of secondary tree growth temporarily less
than 16 feet in height (i.e., intermediate succession stages). The major
forest classes identified within the refuge are: Closed Needleleaf; Open
Needleleaf; Needleleaf Woodland; Deciduous; and Mixed Forest.

Class 1. Closed Needleleaf Forest. Percent tree cover in this class ranges
from 60 to 100%. It consists primarily of Picea glauca on moist to well
drained sites and is only found south of the continental divide. Species
commonly found in the understory include Rosa aciculari.s.,Shepherdia
canadensis, Salix sp., Pyrola sp., Betula "I ndulosa, Vaccinium uLiginosuT,
V. vitis-idaea, Carex sp., Eriophorum sp. ancqHylocomiu splendens.

Class 2. qR!@nNeedleleaf Forest. This class consists of open stands of
trees (30 - 6ft tree cover) with crowns not usually touching. It is
primarily dominated by Picea mariana on low, poorly drained sites or upland
sites with permafrost. 1Kfso Included in the class is Picea glauca on
alluvial sites and on moist to well drained sites in the uplands and
subalpine zone.

The shrub layer Usually consists of Salix glauca and Alnus crispa on
alluvial and moist to well drained sites. The dwarf shrub layer is the more
common type of understory occurring within this class and usually consists
of Ledum decumbens or L. groenlandicum, Vaccinium uliginosum, Betula
glandulosa, Empetr.__=@i@igt@um, E@ o h4jrumvaginatum, Cladonia sp. and Cladina
sp. Other species which may includs2Arctostaphylos rubra, A. arctica, Dryas
ipLe&r P@folia, Rhododendron s ., Salix reticulate, S. lanat;-,Carex
bigelowi@, Festuca altica, Equisetum arvensis and Hy ocomium @@Ie@dens-

Class 3. Needleleaf Woodland. -- This class is dominated by a shrub layer
but contains an important stratum containing Picea mariana or P. giauca
(5 - 30% tree cover and greater than 10 feet (3 m) in height). Major shrub
species include Betula nana, Ledum groenlandicum, L. decumbens, Vaccinium
uliginosum, V. vitis-idaea, Salix reticulate, S. glauca, S. lanata, Alnus
crispa, and Dryas integrifolia. Non-woody species may include Lupinus
arcticus, Equisetu arvense, E. scirpoides, Eriophoru vaginatu , Carex
bigelowii, C. scirpoides, Festuca sp.,.Cetraria sp., Cladina sp.,
Polytrichum sp., Hylocomium spiendens, and Dicranium sp.
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Class 4. Deciduous Forest/Tall Shrub. -- Betula papyrifera, E@!R@lus
tre-muloidesand P. balsamifera (25 - 100% tree cover) are the dominant
species occurring in this class. Salix alexensis also may be found in
this class on alluvial terraces by itself or mixed with P. balsamifera.
This class is normally found on well-drained to moist sails associated
with hills and alluvial terraces south of the continental divide. North
of the divide this type is rare, occurring mainly along the Canning
River. Also included are Alnus crispa and Salix sp., Rosa.acicularis,
Shepter ia canadensis, and Calamagrostis canadensis.

Class 5. Mixed Forest. This class is formed by deciduous broadleaE and
evergreen needleleaf trees (25 - 100% tree cover) and occurs on
well-drained to moist sites in the uplands. The primary needleieaf
species is Picea glauca, while the major broadleaf species is Betula
papyrifera Populus balsamifera and P. tremuloTde'_s'..__Some
alluvial sites are represented by tall Salix species that exceed 16 feet
(5 m). This class is not abundant and is restricted to the south side of
the Brooks Range below 1,640 feet (500 m) elevation. Understory species
common to the needleleaf classes and the deciduous class also may be found
in this class along with Ribes sp., Lu arcticus and Junip_p@nu
communis on drier sites.

SCRUB - This vegetation category is predominantly composed of shrubs (greater
than 25% cover) 1.5 to 16 feet (0.5 to 5 m) high that shed their foliage
simultaneously in fall.

Class 6. Alluvial Deciduous Scrub. This class occurs on frequently
flooded gravel sites dominated by @@ Planifolia ssp., S. p.!11_@hraand S.
alaxensis. On some sites, especially on t@e'_coastal plain-,#@tt@l@'_speci_es
(dwarf birch) may occur with Salix in older alluvial terraces. The number
of species occurring with the a@`ov'_eas co-dominants or as understory are
many and may include Salix lanatA, S. richardsonii, S. glauca, S.
br@chyS@Ua, S. hastata, S. reticulate, Arctostaphylos rubra, PopL@Ius

rdia canadensis, Potentila p.@!L@Istris,Da@@sbalsamifera,
integrifolia,D. drummondii, Equisetu arvense, E. var' tump E.LI-"9 - I-- -
scirpo@des, Carex sp., Festuca sp., Juncus castaneus, Petasites sp.,
Hedyseru sp. and HLLO@Pmium Sp.

This class is not distinguishable on the coastal plain, but is included
within the scarcely vegetated floodplain type. Species composition and
density is usually controlled by frequency of flooding, water velocity and
particle load during flooding.

Class 7. Dry Prostrate Dwarf Scrub. This class occupies slightly
elevated microsites on the coastal plain and upper slopes in the foothills
and mountains, and also may occur on dry alluvial terraces or fans above
1,000 feet (300 m) in the mountains. Bare soil is often an important
component of this class as a result of frost action. Because of the harsh
environment, plants do not achieve heights greater than 4 inches (10 cm).
Some of the more commonly occurring shrubs are Dryas integrifolia (usually
dominant), D. octopetala, Arctostaphylos rubra, Salix reticulate, S.
oppositifolia, S. rotundifolia and Cassiopia tetragona. Non-woody species
include Saxifraia hircula, P;-lygonumbistarta, Petasites arctica,
Polemonium sp., §atji@setuTarvense9 Carex sp., Festuca sp., Hierochloi sp.,
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Epilobium latifolium, Ceum glacial and the lichen Cetraria sp.

comparable types in Walker et al. (1982) include: IVb. Dry Prostrate
Scrub, Forb Tundra; and Vb. Moist Sedge/Barren Tundra complex (in part).

Class 8. Moist Prostrate Dwarf Scrub. This class contains prostrate
dwarf shrub and sedge formations occupying mesic habitats on gentle to
moderately steep slopes. In the foothills, these habitats are frequent on
mid to lower slopes that receive subsurface drainage from adjacent
terrain. Pjyi@sintegr.folia is often the dominant species. ftu@setem
arvense and the moss Tomentfiypnumnitens are characteristic species of
this formation. Carex bigelowii gives the habitat a hummocky surface.
Moist habitats on sd-ightlyelevated microsites in the coastal plain, and
alluvial terraces in the foothills and mountains are often drier as a
result of greater exposure and lack of water from surrounding terrain.
Lichens are more important than mosses in these drier habitats.

Other species important to this type include Salix arctica, S. lanata, S.
p.!Ilij@ra,Rubus chamaemorus, Saxifraga hirculus, S. punctata, Petasites
frigidus, Eriophorum vaginatum and Carex aquatilis.

This class corresponds to the following Walker et al. (1982) categories:
Va. Moist Sedge, Prostrate Shrub Tundra; VIb. Moist Sedge Tussock, Dwarf
Shrub Tundra (upland tussock tundra, aklaline facies); and VIIb. Moist
Dwarf Shrub, Sedge Tussock Tundra (birch tundra).

Class 9. Mesic.Erect Dwarf Scrub. This class also includes another
possible cl-a;_@-c'a'171@T-D-@airfScrub Craminoid Tussock. The class is
comprised of erect dwarE shrubs, primarily from the taxa Betula sp., Salix
sp., Vaccinium uliginosum and Cassiope tetragona. These shrubs are
usualfy-f-r-om.4-fn---c---hes---ti-o-1.5feet (0.1-0.5 m) in height with interlocking
branches. This type is common an lower mountain slopes, low rolling
hills, and old burns. On mountain bases with low slope values (O - 15%)
or on hill sides at lower elevations (below 2,950 feet (900 m)), graminoid
tussocks often occur with the dwarf shrub. Major tussock-producing plants
include Eriophorum ]@ag@na@um and Carex bigelowii. Major shrub species

-Be- __'f@ndulosa,B. nana, Salix glauca, S. reticulate, S.include tula 9
planifolia ssp., S. pu@ch@a, Ledum decumbens, Vaccinium vitis-idaea, and
Empetrum nigrens. Other species present may include Carex lugens, Carex
scirpoidea, Equisetum arvense, E. scirpoidea, Hylocomium splendensp
Tomenthypnu nitens and Sphagnu sp.

Corresponding classes from Walker et al. (1982) are: VIIa. Moist Dwarf
Shrub, Sedge Tussock Tundra (upland dwarf shrub, tussock tundra); and
VIIc. Moist Sedge Tussock, Dwarf Shrub/Wet Dwarf Shrub Tundra Complex
(water track complex).

HERBACEOUS - Herbaceous plants do not have significant woody tissue and die
back to the ground surface each year. There are two major growth forms:
graminoids; and forbs. Graminoids include all non-woody grasses and grasslike
plants such as Carex (sedges) and Eriophoru (cottongrass). Forbs are
broad-leaved herbaceous plants such as Petasites (coltsfoot) and Epilobiu
(fireweed). Four classes are recognized: Very Wet Craminoid; Wet Graminoid;
Wet/Moist Dwarf Shrub Craminoid; and Moist Graminoid Tussock-Scrub.
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Class 10. Very Wet Graminoid. This class is a graminoid-dominated
formation associated with aquatic habitats surrounding large, open bodies
of fresh water, very wet habitats that contain numerous small bodies of
open water and coastal habitats frequently inundated with salt water.
Surface forms include low-centered polygons with abundant standing water,
thaw lake basins, the littorai zones of lakes and the coastline.
Arctophila fulva is the primary species in deeper water, up to 3 feet
(1 m) deep, with Carex @_tiLi@s, @jrjpyorum scheuchzeri and Eriophoram
!pj&us@ifoliumdominating areas where the water is less than 1 foot OCcm)
deep.

Corresponding classes of Walker et al. (1982) are: IlIb. Wet Sedge Tundra
(very wet complexes); and IIId. Wet Sedge Tundra (saline facies). It also
corresponds to the Bergman et al. (1977) classes: II. Shallow Carex; and
V. Basin Complex.

Class 11. Wet Graminoid. These are graminoid formations associated with
wet habitats. These habitats often receive water by surface and
subsurface flow from surrounding terrain. The habitats generally have
standing water throughout the summer. Vegetation coverage is continuous,
as depth of water is not a limiting factor to plant establishment and
growth. The habitat has few drained microsites associated with polygon
rims, strangmoor, hummocks, etc. Landforms where these habitats occur are
river deltas, drained lake basins, and river channels where surface forms
are low centered polygons and strangmoor. Primary taxa include numerous
Carex sp., Erioph(@rur@sp. Common species occurring in this type include
Carex aquatilis, C. microglochin, C. atrofusca, C. amblyorhyncha, C.
scirpoidea, C. rustrata, C. bigelowii, C. p@ysocarpa, C. misandra,
ErLOF_k2rumvaginatum, E. angustifolium, E. russeolum, Equistum fluviatile,
Scurpus scur oides, S. caespitosus, Pedicularis sp., Valeriana cap'_j_@ata,
Polygonum sp., Tomenthypnum nitens and Pjapan9cladus sp. Some shrub
species include Arc los rubra, Salix lanata, and S. arctophila.

The corresponding class of Walker et al. (1982) is IIIa. Wet Sedge Tundra
(noncomplex). This class is also similar to the Bergman et al. (1977)
1. Flooded Tundra and may also be similar to that reported by Hettiger and
Janz (1974) as I. Wet Sedge Meadows.

Class 12. Moist/Wet Tundra Complex. In this class dwarf shrubs and
graminoids occur together in habitats intermediate in moisture regimes
between the wet graminoid and moist dwarf shrub formations. High-centered
and low-centered polygons are common surface features in river delta and
drained lake basin landforms. Along river drainages, disjunct string bogs
are the most common land surface form. Wet and moist microsites are often
intermixed in a complex pattern in this habitat. Common species on these
sites include Dryas integrifolia, Salix lanata, S. reticulate, Cassiope
tetragona, Vaccinium uliginosum. Eriophoru. triste, E. vaginatu , Carex
bi elowii, C. membranacea, Pol@,onum bistorta, Stellaria laeta, Senecio
sp., Tomenthypnum nitens and Hylocomiu sp.

Comparable Walker et al. (1982) types are: IVa. Moist/Wet Sedge Tundra
Complex; and IIIc. Wet Sedge Tundra (moist complexes).
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Class 13. Hoist Craminoid Tussock. This class is related to part of the
class Mesic Erect Dwarf Scrub. Moist Graminoid Tussock differs from the
latter class in that it is dominated by the graminQid component. In
essence, the recognition of these two classes acknowledges the
physiognomic continuium and attempts to distinguish classes based on the
relative abundance of dwarf shrubs and the graminoid tussocks. Species
dominating this class include the tussock-producing Eriophorum @Lagina@_um
and Ca bigelowii. Also occurring are Betula nana, Salarex ix pLa@@ifolia, S.
pL@lchra,S. reticulate, Dryas integrifoli@_,-Vaccinium uliginosum, V.
vitis!@Iida@a,Pyrola sp., bistorta,P. I Cetraria sp.,
Toment@n@m nitens, @yLocomiumsplendens, and Ptilidiumciliare.

The correspondingtype fromWalker et al. (1982)is VIa. Moist Sedge
Tussock,Dwarf Shrub Tundra (upland tussock tundra, acid facies).

SCARCELY VEGETATED AREAS - In this category plants are scattered or absent and
bare mineralsoil or rock determinesthe overallappearanceof the landscape.

Class 14. BarrenFloodplain. This class consistsof alluviumincluding
silt, sand and rocks. Plant cover is less than 5% and includesthe same
speciesdescribedbelow for ScarcelyVegetatedFloodplainif any
vegetationis presentat all.

Class 15. Barren Scree. This class usuallyhas less that 5% plant
cover. A type oC_Ii@n tundramay form dominatedby blackish lichens,
particularlythe genera Umbilicaria,Cetraria,Cornicularia,and
Lse!!42phebe.These plantsare on the very limitof life. These sitesmay
be devoidof floweringplants.

Class 16. ScarcelyVegetatedFloodplain. This class is a resultof the
I invasio i.initia n of p ants on recentriver alluvium. Plant cover averages

5 to 20%. Some of the more common species includeEpilobiu latifolium,
Calamagrostiscanadensis,Bromus sp. and Salix sp. On the coastal plain

'_-(- m(below1,640 feet S-O0-) i@feva_tion)this type includesalluvialdeciduous
scrub communities.

Class 17. ScarcelyVegetatedScree. With 5 to 20% plant cover, this
class is compris of more or less unstable steep slopes of stones beneath
weatheringrocks. It is a very open fellfieldand often gradesintoDry
ProstrateDwarf Scrub. Some shrubs commonly found in this type in
prostrateor decumbent forms includeBetulanana, Dryas integrifolia,D.
octopetala,Vaccinium uliginosum,Cassiope tetragona,and Salix
phlebophila. Some other speciesfound includeUmbilcana sp., Crystopteris
Sp., Rj@pensj.@@lapponica, Cetraria sp., Lupinus arcticus, and Carex sp.

OTHER - There are several cover types that do not fit in the above categories.

Class 18. ClearWater. Clear water includeslakes, pondsand rivers.
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Class 19. Shallow Water. This class includes riverine areas in which the
water is shallow. However, it may also show where the satellite sensor
received spectral data from both water and gravel bars and recorded them
as one class.

Class 20. Offshore Water. The Beaufort Sea shoreline was digitized on
the Flaxman Island, Barter Island, Demarcation Point and Mt. Michelson
1:250,000 scale quadrangle sheets and applied to the land cover image.
Those water areas north of the shoreline were labeled offshore water.

Class 21. Clouds/Snow/Ice. This type is highly variable and is dependent
upon individual yearly weather patterns. Ice, in the form of pack ice and
aufeis may or may not be present on the ground or in the ocean as depicted
on the map. Glacial ice in the mountains can be considered stable for the
useful life of this land cover classification, and what is shown on the
map could probably be found on the ground. This may not be true of the
Philip Smith Mountains quadrangle sheet, however, as the scene used
contained an early snow fall.

Class 22. Shadow. This class includes both terrain shadow (i.e. mountain
shadow) and C16_u@ shadow.

Class 23. Roads. The Dalton Highway (or North Slope Haul Road) and
Trans-Alaska Pipeline were digitized and added to the Sagavanirktok and
Philip Smith Mountains quadrangle sheets.
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Appendix E. Fishes of the Arctic Refuge.a/

Species Freshwater Anadromous Marine

Lampreys
Arctic lamprey (Lamp@tra japonica)

Herrings
Pacific herring (Clupea harengus pallasi)

Whitefishes
Inconnu (sheefish) (Stenodus ieucichthys)
Least cisco (@@or@gonus sardinella)
Bering cisco (Caregonus laurettae)
Arctic cisco (Coregonus autumnalis)
Round whitefish (Prosopium cylindraceum)
Broad whitef ish (@:o::@_eEoll.-U-Snaus
Humpback whitefish (Coregonus pidschian)

Trouts and Salmons
Lake trout (Salvelinu.snaiaaycjLsh)
Arctic char (Salvelinusalpinus)
Pink salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha)
Chinook salmon ..ynchustshawytscha)
Chum salmon (OncorhynchLIs ket--,)
Coho salmon (6@'C-O_ii@jii@fhus-i@ifsutch)

Grayling
Arctic grayling (ThymalLus arcticus)

Smelts
Rainbow smelt (Osmerus -nordaK)

_UCapelin (Mall.oL-sVI.._osu

Pikes
Northern pike (Esox lucius)

Minnows
Lake chub (Coues-ius plumbeus)

Suckers
Longnose sucker (Catostomus catostomus)

Trout-perches
Trout-perch (Percopsis omiscomaycus)

a/Habitat/life history patterns are indicated by asterisks. Sources: Morrow,
1980; Smith and Glesne, 1983; and Garner and Reynolds, 1986.
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Species Freshwater Anadromous Marine

Codfishes
Burbot (Lota lota)
Arctic c@-d(B-o-ri"-o'gadussaida)
Saffron cod (Eegi us gracilis)

Sticklebacks
Minespine stickleback (Pungitius pungitius)

Sculpins
Slimy sculpin (Cottus SogrIatus)
Fourhorn sculpi;@-(@iioxocephalusquadricornis)
Arctic sculpin (Myoxocephalus scorpioides)

Snailfishes
Unidentifiedsnalifish (Liparis sp)

Sand lances
Pacific sand lance (AmmodXt hexap.@er@s)_j@s

Pricklebacks
Slender eelblenny (Lumpenus fabricii)
Stout eelblenny (@@ea!js medius)

Eelpouts
Unidentified eelpouts (Lycodes)

Flounders
Arctic flounder (Liopsetta &La_SjLj@lis)

-@cStarry flounder (@la't hthys stellatus)
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Appendix F. Birds of the Arctic Refuge.

The following species may be found on the Arctic Refuge. The majority have
been documented. For a few species the qualifier "probable" is included which
indicates occurence is likely but not documented. This list was adapted from
Spindler (1984). Nomenclature follows AOU (1983). Status and abundance are
based on Kessel and Gibson (1978). Definitions of terminonlogy area as
follows:

resident present througout the year.
migrant seasonal transient between winter and

breeding ranges; includes spring
overshoots'.

breeder known to breed on the refuge.
visitor non-breeding species, or a species not

directly enroute between breeding and
wintering areas.

abundant occurs repeatedly in proper habitats with a
available habitat heavily utilized.

common - occurs in all or nearly all proper habitats
with some available habitat sparsely
utilized.

fairly common occurs in only some of proper habitat with
large areas of available habitat unoccupied.

uncommon - occurs regularly but utilzes little of the
suitable habitat.

rare - within its normal range occurring regularly
but in very small numbers.

casual - beyond normal range but irregular
observations occur over several years.

accidental so far from its normal range that further
observatons are unlikely.

Species Status, Abundance, and Distribution

Red-throated loon Common breeder in north slope wetlands;
abundant summer resident along the arctic
coast; rare visitor in the Brooks Range.

Arctic loon Common breeder in north and south slope
ponds and takes; abundant summer resident
along the arctic coast; uncommon breeder in
the Brooks Range.

Common loon Uncommon breeder in south slope lakes; rare
visitor along the arctic coast.

Yellow-billed loon Rare breeder on large inland coastal plain
lakes; uncommon summer resident and common
migrant along the arctic coast.

Horned grebe Common breeder in wetlands of the south
slope; rare summer visitor to the north
slope.
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Species Status, Abundance, and Distribution

Red-necked grebe Uncommon breeder in wetlands of the south
slope; rare summer visitor to north slope
and coastal lagoons.

Short-tailed shearwater Uncommon fall migrant along the arctic
coast.

Tundra swan Common breeder in north slope lakes and
wetlands.

Trumpeter swan Rare visitor to the north slope.
Greater white-fronted goose Rare breeder and common migrant on the

north slope.
Snow goose Uncommon migrant on the south slope, Brooks

Range, and north slope in June; abundant
migrant, sometimes forming aggregations of
up to 300,000 birds, during August and
September on the north slope.

Ross' goose Casual visitor to the north slope.
Brant Uncommon breeder in wideiy-scattered

colonies in wetlands near the arctic coast;
abundant migrant along the coast.

Canada goose Uncommon breeder along rivers of the north
and south slope, common fall migrant on the
north slope.

Green-winged teal Common breeder in the Brooks Range and
south slope; rare breeder inland on the
north slope.

Mallard Uncommon breeder and common sumer resident
on the south slope and in the Brooks Range;
rare visitor on the north slope.

Northern pintail Common breeder on the south slope; uncommon
breeder and occasionally abundant summer
resident on the north slope.

Northern shoveler Uncommon breeder on the south slope;
uncommon visitor on the north slope.

Eurasian wigeon Casual visitor on the north slope.
American wigeon Common breeder in the Brooks Range and on

the south slope, uncommon visitor to the
north slope.

Canvasback Rare visitor to the south slope.
Greater scaup Probable uncommon breeder in north slope

wetlands; common migrant along the arctic
coast; uncommon visitor to the Brooks Range.

Lesser scaup Abundant breeder on the south slope, common
breeder in the Brooks Range, rare breeder
inland on the north slope.

Common eider Uncommon breeder on coastal barrier islands
and coastal north slope gravel bars,
wetlands; common migrant along the arctic
coast.
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Species Status, Abundance, and Distribution

King eider Uncommon breeder on coastal north slope
wetlands; common mig-ant along the coast:
may remain in offshore ice leads in
Beaufort Sea well after freeze-up has
occurred on the north slope.

Spectacled eider Rare breeder on north slope wetlands,
otherwise uncommon summer resident on the
north slope near the coast.

Steller's eider Rare breeder and summer resident on the
north slope near the coast.

Harlequin duck Uncommon breeder along fast-flowing rivers
in the Brooks Range and north and south
slopes.

Oldsquaw Common breeder in wetlands of the north
slope and mountains; uncommon migrant on
the south slope; abundant migrant along
coastal lagoons where aggregations may
number 10 to 30,000 late July to early
September.

Black scoter Uncommon migrant along the arctic coast.
Surf scoter Uncommon breeder on the south slope; common

summer resident and migrant along the
arctic coast.

White-winged scoter Common breeder in wetlands on the south
slope and Brooks Range; common summer
resident and migrant along the arctic coast.

Common goldeneye Probable uncommon breeder on the south
slope; rare visitor to the north slope.

Barrow's goldeneye Probable uncommon visitor to the south
slope and Brooks Range.

Bufflehead Common breeder in south slope river valleys
near ponds and lakes below timberline.

Common merganser Accidental visitor.
Red-breasted merganser Common breeder along rivers in the Brooks

Range; uncommon summer resident on north
slope rivers; common summer resident and
migrant along Beaufort Sea coastal lagoons.

Bald Eagle Rare breeder and uncommon summer resident
along rivers on the south slope.

Northern harrier Probable uncommon breeder; common summer
resident in alpine tundra of the Brooks
Range; uncommon summer resident in arctic
tundra of the coastal plain.

Sharp-shinned hawk Uncommon summer resident in timbered parts
of the south slope.
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Species Status, Abundance, and Distribution

Northern goshawk Uncommon breeder in timbered country of the
south slope; rare visitor to the Brooks
Range and north slope.

Rough-legged hawk Common breeder in the Brooks Range;
uncommon breeder on the north and south
slopes.

Colden eagle Common breeder in mountains; common summer
resident associated with calving caribou on
the north slope; uncommon visitor elsewhere.

American Kestrel Uncommon breeder on the south slope; rare
visitor to the north slope.

Merlin Uncommon breeder along rivers in the Brooks
Range; rare visitor elsewhere.

Peregrine falcon Very rare breeder on cliffs along rivers of
the south slope, uncommon visitor and/or
migrant elsewhere.

Cryfalcon Uncommon breeder in the Brooks Range,
uncommon resident elsewhere.

Spruce Grouse Uncommon resident and probable breeder in
coniferous forests of the south slope.

Willow ptarmigan Abundant breeder; uncommon winter resident
in tundra shrub thickets and near treeline.

Rock ptarmigan Common breder in alpine tundra in the
Brooks Range and near coastal tundra on the
north slope; uncommon winter resident.

Sandhill crane Uncommon summer resident and probable
breeder on the north and south slopes.

Black-bellied plover Rare breeder and common fail migrant on the
north slope.

Lesser golden-plover Common breeder in alpine and arctic tundra
of the Brooks Range and north slope.

Semipalmated plover Common breeder along rivers in the Brooks
Range, south slope, and interior coastal
plain.

Killdeer Casual visitor to the north slope.
Eurasian dotterel Accidental visitor to the north slope.
Lesser yellowlegs Abundant breeder in south slope wetlands;

rare visitor to the north slope.
Solitary sandpiper Abundant breeder in south slope wetlands

near forests.
Wandering tattler Common breeder along creeks and rivers in

the Brooks Range.
Spotted sandpiper Common breeder along rivers in the Brooks

Range and on the south slope; uncommon on
the interior coastal plain.

Upland sandpiper Common breeder in the Brooks Range and its
northern foothills as well as treeline
hills of the south slope.
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Species Status, Abundance, and Distribution

Whimbrel Uncommon breeder in the Brooks Range and
treeline hills of the south slope; rare
visitor to the north slope.

Hudsonian godwit Rare visitor to the north slope.
Bar-tailed godwit Rare migrant and visitor to the north slope.
Ruddy turnstone Uncommon breeder along north slope rivers;

common fall migrant along the coast.
Surfbird Rare breeder in high alpine tundra in the

Brooks Range.
Red knot Rare migrant on the north slope.
Sanderling Rare breeder and uncommon migrant on the

north slope.
Semipalmated sandpiper Common to locally abundant breeder on the

north slope.
Western sandpiper Uncommon migrant on the north slope.
Least sandpiper Common breeder in wet and moist tundra of

the Brooks Range and south slope; rare
visitor to the southern north slope.

White-rumped sandpiper Uncommon breeder and migrant near the
arctic coast on the north slope.

Baird's sandpiper Uncommon breeder on arctic tundra and river
gravel bars of the north slope and in
alpine tundra of the Brooks Range.

Pectoral sandpiper Abundant breeder on the north slope.
Dunlin Uncommon breeder on the western third of

the coastal plain, otherwise uncommon
summer resident and common migrant on the
north slope near the coast.

Stilt sandpiper Uncommon breeder and common fall migrant on
the north slope.

Buff-breasted sandpiper Uncommon breeder on the north slope.
Long-billed dowitcher Uncommon breeder but occasionally abundant

summer resident on the north slope.
Common snipe Common breeder on the south slope and in

the Brooks Range, locally common breeder on
the interior of the north slope coastal
plain.

Red-necked phalarope Common breeder on the coastal plain, Brooks
Range, and south slope wetlands; abundant
migrant along the arctic coast.

Red phalarope Common breeder and abundant migrant on the
north slope near the coast.

Pomarine jaeger Common spring migrant on the north slope,
especially in association with calving
caribou, otherwise uncommon to
locally-common breeder and summer resident;
common spring migrant through the Canning
River valley; uncommon fall migrant on the
north slope.
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Species Status, Abundance, and Distribution

Parasitic jaeger Uncommon breeder an the north slope; rare
breeder in the Brooks Range north of the
continental divide; common spring migrant
through the Canning River valley.

Long-tailed jaeger Common breeder on the north slope and in
alpine tundra of the Brooks Range; common
spring migrant through the Canning River
valley and along the Beaufort Sea coast.

Bonaparte's gull Uncommon breeder in south slope wetlands,
casual visitor to the north slope.

Mew gull Common breeder in wetiand areas of the
south slope and Brooks Range.

Herring gull Uncommon breeder in wetlands of the south
slope and Brooks RangL'; uncommon visitor to
the arctic coast.

Thayer's gull Uncommon visitor to the arctic coast.
Slaty-backed gull Rare visitor to the arctic coast.
Claucous gull Common breeder in wetlands near the arctic

coast, uncommon visitor on the inland
coastal plain and north side of the Brooks
Range; abundant migrant along the coast.

Black-legged kittiwake Uncommon visitor on the Beaufort Sea and
coastal plain.

Ross' gull Rare migrant along the arctic coast in
September.

Sabine's gull Uncommon breeder in wetlands along the
arctic coast; common fall migrant along the
arctic coast.

Ivory gull Rare migrant along the arctic coast.
Arctic tern Uncommon breeder and common summer resident

in wetlands, the south slope and Brooks
Range; uncommon breeder on islets in
coastal wetlands, gravel bars, and barrier
islands of the north slope; abundant fall
migrant along the arctic coast.

Thick-billed murre Uncommon visitor to the Beaufort Sea and
along the coastline.

Black guillemot Uncommon breeder in driftwood and man-made
trash along barrier islands.

Horned puffin Casual visitor on the Beaufort Sea.
Creat horned owl Uncommon to rare resident in forested parts

of the south slope.
Snowy owl Uncommon breeder, occasionally common

resident on the north slope, uncommon
winter resident elsewhere.

Northern hawk-owl Uncommon breeder in forested area of the
south slope.
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Species Status, Abundance, and Distribution

Creat gray owl Probable resident in south slope forests.
Short-eared owl Uncommon breeder and common summer resident

in alpine areas of the south slope, Brooks
Range and north slope coastal plain tundra

Boreal owl Probable resident in south slope forests.
Common nighthawk Casual visitor to the north slope.
Rufous hummingbird Rare visitor to the south slope and Brooks

Range.
Belted kingfisher Uncommon summer resident and possible

breeder along south slope rivers.
Downy woodpecker Uncommon resident in south slope forests.
Hairy woodpecker Probable uncommon resident in south slope

forests.
Three-toed woodpecker Uncommon breeder in south slope forests.
Northern flicker Uncommon breeder in south slope forests,

and tall shrub thickets of Brooks Range
Olive-sided flycatcher Uncommon breeder in south slope woodlands.
Alder flycatcher Common breeder in riparian shrub thickets

of the south slope.
Say's phoebe Common breeder in cliff habitat along

rivers in the Brooks Range; accidental
visitor to the north slope.

Eastern kingbird Accidental visitor to the north slope.
Horned lark Common breeder in alpine tundra from south

slope foothills to northern foothills of
the Brooks Range.

Tree swallow Uncommon breeder on the south slope.
Violet-green swallow Uncommon breeder on the south slope and on

the south side of the Brooks Range.
Bank swallow Uncommon summer visitor and probable

uncommon breeder on the south slope.
Cliff swallow Locally common breeder in colonies along

rivers and creeks in the Brooks Range and
south slope.

Barn swallow Rare visitor to the north slope.
Gray jay Common breeder, uncommon resident in

forests of the south slope; rare in shrub
thickets of the Brooks Range as far north
as Marsh Fork of the Canning River.

Common Raven Uncommon breeder on cliffs of the south
slope and Brooks Range; uncommon resident
throughout; breeds locally in towers at
Kaktovik.

Black-capped chickadee Probable uncommon resident in deciduous
forests, extreme southern portions of the
refuge.

Siberian tit Rare and local breeder in the Brooks Range.
Boreal chickadee Uncommon resident of the south slope.
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Species Status, Abundance, and Distribution

American dipper Uncommon breeder and resident in rivers
with year-round springs an the south slope
and Brooks Range, and in Sadlerochit
Springs on the north slope

Arctic Warbler Uncommon breeder in shrub thickets and
deciduous forest of the south slope and
Brooks Range.

Ruby-crowned kinglet common breeder on the south slope and
Brooks Ranger coniferous forests and
woodlands.

Bluethroat Rare visitor to the north slope.
Northern wheatear Common breeder on high alpine tundra of the

Brooks Range.
Townsend's solitaire Uncommon probable breeder, uncommon summer

resident in coniferous forests of the south
slope and south side of the Brooks Range.

Cray-checked thrush Abundant breeder near tree-line and in
tree-shrub woodlands of the south slope and
south side of the Brooks Range.

Swainson's thrush Uncommon probable breeder, uncommon summer
resident of the south slope.

Hermit thrush Casual visitor on the south side of the
refuge, in the Porcupine River area.

American robin Abundant breeder in south slope woodlands;
uncommon breeder in Brooks Range shrub
thickets;rare visitor to the north slope.

Varied thrush Common breeder in south slope woodlands and
forests; rare visitor to the north slope.

Yellow wagtail Common breeder in or near shrub thickets
surrounded by tundra on the interior
coastal plain and northern foothills of the
Brooks Range; rare visitor to the south
slope.

Water pipit Common breeder in wet alpine tundra in the
Brooks Range; uncomon breeder along wet
river bluffs of the interior coastal plain.

Bohemian waxwing Common summer resident and probable breeder
in south slope woodlands.

Cedar waxwing Accidental visitor to the north slope.
Northern shrike Common breeder in shrub thickets in the

Brooks Range and south slope.
Orange-crowned warbler Uncomon breeder in deciduous forests and

shrub thickets of the south slope; casual
migrant on the north slope.

Yellow warbler Uncommon breeder in tall shrub thickets of
the south slope; rare breeder in shrub
thickets on the north side of the Brooks
Range; casual migrant on the north slope.
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Species Status, Abundance, and Distribution

Yellow-rumped warbler Common breeder in forests and woodlands of
the south slope; rare breeder in tall shrub
thickets and dwarf forests in the Brooks
Range.

Blackpoll warbler Probable uncommon breeder and uncommon
summer resident in riparian shrub thickets
and woodlands of the south slope.

Northern waterthrush Probable uncommon breeder and uncommon
summer resident in riparian shrub thickets
on the south slope.

Wilson's warbler Uncommon breeder in shrub thickets an the
south slope; casual migrant to the north
slope.

American tree sparrow Abundant breeder in low willow thickets on
the south slope throughout the Brooks
Range; uncommon breeder in low willows of
the north slope.

Chipping sparrow Casual visitor in the southern part of the
refuge, in the Porcupine River area.

Savannah sparrow Common breeder in low shrub-grass meadows
of the south slope, Brooks Range, and north
slope

Clay-colored sparrow Accidental visitor.
Fox sparrow Comon breeder in tall shrub thickets of the

south slope and Brooks Range; casual
migrant on the north slope.

White-throated sparrow Accidental visitor to the north slope.
Golden-crowned sparrow Rare visitor to the Brooks Range.
White-crowned sparrow Abundant breeder in woodlands and shrub

thickets on the south slope; common breeder
in shrub thickets in the Brooks Range; rare
visitor to the north slope.

Dark-eyed junco Abundant breeder in woodlands of the south
slope; rare migrant to the north slope.

Lapland longspur Abundant breeder in alpine and arctic
tundra of the Brooks Range to the north
slope; common migrant on the south slope.

Smith's longspur Common breeder in rocky alpine tundra of
the Brooks Range; uncommon visitor to the
north slope.

Snow bunting Uncommon breeder in rocky alpine tundra and
in driftwood and debris on barrier islands
of the Beaufort Sea; abundant breeder in
Kaktovik.

Red-winged blackbird Accidental visitor to the north slope.
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Species Status, Abundance, and Distribution

Rusty blackbird Common breeder on the south slope;
uncommon breeder in the Brooks
Range; casual migrant on the north
slope.

Brown-headed cowbird Accidental visitor to the north
slope.

Rosy finch Uncommon breeder in high alpine
areas and cliffs near rivers in the
Brooks Range.

Pine grosbeak Uncommon probable breeder in south
slope coniferous forests, uncommon
resident on the south slope.

White-winged crossbill Uncommon breeder to locally
abundant breeder in coniferous
forests of thp south slope and
Brooks Range.

Common redpoll Uncommon breeder in forests and
shrub thickets of the south slope;
probable winter resident on the
south slope; rare visitor to the
north slope.

Hoary redpoll Uncommon breeder in shrub thickets
of the Brooks Range south slope and
north slope; winter resident of the
south slope.

Pine siskin Uncommon summer resident in
forested areas of the south slope
and Brooks Range; rare visitor to
the north slope.
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Appendix C. Mammals of the Arctic Refuge.

Species Status

Cinerwu_@__S@_rew (Sorex cinerous) Occurs throughout
Dusky shrew (Sorex obscurus) Occurs southern part
Arctic shrew (Sorex arcticus) Occurs throughout
Pigmy shrew NI-c-rosorex t@1@1) Occurs southern part
Snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus) Occurs primarily on south part
Red squirrel (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) Occurs southern part
Arctic marmot (Marmota broweri) Occurs in mountainous areas
Arctic ground squirrel (Citellusparryi
kenicotti) Occurs throughout
Arctic ground squirrel (Citellusparryi
osgoodi) Present south side
Beaver (Castor canadensis) Occurs south side
Varying lemming (Dicrostonyx torguatus) Occurs throughout
Bog lemming (Synaptomys borealis) Occurs southern part
Brown lemming (Lemus sibiricus) Occurs northern part
Red-backed vole (Clethrionomys rutilus) Occurs throughout
Northern vole (Microtus oeconomus) Occurs southern part
Narrow-skulled vole (Mic.rotusmiurus) Occurs throughout
Meadow jumping mouse s hudsonicus) Occurs southern part
Porcupine (Erethizon dorsatum) Occurs throughout
Ermine (Must-e'-i'-a-.e..r--m-ine-a)---@- Occurs throughout
Least weasel (Mustela nivalis) Occurs throughout
Mink (Mustela vison) Occurs southern part
Otter (Lutra ciWa_d__@nsis) Occurs southern part,

occasionally northern part
Marten (Martes americans) Occurs southern part
Lynx (Felix canadensis) Occurs southern part
Muskrat (Ondatra zibethicus) Occurs southern part
Polar bea@-(j-rs'-u's-ma'--r'i-t-imi-is) North part

o-s'-Y'Brown bear (Ursus arct Occurs throughout
Black bear (Ursus americanus) Occurs southern part
Moose (Alces aLces) Occurs throughout
Caribou (Rangifer tarandui) Occurs throughout
Mountain @_he_e'_p'"'-(dv_1's_6d_If) Confined to mountainous portion

Coyote (Canis latrans) Few throughout
Wolf (Canis 1upus) occurs throughout
Arctic fox (@@o@x lagopu.s) Occurs northern part
Red Fox vulpes) Occurs throughout
Wolverine i_U10) Occurs throughout
Walrus (Odobenus rosmarus) Rare on coast
Ringed seal (Phoca hispida) Found on the coast
Bearded seal (-Er-iinathusbarbatus) Found on the coast
Beluga whale (P_@@I@inapterus leucas) Along coast
Mar whale (Monodon monoceros) Rare along coast
Cray whale (Eschrichtius gibbosus) Uncommon along coast
Bowhead whale (Balaena mysticetus) Common along coast
Muskox (Ovibos moschatus) On north side
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APPENDIX H.

MASTER MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN

THE ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
Juneau, Alaska

AND
THE U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Anchorage, Alaska

This Master Memorandum of Understanding between the State of Alaska,
Department of Fish and Came, hereinafter referred to as the Department, and
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, hereinafter referred to as the Service,
reflects the general policy guidelines within which the two agencies agree to
operate.

WHEREAS, the Department, under the Constitution, laws and regulations of the
State of Alaska (Appendix 0, is responsible for the management, protec ion
maintenance, enhancement, rehabilitation, and extension of the fish and
wildlife resources of the State on the sustained yield principle, subject to
preferences among beneficial uses; and

WHEREAS, the Service, by authority of the Constitution, laws of Congress and
regulations of the U.S. Department of Interior (Appendix II) has a mandated
management responsibility for certain species or classes of wildlife and is
responsible for the management of Service lands in Alaska, and the
conservation of fish and wildlife resources on these lands; and

WHEREAS, the Department and the Service share a mutual concern for fish and
wildlife resources and their habitats and both are engaged in extensive fish
and wildlife conservation, management, and protection programs and desire to
develop and maintain a cooperative relationship which will be in the best
interests of both parties, the concerned fish and wildlife resources and their
habitats, and produce the greatest public benefit; and

WHEREAS, it has been recognized in the Alaska National Interest Lands
Conservation Act and subsequent implementing Federal regulations that the
resources and use of Service lands in Alaska are substantially different than
those of other states; and

WHEREAS, the Department and the Service recognize the increasing need to
coordinate resource planning and policy development;

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto do hereby agree as follows:
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THE DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND CAME AGREES:

1. To recognize the Service as the agency with the responsibility to manage
migratory birds, endangered species, and other species mandated by Federal
law, and on Service lands in Alaska to conserve fish and wildlife and
their habitats and regulate human use.

2. To manage fish and resident wildlife populations in their natural species
diversity on Service lands.

3. To consult with the Regional Director in a timely manner and comply with
applicable Federal laws and regulations before embarking on enhancement or
construction activities on Service lands.

THE FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE AGREES:

1. To recognize the Department as the agency with the primary responsibility
to manage fish and resident wildlife within the State of Alaska.

2. To recognize the right of the Department to enter onto Service lands at
any time to conduct routine management activities which do not involve
construction, disturbance to the land, or alterations of ecosystems.

3. To cooperate with the Department in planning for enhancement or
development activities on Service lands which require permits,
environmental assessments, compatibility assessments, or similar
regulatory documents by responding to the Department in a timely manner
with requirements, time tables, and any other necessary input.

4. To manage the fish and wildlife habitat on Service lands so as to insure
conservationof fish and wildlife populations and their habitats in their
natural diversity.

5. To consider carefully the impact of any proposed treaties or international
agreements relating to fish and wildlife resources on the State of Alaska
which could diminish the jurisdictional authority of the State and to
consult freely with the State when these treaties or agreements have a
primary impact on the State.

6. To review present U.S. Fisihand Wildlife Service policies and any future
proposed changes in those policies in consultation with the Department to
determine if modified or special policies are needed for Alaska.

7. To adopt refuge management plans whose provisions--including provision for
animal damage control--are in substantial agreement with the Department's
fish and wildlife management plans, unless such plans are determined
formally to be incompatible with the purposes for which the respective
refuges were established.

8. To utilize the State's regulatory process to maximum extent allowed by
Federal law in developing new or modifying existing Federal regulations or
proposing changes in existing State regulations governing or affecting the
taking of fish and wildlife on Service lands in Alaska.
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THE DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME AND THE FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE MUTUALLY
AGREE:

1. To coordinate planning for management of fish and wildlife resources on
Service ands so that conflicts arising from differing legal mandates,
objectives, and policies either do not arise or are minimized.

2. To consult with each other when developing policy and legislation which
affects the attainment of wildlife resource management goals and
objectives, or management plans.

3. To recognize that the taking of fish and wildlife by hunting, trapping, or
fishing on Service lands in Alaska is authorized in accordance with
applicable State and Federal law unles-sState regulations are found to be
incompatible with documented Refuge goals, objectives, or management plans.

4. To develop such supplemental memoranda of understanding between the
Commissioner and the Regional Director as may be required to implement the
policies contained herein.

5. That this Master Memorandum of Understanding shall become effective when
signed by the Commissioner of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game and
the Alaska Regional Director of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and
shall continue in force until terminated by either party by providing
notice in writing 120 days in advance of the intended date of termination.

6. That amendments to this Master Memorandum of Understanding may be proposed
by either party and shall become effective upon approval by both parties.

STATE OF ALASKA U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
THE INTERIOR

Department of Fish Fish and Wildlife Service
and Came

Ronald 0. Skoog Keith M. Schreiner
Commissioner Regional Director, Alaska

March 13, 1982 March 13, 1982
Date Date
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APPENDIX I. Consistency Determination for Alaska Coastal Zone Management
Policies.

Section 307(c) of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as amended
(PL 92-583), states that "each federal agency conducting or supporting
activities directionaffecting the coastal zone shall conduct or support those
activities in a marinerwhich is, to the maximum extent practicable, consistent
with approved state coastal management programs."

The Alaska Coastal Management Act of 1977, as amended, and the subsequent
Alaska Coastal Management Program (ACMP) and Final Environmental Impact
Statement of 1979 set forth general policy guidelines and standards to be used
for the review of projects. The state's coastal management districts develop
more specific policies sections of Alaska's coast. Once approved by the state
and the federal government, the district programs become an integral part of
the Alaska Coastal Management Program. In the case of Arctic Refuge the North
Slope Borough Coastal Management Program went into effect on May 6, 1988.

CONSISTKNCY WITH THE ALASKA COASTAL HANACEMENT PROCRAM (ACMP)

The Arctic Refuge Comprehensive Conservation Plan is a general land use plan
that provides broad policy guidance for managing the refuge. The following
consistency determination for the Arctic Refuge management alternatives was
based on the management directions for each alternative that relate to coastal
land and water uses and the environmental effects of each alternative.
Specific management actions may require more detailed environmental assess-
ments, and site-specific coastal zone consistency determinations will be
prepared at that time.

The Alaska Coastal Management Program identifies 12 primary categories that
are to be used in the consistency evaluation. The categories applicable to
this plan are as follows:

Coastal development
Ceophysical hazard areas
Recreation
Energy facilities
Transportation and utilities
Mining and mineral processing
Subsistence
Habitats
Air, land and water quality
Historic, prehistoric and
archaeological resources

Fish and seafood processing
Timber harvest and processing

*Applicable

The Service has determined the preferred alternative and other proposed
alternatives in the final Arctic Refuge Comprehensive Conservation Plan to be
consistent with both the North Slope Borough's Coastal Management Program and
the Alaska Coastal Management Program. The following table evaluates the
consistency of the management alternatives with the requirements of each of
the applicable categories noted above.
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--airy ',condensedEroaP Evaluation of Preferre and Ot er Consistency
ment Program S.ecti.on - standard) Alternatives

Coastal (a) In planning for and devel- Little or no development would occur In C
Development optng coastal areas, priority the refuge's coastal areas in the altern-
6 %AC 80.041 is given to: atives. The two primary uses of the coastal

1.)water-dependent uses and areas in all of the alternatives,
and activities subsistence and recreation, are both water

2) water-related uses and dependent and water-related uses.
activities

3) non-water related or water
dependent uses or activi-
itiesexists.

(b) Placement of structures and No dredged or fill material would be used C
discharge of dredged or fill In any alternative. No structures would
material shall comply with obstruct navi.-ablewaters. -alternatives
,rule33, Code of Federal conform to all other requirements of
Regulations, Parts 320-323. Title 33, Code of Federal Regulations,

Parts 320-323.

Geophysical Known geophysical hazard areas The refuge Is not within any known C
Ifa7.ardAreas and areas of high development Geophysical hazard zones.
6 AAC 80.030 potential In which there Ls

substantial.geophysical hazard
will be identified.

Recreation in designatingareas for recre- Opportunities for recreational use would C
6 AAC 80.060 ation use, priority is given Lo be provided consistent with refuge purposes.

areas which: All of the alternativesprovide for 1nerea-
1) receive significant recre- sed use of the coastal areas, including

atLonal use or are a major commercial guiding and outfitting, although
tourist destination increased management of use eventually may

2) !Havepotential for high become necessary to limit resource conflicts.
quality recreational use Under Alternative G use levels would be
bLeause of physical, bio- limited if existing wildernessvalues are
lo.-Icil,or cultural threatened.
features

3) achieve the high priority
ol Increasingpublic access

Energy Facilities The sIting and approval of major Under all of the alternatives the "1002" C
6 AAC 80.070 enprgy faciLitles must be based, coastal plain would be dest.-natedas a min-

to the extent feasibleani imal management area, pending congressional.
pru-lent,on la standards action, white the remaining coastal areas are
.Jentifiedby the state. designated wilderness. Thus, until Congress

takes action, major energy facilitieswoull
not be permitted In the refuge's coastal
areas under any of the alternatives.

Transportation (a) Transportationand utility None of the alternatives propose C
and UtILLttes routes must be compatible transportationor utility routes on beaches
6 ACC 80.080 with district programs. or shorelines.

(b)Transportationand litiLity Transportationand utility routes antifac- C
routes and facilities must be ilLties would not be permitted anywhere in
sited inlan-Ifrom beaches and the refuge's coastal areas, except according
shorelines unless the route to the provisions of Title XI of the Alaska
or facility Is water dependent Lands Act.
or no inlan.-Ialternative
exists.
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Alaska Coastal 11anage- Policv (conlensed from Evaluation of Preferrel and Other Consistency
men@ _P@(@&Lam@ Section standard) Alternatives

Mining and (a) These uses in the coastal There are no known active or valid mining C
'lineraLProcessing area must be regulated, desi.-ned claims within the refuge's coastal areas.

AAC 530.11( -in]conluctel so as to b-2comp- Section 304(c) of the Alaska Lands Act
--it'blewtth st--itestandards, closed the refuge to prospecting, develop-
a-'U-tcantilses-iridactivities, ment, extraction, and removal of locatable
st:itew1.:ieand national need,,, hardrock minerals. Thus, under all of the
an-Ilistrict.programs. alternatives mintri.aart!mineral processing

would not be permitted in the refuge's
coastal areas.

(b) San,]and gravel may be Sand and gravel extraction would not be C
extracted @rom coastal writers permitted on refuge lands In coastal areas
when there I!,no feasible and pending congressional action, under any of
prudent alternative to coastal the atternatives.a/ other -alternativesites
extraction whicl.will meet the would be sought before sand and gravel
public need for the sand and extraction would be considered on refuge
grnve I. lands in the coastal areas.

Subsistence Dpportunitics t-irsubsistence [Providingfor subsistence use is one of C
6 AAC 80.12"') US0. of coastal :ireas and resou- the primary purposes for which the refuge

rcos still.be r(rcognizedand was established and shall be nianaged. All
,Mqtira-@. lefort-a potpntlallv of the alLernatIves Would maintain subsist-
confltctin:age or activitv may ence use opportunities in the refuge's
b,3!-nir.horLze,lh: subsistence coastal.areas. Section 810(a) evaluations
z.)nv.,;.-,sttl,.iy..rthe possible are tncLuded In this plan. Additional
.l,lVt1r.1;e1.Ipactsupon subsist.ence letalled SecL[on 810(a) evaluations would
urn must: bp prepared and safo- be prepared as appropriate for specific

nrovi-lodto assume managemi@nt actions.
subsistonce List,

IlabiLats TIL.,lwiblt-itsblontLfierlin thts ConservatLon of fish and wililife habitats C
6 AAC 80.140 ;ortfon must be ;nanaged so as to Ls one of the primary purposes For which the

xii-it-H-ior onhince.the bio- refuge was established and shall be managed.
logical.p1iYsI(-:!l,--indchemical The management directions in all of the alt-
c1lar,totoristiv.sof the habitat ernattves would maLntain the Integrity and
which contr'but--to Its capacity biologicalhealth of coastal habitats.

suPport JIvi;i:,,reSOUrees. The ServIce wouLd monitor the coastal.
habitats, consult with the state, and manage
public Use levels to avoid potential impacts
to coastal habiLtats

Ur, Uind and Regulations and procedures of the All standardswill be met b the alternat-y
Water Quality Alaska Departme:itof Environmental ives. The Service will cooperate wLth the
6 kkC 80.140 Conservation pertaining to the state In enforcing air and water quality

protection of aLr, land, and standards. 14oDevelopments or uses would
water quality a-e components of be permitted tinderany of the alternatives,
tileMaska Coas,:al 4anagement pending congressional action, that would
Program. significantlyaffect air, land, and water

quality in the refuge's coastal areas.

Tlistor,c,PrehLstoric kreas of the coast which are I.mp- !n all alternativesall identified C
Archeol3gical. ortant to the sandy, understand- significanthistoric and cultural

Resources Ing or illustrationof national, resources would be protected as
5 kAC 90.150 state. or Local history or pre- required under Federal law.

history will be idenLL[led.

-I./')ntjieKaktovLk lnr.1111--it.Corporatlon-krctLc Slope Regional Corporation lands sand anJ gravel extraction related
to oil and ?as activitieswould be permitter, subject to the stipulationsincluded In the Chandler Lake land
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APPENDIX J. International Treaties.

A number of international treaties affect how the Fish and Wildlife Service
manages Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. The following table identifies the
major treaties and the primary purposes of these treaties.

TREATY PURPOSE

Convention between the Govern- To provide for the protection of species of
ment of the United States of birds which are common to both countries,
America and the Government of or which migrate between them by (1) en-
Japan for the Protection of hancement of habitat, (2) exchange of res-
Migratory Birds and Birds in earch data, and (3) regulation of hunting.
Danger of Extinction, and
Their Environment

Convention between the United Adopted a uniform system of protection for
States and Great Britain (for certain species of birds which migrate
Canada) for the Protection of between the United States and Canada, to
Migratory Birds assure the preservation of species either

harmless or beneficial to man. The Migra-
tory Bird Treaty Act, which implemented the
statute, set dates for closed seasons on
migratory birds, prohibits hunting of
insectivorours birds, but allows control of
birds under permit when injurious to agri-
culture. Canada and the U.S. signed an
agreement to amend the treaty to allow sub-
sistence hunting of waterfowl outside of
the normal hunting season.

Convention between the United Provides for the protection of species of
States of America and the birds that migrate between the United
Union of Soviet Socialist States and the Soviet Union or that occur
Republics Concerning the Con- in either country and "have common flyways,
servation of Migratory Birds breeding, wintering or moulting areas."
and Their Environment Encourages actions to identify and protect

important habitat and to cooperate in
measures to protect migratory birds identi-
fied as being in danger of extinction.

Treaty between the United To prevent disputes regarding the use of
States and Great Britain boundary waters and settle all questions
Relating to Boundary Waters pending or that may arise in the future
between the United States between the United States and Canada
and Canada involving the rights, obligations and

interests of both nations along their
common frontier.

Treaty of Washington between Guarantees the navigational use of the
the United States and Great Yukon and Porcupine rivers by Canada. In-
Britain (dated May 8, 1871) cludes protection of the free passage of

fish which spawn in Canada.
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TREATY PURPOSE

Convention between the United Adopted a system for protecting certain migra-
States and the United Mexican tory birds in the United States and Mexico.
States for the Protection of Allows, under regulation, the rational use of
Migratory Birds and Came certain migratory birds. Provides for enact-
Mammals ment of laws and regulations to protect birds

by establishment of closed seasons and refuge
zones. Prohibits killing of insectivorous
birds, except under permit when harmful to
agriculture. Provides for enactment of
regulations an transportation of game mammals
across the United States-Mexican border.

The Pacific Salmon Treaty Establishes six fishery management regions, as
between the United States well as a Pacific Salmon Commission charged
and Canada with managing the Pacific salmon fishery on

the west coast of the U.S. Major provisions
of the treaty include joint management of the
Pacific salmon stocks and a reduction in catch
of certain stocks off southeastern Alaska and
British Columbia. It also provides for
U.S.-Canadian negotiations on Yukon River
stocks of Pacific salmon with management based
on escapement needs.

Convention on Nature Protec- To "protect and preserve in their natural habi-
tion and Wildlife Preservation tat representatives of all species and genera
in the Western Hem':sphere of their native flora and fauna, including
(United States and 17 other migratory birds" and to protect regions and
American Republics) natural objects of scientific value. The

nations agreed to take certain actions to
achieve these objectives, including the
adoption of "appropriate measures for the
protection of migratory birds of economic or
esthetic value or to prevent the threatened
extinction of any given species."

Agreement on Cooperation in To cooperate in the field of environmental
the Field of Environmental protection through exchange of scientific
Protection (United States and personnel, organization of bilateral confer-
the Union of Soviet Socialist ences, exchange of scientific and technical
Republics) information, and development and implementation

of projects. Emphasizes activities related to
air and water pollution, enhancement of urban
environments, preservation of nature, estab-
lishment of preserves, and arctic and
subarctic ecological systems.
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TREATY PURPOSE

Agreement on the Conservation This agreement between the governments of
of Polar Bears Canada, Denmark, Norway, USSR, and the U.S.

recognizes the responsibilities of the
circumpolar countries for coordination of
actions to protect polar bears. The agreement
commits the signatories to manage polar bear
populations in accordance with sound
conservation practices; prohibits hunting,
killing, and capturing bears except for limited
purposes and by limited methods; and commits
all parties to protect the ecosystems of polar
bears, especially denning and feeding areas and
migration corridors.
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APPENDIX K. Possible RS 2477 Rights-of-Way in Arctic Refuge.
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APPENDIX L.

UNITED STATES

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE, ALASKA,

COASTAL PLAIN RESOURCE ASSESSMENT

APRIL.- 1987

Recommendation of the Secretaryof the Interior

to

The Congress of the United States

rc

in accordance with Section 1002 of the

Alaska National InterestLands Conservation Act
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SECRETARY'S RECOMMENDATION

INTRODUCTION outstandingpetroleumexplorationtargetinthe onshore
UnitedStates.Data fromnearbywellsinthe PrudhoeBay

The ArcticNationalWildlifeRefuge in Northeastern areaand in the Canadian BeaufortSea and Mackenzie
Alaskaisa 19-million-acreunitof the NationalWildlife Delta,combined with promisingseismicdata gatheredon
Refuge System. Section1002(h)of the AlaskaNational the1002 area,indicateextensionsof producingtrendsand
InterestLands ConservationAct (ANILCA)of1980 directed othergeologicconditionsexceptionallyfavorablefor
theSecretaryof the Interiorto: discoveryof one ormore supergiantfields(largerthan500

millionbarrels).
o conduct biologicaland geologicalstudiesof the 1.5-

million-acrecoastalplainportionof theArcticRefuge The area couldcontainpotentiallyrecoverableoil
(the'1002area"); resourcesof more than9.2billionbarrels,an amount nearly

equalto the Prudhoe Bay oilfield,whichcurrentlyprovides
o reporttheresultsof thosestudiesto theCongress;and almost one-fifthof U.S. domesticproduction.Ifthis

estimateproves to be correct.developmentof the 1002
a recommend to the Congress whetl-erthe 1002 area arearesourceswould add significantlyto domesticreserves.

shouldbe made availableforoiland gas explorationand
development. Productionfromthe 1002 areacouldbeginat a time

when a declineinproductionisexpectedatPrudhoeBay.
DuringCongressionaldeliberationsin 1977-80about Alaska North Slope crude oilproduction,mostlyfrom

management of landsinAlaska,the Congress expressed Prudhoe Bay,currentlyaverages1.8millionbarrelsperday.
particularinterestin the possibilityof significantoiland gas But,Prudhoe Bay productionisexpectedto peak thisyear
depositsinthe 1002 areaand inthe effectofdevelopment and declineto 680,000barrelsper day intheyear 2000,
of such resourceson the area'sfish,wildlife.and and to250,000barrelsper day in2010. Productionofthe
wildernessresources.The Congress setfortha deliberate 1002 area'spotentialresourcescouldsubstantiallyoffset
processfortheDepartmentoftheIntericrto study,analyze thissignificantand certaindecline.
and reporton allof theseresourcesand to providea
recommendationan futuremanagement of the1002 area. The proximityofthe 1002 area to PrudhoeBay and

the Trans-AlaskaPipelineSystem also is an important
factor. Prudhoe Bay providesa fullydevelopedstaging
area to supportexplorationand developmentactivitiesin

DISCUSSION the1002 area. Technologiesemployed atPrudhoe Bay are
readilyapplicableforthe 1002 area. The Trans-Alaska

1002 Area Oil and Gas Resources PipelineSystem providesa readymeans forbringing1002
areaoilto U.S.markets.In addition,transportationof 1002

The 1002area isthe Nation'sbestsingleopportunity areaoillikelywould prolongthe usefullifeofthepipeline
to increasesignificantlydomesticoilproductionoverthe systemand permitcontinuedproductionfrom NorthSlope
next40 years. Itis ratedby geologistsas the most fieldswhich otherwisewould be uneconomical.

ARCTIC REFUGE RESOURCE ASSESSMENT 1
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Based on the mean conditionalrecoverable oil Oilproductionfrom the 1002 area would reduce not

estimateof 3.2 billionbarrels.1002 area productionby the only the need for imported oilbut also the amount of

year 2005 could provide 4 percentof totalU.S. demand; foreignexchange requiredto pay for petroleumimports.

provide8 percent of U.S. production(about660.000 barrels thereby bringingabout a more favorablebalance of trade.

per day); and reduce importsby nearly9 percent(table In 1984. the gross cost of importingcrude oiland refined

below). This production could provide net national petroleum products was more than $59 billion,an amount

economic benefitsof $79.4 billion,including Federal approximatelyequal to 50 percentof the U.S. trade deficit.

revenues of $38.0 billion. The cost of importsin 1986 was $28 billionas a resultof

lower oilprices. However, the Department of Energy has

Discovery of 9.2 billionbarrelsof oilcould yield predictedthat by 1995. oilimportsmay cost the equivalent

production of more than 1.5 millionbarrels per day. of $80 billion.

Estimates of net nationaleconomic benefitsbased on 9.2

billionbarrels of oilproduction,and other economic Production from the 1002 area also would reduce

assumptions,are as high as $325 billion. U.S. vulnerabilityto disruptionsin the world oilmarket and

contributeto our nationalsecurity,particularlyin lightof the

followingtrends highlightedin the March 1987 Department

of Energy reportto the Presidenton Energy Security:

o U.S. oilreservesand production capacityare declining
The 1002 area's potential contribution to U.S. and are expected to decline furtherover the next

oildemand, production, and imports. decade. The domestic production rate fellabout

800.000barrelsper day (9-10percentdrop)in1985and
[Inthousands of barrelsper day. U.S.demand, production, is expected to declinean additional400.000 barrelsper
and import data from U.S.Department of Energy, 1985, day (drop of 4-5 percentmore) in 1987. Clearly,should
table3-10.] pricescontinueto fall.productionwilldrop further.

o U.S. oil consumption. which has exceeded U.S.

productionsince the 1960's,is expected to increase.
Year...............................................2000 2005 2010

o U.S. oilimports increasedalmost 1 millionbarrelsper
day, to an average of 5.3 millionbarrelsper day for

U.S. OIL DEMAND1 .................16,400 16,000 15.900 1986. Between 1990 and 1995, importsare projectedto

increase to 50 percent of consumption, reaching 8
1002 AREA OIL PRODUCTION millionto 10 millionbarrelsper day.
Fullleasing.............................147 659 404

Percent of U.S. total o Persian Gulf countriesare expected to supply 30-45
demand ..............................9 4.0 2.5 percent of the world'soilby 1995,at which time all

OPEC countriescombined are projectedto provide45-

U.S. OIL PRODUCTION2 ........ 9,000 8,400 7,600
60 percentof world oilsupplies.

o Reduced U.S. oilexplorationand productionwillincrease
1002 AREA OIL PRODUCTION U.S. relianceon oilfrom the unstable Persian Gulf
Fullleasing.............................147 659 404 region.
Percent of U.S. total

production.......................1.6 7.9 5.3 America's growing relianceon importedoilforthe

rest of the century could have potentiallyserious

U.S.OIL IMPORTS (not)......... 7,400 7,600 8,300
implicationsforour nationalsecurity.

1002 AREA OIL PRODUCTION
Fullleasing.............................14"? 659 404

Percent of U.S. total The economic and politicalconsequences of such

imports.............................12.0 8.7 4.9 trends are adverse to U.S. interests.Because the 1002

area is the best domestic opportunityto help reverseor

reduce the declinein U.S. oilreservesand production,the

Excludes refinerygains. publicinterestdemands thatthe area be made availablefor

2includesnaturalgas liquids.enhanced oilrecovery,and oiland gas explorationand development.conducted in an

shale oil. Figuresfor 1002 area productionnot included in orderlyand sensitivemanner to avoid unnecessary adverse

DOE data. effectson the environment.

2 ARCTIC REFUGE RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
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Environmental Consequences of Development Substantialempiricalevidencehas been gathered
overtheyearsregardingtheinteractionof theCentralArctic

The 1002areaprovidesa varietyofoutstandingarctic herdwiththe Prudhoe Bay complex. Althoughthatherd
habitatswhich supportfishand wildlifespeciesofnational has had a considerableportionof itsrange,including
and internationalsignificance,includingmuskoxen calvingareas,occupiedby oil-productionfacilities,the herd
(reintroduced),snow geese,and the Porcupinecaribou has prosperedand,infact,tripledin sizesinceoilactivities
herd--thesixthlargestcaribouherdinNorthAmerica. began inthe areain1968.

More than 50 separatebiologicalstudiesconducted The factthatbillionsof barrelsof oilhave been
inthe 1002 area since1980 have been documentedina produced and transportedfrom Prudhoe Bay whilethe
seriesof biologicalbaselinestudies.These datahave been area'sfishand wildliferesourcescontinueto thriveindicates
synthesizedinthe finalreportand legislativeenvironmental thateffectiveenvironmentaltechniquesand technologiesare
impactstatement(finalreport/LEIS)and used toprovidethe availableforuse inthe1002 area,a shortdistanceto the
best assessment of the potentialenvironmental east.
consequences ofalldevelopmentinthe 1002area.

Biologicalstudieshave found thatthe Porcupine
Potentialimpactswere assessed at threestagesof caribouherdcalvesin differentareaseach year--throughout

oilactivity:exploration,development drilling,and the 1002 area,elsewherein the ArcticRefuge,and in
production.The impactanalysespredictedthatexploration Canada-on an areatotalingapproximately8.9millionacres.
and developmentdrillingactivitieswould generateonlyminor Moreover,the Porcupinecaribouherd ispresentinthe
or negligibleeffectson allwildliferesourceson the 1002 1002 areaforcalving,postcalving,and insect-reliefactivities
area. Therefore.the focus of potentialimpactsis on only6 to 8 weeks annually,primarilyfrommid-May to mid-
productionand assumes the discoveryof 3.2billionbarrels July.

of producibleoil(mean conditionalrecoverableestimate).
The impactanalysesconcludedthatin factmore than 9.2 The Porcupinecaribouherd has shown some
billionbarrelscould be produced with no significant preferenceforcalvingon the ArcticRefugecoastalplain,
additionalenvironmentalimpactsthan would resultfrom includingthe upperJago Riverarea(84,000acresor 5.4
productionof3.2billionbarrels. percentof the 1002 area)where portionsofthe herd have

calvedinapproximatelyhalfofthelast15 years.Thus,a
Productionof billionsofbarrelsofoilisexpectedto potential"major"consequencewould be the displacement

directlyaffectonly12,650acresor 0.8percentof the 1002 ofthoseportionsofthe herd seekingtocalveinthe upper
area. The consequences of thislevelof productionon Jago Riverarea. Thiswould be thecase onlyifthearea
importantspeciessuch as brown bears,snow geese, were the siteofa majorproducingoilfield.Itisunlikely,
wolves,and moose, as wellas the CentralArcticcaribou though possible,thatsuch displacementwould resultin
herd,areexpectedto be negligible,minor,or moderate. any appreciabledeclineinherd size.

The onlypotential"major'effectsareattendanttooil Itisimportantto notethatthisissueof displacement
Productionand arelimitedto the Porcupinecaribouherd is a primarymatterof concern regardingthe Porcupine
and the reintroducedmuskox herd. "Major biological caribou herd. Although itis not known whether
effects,"forpurposes of the analysis,were definedas: development,includingroadsand oilpipelines,couldaffect
..widespread,long-termchange in habitatavailabilityor the migratoryhabitsofthe herd,italreadyencountersthe
qualitywhich would likelymodifynaturalabundance or Dempster Highway in Canada duringitsannualmigrations
distributionof species.Modificationwillpersistat leastas and crossesthe road with no measured adverseeffects.
long as modifyinginfluencesexist."Therefore,"major"is Similarly,othercaribouherds in Alaskaand Canada (i.e.,
not synonymous withadverse. Eitherof two conditions. Nelchina,Fortymile,and CentralArctic)routinelycross
change in speciesdistributionor populationdynamics, highway and road systems. Both the CentralArcticand
would resultina ratingof "major." Nelchina herds also routinelycross the Trans-Alaska

Pipelinewithno adverseeffects.Thispatternof successful
PORCUPINE AND CENTRAL ARCTIC CARIBOU HERDS interactionwithroads and pipelinesduringmigrationis

expectedforthePorcupinecaribouherd.
Although comparing the effectsof Prudhoe Bay

developmenton the CentralArcticcaribouherdwiththe In addition,the Porcupinecaribouherd shouldnot
potentialeffectsof similaractivitiesinthe 1002 areaan the be affectedadverselyduringthe short-termperiod(6to10
Porcupinecaribouherd must be done with caution. days)thatthey use 1002 area habitatsforinsectrelief
experiencesat Prudhoe Bay providea strongmeasure of followingcalving.The abilityofthe herdtomove toInsect-
assurance thatcariboucan coexistsuccessfullywithoil reliefareasalongthe coastisunlikelyto be significantly
development. affectedby pipeline/roadcorridorscrossingthe 1002 area.

ARCTIC REFUGE RESOURCE ASSESSMENT 3
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Furthermore.the long period of time requiredto bring o Compliance by each operatorAessee,or the Department

commercial fieldsinto production would provide ample of the Interior,as appropriatewith such laws as NEPA.

opportunityto develop any additionalmitigationmeasures the Clean AirAct.Clean Water Act,Endangered Species

as may be needed to address unexpected impacts. Act. NationalHistoricPreservationAct, and ANILCA.

The lease also would be governed by Departmental
Biologicalpredictionsnecessarilyare cautious. In the regulations.

1972 environmentalevaluationforthe Trans-AlaskaPipeline

System, the followingpossibleeffectson the CentralArctic o Compliance with NEPA for each operator/lessee
herd were predicted: 'The combined barriereffectsof the development and production plan.

highway and pipelinemight very wellreduce the number of

animals using the winterrange east of the highway." As

events have demonstrated, however, these concerns

subsequently were resolvedcompletelywith environmentally

sensitivetechniques and technologies. Biological SECRETARY'S RECOMMENDATION

predictionsin the finalreporti'LE13for the 1002 area

naturallyare cautiousas well. I recommend that the Congress directthe Secretary

of the Interior(Secretary)to conduct an orderlyoiland gas

MUSKOXEN leasingprogram for the entire1.5-million-acre1002 area at

such pace and in such circumstancesas he determineswill

Muskoxen disappeared from the 1002 area at the avoid unnecessary adverse effectson the environment.

turnof the century. Those thatnow occupy the areaare
o The Secretary should be given authorityto establishthe resultof a successfulreintroductionprogram. The

requirementsforoiland gas operationsthatallow thempotentialeffectsof oiland gas activitieson the area's
to proceed in an economicallyreasonablemanner but

muskoxen also are unknown. althoighbiologistspredict
avoid unnecessary adverse effectson the 1002 area'sthat "major"effectscould be: (1) SUbstantialdisplacement
wild;ife.habitat.and environment.from currentlyused habitatand (2)a slowingof the herd's

growth rate,as distinguishedfrom a diminutionin herd size.
o Competitiveleasingauthorityshould be granted to the

Secretaryto delegateas he believesproper,and should
be similarto that used to leasethe NationalPetroleum

Reserve in Alaska. The Secretaryshould also have

authorityto decide such issues as unitization,drainage.
diligence.and leaseterms and management.

Environmental Safeguards o The Secretaryshould be granted authorityto suspend
and the Leasing Process or terminateany leases in the 1002 area at any time,in

the same manner prescribed by the Outer Continental

The potentialeffectspredic..,dabove have been Shelf Lands Act as arnended. Ificases are terminated

considered fullythroughout the finalreport/LEISand in the forreasons beyond the controlof the operators/lessees.

development of my recommendations. I also have operators/lesseesshould be compensated in a manner

recognized that site-specilicmeaSL.res can be taken to similarto thatprescribedby the Outer ContinentalShelf
avoid unnecessary adverse effectsor.the environmentfrom Lands Act as amended.

oilproductionin the 1002 area.

o The Secretary should have the authorityto require

The step-by-stepenvironmentalplanning.review.and lessees to restore the leased tractto protect

evaluationprocedures includedin a leasingprogram provide environmentalvalues to the extentreasonablypossible

the best opportunityforthe Department of the Interiorlo and desirable.

make decisionsbased on the most accurate and advanced

informationavailableat each step of t-ieprocess. o The Secretary should be granted authority.which

supersedes ANILCA TitleXi.to grant rights-of-wayand

The followingsteps might bf!included in such a easements across 1002 area lands for oil-and gas-

leasingprogram. although 'lieexact process would depend relatedactivitiesand facilities.This authoritymust allow

upon the leasingprogram estab:ishedby the Congress: the Secretary to requiresitingand modificationsof
proposed facilitiesto avoid unnecessary duplicationof

o CompJance with the NationalEn;ironmentalPolicyAct roads and pipelines.

(NEPA) for eacn lease sale. Lease stipulationsand
mitigationmeasures are identifiedat thisstage and are o Ali geolog:cai and geophysical data acquired with

in effectfor the entire term of the Specifiedlease. respect to the 1002 area should be shared. upon

request. with the Secretary who should ensure its
o Compliance with NEPA foreach explorationplan. confidentia:ity.

4 ARCTIC REFUGE RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
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In lightof the extensiveenvironmentalanalysisdone I have considered the 1002 area'sunique opportunity

to prepare the finalreport/LEIS,I recommend thatitbe to providepotentially,enormousquantitiesof domestic oil,in

adopted statutorilyas the programmatic EIS for a leasing lightof America'sincreasingdependence on imports. oil

program for the 1002 area. productionfrom the 1002 area could begin at a time when

America's largestproducing field,Prudhoe Bay, willbe

diminishing.Ialso have consideredthe potential$79 billion

Because Section 1002(i)of ANILCA withdrew the to $325 billioncontributionto the Nation'seconomy from

1002 area from operationof the mineralleasinglaws.and development of the 1002 area'sestimatedoilresources,as

Section 1003 prohibited'leasingor other development well as the favorableeffectson our balance of tradeand

leadingto the productionof oiland gas" in the area 'until nationalsecurity.

authorizedby an Act of Congress." specificlegislationmust

be enacted to implement my recommendations. In addition,I evaluated the potentialeffectsof

developing these potentialhydrocarbon resources on the

In recommending that Congress enact legislationto wilderness,wildlife,and subsistencevalues of the coastal

open the 1002 area for oiland gas leasing,I also plain.Many commenters indicatedthe need and desireto

recommend that Congress enact legislationto open the conserve the significantenvironmentalvalues of the 1002

KaktovikInupiatCorporation (KIC)!ArcticSlope Regional area. Public comment also overwhelmingly supported
Corporation(ASRC) lands withinthe ArcticRefuge to similar opening the area for oiland gas development. My

activities. recommendation reflectsmy firm belief,based on

demonstrated success at Prudhoe Bay and elsewhere,that

The ASRC's rightto develop and produce any oil oiland gas activitiescan be conducted inthe 1002 area in

and gas which may underliethe KIC/ASRC lands withinthe a manner consistentwith the need and desireto conserve
ArcticRefuge is.by virtueof the 1983 Chandler Lake the area'ssignificantenvironmentalvalues.
Exchange Agreement. expressly contingent upon
Congressional authorizationof oiland gas leasingor Our abilityto conduct oilexploration,development,
development and productionwithinthe 1002 area,or an the and production in a carefuland environmentallysound
K:C,'ASRC lands specifically.1 manner is a factorleadingme to designateAlternativeA as

the environmentallypreferredalternative.This conclusionis
Selection Of Preferred Alternative based on the environmentalimpacts of substitutesources

(AlternativeA) of energy. The Department of the Interior'sanalysisof

these impacts, described in Chapter VI of the final
I have selected AlternativeA Full Leasing,as my reportILEIS,concludes that each of the availablesubstitute

preferredalternativeformanagement of the 1002 area.after possibilitiesinvolvesa largemeasure of environmentalharm.

evaluatingcarefullythe fivealternativesin Chapter V of the Also.in the eventof a futureenergy crisis,therewould be

finalreport/LEIS.pursuant to the requirementsof the strongpressure to develop rapidly,promisingareas likethe

NationalEnvironmentalPolicyAct. I believethatAlternative 1002 area,without regard for environmentalfactors.
A best meets the Nation'sgoals and responsibilities.

Before selectingthisalternative,I considered the

informationpresented in the finalreport/LEIS,the draft Alternative E-Wilderness Designation

recommendation of the AssistantSecretaryfor Fish and

Wildlifeand Parks, comments and informationreceived Several commenters supported AlternativeE, which

during the public-comnientperiod.and consultationswith calls for designationof the 1002 area as wilderness2

the Goveinment of Canada. pursuantto the 1964 Wilderness Act and ANILCA. I am

persuaded that such designationis not necessary to

protectthe 1002 area environmentand is not inthe best

interestof the Nation.

1KIC selected arid receivedConveyance of surface

estatein these lands pursuant to the Alaska NativeClaims

SettlementAct (ANGSA) and ANILCA. In passing ANILCA,
2The WildernessAct providesthat"thereshallbe noCongresG gave ASRC the option of acquiringsubsurface

estatein these lands if,in the future.itopened the 1002 commercial enterpriseand no permanent road withinany

area to cornmerc:aloiland gas development. By entering wildernessarea and, except as necessary to meet minimum

intothe Chandler Lake Agreement pursuant to ANILCA and requirementsforthe administrationof the area * * * there

ANCSA. the Department of the Intcriorin effectallowed shallbe no temporary roads, no use of motor vehicles.

ASRC to accelerateexercisingthin.option in returnfor motorized equipment. or motorboats. no landingof aircraft.

conveying to the Federal governnier@tvaluableASRC park no otherform of mechanical transport,and no structureor

inholdings the Department woulu not have obtained installation within any such area" 16 U.S.C. 1 13(c).

otherwise. ASRC also agreed that development and Congress has recognized some special uses allowable in

production of o.1and gas on the Arctic Refuge lands would Alaskan wilderness areas which are described in Chapter V

be contingent uporl a subsequent ac, of the Congress. of the finalreport.,LEIS.

ARCTIC REFUGE RESOURCE ASSESSMENT 5
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A criterionused in determiningwhether certainlands The Department of the Interioris committed to

should be designated wildernessis uniqueness. In Alaska, working with the villageof Kaktovik,the North Slope

there are approximately55 millionacres of Federalland set Borough. and the Stateof Alaska to minimizethe effectsof

aside by statuteas wildernessand another 80 millionacres oilactivitieson the subsistence activitiesof Kaktovik
managed as nationalparks.preserves.wildliferefuges.wild residents.

and scenicrivers.and conservationor recreationareas. in

addition,there are millionsof acres in Alaska which Subsistence effectson villagesoutsidethe 1002 area,

constitutenonstatutorywilderness. Moreover, the 1.5- includingthose in Canada, are expectedto be minimal.

million-acre1002 area (about 8 percent of the Arctic Because itis most probable thatoilactivitieswillnot create
Refuge) isbordered to the south and east by more than 8 adverse populationchanges in the Porcupine caribouherd,

millionacres of designated wilderness. (For reference,8 other villageswhich annually use these caribou resources

millionacres isequalto the combined sizeof the Statesof should not be affected.Migratorypatternsof the herd also

Connecticutand Massachusetts: 55 millionacres is equal arelikelyto be unaffectedby oilactivities.Accordingly,the

to the combined acreage of the six New England States, herd is expected to adhere to itstraditionalpatternswhich

Delaware,Maryland.and New Jersey.) To the east of the make itavailableannuallyto these villages.

1002 area is Canada's 3-million-acreNorthern Yukon

NationalPark. I recognizethe importanceof ensuring the continued

customary and traditionaluse of thisinternationallyshared

Given the existenceof extensivelands set aside for resource. I am committed to effortsthatwillconserve the

wildernessand other preservationpurposes in thisarea and Porcupine caribou herd for futuregenerationsof people

inAlaska,the 1002 area'svalueas statutorywildernessis who relyon thisresource fornutritional.cultural.and other

not unique. essentialneeds. The Porcupine caribouagreement we are

pursuingwith Canada willenhance internationalcooperation
On the otherhand. the enomious oilpotentialofthe and coordinationon management of the Porcupine caribou

1002 area,believedto be-America'slastonshore area with herd so that both countriescan effectivelysecure the

such potential,providesa unique opportunityto contribute availabilityof thisresource.

to the Nation'senergy. economic. and nationalsecurity.

Because environmentallysensitivemanagement techniques Some proponents of AlternativeE have suggested

and technologies are availableand can be employed to thatthe 1-in-5probabilityof findingeconomicallyrecoverable

protectthe importantfishand wildlifevalues ofthe coastal oilresources in the 1002 area does not outweigh the

plain,we need not forgo the opportunityto develop the potentialenvironmentalrisks.

1002 area'spotentialenergy resources.
First,the chances of findingoilinthe 1002 area are

The fishand wildlifespecies that might be affected rated by geologiststo be excellentcompared to other

by oiland gas activitiesin the 1002 area are veryimportant frontierregions. Second, biologicalassessments have

but are neitherthreatenednor endangered. In fact,they concluded that exploratorydrillingfollowingleasingwould
are relativelyabundant inAlaska and North America. As have minor or negligibleenvironmentaleffects.Finally,ifno

noted earlier.the Porcupine caribouherd isthe sixthlargest oilis discovered,effectson the 1002 area environment

caribou herd in North America. The muskox reintroduction would be negligibleand the area would not likelybe an

efforthas been so successfulthatsome huntingis now explorationtarget in the event of futureoil-supply

permitted. Once again, the potentialeffectsof oil disruptions.

productionon other wildlifevaluesare expected to be

moderate to negligible.Constant monitoringof oilactivities Alternative D-No Action
islikelyto ensure thatthiscontinuesto be the case. Most

effectsof any development would disappear withtime,once For many of the reasons describedabove. Alternative
activitiescease and reclamationrequirementsare fulfilled. D, No Action.isalso not the preferablechoice.

With regard to subsistence.potentialeffectsof 1002 Authorityto lease the 1002 area is needed now in

area oilproductionfallintotwo categodes: effectson the order to determine whether economically recoverable

villageof Kaktovikand effectson villagesfarremoved from reserves exist and to produce those resources for
the 1002 area. Inthe case of Kaktovik,itispossiblethata America'sfuture.Even ifexplorationresultedin commercial
,.major'restrictionof subsistence activitiescould occur. findstoday,itcould be as long as 10 to 15 years before

These consequences would not likelyresultfrom reduced those resourceswould be brought intoproduction. Ifwe

wildliferesources but rathercould resultfrom the physical delay,our inactionwould serve to blindfoldAmerica to its

changes proximateto Kaktovikwhich could interferewith abilityto increasedomestic production.Italso would send

traditionalactivities.Moreover. distributionpatternsof a dangerous signalto the world oilmarket thatAmerica is

wildliferesources likelyto be affectedby oilproduction not willingto help itselfavoid increaseddependence on the

would necessitatesome alterationsintraditionalsubsistence Middle East'ssubstantialconcentrationof world oilsupply.
patterns.

6 ARCTIC REFUGE RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
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AlternativeC-Further Exploration Giventhe proven recordthatpotentialenvironmental
effectsofoilproductioncan be avoidedsubstantially,and

AlternativeC. which would provideforfurther givenAmerica'sneed for additionaldomestic energy
explorationbeforethe Congress enactsleasingauthority, resources,itisessentialthatthe Congress enactlegislation
was rejectedforseveralreasons. to authorizethe Secretaryof the Interiorto conductan

orderlyoiland gas leasingprogramforthe entire1002area.
Without authorizationfora leasingprogram,the

privatesectorcannot be expectedto investfinancial
resourcesin exploringthe 1002 area. Incentivefor
additionalexplorationcan be providedonlyby expected
returnsifcommerciallyproducibleoilis discovered.This
incentiveexistsonlywhen leasescan be acquiredand
subsequentlydeveloped.

CONSULTATIONS WITH CANADA

Lackingproper economic incentives,AlternativeC
In conductingbiologicalstudiesforthe 1002 areacouldnecessitatea Federalexplorationprogramforthe

relatedto the Porcupinecaribouherd,the U.S.Fishand1002 area. Such an approachhas seriousdisadvantages.
WildlifeServiceworked closelywith biologistsfromtheA federallyfunded explorationprogram would require
Stateof Alaska and the CanadianWildlifeService.Thesubstantialoutlaysat a timeof severeFederalbudget
Canadian WildlifeServiceand itsYukon WildlifeBranchconstraint.Moreover,historyshows thatitisunlikelythat
conducted independentstudiesof the Porcupinecaribouthe Federalgovernmentcould conduct an effectiveand
herd during1978-81relativeto potentialoiland gastimelyexplorationprogram. Governmentagenciesare not developmentin Canada'sYukon and NorthwestTerritories.

gearedto make large.high-riskinvestmentdecisions.The
Priorto assessingpotentialenvironmentalconsequences ofFederalgovernmenthas been harshlycriticizedforitslack oiland gas developmentin the 1002 area,the Fishand

of success inmanaging a federalexplorationprogram for WildlifeServiceconducted a CaribouImpact Analysisthe NationalPetroleumReserveinAlaska.
Workshop inwhich Canadianbiologistsparticipatedatour
invitation.

In additionto these technicalconsultations,
representativesof the Fish and WildlifeServiceand
Canadian WildlifeServiceforthe past severalyears have
been negotiatinga separatePorcupinecaribouherd
agreement. The finaldraftagreement,now beingreviewed
by the Departmentofthe Interior.callsforboth countriesto

AlternativeB-Limited Leasing takeappropriatestepsto ensureinternationalcooperation
and coordinationofactionsthatmightaffectthe Porcupine

AlternativeB would limitthe amount of the1002 area caribouherd in orderto conservethe speciesand Ks
availableforexplorationand developmentby excludingthe habitat.The agreementwould establishan advisoryboard
upper Jago Riverarea. Thisalternativewould lowerthe oil to make recommendationsand provideadviceto each
resourceestimateforthe 1002 area by 25 percentand governmentto assistinthismanagement effort.Such an
reducethe mean expectednet nationaleconomic benefits agreement willenhance the consultativemechanisms
by about 30 percent. between Canada and the UnitedStateson futureactivities

thatmay be conductedon eithersideof theborder.
The primarydifferencein environmentalconcerns

betweenAlternativesA and B istheunlikelybut potential When the draft1002(h)reportwas made availableto
riskto the Porcupinecaribouherd from oilproduction the Congress and publicforreviewinNovember 1966,the
activitiesinthe upper Jago Riverarea. Departmentofthe Interior'sAssistantSecretaryforFishand

Wildlifeand ParksalsoInvitedthe Government of Canada
Such activitiesare likelyto displaceportionsof the to comment on the draft.To date,threeconsultation

Porcupinecaribouherdfromthatarea,but itisprobable sessionshave been held,two in Ottawaand one in
that such displacementwould take placewithout Washington.D.C. These sessionsprovidedboth countries
consequentialadverse populationeffects.The mere the opportunityto discussthe biologicaland geological
presenceof such a riskmakes no compellingcase for data upon which thisfinalreport/LEISis based and to
forgoingthepotentialforbillionsof barrelsofoiland the address the assessment of impactson the Porcupine
attendantnationaleconomic and energysecuritybenefits. caribouherd and otherwildliferesourcesby possible
In addition.as noted earlier,the longperiodof time development activities.Consultationswillcontinueupon
requiredto bringoilintoproductionprovidesample requestby eithercountry,and the Departmentof the
opportunityto developany additionalmitigationmeasures Interiorlooksforwardto futureopportunitiesto discusswith
as may be necessaryto addressunexpectedimpacts. Canada resourceissuesof mutualconcern.

ARCTIC REFUGE RESOURCE ASSESSMENT 7
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CONCLUSION

The Secretaryof the Interiorshouldseek both to
protectthe Nation'swildliferesourcesand to enhance
America'sabilityto meet itsenergyneeds with domestic
energyresourceson Federallands For theArcticNational
WildlifeRefugecoastalplain,thesegoalsaffectnotonlythe
Stateof Alaskabut alsoall240 millionAmericancitizensto
whom the 1002 area belongs.

This Nationhas proventhatitneed not choose
between an improvingenvironmenton the one hand,and
explorationand development of the energyresources
requiredforgrowth and survivalon the other. We can
have both. Itismy firmbeliefthatan orderlyoiland gas
leasingprogramforthe entire1002 areacan be conducted
inconcertwithAmerica'senvironmentalgoals.

ARCTIC REFUGE RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
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APPFNDIX M. Description of the Ivishak, Upper Sheenjek, and Wind National
Wild River Corridors.

Le al Description of the Ivishak Wild River Corridor

T. 10S., R. 23E.; UK T. 10S., R. 22E.; UK

Sec. 1, SW 1/4 Sec. 1-2, ALL
Sec. 2-11, ALI, Sec. 22 and 23, N 1/2
Sec. 12, W 1/2 Sec. 24, ALL
Sec. 13, NW 1/4 Sec. 29, NW 1/4
Sec. 14, N 1/2 Sec. 30, N 1/2
Sec. 17, NW 1/4
Sec. 18, ALL
Sec. 19, NW 1/4 T. 10S., R. 21E.; UK

Sec. 1-5, ALL
T. 9S., R. 23E.; UK Sec. 6 and 7, E 1/2

Sec. 8-18, ALL
Sec. 1, SW 1/4 Sec. 20 and 21, N 1/2
Sec. 2-12, Al-L. Sec. 23, N 1/2
Sec. 14, W 112 Sec. 24, ALL
Sec. 15-22, ALI,
Sec. 23, W 112
Sec. 26, W 1/2, SE 1/4 T. 9S., R. 22E.; UK
Sec. 27-35, ALI,
Sec. 36, W 1/2 Entire township

T. 9S., R. 21E.; UK T. 8S., R. 24E.; UM

Sec. 1-3, ALL Sec. 3, W 1/2
Sec. 8, SE 1/4 Sec. 4-7, ALL
Sec. 9, E 112, SW 1/4 Sec. 8, NW 1/4
Sec. 10-17, ALL
Sec. 18, SE 1/4
Sec. 19, NE 1/4 T. 8S., R. 23E.; UK
Sec. 20-29, ALL
Sec. 31, SE 1/4 Sec. 1-6, ALL
Sec. 32-36, ALL Sec. 7, N 112, SW 1/4

Sec. 8-11, N 1/2
Sec. 12, E 112, NW 1/4

T. 8S., R. 22E.; UK Sec. 19, S 1/2
Sec. 20, SW 1/4

Sec. 1, ALL Sec. 29, W 1/2
Sec. 2, E 1/2, SW 1/4 Sec. 30-32, ALL
Sec. 11-16, ALL Sec. 33, S 1/2
Sec. 17, S 112
Sec. 19, SE 1/4
Sec. 20-36, ALL
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T. 8S., R. 21E.; UM T. 7S., R. 24E.; UM

Sec. 25, E 1/2, SW 1/4 Sec. 28 and 29, S 1/2
Sec. 26, S 1/2 Sec. 30, SE 1/4
Sec. 32, E 1/2 Sec. 31-33, ALI.
Sec. 33-36, ALL Sec. 34, W 112

T. 7S., R. 23E.; UM T. 7S., R. 22E.; UM

Sec. 29, W 1/2 Sec. 1, W 1/2, SE 1/4
Sec. 30 and 31, ALL Sec. 2-4, ALL
Sec. 32, W 112, SE 1/4 Sec. 5, E 1/2, NW 1/4
Sec. 33-36, S 112 Sec. 6, N 1/2

Sec. 9, NE 1/4
Sec. 10, E 112, NW 1/4

T. 6S., R. 22E.; UM Sec. 11-13, ALI.
Sec. 14, E 1/2, NW 1/4

Sec. 19, ALL Sec. 23, E 1/2
Sec. 20, SW 1/4 Sec. 24 and 25, ALL
Sec. 27, SW 1/4 Sec. 36, ALL
Sec. 28, W 112, SE 1/4
Sec. 29-34, ALI,
Sec. 35, W 112, SE 1/4 T. 6S., R. 21E.; UM

Sec. 2, SW 1/4
T. 6S., R. 20E.; UM Sec. 3-6, ALL

Sec. 7, E 112, NW 1/4
Sec. 1, ALL Sec. 8-11, ALL
Sec. 12, NE 1/4 Sec. 12, SW 1/4

Sec. 13, W 112, SE 1/4
Sec. 14 and 15, ALI,

T. 5S., R. 21E.; UM Sec. 16, E 112, NW 1/4
Sec. 22-25, ALI.

Sec. 18, SW 1/4 Sec. 26, E 112, NW 1/4
Sec. 19, ALL Sec. 36, N 112, SE 1/4
Sec. 30-32, ALL
Sec. 33, W 1/2, SE 1/4
Sec. 34, SW 1/4 T. 5S., R. 20E.; UM

Sec. 2, SW 1/4
T. 5S., R. 19E.; UM Sec. 3-6, ALL

Sec. 7, N 1/2
Sec. 1-9, ALL Sec. 8-11, ALL
Sec. 10-12, N 1/2 Sec. 12, SW 1/4

Sec. 13-15, ALL
Sec. 16, E. 1/2

T. 5S., R. 18E.; UK Sec. 22, E 1/2, NW 1/4
Sec. 23-25, ALL

Sec. 1-4, ALL Sec. 26, E 1/2, NW 1/4
Sec. 5, NE 1/4 Sec. 27, NE 1/4
Sec. 9, NE 1/4 Sec. 35, E 1/2
Sec. 10, E 112, NW 1/4 Sec. 36, ALL
Sec. 11 and 12, ALL
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T. 4S., R. 20E.; UM T. 4S., R. 19E.; UM

Sec. 31, W. 1/2, SE 1/4 Sec. 31-36, ALL
Sec. 32, SW 1/4

T. 4S., R. 18E.; UM

Sec. 21, W 1/2, SE 1/4
Sec. 26, S 1/2
Sec. 27, W 112, SE 1/4
Sec. 28, ALL
Sec. 33-36, ALL
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Ivishak Vild River Corridor
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Legal Des ription of the Upper Sheenjek Wild River Corridor.Fs2JN------

T. 31N., R. 16E.; FM T. 32N., R. 17E., FM

Sec. 3-5, All Sec. 6, ALL
Sec. 8-10, ALL Sec. 7, N 1/2, SW 1/4
Sec. 14, SW 1/4 Sec. 18, NW 1/4
Sec. 15-17, ALL
Sec. 20, E 1/2, NW 1/4
Sec. 21 and 22, ALL T. 32N., R. 16E.; FM
Sec. 27, W 1/2
Sec. 28, ALL Sec. 1 and 2, ALL
Sec. 29, E 1/2 Sec. 3, E 1/2
Sec. 32, E 1/2 Sec. 10, E 112, SW 1/4
Sec. 33, ALL Sec. 11-15, ALL
Sec. 34, W 1/2 Sec. 16, E 1/2

Sec. 21, E 1/2, SW 1/4
Sec. 22, all excluding F-22661 HP APLN

T. 33N., R. 16E., FM Sec. 23, ALL
Sec. 247 W 1/2

Sec. 12, S 1/2 Sec. 26P N 1/2, SW 1/4
Sec. 13, ALL Sec. 27 and 28, ALL
Sec. 14, E 1/2, SW 1/4 Sec. 29, E 1/2
Sec. 22, E 1/2 Sec. 32, E 112, SW 1/4
Sec. 23-27, ALL Sec. 33 and 34, ALL
Sec. 33, E 1/2 Sec. 35, W 1/2
Sec. 34 and 35, ALL
Sec. 36, N 1/2, SW 1/4
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Sheenjek Wild River Corridor
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Legal Description of the Wind Wild River Corridor

T. 34N., R. 7E.; FM T. 34N
"

R. 6E.; FM
Sec. 3, S 1/2, west of the East Fork Sec. 1, NE 1/4

of the Chandalar River
Sec. 4-6, ALL
Sec. 7, NE 1/4 T. 35N., R. 7E.; FM
Sec. 8 and 9, ALL
Sec. 10, west of the East Fork of the Sec. 19, SW 1/4

Chandalar River, excluding Sec. 30-32, ALL
F-22655 HP APLN

Sec. 15, west of the East Fork of the
Chandalar River T. 35N., R. 6E.; FM

Sec. 16, E 1/2, NW 1/4
Sec. 5, SW 1/4
Sec. 6, W 1/2, SE 1/4

T. 35N., R. 5E.; FM Sec. 7-9, ALL
Sec. 10, All excluding F-18788 NA APLN

Sec. 1-3, ALL Sec. 11, W 1/2, SE 1/4
Sec. 4, NE 1/4 Sec. 13, W 1/2
Sec. 11, NE 1/4 Sec. 14-17, ALL
Sec. 12, ALL Sec. 18, E 1/2, NW 1/4
Sec. 13, NE 1/4 Sec. 20, NE 1/4

Sec. 21, N 112
Sec. 22, E 1/2, NW 1/4

T. 36N., R. 6E.; FM Sec. 23-25, ALL
Sec. 26, E 1/2, NW 1/4

Sec. 31, SW 1/4 Sec. 36, ALL

T. 36N., R. 5E., FM T. 36N., R 4E.; FM

Sec. 15-17, S 1/2 Sec. 4, W 112, SE 1/4
Sec. 18-22, ALL Sec. 5, ALL
Sec. 23, W 1/2, SE 1/4 Sec. 6, E 1/2, NW 1/4

Sec. 26-29, ALL Sec. 8 and 9, ALL
Sec. 30, N 112 Sec. 10, W 112, SE 1/4
Sec. 33, E 1/2 Sec. 11, SW 1/4
Sec. 34-36, ALL Sec. 13, ALL

Sec. 14, ALL excluding F-85065 NA APLN
Sec. 15, ALL excluding F-84649 NA APLN

T. 37N., R. 4E.; FM Sec. 16, ALL
Sec. 17, E 1/2, NW 1/4

See. 29, S 1/2, SW 1/4 Sec. 21, NE 1/4
Sec. 30, 9 1/2 Sec. 22, E 1/2, NW 1/4, excluding

Sec. 31, ALL F-84649 NA APLN
Sec. 32, W 1/2, SE 1/4 Sec. 23 and 24, ALL
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T. 37N., R. 3E.; FM T. 17S., R. 23E.; UM

Sec. 25, S 1/2 Sec. 6, NW 1/4
Sec. 26, S 1/2, SE 1/4
Sec. 35, NE 1/4
Sec. 36, Al.l. T. 17S., R. 22E.; UM

Sec. 1 and 2, N 1/2
T. 16S., R. 22E.; UM Sec. 3, NE 1/4

Sec. 5, NW 1/4
Sec. 6 and 7, ALI. T. 16S., R. 21E.; UM
Sec. 8, W 1/2, SE 1/4
Sec. 15, SW 1/4 Sec. 1, ALI.
Sec. 16-18, ALL Sec. 12, ALI,
Sec. 19, E 1/2, NW 1/4 Sec. 13, E 1/2
Sec. 20-22, ALL

Sec. 23, W 1/2, SE 1/4
Sec. 26 and 27, ALT T. 15S., R. 22E.; UM
Sec. 28, N 1/2
Sec. 29, NE 1/4 Sec. 18, SW 1/4
Sec. 34 and 35, ALI, Sec. 19, ALL
Sec. 36, W 112, SE 1/4 Sec. 20, SW 1/4

Sec. 29, W 1/2
Sec. 30 and 31, ALL

T. 15S., R. 21E.; UM Sec. 32, W 1/2

Sec. 1, NW 1/4
Sec. 2 and 3, ALI, T. 14S., R. 21E.; UM
Sec. 10 and 11, All
Sec. 13, W 112, SE 1/4 Sec. 2, W 1/2
Sec. 14 and 15, ALI, Sec. 3-6, ALL

Sec. 22, E 112, NW 1/4 Sec. 9, E 1/2, NW 1/4
Sec. 23-25, ALI. Sec. 10 and 11, ALL
Sec. 26, N 1/2 Sec. 14, N 1/2, SW 1/4
Sec. 36, ALI. Sec. 15, ALL

Sec. 16, E 1/2
Sec. 21 and 22, ALL

T. 14S., R. 20F.; UM Sec. 23, W 1/2
Sec. 26, W 1/2, SE 1/4

Sec. 1 and 2, ALI. Sec. 27 and 28, ALL
Sec. 3 and 4, N 1/2 Sec. 33, E 1/2

Sec. 34 and 35, ALL
Sec. 36, W 1/2

T. 13S., R. 20E.; UM

Sec. 1, W 1/2 T. 13S., R. 19E.; UM
Sec. 2, ALL
Sec. 3, E 1/2 Sec. 1-8, ALL
Sec. 4, W 1/2, SE 1/4 Sec. 19, N 1/2, SE 1/4
Sec. 5-11, ALI, Sec. 20-28, ALL
Sec. 12, W 1/2, SE 1/4 Sec. 29, E 1/2
Sec. 13-36, AL T Sec. 34-36, ALL
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T. 13S., R. 18E.; UM T. 12S., R. 21E.; UM

Sec. 1, E 112 Sec. 6, NW 1/4
Sec. 12 and 13, E 1/2

T. 12S., R. 20E.; UM

T. 12S., R. 19E.; UM Sec. 1-4, ALL,
Sec. 9 and 10, ALL

Sec. 9, S 1/2 Sec. 11, N 112, SW 1/4
Sec. 14, SW 1/4 Sec. 12, NW 1/4
Sec. 15, W 112, SE 1/4 Sec. 15 and 16, ALL
Sec. 16, E 1/2, NW 1/4 Sec. 17, E 1/2
Sec. 20, S 1/2 Sec. 20 and 21, ALL
Sec. 21, E 1/2, SW 1/4 Sec. 22, W 1/2
Sec. 22, ALI. Sec. 27, W 112
Sec. 23, W 1/2, SE 1/4 Sec. 28 and 29, ALL
Sec. 26-29, ALI, Sec. 31, SW 1/4
Sec. 30, BE 1/4 Sec. 32, E 1/2, NW 1/4
Sec. 31, E 112, SW 1/4 Sec. 33 and 34, ALL
Sec. 32-36, ALL

T. 12S., R. 18W.; UM
T. 11S., R. 21E., UM

Sec. 35, SE 1/4
Sec. 2, W 112, SE 1/4 Sec. 36, S 112
Sec. 3-11, ALL
Sec. 14, N 112, SW 1/4
Sec. 15-22, ALI, T. 11S., R. 20E.; UM
Sec. 23, NW 1/4
Sec. 27, W 1/2 Sec. 1-3, ALI,
Sec. 28-31, ALI, Sec. 4, E 1/2, SW 1/4
Sec. 32, N 1/2 Sec. 8, E 1/2, SW 1/4

Sec. 9-18, ALL
Sec. 19, N 1/2

T. 10S., R. 21E.; UM Sec. 20, NW 1/4
Sec. 21, E 1/2, NW 1/4

Sec. 18, SW 1/4 Sec. 22-27, ALL
Sec. 19, ALL Sec. 33, E 1/2
Sec. 20, S 1/2 Sec. 34-36, ALL
Sec. 27, SW 1/4
Sec. 28-34, ALL

T. 10S., R. 20E.; UM

Sec. 13, S 1/2
Sec. 14 and 15, ALL
Sec. 22-26, ALL
Sec. 27, E 1/2
Sec. 33, E 1/2
Sec. 34-36, ALL
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APPEWDIX N. Soil Classification for the Arctic Refuge.a/

Rieger et al (1979) mapped the soils of Alaska according to a classification
system developed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The soil descriptions
below are based on that classification and make use of a number of specialized
word elements and terms as follows: aqu (wet); bor (northerncool); cry (icy
cold);histic (organic);mollic (soft);och (pale);orth (common);pergelic
(with permafrost);typic (typical). The major soil orders found on the refuge
are Inceptisols, Entisols and Mollisols.

(a) In.cfTt.i.sols

This order of soils is characterized by having only minor soil processes
evident. Two suborders are present on the refuge. These are aquepts and
ochrepts. Aquepts are the wetter of the two suborders and are represented by
a number of soil associations on the refuge. Aquepts have altered horizons in
that they have lost some iron and aluminum, but do not have a horizon
containing transported clay.

The histic ergelic cryaq@Lepts,loamy, nearly level to rolling association
is widespread in Alaskan permafrost areas. On the refuge it occurs along
the east from Spike Mountain to the Old Crow Plain, along the west side of
the Coleen River valley, in a large area around the Koness River
headwaters, and in the Sadlerochit and Shublik Mountains.

The histic pergelic cr a ueatsLloamy, nearly level to rol@@1&_p!@rgi@lic
cryorthents, very gravelly, hilly to steep association covers the south
Brooks Range broad glacial valleys, including those of the upper
Sheenjek. East Fork Chandalar, Wind and Junjik rivers, and Old John
Lake. Elevations range from about 2,000 to 3,500 feet (600 to 1,100 m).
In valley bottoms, most soils are silty with organics in the lowest
areas. Low soils are poorly drained with shallow permafrost, and
vegetated mostly by sedges and mosses. Moraine sections are well drained,
hills are gravelly and subdued moraines and terraces are loamy. Soils may
support stunted spruce forest.

The histic pe gel.iccryaquepts, loamy, nearly_level to rolling-p@rgelic
cryofibrists,nearly level association is most extensive along broad
valley bottoms of the lower Coleen, Sheenjek, East Fork Chandalar and
Middle Fork of the Chandalar rivers. It also occupies sections of the
Koness River Valley, the Porcupine Valley below the ramparts and the Old
Crow Plain. Elevations range to about 3,000 feet (900 m). Soils are
shallow over permafrost and constantly wet.

The histic pergelic cryaquepts-typic cryochrepts, loamy, nearly level to
rolling association occupies a section in the Porcupine Plateau with wide,
broad, undulating hills of gentle to moderate slope. Vegetation on long
lower slopes and drainageways is black spruce, aspen, grass and brush,
except for burned areas that support only willows, grass, forbs and young
aspen.

a/The soils information in this appendix was provided by the Alaska
Department of Natural Resources, Division of Geological and Geophysical
Surveys, Fairbanks.



The histic pergelic cryaquepts-tt--. - ypic cryaquepts, very gravelly, hilly to
st@_@@so@cia_@J@n occurs in a small area across the North Fork Chandalar
Viver to Little Rock Mountain. These soils are mostly developed from
bedrock colluvium.

The pergelic. c.ryAqt@ep@_@_,y!!ryg@avelly, nearly level association occupies
braided floo plains, broad alluvial fan, and low terraces bordering major
rivers flowing north across the coastal plain. Parent material is very
gravelly alluvium. Permafrost is continuous except above escarpments
where gravels drain free. Low parts are commonly flooded by runoff.
Vegetation is arctic tundra.

The p.!@rplic.crya u@@_pts:p!@n&eIic S_Ey.2rthents,very gravelly, hil y to
steep-association occurs southwest of the Wind River in an area of high
ridges and rocky peaks. It forms mostly on bedrock colluvium. Elevations
range to 5,000 feet (1,500 m). Only the lower elevations and steep
south-facing slopes support white spruce. Solufluction lobes, frost
boils, stone stripes and other frost features are common.

The peE elic.cryaqu t@7 e@g!@Iig; ochrepts, very gravelly, hilly to_&_.--- _-- _ ..!@_p_ _p_ _ __ _p@y
it in extensive highland areas on either side of the_.@.@@Lassociation occurs
Sheen'e ver, and west of the Old Crow Plain around the south end of the
Davidson Mountains. Terrain is unglaciated but steep. Elevations range
between 1,000 and 5,000 feet (300 to 1,500 m). At lowest elevations
natural levees and steep south-facing slopes support white spruce, paper
birch and aspen. Patterned ground is common at higher elevations.

The ochrepts suborder soil are drier and more freely drained than the aquepts.
They are generally light brown in color with moderate amounts of organic matter
in the upper few Lnches and a brown "cambic" horizon. This horizon gives the
appearance of soil development but is mostly the result of indigenous iron
rather than mineral translocation. This suborder of represented by two
associations on the refuge.

The typic cryochrepts- ryorthents, loamy, nearly level to rollingic c
association is found on the refuge around the Porcupine River lower
ramparts, an area of calcareous loess low rolling hills. Soils are
forested and well drained. Permafrost extent is not well known, but this
association and the next one described are probably the only soils on the
refuge that could be considered at all suitable for agriculture,
construction, or other development.

The Lyp@c_!@_rjochrepts-histicpergelic cryaquepts, loamyl nearly level to
rolling association occurs in the low loess-covered hills of the Yukon
Flats. The Arctic Refuge portion is in the neighborhood of Coleen
Mountain. Soils are generally forested, well drained, and free of
permafrost above 40 inches (100 cm).

(b) Entisols

This order of soils shows little or no horizon development. There are small
amounts of organic matter, a slight loss of carbonate and a slight
concentration of clay. 'rheonly suborder of entisols on the refuge are

-5 12-



orthents. Although most entisols are continually wet, orthents have a lower
water table and result from unstratified parent material (loess). Orthents
are considered to be immature because they remain frozen for so much of the
year. They are represented on the refuge by one association.

The pergelic crp@r -typic cryochrepts, very gravelly, hilly to steepIhents
association covers high parts of the Porcupine etween 000 and
3,000 feet (300 to 900 m) and plateau summits around 3,500 feet (1,100 m)]
southeast of Old Rampart, and either side of the Salmon Trout River.
Parent material is Limestone talus and rubble, with loess on lower
slopes. Vegetation includes white spruce on steep slopes, and white
spruce and cottonwood forests along rivers.

(c) Mollisols

These are generally the most highly developed soils in the region. They
consist of the surface decomposition of organic matter in the presence of
divalent base cations, mostly calcium, to yield a mollic (soft) horizon. The
mollic horizon is usually over 7 inches (18 cm) thick, dark colored, rich in
humus and high in base minerals. These soils are well granulated and soft and
pliable when moist. They might be good for agricultural uses in more
temperate regions, but this is prevented in the arctic by permafrost and
climate. Two suborders are present. Aquolls are wet, and borolls are well
drained.

The per&elic rya(L@@Ils-histicpergelic cr qu@ arly level toL _pts, loamy, ne
rolling association occurs on the coastal plain in elevations from sea
level to about 400 feet (120 m), or to 1,000 feet (300 m) on the few hills
included in the area. This association features the patterned ground
typical of arctic tundra. Most soils are loamy and calcareous.

The p c 9@rgelic ryaquolls very gravelly, nearly level to rolling-pergelic
cryoborolls.,ve graveiix,_hilly_to_.steep_associationoccurs in a small
area &overturningCilead Creek between the Echooka and Ivishak rivers.
Parent material is limestone or calcareous shaley colluvium, and drift.

The Pergelic cryoborolls-pergel.iccryaquolls, very gravelly, hilLy toSt
eep association occurs along the entire north slope of the Brooks

Range. --ffl-evat-16-n'-srange from 1,000 to 3,000 feet (300 to 900 m), but with
some slopes to 4,000 feet (1,200 m). Parent material is calcareous rock
residuum and colluvium.
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U.9.FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
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20. Compatibility Determination
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U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

REFUGE MANUAL
ADMINISTRATION 5 RM 20.1

20. Compatibility Determination

20.1 Purpose. This chapter provides guidance on determining the compatibility
of proposed refuge uses.

20.2 Scope. The policy guidance provided herein shall apply to uses of units
of the National W ildlife Refuge System (NWTRS)-

20.3 Policy. Use of a national wildlife refuge may not be permitted unless first
determined to be compatible with the purposes for which the refuge was
established. Refuge use must also be consistent with re.-fugeobjectives and
applicable laws and policies.

Certain types of use (see Section 20.6F) may not be subject to a strict
application of the compatibility test. In such cases, the compatibility
determination process should be used to identify, and to the extent possi-
ble, avoid or minimize adverse impacts on refuge purposes.

20.4 Objectives.
A. To provide refuge managers with guidelines for determining the compat-

ibility of pr:)posedrefuge uses and a procedure for the documentation
and review of such determinations.

B. To ensure that all refuge uses are conducted in accordance with the
legal mandates for compatibility and are consistent with objectives,
laws and policies.

20.5 Authorities.
A. National Wiidlife Refuge System Administration Act of 1966 (NWRSAA).

This Act authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to permit uses of a
refuge "whenever he determines that such uses are compatible with the
major purposes for which such areas were established."

B. Refuge Recreation Act of 1962. This Act requires that any recreational
use of refuge lands be compatible with the primary purposes for which
a refuge was established and not inconsistent with other previously
authorized operations. It places an additional restriction on those
forms of recreation that are not directly related to a refuge's primary
purposes by requiring that sufficient funding be available "for the de-
veiopment, operation, and maintenance" of these uses.

C. Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act of 1980. Section 304
of this Act adopts the compatibility standard of the NWRSAA for deter-
mining appropriate uses of Alaska refuges, and requires that uses which
may be compatible on specific areas within each refuge be identified in
a comprehensive conservation plan. However, this statute also provides
for certain Modifications, or exceptions, to the customary test of
compatibility. Section 1008 requires that the "national interest" for
oil and gas production on refuge lands be considered before such use
is determined to be incompatible. Section 11110mandates that access
for traditional activities be allowed subject to reasonable regulations
designed to protect the natural and other values of refuge lands.

Release: 014 MAY - 8 19M NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE SYSTEM
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J S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

REFUGE MANUAL
AD%:IN1STKA1:!_--. 5 RM 20.5D

2(. Compatibility Determination

Suci-.access mav be prohibited only if, following appropriate public
i!cticaand hearing, a determination is made that it would be "detri-

rental ca t1ieresource values of the unit or area."

D. Other applicable authorities. There are a number of other laws, reg-

ulations and executive Orders, some of which are listed below, that
should be considered prior to approving a use of refuge lands. Refer

t,)1 RV 5 for a more detailed listing of the authorities affecting the
administration of the NWRS.

(1) Endangered Species Act of 19173.

(2) Wilderness Act of 1964 and refuge-specific wilderness legislation.

(3) Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918.

(4) National Historic Preservation Act of 1966.

(5) National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.

(6) Title 50 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Subchapter C.

(7) Executive Order 11593 (19711)- Protection of cultural resources.

(8) Executive Order 11988 (19771) - Floodplain management.

(9) Executive Order 11990 (1977) - Protection of wetlands.

20.6 Definitions.

A. Compatibility. A use may be determined to be compatible if it will
not materially interfere with or detract from the purpose(s) for which

the refuge was established. Some compatible uses may be supportive of

refuge purposes, while others may be of a nonconflicting nature.

B. Reserved Rights. For the purposes of this chapter, reserved rights

shall mean non-federally held rights to the use of resources located

within a refuge. These may include rights to minerals, timber and0
other economic resources, or to nonconsumptive uses such as access.

20.7 Responsibilities.

Director.
@1) Pruvides national policy guidance on procedures to be followed in

making determinations of compatibility, to ensure that such deter-

minationE. are in compliance with all applicable authorities.

(2) Reviews those compatibility determinations involving:I

a. The opening of refuges to hunting, fishing or other public use.

b. Appeals filed in accordance with 50 CFR 29.22 (rights-of-way).

Release: 4) NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE SYSTEM
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U.S.FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

REFUGE MANUAL
ADMINISTRATION 5 RM 20.7B

20. Compatibility Determination

B. Regional director.

(1) Ensures that refuge managers adhere to law and policy when making
compatibility determinations.

(2) Reviews determinations of refuge managers in following instances:

a. The opening of refuges to hunting, fishing or other public use.

b. Appeals filed in accordance with 50 CFR 25.45 (refuge pemits).

c. When compatibility determination accompanies another document
subject to regional review, such as management plans or envi-
ronmental assessments.

d. Whenever deemed appropriate by regional office or refuge
manager.

C. Refuge manager.

(1) Determines the compatibility of proposed uses in a site-specific
manner.

(2) Complies with all applicable laws, policies and guidance when
permitting any refuge use.

(3) Periodically reviews ongoing refuge uses to ensure continued
adherence to the policy stated in-Section 20.3 of this chapter.

(4) Documents decisions regarding compatibility as required by Sec-
tion 20.9 of this chapter or when otherwise deemed necessary.

(5) Obtains the regional director's concurrence on compatibility
determinations when required by Section 20.10 of this chapter,
regional policy, or as may be necessary.

20.8 Determination of compatibility. Diversity of wildlife species, habitats
and purposes of the many refuge units precludes any attempt at compiling a
standardized delineation of compatible versus incompatible uses. Deter-
mination of compatibility must be based upon a site-specific biological
analysis of anticipated impacts of a particular action in terms of the
resources (generally wildlife populations and habitats) which represent the
purposes for which a refuge was established. This analysis is made on a
case-bv-case basis by the refuge manager with regional and Washington Office
review where warranted. On manv refuges, such decisions are made daily,
often with little thought ot the underlying legal mandates. In manv of the
routine day-to-day decisions, the facts are relatively clear-cut and the
process therefore quick and simple. However, managers are frequently faced
with situations involving uses of 'acomplex or unfamiliar nature which
require thorough analysis before a compatibility determination can be made.

Release: 014 MAY-8 101086 NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE SYSTEM
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U.S.FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

REFUGE MANUAL
ADMINISTRATION 5 RM 20.8A

20. Compatibility Determination

These are the types of situations where a manager's decision regarding the
compatibility of a proposed use may be challenged, or the method of arriv-

ing at such a decision questioned. It is important that all determinations

be supported by sound justification and, where necessary (see Sectian 20.9),

documented.

The following guidelines provide a procedure for reviewing all proposed

uses for compatibility. Adherence to this procedure by all concerned will

help ensure a consistent application of the compatibility standard on all

NWRS lands.

A. Identifying refuge purposes. The purposes for which a refuge was

established are those identified in that refuge's authorizing document.
This may be an Executive or Public Land Order, special legislation, or

other form of land acquisition document. This documentation should be

on hand in the refuge files. Refuge managers unable to locate this

material or having other difficulties in ascertaining refuge purposes.
should contact their supervisors for-assistance from the regional realty

office.

The authority under which a particular refuge was established bay also
aid in identifying that refuge's intended purposes. For example, a

refuge established under the Migratory Bird Conservation Act would

obviously have been intended for use by migratory birds. However, the
actual type of birds and use (i.e., waterfowl vs. shorebirds and winter-

ing vs. nesting) that make up the refuge purpose could not be determined

without further details. Refer to 3 RM 1 for more information on the

establishment of refuges.

Refuge purposes may range from the very specific goal of preserving and

managing the habitat of a single species, as at Columbian White-tailed
Deer NWR, to the much broader purposes of the Kenai NWR which'include

conserving natural diversity, fulfilling international treaty obliga-

tions, ensuring water quality and quantity, and providing opportunities
for scientific research and public use.

Although some refuge objectives are derived directly from the stated

refuge purposes, others may bear little relation to such purposes.
For that reason, refuge objectives must not be used as the basis for

determining compatibility. However, as described in Section 20.11, an

awareness of refuge objectives is still essential in deciding whether a

particular use should be permitted.

B. Rescribing proposed use. To adequately assess the impacts of a proposed

action, sufficient details must be available regarding the nature of

that action. When a request is made for the use of refuge lands, the

party making that request should be required to provide all of the nec-
essary information. The following questions should be answered.

(1) What is the use? Describe fully the use planned.

Rewase:014 MAY NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE SYSTEM
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20. Compatibility Determination

(2) Where will it be conducted? Specify the areas of the refuge to
be utilized, including those needed for incidental purposes such
as access and storage.

(3) When will it be conducted? Be specific as to both season and
time of day. Also indicate the anticipated duration of the use.

(4) How will it be conducted? Describe the techniques to be utilized
and the types of equipment and/or number of people involved.

(5) Why will it be conducted? List the specific reasons for the pro-
posed use and its desired objectives. Also, justify the need to
conduct the use on refuge lands. Although this information may
not be necessary for determining potential impacts, it could be
useful in identifying alternative methods of accomplishing the
same goals.

C. Assessing impact of use on refuge purposes. In reviewing a proposed
use for compatibility, the refuge manager should consider the impacts
such an action would have on the refuge purposes. For some refuges,
broad determinations of compatibility may already have been made for
general categories of use through the formal planning process.
Where current master plans or comprehensive conservation plans
(Alaska refuges) exist, it can be assumed that the uses and activities
described as being generally suitable for implementation may be compati-
ble with refuge purposes. However, before a definitive finding of
compatibility may be made for a particular use, the specific details
of that use must be considered. Refuge management plans provide a
further refinement of the data needed to determine compatibility by
considering the temporal and spatial requirements of certain uses. A
review of these planning instruments is therefore a good starting point
in this decisionmaking process.

Direct impacts on refuge resources, such as disturbance of wildlife
or destruction of habitat, may be fairly easy to predict. However,
care must be exercised to avoid overlooking the less obvious indirect
or cumulative effects that may be associated with a particular use.
For example, an action with no direct impact on refuge purposes could
still interfere with the achievement of those purposes indirectly by
diverting funding or personnel from an existing management program.
Likewise, a use with little or no potential for impact on its own may
contribute to the cumulative impact on refuge resources when conducted
in conjunction with, or following, other uses.

Refuge managers should also be careful to distinguish between long and
short-term impacts, since such a distinction could influence the deter-
mination of compatibility. An activity that results in the relatively
short-term effect of removing vegetation until the next growing season
might be considered compatible, while a similar activity that results in
a long-term loss of vegetation due to soil compaction may not. Impacts
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of a permanent or irreversible nature, if any, would be included in the

long-term category.

In assessing the potential impacts of proposed refuge uses, refuge mana-

gers should utilize all available tools. These may include the planning

documents previously mentioned, information from previously conducted or

ongoing research, data from refuge inventories or studies, and earlier
documented compatibility determinations for a similar use. Existing

environmental assessments or impact statements regarding the type of use

being considered may also be extremely helpful. In fact, where refuge
purposes are very broad, as is the case for all of the Alaska refuges,

such environmental analyses may occasionally be needed to adequately

evaluate the impacts of certain uses. As a general rule, however, the

determination of compatibility should not be tied to compliance with the
requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (see 4 RM 5),

since that Act calls for a more comprehensive evaluation of an action's

impacts than is normally required to assess compatibility.

D. Designing stipulations. Many uses that appear to be incompatible as

originally proposed, may be made compatible through modifications that

serve to avoid or minimize anticipated adverse impacts. Refuge managers

should keep this in mind while reviewing a proposal and inform the ap-
plicant of any changes that may be necessa

'

ry. Protective stipulations

included in the permit authorizing a particular use should specify the

manner in which that use must be performed to ensure compatibility.
Stipulations might identify where a pse Is permitted, the times of year

and day during which it could be safely conducted, the routes or forms

of access to be used and any restrictions on the types of equipment to

be utilized or number of people to be involved. Monitoring of the use
must be sufficient to ensure compliance with these conditions and swift

action must be taken to correct any serious deviations.

In instances where the granting of a right-of-way across refuge lands

will result in a permanent or long-term loss of habitat, the regional
director may require mitigation, as authorized by 50 CFR 29.21-7, to

make that action compatible. Such mitigation may involve creation or

enhancement of similar habitat on the refuge, or the acquisition of

suitable replacement land contiguous to, or in the immediate vicinity

of, the refuge. However, the use of off-site mitigation to ensure
compatibility is not generally deemed appropriate for refuge uses other

than rights-of-way.

E. Making determination. After completion of the steps described, the
refuge manager should be able to declare the proposed use to be either

compatible or incompatible and to list any stipulations that may be

required to ensure compatibility. This decision must be supported by
adequate justification.

It should be remembered that the compatibility determination process is
merely a preliminary screening of a proposed use to assess its adherence
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to the legal T-andates of compatibility. Further evaluation of the pro-

posal is reau"red, as described in Section 20.11, before the use may be

allowed to oc.:ur.

Where the issuance of a permit is required, the guidance in 5 RM 17

should be followed. That chapter also specifies the procedures for

recovering costs associated with this review process, as mandated by

Department policy.

F. Constraints. There are a number of circumstances under which the usual

legal and policy requirements of compatibility may not be applicable.

The most common of these management constraints involves property rights

which are not vested in the Federal government, such as reserved rights

to explore for and develop oil and gas beneath a refuge. Since such an

operation would involve use, and possibly disturbance, of refuge-owned

surface resources, refuge purposes may be impacted. The compatibility
determination proces@ as outlined above could be useful in identifying

and avoiding or minimizing these impacts and should be used for that

purpose. However, a determination that a use associated with a reserved

right is not compatible may be irrelevant, since the holder of reserved

rights must be afforded reasonable access to those rights. Prohibition

of such use on the basis of incompatibility could amount to an illegal

taking of an individual's property. Communication and cooperation

bevween the refuge manager and the holders of reserved rights is often

the surest and easiest way to protect refuge resources without infring-

ing upon the exercise of valid privately held rights. The regional

realty and solicitor's offices should be consulted for advice in dealing

with this type of situation.

Other possible constraints on the application of the compatibility

standard include:

(1) Legal mandates which supersede those requiring compatibility.

(2) Water rights.

(31 Rights or privileges imparted by treaty or other legally binding

agreement.

(4) Primary jurisdiction of refuge under an agency other than the FWS.

20.9 Documentation.

A. Compatibility determinations should be documented in writing under the

following circumstances:

(1) Whenever the proposed use requires the preparation of another doc-

ument, such as an environmental assessment or a refuge management

plan. The documentation of compatibility would not, however, be

required solely on the basis of the issuance of a refuge permit.
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(2) Whenever the refuge manager feels it is necessary.

B. Documentation of compatibility determinations must include, at a mini-
mum, the following information:

(1) The station name, establishing authority and date established.

(2) The purposes for which established, as stated in the establishing

document.

(3) A brief description of the use being evaluated and its anticipated
impacts on refuge purposes.

(4) A statement as to whether the proposed use was determined to be

compatible, including an adequate justification of this decision

and a brief description of any required protective stipulations.

(5) The name, title and signature of the preparer and the date pre-

pa red .

Although use of the format shown in Exhibit I is not mandatory, it is
recommended that this form be duplicated and used for documenting all

future compatibility determinations.

2b.10 Review.

A. Refuge managers should submit documented compatibility determinations

to the regional director for review and concurrence in the following

instances:

(1) Whenever the submission of another document, regarding the proposed

use, is required. However, regional review of refuge permits would

not, in itself, necessitate the submission of documented compatibil-
itv determinations.

2) Whenever the proposal involves opening a refuge to hunting, fishing

or other public use.

(3) Whenever an applicant for a Special Use Permit appeals the refuge

manager's denial of such a permit on the basis of compatibility.

(4) Whenever deemed necessary or appropriate by the regional office

or refuge manager.

20.11 Further evaluation of compatible uses. A positive determination of compat-

7bilitv should not be viewed as the final word on whether a particular use
will be permitted. The proposal must still be evaluated in terms of various

other factors, such as those described below. Occasionally, a proposed use
will be in such clear violation of law or policy that a determination of
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compatibility would be meaningless and therefore may be omitted. Generally,
however, a finding of compatibility would precede these other considerations.

A. Compliance with Federal and State laws and other applicable authorities.

B. Adherence to policies of the Service and Department as set forth in the
Refuge, Administrative, and Departmental Manuals and other forms of pol-
icy guidance.

C. Consistency with refuge and NWRS objectives (see 2 RM 1). A review of
the planning documents described in Section 20.8C will assist in the
identification of refuge objectives and their relationship to a proposed
use (see 4 RM I and 4 RK 3).

D. Relationship to station funding and personnel levels.

E. Although the wide divergence of personal views makes it impossible to
base all refuge management d

'
ecisions on a consensus of public opinion,

it is Service policy to consider such input whenever practicable.
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APPENDIX P. Fish and Wildlife Service Regional Policy on Kechanical
Kanipulation in Kinimal Kanagement Areas.

The following letter was the result of coordination efforts between the Alaska
Department of Fish and Came and the Fish and Wildlife Service regarding the
process by which a final Plan could be revised.

Don W. Collinsworth, Commissioner
Alaska Department of Fish and Came
1255 West 8th Office
P.O. Box 3-2000
Juneau, Alaska 99811

Dear Commissioner Collinsworth:

At recent meetings with members of your staff to discuss various aspects of
the comprehensive conservation plans, it was apparent that there is a
misunderstanding about the process for modification of a completed plan. This
was discussed in relation to mechanical manipulation under the minimal
management category where it states, "May be considered subject to appropriate
plan revision."

The Service position is that when there is an instance during the life of a
plan where it is mutually agreed that mechanical manipulation or other large
scale management action is necessary this process would be followed:

• The action would require National Environmental Policy Act compliance
(this means the Service would have to do, at a minimum, an
environmental assessment).

• If a full Environmental Impact Statement was necessary, we would do
one.

• Either way, public participation is necessary. If an Environmental
Impact Statement was needed, the preferred alternative would assess
the impact of the operation and redesignate the area to be impacted
to a management category that would accommodate such activities.

• If after public participation only an Environmental Impact Analysis
was needed, the Service would advise the public that:

- the area where the management activity was to occur was being
changed to a management category that would permit it; and

- the Service was proceeding with the management activity.

• This action would be appended to the individual plan, and when a
major revision of the plan was executed it would adequately
incorporate the management activity.
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This process is available to the Department of Fish and Game through our joint

fish and wildlife management responsibilities as reflected in the Memorandum
of Understanding and 43 Code of Federal Regulations 24.

Sincerely,

Regional Director
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APPENDIX Q. Selected Written Cominentson the Draft Arctic Refuge
Comprehensive Conservation Plan/Environmental Impact Statement, and Fish and
Wildlife Service Responses.

The Service received 961 letters commenting on the draft plan. These comments
were considered by the Service in preparing the final refuge comprehensive
conservation plan. Forty-seven of the letters are printed below, with Service
responses to selected comments. Thirteen of the letters are included in this
appendix as representative of the other 914 responses the Service received.
All of the letters are on file at the Fish and Wildlife Service's regional
office in Anchorage.

SELECTED CORRESPONDFNCE

Federal Agencies
Department of the Interior
Bureau of Mines

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

State of Alaska

Citizens' Advisory Commission on Federal Areas
Office of the Governor, State Conservation System Unit Coordinator

Local Governments

Arctic Village

Associations and Organizations

Alaska Center for the Environment
Alaska Friends of the Earth
Alaska Heritage Research Group, Inc.
Alaska Oil and Gas Association
The Alaska Wildlife Alliance
American Wilderness Alliance
Beauty Without Cruelty USA
International Porcupine Caribou Commission
National Audubon Society
National Wildlife Federation
National Wildlife Refuge Association
Northern Alaska Environmental Center
Resource Development Council for Alaska, Inc.
Sierra Club, Alaska Chapter
Tanana Chiefs Conference, Inc.
Trustees for Alaska
The Wilderness Society
Wildlife Federation of Alaska
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Individuals and Industry

Judy Alderson
ARCO Alaska, Inc.
Robert Bacon
Dianna Brown
Thomas J. Classen
Vicki Finn
Bruce C. Forbes
Dr. Paul E. Turner
Greg Warren
Harry Wassink
Heather Whitaker

@@i@esentative Letters

Sylvia A. Altman
Ann M. Curtis
Alison L. Hedberg
Heather Koon
Daniel Kruse
Kim McCutchon
Steve and Rose Lee
Johanna D. Moore and Nigel H. Goddard
Sarah Muckerman
Lisa Petersen, Esq.
Larry Rice and Judy Bradford
Christopher and Pamela Scranton
Bill Violet
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ior Mineral resources (p. 65-71) are only vaguely known due to the historicalStatesDepartmentofthehitt-1-'
However, the Draft EIS omits severallack of exploration in this region.IIITREAU OF MINES

important items:
V.,

Alaska Field Operations Center
201 E. 9th Avenue *1. Bear mountain as mentioned above, also contains Nb, and W

Suite 101 occurrences in placers. See Bureau OFR 8-85.
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 2. There is potential for W-Mo at Ammerman Mountain to the east of

Bear Mountain.
February 3, 1988 *3. The Old Crow Batholith was described in much more detail than

acknowledged. See Bureau OFR 27-81, DGGS Report No. 73 (1982).
Regional Director The batholith is host to U-1odes and Sn-REE-Y-W-Nb placers.
Fish and Wildlife Service Mineralogy was given despite the statement to the contrary.
1011 E. Tudor Road Cu-Zn-Ag skarns also occur and Sn-greisens are likely. Reference
Anchorage, Alaska 99503 to the area on Fig. 6 is wrong (copy attached)

,
5

ATTENTION: William Knauer *4. There is no mention of the potentially extensive coal resources
in the Ca7een,'Porcuplnearea. See Bureau 9FR 14-81 and MIRL

RE: Draft Arctic National Wildlife Rept. 72.
Refuge CC/EIS/WR/WPP 5. Devonian Volcanics p. 69, contain Co in conjunction with the Cu

deposits.
Dear Mr. Knauer: *6. The Christian Complex shown for Ba, Cu (fig. 6, P. 66) also is

favorable for Au, there are known occurrences.
Thank you for the opportunity to review the above document. Most of the 7. There are also several DOE reports that provide minerals
comments included below are those of James Barker, Supervisory Physical informationon the region, but were omitted - GJBX-33(80);C.C.
Scientist at our Fairbanks Office, who has had considerablefield Hawley contract study, ref. no. not available.
experience over the years in the lands now included in ANWR.

*Reference not cited, include DGGS. No. 73 (1982), MIRL No. 72 (1987),
C11 The Draft EIS places very little emphasis on nonfuel mineral resources, Bureau OFR's 37-81, 14-81, 69-81, B-85 (index of Bureau publications
h) yet the 20 million acres includedwithin this region contains some of the enclosed).
CD most highly mineralized areas in Alaska. For instance, on P. 70, only two

sentences describe the Bear Mtn. U-No porphyry, yet in reality this
deposit is likelythe UnitedState's single largest tungsten resource.

LIZ4 J,

The Bureau of Mines reaffirmsthe need to permit continued geological and Robert B. Hoekzema
resource studies. This agency,for example, is continuing and actively Chief, Anchorage Branch
involved with mineral assessment of certain strategic metals in the
Porcupine/Old Crow area. There is a tendency on the part of USFWS to make
permitstoo restrictive(p. 269). Not all field studies can be based out 2 Attachment
of Ft. Yukon. For various reasons including safety, often more than one
or two geologistsare involved. Not all work is helicopter supported.
Generally Bureau work requiresmore than a 'few hours at a site,' (p. RBH:cto
282). Sometimes a few weeks or more are required. Shallow drill coring
during Decemberthrough April is impractical(P. 290).

The future needs for sand and gravel are not well-addressed. The eventual
developmentof the coastal plain will require enormous quantities. No
projectionsof use or availabilityare mentioned. although permits with
stipulationsare to be available. If stipulationsare too restrictive, 3
the industry will seek alternativesources offshore, resulting in marine
impacts that are also not projected (p. 273).

Development of the nine existing mining claims is unlikely under any of
the alternativesgiven the severe. restrictive,and unpredictablenature

4
of USFWS regulations. it is unlikelyclaim owners could justify the risk
of investment. I
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an ey.'-V@no,cla"i, for araly-;:.; Walter 0. StieglitL
p-.rpuses. We recjv.!--.t'ha! -.1ierl--- min:%, agent were d--111

di!!erfro- rhe -;c,'
Regional Director
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

-i-,prre:.,.of rhe 01)210,1-;LI'
lUll East Tudor Road

3. Thi,; did ad:-r-- d@!.-. plain area,
Anchorage, Alaskd 995U3

1"Ar'(qP0 Lll-!̀%'0!:LerO "le

Read,,r" in the f'r..:it.-j@-he d Aridpage 262). in thiq dorumez:@-n(,

SE, th,.c:,aizzalr1ain -0,ildcuutinur to be mAnajtd a% A DLar Mr. Stieglitz:
rrin;mAl -nanagerien,Area. As not.Ldin Table 9, sand and grave. removal is
nc,-.permi'LLed..n&r f.hisca'eizary. The 1002(h) rpporL di,;cu!,Sessand and. The Environmental ProteLtion Agency (EPA) has reviewed the Draft
grave,!requ:

'
re-nen@ -,for oil development on Lhe coa-,!alplain, and LhL Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)/Comprehensive Conservation Plan

re.i..1ringp.-.@nt;alimpac-sto rare resources. (CCP)/Wilderness Review/Wild River Plan prepdred by the Fish and Wildlife
Service (FWS) for the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR). This document

4. Coruneninot-d. WE do no. belie-m @hat rhe draft plan includo-;any rri:iiing evaluates seven alternatives for managing the 19.5 million-acre ANWR. The
re-_tr:c-.ion:;Lhat ar- "t.@vere,ro;z.rictiveand unpredic!ab'.@." Ind,ed. Legislative EIS/Report to Congress on the 1002 coastal plain area in ANWR has
the SerAcr ha!;no a,irhvriLvto take any actions that fferr Lhe already evaluated management plans for that subarea of the refuge. The

operationsof claim or paLent hnlder% within the refLIFe. AP.Airi,th@ Congressional decision on management of the 1002 area will be incorporated

01 mining scenario included in Alternatives R through G are a hypuLlieticAl into this plan in the future.

K) casL,inc:iidcdunly for Analyticalpurposes. The srpnario wa-;for a
co typical plar.,rmine based on information provided by the Bureau Of Land Our review was conducted in accordance with the National Environmental

Management (,;evpage 288 Of Lhe draft.plan). Policy Act and our responsibilitiesunder Section 309 of the Clean Air Act.
Our major concerns are summarized below and discussed in more detail in Our

5. The Lex: and firure have been revised tu Lnelude Lhe information you enclosed Detailed Review Coimaents.

provided.
Based on our review, we are rating the AN14RDEIS/CCP preferred

alternativeEC-2 (EnvironmentalConcerns- insufficientInformation). An
explanationof the EPA rating system for Draft EISS is enclosed for your
reference. This rating and a summary of our comments will be published in the
Federal Register.

Our environmentalconcerns are based on several factors. First, the
sensitive nature of the arctic and subarctic ecosystem, the long timeframe for
recovery froinadverse effects, and the lack of detailed informationabout the
biological populationsand communitieswithin the refuge will require that
extensive informationbe gathered and careful monitoring of activities be
conducted. Gatheringdata and monitoringactivities will require increases in
funding and staff levels. The Alaska Department of Fish and Game will play a
significantrole in implementingany of the alternatives due to its
involvement in gathering informationand Monitoring use levels. The DEIS
provides no discussion of how CCP implementation might change if federal and
state funding are less than required. Second, the impacts to threatened and
endangered species are not evaluated as a separate resource category.
Finally, since there is some uncertaintyabout what futureactivities will be
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DetailrdReview Comments

2
Ah-livN;jtimialWildlifeRefuge 1)1-.'IS/('(:P

allowed under tht:preftirredalternative (based on the Congressional 1003
Mi KODUCTI(N:

decisiorl the Final LIS (FIIS) neees to co,.qmitto d NEPA publir review
tc.triL.CCP art:.-onsideredciiiringperiodic review in t@e

As noted inour transmittalLetterwe have severalconcerns about theproposed
if ;la-'orchanULS action.Several disculisiousinthe DEIS could be clarifieti,rovised,and expanded inforder
fu,ur;. to strengthenthe document -.ourprovidethe putiliewith Peclearerpictureof the

environmental vonseclut-iteesof tilepn)poseduetion and the opportunitiesfairfuturepubliv
Aadft.4onal informaO

'

on about several :"bJe,,--areas is needed. 111:Pd0- involveintint.A detaileddiscussionof our concerns and recommended changes forthi-

deinitions for a variety of re-.uur1.F1categories should be developed.

Separate impact aeflnition@,tor threatened and endangered species, that
FELS arl-presented inthe followingreview comments.

reflect.tneir sun0tivf.an-6vulnerablestatus, are warranted. Clarificatio@ IMPACT DEFINITIONS:
on the application of t4e definition of major impacts is needed. A discussion
of the funding process and contingency plans for CCP implementatiun if funding The DELS providesdefinitionsof impactsiguifil.juicti!(,W.263)forfishand wildlifo

levels are inadequatewould provide useful information. The FE15 shOuiciaiso MSOUL'oes. FileNedefinitionibare important iururniation11111provide the basisfill-tilt?

discuss whether the data gaps in the refuge information base have a bearing arl
relativeeuniparisonof impacts among alternative%.However, the FEM should also

the evaluation of impactsand the selectiwiof a preferredalternative. provideimptO definitionsforwater qualityand ciumitity,airquality,ecosystems,
population,economy. subsistence.,reemmtion, culturalresources.and threatened mul

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these conninents.If you have any endangeredspecies.Itisdirric-ulttounderstandimpact conclusionsforthesubliendings

questions about our review cotunents,please contact Sally Brough in our
Listedabove whim file-impict categoriesare not defiliedireany kindof a tenipewalnr

EnvironmentalReview Section at (206)442-4012 or (FTS) 399-4012. We look spatialContest.

forward to reviewing the Final EIS. We suggest thattilt!definitionsof degrees of impiet forwater qualityshouldbe

Sincerely,
similarto thoseintileSelawili:NationalWH"e. Renege FEIS/CCP. Thisisappropriate,
given that.mitint-entuiceof water qualityand quaintityisa specific,refuge.purpose under

Cn
the Alaska NationalInterestLancLsConservation Act. The defi,mitionof 'major illilwiet'

co
forwater qualityshould ilielinleexceedance of Alaska water qualitystandards.

0 t S.-Burd
Direc'tor,Water Division

We digitsuggestan expanded set Prdefinitionsforshort-term and long-term
illipacts;by resourcetype (e.g.,wildlife,fish,water quality,and airquality).The Proposed
definition(shortterm = lessthanfiveyeansforallresoureesexcept fish)isnot.universally

Enclosure appropriate.For water qualityspecifically,tiledefinitionof "Short-termimpact' should
be wordiedto hi!consistentwith the!Stateof Alaska Water QualityStaxidards.These
standardsdescribeshort-term impacts as generallyexhitingowing the course of specific
-u!tivitieswhich are held Lo theshortestpracticableperiodof time (e.g.,days to weeks).a

The FELS shouldprovide separate aspect definitionsforthreatened and enditzigered
species(describedon pgs. 123-124). Using tilt.-same impact definitionsforthes#_@species
as for tile-restof thebiologicalnt-soureeswould not aplittairto be an apprtipriately
entiservativeapproach. Enilangeredpopulations;art@I(w inabundance (tilebasicr,as....for
theirthreatened or enclangeredstatus)andlthey are often Vulnerableand lessresilientto
emitter,;.The vulnerabilityof these pe)pIllietionsshouldhe.reflectedin separateimpact
definitions.

Finally,we arc concerned about an apparentdiscrepancyinthe applicati f h
major impact definitionto severalrishand wildlifer sclurees.in ""

" th
e several instance

295, 296, 299) the environmental consequences discussionin the DEIS concludle,L s (p.halial
illip-letswillbe mujor but regionallythe illipuctswillbe flUxit-rute/millor.Inother words,
major impacts to localPOPILlilti011.8;we.-downgraded when put intoa regeneratecontext.

Tht!deriuitinurormajor imilpactsto fishand wildlifeincomes does not providea
busisfordowngrading the inilluetiftileeffectedpopulationisa localPOPUliktionrather
than a regionalpopulation,.Iftileimpact 'ealis(-sa change inabunibuteeor a chattel!in
distributiontitty(indwhich naturaliveriiiiment would not likelyreturnthatpoptilliticloto
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itsformer It-velwithinseveralgenerations,'itisa major impact. Population,illthis The potential environmentalconsequencesof the proposedactionon threatenedand

definition,HIPM1.4a regiOlUllOr a 101-MlIsopulatinn(ifa species.'flit!definitionapPPal`%' to endangered speciesshould be evaluatedseparatelyratherthin'lumping these seimitive

clitiatpregionaland localpopulationsifahundance or distributionchanges lastingseveral I tionsfound inthe refuge.Impactspecies in with similar groups of biological popu a

general i0llNclecur. The FELS should citlif-rvorrect the impact conclusions or clarify the
conclusions for this species for each niternative should be highlighted and located under a

definition.
Threatened and Endangered Species retiniureecategory in the FEIS. A separate resource

OPERATION ANr) MAINTENANCE. COSTS:

ridegory w(puld be aplDropriate ifseparate impact definition-;are developed.

The DEIS states (p.272) that disturbance of cagies' nests mid falcon nesting cliffs

We are c-oneerned that :illthe alternatives require additional fundingand staff level
would be prevented if people avoid these areas during early summer. Minor impacts would

inereasps in order to fully implement the management direetives encompassed by vaeli likelyresult from increased recreational] use.ifpeople avoid the area. flow will human

aiternativv. 'rhe rF.IS should briefly describe the funding process -and.if possible, the avoidance of these areas hp implemented? TKe FEIS should describe whether there are

feasibility )r obtaining the required increase in funding. Lsadequate funding assured one., ways to prevent human intrusion. Ifavoidance can't be adequately regulated and human

a pre-ferred alternative Lsselveted and a Record of Dectisicasis signed?
intnision islikely,the impact conclusion should be changed to refleet human disturbance

More importantly, how will refiige nianageinent activities bit(tarriedout ifthere is

of these spe(ties.

less than fallfunding or if the required hictrease in funding is phased in over several DA'I A GAPS:

yearts? Mansigmisent of the refuge Luv.Ives a vmiety urnetivities including,: data

,ollection; rest-arc-h;monitoring; cooperation with state agmuties for the management of The DEIS acknowledges that 'in aret ke and subaret ic environments prohlems may

-ation programs. 'nit. easily develop from a lower Ivvel of huninn lispthan that whiell would cause prnbleins ill
resident wildlife; completion of management plaus; and educ.

preferred alternative will require an HIM increase in funding. Ifthere is a significant
inore temperate regions" (p. 29). Plant and annual communities have been able to adapt

funding shortfall, will all mainagement activities be cut back equally? Does the FWS to the har-sh environment in the refuge, but the short growing season-. and slow rates of

believe that some management itetivitieshave a higher priority for completion than
growth could signirienntly affect thi-irrecovery from and adaptation to disturbanews.

-rredothers? The FEIS should present contingency plaus; that describe how the preft Thus, we are dealing with sensitive ecosystems that are more susceptible to humaii

alternative will be implemented iiiIIseeve.at that funding isinadequate. activities. Our concern about the sensitive nature. of the refuge's arctic and subarctic

ecosystems isecaupounded by the lack of detailed information about the biological

COOPERATION AND COORDINATION WITH OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES: communities within the refuge.

Throughout the DEIS, cooperation with other government agencties is presented as an
The. DELI; identifies several specific types of data gaps. They include the following

CA
integral part of the maiiq1enient of the renige. Specific-ally,the Alaska Department of

general categories: poorly documented distribution of many species; littleinformation on

Fish and r anage the fish and wildlife critical habitat requirements for a variety of populations; unknown migration patterns -old
CA) .Line(ADFG) and the FWS will coopi-ratively m,

resources of the refuge. We fullysupport a cooperative and well eclordinated management seasonal movement of some species; the need for additional dimumentation of raptor

approach among federal and state agencies. ADFG's role in the implementation of all of nesting; unknown population dynamics of some biological resources; unkiriown subsistence

the alternatives issignificant.. ADFG will,in conjunction with FWS, undertake studies to
harvest levels of many species; the lack of reliable saline use data; and uncertainty about

improve the reffigewildlife data base (p. 186), limit harvests or restrict specific nine (p. the numbers of eonsucriptive and noncowsuniptive users visiting the refuge.

278), monitor use levels to ensure that.opportunities for subsistence harvests are

maintained (p.3013) antithat adverse impacts to subsistence harvest art-not.significant. The DELI; also points out that much of the existing information on refuge resources

isfor the coastal plain. Additional information isneeded on the resources south of the

The Melo0randum of Understanding MOU) between ADFG mitt FWS, in Appendix 11,
1002 area and south of the Brooks Range. The coastal plateaued the area north of the

describes the 'general policy guidelines within which the two agencies agree to operate" Brooks Range represent a small proportion of the total acreage or the refuge

(p. 448). We encourage timely resolution of differences in legal mandates, objectives, (.approximately 20 percent).

liolivies,and rpgplaitionsas mentioned in ill(!MOU.
The DELI; does an excellent job (ifacknowledging the data gaps and uncertainties in

MOIJ and DEIS do not describe how the CUP will be impleniellti'llir ADFG does the information base for each individual resource category as required by Section 1502.22

not reviveadequate funding to effectively undertake studies, monitor use, or limit or of the.Counscil.on Environmental Quality Regulations for implementing NEPA. However,

restrict lises.The FELS sbould hriefly discuss how reduced ADFU activity will affect
CUP

6 due to the limitations; in the data base, great care should be used in selecting an

iniplementntinn. ']'hiscould be discussf4l :Lspartofthecontingencypians;mentioned in
alternative that will provide adequate protection to the Sensitive,ecosystems in the refuge

the dismission under ill(-previous subheading.
for which few detailed data exist.. The FEIS should provide.some discussion of tIll-

relevance of the ineomplete data and limited data base to the evaluation of impacts and

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPFCIES: the selection of a preferre-dalternative.

The DE

'

IS identifies a moderate localized el'I'veton refuge raptorg and a minor ALTERNATIVI.-N CONSIDERED:

impaul. refuge witte. Of particular enueern is trainenchutgered Amerieun peregrilie falcon,

whirls rivstsin cliffsMong the Porcupine River. Evaluating the impact sigrifficautteorthe Tim ccP/EIS dew-lorm broad policy guidanep for managing ANWR for the iit-xt10 to

alternatives ois.Ihreatened and endangered peregn-ine falcons wit hilla cont ext of regional 7 15 years. The CCP may be changed when the plan isperindivally reviewed every three to

raptor populations is not appropriate. Additionally, the American peregrine falcon Ls five years. The DELS states that public inem ings may be held anti envirillillielit.al

found predominantly in the Porcupine Riverarea. Thus the Ioc-alpopulation ofthis assessineut/ElS DA U16Ill-nevessary if major changes are proposed (p. XIM.

endangered s1w6es impliedrepresent the regional Isopulation, or a major portion of it.
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Alternatives B and C would provide opportunities of economic uses, assuming

Congressional authorization of economic activities.No additionalrefuge lands would be 1. Comment noted. We have included in the final plan definitions of degrees

proposed for wilderness designation Alternatives 8 and C could lead to serious adverse of impact for water quality as you recommended.

Wqmcts including:
2. C mment n ted. We have expanded the definitions in the final plan to

- restrictionsto subsistence uses of refuge resources. a:dress water quatiLy.
- long-term water quality de@gradation,and
- adverse effects on fishand wildlifespecies. 3. Comment noted. Although we recognize that the significance of an impact

AlternaLlves D. E, and F represent a progression of increasing percentages of on a threatened or endangered species would differ from other species, we

Onowilderness refuge iana. being proposed for wilderness designation (49%, 77%, and 86%, do not believe a separate definition is needed in this document.

respectively).AlternativeG isidenticalto Alternative F, except for additionalpublicuse
4. Comment noted. As we stated on page 262 of the draft plan, because of therestrictions.Wlidersess designation would guarantee long-term protection of the

resources in the refuge through Congressional designation of wilderness. Wilderness general nature of the assessment and the lack of quantitative data

designationwould establishthefuture am that would be allowecL Economic - and regarding refuge resources, impacts are expressed in relative terms. The

development could only occur if Congress acted to Change the wii@seosaa designation- defintions rovided in the text are general. We recognize that an action

can have a major impact on either a local or a regional population. In
The preferred alternative (AlternativeA) would propose no new land for wilderness the assessment we wanted to distinguish actions that have a major

d,,ig,ationand Would manage nonwilderness lands under

,

the minimal numWment site-specific impact (but little effect an the overall refuge) from
category. 1`beemphwis of management under thiscategory isto maintain the enUting actions that have a refuge-wide impact. It was not our intent to
conditmos of highvalue fishand wildlifehabitat. FWS would -focus itsefforts Mmardy downgrade the level of impact in the text.
on management studiesand mrveyrmvent-y prop-1 to expand the refuge resource

data base. However, itwould alsomaintain ma;dmum flexibilityfor a variety of uses, in S. Comment noted. The draft plan notes on page 12 that implementation of the
the future,for the nonwilderness:lands. Uncertainty existsabout what future activities

plan will depend upon the availability of funds and personnel. Thesewillbe alWwed on the refuge (pending the Congressional decision inwcordance with

Section 1003 of ANILCA). Additionally.the sensitivenature of the arctic and subarctic factors will determine the extent of development, management and

ecosystems in the refuge and the numerous sigaMeant data gaps warrant careful long maintenance the refuge receives in any given year. We believe it is

tA.nnplanang for protection of refuge resources. For thisalternative,the @EIS n= to beyond the scope of the comprehensive conservation plan to discuss the

describe what constitutesa 'maW change to the CCP aindcommit to public mee funding process and contingency plans for implementation of the refuge

a NEPA document V major changes to the CCP are considered. plan if funding levels are inadequaLe--it is not possible for us in this

document to anticipate state and federal funding over the nexL 10 to 15

years, or what changes may be required in implementation of the plan if

funds are less than those required. The Service's detailed annual work

plan advices will address this question.

6. See response #5.

7. For each alternative in the "Environmental Consequences" chapter in the

final plan we have added a new section that addresses impacts to

threatened and endangered species.

With regards to floaters on the Porcupine River, the Service can require

guided groups (which require special use permits) to take their trips

later in the summer when they would not affect the raptors. The Service

also could encourage unguided groups to take their trips at other times.

The scenario projects 10 unguided groups to use the Porcupine River (page

267 of the draft). Even if all these groups floated the river in early

summer (which is unlikely), this low level of use would be expected to

have a negligible effect on raptor nesting (provided they did not climb up

the river cliffs).



B. Comment noted. We agree that with the limitations in the data base, care
STEVE COWPER, GOVERNORsh uld be taken in selecting an alternative that provides adequate

protection to the refu&e's sensitive ecosystems. We believe the preferred SEE OF RUM0all.?rnativewill conserve the refuge's fish and wildlife populations and
hab

'

tats, as mandated under Section 303 of the Alaska Lands Act. See also OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR STATECSUCOORDINATOR
response#1 to Trustees for Alaska. 26WDENALISTREETSUITE700

ANCHORAGE.ALASKA9OW3.2798

9. The draft plan states on page 14 that if a major change is proposed in the
DIVISIONOF GOVERNMENTAL COORDINATION PHONE:(907)274-3520

management of the refuge, public meetings may be held or new environmental

assessments/environmental impact statements may be necessary. We have
expanded this discussion in the final plan, noting that this process would April 25, 1988
be subject to the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act.
We also have added a paragraph that addresses changes in the plan that may

be needed if and when Congress takes action an management of the "1002"

area. Mr. Walter Stieglitz

Regional Director

Modifying the management categories (e.g., changing management of an area U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service

from minimal management to intensive management) or modifying what uses 1011 East Tudor Road

would be permitted or prohibited within a given management category are Anchorage, AK 99503

examples of major changes to the plan that would require the Service to

hold public meetings and prepare National Environmental Policy Act Dear Mr. Stieglitz:

documents. We have added these examples to the text under "Implementation

and Revision of the Comprehensive Conservation Plan" in the final plan. The State of Alaska has reviewed the draft Comprehensive

Conservation Plan/Environmental Impact Statement/Wilderness
Review (CCP) for the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR).

This letter is submitted on behalf of state agencies and

represents a consolidation of agency concerns and comnents.

ALASKA COASTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

The state has completed an advisory consistency review of the
co draft ANWR CCP. Based on the information presented in the draft

document, it appears that the plan will be consistent with the

Alaska Coastal Management Program. A conclusive review of the U.
S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FINS) determination will be made

after the final CCP has been issued for public review.

RANGE OF ALTERNATIVES

The state commends the FWS for the broad range of management

alternatives presented in the CCP. Other recent CCPs have
presented a considerably narrower range. In addition, the state

wishes to express its support for the Preferred Alternative

(Alternative A). Alternative 'A' represents a reasonable balance

between the protection of refuge resources and the opportunity to
consider more intensive uses of the refuge in the future.

REVISION OF THE CCP

Page 179 - The state requests that the CCP clearly acknowledge
the possible need for major revision of the CCP following

congressional action on management of the '1002' coastal plain

area. Management of the '10021 area may have significant bearing

an management of the rest of the refuge (e.g., on the need for
transportation and utility corridorsl facilities siting; air and

water quality; subsistence activities; fish and wildlife

management; and public use of the non-1002 portions of the

refuge.)

01-A30LH
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shelters, caches, and other minimal support

CABINS facilities. Without recognition of these incidental
uses and facilities, guiding, trapping and other

Page 30, Paragraph I - we suggest revising the first sent,:n!!.as allowed uses, while technically allowed, would be
follows: 'The use of cabins by local residents is allows impossible to conduct as a practical matter.
for trapping, subsistence, and other traditional activities#'

2 Therefore, the Committee intends that those related
consistent with Section 1303(b) of the Alaska National Interest uses and facilities required to accomplish uses

Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA). otherwise allowed within wilderness areas shall also
be allowed, consistent with the allowed use and the

Page 172 Activities - We suggest substituting the purposes of the areas designated as wilderness.
term 1tr;d!ui:!:!:ncfor -BUDSIsrence" and adding 'private'

'Cabins.' consist be'O!Zh 3
recreational', under the topic heading

ent w We therefore request revision of this policy statement in the
Section 1303(b) of ANILCA. in addition, we suggest moving this CCP.
section on 'Cabins- to page 175 under 'PUBLIC FACILITIES.'

In addition, the state reiterates its request that the CCP
Page 202, Cabin Manag !ent - We suggest replacing the second clarify that the FWS has the discretion to allow limited use of

W
ct?

'The Service
sentence oT@this se

0.
with the juUowing: motors (e.g. chainsaws and generators) within wilderness areas,

currently has no plans for constructing or designating new public if such use was established prior to designation of the area.
use cabins, however, cabins may be constructed or designated (See 50 CFR 35.5). We note that the Alaska Land Use Council, at
during the 10-15 year life of this plan, if deemed necessary for its November 24, 1987, meeting, unanimously adopted a motion

resource management and/or public health and safety.' urging the FWS to maintain flexibility to allow limited use of
mechanized equipment where necessary to support traditional

e which activities and where it would not significantly detract fromIn addition, we note that there may be cabins on the refugt

are not currently under permit. The state encourages FWS 0 wilderness values.
allow intermittent, public use of there cabins on an informal
basis for authorized refuge activities. The National Park TEMPORARY FACILITIES
Service has adopted a policy which allows such use in the Gates
of the Arctic National Park and Preserve. (See Gates of the Page 178 - 179 - The narrative under 'Moderate Management' states

Arctic General Management Plan, page 1-98)- that 'guiding and outfitting services and related temporary
support facilities would be permitted.' This provision for

The state also encourages the FWS to carefully research patterns temporary support facilities, however, is omitted under the
of use for particular cabins before declaring them abandoned. headings 'Minimal Management,' 'Wild River Management,' and
Cabin use can vary from year-to-year for a variety of reasons. 'Wilderness Management.' The state requests that this allowance
Cabins should not be considered abandoned based on a single year be explicitly addressed in the narratives under these headings,

of non-use. consistent with Section 1316 of ANILCA and the central management
table on page 175.

WILDERNES.SMNA.GEMENT
ACCESS

Page 43, Paragraph 1 - The state disagrees with Fws's position
that 'wilderness designation would preclude the development of Page 175, Public Facilities - We suggest footnoting this section

"

new permanent facilities by guides or outfitters * * *.' with a reference to TiF_1eXI, similar to the footnote included in
Section 1303(b) of ANILCA provides for the construction of new the Public Access Methods section on page 173.
cabins if necessary for the 'continuation of an on-going activity
or use otherwise allowed within the unit...' The state Page 200, Paragraph 1 - The state requests that off-road vehicles

interprets this section of ANILCA as amending implementation of be added to the list of access means traditionally used for

the Wilderness Act in Alaska, consistent with the following subsistence purposes. The CCP notes on page 138 that

statement of congressional intent (SR 96-413, November 14, 1979, 'three-wheelers are commonly used in and around all of the

pg. 308 - 309):
communities * * *..

it is recognized that some uses which are allowed Page 216, Public Use and Access ManagMenu I - The state requests

within wilderness areas designated by this bill, that FWS odify its statement that e of off-road
most notably guiding and trapping, may in some areas vehicles.m. for recreational purposes would be prohibited' to 10

require the use of rudimentary line cabins,
mich/41
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Page 210, First Paragraph - The FWS's intent to allocate areas to
acknowledge FWS authority to designate ORV routes and areas. outfitters 'to reduce the potential for overharvest of game
Executive Order 11644 and 43 CPR 36.11 provide FWS with this animals in the more popular hunting areas' appears inappropriate.
authority. Harvest, monitoring, game regulations and the prevention of

overharvest are the responsibility of the Board of Game and DFG.
AIR AND WATER QUALITY According to the DFG/FWS Memorandum of Understanding, problems 15

will be resolved via the state's regulatory process if at all
Page 194, Air Quality - The state suggests that this section possible prior to "intervention' by the FWS. We hope that FWS
reference @edis`Eussion of arctic haze on page 59 and potential will exhaust these available avenues first before attempting to
airshed impacts associated with existing and future north slope regulate users to avoid conflicts. We request opportunities for
oil and gas development. In addition, the state urges the FWS to further discussion on this concern.
put a priority on collecting ambient air quality data, in
cooperation with the Alaska Department of Environmental OIL AND GAS POTENTIAL
Ccnservation, in the near future.

Page 71, Oil and Gas Resource Potential - The state reiterates
FISH AND WILDLIFE its request that the CCP acknowled@e_the presence of large

subsurface structures trending east of the Aichilik River to the
Data provided in the wildlife narrative (e.g., muskox, page 110; Canadian border. The state notes that surficial geologic mapping
dall sheep, page 112; brown bear, page 114; Wildlife Management along the Leffingwell Ridge, which extends into this region, also
Goals and Objectives, page 188-189) refer to 'population' of the indicates the presence of good source and reservoir rocks.
refuge rather than to 'numbers' occurring on the refuge. For
example, the muskoxen that occupy ANWR are not a discrete MANAGEMENT COSTS
population; many animals occur outside the refuge boundary, hence

12
the number of animals in the actual population is greater. We Page 397, Relative Cost golum tIng :h.C"o g§Zu Je,ap Alternatives

0 suggest the FWS edit this portion of the CCP to avoid potential Alternative A is descrid: th the 'Current
0 misapplications of the term 'population' and include the most Situation,' in other words, status quo. However, we note the

current numbers available for publication in the final CCP. projected management costs on page 397 require an 80 percent
increase in funding over current levels. The only apparent

Page 188 refers to "Alaska Lands Act obligations to maintain reason for this projected increase is an intent to hire 10 more
natural diversity of managing indigenous populations so that they permanent staff. Analysis of Alternative A indicates most of
do not decline unnaturally below the levels that existed on these staff would be used for fisheries and wildlife management
December 2, 1980.' We request this statement be deleted since and research related projects. The state encourages FWS to

17
the FWS and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (DFG) should 13 consider alternative options for meeting these needs, such as
not be bound to an artificial population level goal, and ANILCA funding existing DFG staff to'conduct management and research
does not specify management be based upon any single year (1980) projects, particularly given DFG's primary responsibility for
population level. In addition, we note that there is little data fisheries and wildlife management. Use of this option is likely
documenting "natural population levels' and/or levels in 1980. to substantially reduce the project funding needs for this

alternative as well as provide a valuable way for FWS to utilize
Page 153,

t n? -
The following 1987-88 harvest figures* existing knowledge and expertise.

(through 2!T35:8VuK!u d be used to correct and update this
section: Page 398, Table 28. Are the 'Refuge Development Costs' presented

Sheep harvest (north side only) 172 sheep/252 hunters
in this taFle-an annual cost or a one-time expenditure? The

is
accompanying discussion on page 392 does not answer this

Noose harvest (north side only most moose probably taken
14 question.

outside the ANWR) = 39 moose/59 hunters LAND STATUS

Caribou harvest (few are taken in ANWR on north slope in 26B) Page 55, Land Status - Consistent with previous state comments,
17 caribou in GNU 26C/30 hunters; 64 caribou in GNU 25/87 we reques-F-El-a-t-t-Missection address state tidelands and those 19
hunters. submerged lands that are not in dispute. I

Source: DFG, Game Division, preliminary data. Page 57, Land Status Table - The state requests that the

mich/41
20
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following footnote be added to this table, as was included in the Page 118, Wolves. It appears that the first sentence of the

final Selawik CCP:
fourth paragraph should read OThe number of wolves harv d 26

This table does not include submerged lands beneath
navigable and nonnavigable waters; and unknown acreage Page 123, whales. We recommend that the first sentence in the

of submerged land within the refuge boundaries. Lands last paragraph of this section be revised to read -subsistence

under navigable waters are in state ownership. The culture and economy in Kaktovik.1 To refer only to the 27
navigability of many of Selawik Refuge's waters has not importance of whaling in cultural terms understates its

been determined. There is also an undetermined amount importance in the Kaktovik economy.

of land that is or may be encumbered under 17(b)
easements or RS 2477 rights-of-way.

Page 127, Popu We suggest that the thirdf th!atflor:tPatterns.
sentence o paragraph would be more accurate if it read

Page 193, second paragraph - This paragraph should reference tide 'Refuge lands currently are used most heavily by * * *.' The

28and submerged lands, including definitions of these terms, along 2 1 likelihood of substantial change occurring in use of the ANWR for

with the discussion about shorelands and water.
subsistence purposes may be low, but it is important to note that
subsistence activities are dynamic and can be influenced by a
wide range of factors beyond the control of local communities.

SUBSISTENCE We also recommend replacing 'basically common' with 'similar' in

Page 34, Effects of the CCP an subsistence activities. This the last sentence of this section.

ection states-that the FWS-Irg-enerally'would not permit
Activities that would significantly restrict subsistence 22 Page 130-131, Subsistence and Economic Orientation. We suggest

activities. The state requests clarification regarding the that the FWS present a more balanced dl-s-cu-s-M-nof the mixed

circumstances under which such activities would be permitted. economies in Kaktovik and Arctic Village. In our view, the mixed
01 cash-subsistence economies in both communities are vitally
G) nt;
0 Page 89-123, Bi

_Fimsh_and Wildalife. Although important and working effectively. The 1983 Caulfield report
oloqical Environme I r

cited on page 131 includes some historical information for Arctic
harvest and u7seof fish, wildlife

, n& arle ma
esources

should be discussed in this section, we believe the most detailed village and Venetie comparable to that presented for Kaktovik on
23 page 130. The 1983 Caulfield citation is listed in the text Idiscussion of harvest and harvest levels belongs in the section in a 29

on 'Subsistence Uses' (pages 140-150). We recommend that the FWS way that leads the reader t6 conclude that it concurs with the

review and revise both sections accordingly. Nelson citation, i.e., that a movement away from a subsistence
lifestyle is occurring in South Slope communities. This is not

Page 109, Porcupine caribou Herd. kore recent harvest data the case. We also request that the FWS check the Nelson 1973

sources are available and sE-ould be considered for citation to determine whether the comments attributed to him

acknowledgement in the plan. These sources are: refer to the communities focused on in this CCP or on other
villages in the area. As we have noted in the past, it is

a) Ray Quock and Jean Carey, 1987. Porcupine Caribou Harvest possible that Nelson would not make the same statement today

by Canadi n Users, June 1986 - December 19B6. A progress 24 about the Gwichlin communities he observed. The fact that the

a
__ observations of Caulfield and Nelson differed and occurred a
p 0

report pre a7 r the Porcupine Caribou management Board.
Whitehorse, Yukon: Yukon Department of Renewable Resources; decade apart may illustrate the dynamism inherent in economies

and
which utilize fish and wildlife resources.

b) Norman Barichello and jean Carey, October 1986. P ine Page 140, Subsistence Uses. The third paragraph in the
orcup

Caribou H ag.U June
lq8

ductory section i sentially correct. Recent revisions to
arvest by Canadi gers, January 1985 - 6. intro W es

Whitehorse, Yukon: Yukon rtment or Renewable Resources. the state subsistence law resulted in all communities in the ANWR
area being classified as rural for purposes of the subsistence

Page 114, Dall :he:!. North Slope Inupiat continue to harvest priority. Consequently, residents of these communities will 30

Dall sheep f stence purpose, as do non-Native r
of

harvest fish and wildlife resources managed by the state under
0

ub
Zid Tn. any s bsistence regulations which may be in effect for areas inKaktovik and Athabaskan residents of Arctic Village. W h:v u

information on the non-village-based residents of the refuge 25 which they have a customary and traditional use of the particular

south of the Brooks Range.
resource. The only exception is forbearer trapping, which
currently is not regulated as a subsistence activity, but is an

mich/41
mich/41
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will work 'with local residents to ensure that big game
important component of the seasonal round of harvest activities populations are maintained on the refuge.' We recommend that
in rural areas. this statement be amended to include marine mammals, furbearers,

Page 146, Figure 28. This map excludes the Bureau of Land
small game, birds, and fishery resources.

Management-THENT -managed Venetia Strip lands from those utiliz:d Page 261, Environmental Con::ju We found this section ofIng v:7c:A,
by Arctic Village for subsistence purposes. The accompany

.

the draft plan to be inro-rm ougn largely speculative.
text says that areas used 'in and near the refuge' are depicts 31 Oil and gas exploration and development are occurring and may
which is not entirely true if the BLM lands are excluded. We accelerate in some areas offshore, nearshore, and on the North
suggest either their inclusion or a modification of the text. Slope. Therefore, we believe an accurate assessment of environ-

mental and other impacts must take into consideration the
Page 149, Figure 29. This map depicts only areas on and near cumulative effects of other development activities and should not
ANWR that are used by Chalkyitsik, Fort Yukon, and Venetie for be limited to the refuge. Otherwise, the full scope and

35
harvesting resources. As such, it is not comparable with Figures potential magnitude of land use activities and their potential
27 and 28, which depict all or most of the areas used during an impacts will remain unexamined. The FWS should emphasize that
unspecified time period by Kaktovik and Arctic Village. We their assessment only partially addresses the impact scenario in
recommend that the title of Figure 29 be revised to specify that AMM excluding the 1002 area, and acknowledge that development
only refuge area uses are shown. We also note that the Fort activities collectively may have a very different effect on the
Yukon subsistence use area data collected by Caulfield was based 32 environment and resource user groups than may be portrayed at
on a very small sample size and may underrepresent areas within this time.
the refuge used by that community. The DPG Division of
Subsistence is updating the Port Yukon subsistence use area maps Pages 263-265, General

on
Should one or more of the

tioassumptionsused in th As!nppand later this year will have more current information available. e p v:'to be incorrect, the

cm
If the PWS actually used maps it developed based on the Caulfield consequences could be significant. Therefore, we suggest that

co
maps and modified during the community visits associated with the FWS note in the plan that these assumptions will be 36

4 planning for the Yukon Flats Refuge, then this should be noted on reassessed both during the step-down planning process and when
the maps. the plan is periodically considered for revision.

Page 151, Figure 30. As in Figures 28 and 29, this map dep'I
'cts Page 265, Alternative A. To underscore the concern expresse; in

only refuge areas used by non-village-based residents. Eitherb our comment regarding jage 261, it is unclear what effect an
the title-should be changed or the BLK lands used should a 33 increase in the number of recreational hunters might have on
portrayed. Lands used outside the refuge boundaries are subsistence hunting on and near the refuge if an evaluation is
depicted, so all lands used within the boundaries should be based solely on the projections presented here. Other factors
shown. may intervene to influence where and to what extent the refuge

area is used for subsistence purposes. Expansion of oil
Page 185, Cogopgogtion We appreciate the FWS development activities on the North Slope could influence wherenui:;d Coordination.
commitment t a close working relationship with the Kaktovik hunters hunt moose and caribou, for example, and could
state in the ANWR area. In addition to working with other affect the availability and distribution of big game animals.
divisions in DPG, we encourage FWS to also cooperate with the
Subsistence Division regarding subsistence research efforts for Pages 277-278, Alternative A1c!ud11:g1Ev nding. Thetgjuation and Find
the ANWR area. Since the Subsistence Division has an annual FWS should be cautious in con Alternative A would not
harvest monitoring program in place in Kaktovik and the FWS has affect the subsistence needs of ANWR area residents relative to
found these data helpful for management efforts, we encourage the 1987 use levels, when supporting quantitative data are not
FWS to support future monitoring efforts. We have noted the presented. While we may not dispute the finding of no
FWS's interest in documenting subsistence use of fishery significant restrictions on subsistence uses, we urge the FWS to
resources on the refuge (page 187), and consider cooperation in strengthen its subsistence data base so that the effects of 37this area as an excellent opportunity for the FWS to carry out implementation of this plan (whatever Alternative is selected)
ANILCA Section 809 and 812 directives. We also have noted the can be measured more accurately. The final sentence in the third
FWSI commitment to cooperative subsistence monitoring with the paragraph assigns responsibility for monitoring subsistence use
DPG cited on page 199 in the fourth paragraph. levels to DFG and the PWS. As we indicated in our comment on

page 187, the Subsistency Division is eager to cooperate with the
Pages 213-260, DescriptionFoAf the Alternatives. The 'Sub istence FWS in the ANWR area. The next to last sentence in the Findingsion of sac

iternativeN - FWSManagement' sect nTicates that th:
134
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section on page 278 refers to 'subsistence user needs' and
On behalf of the State of Alaska, thank you for the opportunity

.subsistence use.' We request that the FWS define the terms to review this deaft. If we can be of assistance in clarifying
being used so that the reader can better assess how to these comments, please contact this office.
distinguish between 'needs,' 'uses, and 'opportunity.' I

Pages 308-310, Altern t1j: B 810 (a) Evaluation and Finding- We
Sincerely,

question the FWU1c..cl. n that this alternative "has the
highest potential to adversely affect subsistence uses of refuge
resources * * *,' but that it 'would not affect the subsistence Robert L. Grogan
needs of local residents,' which are projected to neither Director
increase or decrease relative to their 1987 level. The
information presented in this section does not adequately support 38

by: Michelle Syde:::-@n
the later conclusion. we also question the FWS assertion that

inaresidents who find subsistence resources displaced due to
CSU Coordinator

development activities need only move to a nearby area to find
adequate alternatives. This may be true, but should be supported cc: Commissioner Judith M. Brady, DNR
with more convincing evidence based on an understanding of local Commissioner Don W. Collinsworth, DFG
land and resource use patterns. Commissioner Dennis D. Kelso, DEC

Commissioner Mark S. Hickey, DOT/PF
The discussion of displacement on page 308 and conclusion that Rod Swope, Special Staff Assistant, Office of the Governor
any such problems can be resolved by residents moving to 'nearby
areas' does not consider the fact that this might increase
competition in these nearby areas and that nearby areas may not
be available for activities that could be displaced by

CACp development (e.g., forbearer trapping). Nor does the FWS comment
on the possible limitations related to nearby areas being used 39
for other economic purposes. Since 'needs' or 'demand' for fish
and wildlife resources should not be expected to change if local
residents are displaced due to development (and, in fact, could
increase if the development somehow had a negative effect on the
cash economy of the community), the FWS should not assume that
simply shifting harvest efforts to nearby areas is a panacea.

In the Findings section on page 309, the FWS should specify why
the potential effects of Alternative B an Porcupine caribou would
not also reduce the number of caribou available to Kaktovik. The
last sentence of this section suggests that the FWS and the DFG
have the power to guarantee that 'subsistence user needs' will 40
not be adversely affected by increased public use of the refuge.
We are uncertain whether this is a responsibility of the DFG, and
believe the state's obligation is rather to ensure that continued
opportunities are provided for subsistence uses and that the
subsistence priority be implemented if necessary.

Page 382, MWq Win. In the first full paragraph on this pageiti
the FWS men nstituting eligibility requirements, U n;
use, or restricting activities' to protect refuge resource:

if

public use reaches certain levels. It is unclear if these 41
possible restrictions are aimed at local communities or the
general public. Clarification is requested.

mich/41 mich/41



Response lo the StaLe of Ala@@a

routes are identified in this regulation,and have been added to the
We agree that a major revision of the plan may be needed following common management directions in the final plan.

congressionalaction on the "1002" area, and that this action may have a
10. Comment noted. The paragraph in question already references 43 CFR 36,significant bearing on management of the rest of the refuge. We have

added a paragraph in Lhe Lex-_that acknowledges this point. which acknowledges the Service'sauthority to designate off-road vehicle
routes and areas. We also have modified the public access common

2. The text has been revised as suggested. management direction in Lhe final plan Lo quote the regulation.

3. We have substituted "traditional" for "subsistence" as suggested. We did II.We have modified the text to recognize that arctic haze and existing and
not add in "private" before "recreational" because these cabins are noL future north slope oil and gas development may affect the refuge's
intended for either privateor public recreationaluse. We also did nat. airshed. The Service will collect ambient air qualitydata as funding

follow the suggestion to move the cabins heading under public faciliticq
permits.

because the cabins on the refuge are not public use cabins and the Service
has no intention of providing public use cabins on the Arctic Refuge. 12. Comment noted. The final plan includes the most current refuge population
(Administrativecabins, which can be used for public health and safety, numbers available.

are addressed elsewhere in the text.)
13. The reference to 1980 has been dropped as you requested and replaced with

4. We have revised the text to note that the Service has no plans for new the followingsentence: "It is the intent of the Service to maintain
public use cabins, but cabins may be built or designated if deemed wildlifepopulations on the Arctic Refuge at levels near the carrying
necessary by the Service for resource management or public health and capacityof refuge habitats, subjectto naturally occurring fluctuations
safety(except in AlternativeC). The texL also has been revised to in populations."

indicatethat the Service will research patterns of use for cabins not
being actively used before declaring them abandoned. However, we disagree 14. Updated harvest figures have been added to the text.

with the recommendationto allow intermittent,public use of cabins not
under perm:t. We .;onot want to accept the responsibilityfor maintaining 15. Comment noted. The draft plan only stated that the Service was

these cabins or the liabilityfor theiruse. All cabinsdetermined to be consideringthis action in the future. The text in the final plan has
abandoned, after careful research, will be disposed of in accordance with been revised to indicate that allocationof outfitterareas is a possible

co the Service's cabin policy and Title 41 of the Code of Federal Regulations. course of action. The Servicewill "exhaust all available avenues"
co workingwith the state before attempting to regulate users to resolve this

5. Comment noted. Guides and outfitters have not used permanoit facilities problem.

in the Arctic Refuge. Our cabin policy does not permit the development of
new permanentfacilities for guiding and outfitting in wilderness areas. 16. We have revised the text as requested.

6. Comment noted. Service policy does not permit the use of chainsais and 17. Comment noted. As stated on page 218 of the draft plan, the additional
generators in wilderness ar;as (with the exceptions of chainsaws used for fundingis not just for staff to do wildlife research studies--the
subsistence and motorized equipment used as a minimum tool for increase in funding and staff would be needed for other tasks, including
administrative purposes). increased law enforcement, interpretive and environmental education

programs management of public use, and monitoring developments an and
7. We have added the provision for temporary support facilities into the adjacent to the refuge.

minimal management, wild river management and wilderness management
categories as you requested. 18. Yes, these are one-time development costs.

8. Comment noted. Title XI does not apply to several of the public 19. Comment noted. This point was already discussed in the "common management

facilitiesidentifiedin the table. All of the transportationsystems directions" in the draft plan, on page 193.

discussed under public facilities in the table may be permitted or
provided in all of the management categories, with the exception of 20. We do not believe this recommended footnote is appropriate for the Arctic
roads--and in this case Title XT is referenced. Refuge. This table does include within the conveyance acreages all

non-navigable submerged lands conveyed and selected by specific village

9. Comment noted. The Service does not distinguish use of off-road vehicles and regional corporations. The Service does not necessarily agree that

by different user groups--in all cases 43 CPR 36 applies, which prohibits lands under navigable waters passed to the State of Alaska under the
the use of off-road vehicles except on routes or in areas designated by Submerged Lands Act. The federal government claims all navigable waters

the refuge manager. Procedures to designate off-road vehicle areas and (and submerged lands beneath these waters) were reserved by Public Land
Order 82 prior to statehood. Table 3 only describes ownership within the
refuge boundary. The 17(b) easements and RS 2477 rights-of-way claims do
not affect ownership of the land.



21. We have modified this paragraph to note that pursuant to the Submerged 35. Comment noted. As you noted, this section is largely speculative. We
Lands Act, the Alaska Statehood Act and the Alaska Constitution, title to agree that the assessment does not addresses the potential impacts that
all tidelands and submerged lands that were not reserved an January 3, may occur to the refuge from developments outside the refuge, which
1959 transferredto the State of Alaska. it is recognized that the collectivelymay have a vbry different impact on the refuge than that
Service and the State may have differing interpretationsof some aspects portrayed. We will add a sentence to the section that acknowledges this
of this title transfer,both as to the laws and implementationof the laws point. It is not possibleno,;,however, for the Service to do an
based on facts. "accurate" assessment of cumulative impacts to the refuge without more

informationon site-specificprojectsoutsideof the refuge's
22. Commentnoted. It is difficultto clarifythis pointWithout having a boundaries--thereis too much.uncertaintyto analyze what will happcn to

specificactivityto assess. The Service recognizesthat subsistenceis the refuge at this point in time. When environmental impact statements.
one of the primary purposes of the Arctic Refuge. All the steps are prepared to analyze the effects of specific projects outside the
identifiedunder Section 810 of the Alaska Lands Act would be followed in refuge in the future they should address cumulative impacts to the
making a determinationthat might restrict subsistence use. The Service refuge.
would only restrict subsistenceuses under special circumstances in which
the long-termbenefit(s)of the proposedactivity would far outweigh the 36. Comment noted. We agree that if the assumptionsare incorrect,the
potentialimpacts to subsistenceactivities - and then the Service would consequences could be significant. The assumptions are included for
try to minimize as much as possible the potential impacts. analytical purposes and are intended to portray a hypothetical Situation.

When a specific project is proposed. the Service will assess the project
23. We have moved detailed subsistenceharvest level information to the making whatever assumptions are appropriate at that time.

discussion of "Subsistence Uses" where appropriate.
37. Comment noted. We agree that the subsistence data base should be

24. We have incorporatedthe most recent harvest data into the final plan. strengthened,and have so stated in the draft plan (see pages 187 and 199
of the draft). We have revised the statementon page 278 changing

25. The text has been revised to state that Dal] sheep are harvested for "subsistence user needs" to "subsistenceuse."
subsistencepurposes by residents of Kaktovik and Arctic Village.

38. We agree with the comment, and have revised the text to note that this
26. The text has been revised as nol.ed. alternativehas the highest potentialof all the alternativesconsidered

to adversely affect subsistence user needs. We also have revised the text
27. The text has been revised as noted. to indicate that local residents may or may not be able to find adequate

resources in nearby areas if subsistence resources are displaced from the0 28. The text has been revised as noted. projected oil development. The text has been changed to note that local
residents pr@R"@!y.could find adequate resources in areas near the mining

29. We have deleted the statement on future trends and the references, which and timber harvesting operations. Although we agree residents moving to
should address this comment. nearby areas may not resolve problems, in this case we believe local

residents probably could find adequate fish and game in nearby areas. As
30. The text has been revised to note only that all harvests of refuge described in the scenario, the mining and timber harvesting operations

resources by local residents potentiallyqualify as subsistenceuse. would affect relatively small areas; the mining operation also would not

31. The map will be changed as suggested.
occur in an area that is heavily used for subsistenceharvests.

32. e have modified the figure heading to indicate resources harvested on or
39. See response #38.

Wnear the refuge. Caulfield'smap was modified based on unpublished data 40. Comment noted. As noted in the biological assessment on page 301 of the
collected by the Service; the source has been changed to note that the draft plan, the oil developmentconsidered covers a relatively small area
Servicemodified Caulfield's map. and would occur in the herd's winter range. The primary effect would be

displacementof caribou to other partsof their largewinter range. This
33. The map will be changed as suggested. could reduce the number of caribou available to Arctic Village and Venetie

residents on the winter range. Kaktovik residents, however, should not be
34. We have changed the text as recommended. affected because the development would not affect the caribou in their

summer range. We have changed the text to note the Service and state will
ensure that opportunities for subsistence uses are maintained.

41. We have clarified the text as requested to note that this section refers
to recreation use, and that subsistence users would be given preference if
it becomes necessary to restrictor limit public use.
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April 25, 1988 Existing authority. Including the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)

with It'spublic review requirements, is sufficientto protect the important

resource values of the Arctic NWR without complicating the management of
the refuge by imposing a package of unnecessary Wilderness management

restrictions on the Service, cooperating agencies, or the public.

Congress has recognized the unique circumstances in Alaska by Including

Mr. Walter 0. StlegHtz
language In ANILCA which modified the Wilderness Act. It is unfortunate

Regional Director
that federal personnel are often unfamiliar with the intent behind the special

U.S. Fish and WildlifeService
provisions of ANILCA that were designed to allow for the continuation of

1011 East Tudor Road
traditionalactivitieson Conservation System Units (CSU's) established or

Anchorage, Alaska 99503
expanded by the act, including Wilderness areas. This has resulted In

erroneous interpretations of the law and Implementation practices which have

Dear Mr. Stieglitz-
been adverse to the Interests of people engaged In traditionalactivities
allowable under ANILCA. Even where the special provisions of ANILCA are

The Citizens' Advisory Commission on Federal Areas has completed Its review recognized, traditional activitiesin Wilderness and non-Wildernese areas of

of the Draft Comprehensive Conservation Plan/Environmental Impact State- CSU's are often unnecessarily restricted and/or regulated in a manner which

ment/Wilderness Review/Wild River Plan (DCCP/EIS/WR/WRP) for the Arctic
sometimes discourages people from openly engaging in what are otherwise

National WildlifeRefuge (ANWR). We offer the following comments for your allowable activities(see discussions on cabins and mechanized equipment In

consideration.
Wilderness areas below). This Is certainly not what Congress intended.
Until the Commission is assured that additional Wilderness designations would

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
not exacerbate the poor record of federal agencies adherence to those

provisions of ANILCA Intended to protect Alaskans' traditionaluse of lands,

The Commission is pleased that the U.S. Fish and WildlifeService (USFWS) we cannot support any planning alternatives which include Wilderness

has developed a set of plan alternatives for the ANWR which presents a recommendations.

broad range of management proposals for consideration by the public. This

is a distinctimprovement over plans recently prepared for other Alaska Native corporations own or have selected 181,000 acres of lands within the

NWR's, some of which provided the public with as few as two or three Arctic NWR. Some of these lands are subject to ANCSA Section 22(g) which

alternatives to consider which were more similar than dissimilar. Among the requires that corporate lands selected within the pre-ANILCA portions of the

alternatives In the ANWR DCCP, the Commission believes the Preferred Arctic NWR be subject to the laws and regulations governing use and devel-

Alternative. "A", represents a reasonable balance between the protection of opment of the refuge. Although the FWS has long promised the promulgation

refuge resources and the need to maintain the opportunity to consider more of 22(g) regulations to enable landowners to understand the legal environ-

intensive land uses consistent with the purposes for which the refuge was
ment their decisions must be made in, these regulations have not been

established at a future date. It to our view that Alternative A, of the Issued. Wilderness designations hi proximity to any corporate inholdings

seven alternatives present In the plan. best meets the long term public
would pose considerable potential for conflictalthough there to littledoubt

Interests of both Alaska and the U.S.
the Impact would be greater on 22(g) lands.

WILDERNESS REVIEW
In addition to the reasons for supporting Alternative A which we have

discussed above, we believe the Service has demonstrated considerable

We endorse the plan's Preferred Alternative primarily because of it'srec- prudence in avoiding conflictwith smaller Inholders in Its decision to not

ommendation that there be no further Wilderness designated an the Arctic
recommend further Wilderness designation In the Arctic NWR. There are

NWR. This willprovide a measure of flexibilitythat willallow the Service to also 173 applications for Native allotments in the Arctic NWR totaling

respond to changing circumstances. Such response might include the need approximately 15,000 acres. In addition, there are 1,000 acres of other

to take management actions such as habitat improvements or the construction privately owned (non-corporate) lands. The Interests of small landowners

of administration and/or public use facilities,both of which actions would be would ultimately be adversely affected to one degree or another by nearby

complicated at best.or at worst precluded by Wilderness management. Because Wilderness designation. Because these inholdings are owned by individuals

Wilderness does Impose strictlimitsan resource management options, future
rather than corporations, legal complications arising from conflicts with

efforts to update the plan's land use categories to reflect changes in
Wilderness management would put these people at a serious disadvantage

management objectives could be seriously hindered. Indeed, wherever Inasmuch as they might not have ready access to competent legal represent-

Wilderness to concerned, revisions to the plan might literallyrequire the ation. While It to true that conflictsbetween small landowners and refuge

consent of the Congress. We believe the Service must preserve. for Its own managers may occur In nonWilderness areas, the likelihood and intensity of

management needs and the needs of cooperating agencies such as the Alaska conflicts become magnified where designated Wilderness to involved. Already

Department of Fish and Game (ADFG). the ability to exercise a fullrange of there have been calls by Wilderness proponents for the FWS to exercise the

resource management options that can be Implemented in an orderly manner. acquisition authority of the Secretary found at ANILCA Section 1302 to
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remove inholdingsin the Arctic NWR and other refuges in Alaska. In provide for the safety of the public and the securityof development
additionto supporting the Service'sdecisionnot to recommend further facilities.Willthe public have an opportunity to participatein development
Wildernessin the Arctic NWR, we encourage the FWS to maintain Its policy planning decisions that affectpublic access for subsistence and recreation?
ofacquiring inholdingsonly on a willingsellerbasis and with fair We urge the FWS to provide maximal opportunitiesfor the public to participate
compensation being made for the lose of benefits associated with ownership in these decisions.
ofthe lands involved. We also encourage the Service to utilizewherever
possibleand desirablesuch alternativemethods of influencing inholder land Recognizing that there are many, many unknowns at this point, we under-
use such as Alaska Land Bank Program agreements authorized by ANILCA stand the FWS cannot provide definitiveanswers In the draft plan. However,
Section 907 or Cooperative Management Agreements authorized by ANILCA we do believe that some discussion indicativeof the directionsthe Service
304(f)(1). willtake regarding these issues is warranted. This to especiallyso because

the "1002 report" did not provide adequate treatment of management directions.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES We add that this may be appropriate inasmuch as itwas not intended to be a

management plan. We also add that the opposite Is not true: the Draft CCP
The usefulness of the discussion of environmental consequences which begins is a management plan for the ANWR and the Arctic Coastal Plain to an
on page 261 to limitedgiven the lack of considerationof Impacts associated In-trinsicpart of the ANWR. We thereforequestion the exclusion of the
with oiland gas development which may occur In the Arctic Coastal Plain "1002 area" from the Draft CCP Inasmuch as impacts on the refuge from the
(ANILCA Section 1002 area). Ifoildevelopment leasing does occur In the proposed oildevelopment in the "1002" areas and elsewhere cannot be
91002" area, the Minimal Management assumptions made in the Draft CCP properly assessed under separate documents.
become meaningless. The plan even admits this to some extent: page 262 of
the plan states: CABINS

"The management and use of the "1002" coastalplain requires special Several discussionsIn the Draft CCP regarding use of cabins are inconsis-
attention. The refuge comprehensive plan treatsthe federal lands In tent with the provisionsand intent of ANILCA. On page 30 and on page
the "10021 area as a minimal management area in allalternatives,pend- 202 of the Draft CCP, itto Implied that under ANILCA only localresidents
ing congressionalaction. Thf@.ch! 1er_1hers=!V; assesses the engaged In 'trapping and other subsistence activities'way utilizecabins

M effectsof mini a] %Vme
r tK. .1002_

wit Dcur emphasis). locatedon the ANWR. Trapping Is not a strictlysubsistenceactivity,
XF-so-m-epRift

__
&

__
1;ongress suberstiFicieusers and trappers along with otherTV tFe

ureL
willti@action which affectsthe although we agree that both

use and management of this area. Potentialimpacts to the 110021 users engaged In traditionalactivitiesmay utilizecabins. ANILCA 1303(b)(2)
area...are addressed in a separate document, the Arctic National allows for the use of existingcabins by persons engaged in customary and
WildlifeRefuge, Alaska Coastal Plain Resource Assessment and Final traditionaluses as long as the activitiesare determined to be compatible with
LegislativeEnvironmental Impact Statement, and are incorporated by refuge purposes. ANILCA 1303(b)(4)allowsfor the use of cabins not under
reference Intothis document.' specialuse permit by the general public if so designated by the refuge

manager. These cabins should be designated for public use and safety in
Ifthe minimal management assumptions of the DCCP willno longer hold for accordance with these provisions of ANILCA unless the Service demonstrates
the 1002 area, does this mean that a new set of "intensivemanagement' that their use Is not compatible with the purposes of the ANWR.
assumptions automaticallybecome effectivefor the Draft CCP? if so, there
should be an acknowledgement and discussion of thisin the plan. Although The plan Indicateson page 202 that there are approximately 47 "subsistence
itIs true that there are discussionsof the environmental consequences of oil use" cabins in the ANWR, 13 of which are not being activelyused. The
development in the "1002 report", this document has an entirelydifferent term 'approximately"Indicatesthat the Service has not conducted a detailed
purpose from that of the Draft CCP- itis not a management plan. We do inventory on the number of cabins in the ANWR. Subsistence use patterns
recognizethat a leasing decisioncan only be made by the Congress. ItIs are dynamic and may exhibit annual variationsdependent upon a number of
our anticipationthat any legislationproviding for oilleasing and development factors. Consequently, use of cabins for subsistence purposes to not
inthe ANWR willnot ajdress other publicuses, that, In fFtet.the Service constant. We encourage the FWS to conduct a thorough Inventory of exist-
willretainthe broad authority itpresently has to manage public uses on the ing cabins and monitor their use over severalyears before arrivingat
refuge. This brings to mind a number of deserving questions the draft plan conclusions regarding theiruse.
failsto answer.

The statement on page 211 regarding abandonment of three cabins, two of
Ifthe Congress chooses to allow leasingand development on the coastal which are now being used by the Service as administrativecabins should
plain,what conflictsbetween economic uses (oildevelopment) and other recognize the point made above. Cabin use may be highly variable from
public users are envisioned? What management steps willbe taken regarding ye#Lrto year depending on the dynamics of subsistence or other traditional
access into the area for subsistence and recreationpurposes? While the use patterns. The Service should not assume that a cabin is abandoned
mitigationmeasures which might be taken to protect biologicalresources are merely because use has not occurred in the past year or two. Additionally,
reasonably easy to identifyand willinvolve input from many agencies from cabins not under specialpermit can be designated for use by the general
alllevelsof government, Itis less clearwhat actions willbe necessary to public engaged in traditionalactivitiesthat are compatible with refuge
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purposes. As discussed above, such use is consistentwith ANILCA Section opportunitiesfor the publicto participatein Its 'step down" planning
1303(b)(3) and Congressionalintent. efforts. On page 45 there is some acknowledgement that a public participa-I

tion program willbe a part of the development of "appropriate" management
The statement on page 43 that "Wilderness designation would preclude the plans. We appreciate the Service'sIntent to involvethe public In these
development of visitorfacilities,the development of new permanent facilities future planning activities.However, we request that the Service clearly
by guides or outfitters..."is not consistentwith the provisionsof ANILCA statein the Final CCP that any planning activitieswhich would have an
Section1303(b)(1). This provisionallowsfor the constructionof facilities impact on public use and access willbe in accordance with the KEPA public
"necessary to provide for a continuationof on ongoing activityor use other- participationprocedures and federal regulations. We note that the Service
wise allowedwithin a unit or area..." As discussed above, ANILCA Section has indicated in the Record of Decision for other recently completed CCP's
1303(b)(4) provides for new cabins and structures for use by the general 3 that refuge management plans willcomply with the NEPA process.

public. We add that ANILCA Section1306(a)and (b)(3) does allowthe
Secretary to provide visitorfacilitieson any conservation system unit, Mention is made on page 201 of the preparation of a recreationmanagement
including Wilderness. plan. The discussion also indicatesthat "Backeountry permits eventually

may be required for allrecreationalgroups." The discussion alsomentions

PJOTORIZED EQUIPMENT IN WILDERNESS AREAS the possibilitythat regulationsmay be promulgated which would put limit-
ationson the sizeof groups and the length of stay In certainareas. The

We are concerned with the discussionson page 43 and page 179 regarding Service'sacknowledgement that restrictiveactions are being considered
the uses of motorized equipment in Wilderness areas. These discussions underscores our previous comments regarding the need for public participa-
indicatethat the use of chainsaws to prohibited except for subsistence tionin "step down" planning efforts. We are not aware of a demonstrated
purposes and that the use of other motorized equipment such as portable need arisingfrom conflictbetween user groups which justifythe restrictions
generators and water pumps Is entirelyprohibited. It appears to the suggested on pages 200-201. We are aware that the group size restrictions
Commission that the FWS is interpretingin an overly restrictivemanner the and permitting requirements allude-T-toIn the discussions cited above are
provisionsof ANILCA 1316 and 50 CFR 35.5 governing allowed uses of similarto those in Alternative0, the so-called"Last Great Wilderness"
motorized equipment in Wilderness areas. ANILCA Section 1316 states: alternativeproposed by Wilderness advocates. The restrictionsare

unnecessary, unreasonable and as the Draft CCP correctly acknowledges.
CA "(a) On allpubliclands where the taking of fishand wildlifeto permit- not In compliance with ANILCA. They cannot be implemented without
.16 ted in accordance with the provisionsof this Act or other applicable Congressional action.
co

State and Federal law the Secretary shallpermit, subject to reasonable
regulationto Insure compatibility,the continuationof existing Any public use and access restrictionsthe FWS may wish to implement in the
uses...other temporary facilitiesand equipment." future must comply with the requirements of 50 CFR 36.42 regarding closure

procedures. Restrictionson public use and access should be based upon
The regulationsat 50 CFR 35.5 state: biologicalstandards to protect wildlifeand only in concurrence with the

ADFG and Alaska Board of Game. The Commission does not wish to see a
"The Directormay permit, subject to such restrictionsas he deems situationdevelop in ANWR similarto what has happened in the Togiak NWR

desirable,the landing of aircraftand the use of motorized equipment at where visitationwas restrictedby specialuse permit stipulationslimitingthe
places within Wilderness where such uses were establishedprior to the number of passengers that air textoperators may bring to the refuge. Our
date the wilderness was designated by Act of Congress as a unit of the comments on the Togiak CCP stated our beliefthat such actionsare a
National Wilderness Preservation System." circumvention of the closure regulationsof 50 CFR 36.42.

At the November 24, 1987 meeting of the Alaska Land Use Council, a motion We hope that you willfind our comments thought provoking and useful as
was unanimously adopted which encouraged the FWS to maintain flexibilityto you revise the Draft Comprehensive Conservation Plan for the Arctic
allowlimiteduse of mechanized equipment where necessary to support tradi- NationalWildlifeRefuge. We look forward to participationin future planning
tionalactivitiesand where such use would not significantlydetract from activitiesfor thisand other refuges In Alaska.

wildernessvalues. The Serviceindicatedat that time that the use of such
equipment was permissiblewhere traditionaland when used In support of Sin I

"ding and outfittingoperations. We request that the FWS revise the Draft
CCP to acknowledge that the Regional Director retainsthe discretionto allow 1.,MY@414374_
use of motorized equipment. We encourage you to utilizethis discretion Stan LeaphaA
consistentwith regulationsand allow such use. Executive Director

REFUGE MANAGEMENT PLANS

The discussionon page 212 regarding the preparation of refuge management
plans fallsto mention what steps the Service willtake to provide 5



Responses to the Citizens' Advisory Commission on Federal Areas 5. We have revised the text on refuge management plans to indicate that
public meetings and/or hearings would be held when controversial issues or
proposals are involved,.such as management of public use and access. The

1. We have not excluded the "1002" area from the refuge comprehensive Service would comply with National Environmental Policy Act public
conservationplan. As was noted in several places in the draft plan, participationprocedures and federal regulations before implementing
until Congress takes action on management of the '1002" area the Service management proposals that would affect public use and access.
will continue to manage the area as a minimal management area. This
management category addresses public uses, which you noted, as well as 6. During the planning process it wai pointed out by various individuals and
habitat/populationmanagement activities, public access, and economic groups that certain parts oe the Arctic Refuge already may be starting to
uses. The plan assesses the effect only of managing the 1002 area as a be overused. The Service is not proposingto restrictsize of groups, the
minimal management area. We cannot anticipate what Congress will do with length of stay, or requiring Che-use of backcountry permits at this Lime
the "1002" area in this document. However, we have added a statement on in the Arctic Refuge. Rather, the Service is acknowledgingin the plan
the "1002" area on page 262 of the draft plan to indicate that if Congress that if use continues to increase in the future it T@y.become necessary LO
takes action to permit oil and gas development,the Service will modify more intensively manage public use and access. The Service acknowledges
the plan accordingly. At that time the Servicewill address the questions that any public use and access restrictionsmust comply with the
raised in your comment. If necessary, major revisions LO the refuge requirements of Title 50, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 36.42
outside of the "1002" area will be made following the National regarding closure procedures. Tn accordance with Section 1110(a) of the
EnvironmentalPolicy Act process. Opportunities for public participation Alaska Lands Act, public access would not be restrictedunless such use
will be provided as required under the National Environmental Policy Act.. was determined to be detrimental to the resource values of the refuge.

2. Comment noted. The text on page 30 of the draft plan has been changed LO
more clearly distinguishtrapping from subsistenceand other traditional
activities. We agree that under Section 1303(b)(4)the refuge manager has
the prerogativeto allow the use of cabins not under special use permit.by
the general public. However, as stated on page 202 of the draft the
Service has no plans to provide public use cabins an the Arctic Refuge.
The Service does not want to assume responsibility for maintaining cabins
not under permitor the liability for using these cabins. Administrative

ch cabins on the refuge can be used for public health and safety. (See also
406

responses#3 and 4 to the State of Alaska.) The estimate of cabins an
refuge lands used for subsistence and other traditional uses has been
revisedto 37 in the final plan; 12 of the cabinsare under permit. A
statementhas been added to the text on the need to research patterns of
use of the cabins not being actively used (see response #4 to the State of
Alaska). We agree that a detailed inventory of the number of cabins and
their uses is needed on the refuge and have so stated in the final plan.
We also agree that cabin use may be highly variable from year to year.
The two cabins you referred to now used by the Service were trespass
cabins before the refuge was established and have been used by the Service
since 1980.

3. Comment noted. See response #5 to the State of Alaska with regards to the
developmentof new permanent facilities for guides and outfitters.
Section 1306 gives the Service the discretion to provide visitor
facilitiesin the refuge. The Service does not believe providingvisitor
facilitieswould be consistent with the purposes of assuring the
preservation, protection and proper management of wilderness areas, and
thus would not allow them in the Arctic Wilderness. (Cabins necessary for
public health and safety could be built in wilderness areas, and are
providedfor under administrativefacilities.)

4. Comment noted. In the Arctic Refuge the Service is not aware of any
mechanized equipment that has been used to support guiding and outfitting
operationsprior to the establishment of the wilderness area. Therefore,
the Service would not permit the use of motorized equipment for guiding
and outfitting operations in the Arctic Wilderness. See also response #6
to the State of Alaska.



ARCTIC VILLAGE COMMENTS ON of conflicts, theme areas should NOT be 2nc1,d,d in

DRAFT COMPREHENSIVE CONSERVATION PLAN Wilderness, They should be managed In co-operation with our
ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE IRA Tribal Government and village councils for the benefit

of both culture protection and wildlife protection.
April 8, 1988

One particular problem Is the way you define commercial
logging. We will need logs for public buildings, to take

care of v3.oitors, and for other reasons. We must be able to
Thank you for coming to our village to talk about your pay our people to get logs for a new church or lodge or
alternative draft Comprehensive Conservation Plans lor the community house or any other building we need without
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. interference. Whether or not we pay soma-one for the logo,

or whether the logs are for a house or another building
The plan for the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge must do two shouldn't make any difference. We will still need the logs.
thIngs: You should be opposed to logging for non-local uses, not

(I)protect the land and its life-giving abilities; commercial logging that meets our local needs. What about
(2)protect the Gwich'in culture and way of life. old people who must buy firewood?

None of your alternatives really meets the needs of our

people. Keeping these areas out of wilderness will protect us from

theme policies and will avoid many many problems in the
We are opposed to the do-nothing approach of your preferred future.
Alternative A.

3. For the Porcupine River area, we support wilderness only
If our people and our culture are to continue; if the if the people who use that area - from Ft. Yukon, Chalkytaik
Neets'aii Gvich'in, are to survive the future; then we must and Salmon Village - do not object.
make plans that are positive, and take deliberate actions to

01 achieve those ends. This is our responsibility. 4. The water rights section, p.192, should recognize our
.0h. Tribal water rights in this area, including 1/2 of the

We support an Arctic Village Alternative. This alternative riverbed and the water in the Chandalar River.
will reflect the way the Ovich'in use the land, the

importance of protecting habitat, and the need for community S. We have also had problems getting our Native Allotments
economic and social development. approved, and also with trespassing on these lands. Your

management plan should put a priority on surveying the
We want to make the following points at thin time: Refuge boundary around theme allotments, and complete the

transfer. This should be done within five years at the

1. The calving grounds of the Porcupine caribou herd must be most. Too many of our people have died without ever having

protected an Wilderness. their history rIght to these lands recognized. It's time
We can go out right now and show you caribou fences over 300 for you to accept your responsibility on this.

yearn old that show the caribou has come to this area over

the same migration route for generations. Even a small 6. We must now formally request that you not issue a use

shift could leave the caribou out of reach of our village. permit for any lands with allotment claims. These are

This in a life and death issue for our community. private lands and should be treated an if title was already

transferred.
2. Arctic Village strongly supports expanding Wilderness for

the Arctic Refuge. 7. We agree with the management ideas of AlternatIve G - to
Those areas that we use heavily will not be wilderness (see control recreation to avoid conflicts with vl iif
map) They are: subsistence values. Also that you do not builldom no on

1) around Old John Lake, the refuge or advertise it like a National Park.
2) Junjik River from above Timber Lake downstream,

3) East Fork Chandalar from Red Shoop Crook downstream, B. Among the groups you should consult with, you forgot to

4) the lower Wind River. mention: the People of Old Crow, who live right across the
border, and also the US-Canada Porcupine Caribou Board.

Theme areas Bra used by our people for many purposes all Also you should know that we are governed here by the Arctic

year round. They also include many allotments and other Village Council and our IRA government. There in no 'city'
mites that are important to us. Because of the possibility here.



!Ls@pon@!!@to._Arctic Village

Village Council and our IRA government. There in no 'city'
here. 1. Thank you for the alternative you proposed. We appreciate your concerns

regarding management of the Arctic Refuge and its resources and protection
Thank you for the opportunity to make our comments on the of your cultureand way of life. We cannot,however, supportall of the
Comprehenmive Conservation Plan. We hope you find our recommendations you proposed. Although we recognize your concern
Alternative will help you to meet your responsibility to regarding the calving grounds of the Porcupine caribou herd, the Service
protect the land and the wildlife and the Ovichlin people cannot propose this are& for wilderness. Congress is presently debating
who are all part of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. the futureof the coastal plain, includingwhetheror not it should be

designatedas wilderness. We have modified several of the wilderness
proposals in the alternativesas you suggested to eliminate potential

Sincerely,
conflicts. We still do not believe,however, that additionalwilderness
needs to be designated in the refuge--under minimal management designation
the Service should be able to adequately protect refuge resources and

sar PEM JR.
maintainopportunitiesfor subsistenceactivities.

With regards to commercial logging, we believe your concern is
unwarranted. Although commercial logging would not be permitted in the
refuge,this appliesonly to the sale of logo outsideof the refuge as a
business. Local residents still could cut firewood and logs for public

Kl!@.c,'PEVM JR. buildingsin the village and be paid so long as it was not classified as a

Po BOX 22032 business. Local residentsalso will be able to collecthouse logs and
AFCrJC VILIAGE, AK 99722 collect firewood for personal or extended family use, subject to

reasonableregulation(see page 172 of the draft plan).

The question of tribal water rights ownership is beyond the scope of the
Arctic Refuge plan and cannot be addressed here.

The processing of Native allotment applications and surveying of Native
allotments is also beyond the scope of the Arctic Refuge plan (see
response #1 to the International Porcupine Caribou Commission). With
regards to Native allotment claims, until the Bureau of Land Management
formally approvesa Native allotment applicationand title to the land is
conveyed, the land remains under the Service's jurisdiction. Although the
Service reserves the right to issue special use permits on refuge lands
with Native allotment claims, it generally would not do so until the
Bureau of Land Management has completed its review of the claim.

With regards to conflicts between recreationalusers and wildlife and
subsistence,the Servicehas not yet identifiedsignificant conflicts an
the refuge. As noted on pages 200-201 of the draft plan, under all of the
alternativesthe Service could restrict recreationaluse if these
potentialconflicts do arise on the refuge. The draft plan notes on
page 211 that the Service will continually assess the facilityneeds of
the refuge. The Service, however, has no plans presently to build new
administrativecabins on the refuge under all of the alternatives. Also
under all of the alternatives the Service has no plans to advertise the
special values of the refuge (see page 202 of the draft plan).



2 . Comment noted. There is no requirement for the Service to consult with
the people of Old Crow an the developmentof this plan as they are not Alaska CenterfortheEnvironment
Arneric:n

ci
ti:en:sanddo not directly use the refuge. However, the

Servic recog iz the actions it takes could affect the people of Old 700 H Street,Suite4 Anchorage,Alaska 99501 (907)274-3621
Crow. We would consult with the appropriate American and Canadian
government agencies if the need arises. The InternationalPorcupine
Caribou Board was not in existence at the time the draft plan was
prepared. The Servicewill consultwith the board in the future. We have
eliminatedreferenceto the city of ArcticVillage in the final plan.

April 25. 2988

Bill Kn:,u-U

'

S

'

F
i and Wildlife Service

1011 E
at Tu

dor RoadAnc llr:g.,AK 99503

Re: Arctic Refuge Draft CCP

Bear Mr. Knauer:

The following or* the Alaska Center for the Environment's comments an
the draft Comprehensive Conservation Plan for the Arctic National Wildlife

distressed by the Service's failureto adequately protectW
wilderness values on the refuge. Many refuges Outside have been seriously
damaged because wildlife. wilderness and recreational values have had to
take second place to economic activities such as grazing. In Alaska the
Kenai Refuge's resources have been degraded by oil and van development.
The entire Arctic Refuge, as the Service acknowledges in the draft CCP, is
suitable for wilderness designation.yet no additional designationswere

406 recommended. We can begin to make up, in part. for earlier mistakes by
4 protecting the entire Arctic Refuge an wilderness. This includesthe

Coastal Plain, which should have been Planned for in the draft CCP. Its
omission flows the entire document. which should therefore be re-done.

Finally. excessive or inappropriaterecreational use can also degrade
refuge values. We recommend that the Service undertake a study of the
refuge's recreational carrying capacity and be Prepared to impose any
necessary limitationsor guidelines.

Thank you for the chance to comment on this draft Plan.

Sincerely,

c.q
Cliff Eames
Issues Director



Alaska Friends of the Earth
Arctic Refuge DCCP

Alaska Friendsofthe Earth
Page 2

Box 3847 Anchorage, AK 99510
other unique natural values for which the refuge was

22 April, 1988 established, is alternative G. With the exception of a few
deletions of areas with high use by local Native people,
weAupport wilderness for the entire refuge, including the

Arctic Refuge Planning Team 10 area.

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
1011 East Tudor Road The wilderness deletions to Alternative G which we
Anchorage, AK 99503 support are:

-- a five mile corridor on the west side of the East

Dear Persons: Fork of the Chandalar River to its confluence with the
Wind River

We have reviewed the Draft Comprehensive Conservation -- the Wind River Valley below 2,200 feet in elevation

Plan for the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge and would like to the confluence with the East Fork of the Chandalar
to add our support for wilderness designation of refuge --north of the wind River, the corridor below 3,000

lands. feet in elevation along the west side of Lhe EasL
Fork of the Chandalar River to the Junjik, and the

Wilderness designation of the Arctic National Wildlife Junjik River and its tributaries below 3,000 feet in
Refuge would ensure protection of a unique part of our elevation to Timber Lake

nation's natural heritage. It would provide the highest --below 3,000 feet in elevation in the East Fork of the
measure of protection for fish and wildlife in their natural Chandalar River valley from Arctic Village north to
diversity, and the opportunity for continued subsistence Red Sheep Creek (the boundary of the existing wilderness
uses by local residents -- two of the major purposes area).
established by Congress for the Arctic Refuge. and

-- the four townships which include Old John Lake
C" With regard to these purposes we note that the summary (R 30 E, R 31 E, T 15 S, T 16 S)

of biological impacts of the alternatives (Table 22) is
incorrect. Development activities resulting in habitat We also feel a high priority of refuge management should
degradation will not have the same biological effects as the be the purchase of development rights and scenic easements 3
habitat protection afforded by wilderness designation. For of inholdings where development would threaten important

example, you conclude that alternatives B and C, which allow refuge values. Such acquisitions should be on a willing
commercial logging, would have the same effect on furbearers seller basis.
as alternative G, which offers the maximum habitat protection.
As the negative impact of logging on such furbearers as the We believe local involvement is a key to the success of
martin are well documented, this is obviously incorrect. protecting our natural heritage in the Arctic National

Wildlife Refuge. An excellent way to do so would be to
Damage to habitat would in turn effect subsistence have a training program with the goal of filling as many 4

activities. What arc you evaluating when you conclude "no future refuge jobs as possible with local people. You may

significant restriction of subsistence activities' (Table also wish to examine the successful efforts to involve

23)? Subsistence can not be evaluated based an whether or aboriginal people in management exemplified in several

not the alternatives allow People to hunt, trap, and fish, 2 Australian national parks.
but on whether or not there will be something there to hunt
trap, and fish for. only wilderness designation ensures In conclusion, we urge you to respect the purposes for

habitat protection tor fish and wildlife. Any alternative which the Arctic National wildlife Refuge was established,

allowing habitat degradation will effect subsistence. and to reevaluate your support of the no action alternative.
We look forward to corrections of your biological and

Alaska Friends of the Earth feels that with a few subsistence impacts in the final comprehensive plan.

modifications, the alternative which offers the best
protection for wildlife and subsistence, as well as the Thank you for this opportunity to comment.

/1@Wqp O'b-_
e Gib on

TBa%d Memb:r
Alaska Friends of the Earth



lte@y@nseLto Alaska Friends of the Earth
ALASKA HERITAGE RESEARCH GROUP,INC.

1. We agree that development activities do not have the same biological P.O. BOX 397 FAIRBANKS, ALASKA 99707 PHONE:(907)479-3160

effects as wildernessdesignation, and that logging can adversely affect
furbearers. However, with the application of mitigation measures and

%larch 17. 1988

carefulmonitoring it is possible to eliminate or minimize many potential
Regional Director

adverse impacts. In the case of Alternative B the scenario indicated that
ATTN: BillKnauer
U.S.Fish& WildlifeService

only a very small area would be logged. Some impacts would occur in the 1011 E. Tudor Road
localizedarea, which are described in the text of Chapter VI. However, Anchorage. Alaska 99503-6199
from a refuge-wide perspectivethe effect on furbearers would be
negligible- the same as AlternativeC. We therefore believe Table 22, Subject:ArcticNationalWildlifeRefuge, Comprehensive ConservationPlan,Envi-
which is a summary table of the biological effecta of the alternative,is ronmentalImpact Statement.WildernessReview, Wild RiverPlan

correct. See also response #2 to the InternationalPorcupine Caribou (Draft)
Commission.

2. Table 23 is only a summary of the assessment. The effects of the Dear Mr. Knauer:
alternatives on subsistence, including the effects an subsistence
resources, were addressed in Chapter VI (see pages 277-278, 308-310, Thank you fortheopportunityto reviewand providecomments on the

325-326, 337-338, 350-351, 362-363, 373-374, and 380-381 in the draft Draft ArcticNationalWildlifeRefuge. Comprehensive ConservationPlan,Envi-

plan). With the possibleexception of AlternativeB, we do not believe ronmenEalImpact Statement,WildernessReview, and Wild River Plan. We hope

the alternativeswould adversely affect important subsistenceresources. ynu willreceiveour suggestionsand criticismsasconstructive,as itisin thatspirit
thatthey areoffered.Our expertiseisin thefieldsof historicpreservationand

3. Comment noted. The text has been modified in the final plan to note that culturalresourcesmanagement; itistheseareasof the draftplansthatwe wish to

the Service may acquire inholdings from willing sellers under all
comment.

alternatives. The Service would place high priority an such acquisitions The draftplan(p.125)presentsa poorlyresearchedsummary of North

where development would threaten important refuge resources.
Slopepre-historythat,whileimaginative,draws littleon scientificdata available
today. Perhapsthatiswhy itisso inadequatelyreferenced.IftheU.S. Fish &

01 4. We agree with your comment. Hiring of local residents is a common WildlifeService(IJSFW.%)has concretearchaeologicalevidencethatpeople utiliLed

AI managementdirection in the draft plan for all of the alternatives (see
'Dal[sheep,fish,caribott,wildfowl,bears.moose,berries.and roots'whilelivingon

(D the North Slope 12,000yearsago,thesedatashould be shared with the restof the
page 212). scientificcommunity. Furthercharacterizationof earlypost-glacialNorth Slope

peopleas'relyinggreatlyon cariboufor food',and as constructing'stone-walled
shelters'isnotsupportedby currentlyavailablearchaeologicaldata,which ingen-
eralisscarceforthisregionof Alaska.

Other portionsof the region'sprehistory,aspresentedinthe draftplans.are
alsoinaccurate.For example the Denali complex isnot a prehistoriccultureless
than4,000 yearsold,ah issuggestedin the USFWS document, itisdefinedasbeing
between 8,000and 10,000yearsold. And, the Kavik projectilepointisnot
.generallyregardedas diagnosticof northernAthapaskan';in factthecultural
placementfor Kavik remains one of themajor unresolvedresearchproblems of the
region.'Ale-nightalsoobservethataccordingtolong-standinglinguisticconvention
thespellingiseitherAthabascan(witha Itand c)or Athapaskan(witha p and k).

The factsarethatwe know littleabout theearlyprehistoryof theeastern
North Slope,in part,becausethe federalagencieswith management responsibilities
have not funded necessaryresearchthere,making up for the lackof researchby
presentingfictionalaccountssuch as the one in the draftANWAR document.

The draftplanstates(p.195)that'Allsignificanthistoric,archeological,pale-
ontological,and culturalresourceson the refugewillbeprotectas requiredby law.'
Then the draftplangoes on to explainthatpriorto ground disturbanceor conduct
ofeconomic development activitiesculturalresourcessurveyswillbe conducted,
and thatappropriateagencieswillbe consulted.The draftplandoes almostnoth-
ingtodetermine how activitiesallowedinthe ANWAR may have an impacton
culturalproperties.does littletodefineunder what specificcircumstancessurveys
willbe required,and does nothingtoindicatewhat specificfieldand reporting
standardswillbe employed forthesesurveys.Isthereany plan todevelop a Pro-
grammatic Agreement with theAlaskaHistoricPreservationOfficerand theAdvi-
sory Councilon HistoricPreservationinOrderto addresstheseissuesMore fully?



ALASKA HERITAGE RESEARCH GROUP. iNc. @ts2@!npes.@a @he Sh..qLap

1. Vs h:ve d:nletedreferenceto the resourcescited in the draft plan and
Such a PA, forexample.might addrem thestandardsforevaluatingculturalprop- reli nce

Car
ibou as you recosmended. However,the text is correct

ertiesthroughcontrolledsitetestexcavation.And itmightexplainhow underal- regardingthe stone-walledshelters--thesesheltershave been positively
ternativeG siteevaluationcan even he conducted,sinceunderthatalternativeex- identifiedby the Serviceon the refuge.
cavationnecessaryfor%ireevaluationisextremelylimited.We suggestthatthe
culturalresourcesmanagement plandevelopedforU.S.Army landsin Alaskabe 2. Referencesto the Denali complexand Kavik projectilepointshave been
used as a model. deletedin the finalplan. We also have changedthe spellingof

Whilea ProgrammaticAgreement may resolvespecificproblemsassociatedWith Athabaskanto Athapaskanin the text as you noted.
degradationdue to planneddevelopment.what of naturaldegradationor degrada-
tiondue to unplannedactivities.Historicpreservationlaw utilizesthe conceptof 3. Cement noted. It isnot possibleor appropriatein this generaldocument
degradationduetoneglect.The sourceofthisdegradationmay benaturalforces to addressspecificculturalresourcesurveysand requirements--therefuge
suchas erosionand weathering.What plansarethereto identifysignificantCL11- comprehensiveconservationplan only establishesthe Service'sgeneral
turalpropertiesunderthesteward-hipof the USFWS whichmay be so eudangereV managementdirections. The questionsyou raisedregardingcultural

Other questionswe haveare: resourceswill be addressedin a subsequentdetailedculturalresource

1. Who retainstitlein artifact@recoveredfrom 22(g)lands? 4 managementplan for the refuge.

2. As landtran.%ferconstitutesa federalundertaking,and asallfederal d k 4. Artifactownershipin all cases restswith the landowner.

""ner'"ingsrequireanassessmentoftheirimpactsonsignificantcultural.Properties
I, 15 5. Land exchanges,as all other federalactions,will be in compliancewith(cf.36CFR Part800),willlandsnominatedforexchangebe inventoriedor

significantculturalproperties? the requirementsof the NationalHistoricPreservationAct and its
implementingregulations. This my requireinventoriesas discussedin

3. Why isthereno mentionof thevery importantAmerican IndianReligious the consent.

Freedom Act on page 10,where lawspertinentto culturalresourcemanage- 6
6. In response to your comment we have added a referenceto the Americanment arediscussed?

Indian ReligiousFreedomAct to the section.
4. We noteinthesummary ofalternatives(pp.xvi.xxxii)thestandardrefrain

'Negligibleeffecton culturalresources.'Two pointsneed tobe addressedhere: 7. The term "negligibleimpacts"is used in the documentas an assessmentof
(1)effectstoculturalresourcesmust be consideredin termsof thepotential overallpotentialeffectsrather then specificimpacts. This document
toaffectthequalityor qualitiesofa culturalpropertywhichmake itsignif- also does not constitutea determinationof effectunderthe provisionsof
icant,and(2)federalregulation36CFR Part800requiresa determinationof Title 36, Code of FederalRegulations,Part 800.
eitherEffectorNe Effect.Thereisno provisionforNegligibleEffect.As 7
to thefirstconsideration,how isitpossibleLa determinewhetheror notthere S. Commentnoted. As outlinedon page 195of the draft plan, the cultural
willbean effectuntilthenatureor theresourceisidentifiedand untilthe resourcesof the Arctic Refuge will be managed in accordancewith
natureof potentialimpactsisidentified?As to thesecondconsideration.cul- applicablelaws and regulations.We agree that a more activecultural
turalpropertiesmust he inventoriedand specificimpactsidentified,inorder resources management program is needed. However,budget,time, and staff
to make theEffect.,NoEffectdetermination. constraints,which are beyond the scope of this plan, limit management

actions. RegardingAlternativeG, thisalternativeis includedin the
Our generalreaction isthattoolittleattentionhasbeenpaidtoculturalrc- plan to addressthe concernsof severalconservationgroups,and is not

source management inthedraft document. Section 110 of the National Historic the Service's preferred alternative. The plan recognizes that
PreservationAct (asamended) clearlyrequires federalland managing agencies to congressional action would be required before this alternative could be
complete inventoriesof theirholdings in order Lo identifyand provide appropriate fully implemented (see page 250).
protectionforsignificantculturalproperties.The draftplan reveals(p.196) that
the USFWS generallyPlans to accomplish thisby encouraging surveys and research

on the refuge. However. under alternativeG. Sireevaluationwould be acLivelV

discouraged. Given the anticipatedincreasein use of ANWAR for recreationaland

subsistenceactivities(p.29). we think a more activeculturalresourcesmanagement

program ibneeded than isprovided in the draft plan.

Sincerely.

Glenn Bacon

Research Associate



Alaska Oiland Gas Association
ALASKA OIL AND GAS ASSOCIATION

nETAILED COMMENTS

121 W. Fireweed Lane, Suite 207
ON

Anchorage. Alaska 99503-2035
ALTERNATIVE R OF THE

(907)272-1481
DRAFT ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE COMPREHENSIVE

CONSERVATTON PT,AN/ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS STATEMENT/

WILDERFESS REVIEW/WILD RIVER PLAN

April 25, 1988

Page 290, "Seismic Studies"

Mr. B;111 Knauer

U.S. Fish and wildlife! Ser,-rice
The 9th item states 'The seismic energy source would be small

1011 East Tudor Road
dynamite charges placed on boards to avoid boring of shot holes'.

Anchorage, Alaska 99503
AOGA Comments on the Draft Arctic Item #11 states '-with shot holes drilled at one-eighth to one-

National Wildlife Ref quarter mile ... intervals".

@@-Feh@e-sive Conservation Plan

(CCP), wilderness Review and Wild Both techniques would not be required; one or the other would be

River Plan used. Current. seismic technology indicates that shot holes are

probably unnecessary in this part of the country. Also the possibi-

Dear Mr. Knauer:
litv exists that vibroseis would be used in winter.

The Alaska oil and Gas Association (AOGA) is a trade association Page 291, 1...exploratory drilling operations'

whose member companies account for the. majority of oil and gas
exploration, production and transportation activities in Alaska. items 3 and 4 postulate an entire winter season to prepare a well-

AOGA appreciates this opportunity to comment on the draft ANWR CCP, site and partially rig up, then have millions of dollars worth of

CA WildernesE: Review and Wild River Plan. ice airstrips, roads, etc. rebuilt the following winter for well

commencement. We believe that any operator experienced in Alaskan

AOGA finds that the plan provides a comprehensive analysis of a full or Canadian conditions could move in, rig up, drill and complete an

range of management alternatives. We SuFportfthe

FWS

in selecting exploratory well on the Porcupine Plateau between December and the

Alternative A as the preferred alternative or refu e management end of April.

over the near term. we strongly Lpport the po. ition that the 2
erred alternative not rec mrR_ 5 Item E proposes a camp housing 3 complete crews. Accepted practice

pref a end additional wilderness desig-

nation. it is extremely important that further wilderness desig- is to use 2 crews at 12 hours per day each.

nation in ANWR not be made now before the resource potential of the

area may be determined. Alternative A provides appropriate adminis- Item 7 has rig components moved in by Rolligon (from where?) . It

trative control over management of the refuge while maintaining would seem much more efficient to fly the rig directly to the ice

flexibility with respect to future land use options. Alternative i airstrip alongside the wellsite, or to use trucks on an ice road

reflects a proper balance required bv ANILCA between preservation between the airstrip and the wellsite, if these facilities cannot be

and opportunities for other uses consistent with the purposes for adjacent to each other.

which the refuge was established.
Page 291, 'Production'

Even though we support Alternative A, there are comments we would

like to make about@ the oil and gas activities scenario under Alter- The last paragraph assumes that a moderate - sized oil field would

native B, commencing on page 289. This scenario has much in common be discovered, and would be produced for 15 years. We can assure

with similar scenarios in other NFR plans on which AOGA has comment- you that in this remote region only a major-sized oil field would be

ed. We believe that some of the proposed operations are often economically feasible. The assumption of 3 well pads (Page 293,

impractical and the environmental effects are considerably overstat- item 5), with one production well each is low by a large margin. A

ed in many cases. Detailed comments are attached. more practical estimate would be 4 well pads with perhaps 80 wells, 3
and a more practical field life would be 30 vears. Even a field

Sincerely, that a ze would have to be extraordinarily productive to justify a
210-mi@e pipeline across rough and roadless terrain. Page 294, item

9 confines structures to a 1-square mile production pad. This is an

enormous amount of gravel. A 20-acre pad should do the job quite

WILLIA.F. W. HOPKINS well.

Executive Director

WWH:tp:NS13:1327
-I-



Responses to the Alaska Oil and Cas Association

Paae 295, 'Bioloqical Effects of Alternative B' 1. We have deleted ;eference to the use of shot holes, as you noted.

4th paragraph: "Additional vegetation alteration could be caused by
2. We have modified the scenario to assume that the exploratory drilling

ice roads and airstrips. ...' And, "Thus, oil, development would
operation is completed within one year, that two crews are used, and that

have a major, longterm impact on the project site's vegetation'.
rig components are flown to the ice air strips and then carried by truck

Ice roads don't damage vegetation at all, and, as shown by vege- 4 over ice roads to the well sites.

tation patterns at Prudhoe Bay, Kuparuk, Swanson River, Reluga
River, and Kenai, other indirect effects on vegetation are hardly 3. Comment noted. We recognize that the economic feasibility of this

noticeable and certainly insignificant. scenario is questionable. The scenario is hypothetical, and is included

only for purposes of analyzing and comparing the management alternatives.

Page. 297, Paracrraph I With regards to the production pads, the assumption is only thAL

production equipment and other related structures would be confined to a

Despite what Hanley et. al. may have said in 1983, the ffet, of I-square mile area surrounding the production pads - not that the

oil development on fish should be studied where the@ now

_C_.r
production pad would be a I-square mile area.

tocether. Numerous and oncoing fish studies in the Zpruk

River

ana Prudhoe Bay area during the past 11 years document no decline in 5 4. Comment noted. We recognize that ice roads would help minimize impacts to

either the numbers or health of the resident fish populations. vegetation, but ice roads still could result in compaction, late gnaw

melt, and other environmental changes that affect the underlying

Page 297, Paragraph 2 vegetation. More importantly, this paragraph only includes ice roads and

airstrips as one of a series of actions that could alter vegetation. Site

We have commented on several NWR plans about the apparent conviction clearing for oil facilities, in particular, would have a major, long-term

by USFWS that gravel is washed when mined from floodplains. This is impact an the site's vegetation.

not the case. Gravel is not washed. It is extracted, hauled, and

placed. Half of this paragraph details the potential damages from 6 5. Comment noted. We recognize that the oil industry has probably done more
something that can't happen, and we would like to have the USFWS studies an potential impacts at the Prudhoe Bay and Kuparuk River fields

C"
take note of this. than in many other fields. However, most of the studies of fishes in

these areas have focused on the effects of offshore causeways on fish
Page 299, Paragraph 3 habitat movements and population Structure in coastal waters. The plan is

assessing the effects of exploratory activities on inland freshwater fish
It is implied that all human activity causes raptors to abandon populations. There have been few development related freshwater studies
their nests. The documentation which supports this should be given. and baseline (i.e., pre-development) data from freshwater are rare. The
If it cannot be documented, the statements should be changed. 7

text in the draft plan only states possible impacts that could result from

Pace 300, Last Paragraph, and Page 301
a plaratory activities.6.

R:ference to gravel washing has been deleted from the text as
The flat assertion is made that '...activities ...would displace that ever, we believe that all the impacts from gravel
portion of the herd moving into the southeastern portion of the extraction noted in this paragraph still could occur.
refuge for overwintering". This is unlikelv. If the.Central Arctic

Caribou Herd can carry on their normal activities in the midst of
7. We have changed the statement in question to read that although the

the Kuparuk River Field, the second largest oil field in the U.S.,

and still increase more rapidly than all the other North 8 tolerance of raptors to disturbance varies among species as well as
American

individuals, breeding raptars generally are particularly sensitive to
herds, we cannot believe that a field on the Porcupine Plateau would disturbance. Newton (1979) in The _of Raptors documents
disturb their wintering activities significantly.

this point.

S. This is a controversial point. Industry, state and federal biologists

interpret data in the literature differently and disagree an whether, and

to what degree, the Central Arctic Caribou Herd has been disturbed or

displaced. It is the opinion of our biologists that the presence of an

oil development facility in the wintering area would result in an

undetermined number of caribou moving into other portions of the wintering

area.

NS13: 1325
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THE ALASKA MLDLIFE ALLIMCE
PO BOX 190953

ANCHORAGE. ALASKA "51 9 AWA
907-277-077

April 22. 1988 VA*V AmericanWildernessAlliance
@.,:,jd, Sud- -4 Fngle.cTci. Colc,aco 80112 : (3013)771-0380

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

1011 E. Tudor Food

Anchorage. AX 99503

Mr. Knauer: P.O. Box 100767

The following are the of the Alaska Wildlife Alliance an The Arctic National

Anchorage, AX 99510

Wildlife Refuge ComprEihansive Conservation Plan. We are appalled that the U.S. Fish 13 April, 1988

and Wildlife Service has chosen Alternative A, the "no action" alternative and thus

has recommended no additional wilderness designation despite adumledging that Mr. Norm Olson
virtually all of the refuge qualifies for wilderness designation. Our -in objection Arctic National Wildlife Refuge Planning Team

to alternative A is that them Is no protec ion f. future development under the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
arrant designation. The 1.5 million coastal plain, the eo@led 11100211area, I01 1 Eact Tueor Road

is -la ly escluded f the draft repor aims Congreas currently Is debating Anchorage, AX 99503
whether or not to open this arm to oil exploration. The southern portion of the

refugs, Mircalmotely 9.7 million acres, has no designated wilderness, but does SUBJECT: Draft Arctic NWR Conprehensive Conservation Plan
contain t! designated wild rIvere (the XvIsink, Shearkisk, and Wind rIvers).

All of this southern portion qualifies far wildornew designation, according to the Dear Norm,
report. Alm, theE agVeare to be little potential for economic development in

this part of the refuge. USF&WS's no-Wilderness recommendation for the Arctic NUR is
IkEvironmentallat and other written conmente had over-Whalmingly recommended preposterous; and the Draft CCP for the Arctic Refuge is the

Alterative G, called 122le Last Great Wilderness" alternittive, with its special culmination, in our view, of a badly flawed and development-

provIaloam to maintain the refuge In a priatim state. The Irml of we In certain oriented process that has characterized national wildlife refuge
CD popmlar areas (such as the Milabula and Kcngdmt Am' and the AntIgun marge), planning in Alaska so far. Since there is "very little wa can
01
C,0 could be limited in Alternative 0 to Maintain sainting wildurnIffidl values. In common' on under the circumstances, we simply reiterate our

addl Jon, Alternotive 6 would prohibit construction of aW - administrative general support for the Last Great Wilderness Alternative.

r P,l- rl or recres Ional facilitlee. Xt would designate of the Firth River-

Mancha Creek E I Natural area off limits to all form of mechanization Sincerely,
Including aircraft. And Alternative 0 would be the most economical of the erven

Alternatives to Implement.
a Z'C!

The decision to do nothing le content wdth the IM qVroornh to a Pin- David McCargo, J.-.

for the other 15 wilderness refuges In Alaska. This jg I lq;g - - to be a a Alaska Representative
'. .. 4.0. to the political I I of the 9 administration aid Alaska

congressional delegation. The M bas - to follow the letter of the law by

publishing a wilderness; revisor but it has ignored the spirit of the Im. To find

tint 9.7 =1121on cont1guous acres or this spectacular refuge qualify for wilderness

and to F,--a to I wilderness for any of this area is an Insult to the ristem

requiring wilderneem ravlams. The PM ham gons through the motions am required, and

them made a mockery of the proceem.

We urge Von to select Alternative 0, the I'last gy Pa wilderness" alternative In yaw

final plan. This alternative would provide the MKIRan seCunt of Wilderness I In

AMM and would require wilderness designation of all remaining eligible non-

wilderness lands outside of the coastal plain. Another Important I- - t of

Alternative 'GI Is that It would orchibit vrodator control programs. such as aerial
wolf hunting, throughout the remainder of the Refuge.

sinclwe.lyl

Mrking Together To

Conserve Wild Arnerica
Ginny De @ri...

Staff Representative
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13PUTY WITHOUT CRUEDY&A
INTERNATIONAL PORCUPINE CARIBOU COMMISSION

Hmd*-
C@ Salinas.Vk-,.P-d-1 P 0. Box 200908

175Vat 12thSn-
BOX915

N_
York,N.Y. 10DII April23. 1988 Alaska99686 Rilhorage AK 99520

(212)969-8073 COMMENTS ON DRAFT COMPREHENSIVE CONSERQhTION PLAN

ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUSE

ArcticRefugePlanningTeam
TM R,H- W@ L.&0_@. U. S. Fishand WildlifeService We appreciate the opportunity to comment on these issues

C6. 1011 EastTudorRoad that are so crucial to the future of our people.
MW Tk-- Anchorage,AK99503
V_F..d.- (I.) Before commenting on the report itself we must address
CW.1..dA-
D-um Dear Ms. or Mr.; the issue of Native Allotments. Of 173 applications only 4
Is-c-
H.I.J- have b led

-

This is a violation of cur- peoples

a-
I amwritingon

hts
O:nds:tt

I
beL.A,Ed-d N-W behalfof myselfandBeautyWithoutCruelty's rig n hou d correctedas a first priority. It is

M- SpnaW membershipof approximately8,000individuals.We are opposed to outrageous that you can spend millions for studios, developI- S-
c..e--.w oil and gas drillingin the ArcticNationalWildlifeRefuge. and implement plans, and even permit development to occur
C6@.-J. while our people have waited 20 or 30 years for title to
217WI% We supportwildernessdesignationfor the entirerefugeand as such their land%. Many of our old people have died before
V3r@@ supportThe Last Great Wilderness(LGW) Alternativewhich is one of getting their land and many others will too. We strongly
IZM31 severalwhich you are currentlyconsidering. It would specifythe advise you to redirect some of your funding to the

entire Refuge as wildernessand maximize protectionof fish and appropriate agency to accomplish this, and we will oppose
wildlifepopulationsin theirnaturaldiversitywith no manipula- any additional funding for the FWS while this issue remains
tion. unresolved.

cm
01 The public has made it clear that the majoritypreferthe Last (2)..Thisreport is vary prejudicalagainst the legal rights
406 Great WildernessAlternative. We oppose the currentadministration's and ray of life of subsistence people in our area. Ws don

,
t

prodevelopmentstance as unacceptableand inconsistentwith the pur- say that this prejudice against our people is done on
poses for which the Refuge was establishedunder the NationalWildlife purpose, but if you look at this report carefully you will
Refuge AdministrationAct of 1966. see it everywhere.

Pleasereject the "nowilderness"designationand any other When the Arctic Range was origionally established, one of
planswhich would compromisethe preservationof wildlifeand the purposes was for recreation. When the d-2 bill was
wildernessvalues;and adopt the Last Great WildernessAlternative. introduced this wa% still one of the main reasons proposed

for-ANWR (and Kenai Refuge also). Congress changed that.
Sincerely, They took recreation out as one of the purposes of ANWR and

put in instead the need to provide for subsistence uses.
We know because we asked Congress to make the change. Once
they understood the issue-they agreed without a single

Gene Salinas object ion.
Vice President

The problem is that everywhere you look in this report
cc: Dr. EthelThurston subsistence is treated like any other use. Although you

Chair list the purposes of the Refuge in the book, including
subsistence, almost everywhere else it sounds like
subsistence, sport hunting, sport and commercial fishing and
recreation will be treated all the same, or even worse. You

don't even consider subsistence one of the "significant
issues" raised by the public (p.xii). In the charts on
"Evaluation of alternatives" (p.393-4), and socioeconomic
impacts (p.387-8) you pretend like your responsibility is
only to allow our people to go hunting or fishing, not to
protect subsistence. The right to go hunting is not



subsistence without the habitat to support wildlife. For positions. This could be done with time and a committment

example, Alternative 3 would allow commercial logging on 26% to help our people get the needed skills and training.

of the refuge. These timbered areas are what s

'

upport the

Martin and other animals that our many trapper' depend on, (5.)We would also like to point out a few corrections inS
ur report.but your chart doesn't show any differences for subsistence yo

users between allowing evan large scale logging and

protecting the land. You have answered the wrong question p.149 Ft. Yukon people also use the entire Porcupine

in a way that hides the truth about different alternatives River all the way into Canada for subsitence, just like

for subsistence people. For Ur. the "opportunity to engage Chalkyitsik. The boundary on your map was probably taker.

in subsistence" means the right to a productive natural from the state's subsistence study, which is not correct. 4
environment, an well as the right to hunt, fish, trap etc. This is important to us and should be changed.

This analysis about the different options should be

improved. Your failure to recognise the potential for I believe the population estimate for the Porcupine

adverse impacts on subsistence people from some of the Caribou Herd is now 165,000, not 200,000.
15alternatives

--p.la5. Coordination with other agencies should note

(3) None of the alternatives is really designed around the obligations of US-Canada PCH Agreement and need to consult
L

needs of local people. Our priority is to protect the land with the Canadian Porcupine Caribou Management Board and th 6
and to provide for the other needs of our people including new international PCH board that will be formed.

economic development. We recommend that the entire
--p.1132. Water rights section should note that theadditions to the ANWR be made wilderness except for a few

areas that Arctic Village and Venetia use heavily, which Venatie Reserve has title to the E. 1/2 of the E.Fork

should be left as they are without Wilderness. These are 1) Chandalar River, including the water column. This is a an 7
around Old John Lake, e) Junjik River from Timber Lake to Important omission that should be corrected.

its confluence with the E Fk. 3) East Fork Chandalar River

from about Red Sheep Creek down, and 4) the lower Wind --p.397-8 Your estimates of additional funding needs
cm

River. These places are like our back yard. They are used are out of touch with our current federal budget situation

all the time for all sorts of reasons, and also include very and real life. We don't need any more management at this

many allotment sites as well. These areas should be managed time, or in the near future. What you should do is redirect 8
so that we can continue without too many problems. One some of your current budget to approving allotments and for

particular issue for these areas is the way you define training local people for these jobs in the future,

commercial logging. Sometimes we need logs for a public including a plan to move those jobs to local communities.

building. We must be able to pay our people to get logs for

a new church or school building or community house or any p.403-4. Arctic village is not a city. It is

other important reason without interference. You cannot governed by a Village Council, as is Venetia. The Native

build a library in Fairbanks without paying workers for Village of Venatie Tribal Government is a federally

their efforts and the same is true up here. Whether or not recognized IRA tribal government for both Arctic Village and

we can pay someone for a community project, or whether the Venetia. These are three separate governments under federal

logs are for a house or a public building shouldn't make any law.

difference, but to be safe, these areas should not be

included as Wilderness. Logging that is not for local use Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important

in our region should not be allowed in any case. The exact
report.

boundaries of these areas should be based on the advise of

the people in Arctic Village and Venetia.
Sincerellr14 r-,\

(4.) In order for our communities to survive over the long

term we will need permaneat jobs for our people. The FWS

plan should include a training program and a goal of filling mon, Chair.

all future jobs managing these refuges in our area with

local people. That would bring more long-lasting benefit to lo-el

our people than any amount of local logging or mining would
ever do, and save money by decreasing the need for public

assistance. We are not talking about just temporary tech.

jobs, but real full-time management and biologist and clerk



!e s e!.Lo the International PorcuLij@ qai@ibouCommission 4. Comment noted. We have changed the figure title to note that this figure
only shows Fort Yukon residents harvest of resources on or near the Arctic
Refuge (see response #32 to the State of Alaska). Although Fort Yukon and

1. Comment noted. While we appreciate your concern regarding the delays in Chalkyitsik residents may use the Porcupine River in Canada for
approving the Native allotmentapplications, the Service does not have the subsistenceas you state, this use is not in the refuge and thus is beyond
authority to reallocate funds to process the applications. Only Congress the scope of this document.
and the Secretary of interiorcan redirect funding to the Bureau of Land
Management to process and approve the allotment applications. We suggest 5. The population estimate has been changed as you noted.
you contact them an this matter.

2. Comment noted. We do not agree with your observation that subsistence is
6. We have added these two agencies into the text as you recommended.

treatedlike any other use in the plan. The Service recognizes throughout 7. The question of tribal water rights ownership is beyond the scope of the
the plan that providingopportunitiesfor subsistenceuse is a primary Arctic Refuge plan and cannot be addressed here.
purpose of the Arctic Refuge. We acknowledge in the plan the importance
local residentsattach to their subsistenceway of life (see pages 130-131 8. Comment noted. The Service believes additional management actions are
and 140-141 in the draft plan). The subsistence "common management needed on the Arctic Refuge to fully meet congressional mandates and
direction"for all the alternatives,on pages 199-200 of the draft, notes Service management responsibilities. The refuge's current budget is not
variousactionsthe Servicewill take to ensure that opportunitiesfor sufficient to implement all of the common management directions discussed
subsistenceuse are maintained in the refuge. It is true that the Service in the draft plan. Consequently,for all of the managementalternatives
did not identifysubsistenceactivitiesto be a significantissuefor the the Service estimated additional funding and staff would be required. We
plan. But as stated on page 34 of the draft, the reason subsistence is recognize,however, that federal budget prioritieswill affect refuge
not a significantissue is because the Service recognizes providing funding and staff, which in turn affect implementationof the management
opportunitiesfor subsistenceuse is a primary purpose of the refuge--Lhe directions (see page 12 of the draft plan). Approving Native allotments
Service generally would not permit activities in the plan that would is not under the purviewof the Service (see response #1). The draft plan
significantlyrestrictsubsistenceactivities. There is no issue here. notes an page 212 that the Service will, whenever possible, hire local
We do not believe the tables you referred to only address hunting and residents for positions on the refuge staff. A portion of the estimated
fishing. The tables address the effects of the management alternatives an increase in funding may be used for this purpose.
subsistence,not just hunting and fishing. We also recognize the

C" importanceof maintaining habitat to support subsistence resources. The 9. As you requested we have changed the text to recognize the Arctic Villagecm
cm discussionof impacts of the alternativesaddresses this point (see pages council.

308-309and 325-326 in the draft).

It is true that Alternatives B and C would permit commercial timber
harvestingon 26% of the refuge,but it is highly unlikely that commercial
timber harvesting would occur in most of the area. For purposes of
analysis, the Service assessed the effects of a hypothetical small-scale
commercial timber harvesting operation in the refuge in Alternatives B and
C and determinedthat it would not significantlyrestrict subsistence
activities. It must be stressedthat the alternativesonly provide the
opportunity for commercial timber harvesting--the Service may permit the
use if determine

to e
!ble with refuge purposes, which includes

subs stence. Bel.re theTM e would permit any commercial timber
harvest operation in the refuge it would conduct a Section 810
determinationas required under the Alaska Lands Act. It also should be
pointed out that neither of these alternativeswere selected as the
Service's preferred alternative.

3. We do not believe this concern is warranted. See response #1 to Arctic
Village.



Audubon ANWR CCP Comments
April 15, 1988
Page 2

NationalAudubon Society the most serious management problems an the refuge, ie.

ALASKA REGIONAL OFFICE industrial development for oil and gas? This serious omission

308GSTRFFT.SUITF219,ANCHORAGF.ALASKA99501(VO7)276-7034 is unjustified. It's like-developing a comprehensive health
plan for the body while ignoring a vital organ like the heart.
Not only does it make the CCP incomplete, it seriously
jeopardizes protection and management of the entire Arctic NWR
consistent with the purposes for which it was established.

A second serious problem with the draft CCP is its failure
April 14, 1988 to recommend for designation all lands found suitable as

wilderness. When the Arctic NWR was first established in 1960
'to preserve unique wildlife, wilderness and recreation values,'
it was widely recognized as the most remote and spectacular

Walter 0. Stieglitz Idefactol wilderness refuge in the entire National Wildlife

Attn: Bill Knauer Refuge System. By the Service's own admission on page 46 of the

U.S. Fish & wildlife Service CCP:
1011 E. Tudor Rd.

.
The need to preserve a portion of the Brooks Range and

Anchorage, AX 99503 arctic Alaska's great wilderness values formed the original
basis for establishing the Arctic Range. Unlike many other

Dear Walt: refuges in the National Wildlife Refuge System, the Arctic
Refuge was not established out of a singular need to

These are the comments and recommendations of the National conserve wildlife. Instead, the refuge was established out
Audubon Society on the mdraft' Comprehensive Conservation Plan of a concern for the wilderness ecosystem of northern Alaska

CA (CCP), and accompanying Environmental impact Statement, as a whole...
OPI Wilderness Review and Wild River Plan for the Arctic National

wildlife Refuge (Arctic NWR). With reestablishment and enlargement of the refuge by
Congress in 1980, together with establishment of the adjacent

Although the CCP describes a wide range of management 2.5 million acre Northern Yukon National Park in Canada in the

alternatives for the refuge, and contains a wealth of Yukon Territory, the Arctic NWR now constitutes one of the
information of vital importance to future protection and planet's last vast wild areas. The fact is, the two units
management of the unit, the document is very seriously flawed in together constitute the finest international wilderness

a number of ways. sanctuary for arctic wildlife in the world.

One of the most serious flaws is omission of 1.5 million Despite the fact the comprehensive planning process affords
acres of wildlife habitat and defacto wilderness an the refuge the Arctic NWR's stewards, the Fish and Wildlife Service, the
coastal plain from the planning process. When Congress mandated unprecedented opportunity to recommend how to provide refuge
in Section 304(g) of ANILCA that a comprehensive conservation wilderness values the beat kind of long term protection possible
plan be prepared for each national wildlife refuge in Alaska, under the laws of the United States, the Service chooses an
the key word 'comprehensive' was deliberately used to insure alternative that would maintain the status quo. Rather than
that the plan would be all inclusive in its coverage of refuge recommend wilderness designation for all suitable refuge lands

lands, resources and management problems. Furthermore, the as the law intends, the wildlife require, and conservationists
standards set forth by Congress to insure that the CCP's would desire, your agency is recommending mminimal management'
in fact be comprehensive in nature require the identification instead. This represents nothing less than a bureaucratic
nd description of "significant problems which may adversely cop-out on its responsibilities and the wishes of its primary

Nfect the populations and habitats of fish and wildlife...' constituents, the state and national conservation communities.

How then can the Fish G Wildlife Service justify omitting Such bureaucratic jargon as 'minimal management' is simply a
1.5 million acres of key coastal plain habitats from the plan smoke screen for leaving agency management options open.
when these habitats support some of the refuge's most Unfortunately, in doing so, it also leaves the refuge vulnerable
significant wildlife and wilderness values, and are beset with to the wide range of incompatible activities that threaten the

very natural values the refuge is intended to protect. To rely

A.M[:Rl(:ANScommi,r-I'EDIOCONSERVA'I'ION



Audubon ANWR CCP Comments
April 15, 1988

Audubon ANWR CCP Comments

Page 3
April 15, 1968
Page 4

instead an so-called 'compatibility' testing pursuant to the This is now the 15th refuge CCP that we have'commented an
National Wildlife Refuge System Administration Act of 1966 as over the past four years. Much careful study, thought and a
somehow a substitute for wilderness, is planning in the dark. great deal of time was devoted to this effort. Our input as
one merely need examine the record of the Service's wintended to be constructive and helpful with the ultimate aim
compatibility testing on national wildlife refuges throughout being to help the Fish & Wildlife Service achieve the high
the country to be convinced that in far too many cases it has purposes for which each national wildlife refuge in Alaska was
become a practically meaningless exercise in protecting refuges established. Yet, as we review our many comments and compare
from incompatible developments. them with the final CCP's that have been released, we find that

few if any of the major recommendations that we made were
Our specific recommendations for developing a preferred responded to very well. It makes one wonder if they were even

alternative in the final CCP for the Arctic NM are as follows: read by key agency decision makers let alone given serious

1. Include the 1.5 million acres of omitted coastal plain
consideration

habitats in the planning process. The extensive set of comments that we provided in the
scoping process for the Arctic NWR plan is a classic example.

2. Recommend that all suitable refuge lands be included in the in reviewing the draft CCP, we find that essentially none of the
National Wilderness Preservation System. major recommendations that we provided at public scoping

meetings, and in our 14 pages of written comments of may 5, 1986
3. Remove administrative facilities on Peters/Schrader Lakes. and February 9, 1987 were ever addressed in the draft CCP. We

They do not constitute 'minimal tools' necessary for are therefore resubmitting them with this correspondence in
management of the Arctic Wilderness, and in fact intrude on hopes you will reconsider them.
the pristine qualities of one of the most scenic and popular
public use areas in the refuge. Recommendations on wilderness are a case in point in terms

of your responsiveness. Despite the fact the National Audubon
4. Conduct human carrying capacity studies for recreationists, society along with 770 of all other participants in the two year

and commercial guides and outfitters. scoping process, as well as the Service's professional managers,
recommended wilderness designation for all suitable refuge

5. Limit the number of outfitters and guides based on carrying lands, the draft CCP calls for -no wilderness'. Such
capacity studies, and place them under renewable permits. unresponsiveness makes a mockery of the planning process and

turns it into an expensive and time consuming paper shuffle.
6. Initiate bid-and-prospectus requirements for new outfitting Even worse, it does great damage to the reputation and

and guiding business permits. credibility of both the Fish & Wildlife Service and the

7. Prioritize all private inholdings for acquisition or the
Department of the Interior.

negotiation of conservation easements. In closing, I would like to offer a few words of caution as
your agency continues planning for the future of the Arctic

8. Encourage wilderness oriented research consistent with NWR. By choosing to ignore the wishes of the majority of
ethical standards designed to protect wildlife, wilderness participants in the refuge planning process, thwarting
and cultural values. congressional intent on achievement of refuge purposes, and by

leaving the Arctic NWR vulnerable to incompatible developments,
9. Publish and distribute to visitors a brochure on wilderness the Fish G wildlife Service runs risk of doing irreparable

ethics, ie. how to use and enjoy the arctic wilderness damage to its image as the principal steward of this nation's
without degrading it. rich wildlife and wilderness heritage an national wildlife

refuges. Should agency credibility be allowed to slip away,
10. Commit to cooperative management of the Arctic NWR with the with it will 90 public support. And without public support,

Northern Yukon National Park under an 'International agency programs cannot succeed in the long term.
Cooperative Management Agreement'.

So I urge Fish a Wildlife Service leaders to demonstrate
11. Remove the unnecessary structures at Elusive Lake and the more courage in your decision making. Reconsider your

upper Junjik River Valley, and rehabilitate abandoned DEW professional, legal, and social responsibilities by supporting
line sites along the coast. the sound recommendations of your beat managers and the majority



responses @p @he National Audubon Soi@@iq
Audubon ANWR CCP Comments
April 15, 1988
Page 5 1. We disagree with this point. The "1002" area has not been left out of the

refuge comprehensiveconservation plan. As stated several times in the
draft plan (see the "Dear Reader" letter and "Notice to Reader" at the
beginning of the document, pages 37, 179-180, 203, and 262), the Service

of public respondents. Under our democratic system of is treating the "1002" area as a minimal management area. This is how the
government you are obligated to do so, rather than pursue what Service is presently managing the area. As you are aware, Congress is
you judge to be a politically expedient course of action. Above presently debating the futuremanagement of the "1002" area. It is not
all else, don't further endanger your agency's already seriously appropriate for the Service in this plan to anticipatewhat actions
damaged credibility by placing some of the last great wildlife Congress mighL take in the "1002" area, including permitting oil and gas
and wildland spectacles remaining on the planet at any greater development or designating the area as wilderness. Therefore, in the
risk than they already are. interimunder all of the alternativesthe Servicewill continue to manage

the "1002" area under minimal management. All of the management
Your consideration of these comments and recommendations is activities in Table 9 of the draft plan and the "common management

greatly appreciated.
directions" apply to the "1002" area. The Service also assessed the
"1002" area in the "Enviromental Consequences" chapter as a minimal

sincerely, management area. If Congress directs the Service to manage the "1002"
area otherwise, the Service will modify the plan appropriately. Should
Congress take action to require additional studies or a wilderness review
of the "1002" area, they will be undertaken and completed at that time.

David R. Cline
See also response #1 to the Citizens' Advisory Commission an Federal

Regional Vice President Areas.

2. Comment noted. Congress designated 8 million acres as wilderness in the
Arctic Refuge when it passed the Alaska Lands Act. Section 1317 of thatcc: Liz Raisbeck, National Audubon Society
Act requiresthe Serviceto study the suitabilityof the remainingCO

Brock Evans, National Audubon Society
non-wildernessportionof the refuge for inclusion in the National01

Alaska Audubon chaptersco
Other Conservation Organizations Wilderness Preservation System. Although all of these lands were

determined to be suitable for wilderness designation,the Act does not
require the Service to proposeany or all of the non-wildernesslands for
wilderness designation. As stated on pages 203-204 of the draft plan, the
Service was guided in the development of the wilderness proposal in its
preferredalternativeby two criteria. These criteria were based on the
Service'sinterpretationof the intent of Section 101(d) of the Alaska
Lands Act. For the Arctic Refuge it was determined that the
non-wilderness lands did not meet these criteria. No known threats to
refuge resources south of'the Arctic Wilderness presentlyexist; potential
future threats can be addressed through the Service's existing management
policies and regulations. Resource development would not be permitted on
lands designated as minimal management areas. We thus believe that
minimal management would adequately protect refuge resource values and
still leave the agency with future management options.



W-A -igf- !h@%x I Mr. William Knauer

April 28, 1988
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1412iiNteenthStmet.14.W. VVish,ngtnn.D C. 2003b-22M, (202)797-b80)

Alternative A, preferred by the U.S. Fish and wildlife
Service (Service), is the 'no action" alternative for management

FEDERAL EXPRESS of the Refuge. However, alternative A provides little clear

direction for the Refuge Manager and the Service to affirmatively
dealing with increases in current uses and potential new uses of

the Refuge. By selecting alternative A the Service is restricting

its own ability to assertively manage the Refuge according to the

April 28, 1988 purposes for which it was originally established. The Alaska

National Interest and Lands Conservation Act specifies that one

purpose for which the Refuge was established was "to conserve fish
and wildlife populations and habitats in their natural diversity

including, but not limited to, the Porcupine caribou herd

(including the participation in coordinated ecological studies and

Regional Director, Attention: Mr. William Knauer management of this herd and the Western Arctic caribou herd),

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service polar bears, grizzly bears, muskox, Dall sheep, wolves,

1011 E. Tudor Rd. wolverines, snow geese, peregrine falcons and other migratory

Anchorage, Alaska 99503 birds and Arctic char and grayling" (Section 303(2)(B)(i)).

To successfully achieve this and other objectives for which

Re: Draft Arctic National Wildlife Refuge Comprehensive the Refuge was established, the NWF recommends alternative E.

Conservation Plan, Environmental Impact Statement, Wilderness Alternative E, among other actions, proposes the addition of 8.5
Cn Review, and Wild River Plan (Plan) million acres to the wilderness system and would provide clear
Q direction to the Refuge Manager and the Service as new activities

threaten to impact and change the Refuge. The limited potential

Dear Mr. Knauer: for resource extraction compatible with the major purposes for
which the Refuge was established makes alternative E the logical

The National Wildlife Federation (NWF) welcomes this alternative. Furthermore, alternative E will provide the

opportunity to comment on the above-captioned Plan. The NWF is necessary protection to ensure the intent of Congress, as

the country's largest conservation-education organization, with specified in the Alaska National Interests and Land Conservation

over 5 million members and supporters. With these comments, we Act, is met.

@ontinue the long-standing involvement of the NWF in conservation
issues concerning Alaska. Thank you, aga3n, for this opportunity to review and comment

on the draft Plan for the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. We

The NWF has an intense interest in the future of the Coastal look forward to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's action on the

Plain (1002 area) of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (Refuge). draft Plan.

The 1002 area provides many critical needs for large numbers of

animals during their annual life cycles. While the Plan does not Sincerely,

directly address oil and gas development for this area because

these are evaluated elsewhere (Department of interior, 1987,

Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska, Coastal Plain Resource 5-

ToAssessment, Report and Recommendation The Congress Of The r

United States and Final Legislative Environmental Impact Statement

(EIS)), we reiterate that the NWF does not agree with the Douglas B. Inkley, Ph.D.

Secretary's recommendation contained in the EIS. We refer you to Wildlife Resource Specialist
the NWF's Report to the United States Congress (March, 1987, The Fisheries and Wildlife Division

Arctic National Wildlife Refuge Coastal Plain: A Perspective for

the Future) for our complete comments on management of the 1002

area.



National SISW Lobo Fkad

WildlifeRefuge Monlrose.Colorado 81401

Assmiation (303)24"717 lished the Arctic NWR, and, as required by Section 305 of ANILCA,

such orders must remain In force except to the extent they are

April 25, t988 inconsistent with the Act. Considering this, and the original
purpose,of the refuge, it seems clear that virtually all of the

Mr. Walter 0. Stieglitz Arctic NWR should be recommended for designation as a Wilderness

Regional Director Area, the most effective protection possible. To comit these

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service lands to a a less protective status because of percleved uses
in an uncertain future Le Inappropriate to this occassion. Yourch.ft. 1011 East Tudor Road

SIM @ FbW Anchorage, AK 99503 reliance on the "minimum management" label that has no statuatory
M-- 00 40
GINI2.11,8717 authority is a feeble tool to lean on in light of the powerful
ftoA- Dear Walt, Industrial and political interests that will continue to promote
Pb.W A.
l@c P_ development of this area.
P1WL-.Mm55372
012i.7650 This letter responds to your memorandum of 8 January 1988 requesting

V-P@ coments on the draft Comprehensive Conservation Plan/EavLronmental Aside from the wilderness issue, another concern of our organization
O..W V.am Impact Statement (CCP/EIS) for the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. is the omission of the 1.5 million acre 1002 Area from consideration
Y- aft CCP/E]S. Although we are aware of the problems thatO.."L a" We appreciate the opportunity to offer our comments and urge that in the drPo B.

'I'll. MN NW you give them serious consideration. Including this area might pose, to develop a so called comprehensive
'07145-4610 plan for so prominent a refuge without including the refuge's most

SN`-_V As you are well aware, the history of development on the North Slope important wildlife habitat seems unjustified, and not what CongressLIMONM.D..d.
407D-W O- of Alaska has been one committed to the exploitation of petroleum intended. Alternative managmenc policies or programs for this area".*-.M Sbw
012.SWIM resources. As a consequence, nearly all of the region has been Can be developed that would be contingent on actions that might be

VVW-G--or ql@ marred to varying degree, most prominently by the thousands of miles taken by Congress. If that is deemed impossible, it may be moreNN- C.Nd_
.216O_" S- of seismic trails and winter roads stretching across the tundra, appropriate and practical for your agency to request a deferral of
A...N*.VAMM
(M awaM but including airstrips, drilling pads, access roads, and other the final CCP/EIS until such time as Congress has determined a

R*. fl@ infrastructure of the industry; much of this damage persisting from suitable course of action for this vital part of the refuge. Main-

AMM activities in the late 1940's and 1950s. In sharp contrast, the tainLng the 1002 area In "minimal management- as proposed, may be
CR cam J.L-ft establishement of the Arctic NWR stemmed from the fact that this appropriate as a temporary measure, but better protection should13MI J..lD.%.

A-h-P. M MIS small part of the arctic was essentially unaltered, and from the be given to the area as soon as possible.

P.ft concern of many conservation organizations, and prominent scientists
J" D.V. L.AM- and conservationists that this area be preserved as a completely In reviewing prior CCP/EIS documents, we repeatedly expressed our
'we S.EY.". t-
1-4 ORMM natural ecosystem, I.e., as wilderness. This focus clearly differs concern for the use of the managment area classification system as
elmN"m

from that forming the basis for establishment of nearly all other applied in the planning process. Given the preeminent concern for

L-6 Ollm, National Wildlife Refuges which is the important wildlife resources preservation of wilderness and scientific values as indicated by
IONC- WO;NA they sustain. This historical difference provides the basis for the historical record, the diverse but interdependent ecosystems6711
owl MS.& many of our comments. While development of petroleum resources Ls within the refuge, and the year-round requirments of caribou, the

M.00@
V..d A.QNP~ often compatible with requirements for protection of wildlife re- principal species, area designations seem inappropriate, and to the
IM Cdftd FI-1 sources, it to unlikely ever to be compatible with the preservation extent possible, the refuge should be managed in a holistic manner
P- L@. MN W372
PIES-7-SM of esthetic, scientific and other values of natural ecosystems and to maintain the integrity of these exceptional values.

wilderness areas.
711ll@ RM
SP-II. GA 31.10
0122 111174012 While the planning staff is to be complemented for doing a good job

Whi-dL amm
of compiling background information, we believe that the draft plan

va, W.
Od. Is lacking in that it does not provide definitive information or a Sincerely,
NH MMMMM"'T. rational for support of the preferred alternative. This deficiency

O- has persisted throughout the CCPIEIS effort, although the NWRA has
OWN. A.
MM I= PftS frequently stated need for substantive explanation and justification
M."- comw, of different alternatives, particularly the preferred alternative, Charles A. Hughlett
(M 249V@7

- AtLw before the NWRA can provide its endorsement.

d V ANYR.ft1.S. 223
PVIIIIN-miamp The primary Issue emanating from the planning process concerns the
pal)ris-7w

AdW,AtW GOOSEFLVER amount of lands deemed suitable for designation-as wilderness. The
R.NNfiW' cow NWRA believes that the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation
P.O.B. 10
.. TX7?5 Act (ANILCA) is consistent with the Public Land Order that estab-i'lle

252,DW

01d,caled 10 the pln~Jon and PWVSRWjon of the NSbD,,W Wildble Paluge SYMM



!ttpor@@esto th National Wildlife Refuge Association

NorthemAdaska Environmental Center
1. Comment noted. We believe Chapter VII in the draft plan provided adequate

218 DRIVEWAY
informationan the rationale for the selectionof the preferred FAIRBANKS. ALASKA 997oi
alternative. The reasons why the Service selected Alternative A were (907)452-502i

stated on page 399.
April 20,1988

We must stress that the selection of a preferred alternative is not based
on the number of people who write us supportinga given alternative. As

Regional Director, Attention Bill Knauernoted on page 392 of the draft plan, many groups have differing views on
management of the Arctic Refuge, and no single alternative probably would U.S. Fish and WildLiff- Service

satisfyeverybody. It is importantto us, however, that the preferred 1011 E. Tudor Rd.

alternativesatisfy the majority of the issuesand concerns raised by the Anchorage, Alaska 99503

public. We still.believeAlternativeA satisfiesa majority of the
concerns raised by the public regarding protection of refuge resources and
prohibiting resource development. Although a majority of those

Dear FWS:
individuals and groups commenting on the draft plan favored additional

wilderness in the refuge, we do not believe this is necessarily the best
This letter curisLiLutes the nomments and recommendations of

approach to managing the refuge. Keeping refuge lands under minimal
the Northern Alaska Environmental Center on the draft Arctic

management we believe would accomplish the things people have asked for,
NaLional Wildlife. Refuge Draft Comprehensive Conservation

without having to rely an Congressional action. Minimal management also
Plan (CCP).

maintain options for the Service to address management needs that may

arise in the future. See also response #2 to the National Audubon
For the record, the Northern Center strongly apposps the U.S.

Society.
Fish arid Wildlife Servine's (FWS) proposed alternative "A"

and it's concomitant no more wilderness recommendations, and
2. Comment noted. The Service disagrees that Public Land Order 2214 and the we support Alternative "(;", the Last Great Wilderness

01 Alaska Lands Act require that all of the Arctic Refuge be recommended for Alternative.

0) designation as wilderness. Unless the refuge plan is revised, the Service
h) would not permit economic developments in the minimal management areas.

See also response #2 to the National Audubon Society and response #5 to Rrjef'ly, the. Northern Center views this drift plan and it's
the Alaska Northern Environmental Center. proposed alternative as seriously flawed in a numb,, or

respects.

3. See response #1 to the Citizens' Advisory Commission on Federal Areas and

response #I to the National Audubon Society. * Tlie plan (-excludes the so - call,d "1002" area of the

coastal plain on the grounds that Congress will decide the

future management of the 1.5 million acre area.

This violates Sention 304(g) of ANILCA, which mandates that

refuge plans be "Comprehonsive" in scope and identify

"significant problems which may adversely affect the

POPulat-lons or fish and There is no
justification for the Fish and Wildlife service to

arbi trarily exclude I .5 mi Llio, key acres Of vital roustal

p1nin h-uhitat and de-facto wjidvrn@ss with the excuse that

some Other re-port. has been Prepared on the area.

The plan givts only nursnry attention to the potentially

de%,astial-ing effects ,rthe. cumulative impacts of at-ute air

federal off-shore oil and gas leasing, ori-shure support

facilities, water and gravel supplies for offshore. oil and

gus lPrksing arid oil anti gas leasing in surrounding areas, as 2
I-ell us potential impaots from right of' way development. The

Northern Center fet-Is that thi! plan is fal.aLly flawed in this

4A



respect.

To ignore the 'significant problems" presented by proposed The first of these criteria appears fairly straightforward.
major oil development on the key wildlife and wilderness The National Wildlife Refuge! Administration Act of 1966
values of the refuge as a whole is at least mendacious, and, requires that uses of RefugAh lands must be found "CompaLible"
as it seriously jeopardizes protection and management of the with the purposes for which individual refuges were
entire refuge according to law, quite Possibly illegal. established. Page 46 of the CCP acknowledges that "Unlike

many other refuges in the National Wildlife Refuge System
A glaring omission in the plan is any serious consideration ..the refuge %au established out of a concern Car the

wilderness ecosystom of northern Alaska as a wholeof those subsistence users and neighboring areas which will
he most affected by the egregious agenda implicit. in this
plan. The subsistence users or the Dominion at'Canaria, which The purposes of the Aretio Refuge as stated in ANILCA are to
the FWS may have noticed shares one hundred miles of boarder
with the Arntiv National Wildlife Refuge, constitute 80% ot' 1. Conserve fish and wildlife Populations and habitat..%in
the Porcupine Caribou harvest. The Porcupine Caribou their natural diversity..."

Management Board opposes development in ANWR. The governmen
of the Yukon Territory opposes development. of ANWR. I

11 t 2. Fulfill international treaty obligations of U.S. with
nonjunction with the 2.5 million acre Northern Yukon National respect Lo fish and wildlife;
Park, which the FWS may have noticed lies immediately
adjacent to ANWR, we have right now the greatest 3. Provide for environmentally consistent subsistence use
international wilderness arctic wildlife sanctuarv in the and.

world. For the FWS to ignore the impacts of thei@ actions an
those areas and peoples where they will indeed be the 4. Insure water quality and quantity in the rvfug@.
greatest, and to pretend as though Canada doesn't exist, only
underscores the many shortcomings of this feeble document. In addition, the public land order (PLO 2214) that

CR established the ArrtLc National Wildlife Range on December 6,
a 1960 specified that its purpose was to preserve "...unique
co wildlife, wilderness and recreational values..." (emphasis

The proposed "status quo" alternative A violates the intent added).
and purposes for which the refuge was established, and is
inconsistent with the FWS own selection criteria. In poring
through this 550 page document, wp. found the actual criteria

Altern@@iiLe "A" d-t-'arIvdoes not meet. these criteria.cited as the basis for choosing among the various
alternatives buried on page 384.

AlternaLive "A" reads that. "With revisions to the plan, th-j
1. "To what extent does the altprriative satisfy the purposes Service could devilish areas fur increased puhlio use or

of the refuge and other provision.,;of the Alaska Lands economic uses that would not protq-ct wilderness valuLs," In
Act?" other Alaska refuge plans "minimal management" does not

necessarily prohibit. oil and gas exploration and development
2. " To what extent. does Lhe alternative satisfy the is-.4ues under ANILCA. T-his-!anot -consi tent wiLh the purposes farP.

of the Public'!
4 which tire-!refuge was t_qta@k@ished.and concerns

:3." The Tentative Costs of implementing the alternatives also We note here that whil@ thertt is an extensive chart. - table
wer(texamined in the evaluation of the alternatives. =25 - whic@hpurports to " evaluate" the alternate,,,, relative

to refuge put-poses, 00 agoney v,?r3-cloverly list uvoided
An impartial examination of Lh-tfacts in the public record Lark@i_ngthe alternat;ves against Lhose purposeu, instead
show that the FWS has failed miserably to folluw even thes". relying on reIntJ% vague and %-!rbuse lalLgUagt?to j:Jstir-.'
broad criteria in the selection of its preferred alternative it's inanagemenit.agentla.
imposing instead what appear to be political crittrid from
above, father retailsound management guidance from -igeney Wilderness Resignation far the entire refuge is the beat
p,!rsonnpl,the existAng legiilation, and the publir. means Lo manage the area consistent with the Purposes for

ly
which this vast wilderness rpruge was established.

2
3



tho Last Groat. Wilderness ALL.1-native. 'rhis is the only

alternative being considered by the FW8 which would specify

THF PLAN I-AILS ToMEFT NT-'.I-'[)SAND OF Till:I'LBLi(.. the uncompromised protection of' the physical and ecological

Th, drafl, plan's so-aid espoused t,--?1ortioncritorion curioern@

integrity of the refuge and maintain it's wild and

pliI)I 11I)U 1. .

undeveloped character.

For t.1411Y-';Lr-q the FWS -,)nd-ictPd ;in oxi.-tn..;ive

pijt,l;,: in%-,]%ement pr-)uram on tho CCP. Numorous pub I iv rn t.he pro,-!ess of developing Lhe Draft CCP, th,- planning team

M-.e'.Lngs 6@r.l h-t1d ail,] '132 writ.t.on mmont.s. wer-e rpeoi.--d. since ANWR st.aft' initially recommended wilderness for Hie

A-@ourding t- the ag@ncy's own btatist ics, 77,' rf' th@ written entir.? refuge. The., Vitiate i8O- swit.uh to a "No wilderritisis"

-,aimi-ints buppurt,od 1-ho "Lubt Great. Wild@rnpss All.,!rllativP`

the Northern

recommendUtiUlX is ent.irely a politAval call b3, the FWS

-Alternntiv-t G, hioli was prt:posed by
Dopart.ment of

Ala.,ka En%irucampntal Coni.er and uther v,aisei-Nation icrc.llps.

Regional Director, undeL' the auspi,:es of Lhe

A,, a mnt.lor rif fart., onl@ t,eiv.- r*:@:p@nses favortid a no-

Interior and the Reagan admiFlistration in Washingt.un, D.r.

6ild@rness alt.ornative.' FWS plariner!= statnd that they had

riever recoived such total ,upp,,rt fur ;.n@ alternativ!- or: ail-,

refuge !an done in Alaska. The problems with the ANWR CCP are symptomatic-. of

With an overwhelming

ail agenoy which has ignored its professional, legal, and

87% of the cuncerned public supporting social responsibilities, making a mockery of the planning

all wilderness in Lho refuge, how can the agency's preferred

"no wilderness" alternative purport. Lo satiol'y it's own

process. The public is not. unaware of the fact. that the

criterion to "best meet the needs and concerns or the

recent series of refuge plans have all displayed an obvious

public?".

pro-development bias nbsulutely inappropriate for an agency

such as the FWS.

Orice again, it' Lhe public response to the alternatives had

been ranked by FWS against th- alternatives, Alternative G.

We would caution and entreat the FWS to seriously consider

Ch

the consequences of so blatantly following the Watt "no more

0

the Last (;rest Wilderness AlLernative wnuLd have been shown wilderness" agenda, ignoring the majority uf public

406
to be th(! overwhelming Choice of thr, public and the drart. participation, ignoring congressional intent, and seriously

plan as it now stands is fatally flawed in this resper.A.. jeopardizing refuge values under the guise of this plan.

Finally, we come to the third of these alternative %election

If the FWS wishes tu maintain some degree uf credibility, the

criteria. Oil page 397 we find a table which displays the

very serious issues raised above must be addressed 'and the.

relative costs of implementing Lhe various management

agency must return to a professional, rather than a

alternatives. Alternativo G, The Last Orr-at Wilderness

political, agenda and deal with the public and the law in

AlternaLive, is far and uway the most. ecunomical. for the

good faith.

Go%ernment, in t.hose times of jnorctasing budget constraints

and the spect.re of tax increases, to implement. Thus while

We urge you to display courage by making, the tough decision

tire, aliVincy -it.ates that. the b(triefits to the local economy of

and giving this priceless ecosystem the protection it

the preferred iio-wildernesq alternative would be identical t.u 6
requires.

Lhe Last Great Wildt!rFI-5s alternative, Lhe FWS ignores it's

own criterion in light of the fact that alternative G is the

Your consideration of these comments and recommendations is

most ennnomif!al and instead arbiLraL-ily chose a costlittr

greatly appreciated.

approach. Sincerely,

Once again, the plan is fatally flawed in that the selert.ion

of the preferred alLernative is not. consistent wiLh it's own Rex Blazer

stated mandates and criteria. Executive Director

It is t.h(! position of Lhe Nurthern Alaska Environmental

Cent.er that the faol.s overwhelmingly support Alternativ(? G,

4 5



Responses to the Northern Alaska Environmental Center 6. Comment noted. As Stated on page 384 of the draft plan, the Service used

two primary criteria in its selection of a preferred alternative; cost of
the alternatives was not one of these criteria. The relative costs of the

1. See response #1 to the National Audubon Society and response #1 to the alternatives were included in this section as another factor to be
Citizens' Advisory Commission on Federal Areas. considered in evaluating the alternatives. The cost figures on

pages 391-398 in the draft are only estimates and should not be considered

2. Comment noted. It is not yet known what oil and gas development will in the same light al the twu primary criteria--the Service would not

occur in or near the Arctic Refuge--many possible scenarios could be select an alternative as it!;preferred alternative just because it was

developed, with differing time frames, Locations of developments, and cheaper Lo implement. Alternative A is neither the cheapest nor the most
numbers of developments. The Service cannot adequately analyze these expensive of the alternatives considered.
scenarios in the refuge comprehensive conservation plan. See also

response #35 LO the State of Alaska.

3. Comment noted. The Service is not proposing any actions in this plan that

would adversely affect subsistence users in Canada. In the scenario for

Alternative B (which is not the Service's preferred alternative, and which

would take congressional action to implement) only limited impacts are

projected to occur in the Porcupine caribou herd's wintering range--some

caribou may be displaced from the oil development project area, but they

still would use adjacent areas. There is no reason to believe that this

development would adversely affect Canadian subsistence users. See also

response #2 to Arctic Village.

4. Comment noted. We disagree with your assertion that Alternative A
violates the intent and purposes for which the refuge was established.

There are no management actions proposed under this alternative that would

be inconsistent with the purposes of the refuge. As noted in Table 25 in

Cn the draft plan, this alternative would fully meet the purposes of the

a refuge. Minimal management would maintain the area's wilderness values,
01 as indicated on pages 279-283 of the draft plan.

S. Comment noted. Under the provisions of the National Environmental Policy

Act the Service is obligated to provide opportunities for public

participation in the development of the Arctic Refuge Comprehensive

Conservation Plan. However, Congress delegated responsibility for

management of the refuge to the Service under the provisions of the Alaska

Lands Act and the National Wildlife Refuge Administration Act. As the

land manager, it is up to the Service to beat determine how to satisfy

both the needs of the resource and the American public. It is true that

most of the comments the Service received supported additional wilderness

in the Arctic Refuge. The Service appreciates theme comments, but it must

be stressed that the selection of a preferred alternative is not based on

how many prefer a given alternative.

The Service believes that designating all of the non-wilderness portions
of the refuge as minimal management areas would adequately protect the

refuge's resources and best meet the needs of local residents, refuge

users, and the general public in the long-run. We should point out that

minimal management is the most restrictive administrative category the
Service could assign to the refuge, and any changes to allow economic

developments could only occur through the National Environmental Policy

Act process. See also response #2 to the National Audubon Society and

response #1 to the National Wildlife Refuge Association.



Development Council
N77 NMK 10 M kWW " MI-MInc. ftialim

Mr. Walter Stieglitz
April 20, 1988

April 20, 1988
page 2

EXECUTIVE MHECTOR
90*Y I Gay

Mr. Walter Stieglitz
EXECtIR COMMITTEE The issue of Wilderness designation is particularly important to
J..M RVHE- Pmdw Regional Director

RDC. we agree that the near-term future of the refuge is not
J-'=.11' -.-P."J., ..@ pm U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

likely to demand a great deal of intensive management. It is clearJoW Ra@- VM PM 1011 E. Tudor Road
the vast majority of the land will remain 'wild' for the

M
Ela,S-etm

L T.-V. Anchorage, AK 99503 foreseeable future. This, however, does not justify a=7=w
Ead H. Bandaw

recommendation by the Service to designate Wilderness in ANWR.Raa 1.Bahopp re: Arctic National Wildlife Refuge Draft CCP/EIS/WR/WRPgri bo.,5010
'EM" GO"s,

The long-term restrictions inherent in a Wilderness recommendationUML G`056
KatimJ'F1016MJ Dear Kr. Stieglitz: are inappropriate. In this early stage of ANWRIE; evolution as an
Jo.
J
%LT.KM*

element of the National Wildlife Refuge System, WildernessE" H '70da"N.1- The Resource Development Council appreciates the
designation would unduly restrict future options.E:To=P_ opportunity to comment on the Draft Comprehensive

DameS F.Smft Environmental impact Statement,
The Resource Development Council thanks you and your team for the

R.D.&ad conservation Plan,
9= vVew Wilderness Review and Wild River Plan for the Arctic

hard work and energy that have clearly been dedicated to thisFLWftw
National Wildlife Refuge.

planning effort. We especially appreciate the attitude of the
planning team as they have responded to our concerns throughout theS..K. saw"

The Resource Development Council for Alaska, Inc. is a process.C. BOMI
JO-0 5.01s, Its membersRom

A B@ statewide private development organization.
MM" earn come from all economic sectors--business, labor, local Sincerely,KellyM.C-00
AN-A. J.CAMW government, universities and a wide range of statewide
WC~

C" associations. RDC focuseB on the most serious economic RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
CD

challenges facing Alaska. for Alaska, Inc.
L F

L"F_
F=

The council recognizes that some of the most formidable
Om FLF.W011

roadblocks to the state's development--and these affectD.N. F.Rams
_- 'r

I

=.
A

Ge"M all economic sectors--are regulatory, tax and land use
Pad GWW%Nkh policies. RDC-s board, staff, division directors and Becky L. GayP-Ufto*,dl

thousands of members work diligently to assure that the Executive DirectorJIMH~ state's development policies create a favorable businessDonehlL H~
Dome HWb- climate.M,

=F"="`
CholesF.H~

RDC would like to compliment the Service, particularly
the planning team, for the efforts taken to increase theVM-J'=$hm-

L range of alternatives reviewed in the Draft CCP. At the
AJ@.

=.Ld-O Alternative Identification stage the planning process
=L., . seemed focused on only one alternative (designated
OVIS Memse Wilderness) to the status quo (Minimal Management). TheLAM MCLMN,
Lsa R MM incorporation of two additional alternatives (B and C)
RWN,d A.PkMCh"'M

Pool presents a much more balanced opportunity for public
Pons,

==
'
Rehftg scrutiny and comment.

Thomas H.
WM.

E. =
JammaSeby The Resource Development Council generally supports the
WV

.8F 5-p-
DM#

TW Fish and Wildlife Service's preferred alternative,
UqhM H.ThOwd Alternative A. We believe the study and analysis ofimJThomas
RUM W T".11 Alternatives B and C have substantially demonstrated that

D-=J,
=E more active management regimes for refuge resources are

=Re=aft, not necessary during the ten to twenty year life of this
GNWW P.Wwd, plan. Minimal management strategies, as identified in
EX-OFF00 MEMBERS Alternative A, are the most efficient and responsive
SWUM TedSI.-
SWWW FWk Mk...k. available to the Service at this time.
Co,q.asmanDonYowq

.411M -



We support alternative G, the "Last Great Wilderness'I RRACLUB alternative, for this crown jewel of the refuge system, and urge the

FWS to reconsider its decision. This alternative is most consistentAlaskaChapter with the expressed purpose of the refuge, and, as the report points

out, would still allow subsistence activities and traditional forms of

recreation while affording maximum protection to the environment. In
The Alaska Chapter of the Sierra Club would like to comment on addition, alternative G appears to be the cheapest of the seven

the drart management plan for the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, considered. The FWS predicted that Implementation of any of the other
submitted by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. our comments will be alternatives would require budget increases from 66% to 94%, with an
limited largely to the wilderness review conducted] by the FWS. increase of 80% predicted for the chosen alternative, A. However,

we vehemently oppose alternative A, the "no action" alternative implementation of G would increase the budget by only 52%, according
chosen by the FWS for managing the refuge. Excluding the 1.5 million to the FWS estimate.

acre coastal plain (1002 area), some 9.5 million acres currently not The decision to do nothing is consistent with the FWS approach to
protected by wilderness designation were reviewed by the FWS for their management plans for the other 15 wildlife refuges in Alaska,

wilderness eligibility. Virtually all of this land, which is in the recommending little or no additional wilderness designation. This
southern and southeastern part of the refuge, meets the criteria for approach does not appear to us to be a coincidence, but, in fact, a

wilderness, according to the draft report. Nevertheless, the FWS carefully orchestrated response to the political demands of the Reagan
recommended that none of these 9.5 million acres be designated administration and Alaska's congressional delegation. The FWS has

CWilderness. The FWS states that selection of alternative A "would attempted to follow the letter of the law by publishing a wilderness

*aintain the option of changing management of the non-wilderness review, but it has ignored its spirit completely. The decision on
portion of the refuge to provide for compatible economic uses." The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge wilderness was made nominally by the
area would be placed under the "minimal management' category but would FWS, and in reality by the anti-environmental administration and its
not be given the protection from future development afforded the 8 allies. To find that 9.5 million contiguous acres of this spectacular
million acres of the refuge north of it. This outrageous decision refuge qualify for wilderness and then to refuse to recommend
would leave this part of America's wildest ecosystem unprotected from wilderness for any of this area is, in essence, a rejection of the
future development schemes such as those proposed by the oil companies system requiring wilderness reviews. The FWS has gone through the
and their Interior Department friends for the Arctic coastal plain. motions as required, and then made a mockery of the process with a

Four of the seven alternatives considered included designation of predictable and absurd outcome.

considerable portions of the remaining land as wilderness. Written Once again, we urge you to reconsider this disgraceful and
comments, in fact, overwhelmingly supported alternative G, the 'Last totally political decision, and recommend alternative G in the final

Great Wilderness" alternative, which designates all of the remaining plan.

refuge wilderness, with special provisions to maintain the refuge in a

pristine state. While we realize that the FWS must base its decision
61 V,

on more than popular sentiment, the failure to recommend any
Steve Livingston, M.D.

wilderness at all is an insult to the many people who took the time to
Alaska Chapter, Sierra Club

participate in the planning process. There were several compromise
Executive Committee

positions available among the seven alternatives, but even these were
March 24, 1988

not chosen.
"Notblindoppojiitontoprogress,butappositiontoblindprogress."



TananaChiefsConference,Inc.
C) The plan should include a training program and a goal of

201 FirstAve. agement jobs for the Refuge with local
Fairbanks,Alaska 99701

filling the man

(907)452-Ml
people.

April 19, 1988
d) The plan fails to recognize the potential for adverse

impacts on subsistence in several scenarios. Subsistence is
treated equal to or less than other uses in the plan when
the Refuge purposes establish protection of subsistence uses

Arctic Refuge Planning Team
as a priority.

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
1011 East Tudor Road

We do not feel that the Preferred Alternative A is the best

Anchorage, Alaska 99503
management scenario from the economic perspective of our villages
or of the United States Government. It is not the most consis-

Dear Planning Team Members:
tent alternative with the purposes for which the Refuge was
established. The Tanana Chiefs urges the planning team to

The Tanana Chiefs Conference, Inc. would like to take the
reconsider a modification of Alternative G as the preferred

opportunity to comment on the draft ANWR "Comprehensive"
alternative.

Conservation Plan at this time. The Tanana Chiefs conference,
Inc. -is a Native, nonprofit service organization serving 43

Sincerely,

villages in the Alaskan Interior. Several of our villages use the

Refuge land and resources as an integral part of their subsistence
TANANA CHIEFS CONFERENCE, INC.

economies.

We object to the term "comprehensive" as part of the plan's

title, because 1.5 million refuge acres an the Coastal Plain are
Mitch Demientieff

lekt out of the plan. In this respect, the plan fails to take
President

into - account the synergistic effects of various development

(71 scenarios in the 1002 area as would be appropriate for a plan of
Enc.

& . this type. The 1002 report is largely a political document that

CD ."certainly does not take our villages, subsistence concerns into
cc: The Honorable Don Young

A660unt. While the report details possible effects on Xaktovik's
The Honorable Ted Stevens

subsistence economy, the document merely states that the
The Honorable Frank Murkowski

economies of our villages would likely be affected, period, no
Senator Johne Binkley

further investigation and discussion of the matter. In short,
Representative Kay Wallis

the ANWR conservation plan should look at all potential

significant activities that affect the refuge as the National

Environmental Policy Act requires.

The Tanana Chiefs Conference, Inc. supports the position taken by

the international Porcupine Caribou Commission:

a) The entire additions to the ANWR should be classified as

Wilderness except for heavy subsistence use areas. These

are 1) around Old John Lake; 2) Junjik River from Timber

Lake to it's confluence with the E. Fork; 3) East Fork

Chandalar River from about Red Sheep Creek down; and 4) the

lower Wind River. This would be consistent with the

purposes for which the refuge was established and would be

the least costly management scheme.

b) The Native Allotment applications in the Refuge must be

settled.

MAD:Ll:ss - 488-189
MAD:LJ:ss 488-189
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April 25, 1988

This procedure is mandated by section 304)g) of the Alaska
Lands act which sets forth the standards to be achieved in

Mr. Walter D. Stieglitz the development of comprehensive conservation plans for
United States Fish and Wildlife Service national wildlife refuges in Alaska. Specifically, the
1011 E. Tudor Road Secretar

y

of
Interior is required to identify and describe

Anchorage, Alaska 99503 (
A
)

p
opulations and habitats of the fish and wildlife

r:sources)of the refuge, (B) the special values of the
Attn: Bill Knauer r fuge,(C areas suitable for administrative and visitor

facilities,(D) present and potential requirements for access
Dear Mr. Stieglitz: with respect to the refuge, and (E) significant problems

which may adversely affect the populations and habitats of
The following comments are submitted on behalf of Trustees fish and wildlife identified and described in the planning
for Alaska in response to the draft Arctic National Wildlife proc

e
ss.

Refuge Comprehensive Conservation Plan, Environmental Impact
Statement, Wilderness Review and Wild River Plan ("the draft Yet, in direct contradiction to the Plan's stated procedure
Plan"). Overall we find the draft Plan to be a completely and the requirements of the Alaska Lands Act, the draft Plan
inadequate environmental impact statement, an insufficient was prepared without adequate information on the resources
planning document, and completely lacking in justification in the refuge. For example, the Plan itself acknowledges
for the selection of Alternative A as the preferred that, while intensive studies of various resources on the
alternative for the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge ("the refuge's coastal plain were conducted in preparation of the

Cn Refuge".) 1002 Report, "for the rest of the refuge (about 17.5 million
Om acres) the database is not sound." (ANWR Draft Plan p. 31.)
co Rational decisions affecting natural resources of The Plan further recognizes its failings:

international significance in sensitive areas need to be
based on adequate information. The United States Fish and "Additional information is needed about fish and
Wildlife Service ("FWS") has unfortunately failed to include wildlife populations, their habitat requirements, and
important information on the region's resources, failed to their sensitivity to disturbance a south of the 1002
integrate the analysis of the effects of development of the area for effective management of the refuge in the
coastal plain area of the refuge. and has improperly applied future. Information on existing public, subsistence
its own criteria in the development and selection of and economic uses of the refuge, and resulting
Alternative A, the "current situation" alternative. In impacts is particularly scarce. Adequate research
light of this, Trustees urges you to issue a revised draft and monitoring are required to record baseline
of the Plan, rather than a final Plan, taking into account conditions, determine management needs, assess
the comments which have been submitted and additional potential impacts, and determine actions needed to
information which should be gathered and analyzed before any minimize or avoid impacts." (ANWR Draft Plan p.31)
final decision is made.

There is no justification or excuse offered for the failure
of the FWS to conduct the adequate baseline studies,

THE PLANNING PROCESS IS INVALID determine management needs and assess potential impacts
WITHOUT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION prior to completion of the draft Plan. While it is true

that the specific refuge management plans to be developed in
The introduction to the Plan states that: the future will provide further refinement of the overall

"The first step in developing a comprehensive
plan, it is essential that the comprehensive plan give
bas'eline information and make informed choices among

conservation plan for the Arctic Refuge was to alternatives, to give adequate direction to the specific
collect information. Field inventories, remote management plans which will follow.
sensing and literature searches produced information
about refuge resources.an uses." A specific example of this deficiency is in the area of

water quality analysis, and its impact upon fish species.
The Plan states that under all alternatives, the Service

725 Christensen Drive, Suite 4 Anchorage, Alaska 99501 (907) 276-4244
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will provide a high level of protection to major and minor
drainages that sustain both resident and anadromous fish and habitats, to fulfill international treaty obligations,

species, and that the service will "maintain water quantity to provide the opportunity for subsistence, t6 ensure water

and quality to ensure that fish populations are maintained quality and water quantity within the refuge) dictate that

in their natural diversity." (ANWR Draft Plan p.190) Yet, the best way to fulfill these purposes is by managing the

the Plan states unequivocally that "water quality refuge as wilderness, as alternative G proposes.

information for much of the Arctic Refuge is sparse." (ANWR
Draft Plan p. 75.) The Plan states that the FWS is The differences between Alternatives A and G are that the

utirrently conducting baseline studies on water quality following activities will not be permitted in G, but will be

parameters and instream flow rates for the refuge's allowed under A:

drainages, yet that information is not available now, at the 1) me
.
hanical manipulation for habitat improvements

decision-making stage. The decisions about the 2) administrative facilities/structures

comprehensive planning direction of the the refuge are, 3) permanent fish passes. weirs, spawning channels

therefore, being made in absence of adequate data. The 4) permanent fish hatcheries

large quantities of water needed for coastal plain oil and 5) permanent physical and chemical habitat modifications

gas exploration and development will definitely impact the 6) core sampling
rest of the refuge, perhaps by necessitating pipelines for 7) seismic studies

water transportation from other areas of the refuge, by
displacing wildlife due to decreased water availability on There is an inadequate explanation and justification as to

the coastal plain, and/or by increasing subsistence how rmitting the activities listed above better promotes

activities in -other drainages if the coastal plain area is the p:rposes of the refuge than alternative G, which

no longer viable for subsistence activities. In the absence prohibits these activities.

of baseline date on current water quality and quantity, it

M is impossible to analyze impacts and select an alternative The Plan analyzes the "wilderness suitability" of the

4 which will "maintain water quality." refuge areas south of the 1002 area known as the Porcupine

0 Plateau Unit and the Brooks R nge Unit (ANWR Draft Plan p.

Similar information vacuums exist in the areas of air 160-165). The conclusion is th:t these areas meet the seven

quality, ("data on air quality of the Arctic Refuge have criteria which the FWS used in evaluating the wilderness

not been collected." ANWR Draft Plan p. 59); and public use qualities of the refuge. Yet. the FWS declines to implement

("Reliable annual public use date for the Arctic Refuge are this analysis by designating these areas as wilderness and

not available." ANWR Draft Plan p. 150). offers no explanation or justification for the failure to
adopt the wilderness designation.

II Finally, given the fact that the petroleum potential of the

THE CHOICE OF ALTERNATIVE A IS area is low (as the Plan states at p. 71) there must be some

INCONSISTENT WITH FWS' OWN CRITERIA articulated reason for selecting an alternative which allows
seismic studies for oil and gas potential to be conducted.

The evaluation criteria which the FWS used in selecting The FWS has offered none.

Alternative A as the preferred alternative is set out in
Chapter VII. The three criteria used are: 1) to what extent The second criteria established by FWS, that of satisfying

does the alternative satisfy the purposes of the refuge and the issues and concerns of the public, dictates the

other provisions of the Alaska Lands Act 2) to what extent selection of Alternative G, also. The Plan acknowledges

does the alternative satisfy the issues and concerns of the that 66% of those expressing a preferred alternative in the

public and 3) the relative costs of implementing the public workbooks urged the "Last Great Wilderness"

alternatives. alternative (ANWR Draft Plan p. 537), and the list of
concerns offered at public hearings overwhelmingly supports

The choice of Alternative A is unsupportable in light of the selection of Alternative G.

these criteria. The purposes of the refuge and the
provisions of the Alaska Lands Act as cited by the Plan do The third criteria used by FWS, an evaluation of the costs

not dictate the "minimal management" alternative. In fact of administration, again supports the selection of

these purposes (to conserve fish and wildlife populations Alternative G. Table 27 amply demonstrates that Alternative
G is the least costly alternative and that Alternative A
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gas studies south of the 1002 area elevate.s this to a

ranks as the third most costly alternative. From an
significant issue. It is difficult to understand how the

economic standpoint, the selection of Alt.;native A is not
full scale development of the 1002 coastal plain area (with
Congressional approval) will have a less significant impact

justified. on the refuge than the possibility of oil and gas studies

The primary justification for the adoption of Alternative A
south of the 1002 area.

which appears throughout the Plan is the fact that this Other areas which the FWS erroneously considered
alternative will allow the "maximum flexibility and options
for change". However, the Plan itself states repeatedly

significant" are subsistence activities, habitat

that the Plan should be viewed a dynamic document that will
improvements, transportation and utility corridors.

be reviewed an updated periodically. In addition, there is
a mandate that every 3-5 years the plan will be updated and

With respect to the significant issues for wilderness

research conducted to allow for revisions, with a full
designations, the Plan language is contradictory and

review every 10-15 years. With this high degree of
confusing. First, the Plan makes the erroneous assertion

flexibility in the Plan, there should be no need to pick an
that the FWS would manage the fish and wildlife in a

alternative merely because it preserves options and allows
wilderness in the same way that it would in a non-wildernes

flexibility for change. The FWS must make choices and
area.(ANWR draft Plan P. 40.) This statement i:

manage the Refuge, not preserve options.
contradicted throughout the Plan in the discussions of
habitat modifications, Permanent fish passes, weirs,

III
spawning channels, mechanical manipulation for habitat

THE "SIGNIFICANT ISSUES" ANALYSIS IS SERIOUSLY FLAWED
improvement, effects of mining and oil and gas activities.
Furthermore, if it is true that the FWS would manage the

The Plan attempts to define issues which the FWS considers
fish and wildlife in wilderness areas in the same way as the

Cn ..
significant" for refuge management and wilderness non-wilderness areas, it seems that it would be

-4 designation. The criteria used for this determination were
administratively simpler to make the entire refuge a

allegedly drawn from the National Environmental Policy Act
wilderness, rather than part wilderness, part non-

regulations. However, the justifications for significance
wilderness.

or non-significance of issues are thinly veiled attempts to
justify the FWS selection of Alternative A, rather than

The Plan states that the wilderness designation would n2t

accurate reflections of "significance." By defining an
have a significant affect on fish and wildlife populations

issue as not significant, the FWS eliminates the possibility
and habitats (Plan P. 40) but that the Plan will have a

that the issue will have negative environmental significant effect on "wilderness values" (Plan P. 4
1)

.

consequences, before any environmental analysis is
Perhaps these two are obviously distinguishable to the FWS,

performed.
but to the public this appears as contradictory doublespeak.
What is the "wilderness" if not the habitat of fish and

For example, the Plan states that the Plan will h

v'

wildlife Populations? How can the fish and wildlife habitat

significant impact on oil and gas development i
- 1002

be not significantly impacted by the Plan, when the

coastal plain area, nor on whether the 1002 arYlo.:d bae
"wilderness values" are? The revised draft should clarify

integrated into the Plan. The rationale for these
or revise this confusing and contradictory analysis.

determinations is as follows: because Congress will make the
decision as to whether or not oil and gas leasing is

IV

appropriate for the coastal plain, the Congressional action
THE USE OF "COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS" IS NOT SPECIFIC

precludes the FWS from having any impact on the decision to 3
permit oil and gas exploration and development.

Throughout the Plan there is reference to activities which
will be permitted "where compatible with Refuge Purposes.

..

On the other hand the FWS states that the Plan will have a
For example, under the preferred alternative, Alternative A,

significant impact on oil and gas activities south of the
oil and gas studies will be Permitted where compatible with

1002 area. Congress, again, would have to make a
Refuge purposes. The Plan states that the compatibility

determination for oil and gas development to be allowed in
analysis will be conducted in accordance with the FWS Refuge

areas south of the 1002 area, since section 1003 of the
Manual. (ANWR Draft Plan P. 182) Yet, a reference to the

Alaska Lands Act prohibits oil and gas development. Yet,
Refuge Manual states that compatibility will be determined

the Plan reasons, that the possibility of conducting oil and
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in accordance with the more specific refuge management If FWS has no data or sc@arce data, the formulation of
plans. Our concern is that without dire6tion in the assumptions based on ihis lack of data is ridiculous. and
comprehensive plan as to what will be considered compatible the analysis of environmental effects based on these

us
or some guidance as to areas of compatibility, the assumptions carries this illogical method analysis to an

sp:sific refuge plans will not have a comprehensive and incomprehensible extreme. The Plan must be revised to
consistent approach to the "compatibility" test. We urge reflect an accurate picture of the environmental
you to develop guidelines in the Plan which provide impacts,including cumulative impacts, based on accurate

direction for the future refuge management plans with assumptions.
respect to compatibility. VI

V ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS IS INADEQUATE

1. The Plan states that carrying capacity studies are
The exclusion of the coastal plain from the environmental controversial, yet they are essential to any Plan which
analysis is a significant deficiency in the Plan. While it Purports to promote the maintenance of water quality, fish
is true that the 1002 Report analyzed various impacts of oil and wildlife Populations. We urge you to conduct such
and gas development on the coastal plain, nowhere in that studies before making any management decisions.
document, nor in this Plan, is there an analysis of the
cumulative impacts of development. exploration, seismic 2. The Coastal Consistency Analysis is completely
studies, mining or core sampling on the refuge, wilderness inadequate. The 1002 Report did not, as the Plan suggests,
values, subsistence. or the myriad of other aspects of adequately address the coastal consistency issues.
refuge life which are impacted by such activities. In fact, Therefore, the revised Plan must conduct a thorough coastal
the "Cumulative Effects" portion of the 1002 Report states 7 consistency analysis.
that cumulative impacts are specifically not fully addressed

4 because the 1002 report focused on a specific resource area 3. The Plan fails to honor the purposes of treaties and
and s2&aiLia questions raised by Congress. (1002 Report at international agreements. The Plan must include input from
P. 200) It is in this comprehensive plan, the programmatic the Porcupine Caribou Board; measures to Prevent and abate
planning document for the Refuge, that a full cumulative Pollution or detrimental alteration of habitats (such as oil
impacts analysis must occur. In addition, an analysis of spill contingency guidelines); measures to ensure compliance
the cumulative impacts Of support facilities for offshore with the Polar Bear Treaty, since Polar bear denning sites
and nearshore oil exploration is necessary. The failure of will Potentially be affected.
the Plan to perform a cumulative impact analysis violates
the provisions of NEPA. 4. The Plan fails to recommend the addition of the 28-mile

segment of the Sheeniek river, to the Wild and Scenic Rivers
A confusing aspect of the Plan is its failure to conduct any designation. This would be an ideal addition to the system
environmental analysis of certain impacts which are, by law, and would make a complete management unit of the Sheeniek.
permitted in the refuge. For example, transportation and This recommendation should be considered.
utility systems are cursorily addressed (ANWR Plan P. 208)
with no indication of what types of utility systems might be Conclusion
necessary, the location of potential corridors, nor of the
environmental impacts of potential transportation and Trusttes for Alaska urges you to incorporate these comments,
utility systems. and those submitted by the Wilderness Society, the Northern

Alaska Environmental Center, the Audubon Society, the Sierra
The lack of any accurate environmental information on air Club, Friends of the Earth. and the Alaska Center for the
quality, water quality, and public use (see discussion in I Environment, and to prepare a revised draft Plan,
above) renders the environmental analysis useless. However,
the paucity of environmental background information did not
deter the FWS from making "assumptions" (page 263-264) for
use in the environmental analysis regarding the issues of
water quality, air quality and public use and further, to
analyZe the environmental consequences for each alternative
based upon those "assumptions". Thir approach defaces logic.



!f!sponse@ to Trustees for Alaska

1. We disagree that this plan fails to meet the requirements of

Section 304(g) of the Alaska Lands Act. It is true that this plan was

ANWR Draft Plan Comments page S prepared without all of the information the Service desires on the Arctic

Refuge's resources and users. As the plan stated, additional information

is needed for effective management in the future. The Service has a firm
incorporating all of these comments. commitment in all of the alternatives to conduct studies and research

necessary to obtain essential data (see the research "common managenent
Very truly youreL, direction" on pages 186-187 of the draft). It can be argued, however,

that the Service may never have the information it needs to manage all

aspects of the Arctic Refuge, given the size of the refuge and theS
ARIV-11, Ilk. e rvice's resources. Furthermore, Congress mandated that the Service

prepare
NANCY7'

a comprehensive conservation plan for the refuge within a
WAINWRIGHT

a
pecified time period. The Service completed the draft plan using the

Staff Attorney @est available information. The Service believes sufficient information
Trustees for Alaska is provided in the plan to make a decision on which management alternative

?
I:ct. As knowledge of the refuge's resources and users improves, the

the
ts:rvgc may need to revise the plan (see page 12 of the draft plan).cc: Sierra Club, Friends of the Earth, Alaska Center for

Environment, Audubon Society, Wilderness Society, Subse"quent reviews and updates of the plan will have the benefit of more
Northern Alaska Environmental Center data on water quality and quantity and public use. With regards to water

quality, the statement quoted on page 190 of the draft is a management

direction the Service will implement to the best of its ability, using the

best available information. Under all of the alternatives it is the

intent of the Service to maintain the Arctic Refuge's water quality (see

pages 191-192 of the draft). The potential effects of coastal plain oil
and gas development on refuge water quantity you cited are not appropriate

cm for this plan--under the Service's preferred alternative the "1002" area
4 would be managed as a minimal management area and oil development would

not occur.

2. Comment noted. The first five management actions cited are addressed in

Table 9, on pages 167-177, and for Alternative A on page 216 in the draft

plan. Mechanical manipulation for habitat improvements may be considered

in minimal management areas in Alternative A, but the plan would have to

be revised and the area where this activity is proposed would have to be

changed to another management category (i.e., moderate management) before

it could be permitted (see page 169). Administrative facilities/

structures would be permitted under Alternative A so the Service can

better manage the refuge's fish and wildlife populations and users and

thus assure that refuge purposes are achieved; temporary facilities,

provided for under Alternative G, may not always be sufficient. With

regards to the fisheries development facilities, these developments may be

permitted in minimal management areas under Alternative A on a
case-by-case basis, and would be subject to the provisions of the National

Environmental Policy Act and a compatibility determination. It should be

stressed that under Alternative A all of these actions will not
necessarily occur. As noted on page 216, under Aliernative A habitat

improvements generally would not occur. The Service also does not foresee

the need to build new permanent administrative facilities in the refuge at

this point in time. Rather, the alternative provides the Service with the

option in the future to carry out these actions should the need arises to

maintain fish and wildlife populations within the refuge; under

Alternative C the Service would not have these options.



With regards to core sampling and seismic studies, these uses of the

refuge would not promote the purposes of the refuge. However, under the

provisions of the Alaska Lands Act and the National Wildlife Refuge
in the Arctic Refuge in the foreseeable future. Finally, you should be

Administrative Act the Service may permit activities in the Arctic Refuge awar! that even in wilderness areas these management actions could be

so long as they are compatible with the purposes of the refuge. As noted permitted in a management emergency if they were identified to be the

on page 176 of the draft plan these uses may be permitted in minimal
minimum tool.

management areas in Alternative A, subject to special use permit

conditions. The Service does not believe these short-term uses, with 6. Comment noted. It is true that fish and wildlife habitats are one part of

stipulations, would necessarily conflict with refuge purposes. wilderness values. But the Service distinguishes between fish and

wildlife populations and habitats, which can be objectively measured and

3. Comment noted. The question in this section is not the degree of impact managed, and wilderness values. It is possible, for example, that a

resulting from development of the "1002" coastal plain versus oil and gas permanent fishery development would be proposed outside of an existing

studies south of the "1002" area. As pointed out on page 37 of the draft wilderness area to conserve the refuge's fish and wildlife habitat. This

plan, development of the coastal plain is not a significant issue because development could be permitted, although it would significantly impact

the 1002(h) report addressed this issue and Congress is presently
ezisting wilderness values at that site. As noted above, the Service is

considering what acLion to take. In all of the alternatives in the refuge mandated to conserve fish and wildlife populations and habitats in their

comprehensive conservation plan the "1002" area is treated as a minimal natural diversity, regardless of whether additional wilderness is

management area, pending congressional action, in which oil and gas
designated in the Arctic Refuge. Therefore, from the perspective of

development would not be permitted. Although the Arctic Refuge is closed maintaining fish and wildlife values, wilderness designation is not a

to oil and gas development, the Resource Development Council for Alaska significant issue--the Service has no latitude on what action, it can take

requested that we include an alternative in the plan that would permit oil here. Wilderness values, however, are a subjective, intrinsic quality

and gas exploration and development south of the "1002" area. The 1002(h) that the Service does not have the same mandate to protect outside of the

report did not address this possibility. To fulfill the requirements of existing wilderness area.

the National Environmental Policy Act, the Service must examine a full

range of alternatives for the refuge in the refuge plan, including the 7. With regards to our treatment of the `1002" area in the refuge

possibility of oil and gas activities occurring south of the Brooks comprehensive conservation plan, see response #35 to the State of Alaska,

Range. Any recommendation the Service makes in this regard would be #2 to the Northern Alaska Environmental Center, #1 to the Citizens'

highly controversial. It is for this reason that the Service considered Advisory Commission on Federal Areas, and #1 to the National Audubon

M oil and gas activities south of the "1002" area to be a significant issue. Society. With regards specifically to support facilities for offshore

4 facilities, under the Service's preferred alternative these facilities

4. Comment noted. We disagree with your assertion.
would not be permitted--under both minimal management and the existing

Arctic Wilderness, offshore support facilities would not be permitted on

5 We agree that the statement on page 40 was misleading and have clarified the refuge's coastal plain. However, as noted on page 38 of the draft

the text to read as follows: One of the primary purposes of the Arctic plan, when Congress acts on the future management of the "1002" area it

Refuge, under Section 303 of the Alaska Lands Act, is to conserve fish and could permit this development on the refuge. Also, if the support

wildlife in its natural diversity. Section 4(a) of the Wilderness Act facilities are part of a transportation system they could be permitted

states that the designation of wilderness within a national wildlife under provisions of Title Xi of the Alaska Lands Act.

refuge must supplement the purposes for which the refuge was established.

Therefore, wilderness designation would not prevent the Service from 8. comment noted. We disagree that the refuge plan failed to adequately

achieving the purpose of conserving the refuge's fish and wildlife address transportation and utility systems. As stated on page 36 of the

populations. Regardless of whether or not additional wilderness is draft plan, no specific proposals have been made to build such corridors

designated in the Arctic Refuge, the Service will manage the refuge to through the refuge. (The 1002(h) report addressed the effects of

conserve fish and wildlife populations in their natural diversity, on a
potential transportation corridors in the refuge if oil development occurs

refuge-wide basis.
in the "1002" area.) Until the need for such a system is identified, it

is not possible for the Service to evaluate the types of utility systems

In non-wilderness portions of the refuge, such as minimal management
needed, the location of potential corridors, or the potential

areas, the Service could permit several of the management actions you
environmental impacts of the system. Under Title XI of the Alaska Lands

noted. However, these actions would only be permitted on a case-by-case Act the Service would permit the proposal if it was determined to be

basis, and would be subject Lo the provisions of the National
compatible with refuge purposes and no economically feasible and prudent

Environmental Policy Act and a compatibility determination--none of these alternative route existed for the system.

actions would necessarily occur. Furthermore, the Service would only

permit these actions under strict conditions. It also should be pointed

out that the Service has not identified the need for any of these actions
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The wilderness Society
Page 2

Section 304(g) of the Alaska National interest LandV
Conservation Act (ANILCA) calls for a comprehensive manage-
ment plan for the entire refuge, not one that arbitrarily
excludes a critical part of the refuge. By refusing to inte-

TH E WI LDERN ES S SOCI ETY grate the coastal plain into the draft CCP, the EVS has fal-
len woefully short of fulfilling the Congressional mandate to
produce a comprehensive plan.

April 25, 1988 The FWS should issue a new draft CCP that includes

Regional Director
alternatives addressing management of the coastal plain under

Attn: Bill Knauer
a range of the foreseeable scenarios. These alternatives

Fish and Wildlife Service
should include wilderness, exploration, and full-scale oil

1011 East Tudor Road
development. Not only must the FWS address management of the

Anchorage, AK 99503
coastal plain under these circumstances, but the alternatives
must examine and plan for the impacts these scenarios would

RE: Arctic National Wildlife Refuge Draft have on the rest of the refuge. If the FWS will not reissue

Comprehensive Conservation Plan
the draft CCP, then, at a minimum, a supplement to the draft
plan should be prepared for public comment.

Dear Sir: Inadequate-Wilderness Recommendation

The following comments are submitted on the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge Draft Comprehensive Conservation Once again, The Wilderness Society must protest the

Plan (CCP) on behalf of The Wilderness Society's 220,000 agency's "no-more wilderness" policy that has resulted in

members nationwide, including 1,300 in Alaska. For more than another indefensible wilderness recommendation. In the case

(A
50 years, the Society has been committed to the wise manage- of the Arctic Refuge, the failure of FWS to recommend any

4 ment of all the federal lands and the preservation of additional wilderness out of the 9.7 million acres found

(A wilderness.
suitable for wilderness designation is unacceptable and inap-
propriate. The Society urges the repeal of the March 12,

Inadequat Planning Effort 1985 policy directive that set new criteria for the agency's
wilderness recommendations in Alaska. The criteria violate

The draft CCP can hardly be considered a "comprehensive" the letter and spirit of both the Wilderness Act and the

management plan, for it omits the 1.5 million-acre Arctic Alaska Lands Act.

Coastal Plain, the 1002 area. According to the Coastal Plain
Resource Assessment, or 1002 Report (p.46), "The 1002 area is The FWS has added insult to injury by its complete dis-

the most biologically productive part of the Arctic Refuge
regard of the 1002 area in the wilderness review process

for wildlifeand is the center of wildlife activity." According to the 1002 Report (p. 46), "With the exceptio@ of
two abandoned DEW Line sites on the coast, the entire 1002

"Incorporation by reference" of the 1002 Report is no area meets [the] criteria [of the Wilderness Act]. The

substitute for proper consideration of the coastal plain. coastal plain in its present state has outstanding wilderness

The 1002 Report is a resource assessment intended to persuade qualities: scenic vistas, varied wildlife, excellent oppor-

Congress to open the area to oil development. It is not a tunities for solitude, recreationalchallenges, and scien-

land management plan. The draft CCP states (p.154), "The tific and historic values."

1002 area has not yet been included as a part of this plan-
ning process, pending a management decision by the Congress."

The intent of Congress in the Alaska Lands Act was to 2

However, satisfied with the :ht:tu
provide a mechanism to add lands suitable for wildernessA:cquo, Congress may never

pass legislation concerning
tic

Refuge. surely it protection to the National wilderness Preservation System.

does not make sense for the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) It is obvious that Congress would not have called for the

to await a day that may never arrive. comprehensive wilderness review process of Section 1317 if
it had considered its own review adequate or if it believed
sufficient wilderness had already been designated. Neverthe-

%IV less the EVS has chosen to ignore Section 1317. The entire
refuge is quintessential wilderness and more than meets the

ALASKA REGION
statutory criteria for inclusion in the wilderness system.

511)WEST HTH AVENUE, SUITE -105.ANCHORAGE. A1.ASKA 99501

(90-)2-72-9453
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The intent of Congress is clear: if the land is suitable, it Megatrade

should be recommended.
Conspicuously absent from the draft CCP is any discus-

Inadequate wilderness Management Planning sion of the "Megatrade" bbing proposed by the Interior
Department and six Native corporations. How can Interior

The Arctic Refuge is the crown jewel of the National propose to trade away 166,000 subsurface acres of the Arctic
Wildlife Refuge System and should represent the high water Coastal Plain, yet not consider such a major impact worthy of
mark in refuge wilderness management. consideration in the comprehensive plan?

The Arctic Refuge was established not Only Out Of the Inholdings

need to protect important wildlife, but primarily out of a
concern for the wilderness ecosystem of northern Alaska as a one of the greatest long-term threats to the wilderness

whole. Wilderness management is the highest and best use of qualities of the refuge is the potential development of in-
these extraordinary lands and must be considered comprehen- holdings. while current landowners use their lands largely
sively on its own. It should not merely arise as a vague for traditional purposes compatible with the refuge, the pos-

coalescence from piecemeal planning for the various purposes sibility exists that lands could be subdivided and sold or
and activities on the refuge. Furthermore none of the goals otherwise developed in a manner incompatible with the pur-
for the refuge would be compromised by wilderness management. poses of the refuge. The service should develop a land pro-

To the contrary, wilderness promotes refuge goals by pro- @ection plan that sets priorities for those inholdings, the
tecting, among other things, fish and wildlife populations, inappropriate use or development of which would threaten
recreational, historic and scientific values. Finally, wild- refuge values. Conservation easements or sale of development
erness protects the resources that are the foundation of the rights should be negotiated with landowners on a willing

local subsistence economy and the traditional Native seller basis as opportunities arise.

cm
cultures.

Facilities
-4 Absence of Necessary Data and Research

Facilities undermine the naturalness and sense of
Research data on the Arctic Refuge, with the exception isolation from civilization that the Arctic Refuge repre-

of the coastal plain, is woefully lacking. In fact, ninety sents. Buildings attract and concentrate use, detract from

percent of all funding for the refuge has gone to the 1002 scenic values, and are unnecessary for wilderness management.
area while virtually nothing has been spent on the rest of Appropriate management of the refuge should utilize temporary
the refuge. Recently, for example, $2 million was appro- structures and seasonal camps. Existing unnecessary struc-

priated for research in the 1002 area on caribou migration, tures, such as those at Peters Lake, should be removed. Sub-

snow geese staging areas, water quality and quantity, and sistence cabins which are not in use should be removed. Con-
fish movement along the Beaufort Sea coast. The FWS lacks struction of new cabins for Fish and Wildlife Service admini-
baseline data on fish and wildlife populations, water strative purposes should be prohibited. Similarly, the con-
resources and terrestrial and freshwater environments for the struction of onshore facilities to support state offshore oil
rest of the refuge. leases is a wholly inappropriate use of refuge lands and

should be prohibited. Structures at Elusive Lake and the

The best comprehensive research in the refuge, outside upper Junjik River valley should be removed and the abandoned
the 1002 area was conducted by Claus Murie, but those DEW Line sites along the coast should be rehabilitated.
studies culminated in the 1950's. Since the studies con-
ducted in the early 1970's regarding possible routing of a Recreational Use

gas pipeline across the Arctic Refuge, little research has
been conducted. Planning for and management of the other 18 The Fish and Wildlife Service is to be commended for
million acres of the refuge necessarily suffers from the their support of nonconsumptive recreation and their recog-
absence of a long-term, comprehensive approach to research. nition of the need to control recreational use of the Arctic

Before a true comprehensive conservation plan can be com- Refuge. Restraint must be employed, as many areas in the
pleted, the FWS must conduct basic baseline research south refuge have the potential for overuse and subsequent resource

of the 1002 area. damage. The fragile nature of arctic ecosystems simply.can-
not withstand intensive use. Carrying capacity studies
should be prepared and applied in the comprehensive plan. If
necessary, limits should be placed on use in certain areas,
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to protect both the land and the visitor experience. The
Research efforts should be wilderness-oriented, con-

number of outfitter/guide operations should be limited, based
sistent with ethical standards designed to protect wildlife,

on carrying capacity studies and strict environmental stan-
wilderness and cultural values. There is absolutely no

dards, under a renewable bid and prospectus-permit system.
excuse for incidents such as those that occurred on June 25,
1987 near Simpson Cove and July 2, 1987 in the vicinity of

Visitors to the Arctic Refuge expect to encounter a
Marsh Creek (as reported by Tom Walker in correspondence

pristine, untrammeled wilderness. The number of visitors
dated July 5, 1987). Both incidents involved apparently

that can genuinely experience wilderness at any one time is
needless harassment of wildlife by Fish and Wildlife service

finite. The Society urges the service to focus their
personnel and helicopters.

efforts on maintaining the exceptional opportunities for sol-
itude and primitive recreation. Even wilderness becomes

The FWS should place greater emphasis upon law enforce-

crowded, as evidenced by the popularity of such places as
ment activities. Aerial wolf hunting and "same day airborne"

Arrigetch Peaks and the North Fork Koyukuk River in Gates of
hunting are among violations that occur in the refuge due to

the Arctic National Park.
inadequate law enforcement presence in the refuge.

The Society supports actions to minimize impacts, in-
Economic Use Management

cluding regulation of access, changes in state hunting or
fishing regulations, limited aircraft access, limits on the

At present, the only consumptive commercial activity in

size and number of recreational group visits, limits on com-
the refuge is guided hunting. Under minimal management, the

mercial guiding activity, and interpretive and educational
service "could develop areas for increased public use or eco-

programs that sensitize wildlife and wilderness resources.
nmic uses that would not protect wilderness values." The

The Society supports the service's intent to avoid advertis-
Society urges wilderness designation of the entire refuge to

ing or promoting the refuge. The preservation of extraordi-
prevent threats to refuge values. Oil and gas leases and

nary values requires an extraordinary management approach.
production of oil and gas are not compatible with the pur-
poses of the refuge and should be prohibited. All commercial

Public Access and Transportation Management
development should be prohibited in the refuge.

-4
The use of helicopters should be prohibited, except

Timber Harvesting

under extremely limited circumstances, such as for emergen-
cies and for research purposes where no alternate means of

In an apparent attempt to justify minimal management,

access exists. All other uses of helicopters, administrative
rather than wilderness management for those lands found

or otherwise, are inappropriate. Minimum height regulations
suitable for wilderness designation, the service has con-

(1500 ft. AGL) for aircraft should be established for air-
cocted a proposal for commercial timber harvesting. While

craft throughout the refuge.
acknowledging there have been no specific proposals, the FWS
includes this possibility "to fulfill National Environmental

Manacement of Fish and Wildlife Habitat and Populations
Policy Act (NEPA) requirements." Commercial timber harvest
in the Refuge is neither feasible nor economic and, there-

The Service's management objective regarding wildlife
fore, is totally unjustifiable even as a hypothetical

should be to maintain natural distribution, numbers composi-
scenario. Moreover NEPA does not call for inclusion of

tion and interactions of all indigenous species and, to the
unrealistic scenarios simply because a request for such a

greatest extent possible, to allow natural processes to con-
fantasy is made by some organization.

trol the ecosystem. Artificial manipulation of habitat and
wildlife populations undermines the refuge's natural inte-

Kining Operations

grity and should be prohibited. The appropriate tool for
ensuring maintenance of natural diversity is control of

Acquisition of the nine mining claims in the refuge

hunting and fishing activities. The draft CCP states, "the
should be a top priority. Validity and value determinations

term natural diversity reflects an intent to maintain the
are a necessary first step to establishing a willing seller/

flora and fauna on the refuge in a healthy and natural 'mix,'
buyer environment. No mining occurs at present; thus, there

and not to emphasize management activities favoring some
could be no better time than the present to acquire these

species to the the detriment of others." Predator control
claims. Fee acquisition of these parcels will contribute to

and other habitat manipulation for the benefit of sport
resource protection, enhancement of scenic values and

hunters should be prohibited.
maintenance of wilderness.
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International Biosphere Reserve 1. We disagree that the refuge plan failed to consider the "1002" area and

The Arctic Refuge, along with the adjoining 2.5 million-
thereforefailed to fulfill congressionalmandates. As was stated several

acre Northern Yukon National Park in Canada, constitute the
times in the document, the Service treated the "1002" area as a minimal

world's largest international wilderness sanctuary for arctic
management area in all of the alternatives. (See also response #1 to the

wildlife. In 1982, The Wilderness Society recommended National Audubon Society and response #1 to the Citizens' Advisory

nomination of the Arctic Refuge and Northern Yukon National Commission on Federal Areas.) The Service does not believe it is

Park as an International Biosphere Reserve. However Inter- appropriate to address other possible scenarios for the "1002" area for

ior's development-at-all-costs position an the Arctic the reasons given in the "Notice to Reader" in the beginning of the

Coastal Plain appears to have thwarted any efforts to so plan--Congress is presently considering the future management of the

designate these areas. The Society wishes to know whether "1002" area. The quote you cited an page 154 does not exist. With

the Fish and Wildlife Service has determined the suitability regards to incorporationby reference, Section 1502.21 of the Council on

of these areas as a Biosphere Reserve? If these sites do EnvironmentalQuality's regulations for implementing the National

qualify, why have they not been recommended? The Society EnvironmentalPolicy Act states that "agencies shall incorporatematerial

further recommends nomination of the Arctic Refuge as a World into an environmentalimpact statement by reference when the effect will

Heritage Site. be to cut down on bulk without impedingagency and public review of the
action." The Serviceintended to incorporatethe 1002(h)report by

Finally, the Fish and Wildlife Service should commit to reference to make readers aware of that report and information on the
cooperative management of the Arctic Refuge and Northern coastal plain's resources and uses. It was not appropriate,however, to
Yukon National Park under an international cooperative incorporate by reference the consequences and recommendations of the
management agreement. 1002(h) report into the refuge comprehensiveconservationplan. The text

in the final plan has been correctedto address this error. With regards
conclusion to your statement that Congress may never take action an the Arctic

Refuge, under AlternativeD of the 1002(h)report, the "no action"
in this time of huge federal budget shortfalls, wilder- alternative, the management of the "1002" area would be guided by the

M ness designation is our country's best investment. The refuge comprehensive conservation plan--the area would remain under
4 draft CCP itself points out that wilderness in the Arctic minimal management.

OD Refuge is the least costly management scenario. For example,
the alternative that allows for the most development would 2. See response #2 to the National Audubon Society. We disagree with your
require a 94% increase in federal funding and 12 additional interpretationthat if the land in suitable for wildernessit should be
permanent staff; the management option to designate the recommended.
entire refuge as wilderness would necessitate a 52% increase
and 6 additional permanent staff. 3. The draft plan did in fact address the proposed exchange agreement an

pages 183-184. A separate legislative environmental impact statement is
As a national benchmark of naturalness, ecological being prepared by the Service to describe in more detail the proposed

integrity, scenic beauty and exceptional wilderness oppor- P-h nge and address its potential impacts.
tunity, the Arctic Refuge stands alone. The Wilderness
Society urges wilderness designation for the entire refuge. 4. The Service does not prepare land protection plans for refuges. There are

very few private inholdings in the Arctic Refuge (see pages 55-57 of the
draft plan). However, the Servicewill develop a land concept plan to

Sincerely, determineneeds for land protection in the refuge. This conceptplan will
set prioritiesfor acquisitionof inholdingsfrom willing sellers.

S. Comment noted. The Service is not proposing to build new facilities in
Susan Alexander

the refuge under its preferred alternative--temporarystructuresand
Regional Director

seasonal camps generally will be relied on, although the Service reserves
the option in the future to build permanent facilities if necessary to
better manage the refuge's fish and wildlife populations and users. As
noted on page 211 of the draft plan, the Service will complete a
facilitiesplan that addressesfacilitiesneeds of the refuge. The
Service disagrees that the Peters Lake station and the administrative



cabins at Elusive Lake, Junjik River and Mancha Creek are unnecessary--
Navigation maps presently recommend that aircraft stay above 2,000 feet

these facilitiesare used by the Service for research studies and law
while flying over Alaska refuges. However, the Service has no authority

enforcement, and also can be used by the public for emergencies. (Two of
to establish minimum height requirementsfor the Arctic Refuge, nor does

the buildings at Peters Lake, however, are scheduled for removal, as noted
the Service have sufficient cause to propose a minimum height requirement

in the draft plan.) With regards to subsistenceuse cabins that are not
to the Federal Aviation Administration- the agency that

wo.
ld need to

in use, if the Service determines after careful research that the cabins
take this action.

have in fact been abandoned, they will be disposed of in accordance with
the Service's cabin policy and Title 41 of the Code of Federal

8. We disagree with your a sertion. The Resource Development Council for

Regulations. (See also response #4 to the State of Alaska and response #2
Alaska requested that w: consider an alternativethat provides for this

to the Citizens' Advisory Commission on Federal Areas.)
use in the plan. They have as much right to propose such an alternative
as you do to propose an alternativewith additional wilderness in the

See response #7 to Trustees for Alaska regarding the construction of
refuge.

facilitiesto supportoffshore oil development.
9. The Service has not determined whether the Arctic Refuge is suitable for

The Department of Defense or its contractorswill be cleaning up the
designation as either a Biosphere Reserve or a World Heritage Site. The

abandoned Distant Early Warning Line sites along the coast.
International Biosphere Reservation and World Heritage Site programs
require close scrutinyof sites priorto their nomination. For example,

6. The Service agrees that the Arctic Refuge has fragile ecosystems, and that
the Biasphere Reserve Program encourages voluntary cooperation to conserve

eventually actions such as you suggested may need to be implemented to
and use resources for the well-being of people everywhere. It is not

protect refuge resources (see pages 200-201 of the draft plan). We also
clear thereforewhether the designationis appropriatefor the Arctic

agree that additional data are needed on public use and its impacts on the
Refuge. It also is not certainhow all of the ArcticRefuge will be

refuge. Regardless of whether or not an area is designated wilderness,
managed in the future. The Service will take your recommendation under

the Servicehas authorityto regulate recreationaluse in the Arctic
advisement and evaluat the refuge'ssuitabilityafter the refuge planning

Refuge. However, the refuge currentlyreceivesrelatively little use
process has been compled.

overall. Althoughrecreationaluse is increasingin the Arctic Refuge,
the Service is not aware of any areas that are experiencing overcrowding
similarto the places you cited. Under Section 1110(a) of the Alaska
Lands Act the Service can restrictaccess into the refuge only if it can

Cn demonstrate the use is detrimental to the resource values of the refuge.

4 The Service has not yet identified such a situation.in the Arctic Refuge.
CD As noted an page 201 of the draft plan, the Service will address the need

for restrictionsof recreational use in a step-down recreation management
plan. See also response #6 to the Citizens' Advisory Commission on

Federal Areas.

Limits on commercial guided and outfitted use are discussed in the draft
plan on pages 209-210. Under all of the alternativesthe Servicewill
monitor this use in the refuge and restrictthis use if necessary.
Although the Service recognizes there may be a need in the future to limit
the number of guide and outfitter operations, the Service does not believe
there is a need now to institute such restrictionsin the Arctic Refuge.
See also response #15 to the State of Alaska.

7. Coinmentnoted. The Service disagrees that uses of helicopters should be
prohibited except under the limited circumstancesyou noted. Much of the
Arctic Refuge is only accessible by helicopter. Helicopters have
traditionallybeen used on the Arctic Refuge for geoLogic studies and
scientificstudies. The Service's regional policy for Alaska refuges is
thata person in pursuit of traditionalactivitieson refuge lands,
includingwilderness,may use helicopters. All helicopter landings on
refuges must be covered by a special use permit or a memorandum of
understandingin order to protect refuge resources, including wilderness

values.
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Mr. William Knauer

HAND DELIVERED

detail d comments on the draft EIS were provided to the

Servic : on February 6, 1987.

April 29, 1988 The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge includes a full range of

boreal forest, arctic mountain, and North Slope tundra

habitats. The Refuge also encompasses three designated Wild

Regional Director. Attempting: Mr. William Knauer
Rivers(the Ivishak, Sheenjak and Wind Rivers). Section

U.S.Fish and Wildlife Service
303(2)(B) of the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation

1011 E. Tudor Rd.
Act (ANILCA) declared the purpose for which the Arctic

Anchorage, Ak. 99503
National Wildlife Refuge was established and shall be

managed to include;

Dear Mr. Knauer: (i) to conserve fish and wildlife populations and

habitats in their natural diversity including, but not
The Wildlife Federation of Alaska (WFA), the Alaska limited to, the Porcupine caribou herd (including the
affiliate of the National Wildlife Federation has received

the draft Arctic National Wildlife Refuge Comprehensive
participation in coordinated ecological studies and

Conservation Plan, Wilderness Review, Environmental Impact
management of this herd and the Western Arctic caribou

Statement and Wild River Plan(Plan) dated January 1988. We
herd), polar bears, grizzly bears , muskox, Dal! sheep,

appreciate this opportunity to review the Plan and offer the
wolves, wolverines, snow geese, peregrine falcons and other

following comments and recommendations.
migratory birds and Arctic char and grayling;

(ii) to fulfill the international treaty obligations of

GI The Plan does not address the alternatives of wilderness
th: United

S

tates with respect to fish and wildlife and

0111 th ir habitats;

0 designation or oil and gas development in the coastal plain

(1002 area) because these ere addressed in the Department
(iii) to provide, in a manner consistent with purposes

w
set forth in subparagraphs (i) and (ii), the opportunity for

of Interior's Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska,
Coastal Plain Resource Assessment. Report and Recommendation

continued subsistence uses by local residents; and

to the Congress of the United States and Final Legislative
(iv) to ensure, to the maximum extent practicable and

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). However, we wish to
in a manner consistent with the purposes set forth in

point out that we do not concur with the Secretary's
subparagraph (i), water quality and necessary water quantity

recommendation in the EIS to make the entire 1002 area
within the refuge.

available for oil and gas leasing . Furthermore, we believe

the Service was remiss in not including in the EIS a more
Standards to be achieved in development of comprehensiv

complete analysis of the impacts of oil and gas development
conservation plans for national wildlife refuges in Alask:

in the 1002 area on management of the remainder of the
(Section 304(g) of ANILCA) specify that the Secretary of

Interior is required to identify and describe the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (Refuge), and a discussion populations and habitats of fish and wildlife resources.
of the potential impacts of oil and gas development outside special values of the refuge, and significant problems which
the Refuge on management of Refuge resources.Oil and gas

exploration and development are in progress and may
may adversely affect populations and habitats of fish and

accelerate in offshore, nearshore and onshore areas adjacent
wildlife. Based on this information, the Secretary is also

to the refuge. Therefore, an accurate assessment of
required to:

potential impacts must take into consideration the designate areas within the Refuge according te their
cumulative effects of development activity adjacent to the

refuge as well as in the 1002 area. Otherwise, the full
respective rsource and values;

scope and potential magnitude of the impacts of these

activities on refuge resources will remain unexamined. Our

P.O. Box 103782 - Anchorage,Alaska 99510

(907)278-3420
Page - 2



Mr. William Knauer
Mr. William Knauer

for conserving fish and wildlife
the limited potential for resource extraction

specify the programs
iously

activities compatible with the major Purposes of the Arctic
@nd programs relating to maintaining the values prev
identified for these areas; and

Refuge; and

* specify the uses within each such area which may be
*

th: occurrence of special values, including

compatible with the major Purnoses of the refuge (emphasis
wildernes qualities, which are consistent with the U.S.

added.
Fish and Wildlife evaluation criteria.

According to the National wildlife Refuge System Under alternative "E" , management of the Refuge will be

Administration Act and Section 304(b) of ANILCA, no
consistent with the mandates of its creation and will

discretionary use of a national wildlife refuge can be
provide clear and defined guidance to the U.S.F.W.S. and th

permitted by the service unless it is first determined to be
public concerning protection of the Arctic National Vildlif:

compatible with the purposes for which the refuge was
Refuge System.

stablished. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Plan

:n reviewing the seven alternative strategies considered for
for the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. Please feel free to

long-term management of the Refuge, it is clear that the
contact me should you have any questions concerning our

fish and wildlife resources and habitats, arctic ecosystems,
comments.

and special values (wilderness, ecological,

geological/paleontological, and scenic/recreational)
Sincerely,

recognized in the planning document strongly indicate that a
preferred management strategy should actively address the 10

protection and maintenance of the important resource
attributes for which the Refuge was created. However, the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Preferred Alternative 'A" (no

Jim JacVon

action) is inadequate to ensure that recognized resource
Acting President

values will be maintained when faced with incompatible uses
Wildlife Federation of Ak

of the Refuge lands and water. Although the Service states
that Alternative"A' would maintain the current range and
intensity of management and recreational and economic uses,
it is a passive management recommendation that only defers
consideration of potentially incompatible resource use

decisions.

The Wildlife Federation of Alaska support management
alternative "El' (8.5 million acres of additional wilderness
designation) for the Refuge, based upon:

the major purposes for creation of the Refuge;

the presence of important fish and wildlife

populations and sensitive habitats;

Page - 3
Page 4



On pages 183-184 of the draft plan, the acquisition of land
within the refuge is discussed. The only method of acquisition
mentioned is land exchanges. This language needs to be altered

P.O. Box 10358
to include the other available means of acquiring land within 2
federal conservation areas, including purchase from willing

Fairbanks, AK 99710 sellers, purchase of interests in the private lands (i.e.
April 23, 1988 development rights or mineral rights), or donations.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this plan. I
Mr. Bill Knauer sincerely hope that the Fish and Wildlife Service will look upon
u.s. Fish and wildlife Service the Arctic Refuge as a global resource, and look long into the
10ii E. Tudor Road future when deciding the final plan proposal.
Anchorage, AK 99503

Sincerely,
Dear Mr. Knauer; J"

I am writing to comment on the draft Comprehensive Conservation

y

derson
Plan for the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. I am very
disappointed in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for its
proposed preferred alternative which will not adequately protect
the unique and special values of the northeastern Brooks Range.
The only acceptable alternatives are alternatives F and G which
r commend the entire refuge south of the coastal plain for
wilderness designation. Many of the values of the refuge are
derived from the protection of large portions of an ecosystem;
the health of the wildlife that is a primary purpose for the

Responses to.Judy Alderson

CM :ztablishment of the refuge depends on it. In a time when we are
ruggling to preserve just remnants of other large ecosystems

OD such as the rain forests, it cannot be justified to pass up the 1. See response #2 to the National Audubon Society. As was pointed out on

opportunity to give additional protection in the form of
page 203 in the draftplan, not all lands identifiedas being suitable for

Wilderness designation to one of the last remaining intact areas wilderness are proposed for wilderness designation. We would further

representing such a vast array of biological, cultural and social point out that wildernessdesignationwas not the only factor in the

resources. Such an area deserves protection from outside Service'sselectionof a preferredalternative.

influences, but more importantly, needs protection from the
vagaries of management decisions and administrative changes. The 2. Comment noted. We have added a statement to the final plan that states

cumulative effects of even slightly inappropriate management that under Section 1302 of the Alaska Lands Act the secretary of interior

decisions, or of swings in Departmental priorities or thrusts, is given the authority to acquire by purchase, donation, exchange, or

can be as detrimental to the wilderness and special values as can otherwise any lands within the boundaries of national wildlife refuges.

large scale development, but these changes are so slow that
their effects are not noticed until it is often too late or
extremely difficult to reverse management direction. The
designation of Wilderness would dictate to management a different
Set of standards and national priorities that if the area is
managed like any other national wildlife refuge.

The plan needs to address the reasons for which not a single acre
of additional wilderness was proposed in the plan after the
Wilderness Review found the area eligible. Documentation should
be provided. Without this documentation, the public can only
conclude that the planning process has been a political one, and
not an informed evaluation and wilderness review. It is
impossible to believe that not one additional acre out of the
over 9 million reviewed warrants designation.
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April.21, 1988 March 6, 1988

Mr. Willian W. Knauer
inited States east,.& Wildlife Service

Mr. William Knauer, 11011 East 'Tudor Road
U. S. Fish and WildlifeService Anchorage Alaka 99503A
loll East Tudor Road

Re: Arctic National Wildlife RefugeAnchorage, Alaska 99503

Dear Mr. Knauers-
Dear Mr. Knauer,

The draft comprehensive plan for the Arctic NWR is

ARCO Alaska, Inc. has reviewed the draftComprehensive Conserva- seriously deficient and should not be adopted in its pre-

tionPlan (CCP). WildernessReview (WR). and Wild River Plan and
sent form.

offer the followingbriefcommentary for your consideration. Initially, despite its name it is not "comprehensive.,,
It does not evaluate the "100211area on the coastal plain.

We believe the plan provided a comprehensive analysis of the According to page 46 of last year's 1002 Report, "The 1002

management alternatives(A through G). We applaud the Service for
area is the most biologically productive part of the Arctic
Refuge for wildlife and is the center of wildlife activity.,'

C1R their prudent selectionof AlternativeA as the preferredalterna- A plan for ANWR which omits the 1002 area is necessarily
OD
CA) tive,and as such, we totallysupportthisaction.We would have inadequate.

preferred,of course,a more resource-orientedalternativesuch as B
or C, but AlternativeA does grant the Servicethe flexibilityneces-

The 1002 Report iB no substitute for including the
1002 area in the ANWR comprehensive plan. The 1002 Report

sary for futuremineral resourceevaluationon a case by case basis. is not a comprehensive management plan for the coastal plain
or a wilderness review. Even if it were, the township lines

Your selectionof a non-wildernessalternativerecognizes the need which divide the 1002 area from the rest of ANWR are of

for continued mineral resourceevaluationthat would otherwise be
no significance to the wildlife. 'Comprehensive" planning,

impossible if a wildernessdesignationwere applied to this area.
by definition, must not stop at such arbitrary lines.

AlternativeA does have the balance needed for future resource The other great deficiency in the draft plan is the

evaluationwhile providing the necessary safeguards for the pro- failure to recommend any new wilderness areas. The draft
recognizes that ANWR's wilderness values are the reason

tectionof thisarea. it was Bet aside in the first place. (Pages 31, 46-49]
Tt correctly concludes that virtually all of ANWR is suit-

Yours Truly, able for wilderness designation. [Pages 162-651

There are few, if any, places in the country more suit-
able for wilderness designation than ANWR. It is, to use

J.M. Pose,4.@#i the description of your alternative G, "the last great wild-
erness." So what are youwaiting for? ANWR can only become
less suitable for wilderness status if it is not designated
Tt-this time.

ARCO 1.A S@HWAIV .1AV-ftR1.hfkNC-PRRV AR30-6080-0



Page 2

300 years ago they said the wilderness of Massachusetts
Page 3

would last forever. 200 years ago they said that about
Kentucky. 100 years ago, Wyoming. They were wrong every and commercial develop-

time. This history teaches us that, unless ANWR is desig-
prohibit permanent Btr,4ctures

nated as wilderness by Congress, in the 21st century it
ment including oil and gas and timber operationsp-

will become like Massachusetts and Kentucky and Wyoming.
They are fine places, but the point is thal ANWR is differ-

Sincerely

ent. They are now man's places, not nature's. And if ANWR
goes the way of the rest of the country, there are no more
new wildernesoeo over the horizon this time. This is the
end of the line. We don't get another chance to change

Robert D. Bacon

our minds.

The so-called "no more" clause of section 101(d) of
ANILCA is an inadequate reason not to recommend any new
wilderness designations. rPages 201-041 If that clause
were intended to dictate the results of your wilderness

review, Congress wouldn't have instructed you to spin your

wheels and waste money that we don't have on a futile wild-

erness review. ANTLCA directed a wilderness review at all

because the 96th Congress realized it could not bind its Responses to Robert Bacon

successors with the "no more" clause. The 96th Congress

realized that once the passions of ANILCA had cooled, future

Congresses might realize how shortsighted and inappropriate 1. The Service did not omit the "1002" area from the plan. See response #1

the "no more" clause of ANTLCA had been. You have short- to the Citizens' Advisory Commission an Federal Areas, response #1 to the

circuited that process by using the "no more" clause as National Audubon Society, and response #1 to the wilderness Society.

an excuse not to recommend wilderness designation of

America'B "last great wilderneSB." 2. See response #2 to the National Audubon Society.

Finally, as the planning process goes forward please

kee in mind that ANWR, being a national symbol and a na-

tional treasure, has a national constituency. Don't dis-

count the opinions of those of its friends who live much

further away from ANWR than you and I do. 4000 miles away

from Valley Forge and the Statue of Liberty, I want the

Park Service to take good care of them for me. I would

be appalled if the -- my -- Park Service sold them off to

help reduce the federal deficit.

The Pennsylvanian or New Hamp&drerian who writes you

to urge that all of ANWR be designated as wilderness does

so for the same reason, and is entitled to just as much

consideration. His nation -- our nation -- loses a part

of what made it great if wells are drilled or timber is

cut in ANWR. More importantly, our nation loses a part

of what made it good.

The final plan for ANWR should-

include the 1002 area;

recommend that Congress designate the entire refuge

as wilderness, and
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Responses to Dianna Brown

Comment noted. We believe that all of the common management directions
noted could be implementedunder Alternative B, with the exception of the

-plot__f1?Ze444X As the text notes an0 prohibition on oil and gas production in the refuge.
IV K_: page 49, the Service could only provide opportunities for oil and gas

;aZZ;I le sing under this alternative if Congress repeals Section 1003 of the
AL:ska Lands Act.

7
e' 2. It istheintentof theServicetoensurethat water quality is protected

refuge-wide under all of the alternatives, as mandated by the Alaska Lands
Act. It is true that water quality could be impaired in a localizedarea
if timber harvesting occurred under Alternative C. However, the Service
believes this potential localized impact would not be inconsistentwith

IZ4% 2;06
the intent stated in the common management directions. Section 303(2)(B)
requires the Service to ensure to the maximum extent practicable water
quality.
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Altiiia--Ci@.eC staple here

I can live with this one but recommend a few miner changes to:

Item 4 Page 71. See no objection to use of boat motors up to 5 h.p.
or 10 h.p. on lakes. AU terrain vehicles (3 or 4 wheeLs and snow machines)
use only on frozen rivers.

Item 5. No trapping to be allowed. No commercial exploitation such as
guidingor outfittingto be permitted. 2

Item 6. No oil and gas studies to be permitted. Why explore if no
development is to be permitted. 3

Item 7. No mining to take place on refuge land.

fold here

Additional Commientm
------------

This La the last pie'ceof relatively unspoiledwilderness left on the North
;MOMAS J. mmqrm P

P.0. Box M07
American continent. I cannot-understand why everyone is so eager to destroy Fairbanks,Alaska 99708.
it. It should be preservedin its natural state forever. I would recommend
that the area be expanded to the west to join with the Gates of the Arctic.

My reason for no commercial operation is -- A couple of years ago I spent
a week on the Hulahula River on the lake at the big bend. A commercial

M guide operates off a strip about ton miles down stream from the lake. His
co two super cubs were flying constantly back and forth thru the hills and up

Responses to Thomas Classen

00 and down the valley. I presume looking for sheep. I object to this type
of operation. I don't mind landing a cub on the sand bar provided no effort
is made to improve a strip to support some bigger and better operation.

1. Comment noted. This alternative was developed by the Northern Alaska

Hunting should be closely controlled. People visiting like to see animals
EnvironnientalCenter and other conservation groups. To met the concerns

and they won't if some guy in a cub has chased them into the highest levels.
of these groups, the Service does not believe it is appropriateto modify
the alternative unless the groups agree to the change. They would not

I don't want to see this area exploited by anyone but I don't want the
allow these motorized vehicles under Alternative C.

rangersall over the place either. Basic rules eliminating all commercial
exploitationproperly made should eliminate all thefe problems. 2. See response #1. We also woutd point out that trapping,guiding and

outfitting are traditionaluses of the Arctic Refuge,and have occurred
there before the refuge was established by Congress. These uses are
permittedon all nationalwildlife refuges in Alaska.

3. Comment noted. See response #1. Oil and gas studies are another
traditionaluse of the Arctic Refuge. Under Section 1010 of the Alaska
Lands Act the Secretary of Interior is requiredto assess the oil, gas and
othermineral potentialof all public lands in Alaska, includingthe
Arctic Refuge. Congress authorized these studies to expand the data base
of the federal government.

4. Comment noted. See response #1. Although Public Land Order 2214 closed
the Arctic Refuge to appropriation under the mining laws (hardrock
minerals) and Section 304(c) of the Alaska Lands Act withdrew lands in the
new additions to the refuge from location, entry and patent under the
mining laws, this withdrawalis subjectto valid existing rights. The
claims in the Arctic Refuge,all of which are in the new additions to the
refuge, existed prior to the enactment of the Alaska Lands Act. The
Service therefore cannot prohibit mining on these claims in AlternativeC.
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PAUL E. TURNER, Ph.D.
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST

BOX 270
KENAI, ALASKA 99611

(907) 283-7015

February 21, L988

William Knauer
Arctic Refuge
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Response to Bruce C. Forbes 1011 E. Tudor Road
Anchorage, Alaska 99503

Comment noted. There are no new developments the Service would propose or Dear Mr. Knauer:
permit under AlternativeA--this alternativewould maintain the current
situation in the refuge. Oil and gas studies couLd occur, but would be I have received and reviewed the Arctic National Wil!ft_@@

Comp[.ehonsive.Conservation Plan. I have several comments to makeexpected to have a negligible impact on the refuge. Oil and gas I wish to Say thank y
.

for
development would continue to be prohibited, as required under regarding this draft summary, though first

Section 1003 of the Alaska Lands Act. The Service cannot prohibit mining
the work that you have done in focussing on the Arctic Refuge.

of valid claims in the refuge under any of the alternatives (see also
response #4 to Thomas Classen). The Service does not believe the

I have backpacked in the Refuge for a total of about 25 days over two

alternativewould adversely affect the existing Porcupine caribou herd, summers. I feel that I have some perspectives that I would have not

subsistence opportunitiesor wilderness values (for an explanation, see
otherwise had without this experience. Next, I have backpacked In New

pages 273-274, 277-278, and 279-283 of the full draft plan). Mexico and Montana. In addition, I have walked in many parts of the
Kenai Peninsula as well as the Lake Clark Pass area for the nine or
more years I have lived In Kenai. This outdoor experience offers a
perspective that cannot otherwise be appreciated.

The truly wilderness aspect of this area cannot be adequately
portrayed or articulated. Never have I experienced an area with as
much space In its truly natural state as the Arctic Refuge. I have
images deeply engraved in my mind of thousands of acres of the Refuge
literally untouched by human hand. I have never hiked in an area that
displays such little evidence of the passing of those few before me.

I have strong objections to all five alternatives In your draft plan.
I would have been in strong favor of e that specified

wilderness designation In all of the Refuge. The absence of this

alternative is such a travesty that I emphatically insist that a new
and revised draft summary be completed In order to identify the
Indisputable alternative of wilderness designation for the entire
Refuse.

In every alternative identified in your plan, the coastal plain was
reserved for minimal management. I object strongly to this. In
reviewing your plan, I am most in favor of alternative E, though I
would ask that the coastal plain be included in the wilderness
designation of the entire Refuge.

I feel that your alternatives are a bit deceptive in that on PS
the referent for "1002(h) area@ Is not available to none but t

h!e 33

careful reader, particularly that no plan has an index. Page 11
describes this as the coastal plain aspect of the Refuge. I would



never have discovered this without careful examining the maps for each April 15, 1988

alternative quite frankly. Your decision to exclude this is a
disastrous impediment to your plan. I strongly urge Your inclusion of

Greg Warren

this special.area for inclusi.o in vour draft summary.
2605 Raymond Ave.
Missoula, Kr 59802

1 am In opposition of any management options that -disturb this truly
pristine environment. As a consequence, I would respectfully request
that permanent structures including those related to Oil and gas U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

development be excluded from the Refuge. Next, I would object to RegionalDirectorofrice
development oriented operations of any kind, Including but not limited Attention: Bill Knauer

to oil, gas and timber.
1011 E. Tudor Road
Anchorage, AK 99503

Last, I would hope that the Service would complete studies to preserve
the true wilderness aspect of this environment. The fragile and RE: Comments on Draft Arctic National Wildlife Refuge

tentative environment cannot tolerate intense use to say the least.
Comprehensive Conservation Plan, EIS, Wilderness Review,

Careful studies of human Impact would enable allow this wilderness
and Wild River Plan

sanctuary to be experienced by the future generations of our land.

Thank you for the opportunity to make my comments to you.
Draft document

pncerely, Page 5: ANILCA identifies the purpose of the refuge to include those items
identified in the draft document; however, the Act also designated much of the
refuge as wilderness. I believe that the purpose of wilderness as described In

Paul E. Turner, Ph.D.
See. 2.(a) of PL 88-577 should also be highlighted in this this section of the
draft. This would better Introducethe rest of the Plan.

Copy To: Representative Young Page 10, II: It appears that this Plan La primarily only programmatic,while

CD
Senator MurkowskL AMILCA Lo directing the USFWS to produce a Plan that Ls specific (See. 304(g)).

co
Senator Stevens I believe that this document needs to be specific enough to make decisions

regarding such items as viaLtor-use management including access limitations and
game harvest disturbance thresholds. Decisions involving the
interrelationshipsof various resources need to be addressed In one NEPA
document. Many of my further comments relate to the need for a more detailed
Comprehensive Plan based on adequate data and disclosure of consequences.

Response to Dr. Paul E. Turner Page 19-22i Many of the concerns Identified,such as 0...low flying airplanes
often harassed wildlife...,"are not resolved in this planning documentas

1. Comment noted. The Service's treatment of the "1002" area in the refuge
required by See 304(g) and NEPA. Other significant issues such as limiting
impacts caused by too much localized visitor and aircraft use should be

comprehensive conservation plan is described at the very beginning of the resolved in this Plan.
summary,before the title page, in a "Watice to Reader." We feel this
discussion was clear and readily available to all readers of the document. Page 23: The legal responsibilityof the State of Alaska should be clearly

Identified In the Plan. I have found no reference In ANILCA giving the state
the authority to manage the wildlife in the refuge. This authority and
responsibility rests with the USDI Fish and Wildlife Service. Cooperation is
great, but agreements must be made that are consistent with law, regulation,
and approved management plans; and only after MEPA compliance that tiers to
this final EIS.

Page 28-3i: USFW3 concerns provide the most detail as to the possible on going
effectsof visitoruse. I believethat this level of detail Is appropriateand
should be the minimum standard for providing the information In the affected
environment and building the environmental consequences sections of the EIS.



These other sections of the EIS should address, in detail, such concerns as the Page 166: Objectives and standards should be defined for each management
effects of human disturbance on the ecosystems including predator-prey alternative. Objectives and standards need to be measurable and time specific
relationships,natural diversity, and local plant and animal populations to provide for a clear understandingof the intent of the alternative,adequate
including wolf populations, wilderness values, and archeological sites. disclosure,and for meaningfulmonitoring. See the Gates of the Arctic

14
Conflicts caused by such issues as excessive aircraft use needs to be resolved management plan for an example of how to use objectives and standards.
in this Plan. These decisions all need to be met in this Plan to meet the
requirements of NEPA and ANILCA. Page 167: Table 9 needs to include a statement for all "may be permitted" and

"normally not be permitted" activities that says: "subject to the provisions of
Page 33: The legislative history of ANILCA emphasizes the maintenance of the MEPA. This includes statements on wildlife stocking, administrative 5
ecosystems (Senate Report 96-413, Pg. 174 & 175; House Report Vol 3 Pg. 177 & facilities, Fish Passes, Fish Weirs, Spawning Channels, Physical Habitat
181) and page 46 of this document. I believe that the effects of management Modificaitons, and Chemical Habitat Modifications.
actions on the ANWR ecosystems needs to be a significant issue and addressed in
the EIS. Page 169; Habitat Improvements, Timber Management, Wildlife Species

Introduction,Habitat Modification,Chemical Habitat Modification,
Page 33: The Plan should have defined "management emergency". I cannot Reintroductions that don't meet the purposeof natural diversity, Fish
imagine a habitat improvement that would meet the Intent of ANILCA. Without Hatcheries, Supplemental Fish Productions, Predator Control (as defined),
disclosure In a DEIS, the Record of Decision cannot approve this exception. Developed boat launce ramps, Sand and Gravel Removal, are not compatible with

wilderness and In most cases are not compatible with wild river management.
Page 34: The Plan should describe management direction, and the EIS discloses To meet the Intent of AMILCA and Wilderness Act this Plan should have made more
impactsthat will occur if alternativesare adopted. As it reads now, It basic decisions. The numerous deferred decisions, implies tentative approval
Implies that impacts of proposed management direction on wilderness qualities of compatibility, and many proposed management practices are clearly
are not known. Where Information is lacking, you need to follow 40 CFR Incompatible.
1502.22.

CR
Page 182: Compatibility discussion should also highlight the need to meet NEPA

CD Page 35: In the discussionor aircraft access, you should describe that requirements.
.1h, traditionalmeans of access Is allowed; however, use levels are to be managed.

II 6

Senate Report 96-413 pg. 299 helps define Sec. 1110(a) of the AMILCA. Page 186: Research should focus on the InterrelationshipsOf Vi3itar-use,
vegetation, and wildlife. The key to successful visitor-usemanagement Is to

Page T6: The affected environment section should also Include descriptions of go past descriptive studys to understandinghow visitor-useaffects the
natural diversity and ecosystems. The natural dynamics of the wolf-Dall sheep structure and function of the ecosystemand natural diversity. These types of
relationshipsand existing effects of visitor-use on wolves and Dell sheep need studies should be added as research needs and budgeted for.
to be discussed; current effects of visitor-useon populations should be
addressed In terms of total numbers of animals, age structures of I0 Page 188: The definition of natural diversity is key to the management of the
sub-populations,distributions of populations,structure and function of Refuge; therefore,I believe it Is essentialthat you define natural diversity
ecosystems,and natural diversity. Discussionsneed to include references to using state-of-the-artscientific concepts,and in terms of AMILCA direction to
scientific sources, and natural diversity should be defined using accepted manage the ecosystem. The statement that natural diversity Is also not
scientificterminology. I believe that all of the itemshighlighted on page intended to preclude predator control is not supported by ANILCA and the

17
161 should also be discussed for the existing wilderness in the ANWR. CongressionalRecord notes cited do not exist/relate to predator control.

Page 102, 112, 114, and 116: Where data is lacking or unreliable, WOr3t-case Page 189: The Refuge needs to Include wolves as an indicator of the health and
scenariosshould be described. I believethat this applies to moose, Dell stabilityof the ecosystem.
sheep, wolves, and grizzly bears.

Page 190: The Service should also place special emphasis on Lake Trout. This
Page 138: Levels of use associated with access and transportation should be Is especially important in Lake Peters and Schrader where early season fishing
described in quantified terms. 12 has already changed the population characteristicsof the fish.

Page 150: Where data is lacking or unreliable, worst-ca3e scenarios should be Page 194: ANWR wilderness should be recommended for as Class I air quality
described. This applies to vLsitor-use levels, includingsport hunting. area. This would be well fitting for this wilderness.
Please note that I sent Informationto ANWR in 1978 that relates to visitor-use
in the additions to the refuge. Analysisof questionnairesof over 50 Page 196: Alternatives need to be described in enough detail so that effects
individualsthat only visited an additionarea showed no significant can be disclosed and mitigated. This Is especially important in cases where
differencesbetween their socioeconomic characteristicsand attitudes, and proposed actions are connected and thus need to be addressed in one NEPA
those characteristicsand attitudesof individualsthat visited the existing document. In the case of public access and transportation management, I

ANWR.

2
3



believethat all alternativesneed to be described In at least the detail as Also an this page, an assumption should be the development of the north slope,
alternativeG. In addition, all alternativesneed to describe the experience since that's what's being recommended, and a worst-case scenario la probably
objectives for recreational use. The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) proper for describing the development effects.
concepts would be the state-of-the-artapproach for describing recreation
objectives. However, and even move important, effects of alternatives need to Page 265 and 278: The increase in use levels discussion would be more
be displayed using Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) concepts relating to appropriate In the affected environment and alternative sections. What are the
effects on experiences being seeked and that are mandated to be provided by

r.
effects of this increase use an visitor displacement(e.g., crowding, hunte 23

law. RVD level use figures have no useful correlation with effects. Levels of displacing hikers), experiences,wildlife populations,and vegetation?
aircraftuse in some areas is currentlydecreasing the quality of recreational
experiences, and all alternatives need to address managing, mitigating, and Page 269: Where is the analysis and what's the worst-case effects of making
disclosing these effects. the decision not to limit aircraftaccess? Aircraft use cannot be allowed to 24

Page 197: Because of the connected actions of allowing uncontrolled aircraft
increase without meeting NEPA requirements. I

u a and the public Interest In this Issue, this Is the document to make the Page 276: The ecosystem disclosure needs to be backed by adequate data and
d1sion to set aircraft use limits that become effective when aircraft Impacts analysis. This conclusion is not supportedwith either.
exceed disclosed maximum impact levels. Requirements of Section 1110(a) of

125
ANILCA needs to be met In this Plan and EIS. As a minimum, aircraft use levels Page 279: Effects on Wilderness Values does not describe effects on experience
should not exceed those permitted in 1980 until the effects of Increase use is but only describesa perceiveddifficultlyassessing the effects. Sufficient
disclosed as required by NEPA. data is available to assess the effects, and if data Isn't available, NEPA

Page 200: "Overcrowded" needs to be defined using LAC terminology. Hunting
permits the agency to engage In a worst-case analysis.

effectsneed to be limited to 1980 levels until such time that hunting effects Described effects on naturalness of the preferred alternative should not be 26
on natural diversity and the ANWR ecosystem are analyzed following KEPA allowed based on AMILCA alone. These effects do significantly alter the
procedures. This document does not meet MEPA requirements to approve increased ecosystemand natural diversity from what existed In 1980. In extrapolating

C71 huntingeffects on populations;this is especially true for sub-populationsof this disclusion to the ANWR Wilderness, I am concerned that these effects are
ID wolves,moose, and Dell sheep. If information is lacking, a worst-case
01

happening In existing wilderness. These effects discussions should have been
analysis should be performed. included In this DEIS for the established ANVR wilderness.

Page 210: Mining claims should be agreasively scheduled for validity exams. Page 282: It Is Illegal to decide to allow Increased hunting of Dall sheep
The ANWR is so vast, that additional claim development could occur without your without knowing (disclosing)the effects an local populations. In addition,
knowledge If left unmanaged, and this could lead to miners Inadvertently and AMILCA and the Wilderness Act does not allow for areas to be degraded or 27
illegallylater passing a validity/discoverytest. sacrificed. Hunting Impacts must be hold at no more than 19W levels until

Page 213: All alternativesshould establish LAC use levels for wilderness and
NEPA requirements are met.

minimal management areas to those levels that visitors recommended In 19T7 (see 7he process requirements described shows for environmental oonsequaimmemialso
my 1980 thesis). This appears to be the best informationavailable to date. apply to all the other alternative discussions
This could read, for example, that these areas would be managed so that their
would be a 90 percent probability that a visitor would see no more than 3 light Page 381: Mitigation needs to be addressed In the NEPA document.
aircraft per week. Group size should be limited to a maximum of 12. Higher 20

128
management intensities should have corresponding higher levels of use Impacts Note that the USFWS has the authority and responsibility to manage fish and
allowed that correspond to ROS principles. Alternatives should also address wildlife on the Refuge, and the State can only regulate wildlife to met
"huntingquality". For example, most hunters would prefer a full-curl Dall objectives established by the USFWS after following ANICLA and MEPA
sheephunting regulation; this regulationcould also Indirectly benefit the requirements.
structure and function of the ecosystem and natural diversity.

Page 384: The Wilderness Act and Wild and Scenic Rivers Act should be a
Page 261: A general comment is that where information Is incomplete of criteria to at least evaluate alternativeeffects an existing wildernessand
unavailable the agency should have performed a worst-ca3e analysis. All wild and scenic rivers.
alternativesshould disclose the effects on wolves: a significantpredator in 21
the ecosystem and a species that is being effected by hunan activities. Page 399: ANILCA does not establish a purpose of the ANWR to provide for

management flexibility or the option of changing management of the
Page 263: The Impacts on fish and wildlife should be described so that the non-milderne33 portion or the refuge to provide for compatible bconomIc uses.
scientific and analytic basis for comparisonsof alternatives can be made. In addition, NEPA requires public participation in decision making; thus,
Discussions should address direct and indirect effects and means to mitigate decisions should be made in this document on the management objectives and
the effects. The four categories or Impacts do not meet these requirements. 22

4 it
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Responses to C egg Vs re

1. Comment noted. -It is true that the Alaska Lands Act designated much of
the refuge as wilderness. 'However,the section referred to only describes

standards. The manager has the flexibilityto revise the Plan and supplement the major purposes of the refuge. Wilderness is a purpose of the original

the ETS. Arctic Range, as specified in Public Land Order 2214, but it is not stated
by the Alaska Lands Act to.be a purpose of the entire refuge.

I believe the selection of the preferredalternative should respond to public
Issues; however, only to the extent that the purposes of the Refuge are 2. We disagree that this plan is not specificto the refuge and that it does
entirely met, and I don't believe that Alternative A, as;now described, meets not provide sufficient informationto make decisions. We believe the
the purposes of the Refuge. refuge comprehensive conservation plan does address the interrelationships

of various resources and their management. The refuge comprehensive
page 450: The water memorandum of understanding between the state and the conservation plans, however, are only intended to provide broad management
USFWS should be modified to say that there will be cooperation In meeting guidance--itis noL possible in these plans to resolve all of the
compatibility determinations and NEPA requirements In making fish and wildlife questions facing management of the Arctic Refuge. Specific public use
management decisions. imanagementquestions will be addressed in subsequent step-down management

alternatwe Llft.,2:,O) Of Ulm alternatives En I believe that. plans. See also response #I to Trustees for Alaska.

Ibest iwats the! tne A@ an camoribed in AN and Usethin M 3. Comment noted. Neither Section 304(g) of the Alaska Lands Act nor theVj9Ejj_sFAot. The additional wildernessdesignation In alternative G would
National EnvironmentalPolicy Act require the Service to resolve all of

insure that the purposes described In ANILCA for the refuge are met (another
the concerns identified by the public in the refuge comprehensive

needed layer orprotection). However, I believe that this document does not
conservationplans. The Service did examine all of the issues that wereadequately meet process requirements to lead to a Final EIS, and a new draft
raised during the planning process and then identified which issues wereshould be issued after the process problems are corrected. A decision using
significantfor the plan (see pages 31-45 of the draft plan). Allthe Information In this document would not meet ANILCA, NEPA and the
significantissues were addressed by the Service in the plan. HarassmentAdministrativeProcedure3 Act requirements. In the interim, visitor-use (oil
of wildlife was not identifiedto be a significantissue by the Service.related, miners, hunters, and general recreationists) effects on Refuge values
Visitorand aircraftuse were identifiedto be significantissues, andshould be limited to no more than the level or effects present in 1980.
were addressed in the "common management directions" and in the managementCA
alternatives.co In closing, I urge you to more fullyexplore the Interrelationshipsof

resources and connected actions in this document. Please also closely follow
the process requirements In 40 CFR 1500. I believe that the requirements will 4. Comment noted. Under the Alaska Statehood Act and the Alaska State
help you (or I should say the Secretary) make the beat and a reasoned decision. Constitutionthe State of Alaska has responsibilityfor managing fish and

wildlife in the state. Title 43 of the Code of Federal Regulations,Part
I want to apologize for Comments that are terse, that don't display tact, and 24.3 states: "Units of the National Wildlife Refuge System...shall be
the rough writing- I had very limited time to review and comment on the managed, to the extent practicable and compatible with the purposes for
document. which they were established, in accordance with State laws and

regulations,comprehensive plans for fish and wildlife developed by the
plemsetplain me On your =Lillng JIM. to receive future dram -W the oample States......The Alaska Lands Act does not give the state authority to
RIB, Pliums,and KM of "him d-t dM they bsoosseavailable. Please also

manage fish and wildlife in the Arctic Refuge. As you noted, the Service
place M on your public inVOILVeOMtmaillng ]Listsror all orthe AMR

has the ultimate responsibility for management of the refuge and the
Compatibility Determinations$Including PrOPOMLIA to directly or indirectly

conservationof fish and wildlife resources an those lands. The Serviceallow for Increased levels;of public use (as required by NEPAL
also recognizes that it shares a mutual concern for management of fish and
wildlifein Alaska refuges with the state. The Service thereforeentered
into a cooperative memorandum of understanding with the state forS
management of fish and wildlife an all Alaska refuges, including the
Arctic Refuge (see page 185 and 448-450 in the draft plan). We agree with
you that all actions taken under this agreement must be consistent with
law, regulation,and this refuge comprehensive conservation plan. Nore n
actions would be permitted that are contrary to the management directions
in the refuge comprehensive conservation plan without first going throughcc: ANWR
the National Environmental Policy Act process.

5. Comment noted. We believe the draft document addresses all the concerns
you noted. See also response #2 and 3 above.
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6. Comment noted. The draft plan did address the effects of management 12. Comment noted. We do not presently have quantified information on access
actions on the refuge's ecosystems in the "Environmental Consequences" and transportationin the refuge (with the exception of commercial
chapter (see pages 276, 306, 324, 336, 349, 361, and 372). However, the operators that are under special use permit).
Service does not believe the question of habitat improvements is a
significantissue for the plan, for the reasons cited on page 33. 13. See response #11 regarding worst-case scenarios. We have changed the text

of the finalplan to reflectyour data on recreationaluse of the

7. Management emergencies are addressed in the "common management directions" additions to the refuge.
on page 181 in the draft plan. It is not possibleto define all possible
situationsthat might constitutea management emergency. As noted in the 14. Comment noted. We believe the management alternatives in the draft plan

text, an example of a management emergency would be if naturally occurring provide for a clear understanding of their intent and provide adequate
or man-causedactions (e.g., landslides,floods,fires, drought)are disclosure. We do not believe it is appropriateto include specific
adversely affecting refuge resources. To conserve fish and wildlife objectives and standards in a general document such as the refuge
populations,and thus meet the intent of the Alaskn Lands Act, in this comprehensive conservation plan. see also response #2.
situation it may be necessary to permit a habitat improvement that would
not otherwise be permitted on all or portions of the refuge. 15. Comment noted. We agree that all of the actions you listed must comply

with provisions of the National EnvironmentalPolicy Act. Virtually @ve.ry

B. Comment noted. action the Service takes must comply with provisionsof the National

9. The draft plan text does state that airplanesare allowed as a traditional
Environmental Policy Act.

means of access. Section 1110(a) clearly states that this use can be 16. See response #15.
restricted if the use is demonstratedto be detrimentalto refuge
resources. The access "comman management direction" an pages 196-197 is 17. We believe the statement on page 188 reflects the intent of Congress
consistentwith the Senate report that you cited. regarding the term "natural diversity." The December 1, 1980

CongressionalRecord - Senate states: "The term (natural diversity)...is

10. Comment noted. The "Affected Environment" chapter in the draft plan does not intended to preclude predator control on refuge lands in appropriate

discuss important components of the refuge's natural diversity and instances." The citation in the draft plan, however, wa
a incorrect--it

ecosystems(e.g.,geology,water, soils,fish, birds, mammals, etc.). The should be S. 15131. See also response #10.
refuge's ecosystems also are generally discussed on page 76. The Service
does not have, however, detailed information on the refuge's ecosystems or 18. Comment noted. The page you referred to is a comsm@nmanagement direction

4D informationon the effects of human disturbance that you noted. As noted that would be implemented under all of the alternatives (with some

-4 on page 186 of the draft, research and management studies are one of the exceptionsfor AlternativeG). We believe that the level of detail of the
Service's major management directions in all of the alternatives. We also alternativesis adequate regarding public access and transportation
wish to point out that it is not the purposeor intent of this document to management for this general plan (see also response #8 to Trustees for

providea detailed, scientificdescriptionof the refuge's biological Alaska).
environment. The intent of Congress in using the term natural diversity
is discussedon page 198 of the draft plan. Wilderness qualitiesof the We do not believe the refuge comprehensive conservation plan can
Arctic Refuge are generally discussed in Chapter III, on pages 46-49 in adequately address recreation opportunity spectrum objectives and limit
the draft. We do not believe there is a need to discuss the specific of acceptable change. These concepts require far mor data and analysi:
items addressed on page 161 for the existing wilderness--Congress than we can do, given our time and funding constraint:,in preparing the
designatedthe Arctic Wilderness because it believed the area met these refuge comprehensive conservation plan. We believe the level of detail

criteria. provided in the assessment of the alternatives is adequate for the
purposes of this general document. Future step-down recreation management

11. We disagree that a worst-case scenario should be used in the plan. The plans, called for an pages 200-201 in the draft plan, can explore these

scenariosfor each alternativeare our projections of what activitiesare concepts in more detail.
most likely to occur on the refuge. To provide a worst-case scenario in
the "Environmental Consequences" chapter just because we have limited During the planning process several individuals and groups noted that

informationin not a reasonable or realistic projectionof the.future. aircraftwere affectingthe quality of their recreationalexperiencein

Current Council on Environmental Quality regulations on preparing the refuge. The use of aircraft consequentlywas identified to be a

environmentalimpact statements (Section 1502.22) state that when significantissue (see page 35 in the draft). One alternativewas

informationis lacking to evaluate reasonably foreseeable significant included in the planwhich would specificallyrestrict the use of aircraft

adverse effects, catastrophic consequences need not be examined if they in part of the refuge. However, the Service does not have the authority,

are based an pure conjecture and are not within the "rule of reason." nor does the Service believe it is appropriate,to take this action in all
of the alternatives (see response #6 and response #7 to the Wilderness
Society).



19. The Service only included the term "overcrowded" on page 200 in the
26. Comment noted. We disagree with your assertion that the discussion on the

context of a common management direction--itis the intent of the Service effects of wilderness values does not adequately describe the effects on

to avoid overcrowdedconditions. To provide a definition using LAC experience. The paragraphs on page 279 only note the difficulty in doing

terminology in this plan would require more data and analysis than the such an analysis. We also disagree that the developments and uses

Service can prnn@l provide (see also response #18). Regarding hunting, permittedunder Alternative A would significantlyalter the refuge's

y
in the draft).

the Service ha o data indicatinghunting is adversely affecting refuge
ecosystems and natural diversity (see also pages 270-276

resources. Public use, which includeshunting, is assessed in Chapter VI With regards to the effects on the existing wilderness area, the section

in the draft plan. Based on the projected increases in use, the Service
you referenced only is concerned with the effects of wilderness

did not determine there would be adverse effects on the refuge's fish and
designationon the non-wildernessportion of the refuge. The effects of

wildlifepopulations. The Servicedoes not believe it appropriate to do a
the alternativeon the "naturalness"of the existing wildernessarea are

worst-case analysis of hunting (see response #11).
implicitlyincluded in the generaldiscussion of the biologicaleffects
and recreation effects of the alternative (see pages 270-276 and 278).

20. Comment noted. See responses #18 and 19 regarding the establishment of
27. We disagreewith your assertion that it is necessary to limit hunting ofIAC use levels. The Service has no mandates or obligations to address

"hunting quality" in the refuge comprehensiveconservation plans. Under the refuge's sheep population. As stated on page 282, under the scenario

its memorandum of understanding with the State of Alaska, the Service does more sheep would be harvested in the Atigun Corge area and that the

not set hunting regulationsfor big game in Alaska refuges (see also effects of this harvest on the local population is unknown--wedo not know

responseW.
whether there would be a negative impact on the population. However, this
is only a Z"s-i-bility,based on future projections. As noted on page 274

21. Comment noted. See response #11 regarding worst-case scenarios. The
?f the draft,with continuedclose regulationof harvest levels projected

effects of the alternativeson furbearers,which includeswolves, are
increases in sheep hunting in Alternative A would not result in

assessed in the draft plan (see pages 275, 304, 323, 336, 348, 361, 372).
significantimpacts on the refuge populationas a whole. It is further
assumed in the scenario that the regulatory process administered by the

22 . Consent noted. As noted an page 262 of the draft plan, because of the
Alaska Boards of Fish and Game would avoid excessive harvests (see

general nature of the assessment and the lack of numerical and statistical
page 262). See also responses #19 and 20.

informationregarding refuge resources, impacts must be often expressed in
relative terms. The Service believes the four categories of impacts meet

28. As noted on page 261 of the draft, in all of the scenarios it is assumed

the requirementsof the National EnvironmentalPolicy Act. Regarding the that reasonable management practices and the best available technology

cm developmentof the "1002" area, it would be incorrect to assume would be applied. Mitigation is also specifically addressedon
co pages 381-382.
CD

developmentof the "1002" area because under all of the alternatives in
this plan the Service would manage the area as a minimal management
area--until Congress decides otherwise, development of the "1002" area
would be prohibited. (See also response#1 to the National Audubon
society.)

23. We disagree with your comment. The "Affected Environment" chapter only
describes the existing environment,while the "Management Alternative"
chapter sets general management direction and guidance. It would be
inappropriateto include the projected use estimates in either of these
chapters. The projected use levels are included in the "Environmental
Consequences" chapter as a scenario of what may occur in the refuge in the
future. They are included here to provide a basis for assessing the
effects of each alternative. The effectsof the projected increases in
use, includingthe effects on fish and wildlife, vegetation,and user
experiences, are assessed for each alternative in Chapter VI.

24. The effects of increasing public use, which includes increased aircraft
use, is generally assessed under both "Recreation" and the "Effects on
Wilderness Values" for each alternative (e.g., see pages 278 and 279-281
for Alternative A). See response #11 regarding worst-case analyses.

25. We do not agree with your assertion. The assessment was based on the best
available information. For the purposes of this general document, we
believe the analysis is adequate.



WM COMLTAMM
A

Director/U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 2

24 April 1988 I should like to see Wild-and-Scenic River status conferred on
the Chandelar, the Porcupine and its tributary, the Colleen,

Regional Director Rivers.
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
AtIni Bill Knauer Sincer 1
10@1 E. Tudor Road
Anchorage, AK 99503

Dear Director: Harry . as
HWW Consultants

The following contents arp addressed to the draft Comprehensive
Conservation Plan, Environmental Impact Statement, Wilderness
Review, and Wild River Plan.of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.

Reading the plan is made difficult by a lack of consistency
between maps in the groups, pages 215-252 and on pages 545-551:
(Comparingsome of the maps that are alike (such as Alternative
A map with Alternative A map) is made difficult by a change in
how management areas are identified. This could lead to con-
fusion. Responsesto HarryVassi

In the case of Alternative D (p.233) how does it happen that
the northern part of the Sheenjek River has lost is wild-and-

CD scenic status? Whereas, in Alternative D (P. 548). the River 2 1. Consentnoted. The textin thedraftplanonly refersto themanagement

CD was properly defined. What is the explanation for this? alternativefiguresin thebody of thedocument,with theexceptionof
TableI on page15 in thedraft. We havefootnotedthe tablein the final

If Alternative H is the one referred to on P. 258, the sentanc planand deletedthefiguresin AppendixP to eliminatethispotential
is not correct; Alternative D in the Appendix P, P- 523 is no sourceof confusion.

258 if a comparison is t:r- 3as describedon p. intendedbetweenAlt
natives D and H. I should like further explanation to clarify 2. Thankyou fordrawingourattentionto thispoint. Figure37 was in error
this confusing pragraph. in thedraftplanandhasbeencorrectedin the finalplan.

I am in favor of Alternative G, with the following modifications: 3. The alternativereferredto an page233in thedraftplandid not
I disagree that the use of snowmobiles and all motorized vehiclesoff- correspondto eitherAlternativeH on page534or AlternativeD on
as traditional form of transportation, if viewed in the common page523,but ratherthealternativeshownan page521.
definition of traditional, something prior to 1900. I also dis-
agree with the allowance of motorboats, airplanes, hel4copters,
and other motorized vehicles in the various management categories
(pp. 173-4) -- and certainly in the Wild and Scenic and in the
Wilderness categories. Between 1 October and 1 June snowmobiles
can be allowed.

Referring to P. 175, I would omit all boat launch sites, roads.

On p. 177, I am opposed to the allowance of commercial fisheries
in both wild-river management and in wilderness management. They
should be stricken from being permitted in these management cate-
gories.
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Lta e repL_je Sylvia A. Altman
11611 26th Avenue South
Seattle, Washington 98168

March 30, 1988

Arctic Refuge Planning Team
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
1011 East Tudor Road
Anchorage. Alaska 99503

Dear Sirs:

In regards to the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. I support
The Last Great Wilderness Alternative G which is the only plan

fold bare
under consideration that would preserve the integrity of the
entire area under question.

;
,AP,4, The refuge was established to protect wildlife and wildlifeI

habitat, not to provide a political playground for humansALA6zr- EI. who do not appreciate the priceless and irreplaceable nature
0 h area. It must be maintained as undeveloped and unmanaged

t ewilderness, as the vast majority of the public demands.

Please include the '1002' area in your consideration. It will
be destroyed by development unless you act now to save it as a
vital part of the whole ecological system under review.

A/. The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge is a national treasure that

Aam, Afawhe LIC/t/.9L3 REGIONAL DIRECTOR must be preserved forever, according to the will of the people

U
.
S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE of this country. Please act accordingly.

U.;-t 1011 E. TUDOR ROAD
ANCHORACE, ALASKA 99503 Thank you for you attention to this matter.

Yours truly,

RepRonse to Heather Whitaker
'50 - "r-,,

Sylvia A. Altman

I. The full refugecomprehensiveconservationplan/environmentalimpact
statementdoes addressthe effectsof each alternativean the local
communities,includingresidentsof ArcticVillageand Venetia(e.g.,see
pages276-278for AlternativeA). As noted in the text,all of the copies to: Honorable Frank Murkowski
alternatives(withthe possibleexceptionof AlternativeB) wouldmaintain Honorable Ted Stevens
opportunitiesfor subsistenceuse. AlternativeB, which is not the Honorable Don Young
Service'spreferredalternative,couldresultin some significant
restrictionsof subsistenceuse by ArcticVillageand Venetieresidents.



ALASKA CONTROLS, INC.
MANUF ALT L,RkR5'kEPRL%i%IAM F

1.9Q t."fe. T11T\ _514 Ph-@.- ;W7- ifil-4-M

April 12, 1988
cam

sea\4luv6t51ilim

Mr, Bill Knauer &06NWD* ,A%VC, 0850'3U
. . Dept. of the Interior

Fish & Wildlife Service
1011 East Tudor Road
Anchorage, Alaska 99503 Tew WtffwnonA'5'%rs@

Dear Mr. Knauer:
&e.?%jconewraA WA\ Wa.bahe.*4& Vftbeen

As you
prepare your final comprehensive conservation plan

for the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, please consider the 6niniskmAiociV
following recommendations and observations and use them to
the beat of your ability in the final products.

&A ftnturvAG@iunsinkkosvia.on&ox-mss*Y_noAtcyl0*,r

Fish & Wildlife officials are to be commended for the
x DiL&"ww* itN*x kdic.9dionalitidUVeMmy-

professionalmanner in which the draft documenthas been
developed and for delineating the several options for
management open to the Service with such clarity. CnYW*AftVA'G@ iMP6* 0j 0@tnjnj 411LCOOS%L ?Wn io 6L

After reviewing the options, it is clear ALTERNATIVE B is 11NMUACAU" 4* 4* U*kv-AjZM,000Um
the preferred option. v4N.3@&- esr4obj *@t toofil*LqVkin- aw *, vY%*ffeK

h) Alternative B designates 8 million acres of the 19 million TAn(et?)
acre area under study an Wilderness, along with another
401,000 acres to be designated 'Wild River' Management. Of M qaatko%,A&Ae_*L -,looram G@*IL 400aw?w^ ,Gwifj@
the total 19 million acres of federal lands, 26%, or about *L %0CYLTEVOA i5-A,,ekA*W *Sit&VP% VAL&ti& On *L
5 million acres would be open to some degree of economic
development such as fish hatcheries and dikes, with 11% or 6um wwalfflw* A *L 1.15vildimam OR&._M5 i5t064 OL
2 million acres of that total available for significant,
economic development opportunities such as oil and gas TOW%Lok &6rA0A, Vc" A%W,ffAVA %007. MPU* tt &S-GMEA *0
leasing provided Congress authorizes ouch activities through
pecific legislation.

bumc@ &*4fffA

:t appears that Alternative B provides a balance between
15 tft **a O.WC YOZ5 0@ j?kL6Vr.commu*

those who would have the entire area designated as Wilder- V3*'.balum" %U??0rV %r wtlhe@ &61%ndom ej Aw?, ihadt

ness and those who would open the entire area to intensive
economic development opportunities. Furthermore, Alterna-

44ov- %-askiL to muc3n cocko" LO& 4*5 %Z&W, mtvdin5 io

tive B assures a high level of protection of fish and wild- *.w &Pvn tk0&k*%Cr2,-1-191o6@*v,usc*4 Ummes4s 3ov-
life resources in maintained, that air and water is 13
protected and that the cultural resources of the area will itAAYA W?@xk ft " Laak Gm& '*XWf06* Pdld
bev:ade secure including those areas in which oil and gas
de lopment might be allowed.

T 5" d6fck iv +i-),oAwaisk@ ?r016WAOPMLr*

Alternative B represents a sensitive and sensible approach
"b if%4v. 16L OR ?UbvtLOn& ?WVA6&Wk "?te@ k%ift 4wmss

towards management of this are of Alaska. This alternative 0(4 a* T" -%05%,'&W"Muyn ?Cck@icwl *0 ana
should be the designation of choice of the Serice. Thank
you for allowing our participation in the process. "r r4kU-QL M009, +W_ "Ose %r U*@C@,*VW-

m6@ wes txeaAvA -

WD, nom A *L MP 4WnWmjw oAz da5yvA amund +Ae,
Ann M. Curtis
Administrator



Heather Koon
408J Lakeway
Bellingham, WA 98225

6JD,.'._-kf4Lubu, or meAs ot @omk ?COP@L- T tnco-r*J@t,
(206)671-5147

int VJ-S-@@Sv%" t4Wic 5eviitL ko bsm & +roiniro, vnrdm

V)*% *M wfn C@ @aiyn r4u@ ED-00 Itpovffion5
\aAm \=L -@eop\e_ -1-Aka"-Mon bekL"11 cc,ru@v1(LnQB&TfA'r

Ona \OML WMMUMifS 'V5 AEM%df@ -for V'OMOK'OU"-a
Arctic Refuge Planning Team
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
1011 East Tudor Road
Anchorage. AX 99503

Wenedsday, March 30, 1988

To the Planning Team and other Esteemed Readers:

I cannot express strongly enough my disappointment in the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. Your blatent disregard for overwhelming public opinion

(D

is nothing less than a National disgrace.

0
co qqsqo

Your own statistics revealed that a 77% majority of public comments fav-
ored a Last Great Wilderness alternative (Alternative 11G11).Initial pro-
fessional recommendations called for wilderness status for the entire ref-
uge. You have ignored both of these valuable imputs.

The purpose of a wildlife refuge is to protect and maintain biotic divers-

i

ty on a pristine land base. Your prefered alternative, "A". is not con-
listent with this purpose. To claim that it is, is to play the public
for fo*Ls.

1 suggest that you cease to regard us, the public, as being so easily de-
ceived. Most of us are well-educated on the issue and will use our status
as registered voters to support our convictions.

It is obvious that you have knuckled under to political pressure from an
industry-biased administration. I. and many others, will not tolerate

this.

I support Alternative 11G11.

Sin er ly,,/

er Koon

cc: Senators Murkowski and Stevens
Representative Young
Secretary Hodel



4/11/86

Dear Sirs;

I realize the deadline is fast approaching for the closing
L

on comments over alternatives forlhe Arctic National Wildlife

Refuge. I believe I wrote earlier lant April (1987) and would like
YOM

to comment one last time.

WNSOCRfMoAt OF TO u-5.rIsH w-,urc 1 have lived here in Arctic Village for the last 9 years. During that
ArrN .- Sf4i- AedWACAF R

WILVRA,*55 /011FAS17-7TIVOR.ROAD time, I have seen &lot of the coumtry,both on foot and by snowmachine;

r-Op,*ie-z-o9F-rffIS@
AACmoiRA", A& TF50.3 From the mouth to the headwaters of the Ottertail Rivar,the Wind River,

41wq. Ir
No-n

R*.DwM Kimii

the Junjik River,Water Creek and far up that watershed to the

rugged mountainsbayorLd. This country is so beautifully unijtue
SDCR IT7Ut 1, ffitgim7 5773?

1
it would be a real tragedy to alter It in any way. Thinga:grow and

VAT lq(k,7-AV- i
change so slowly I don't think the land could handle recreational

use-Wevelopement?)) that some of the Refuge Alternatives would

.-R.J, 813Low;here are foot trails used by the natives hundreds of yeara

and ati.3-1visible like they were made yestarday,there you see

atumpa still. standing from trees cut 50-100 years. ago. I've seen

these and other signs over and over arsin,and I wonder what would

the land lo..k like it 20,30 -100 timesi.the present users were allowed.
0

access.to it.

I am totally for Alternative G;total wilderness. I know I can speak

the same for all the old people who are unable-to write but have
T

voiced their concerns to me over and over again; no developement,no

L vs,ire more guides,no large groups of hikers,campers. People have to

realize we are.talking of an area that can change (or recover) at

AIL only a snails pace,where treeiggrowth is measured in fraction of

1;@ k.
Inches, per year and lichen ground cover in dacodes,. It is really

a poor supporter of same animals,consequently it can only support

4.51 V, - 1.4
-NJ11 ?ql C410L S 1@t a few animals per several square miles;:Lnereased guiding/hunting

Ae- would cause irreparable harm to their populations.

o-A4 ivo I wish more people could actually see the area to see for themselves
Po. 3-03

N how incredibly fragile it really is and why any kind of increasedS 1.3
use/developement would alter it forever.

The young folks here In town feel just as atror#y and I'm

presently urging them to write their comments now also.

I don't want to sound melodrametic,but it really would be a tragedy

if any kind of increased use other than Alternative G was allowed.

J-61eePeirl.-X,-25e,,A4f"4,7,
Box 22044
Arctic villagetAk-9972Z
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U.S.FishandWildlifeService

April20th1988
Pnchoranel filo5ko, ?7,6-03

Aun: BillKnauer
im I Ent TudorRoad
Anchorage,AX 99503

Dew Mr Kramer

fiw 89
We am writingwithcommentsontheFL;handWildlifeService'srecentlyreleaseddraftComprehen-

ayn LL"U-,_L im

siveConservationPlanfordieArcticRefuge.producedinrraponsetotheAlaskalAndsAct. -to/Y4
MOdraftCCPisawoefullymadequateplanningeffort.Itcanhardlybeconsidera'comprahentive'
mauspanentplan.foritonaitsthebiologicalheartofdie19 million-acrerduge:die1.5millionacresof
theArcticCoastalPlain.Althoughtheam isveferenoedinOm interiorDepartments1002Report,this
reportisnota landmanagementphat.Inadditiontobeingtotallyummitableforoildrilling,theArctic

_LfLb_@WU
Comm,Plainisnow gettingsuchattentionnationwidethaLincreasedrecreationindieareaisinevitabIc
Tinsmeans;thatcarryingcapacitystodus;shouldbeundertakentodeterminewhattypesanddegreesof Q,@UO@@ (ANWO-) obZVab
usedorefugeconstand.Moreover.diedraftCCPdo=notforeclosefuturecommerdaldevelopment.
sucha miningand commercialtimbercutting,in an men thatshouldwithoutquestionbe m die
NationalWildarow PreservatimSystem.CongressordereddieFish andWildlifeServicetodetermine
allnon-prildernessrefugelandstodeterminetheirwildernesssuitability.yettheArcticCoastalPlain

0
C"

was notconsidered. v9A,(\ occ P)
Our recommendationsare:

C C4Ka_r Ue4-k Okl)W PPM

The entirerefugeshouldbegivenwildernessdesignation. -io
A reviseddraftplanfordo ArcticRefugeshouldbe prepared,thatincludesdiecon-
SW plainand considersitforwildernessdesignation.

Pernamentstructures,includingonsharefacilitiesinsupportof uIrshorcoiland gas
activitiesshouldbe prohibned.

Comerrialtimberoperationsand otherdevelopmentshouldbe prohibited.

Carryingcapacitystudiesshouldbe undetuhn to preventresourcedamage from
OL (IL461,0_u 0jun-L a nd top-mm@,

recrestionaloveruse.

We hopeyouwilltft theseviewsintoconsiderationwhen youdetermineyournextactions.
J, tG'elt alwd &,tI 4uAvv- t&/Llt ft4t e-

. LI'

Sincmly. jot'i_U@e uxU

44A.1t.0A.led
- 'Lcl'Joddard

(AV x

JohannaD.MooreandN@igM.G,)



April 21, 1988
March 16, 1988

Arctic Refuge Planning Team
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Regional Director 1011 Fast Tudor Road
Fish and Wildlife Service Anchorage, AK 99503
loll East Tudor Road
Anchorage, Alaska 99503 Dear Planning Team:
Attention: Bill Knauer

Re: Draft Comprehensive Conservation Plan (DCCP) - Arctic
My wife Rnd I are frequent visitors to Alaska, having thus far made 13

Refuge
wilderness expeditionsto the state. 'hwnof tnose trips have be2n to

National Wildlife
-----------------------------------------------------------

Arctic NWR, for a total of six weeks in all. It greptly disturbs us thaL
consideration is now being given to opening up the refuge for

Dear Mr. Knauer:
development.

We would like you Lo know that we strongly support.wilderness
I am writing to support the implementation of efuge's

Alternative G, 'The Last Great Wilderness', with regard
designationfor the entire refuge. In our opinion. the r

to the management of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
wilderness qualities and wildlife habitat are far too important to

("ANWR'), outside of the coastal plain.
endanger for short-term and questionable economic gains.

This alternative is the most economical of those
As the Planning Agency in char3e, we ask you to do all you can to insist

proposed, and would allow the refuge to be maintained in
that the Arctic NWR remainsa true wilderness area in the spirit that

a pristine state. There are very few opportunities left
the refuge was established.

in America to preserve our nation's heritage of wilderness
for future generations. The selection of Alternative G

We would appreciate it if you would keep us informed of your decision.

0 would allow us to maintain the majestic grandeur of what
really is our 'Last Great Wilderness" and would ensure

Sincerely,

that its future would not be compromised by what are, essen-
tially, short-range goals. To leave the door open to
development schemes that could cause irreparable harm is
simply not conscionable, and is certainly not the legacy
we should leave.

Larry Rice and Judy Bradford
Marshall State Fish & Wildlife Area

Accordingly, I strongly support the adoption of
RR 1, Box 238

the most appropriate alternative - Alternative G.
Lacon, IL 61540

Respectfully,

-730 gee_

AP-1 p_-j,y
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Remional DLrectcr. Attention'Bi'.1 KnaL191-

U.S.Fish and Wildlife Service

Region 7.1011 E.Tudor Fd.

A CcrituryofExcdlericc1887-1987

Anchorage Air. 99503

rjear Mr. Knauer.
February 3, 1988

We are writing to cement on t- Dra-t Summar .- -n-;

the Arctic National Wil c1life Refuge Comprehensive PI an . As
Arctic Refuge Planning Team

=tatecj or. page lo o4 the SUmmary."The Arctic Refuge
V.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Wilderness oualit,.ea ctand out amang it's special values.
1011 East Tudor Road

The need to preserve a portion o4 the Brooks range and
Anchorage, Alaska 99503

arctic Alaska's great wilderness values formed the ori;;inz,-.

basis -for establishing the Arctic Range."
Dear Sirs:

Alternative 6 best meets the goals of maintaining

the great wilderness- value of ANWR.Subsistence use would

Please accept the following comments on the Arctic Refuge Comprehensive Conser-

still be Permitted. but oil and gas development would not be
vation Plan.

allowed. It would be hard to argue that oil and gas research
or development are compatible with wilderness values.Bv

The draft plan provides an adequate description of the affected environment,

designating 9.691.0(0 acres as wilderness. the integrity of

biological resources, land status and planning process.

thiv great ecosystem is best maintained for future

generations.Alternative 6 is also tne least costly of all

However, as a land management plan for this extraordinary natural resource, it

the alternatives. Anything short of this leaves the

is seriously deficient. It fails to adequately recognize the premier wilderness

Possibility for future 1002 tvpe politics. The U.S.Fish and

values that can be found nowhere else on American soil. It fails to assure pro-

wildlife Services preferred alternative A which oroooses no

tection of this area's unsurpassed wildlife population, it fails to assure main-

CD

tenance of the refuge's wild and undeveloped character, and it fails to provide

0
more wilderness designation in ANWR smacks of suspicion and

4
bringsto question the U.S.Fish and Wildlife's supposed goal

assurance that future generations will continue to see this part of the world

of protecting the wilderness qualities of the area.

as it was before the arrival of modern civilization. Finally, the plan fails

We have both spent considerable amounts of time in

to meet it's stated criteria of best meeting the stated purposes of the refuge

ANWR and Plan more trips in tne future. ANWR is one of our

and best meeting the public interest.

nation's Priceless treasures. Alternative G Would best

protect this great arctic ecosystem.

Clearly, this document when reduced to it's essentials, is obviously an attempt

We would also like to go cn record saving that we

to justify a political directive from an anti-wildernessanti-conservation admin-

feel the 1002 area should also be designated as wilderness,

istration. It represents an abandonment of professional resource management and

to Asnure the protection of the Forcuoine caribou hard.
planning ethics by the agency.

Sincerely,

The Last Great Wilderness Alternative (alternative G) would best meet the pur-

poses of this superlative resource and would be most consistent with the public

(144 4,
interest. Some of it's specific provisionsI would like to see implemented

include: maintenance of wildlife populations and habitats in their natural

-124.
condition. without heavy handed agency management programs, maintena-n-ceof high

,Von a -M,@ quality opportunities for hunting, fishing, trapping and other recreational

activities, minimizing government involvement in such activities, elimination

of all government buildings in the refuge, reduce the number of inholdings,
.

restruct the use of agency helicopters, prohibit motorboats on wild rivers and
on mountain lakes. designate the entire r fus as wilderness and develop specific

management standards that would ensure th:t he refuge's natural values will not

be lost or diminished.

Please reconsider your responsibility for this exceptional resource and establish
the Last Great Wilderness Alternative as the agencies preferred alternative.

Sincyel

Bil
Via et

AssistantProfessorof Acct.Moorhead,MinnesotaSffir7o

rl MoorheadStateUniversityisanequaionoortu.tyemaAayerl"xator
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